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and Supervisor of the counseling

laboratory while getting her

master's degree. In 1966 she was

named assistant dean of students at

the college, a position she held for

two years. She went to Indiana

University in 1968 as a participant

in an NDEA Institute in counseling

and guidance and was a graduate

assistant in the department of

higher education while completing

her studies for a doctorate.

To the question of how she

views her job at Colorado College,

Miss Sutherland replied, "I see

myself as a resource person. I am a

student counselor, responsible for

the student's welfare. I am not an

enforcer of parietal rules. I'm really

of a quartermaster officer. I make
them aware of the services available

to them. Health services, food

service, and keep those performing

in the best interests of the stu-

dent."

When queried about her

opinions on birth control, Dean

Sutherland answered, "If you mean

would I recommend it as a Roman

/&9

NEW STUDENT WEEK SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 1

7:00 am Hub opens and begins regular hours

8:00 am - 4:00 pm New Student l.D. Cards - Faculty Lounge Armstrong
Basement

10:00 am - 4:00 pm Library Tours - Tutt Library

12 Noon - 1:00 pm Lunch - Rastail Center

1:00 pm - 4:00 pm Campus Tours - leave from Raslall Center

2:00 pm - 4:00 pm For Parents of New Students - in Armstrong Theater

2 pm - 3 pm Perspectives on Student Life and Culture at Colorado
College

Ronald E. Ohl, Dean of Student Affairs

3 pm -4 pm Perspectives on the Academic Program at Colorado Col-
lege

George A. Drake, Dean of the College

5:00 pm - 6:00 pm Dinner - Rastall Center

7:15 pm New Student Convocation - Shove Chapel
James H. Stauss, Provost of the College

8:15 pm New Student Reception - Great Hall of Armstrong

9:30 pm Musical Entertainment - Raslall North Patio

10:00 pn Residence Halls meetings - residents will meet on wings
with Freshmen Counselors

Catholic, the answer is no. However

Dean doesn't dig
parietal parole

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 2

Dr. Elizabeth R. Sutherland,

new Associate Dean here at

Colorado College, comes to us from

a varied and interesting set of

experiences in the field of

education.

During World War II she taught

children of Japanese and German

ancestry in a U. S. family relocation

center and for several years was a

teacher of religious studies for

Chicano children in South Texas.

Her experience in the Peace Corps

included working with students

from the University of Chile in

pre-school practice teaching, and

during her Peace Corps tenure she

traveled throughout Central and

South America.

Dr. Sutherland went to Our

Lady of the Lake College in 1964

and was a residence hall director

information about birth control

and services pertaining thereto are

availabe and if a student wants that

information or those services they

are there." She sees changes in

disciplines and new disciplines

being formed. It is certain that she

will be a welcome addition to the

Colorado College campus during

this time of changes.

EaafiAPo coulees UBaaBsr
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N'You shall know the truth and you'll probably never use it!"

7:30 am - 8:30 am Breakfast - Rastall Center

8:45 am - 9:30 am Armstrong Theater — Introductions

9:30 am - 10:30 am Meetings with individual Faculty Advisers (See Freshman
Packet for name of adviser and office location)

10:00 a n - 4:00 pm New Student l.D. Cards - Faculty Lounge

10:30 a n - 1 2 Noon Language Placement Examinations (See Freshman Packet
for detailed explanation)

FRENCH Armstrong 300 and 302
GERMAN Armstrong 234 and 235
SPANISH Armstrong 328 and 353

12 Noon - 1:00 pm Students on the ADVISER PLAN - go through lunch line

and meet in Rastall Room 208 with Professor Douglas
Freed -v

Students in SELECTED STUDENTS PROGRAM - go
through lunch line and meet in Rastall Room 212(W.E.S.
Lounge) wiib Professor Thomas Mauch

1:00 prr - 1:30 pm PRE-MEDICAL STUDENTS mee! with Professor Harold
Jones in Olin Hall I

1:30 pn - 3:00 pm - Paying of Fees and Registration Armslrong Greal Hall

3:00 pn - 6:00 pm Departmental Orientations (See description in Freshman
Packet for details)

Starving Students
Jam Job Jungle

7:30 pm- 10:30 pm Activities Open House - Rastall Cenier

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 3

SYMPOSIUM - "THE UNIVERSITY AS AN
AGENT OF SOCIAL CHANGE"

I Debal - Am- ong if,

RESOLVED: THAT IT SHOULD BE THE PRIMARY
RESPONSIBILITY OK THE MODERN UNIVERSITY TO
SERVE AS AN AGENT OF SOCIAL CHANGE.

If you are looking for a job, you

did not come to the right place. In

an exclusive interview with The

Catalyst, Assistant Dean of Student

Affairs, Donald Smith, told this

reporter that the prospect of

finding a good hustle is pretty

dreary these days.

The job placement service was

originally in the office of the regis-

trar but was shifted to the Student

Affairs division of the College for

reasons unknown. The bulk of jobs

available are in the "part time"

categories. It would probably be a

good idea to thoroughly check out

the "golden opportunity" before

accepting the position. Many of

them have weird hours or are excru-

ciatingly hard work or are below

the minimum hourly wage stan-

dards.

No industries in this village inter-

view on our campus. Add to that

the certain knowledge that almost

1 00% of all campus jobs are

handled by the individual depart-

mental offices and, if you don't

have an "in," you are up the

proverbial creek without a paddle.

There are jobs available. All jobs

are listed in a display case in the

main corridor in Rastall Center.

The Office of Student Affairs will

be glad to help you in any way

possible. There will be no place-

ments made during New Student

Week. But after New Student Week,

it's every man for himself. As Dean

Smith puts it, "the real problem is

half decent jobs for the applicants."

11:00 am - 1:00 pm Lunch and Small Group Discussions - Residence Halls,

Fraternity and Sorority Lounges (See Freshman Packet

for assigned location)

2:00 pm - 3:30 pm. FOUR VIEWS OF EDUCATION - DEBATE PARTICI-

PANTS WILL AMPLIFY THEIR POINTS OF VIEW

S:00 pm - 6:00 pm Dinner - Raslall Center

7:30 pm - 9:30 pm A Series of Films - Armstrong Theater

"MONDOCANE" "HIGH SCHOOL"

10:00 pm Party — Sloe urn Lawn

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 4

7:15 am - 8:15 am Breakfast - Rastall

9:30 am - 11:00 am SYMPOSIUM Panel Discussion - Armstrong Theater

"THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION AS A
CATALYST FOR AFFECTING SOCIAL CHANGE"

Afternoon Free Time

4:30 pm - 7:30 pm New Student - Faculty Adviser Dinner (See Freshman

Packet for dining hall assignment)

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 5

7:15 am - 8:15 am Breakfast - Rastall Center

11:00 am Chapel Service - Shove Chapel

11:00 am - 1:00 pm Lunch - Rastall Center only

1:00 pm - 4:00 pm Freshman Olympics (See Freshman Packet for description

of details)

) pm - 7:30 pm

Armstrong Theater Presentation

Don Smith, Assistant Dean of Student Affairs
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"To sin by silence

when they should protest, makes cowards of men.

\ Abraham Lincoln

Letters to the Editor
EDITOR'S NOTE: This space is for your letters and

hear from some of you by next week. ED.

TAYLOR TRAVEL
(Your Campus Agency)

Welcome New and Returning Students.

Located just off campus at 210 E. Cache la Poudre Street

636-3871

THE WALRUS WELCOMES
YOU!

Colleges appear to be great

places to get a little rest at the

moment. If one examines things

carefully, this is not really the case.

There are a larger number of issue-

oriented groups operating on

campuses throughout the nation

these days. There are more people

involved in these groups than ever

before. According to some analysts,

the movements espoused by young

people in colleges and universities

have become "defused" and are

awaiting some catchy issue to bring

them all together.

Probably the most exciting thing

going on is the enfranchisement of

the teen-age voter. There is a minor

power struggle going on all over the

country for the 18-year-old vote. I

say minor because the news media

are not giving the struggle the atten-

tion it deserves. The problem at the

moment seems to be involved with

who is eligible and where do they

register. The young people's fac-

tions of both major parties appear

to be locked in mortal combat for

the right to deliver the votes on

their respective campuses. I should

probably say the ability to deliver

the votes. I am afraid there are a

great many politically-minded

young people who see the present

contest as an opportunity to

further their own ends. The more

people who become involved in

issues the more likely the campus

politicians will be to address them-

selves to those issues.

The Catalyst will be bringing

you an "in depth" analysis of

WELCOME TIGERS !!!

SKI BOOTS
UNGE-F10 "Stondard" Reg. $120.00 NOW S 84.00

UNGE-FIO "Pro" Reg. $145.00 NOW S101.S0

LANGE-FL0 "Competite" Reg. $135.00 NOW $ 85.00

IANGE-F10 "Comp." Reg. $1 75.00 NOW SI 22.50

HUMANIC SKI BOOTS Req. $55 to $95 NOW 30.% OFF

SKIS AND BINDINGS
Top Brand Skis with Choice of Bindings

30% OFF

SKI JACKETS, SWEATERS, PANTS

All name brands Values from $39 to $60

NOW 20% — 30% OFF
Roffe, Sportcaster, Obermeyer, Meister

Skate Headquarters
FIGURE SKATES .

HOCKEY SKATES

C.C.M. & Bauer

Open Daily

U.m.-op.m,

Friday} 'til

8:30 p.m.

119 N. Tejon 636-3348

"Everything for Every Sport"

what's happening politically, both

locally and nationally, in the not

too far distant future. We shall also

be addressing ourselves to other

problems of all shapes and sizes.

Our newspaper cannot handle the

world and national issues with the

dispatch of a daily paper, so you'll

find The Catalyst has a neighbor-

hood flavor to its news. The neigh-

borhood will be our campus. The

world and national issues will be

handled in an analytical vein. We
hope to be tapping some of the fine

heads on campus, both student and

faculty, on major issues and

bringing you the poop on up and

coming books and films and what-

not.

We hope you'll make the paper a

part of your lives and feel free to

contribute your thoughts in our

"Letters to the Editor" column and

in articles that you feel will be of

value to the student body at large.

We are looking for students who are

interested in bringing their talents

to the staff of this paper as car-

toonists, writers, photographers,

and just people who like to see

things work. We're looking forward

to meeting anyone interested in

working with us. Just drop by the

offices, in the basement of Cutler

Hall or attend one of our general

'nflf*-

THE TIME HAS COME -

KOOK-KOOK-A-CHOO!

meetings. We'll give you a time and

place in our next issue.

Anyway, have a good "New Stu-

dent Week" and we hope some of

the information on these pages will

be helpful. Welcome!

Please

Recycle this

Newspaper

Welcome Back Special
20% Discount on All Professional Dry Cleaning

| THIS COUPON WORTH $1.00 OFF j

; ON ANY-LOAD OF DRY CLEANING
'• NORMALLY COSTING $2.50.

Dry Cleaning

* 14 Minutes dry-to-dry

* No Shrinkage

* No bleeding of color

* Safe for practically all garments

801 North Tejon

632-1476

For a limited time, I am accepting a small number of
private students. The instruction offered is as follows:

1 ) Black and white photography,

a) Basic photographic theory."

b) Basic darkroom theory, with lab section.

(S 10.00 lab fee)

Periodically we will have guest speakers on classic

portrait photography, commercial studio photography, and
advertising photography from -the point of view of the

photographer and the advertising- firm, These lectures will

be at an additional cost, depending on the feer of the

speaker.

I want to make it cleai that these lessons are open to

anyone, from automatic shooters, to view camera ascetics.

That is why there 'are no courses,- only lessons. After a

number of les.sons, you will have received ,fhe equivalent of

a course. But I want to make it possible for a person'.to

come in, take a lesson, and not be committed to a course.

A-n' automatic shooter can benefit from one lesson, whereas
arTadjustable camera user will need a number of lessonslo

become acquainted with what- his equipment can do'for
' him and what he..cah do with his equiprnert-t-.--- "- "-'"- ~

' "The ''Cdst'-is" $10.00 per hour or $5.00 per half hour. This
may be shared by no more than two people at one time.

(i.e. cost S5.00 per hour, $2.50 per half hour per person.

Payment is in cash, before each class.)

The lessons will be given as of September 1st, 1971 in a

new studio facility on the second floor of 29 East Bijou St.

Call 635-7613 for reservations, or stop by the College

Studio, 829 North Tejoh.
"'

THE COLLEGE STUDIO
unlike anyone else

716 North Tejon

12) • September -] , 3971 » The Catalyst
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COLORADO COLLEGE FOOTBALL

SEPT. 11

SEPT. 18

SEPT. 25
OCT. 2

OCT. 9

OCT. 23

OCT. 30
NOV. 6

1971

WILLIAM JEWELL
MCPHERSON COLLEGE
CLAREMONT-MUDD
FRIENDS UNIVERSITY
ST. MARY'S
BETHANY COLLEGE
TABOR COLLEGE
KANSAS WESLEYAN

AWAY, 7:30 P.M.

AWAY, 1:30 P.M.

HOME, 1:30 P.M.

AWAY, 7:30 P.M.

HOME, 1:30 P.M.

AWAY, 7:30 P.M.

. HOME, 1:30 P.M.

HOME, 1:00 P.M.

From Mighty to Mini,
Honda has it all.

In Stock

All Colors

.

CL 350's

SL 350's

CB 350's

In

Stock

CB 450's

CL 450's ^§i
CB 750's fSl

Fifteen great bikes to turn you on.
of them built like a fine Swiss watch and then 5>8

stamped with the Honda name. Whether you're
a dirt rider or a street man, whether you crave
the power of the mighty 750 or the fun of the s
Honda Mini Trail 50 -- Honda has a bike ink
its line that's perfect for you.

3609 I—I Hlwoy 24 - C olorodo Sprinfi, Colorado 60909 • Pkom: 5965640

HOLUBAR
MOUNTAINEERING LTD.

YOUR FEET AS PARTICIPANTS ARE THE FOUNDATION OF
ALL OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES AND, THEREFORE, BECOME
VERY IMPORTANT TO OUR BUSINESS - HIKING, CLIMBING,
BACK PACKING, SKI TOURING, AND MOUNTAINEERING
ACTIVITIES.

WE KNOW THEIR IMPORTANCE!
I

WE FIT BIG FEET, FAT FEET, SMALL FEET,
SKINNY FEET, FLAT FEET, ANY FEET WITH
GREAT CARE

xfe
WE ALSO HANDLE

•SLEEPING BAGS
• DEHYDRATED FOODS
> PACKS & FRAMES
• DOWN PARKAS
> U.S.G.S. TOPO MAPS
• RAINWEAR
• TENTS
-MANY RELATED ITEMS

"THE STORE
FOR THOSE WHO
LOVE NATURE"

September 1, 1971 •The Catalvst • [3



Quarterback BoUer readies his arm for the

They play football for the recog-

nition. They play for the adoration

of the crowd. They play for the

subjective and personal feeling of

accomplishment in their skills.

They do not play football for foot-

ball scholarships.

If the CC football team has a

starting player injured, it hurts. If a

senior quarterback graduates, it

hurts. Almost any minor occur-

rence which incapacitates a player

hurts our team because we don't

have the wherewithal to build the

depth of skill to which the other

institutions of higher learning can

lay claim in their competition with

the professional teams for the

Saturday crowd. The only thing in

which, there is no poverty is spirit.

Coach Carle, leaning on his

crutches, necessary because of an

injury sustained during training,

surveyed the new and returning

players. "They pay a helluva price

to play this game," he said. The

price is not always in sweat, muscu-

lar strain or bruises sustained in the

course of play. The players must

quit their summer jobs two weeks

early to be on the practice field.

They must sacrifice a lot to play

those eight Saturdays a year.

Colorado College plays in no

conference. The schedule varies

from year to year. This year six of

our eight games will be against

Kansas church schools. Coach Carle

feels that the first one against

William Jewell College will be the

toughest. The game on September

11th will be doubly tough because

(Center)

Coach Baker gives

an offensive linem

141 •September 1, 1971 «The Catalyst



Sheldon Keresey, Soph linebacker, has William JeweD linemen on his mind

will be played on Jewell's home

jrf rather than here at CC.

But the spirit and the will to win

e all there. Our best game will be

n aerial one behind the throwing

Urm of returning Quarterback

feobier. Our offensive line looks

Sood enough to give him a chance

So throw the ball and the receivers

Book good enough in the practice

prills to catch it.

I When asked about the possibility

of there being any freshman

starters, Coach Carle said to watch

for them in the defense. The fresh-

man crop of players looks strong,

eager and a little light. You can't

get weight and speed if you can't

pay for it. Coach Carle commented
that he would like to see football in

colleges go back to being a "club

sport." He would like to see the

savage competitiveness taken out of
the sport and see men return to

playing the game for the love and

die fun of it. Unfortunately the

prospect looks pretty bleak for that

sort of return. All the colleges have

to do it at the same time.

It looks as if it will be an

interesting and competitive season.

Do not give an alumnus your seat

this year. Sit in it yourself and give

the men who represent our school

on the intercollegiate playing fields

your support. If you need a reason

to sit in that seat and cheer, drop

down to the practice fields some

afternoon soon and watch our team

breaking their backs to gain the

skills necessary to play the game of

football. They do that and study

too.

s
p
o
r
t
s

(Right)

Crippled Carle coaches

a workout

1971 • The Catalyst*
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Amusements

Colorado Springs has quite a few

things available to the person

seeking a bit of relief from his daily

grind. There are tiieaters, a few

good restaurants, concerts, art

shows and galleries and, of course,

the great outdoors.

The" first run dieater houses in

the area are mostly centered in the

downtown area with a few of the

larger ones in outlying areas. The

art film theater is located just a few

blocks south of the Armstrong Hall

parking lot on Tejon Street. It's

called The Flick and, at the

moment, it's showing "The Twelve

Chairs," a neat little comedy about

the early days of the revolution in

Russia.

The Colorado Springs Fine Arts

Center usually has some good offer-

ings in the way of traveling art

exhibits or film "festivals" and

single screenings. Their programs

are available to students through

the weekly calendar of events,

obtainable at Rastall Main Desk.

As far as the great outdoors is

concerned, you'll have to pick your

own spots. There are several good

ski areas within driving range of the

college or you can tune up at Ski

Broadmoor if you like. If you are

into technical rock climbing, the

Garden of the Gods is a good place

to hone your skills. You might also

get hold of die college Mountain

Climbing Club to see what their

program has to offer this year.

For those of you who are

interested in partaking of the

malted mash, die places for the

under 21 crowd are the ones serving

3.2 beer. Chief among these is

Giuseppe's (downtown) and
Giuseppe's East. There is no

dancing at these places, but C.

Springs does not suffer from a

deardi of places serving 3.2 beer

Keep your eye on the Catalyst

pages for movie reviews and places

to go and other interesting things

about what's happening around

town.

Please

Recycle this

Newspaper

THE CATALYST
THE CATALYST is printed weekly

from the second week in September

to the second week in May except

for vocations. Published by Cutler

Publications, Inc., Box 2258, Colorado

Springs, Colo. 80901. Phone (303)

473-7830. Office hours 1-5 p.m. Mon-

doy-Wednesdoy.

COLLEGE BARBER SHOI

827 N. TEJON

u

Open 9 AM - 6 PM Tues.

through Sat. [

Amusment Angles

Interest Incoming

Easa
AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR

1 15 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phone 635-4265

S>

and

Mercedes Benz
with loud, "boogjty" type music to

match. Listen to the rock radio

stations for more information.

If you're even younger than 18

and can't get any phony ID, the

outfit known as The Bridge offers

good entertainment and is down-
town widiin walking distance of the

College. There are also a few places

that have "Coke Nights" when
everyone is admitted regardless of

COLLEGE SHOE SHOP

BASS WIEJUNS*
BASS TACKS TM

Silent9

•AM TUP UNDAU
SOCUIB 1ANDAU
•atNMSO

UATHHI 1AOS

632-6161 M1 " tejm

ins

Mountain Otyafct

633-0732

226 N. TEJON

SPECIALISTS IN

LIGHTWEIGHT
MOUNTAINEERING

EQUIPMENT

FEATURING....

•ALP SPORT

•GERRY

• NORTH FACE

• SIERRA DESIGNS

FOR THE FINEST IN

• TENTS

•SLEEPING BAGS

•PACKS

• CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

•OUTDOOR CLOTHING

• BOOTS

•LIGHTWEIGHT FOODS

•KNIVES

•SNOWSHOES

• SKI TOURING EQUIPMENT

]• September 1, 1971 .The Catalyst
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Community Collectors

Acacia Artists Address

Arts

If you're one of those people

who like original art or handicrafts

with which to decorate your living

space, then the place to be on
Wednesdays is Acacia Park. Every

Wednesday from 10 in the morning

until 4 in the afternoon an assort-

ment of weavers and handicrafters

from the Colorado Springs area are

displaying their wares for the

delight of prospective purchasers.

The goods on display range from
original drawings and oils to a

bagpiper skirling out Scottish aires.

The Acacia Park gathering of

local artists is only a few weeks old

and is really beginning to catch on.

Many of the artists and crafts-

men are young and, even if you

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada Phone: 471-9200

don't find something among their

wares that strikes your fancy, they

are glad to rap about their work or

just talk. You can even munch

on a genuine organic peanut butter

candy while you're carrying on your

conversation. The health food folks

have a little stand from which they

dispense yummy fust aide if you get

a might "peckish" while you are

shopping.

Acacia Park is located on the

edge of the downtown shopping

area. It is one square block

bounded by Platte Avenue on the

north, Bijou Street on the south,

Nevada Avenue on the east and

Tejon Street on the west. Just head

south from the Armstrong Hall

parking lot and you can't miss the

shuffle board players.

|M3dVdSM3N SIH1 3H0AD3cd

cobbles with cunning

late fragments

to the swath o\' gap

comes the incumbent cocking;

so untcrrified.

tickle a spooky tutelage:

articulate your waft.

out on to a million-toothed anchorage,

beyond bow-bow fishing and fractious

dishing, the unifying clench at

one remove.

milky mistakes,

mismanaged buttons-

biyahli! biyahh!

the monocular spread is half,

the incumbent cocking will scai

the sufficient mirage.

GREEN MOUNTAIN
GRAINERY

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Grains, Beans, Nuts, Seeds, Dried

Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds, Fresh Stone

Ground Floor. Organic Fresh Vegetables,

Books, Pots & Pans & Juices & Dairy

Products.

Suzuki TS-125
Duster

The 1C5 enduro machinel 13 hp

(g> 7000 rpm. Bead stoppers.

Primory kick. 5-way .adjustable

tear shocks. CCI oulomalic
luHe s speeds. High ground

Built to take
on the country.

Suzuki 185

Sierra

s o whole rev/ doss ol olf rocd

achine. Takes 25' hills, doei

) lo 75 mph. 5-woy adjustable

;r shocks 3-way adjustable

;pcec;. CCl outo-

ch/speedo module

th Triprncier.

Iron

Built to take
on the country.

C&E SUZUKI
3601 E. Hiway 24 596-7799

September 1, 1971 The Catalyst • (7]
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Campus Announcements
WEEK'S

THIS FLIX

Sept. 7th Experimental Films - Snow White, 21-37, Momentum, Two,
Flesh Tones, Dames, Project I, Corrida Interdite, Logos,

Sympathy for the Devil.

THESE FILMS WILL BE SHOWN IN ARMSTRONG MAIN AUDI-
TORIUM AT 8:00 P.M.

cor

Sep

Re]

o!

Evi

the

Anyone having an announcement of interest to the Colorado College

community may have it inserted in this column. Please drop all copy at the

Catalyst mailbox in Rastall Center by 3 PM Friday for publication in the

following Wednesday's issue.

FINE ARTS CENTER THEATER
Tonight at the Colorado Springs

Fine Arts Center Theater, George

Garrison, Casey Foster Neel, John

Swayne, Jim Berthrong, and Ken
Ward, a group of young local

artists, will present "In Concert" an

evening of musical entertainment

featu ring original compositions.

Admission $1.00.

SHOVE CHAPEL WORSHIP SERVICE
Sunday, Sept. 5, 1971

11:00 A.M.

The first worship service of the new
semester will be held in Shove

Chape] this Sunday at 1 1 a.m. The
preacher will be Professor Douglas

Fox whose sermon will deal with

some Christian implications for

higher education. Professor Sam
Williams, who will be minister of

the chapel this year, will be wel-

comed at this service and there will

be an opportunity to meet him
personally at the coffee hour

following the service.

JAYS BICYCLE SHOP

RACING & TOURING SPECIALTIES
19 E.KIOWA

6344733

HORSEBACK
RIDING

Away from city congestion . .

.

over beautifully wooded hills...

our horses especially suited to

your western pleasure.

Hay Rides and Party

Facilities Too

495-4162 or 495-4169

PINE CONE RANCH

13965 Vollmer Road in

Black Forest
*
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ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

PEGGY'S BEAUTY SHOP

117 E. Cache La Poudre

633-7164

Across From Slocum Hall

LIKE SPORTS? - LIKE FUN

UKE

SOARING!
From Academy Blvd. drive 5 miles north-east on
Templeton Gap Road and visit us at America's most
complete Soaring Center.

INSTRUCTION -: RIDES :- RENTAL

BLACK FOREST GLIDERPORT

Open Dally

495-4144

iinc

f',.|.

1414 So. TEJON 633-4119
Also Serving Ski Broadmoor

The Region's Complete Specialty Ski Shop

Operated and Staffed by
Skiers And Certified Instructors

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE CC RACING TEAM

BOOTS
LANGE
NORDICA
KOFLACH
LETRAPPEUR
MOLITOR
RIEKER

SKIS
HEAD
DYNAMIC
ROSSIGNOL
KASTLE

FISCHER

BLIZZARD

VOLKL
HEXCEL
DYNASTAR

PANTS
BOGNER
ROFFE
ANBA
EDELWEISS

PARKAS
BOGNER
ROFFE
ANBA
FUSALP

SPORTSCASTER

SKI REPAIR

SKI REFINISHING

FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS

ndii

Tf

Will

hanf

f

ONLY SKIING SPOKEN HERE

axtmraG^sBri: r-s*-^-:*-

Sap pi

foms'
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CONVOCATION-CONGRESSMEN TO SPEAR
Speakers at this year's all college

nvocation to be held Thursday,

^September 16th will be Republican

Representative Thomas Railsback

of Illinois and Democrat Frank

Evans of Colorado. The subject of

their talk will be the Impact of The

New Voting Laws.

The convocation this year will

not be held in Shove Chapel. The
auditorium in Armstrong Hall will

be the scene of this year's convoca-
tion, because of the nature of the

, event, according to Dean George

Drake. It is more on the order of a

political discussion and the sur-

roundings will lend themselves
better to that type of discussion.

Although the auditorium only seats

800 persons, the great hall of Arm-
strong will have speakers placed in

it if they are needed.

The tentative schedule for the

politicians' discussion will include a

talk by each of the gentlemen
followed by a question and answer
period. Also on the schedule is a

luncheon for Evans and Railsback

]

FACULTY
HONORS

ECON PROF
Dr. L. Christopher Griffiths,

assistant professor of economics

fend business administration at

[Colorado College, has been selected

Is the recipient of the Sidney G.

[Winter Faculty Award for

[1971-1972.

| The award, which was estab-

lished in 1969 by the late Dr.

Sidney G. Winter, a 1921 graduate
of the college, is made biennially to

a member of the economics depart-

ment. The selection is based on
outstanding contribution to the de-

partmental program and in partic-

ular recognizes excellence in

the

teaching. The recipient of the
award is selected through depart-

mental election.

Professor Griffiths is a 1962
graduate of Colorado College and
received his Ph.D in economics
from the University of Colorado in

1970. He joined the teaching staff

of the college in 1967 and was
promoted to assistant professor in

1970. He is also the faculty secre-

tary. In addition, he is a staff writer

for the "Journal of Marketing" and
"Legal Development and Mar-
keting" and holds memberships in

the American Economics Associa-

tion and the Rocky Mountain
Social Science Association. This
summer he was named one of the

Outstanding Educators of America
for 1971, a national awards pro-

gram honoring distinguished
teachers for their exceptional

service, achievements and leader-

ship in the field of education.

in one of the residence halls which
may be attended by students who
wish to interact with the congress-
men on a less formal plane.

Take note that this is also a
schedule change. The convocation
is at present scheduled for the 14th

Course Offered
This year, for the first time, the

College is offering an adjunct
tutoring course in the Colorado
Springs public schools. The College

will give 1/4 unit credit per semes-
ter to those meeting the course
requirements.

Entitled "College Aides in the

Colorado Springs Schools," educa-
tion 100 will center around School
District 11 which will provide a
diversity of schools, both in educa-
tional methods and economic

classes.

The course itself will allow great
freedom and flexibility. Aside from
the initial screening, a process that

promises to be more of an orienta-

tion, the requirements are almost

nonexistent. Simply the completion
ol a minimum 30 hours per semes-
ter in a chosen school enables a

person to receive credit.

For the most part, each person
will be able to tutor in the school
of their choice. Once a school is

selected, it is left to the tutor lo

reach an agreement with that

school concerning u course, a

teacher, days and hours that are

satisfactory.

Information and/or participation

in the course will initiate from the

campus. Questions regarding the

particular schools, their location

and personnel can be obtained from
the organizers at the College.

itin puftt' 7

CATALV
FACULTY-NO CHANGES IN FALL

The annual fall faculty confer-

ee held Tuesday, August 31st,

eilded no major decisions affecting

le course of the Colorado College

Ian in the immediate future. The
ulk of the material discussed has

een referred to appropriate com-
littees who will report to the

acuity periodically with their

dings on the various subjects.

The morning session was filled

ith discussion of various structural

hanges that might be made in the

xisting plan. The major structural

being contemplated at the

moment is the use of fewer blocks

of longer duration. The plan which
met with the greatest acceptance is

one for seven blocks of four and
one-half weeks duration. Dean
George Drake, acting in his capacity

of chief administrator during Presi-

dent Worner's leave-of-absence, de-

clined to comment on whether or

not this change will be taking place

in the forseeable future.

"With fewer blocks, we're pri-

marily concerned with whether or

not a student will get everything

that is necessary to a well rounded

education," said Dean Drake. "If a

person is, say, a pre-med student,

his time is taken up with a pre-

dominately scientific program. The
quality of the educational experi-

ence outside the science discipline

must be extremely high."

A sobering economic note was
injected into die conference by
Provost Stouss. The jist of his fiscal

report was to the effect that

although Colorado College is in

good financial health, it is probably

a good idea not to expect any
extravagances as far as new or

existing programs are concerned.

There will be no cutting back of an
unusual nature.

The afternoon session of the

conference was taken up with a

discussion of pressure on the CC
faculty incurred by the adoption of

the Master Plan. It was the con-

sensus of opinion that the rigors of
the plan make great demands on

the faculty. The work and prepara-

tion involved create great physical

strain as well as being emotionally

draining. With so little time to get

into new facets of their respective

disciplines, the faculty is becoming
concerned about mortgaging their

futures by expending all their

energies in the present.

Under consideration is the possi-

bility tli at the faculty's teaching

loads could be lightened so that

they could take a block off each

year to do research, read or just

rest. There is also the possibility of

dividing the usual sabbatical into

two leaves of a semester each every

three and one-half years. All of
these proposals are under considera-

tion by the Academic Program

Committee and the Deans of the

college.

When queried about why the

faculty should be under greater

pressure under the new plan, Dean
Drake answered, "The faculty sees

more of die students nowadays.

Students are better prepared. There

is just more interaction between the

faculty and small groups as well as

wi th i n di vi d ual studen ts. The
faculty enjoys it. It's a great way to

teach. But it is more demanding."

One thing the students may be

seeing more of in the not too far

distant future is what is known as

the "Large Course Option." This is

essentially a lecture course with a

class of perhaps 100 students. It

may be taught by one or more
professors and student assistants.

Although this is not a for certain

sure thing, it is a possibility incul-

cated in the CC Plan and is under

consideration at the moment.

It is a time for re-

newing old acquaintances and

meeting new friends, as well as

formulating new ideas. Apparently

this year's conference was a success

in all respects, and. as committee

reports become available, we should

be able to see some resolution to

problems now facing the Colorado

College Plan.

Unless you're partial to building and riding unicycles, certain precautions should be taken concerning the
cunty of your fabulous 10 speed whiz-bang. Last year there were some 70 to 80 bicycle thefts. Bikes are
sappearing this year at the rate of one a day. The administration is building more racks and installing "bicycle

|
'Orns" in the residence halls in an attempt to thwart the light fingered. Thieves with bolt cutters go through the
rniia] type.chains and locks with ease. Check with your local lock purveyor about a tempered steel chain.

The Catalyst would like to invite anyone interested in working for the
newspaper in any capacity whatsoever to attend a general meeting. The
meeting will be held tonight, Thursday, September 9th at 7 o'clock in the

offices located in the north basement of Cutler Hall. Anyone interested in

writing, cartooning, ad sales, composing or any of the facets of newspaper
work is cordially invited.

September 9, 1971 *The Catalyst* [1]



MONEY!

"To sin by silence

when they should protest, makes cowards of men."

Abraham Lincoln

Letters to the Editor
Editor's Note: The response to our request for student comment last week
was really heartwarming. A card came pouring in. From Boulder, no less.

This column is still reserved for you all. MKM.

This Space Reserved

For Your Cartoon

'U, AH
4"x4

Colorado College is again this

year one of the 35 participating

institutions in the Thomas J. Wat-

son Fellowship program. Each year,

the Watson Foundation grants 70

fellowships of $6,000 for single

students, or $8,000 for married

students, to graduating seniors. The
fellowship's purpose is to provide

opportunities for a focused and

disciplined "Wanderjahr," a year of

creative exploration of the stu-

dent's own devising, a year in which

the student might have some break

from the lockstep of prescribed

educational or career patterns. The

two basic conditions of the grant

are that the year be spent abroad

and that it will not involve

extended study at a university.

Last year, two C.C, students

received these grants - Francis

M illiken for studying children's

theatre in England and Moscow,
mime in Paris, and attempting to

set up her own children's theatre;

and Steve Pett for living with and

writing a novel about the Tinkers, a

group of itinerant Irish peasants.

Each of the 35 colleges nomi-

nates four students for the Watson

fellowships and from these 140
nominees, 70 are chosen to be

Watson fellows. Thus, if a senior is

nominated by C.C. he has a 50-50

chance of receiving the grant. The
procedure for application for nomi-

nation is that the applicant must

write a proposal of how he plans to

spend his year abroad and submit it

to Prof. Riker. The proposals will

be judged according to (a) the

degree to which the candidate has a

well-defined goal and knows of the

means of accomplishing that goal,

(b) the degree to which we feel the

candidate will learn, grow, and be-

come more aware by accomplishing

his program, and, to a lesser extent,

(c) the degree to which society

would benefit from this person's

learning experience.

If any senior is interested in this

fellowship, please contact Prof.

Riker (Arm. 135 or x240) as soon
as possible. The deadline for sub-

mitting proposals is Oct. 10th.

THE

fcrnttamGUiabt SPECIALISTS IN

LIGHTWEIGHT i

if
I

MOUNTAINEERING
EQUIPMENT

\Jt
i

FEATURING

:^LJ m&&"
•ALP SPORT

•GERRY

• NORTH FACE

JO'
1

• SIERRA DESIGNS

FOR THE FINEST IN

• TENTS
\

•SLEEPING BAGS

if

if
\ \

•PACKS

•CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

•OUTDOOR CLOTHING

• BOOTS

•LIGHTWEIGHT FOODS

•KNIVES

I

1

633-0732 •SNOWSHOES

226 N. TEJON •SKI TOURING EQUIPMENT j

THE TIME HAS COME -

KOOK-KOOK-A-CHOO!

EDITORIAL

The members of the Catalyst

staff wish to welcome you new-

comers to our campus. The old

timers may also consider themselves

welcomed back. Before you all

become involved in the whirlwind

gaiety of Colorado College social

hfe, are bludgeoned into a semi-

comatose state by your academic

load or have the pale bird of apathy

crap in your coffee cup, let me
make a bid for some of your free

time and draw your attention to a

number of things "new" in your

friendly campus rag.

There are a slew of contests in

which we would like folks to partic-

ipate. The cartoon contest, whose
winner will appear on tliis page, will

receive a paltry five bucks. Make it

political or "social" please. There is

also a poetry contest. Science

majors are welcome to join in.

Something about polymers or

"cloning" will be considered along

with the usual anthropomorphical

nonsense about organic goodies.

There is also a photo contest on the

sports page under the caption

"Jocks of the Week." All of the

above selected pieces will receive

five dollars.

You'll notice there is space

reserved for letters to the editor. If
|

you want your opinion placed

before the readers of this news-

paper, please sign your letter. Well
not print letters that are unsigned

unless they are self-incriminating.

Your loneliness or the details of

your political or sexual affiliations

are not considered self-incrimina-

ting. A word about pornographic

material. Although I'm sure your
motives will be of the highest and
your philosophical stance about

journalism on the proper footing,

please don't expect your offerings

to be printed. But send them any-

way. The staff enjoys reading them.

jf/W^
Our news staff will ferret out t

more interesting, entertainme

possibilities for you. Since the

dence halls and Rastall Center

have cable TV, you will find a I

of what appear to be the rrtt

interesting programs. If you
\

bored, don't blame us — write

review. You might make fi

dollars. Films and theater program

will also be found in this section

well as concerts. There will

mind-bending chess and brid

problems for you "Hubbites"

knock yourselves stiff with eat

and every week. As soon as we fir

one.

A word to you folks who ha

little contributions about

coming events. You'll notice tl

this newspaper appears on Wednt

days. This change from Fridaj

occurred in order to give weekei

happenings a little better exposuiB

You will now be advised a^

what's going on during the bid

breaks before the block breal

This makes a copy deadline

Monday one o'clock necessary.

not come charging in the Catal);

office 2 o'clock on Monday aft*

noon with your announce]

about the First Annual "Save tfl

Raisin" Fund Raising Dinner to

held the following Friday a

expect it to be in the paper. Pleaj

We can bend a little, but our pri

can't. Thank you.

Please

and

the

role

aJun

I

tion

THE WALRUi for

1 fessi

revi;

•
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Steady, old fellow, don't fight it!

Give in to your impulse to build

your own personal library.

Start today at Chinook.

CHINOOK
BOOKSHOP^

V



LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
COMMITTEE FALL FILM FESTIVAL

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE FALL FILM FESTIVAL
Salt of the Earth

Battle of Algiers

Mexico: The Frozen Revolution

The Story of a Battle

11 toO
Manuela

How and Why the General was

Murdered

September 9, 1971

September 16, 1971

September 23, 1971

October 6, 1971

October 14, 1971

October 21, 1971

October 21, 1971

ALL FILMS ARE FREE

OlinI

OlinI

OlinI

AH 300

OlinI

OlinI

OlinI

Actors Plan Season

-u

An enlisting of new members and

production ideas will highlight the

year's first Theatre Workshop

meeting Thursday, Sept. 9, at 7:00

in downstairs Theatre 32 of

Armstrong Hall.

TW is a student dramatic group

financed by the Leisure Time Com-

CC.
Mag
Kudo

Pie Colorado College Magazine, the

college's alumni periodical, was the

recipient of two national publica-

tions awards at the recent confer-

ence of the American Alumni
Council (AAC) in Washington, D.C.

Mrs. Barbara Arnest, editor of the

magazine, accepted the awards.

The magazine received a first

place general award citation " 'For

I distinguished achievement in the

I Editor's Opinion' " category, and a

I distinctive merit citation for its

I continuing education content. In

the former category the award was

I received by Mrs. Arnest for Tier

I column, "Informally by the

Editor," a continuing feature of the

magazine. The subject matter of the

award winning columns included a

discussion of the varieties and-

activities of the dogs on campus,
and examination of surveillance on
the campus and a reflection on the

role and the accountability of an

alumni magazine.

In the area of continuing educa-

tion content the magazine was cited

for articles by political science pro-

fessor. Dr. Fred Sondermann on
revisiting his native Germany, and
by Dr. Thomas A. Ross, professor

of English, on his summer as a

NATO professor at the University

of Regensburg in Germany. Also

singled out for the honor was a

consensus report by a group of

Colorado College students on
American foreign policy and a

study of the campus as a laboratory

in geology and biology by Mrs.

Arnest.

The publications competition is

conducted annually by the AAC,
and The Colorado College Magazine
has been a consistent winner since

1963. Last year, it received the

Atlantic Award, the highest

national recognition awarded to an
alumni magazine. It was the first

time the award was given to a small

undergraduate institution.

Mrs. Arnest has been the editor
of the magazine, which is published
four times a year, since 1960. She
has a bachelor's degree in journal-

ism from the University of Minne-
sota and was a reporter for the

Minneapolis Tribune and director
of publicity for the Minnesota
Society for Crippled Children and
Adults. She is married to Colorado
College art professor, Bernard
Arnest. They have three children,

Paul, who graduated from
Columbia University this year; Lisa,

a senior at Colorado College; and
Mark, a student at Palmer High
School.

mi t tee. Any CC student may tryout

for the productions, which are pre-

sented free of charge, usually in

Theatre 32. Past productions have

included Under Milkwood,
MaratjSade, Waiting for Godot, stu-

dent-written plays, and the White
Camel Coffeeshop.

"We have five open weekends,"

comments TW president Rob Dorff,

"so we can use actors, directors and
backstage people. We want to look

into a variety of plays and new
acting areas around campus."

This box is reserved for the fruits of those artists who write

poetry. MKM

WELCOME CC STUDENTS

Free Smile Buttons while supply lasts

Over 1000 posters in stock

including complete line of Sierra Club Posters.

CC Bookstore

Rastall Center

Watch For
the

"PEDALER"
For Bicycle sales and repair

Opening Soon:

The Colorado Springs Cyclery

9 E. Bijou

634-2257

New Reviewer

in view of the fact that I am
going to be a regular contributor to

the Catalyst, and also in view of the

fact that I have not had time to see

an ongoing production in Colorado
Springs (I did see "Man of La
Mancha" at the Broadmoor Satur-

day; but that production is, alas, no
longer with us and since neither the

performers nor any potential

viewers could benefit from my re-

viewing it I decided not to), I

thought that I would devote a little

time and space to a short explana-

tion of my critical principles, to let

readers know what to expect from
me in the future.

After the controversial reviews

of Jim Bailey, my columns are

going to seem a little dull, maybe;
but they will probably also be more
gentle in tone. If I really thought
about it, I could probably write a

volume or two on critical princi-

ples, but I am aware that for the

purposes of a weekly review they

are not very important. My intent

basically is to provide the reader

with an opinion and a taste against

which to guage his own; if the

reader finds himself hating films

that I like, he'll know not to go to a

movie that I review favorably. It is

Arts
with this modest goal in mind that I

will write my column, although I

will try to point out concrete

reasons for my likes and dislikes,

hopefully to help form an intelli-

gent basis upon which the reader

can use his judgment, as well as to

point out possibilities for the

greater enjoyment of the produc-

tion, whether it is a film, play or

concert. If I sometimes fall short of

dus demand, it is because 1 do not

have die benefit of the reader's

perceptions when I write. At any

rate, when my reviews do appear, I

hope that tiiey will be read and

enjoyed.

David Rollman

yswmg
STA-PREST.

SLACKS
and JEANS are

available in many

exciting colors

and styles.

Lorig's big selection

is waiting for you.

107 South Tojon

. . . where the

Levi's are!
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COLLEGE SHOE SHOP

BASS WEEJUNS*
BASS TACKS TM

SL
Ml! THAT SANDALS
SOOtATB SANDALS
laNAUO

uathhiaoi

632-6161 "1N.TEJ0N

Frosh Frolic
With tlie start of classes on

Monday morning, the Colorado

College began its ninety-seventh

year as one of the state's finer

institutes of higher learning.

Though tlie commencement of

classes marked the official begin-

ning of tlie academic year, the

incoming freshmen had already

been on tlie campus since the

previous Wednesday. These extra

days were given as a period of

orientation - a time in which tlie

new students could become
acquainted with the campus and its

functions. In addition to

familiarizing the new students with

the college, the orientation period

or New Student Week was designed

to give die . students a chance to.

meet the other members of their

class. It was felt that this kind of

exposure would be beneficial and

would make the transition to col-

lege a little easier.

New Student Week actually

started on Wednesday when the

dorms opened for occupancy at

8:00 A.M. It was planned that most

of the day would be taken up in

tours of the grounds and the

various facilities that the college has

to offer. For those parents that

were on the campus there were

programs on the "Prospectives of
Student Life and Culture at Colo-

rado College" and "Prospectives on
the Academic Life at Colorado Col-

lege." In the evening, the individual

dorms held meetings in which the

new students were informed as to

how life would be for the next nine

months.

Formal introductions to the col-

lege were held Thursday morning in

Armstrong Hall as members of the

faculty and heads of the various

campus organizations gave a run-

down on the college and its operjj

tions. After this introduction tl|

students were given a chance

meet with their advisors. The aft el

[e as

syir

deb

[fesso

tie G

noon was taken up with langujffiy o

placement exams, registration

departmental meetings. Till

evening, the Rastall Center Boamts

held an open house in which tlSussic

students had the opportunity to s

displays and hear talks from mi

bers of the various student-

organizations. In addition, all of

rooms in the Center were open

whomever cared to look around, jries. Pi

On Friday morning, a sympRe the

sium was held in tlie Great Hall fcfigh Si

Armstrong. Its purpose in the Nafeatur

Student Week was to provide rjj thcr

new students with their first tas
i on

of a program with academic ov< icatic

tones. Four professors from t!

History, Economics,
Philosophy Departments voic studi

Please

ECOLOGIZE

ial

oted

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada phone: 471-9200

TAYLOR TRAVEL
(Your Campus Agency)

Welcome New and Returning Students.
Located just off campus at 2 1 E. Cache la Poudre Street

636-3871
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Warmup Week
views on the topic: "The

sity as an Agent of Social

»." It was resolved that it

Id be the primary responsi-

;y of a modern university to

[e as an agent of social change.

symposium ended and the stu-

;s broke for lunch in small

:ussion groups. In the afternoon,

debate was continued as the

essors again amplified tlieir

That evening Hie Leisure

tie Committee presented the first

i vo movies in an expanded film

ales. Projected to a packed theatre

pSe the films "Mondo Cane" and

(Ugh School."

-t Saturday morning there was

ujlther symposium panel discus-

is© on "The Role of University

-'ffllcation Catalyst for Affecting

Sal Change." The afternoon was

floted to free time in order that

4e students might have a chance to

meet in groups or pursue singularly

other avenues of interest. That

evening there was a faculty advisor

dinner.

On Sunday, the New Student

Week reached its climactic end.

Probably the highlight of the whole

week was the Freshman Olympics.

Both the men's and women's dorms

had been split up into wings or halls

and allied together to form ten

teams — one men's wing with one

coed wing. The team combinations

gaily entered into such sports as

volleyball, flag football, soccer,

tennis, pingpong, billiards, a

walking race, and finally the most

enduring, incredible sport of all —
pushball; the object of which is to

push, shove or pound a massive

air-filled ball over the other team

and past a goal line.- Fun was had

by all, including those who suffered

from pushball injuries and the

misery of defeat at the hands of a

neighboring wing. For dinner that

night, the CCCA and the Leisure

Time Committee put on an all

campus dinner in front of the

Rastall Center featuring . potato

salad and coleslaw, hamburgers,

potato chips and beans, live music,

and one-hundred and seventy-five

watermelons which, believe it or

not, were either all eaten or sold.

Finally to conclude the day and the

week, there was an old-fashioned

square dance in the ice rink.

Overall reaction to the New Stu-

dent Week was one of great enthusi-

asm; a view shared by both adminis-

trators and students. There were

lots of parties and gay times, but

emphasis was placed on the

academic functions of the college as

well. The New Student Week was

planned and organized by the

CCCA (Colorado College Campus

Association) and die Leisure Time

Committee.

JA

AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
115 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phone 635-4265

t5
and

Mercedes Benz

Extremism in pursuit of victory is no vice

Welcome Back Special
20% Discount on All Professional Dry Cleaning

|
THIS COUPON WORTH $1.00 OFF

| ON ANY LOAD OF DRY CLEANING \

: NORMALLY COSTING $2.50.

Dry Cleaning

* 14 Minutes drv-to-dry

*No Shrinkage

* No bleeding of color

*Safe for practically all garments

Laundry

*30 Maytag Washers

> 13 Dryers

801 North Tejon

632-1476
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Jailhouse Ball
The Bengals captured the annual

scrimmage game against the Colo-

rado State Penitentiary Rock-

busters 37-6 under die guidance of

assistant coach Ed DeGeorge. The

results however were due largely to

the fact that the Prison squad was

somewhat weaker than it has been

al times in the past. The Rock-

busters were unable to hold onto

die football and were victimized by

five turnovers. The only prison

score came after what appeared to

be a sixth miscue as Tiger defender

Darryl Crawford apparently inter-

cepted a pass on the one. However,

the official ruling was that Rock-

buster end Jim Cunningham iiad

had possession when the play

ended. The Prison scored on a one

yard run by John Mullenix on the

following play.

On offense the Bengals were

erratic, showing that both air and

ground attacks are potentially

effective but that the offensive line

must hold together better if either

is to be solid. Behind quarterbacks

Randy Bobier and Ernie Jones CC
amassed 164 yards through the air,

completing seven out of twenty

attempts. Several times the protec-

tion broke down entirely and

several other passes were thrown

wide of open receivers.

The ground attack sputtered

through much of the afternoon

with Jones leading the gainers with

48 yards. Rich Hucek added 35 and

Craig Ehleider ground out 28 in

what was generally heavy traffic up

the middle. Timing was a problem

in the offensive backfield and the

holes opened up slowly if at all.

Dean Ledger led the receivers

with 3. catclies fox 36 yards. George _

Love, Hucek, Ed Smith and Jerry

DiMarco also gathered in aerials.

DiMarco's catch was good for a 16

yard touchdown.

All the rest of die Tiger scoring

came on the ground. !n die first

period Hucek scored from eight

yards out and Ehleider from four to

give the Bengals a 14-0 lead. Ben

Nitka kicked both extra points.

Jones carried in from the 37 on a

keeper. An attempted two point

conversion failed. The Rockbusters

dien scored their only touchdown

to cut the halftime lead to 20-6.

Nitka opened the second half

scoring with a 27 yard field goal as

the Bengals had trouble moving the

ball from a single wing formation.

The offensive line was called several

times on offsides calls and the CC
attack sputtered through most of

the third period. However the Ben-

gals came back in the final stanza

for 14 more points on Jones* pass

to DiMarco and an eight yard run

by Kent Mullison.

The Tiger defense appeared solid

holding die Prison to 105 yards

rushing and 1 1 2 passing. A few long

gainers accounted for a sizable por-

tion of the Prison yardage but most
of the afternoon the Bengals were

in control of the line of scrimmage.

William Jewell provides a

formidable first game opponent.

Last year the Tigers were defeated

by the William Jewell squad and
will be hoping for a quick start.

JOCKS OF THE WEEK
Although Uiis particular contest is for a photo of an athletic nature, The Catalyst will consider all forms of J
journalism and special awards will be offered for those outstanding pieces of art submitted. MKM.

Fizz Fizzles
So the coach says to me, "Fizz,"

(or Phys, actually, since he's a
professor.) "Phys, I want you to get
up an article for the paper; sched-
ule, new prospects, game summary,
all that good stuff." Well,

apparently there are no schedules
printed up yet, so the most I can
say is that this weekend the soccer
team, that is to say, SOCCER, yes,

fans, Soccer team is flying, by
aeroplane, to Kansas City for the

particular and Express purpose of
engaging in immortal combat with
two quite foesome adversities: Park
College and St. Benedict's College.
Then we come back.

As for our game last weekend -
due to the temporary misplace-

ment, or, as I might say, loss

sinister contact lense in the

this "reporter" saw nothing

second half. We won, as I was

by a score of 6-4, defeat^
Blue Stars, a rather good
men's team. The most impn
player of that game, or of the

half, at least, was freshman D

Schultz, who scored our firstj

and, at halfback, has good c<

of the ball as well as of the

The team as a whole is solid,

great deal of depth, and
better rapport than in past se;

Concerning the future: I have

suited the stars, and all eleven

— this year we can win the

championship.

J

HOLUBAR
ensi'

giselc

les 1

YOUR FEET AS PARTICIPANTS ARE THE FOUNDATION OF favrngs
ALL OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES AND, THEREFORE, BECOME Help
VERY IMPORTANT TO OUR BUSINESS - HIKING. CLIMBING, \ come
BACK PACKING, SKI TOURING, AND MOUNTAINEERING
ACTIVITIES.
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Mountain

jroup Therapy

Sycophant - One who approaches

greatness on his belly so that he may
not be commanded to turn and be

kicked.

)o you have latent mountain-

ng tendencies? Do you have

ressed yearnings for the out of

rs? Well, the Mountain Club can

you bring these hidden feelings

into the open and help you to

a full normal life.

The Mountain Club holds group

rapy sessions every Tuesday

ling at the incredibly low cost

F $5.00 per year for new patients

M $3.00 per year for chronics. In

mition we offer voluntary week-

id retreats for those desiring more
Jtensive therapy. Our trained

©nselors will employ proven tech-

raues to teach you to live with

burself and satisfy your irrational

avings in a constructive manner.

Tlelp is just around the comer,

income to tine picnic this Sunday
m meet with your fellow suf-

fers; confess your hidden desires.

lease

Recycle this

Newspaper

WE CAN HELP YOU IF YOU
WILL ONLY LET US!

Tentative schedule of

September:

Sept. 12

Sept. 18-19

Sept. 25A 26

Mountain Club
Picnic (Informa-

t i o n will be
posted)

Weekend trip to

Blanca Peak

First Rock Climb-

ing School

Sept. 29-Oct. 3 4-Day trip over

the break (Info-

rmation to be

given at a later

date)

For information about the club in

general contact Raven McDavid at

Ext. 480.

ADJUNCT

Sign-up and screening proce-

dures will begin Monday, Septem-

ber 13. Interested people should

contact either Alan Carroll, x373;

Mike Doubled ay, x453; Joe

Barrera, 473-6772, or x433, the

office phone in the education de-

partment which will be staffed

beginning next week, Monday-
Thursday, 3-5 p.m.

It is important that interested

people be primarily attracted by

the opportunity to tutor and
counsel rather than the chance to

change a system. The importance of

being able to effectively work
within a sshool without friction is a

very real goal, and it is from that

premise that the entire program will

operate.

Everyone interested in the

course is urged to seek information

or sign-up. The little time required

could come to mean a lot for both

you and someone else.

Tejon 473-4488
Ample Parking

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS -GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVICE FRAME ART
GALLERY

206'/i N. Tejon

633-6903

OLLEGE BARBERSHOP

827 N. TEJON

Open 9 AM - 6 PM Tues.

through Sat.

FILM CLASSIC THEATER

TWO OF THE GREATEST!
Sept. 8-11 | Sept. 12-14
w.c

flllHf WBT
'MILLION D0LL1H LEGS" ['SEE DONE HIM WE3NC

"IT'S I DIPT" li
"I'M NO ANGEL"

Welcome (warm & sincere) Colorado College People.

The Flick Film Classic Theater recognizes film as one

of the most important art forms of today's (your)

generation (ours). We will give you classics of Marx
(brother's), Bogart & Kong and the best from Fellini,

Bergman, Truffaut, Russell, Bunuel, Strick and even

the Beatles. The Flick is under new management -

: & see me.

1 (one) FREE!! Admission

with 1 PAID ($) Admission

$1.75 General, SI. 50 Students

CLIP THIS COUPON

Expires

Sept. 25 J

EDITOR
News Editor

Feature Editor

Photo Editor

Sports Editor

Business Manager

Office Manager

THE CATALYST is printed weekly

oni the second week in September

the second week in May except

o.' vocations. Publiihed by Cutler

THE CATALYSTI
MARK K. MATHEWSON
Mike Doublcday

John Howard
Ed Leek

Craig Werner

Harry Smith

Ellen Youngblut

|
Springs. Colo. B

.173-7830. Office

|
doy-Wednuidoy.

Welcome Back

Students and Faculty

and a special welcome to

entering Freshmen
127 No. Tejon St„ 632-1441

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

101 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

GREEN MOUNTAIN
GRAINERY

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Grains, Beans, Nuts, Seeds, Dried

Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds, Fresh Stone

Ground Floor, Organic Fresh Vegetables,

Books, Pots & Pans & Juices & Dairy

Products.

'Pizza after 5:00'
says

WELCOME STUDENTS!

We'll Deliver it right to Ihe Dorm

Feeds

CIANT

13"

5-8

18"

MEDIUM

1 g..

13"
SMALL

Buy Pizza by the tray or by the slice.

604 N. Tejon (3 short blocks south of Armstro

PHONE: 634-9407
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Campus Announcements

BUS. AD. MEETS

There will be a mandatory meeting

for all students majoring in Business

Administration and Economics at 3

p.m., Monday, September 13, in

Palmer 122. The meeting will deal

with departmental requirements.

PARKING DECALS

On Monday, September 13, 1971,

between the hours of 8 and 4:30,

all students are to bring their

temporary parking permit cards to

Rastall Center, Room 203 to re-

ceive their permanent parking

decaJs. All students who failed to

register vehicles at registration may
do so on Monday.

SHOVE CHAPEL

The second Worship Service of the

semester will be held at Shove

Chapel this Sunday at 1 1 a.m.

Professor Joseph Pickle will con-

duct the service.

DOGS

All dogs must be registered and

leashed by this Friday, September
10th. After that date all unleashed

hounds will be apprehended by the

Humane Society. 15 or 20 people

were hazed by dogs last year, and a

number were bitten.

OFF CAMPUS PHONES

All off campus phone numbers
should be reported to the CC
switchboard immediately. The
operators now have no numbers for

off campus students, and incoming

calls no those persons cannot be

trans ferred without this

information.

FRIDAY'S FOLK

Bob "Okie" Hutchison and George

Spehar will perform live and in

concert Friday, September 10th,

from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Pepsi will

be served and chips will be pro-

vided. It's a bring your own dip

party, it will be held on the south

patio of Rastall Center. Come one,

come all.

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP

RACING & TOURING SPECIALTIES
19 E.KIOWA

634-4733

HORSEBACK
RIDING

Away trom city congestion . .

.

over beautifully wooded hills.

our horses especially suited

your western pleasure.

Hay Rides and Party

facilities Too

495-4162 or 495-4169

PINE CONE RANCH

13965 Vollmer Road In

Black Forest

[8J •September 9, 1971 «The Catalyst
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NEW DRAFT?
Citing uncertainties caused by

the present lapse in induction

au thority. Selective Service

Director Curtis W. Tarr today asked

all of his 4,100 local boards to

make a maximum effort to inform

draft-age men about the present

status of the draft and the regis-

trant's relationship to the Selective

Service System.

I n a two-page letter mailed

today, the Draft Director said, "It

is essential that we communicate to

all registrants that the registration,

classification, and examination

functions of the Selective Service

System are continuing on a

'business as usual' basis and that

J
131 SO. TEJON

What do you want

to rap about?

Art

Love

Music
Nature

?

How About
Lightweight, Quality

Outdoor Equipment

!

there is a high probability that the

induction authority for those who
have never had a deferment will be

reinstituted in the near future."

Tarr asked the local boards to

explain the present situation to

local news media, and to enclose

notices in letters outlining the

responsibilities of draft-age men
who face possible induction under

the current Selective Service regula-

tions.

Tarr's letter said that he believes

that many young men erroneously

think that the Selective Service Act
has expired and that the System has

been terminated.

Lock Up
Your Bike

Da ii fori

Grant
The Danforth Fellowship (

mittee has begun the proces

selecting two CC senior*

nominees for Danforth Fellows

for the Ph.D. with a maxir

stipend of $2400 per year for si

fellows and $2950 for

fellows, plus tuition, fees, and

pendency allowances for chili

Students with a serious inters

college teaching and a sup,

academic record should cor

Mark Stavig {Armstrong 241)

details.

IT'S

A HARD PROPOSITION
TO BEAT?

If you get the feeling you're spending

too much time with the books ... we may
have the solution. Ours is a course in

reading efficiency that means we teach

more than speed. Our course emphasizes

study techniques, recall skills and
flexibility of rate as well.

Let us demonstrate to you the dynamics
of today's most comprehensive

reading course in a free Mini Lesson.

MINI-LESSON SCHEDULE

6:00 and 8:00 P.M.

Sept. 13, 15, 20

Rm. 203

Rastall Center

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS

Phone: 633-1707
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The Colorado College Opening
nvocation will take place Thurs-

/, September 16 in Armstrong
Jail. Guest speakers will be Con-
ressmen Frank Evans from Colo-

ado and Thomas Railsback from
linois.

Following what has been termed
s brief presentations by the Con-
ressmen on the theme of "Student
'oting: A New Politics," a student
acuity panel of four will engage in

question and answer period with
le speakers.

The panel will be composed of
ebbie Freepons, a Political

cience Junior from Oregon;
Audrey Jacobsen, a Freshman from
linnesota; Dr. Robert Loevy of the

UNITED STATES CONGRESSMAN FRANK E. EVANS
Political Science Department; and
Mark Mathewson, Sophomore
Editor of the Catalyst.

After the Convocation, a further

question and answer period will be

held in Bemis Dining Hall upon the

conclusion of a luncheon with the

Congressmen scheduled to begin

about noon.

Rep. Evans, a Colorado Demo-
crat, grew up and attended schools

in Colorado Springs. He entered

Pomona College in 1941jjoined the

U.S. Navy from 1943-46; and
received his B.A. and law degrees

man Representative by the Press

Corps. Following his. re-election in

1962, Evans was elected to the U.S.

Congress in 1964 and appointed to

the Appropriations Committee. He
is currently serving his fourth term
in the Congress.

Rep. Railsback, an Illinois

Republican, grew up and attended

public schools in Moline, Illinois.

He received his B.A. from Grinnell

College and his law degree from
Northwestern University. In 1962,

Railsback was first elected to the

Illinois State Legislature where he
from the University of Denver. In served two terms. He is currently
I960, he was elected to the Colo- serving his third term in the U.S.
rado House of Representatives and Congress.
was named the Outstanding Fresh-

Quartet Scheduled
The Colorado Springs String

Ipuartet will begin their 1971-1972
Concert season with a performance
Bf baroque, classical and romantic

iusic in Armstrong Auditorium at

olorado College, Monday, Septem-
£ r 20, at 8:15 p.m. The concert is

?en to the community at no
large.

The professional quartet of
usicians has chosen a concert pro-
am that includes Henry PurceU's

The Rival Sisters Overture,"
ozart's "String Quartet in D
lajor K.499" and "String Quartet
G Minor, op. 27." by Edward

neg.

The members of the ensemble,
riscilla Paetsch, first violin,
emon Ashcraft, second violin,

hades Waid, viola, and Gunther
aetsch, cello, are all members of

Colorado Springs Symphony
Orchestra, The Colorado Springs
^Pera Orchestra and the Colorado
Prings Chamber Soloists.

Priscilla Paetsch was formerly

concert master of the Pro Musica
Chamber Orchestra in Boston and
concert master of the Laramie
Symphony. She holds BA and MA
degrees in music (violin and compo-
sition) from Bennington College

and the University of Wyoming, she
has taught violin and chambermusic
at the University of Wyoming and
Colorado College. She has per-

j

formed throughout Europe and the
I United States and represented the

United States on the Jury of the

International Stringed Instruments

Competitions in Moscow with
David Oistrackh. Her training was
with Orrea Pemel and Szymon

|
Goldgerg.

Vernon Ashcraft holds a BA
degree in music from SouUiern

Colorado State College and is an
instructor in stringed instruments

for School District No. 1 1 junior

high schools and Palmer and Com-

1

nado High Schools. He is also assis-

tant conductor of the Junior and
|

,
Senior Youth Orchestras of Colo-

rado Springs.

Charles Waid holds a BS degree

in music (violin) from the Uni-
versity of Alabama and an MS
degree in music from San Diego
College with a master recital on the

viola. He formerly played with the

Birmingham Symphony and the

Savannah Symphony and was prin-

cipal violist for many years widi the

Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra.

Gunther Paetsch, a native of
Germany, received his musical

training from the solo cellist

Willhelm Hadelich and Caspar

Cassado, the world renowned
Spanish cellist. He has appeared as

soloist both in this country and in

Germany, where he was formerly

first cellist with the Stuttgart,

Munich and Tubingen Symphony
Orchestras. He holds advanced

degrees from the Universities of
Munich and Tubingen. He is now
on the faculty of Colorado College

teaching cello and chamber music.

Students To Elect

Committee Members
Upperclass students majoring in

social sciences and humanities will

meet Wednesday afternoon (Sep-

tember 22) at 3 p.m. in Olin Hall I

to elect two student members of
the faculty committee on instruc-

tion.

Beginning this year, the com-
mittee, previously composed of the

three faculty members who head
the executive committees of the

College's divisions, will also include

three voting student members.
Thc committee passes on all

changes in College courses and sub-

mits them to tlje general faculty for

approval. In effect, therefore, it

prepares the agenda for faculty

meetings. During the current year.

the committee is scheduled to con-
sider revisions in die Colorado
College Plan.

Student majoring in each of the

three College divisions are em
powered to elect one student mem
ber of the committee of instruc-

tion, to begin service immediately.
Natural science students chose their

representative last spring.

Ai the meeting next Wednesday,
only students who have officially

declared their major will be eligible

to vote. After a joint session for

questions and usnwers, the human-
ities and social science groups will

meet separately lor the actual

elections.

SenatorsVisit
Senators Fred Harris of Okla-

homa, Hubert Humphrey of Minne-

sota, and Henry (Scoop) Jackson of

Washington will all appear in Colo-

rado Springs this weekend.

The occasion is the Annual Con-
vention of the Colorado Labor
Council AFL-CIO to take place at

the Antlers Plaza Hotel at Cascade

and Pikes Peak Avenues in beautiful

downtown Colorado Springs.

Senator Harris, the former

Democratic National Committee

Chairman will speak at 8:30 p.m.

Thursday evening, September 16.

Senator Humphrey, former Vice

President and Democratic nominee-

for President will speak at 11:00

a.m. Friday, September 17.

Henry Jackson, the well-known
"pro-war" senator from Washinglou
will speak at 1 1:45 a.m. on Satur-

day, September 18.

All three ate Democrats and
considered to be actively seeking

die 1972 Democratic nomination
for the presidency.

Up to 150 CC students and
' faculty are invited to hear Senator

Humphrey and 200 have been

invited to hear Senators Harris and
Jackson. Sign-up sheets are located

at Rastall Desk and il is important

that those wishing to attend the

speeches sign up by Thursday noon.

Arrangements lor the college's

participation in these events were

made by the CCCA and die Leisure

Time Committee.
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LidWO
JEANS
FLARES

Shop LORIG'S

for the largest

selection of Levi's

in town. You'll

find bells,

flares, and

straight leg

jeans in blue

denim, corduroy,

and many hand-

some Sta-Prest

fabrics.

107 Soutti Tejon

. .where the Levi's are!

letters
Dear Editor,

Ours has never been a student

body vitally concerned with per-

sonal or academic freedom; it has

been, rather, one concerned with its

own comforts and securities. The

innovations of the past few years

have come from faculty and admin-

istration, sometimes in response to

a student whimper, but, more often

than not, eliciting a student

response of conservative backlash:

witness the "new" grading system

(it will be of painful interest to see

what percentage of the student

body prefers "grades"), and the

new library hours, which limit

study hours even further. The shal-

low and short-lived' claims of stu-

dent power in May., 1970, have

been gracefully forgotten by all,

even those few who did once ex^

press some dissatisfaction with this

inane position which is not even

powerlessness, but in fact, willful

powerlessness, have retreated. In

May, 1970, the president of the

college agreed that students shall

have the power over those affairs

which are of primarily student

interest. Now, however, we have

retreated a step further even from

that position. 1 refer to the opera-

tion of what has been considered

die school newspaper, and suggest

that by allowing this paper to be

edited by a non-student administra-

tor, we have made an unfortunate,

if not classically predictable, forfeit

of power. The unimaginative, adver-

tisement-laden, conservatively

organized rag which now holds the

letter-head "The Catalyst" is the

most pitiful proclamation of the

student body's disinterested defeat

imaginable. 1 see how very fitting it

is, that the true nature of the beast

should come screaming out of its

mouth in the voice of another; it is

now, finally, the true organ of the

Colorado College community. The
irony of submitting this letter to

said rag is acknowledged, but not

accepted. I do not regret, but do
despise it.

Sincerely,

Ann Boisclair

I had a personal run-in with the

Colorado penal system last week. I

had taken a few copies of The
Catalyst over to the slam so that

the members of the penitentiary

football team might read about

their upset at the hands of the CC
eleven. After much messing around,

I was finally allowed to leave the

copies of our friendly campus news-

paper with the gate guard. Now a

more innocuous hunk of paper

can't be found anywhere. True, it

may have been dipped in opium.

But why all the hassle about

reading material in what purports

to be a rehabilitative process?

The riot at the maximum
security facility located at Attica,

New York, is drawing to a close as 1

write this. According to the

accounts I have heard, it is ending

amidst much bloodshed. They have

found eight or nine hostages with

their throats cut, and, although the

battle for the barricaded area held

by the prisoners has been raging for

two hours, the prisoners still hold

out.

When was the last time you
heard about a bloody prison riot in

Europe? What is it about the Amer-
ican penal system that makes con-

victs periodically wage war with no
hope of winning? Perhaps the

answer lies in some of the demands

of the Attica prisoners. The most

important demand and at the same
time the most hopeless of resolu-

tion was for a revamping of the

parole system in the State of New
York. To revamp a parole system

requires legislation. Ergo it is hope-

less of immediate resolution. The
importance of the request lies in

the fact that in America the con-

victed felon is faced with a unique

set of circumstances when he is

"Paroled."

First of all, he is a very visible

member of die community. He is

an "ex-con." And, if he prefers to

.remain invisible, it is virtually

impossible. He must inform his

employer that he is an ex-con. If a

crime is committed in his neighbor-

hood, he is usually the first suspect.

There is an open "no knock"
warrant in the hands of the parole

or probation officer. He can kick in

the parolee's door whenever the

spirit moves him. In most states, if

not all, the convicted felon is disen-

franchised.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM
PATTERSON "66" SERVICE

6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

fcff 7ay£n Thawg
Why hassle with travel plans?

CONTACT TAYLOR TRAVEL
We'll do the work for you.

210 E. Cache La Poudre 636-3871

LIBERTARIANISM
(WHAT MAKES ATLAS SHRUG?}

A special seminar for those interested in individual liberty will

be conducted by Robert LeFevre, former Gazette Telegraph

editor - now President of Rampart College.

Colorado Springs - October 2-3

Scholarships Available

For more information call Jerry Emanuelson at 635-1770 or

stop by at the next meeting of the Liberty Seminar. (Rm. 203,
Tuesdays, 7:30 p.m., Rastall Center.)

FREEDOM IN OUR TIME

Now, knowing that this is wh j n;

he faces, does it seem out of t}

question for a man to revolt again

the possibility of a "non-life" wh
he gets out of the joint? It som

how does not seem out of i)

question that a man might c vere

another's throat, particularly whi

he's not going to be allowed

exist anyway. He really has notliii

to lose. We killed a lot of Engli

soldiers back in 1776 over

knock warrants, and the right ftut i

life, liberty and the pursuit

happiness. Without at least

hope of which there is no point

being alive.

The present system of corr

tions gives the lie to the idea

rehabilitation. There is no way
rehabilitate a man. He must rehab

itate himself and the system shoi

be geared to teaching a man, n

only a way of making a living, bu

way in which to live in his soc

environment without placing hi

self against it. But before all t!
ness

can take place, a person who 1

been incarcerated or convicted

crime must, at the very minirt

have hope of acceptance by

world to which he is attempting

return.

Certainly many of die demai

of the prisoners at Attica

u nreasonable. But the demar

were born of desperation vis^

their future prospects. Withe

going into the idea of a philosop

of corrections at this time, I tJii

it goes without saying that

entire idea of corrections need:

lot of rethinking and implemei

tion.
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Wait, thou child of hope — for

shall teach thee all things.

M. Tup[

Joy - when it isn't shared

someone — dies young.

anonym

To venture causes anxiety, but

to venture is to lose one's self

and to venture in the highest sei

is precisely to become conscious

one's self.

Kierkeg

Whose essence touches yours in

moment of remembering — wl

the silence of the candleli

entraps you?
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Guest
Column

) I wonder if it is ever a good

hing to think about days of a long

ime ago. For me that would mean
omething like the life of junior

jgli school absurdities. But let me
lass over the academic or educa-

wh ional aspects of that particular

f tl nstitution. Permit me to concen-

;ain rate on something much more per-

wlu onal and warm.

My individuality, and even

Lybe the privacy that I enjoyed,

vere two ideas that I recognized in

hose earlier days. Now you may
jsk what in the hell does a creepy

ighth grader know or understand

ibout individuality. True, I did not

enow then what it means today,

iut I really felt like I was following

t ny bag. It did not seem like i was a

)emocrat, and I thought a Republi-

ian was another name for a Greek.

Existentialism was certainly not in

iy vocabulary, and likewise

ology. So in my ignorance I was

i
individual. Big deal? What was

he best thing about it was the fact

lat 1 could start to think any way,

my style, and any direction I damn
veil pleased. Nobody picked at me;

'as hardly ever grouped, sec-

alized, or stacked with a whole

ness of others like a deck of cards,

member I used to sneak

jimpses of "Playboy," and when I

vas caught people would wonder
hat I was thinking as I looked at

le pictures, and they really

vouldn't automatically label me as

dirty old man. When my English

:lass had one paragraph to write on

my subject as an assignment, the

iriety-and curiosity of the subjects

written about revealed the different

ninds in one class: everybody

lidn't write about the immorality

rf the Viet Nam war or Herman
Hesse.

When it was time for me to

:ome to an institution of higher

earning, I had a feeling that it

would really get bad. As a matter of

fact, even before school started, in

the summer, I received a correspon-

dence from an organizational-type

organization, and part of the letter

ead:

"In order to continue the

college's support of its Chi-

cano population we have to

support each other. We hope
you will volunteer whatever
time you can spare to one or

more of the activities already

supported by Colorado Col-

lege Chicanos. . .Please come
in and visit your office and
ask questions about what you
can do for your Raza."

How nice. Obviously someone has

passed judgment on me and think I

am either a stereotype or Lee
Trevino.

I didn't take it all that hard,
Jecause I care for people. I don't
hink my ends are really selfish, and
don't accept another group by

rejecting one. Everybody cannot
run around helping everybody else

without knowing how to truly help.

Take heart my friends; I am
usually more charming, but give me
some Goddamn freedom in my
development.

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

827 N. TEJON

Open 9 AM - 6 PM Tues.

through Sat.

POETRY BOX
Desert

Speaking to me
In sharp-scented tomes-
Soft sage secrets.

From velvet lulls

That turn to

Twisted sandpaper mountains
Voices tempt:

"Come,
Come to me—
God doesn't watch
You here."

And then,

They laugh very quietly.

Music is worship.

And those who believe

Are 'specially fondled and rhythmed.
Their rituals are existent to lend

Fantasy to agnostic lives-

Bringing out the banner of

Higher Times
For those who need to see.

And bringing:

Color for bland lives,

Thoughts for hollow heads,

Confessions for sick souls.

Escape from hard reality.

1 sit screaming in my head.
When people hide away their minds
And loneliness pushes in.

It used to come only when
No one was around.

Now I find I'm always alone.

Life is little else

But, screaming in my head.

Folk Night At Bemis
B e m i s Lounge was crowded

Saturday night as many folk music

enthusiasts gathered to listen to the

songs and music of Jim Howell.

He proved his talent for picking

the guitar on his opening number,
"Classical Gas" and introduced his

singing talents in his second num-
ber, "Suzanne," He didn't sing

songs and ballads from a single

category but surveyed many types

of modem folk and rock music

playing everything from "Fire and
Rain" to "Nashville Cats."

His versatility proved to be the

hit of the evening and what began

as a concert ended as a moody
experience in musical and vocal

expression. Behind every song there

was a story and when he found a

story without a song, he wrote one.

Finally, after Vh. hours of

picking and singing and talking, the

crowd dispersed, swaying on the

gentleness of the previous hours.

Jim packed his guitar, traveling

onward to another group - singing

his songs to the world.

Instrumentalists Gary Spchar,

George Spehar, and Bob
Hu tchinson (I. to r.) give an

impromptu concert in the Friday

Law

Seminar

Offered
This fall, by way of the Ford

Venture Grant, the college will

offer an environmental law seminar
on a no-credit no-classroom basis.

The seminar chairman. Professor

Walter Hecox, has indicated that

the course will be held six Tuesday
evenings beginning in early Novem-
ber. Applications for the seminar
will be available October 1 and will

be well publici£ed at that time.

Each session will begin with a

lecture by one of four Pikes Peak
area lawyers, all of whom are active

in the environmental law field, and
will be followed up by small group

discussions. For that reason,

according to Professor Hecox, the

seminar will be limited to 45.

The selection process for the

seminar will center around a stu-

dent's demonstrated interest and
concern in cvironinental law based

on his past courses and other

related activities. The seminar will

be open to all departments and a

genuine effort to achieve a lair

representation from shulents

majoring in each department will be

a goal. In addition, the course will

noi be open to freshmen.

The course readings, according

to Professor Hecox, will be decided

upon both by the students and the

participating lawyers. However, be-

cause of regular course demands, a

fairly light amount of reading will

be suggested.

At this point, it is hoped that

additional speakers and selected

films will be available for (he semi-

nar. If such occurrences arise, they

will be open to the whole student

body.

GREEN MOUNTAIN
GRAINERY

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Grains, Beans, Nuts, Seeds, Dried

Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds, Fresh Stone

Ground Floor, Organic Fresh Vegetables,

Books, Pots & Pans & Juices & Dairy

Products.

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada Phone: 471-9200

AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
115 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phone 635-4265

H.iJ--uj.uLg .1

Special Rate

To Students

WithCC ID

and

Mercedes Benz

The

Tedder"

Is Here

BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST

NOW OPEN

9 E. BIJOU
634-2257
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FEATURES

Hathaway's l27N.Tejon

Solve this

formula

and win

$3.00 in trade

(only one winm

632-1441

Welcome Back Special
20% Discount on All Professional Dry Cleaning

2 THIS COUPON WORTH Sl.00 OFF <

I ON ANY LOAD OF SELF-SERVICE

DRY CLEANING NORMALLY
COSTING S2.50.

DRY CLEANING

* 14 Minutes dry-to-dry

*No Shrinkage

*No bleeding of color

Safe for practically all garments

*30 Maytag Washers

13 Dryers

801 North Tejon

632-1476

Saska Illustrates Ulysses

wall standards

shelf brackets

KV
GIVE YOU SHELVES
LIKE THESE IN

MINUTES!

Transform any bare wall Into an

attractive shelving unit. Ideal

for the recreation room.

Shelf brackets are adjustable.

Makes re-arranging simple.

Artist and art history professor

Tim Saska became interested in

James Joyce's monumental work of

fiction, Ulysses, about 15 years ago.

His own monumental work of illus-

trating the history making work'of
fiction began two years ago and is

now nearing completion.

The work itself consists of 18

canvas frames, five feet by four feet

in size. The style of the work
reflects Tim's own feelings about

the creative process. The canvases

are made up of overlapping images

painted, pasted and employing

photos and anything that might

capture the essence of Joyce's

prose.

I saw some of Tim's earlier work

in another corner of the MacGregor
basement studio and made the com-
ment that it reminded me of

collage. "Kaleidoscopic, rather than

collage," was his comment, "I think

Joyce would probably approve of

the way I illustrate his work."

The tables of the studio were

strewn with books, a large hard-

bound copy of Ulysses was promi-

nent among them. "I have been

reading the novel for a year and
combining the imagery and doing

drawings for the project," he said,

showing me his notebook. The
work is sponsored by a faculty

grant and Tim has worked on it all

of this past summer.

"When possible, I have tried to

Maudie
wants you
in her
pants!*

Wide selection

of sizes and
finishes now at

301 Conejo

i

capture Joyce's style. Here in the

barmaid scene, I have used

musical theme — that of a fugue

The repetition of the barman
theme and the overture are all he

And here (pointing to the painting)

are Boylan, Bloom and Dedalus.

To the rather naive question o

how illustration correlates with tin

creative process, Tim answered

"Well, I could have done a

literal illustration of the work. Bui

I chose the imagery and I paint

what excites me and intrigues me in

the book."

I asked Tim if he had mud
trouble interpreting the women in

volved in the book. Joyce had a

rather keen insight into their!

mental processes and thought tlui^HHa
illustrating this insight might provefT

to be a stumbling block. THE
"I haven't really tried MollyB

Bloom yet, but I think that I'vel

captured Gerty McDowell fairly

well. The style of literature used in

the book is typical of women
magazines and I have used lingerie

drawings from Cosmopolitan to

capture that spirit. You remembc:
Gerty is preoccupied with In

lingerie. And then here I've ust

virgins by Raphael and Martini i

round out her character."

As soon as the work is" com-

pleted, Tim hopes to have il

exhibited. The paintings are of such

a nature that they must be ex-

hibited all together. So far, Tim is

pleased with the work and feels

that when it is finally exhibited it

should be done with perhaps a tape

of readings from the book playing

in the background to provide

atmosphere. His work already pro

vides Colorado College with atmos
phere and his style speaks of hi<

Joycian dialogue with the visual

world.

Greeks

Suck
The Catalyst



IMouttiattttlyaki

633-0732

226 N. TEJON

SPECIALISTS IN

LIGHTWEIGHT
MOUNTAINEERING

EQUIPMENT

FEATURING

•ALP SPORT

•GERRY

• NORTH FACE

• SIERRA DESIGNS

FOR THE FINEST IN

• TENTS

• SLEEPING BAGS

•PACKS

• CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

•OUTDOOR CLOTHING

• BOOTS

• LIGHTWEIGHT FOODS

•KNIVES

•SNOWSHOES

• SKI TOURING EQUIPMENT

Please

ECOLOGIZE

COLLEGE SHOE SHOP

BASS WtEJUNS®
BASS TACKS TM

-3&iri

BARE IRAP SANDALS
SOCRATES SANDALS
BERNARDO

LEATHER BAOS

632-6161 831 H. TEJON

This Is A Great
Looking- Jacket.
Flawlessly tailored. Natural
shoulder construction. Will,

flamboyant inverted plont-
patched pockets. Hiirlicc

center vent, sonereus lapels.

A (kl to this DeansKate'a
keen eye foe Imndsonlc
fabrics and you'll bettor
understand why we call

this a groat lookine
jacket. In various
fabrics and patterns.

ii S80.00

Defiiisjuatt

London Shop for Men
Ten East Pikes Peak Ave.

Charge Accounts Invited
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1971 Soccer Schedule
Saturday,

Sept. 1

!

Sunday,

Sept. 12

Sunday,

Sept. !9

Friday,

Sept. 24

Saturday,

Sept. 25

Friday,

Oct. 1

Sunday,

Oct. 3

Sunday,

St. Benedict's

Park College

Aspen Club (Tent.)

Wisconsin U. at Green Bay

Ottawa University

British Columbia

Atchison, Kan. 1:00 p.m.

Kansas City, Mo. 1:00 p.m.

Home 1:30 p.m.

Home 3:30 p.m.

Home 11:00 a.m.

Home 3:00 p.m.

Denver 1 :30 p.m.

Oct. 10 * Colorado Mines Golden 1:30 p.m.

Friday,

Oct. 1

5

* Metro State Home 3:30 p.m.

Sunday,

Oct. 17 * Colorado University Boulder ' 1:30 p.m.

Sunday.

Oct. 24 * Denver University Home 1:30 p.m.

Saturday,

Oct. JO * Wyoming University Home 3:30 p.m.
Sunday,

Nov. 7 * Air Force Home 1:30 p.m.
Sunday.

Nov. 14 * Colorado State Fort Collins 1:00 p.m.

* RM1SL Games
(

M)CCfcRTEAM
TAKES TWO

This last Saturday die Tiger

kickers traveled to that Queen City

of Kansas, Atcliison, and defeated

St. Benedict's College by a score of
5-4, then on Sunday squeaked by
Park College, 1 2-0.

We were lucky 'to win the Satur-

day game. The St. Benedict's team
showed better control of the ball,

better passing and teamwork, and
much more physical aggressiveness,

while the C.C. team played far

under their ability. Our win was

due to three things: Andre Cousin's

fine play, resulting in four of our

five goals; St. Benedict's lousy

shooting; and their goalkeeper, who
simply had an off day.

Jay Engeln started the scoring

with a rolling left-footed shot that

should have been the goalie's ball.

When he let it slip under his hands,

it was obvious that to score all we
needed to do was shoot. Although

this first goal came within the first

minute of play, we only managed
one more goal in the half, and we
were being out-shot about three to

one. However, we were confident

that the game was ours when Andre

scored his second and third goals to

give us a 4-0 lead. Then St. Bene-
dict's put a shot through the side of
the net which the referee called a

goal. We scored immediately after-

ward when Cousin beat several de-

fenders and the keeper, but St.

Benedict's came back with three

more, and time ran out before they

could tie the game.

St. Benedict's plays much like

the Air Force Academy, and is

approximately as good, so that

game might be a preview of the

C.C.-Zoomie game coming up next

month.

Sunday's game was all Colorado
College. We started the first quarter

with all our subs and couldn't get

our game going well, so the regular

squad started the second quarter,

and the goals started coming. Be-

fore long Park's defense was quite

shaken and nearly useless, as the

Tigers took complete control and
showed some of the ability and
determination that they couldn't

find the day before. Finally the

condition of the Park team was
such that they blew three penalty

kicks, and one of their players was
ejected for swearing at his own
teammate. In die last quarter, with

a 9-0 lead, C.C. settled dowJ
concentrated on ball control!

three more goals came as a nj|

consequence of superior teamJ
The scoring was by Andre cf
who got three; Jay Engeln,1
lefty that, this time, deserved!
a goal; Larry Weisgal with tw |
beautiful, powerful lefty;

\

Turner and Peter Fairchild,
J

fullbacks, scored on head
Mike Young, on a long shot!
the upper right comer; Jeff jJ
Dick Schulte, and Steve WongI
were playing on the line while T
Visconsi played goalkeeper.

The forward line has

excellent scoring potential, _„_
defense has proven to be stil

Tad Creasey and Tom Turner

extraordinary against St. I

diet's, clearing many dang]
attacks; Andre is scoring at lej
well as last year, when he collJ

34 goals; and Schulte and ca]
Tim Boddington as halfbacks!
the game well and set

fo rwa r ds with many attaj

opportunities.

We have started the season |
three wins, and we will,

simply, keep winning consiste|

Fizz

\
131 SO. TEJON

634-5279

What do you want

to rap about?

Art

Love

Music
Nature

?

How About
Lightweight, Quality

Outdoor Equipment

I

k_
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~1 Tgers Eat Cardinals
M Our bus ride back from Liberty, reflect on the significance of what day of spring practice back in

J Missouri was a good one. The seats we had done, and to mentally And now, because we

Our bus ride back from Liberty

Missouri was a good one. The seats

on our team bus are not the biggest

and we were cramped together, but

this was something nobody minded.

Each of us was experiencing a

special kind of closeness and our

crowded bus was only serving to

strengthen that feeling. If we had
not been winners the six-hundred

mile return trip might have been

boring and depressing, but this was

not the case. We had accomplished

what we had set out to do and we
could not help but appreciate the

long ride home. If nothing else, it

had provided us with a special

opportunity to do two things: to

reflect on the significance of what
we had done, and to men tally

prepare ourselves for the challenges

diat now lay ahead.

On the previous night we had
beaten a good football team,
possibly the best team we will face

all season. We had traveled to

William Jewell's home field as 40-6

underdogs, twice fought back from
behind to win respect from a team
that would offer us none, and
finally left the field with our
school's first victory away from
home after thirteen consecutive de-

feats. We had beaten the team each
of the coaches and players had been
preparing for ever since the first

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Between

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

Men's Liberation.
This is one kind of freedom you
can buy.

When things are too much,
you just hop on the SL-350 Kl
and get out of town. Way out.

Find an old dirt road, or

nigged trail or patch of desert

and ride it

Ride it hard

After just a few minutes of
nding the Motosport 350 you'll
know what men's liberation
is all about. But don't take
our word for it. Take a test ride
at your nearby Honda dealer.
And then join the movement.

HONDA
From Mighty to Mini, Honda

3609 Eait Hiwoy 24 - Colorado Spring*, Colorado 80909 - PKo« r

day of spring practice back i

And now, because

beaten Jewell for die first ti:

five years, none of the E

players will be able to let up

the slightest amount. The
lenges that face Colorado C
will remain, and with each pi

week they will become greate

of the teams that will play

future weeks are aware that
,

over Colorado College will

have added significance; and
of them will be attacking us

the same intensity with whicl

attacked Jewell. From our

team's standpoint the challenge]

be for each team member to

at becoming the best playe:

possibly can. Each of us knows
what we are capable of doing

will be a great disappointmeni

all if we do not measure up b

standards we know
of setting. We have a chain

become one of the best Cob
College teams ever; and
constantly remind ourselves oi]

as we prepare for McPherson.

mont, and the rest of the If

that will try to stand betwee)

and an exceptional season
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BICYCLE CLUB FORMED:
RALLY SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 25

The Bicycle Club of Colorado
Springs was formed on August 26,

1971; it is a successor to the

Citizens for Ciean Air Organization.

The purposes of the Club are to

promote bicycling as an iterative

mode of transportation, because of
its ecological, physical fitness, and
economic advantages over present

modes and to encourage bicycling

as a form of recreation.

As its first endeavor, the Club is

sponsoring a bicycle rally on Satur-

day, September 25. The rally is

intended to engender interest in the

Club and to promote bicycling,

bicycle safety, and bicycle paths.

Bicyclists desirous of participating

in the rally should gather at the

corners of Mesa and Dale (directly

West of the Fine Arts Center) at

10:00 a.m., on the 25th. At that

time, we will proceed to bicycle

along Cascade Avenue to the Old

County Courthouse, gather al the

sou til side of the Courthouse to

isten to a speech by William J.

Woestendiek and return to the Fine

Fine Arts Center via Tejon Street.

'ccasionally there comes a time

there are absolutely no

king films running in the local

.ters; when one movie seems

to prove too much for the

an mind and another too much
die human stomach. I found

ielf in this situation on Sunday

t, I had hit upon seeing Investi-

»i of a Citizen above Suspicion

I ran into transportation diffi-

ies and was therefore forced to

c downtown and cast about for

n'Hikely subject. I decided upon
Jack by default,

was attracted to this movie not

of its exploitive and ridicu-

s advertising, but because it is

subject of a small critical con-

versy. Most of the early reviews

received were unfavorable or at

t patronizing; then two giants, in

form of Rex Reed and News-
'(., came out strongly in its

or, provoking a number of coun-

reviews which condemned it

|e and for all. If you read some
latter reviews carefully,

Hvever, most reveal a kind of

:onscious guarded praise; people

m to like it in spite of their

tlietic objections.

The chief quality of the film,

ich is both its strength and weak-

its naivete, which evidences

elf at times as either rank

ateurism or profound sincerity,

spite the opportunistic adver-

ng campaign. I think that Billy

k is one of the most sincere and
pretentious films that I have seen

long time. It raises questions,

her than provides decisive social

nnnent and other such pat

Iwers; the decisions the charac-

must make are difficult and
ir outcome not weighted on a

determined side of the issues

plved. The movie does make il

pretty clear who the good guys and

the bad guys are, but the line is not

drawn between old and young, left

and right, super-patriot and pacifist.

The bad guys, although one would

guess they are rightist (that's

probably just a prejudice of mine

anyway), are clearly not evil be-

cause they are rightists, but because

there is in them a real principle of

evil; they are men consumed by

hatred, bigotry, corruption, and

self-interest.

The dilemma, then, for the

"good guys" — Billy Jack, the

half-breed Indian ex-green beret,

and Jean, the pacifist director of

the freedom school - is how to

deal with the evil with which they

are faced. Billy Jack uses violence

in the face of a legal system which

is not applied equally to all; Jean

insists on a pacifislic approach 1

which she feels will be more effec-

tive in the long run. The question is

never actually solved in the movie;

each acquiesces to the other's point

of view to a certain extent.

The film is not without grave

faults, however. Amateurism is ram-

pant, and frequently detracts from

the believability of the film. It is

also not a particularly cohesive pro-

duction and sometimes even the

characters lack consistency. The

acting, too, mostly non-profes-

sional, is in no way notable and
often bad; Tom Laughlin is

creditable in the title role.

Finally, I think the end of the

film, with its ever so faint note of

hope, is one of ils greatest

strengths. The end is not the answer

to the problems posed by the film

as it so often is in so-called "youth

culture" movies, for instance that

last scene of Easy Rider, which was

a hopeless "Easy Out." In Billy

Jack, the final moment is not the

end for it still contains the ques-

tions.

Amusements

532 N. Tejon

473-448

Film Classic Theater

GENE WILDER,
QrjACKSER

Fortune

-TIME MAGAZINE

'A winner!

days at 7:00. 8:40 & 10:20
Sat-Sun at 2:00, 3:40, 5:20,

8:40 & 10:20
lex t Wednesday:
The Music Lovers"

Budget Tapes

and

Records

Loves\bu
327 N. TEJON

1 *7fo*tneA

^3j7nsnEci^

22 TODAY
man
alive...

is not /""N >?**<*

>,,^J Of;^ f.
OMRLTON
HUSTON

<m

QMCGh
MAM n

10-3:05

0-7:15

i 9:20

L Soon: "Love Mo chine" _j
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Campus Announcements

ID. Pictures

ID. Pictures taken TODAY in

Armstrong 240 from 4:00 to 4:30

P.M.

Anyone interested in teaching

FOLK DANCING please notify

Judith Ames Mathias, ex.497. Any
fiddlers or accordian players

interested in helping out a caller,

please call same number.

PI

Anyone having an announcement of interest to the Colorado College

community may have it inserted in this column. Please drop all copy at the

Catalyst mailbox in Rastall Center by 3 PM Friday for publication in the

following Wednesday's issue.

ease

Recyic 'e this „ .. . ,„Unprojjruinmed Quaker Meeting

Society of Friends

NeWSPaDer Sundays. 10:30A.M.
Hamlin House Lounge

spaper

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE

• TUNE UPS

• ATLAS TIRES

• STATE INSPECTION

• ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

Introducing...

MODAR
Wall Furniture

Low-priced, high quality

cabinets and bookcases you
can mix in many combinations

Here's an exciting new idea in furnishings that has a plac
in your home or aparlment. Modar Wall Furniture is
complete line of stylish bookcases and cabinels Us
each handsome piece of furniture alone, or stack with othe
units in endless combinations. A rich walnut vinyl finis
and clean modern lines give you furniture to be oroud o
at low cost.

Choose bookcases, desk-bookcases, or cabinets wilh slidin
simulated tambour doors. A screwdriver is all you nee
tor easy assembly.

Abrahamson Lumber Co.
301 Conejos

Brookfiart Lumber Company
242S E. Platte

Everitt Lumber Company
228 E. Fillmore

Schoch's Sentry Hardware
2522 W. Colorado Ave.

Walker Bros. Sentry Lbr. Co
707 E. Fillmore

Woodmoor Sentry Hardware
Monument, Colorado

Jewish Holy Days

Jewish students who wish to attend

Services on the Holy Days are asked

to contact Dr. Fred Sondermann.

Ext. 322 or 633-4058 for informa-

tion.

BRIDGE MEETING

There will be a bridge orgar

tional meeting this Thurs
(

September 16 at 3:30 in R;

205. Everyone interested

learning how to play or better
ti

play are requested to attend.

SHOVE CHAPEL
WORSHIP SERVICE

Sunday, '

September 19, 1971

11:00 A.M.

The third Sunday Service

Shove Chapel this semester \vi

conducted by Professor Samim
Williams.

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP AND
JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP-COLO-
RADO COLLEGE ASSN (JBSCCA)

WILL AGAIN SPONSOR THE
NOW LEGENDARY GREATER
ASPEN BICYCLE TOUR FIRST
BREAK (SEPT. 29-OCT. 3). THE
TRIP WILL BE CONCEIVED IN

THE SAME MANNER AS LAST
YEAR'S WITH ONE NIGHT'S
STAY IN HISTORIC TWINN
LAKES HOTEL AND
CHARTERED AIRLINER
PASSAGE BACK FROM ASPEN
WITH BICYCLES. ALL PARTIES
INTERESTED IN ACCOMPANY-
ING THIS YEAR'S TOUR
SHOULD REGISTER AT JAY'S
BICYCLE SHOP, 19 E. KIOWA BY
SEPT. 25 AND PAY APPRO-
PRIATE ENTRY FEES.

62 VW Camper
S650

•Custom Design

• Runs Well

• Radio, Icebox, Bed,

Icebox, Table

Call 634-7123

ask for Chris or Bill

HORSEBACK
RIDING

Away from city congestion . .

.

over beautifully wooded hills...

our horses especially suited to

your western pleasure.

Hay Rides and Party

Facilities Too

495-4162 or 495-4169

PINE CONE RANCH

13965 Vollmer Road In

Black Forest

IT'S

A HARD PROPOSITION
TO BEAT?

If you get the feeling you're spending
too much time with the books ... we may

have the solution. Ours is a course in

reading efficiency that means we teach
more than speed. Our course emphasizes

study techniques, recall skills and
flexibility of rate as well.

Let us demonstrate to you the dynamics
of today's most comprehensive

reading course in a free Mini Lesson.

MINI-LESSON SCHEDULE

6:00 and 8:00 P.M.

Today, Sept. 15, 20

Rm. 203
Rastall Center

E EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS

Phone: 6331 707
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Solons Evans

Convocation
by John Lingner

The 1971 Colorado College

Opening Convocation took place

last Thursday, September 16 with

variations this year in both form

and content from previous convoca-

tions.

Instead of the inspirational

messages of generally long-winded

orators set in the solemn grandeur

of Shove Chapel the 1971 Opening
Convocation was cast in the more
comfortable, if less dramatic, sur-

roundings of Armstrong Hall. Con-

vocation was called to order by
Executive Vice President and Pro-

vost James Stauss with little decora-

tion and consisted of brief presenta-

tions by two United States Con-
gressmen followed by questions

directed to the Congressmen by a

panel.

The Honorable Thomas Rails-

back of Illinois and the Honorable

Frank Evans of Colorado both de-

livered ten minute elocutions on
the theme of "Student Voting: A
New Politics."

Representative Railsback
recalled in his speech the turmoil

and frustrations of the United

States following the slayings of

Martin Luther King and Robert

Kennedy as well as the more recent

invasion of Cambodia. He also re-

And Railsback Season

with Political Spice

counted his role as part of the

22-man congressional team which
visited colleges around the country
in an effort to investigate and
understand the causes of unrest

among students. In his visits to

Harvard, M.I.T., and Cornell he
learned of the deep resentments
young people had because they
were not allowed a voice in their

own fates.

Congressman Railsback found
that young people were especially

frustrated over the prospect of

being sent to Viet Nam by people

they had not even been able to vote

against.

Congressman Evans challenged

young people affected by the new
amendment to take a part in elec-

tions, to take a part in running the

country. He was particularly hope-

ful for the effects a youth vote

might have, if young people in

America cared enough to register

and vote. He stated that the youth
vote could not only decide the

1972 presidential election, but also

that a strong youth vote could

control any senatorial or congres-

sional election in Colorado.

Both Congressmen said that the

twenty -sixth amendment could

have a large effect upon the

political system.

Representative Railsback gave
the campaign of Eugene McCarthy
in 1968 as an example of what the

youth of America could accomplish
if it wanted. He despaired of his

Republican party's lack of initiative

in pursuing the youth vote and
offering programs directed towards
the young voter. He stated that

while the Republicans would be
fools to throw away the chances of

attracting the youth vote he still

remained a loyal Republican on
most issues and would campaign
vigorously for the re-election of

President Nixon.

Representative Evans said that

the effect of the vote of the youth
would depend upon whether they

cared enough to take an interest in

where the country was going. He
stated that if the young voters

waited until a real gut issue comes
along it would be an immature
motion to look forward to

America's political life.

CCCA chairman John Fyfe gave

a closing speech exhorting Colorado
College students to take up the

challenge of participating in both
the government of our nation and
the government of our school.

Photo by John Howard Thomas Railsback

New Faculty

On Campus
Colorado College began the

school year with 18 new faculty

members in 12 academic depart-

ments.

The new teachers who are part

of the 140 member full and part
time faculty here are as follows:

Edward F. Bauer, associate pro-
fessor of German; Ronald Capen
and Thomas Kinraide, assistant pro-
fessors of biology; James A. Driy
and Barry J. Huebert, assistant pro-

fessors of Chemistry; Miss Charlotte

Mendoza, assistant professor of
education; John M. Karon and
William C. Ramaley, assistant pro-

fessors of Mathematics; David
Hollenbach and Val Veirs, assistant

professors of Physics; Lionel J.

Baker, assistant professor of

Psychology (second semester only);

'Rodger Carlson, assistant professor

of Economics and Business Admini-
stration; John Simons, instructor in

English; Curtis Smith, instructor in

Piano; Mrs. Barbara Ansbacher,
lecturer in Music; Robert Lee,

instructor of Political Science; and
Sammy K. Williams, instructor of
Religion.

The election date for an open

Representative-at-Large position on

the Cutler Publications Board is

September 27. All those interested

in running please contact Mariner

Berthoff at 633-5194. Petitions,

which are available at Rastall Desk,

will be due September 25 at noon.

INSIDE THE CATALYST

• Labor Convention draws high

flying candidates p.3

•Frosty Flurries Flail CCp.4

• "Theater of All Possibilities"

coming this weekend p.6

• Ecology Action Underway p.3

• Ruggers Look Forward

to Rugged Season p.7

Athletic Department

Sets Hours, Proceedures
The El Pomar Sports Center is

operating daily from I p.m.
through 10 p.m. with equipment
reservation beginning in the

moming.
Students possessing their own

equipment may use the gym during

the moming hours but the equip-

Sunday, Sept. 26 - 11:00 a.m.

At the regular Sunday morning
service in Shove Chapel on Sunday,

September 25, Professor Fred

Sondermann will speak on the

meaning of the High Holy Days in

Judaism. Jewish students are partic-

ularly invited to join other mem-
bers of the Colorado College

community for this service.

ment issuing room remains- closed

until I p.m.

The center includes two gyms,
two handball courts and two squash
courts. The courts are available for

periods of forty-five minutes at a

time. The weight lifting facilities

and the astroturf room are closed at

present but are expected to open
shortly.

Reservations for the courts may
be made by calling the athletic

department after 9 a.m.

Coach Jerry Carle, head of the

athletic department, pointed out
that the gym hires students to run

the facilities and that most students

are in classes in the morning. Me
also mentioned that the budget is

unable to support another full-time

staff member to distribute equip-

ment during the morning.

CCCA Bulletin Board
This letter is an attempt at

letting the members of the CC
community know what has gone

on, what is going on and what is

planned in die near future. Any
questions, ideas, or suggestions,

please call me at ext. 360, or

632-6388.

Perhaps the most important

issue we are concerned with is voter

registration. We are in the planning

stages and hope to get things set up

for second and third block. An

office phone will be opened for any

questions concerning your status,

commitments, problems, etc. wim
voter registration.

We received a positive response

of 50% from the eleven national

political figures whom we invited as

guest lecturers here on campus this

year. Since most of those who
accepted have full Fall schedules,

nearly all have been slated for the

Spring semester.

A United Fund drive is being

initiated on campus this Fall in

conjunction with the faculty drive

- anyone interested in helping

would please call me as soon as

possible.

A few positions on the CCCA
should be open in the near future,

as some members from last Spring

are resigning due to other commit-

ments. A ny prospective board

members must contact me before

next Tuesday's meeting for further

information.

We are beginning to set up a

budget for the coming academic

year and have approximately

$27,000.00 to distribute to the

groups and organizations,under one

wing.

If you already represent a group

that will be needing funds from us,

please contact Joe Simitian at X489
for a budget request form. If you
are interested in forming a new
group on campus, please contact

me.

Finally, let me urge you to read

this column every week for infor-

mation. The Campus Government is

there to serve you and for you to

use as a means of carrying out your

interests. Do not hesitate to call on

any of these ideas and events in

which you are interested.

John Fyfe

Chairman of CCCA
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Dear Editor:

The Colorado Springs Branch of the NAACP will host the annual

meeting of The Colorado Wyoming State Conference NAACP on October

1st, 2nd and 3rd.

We feel a need for all to know of the many problems that exist today.

Negroes for years have had problems of discrimination and still do, many
of these conditions have improved but none have been completely

eradicated.

We of The Colorado Springs Branch invite you to attend the workshops

and the luncheon of this conference. If you are a member of the white

race perhaps you never realized that the black man and other minorities

have the same problems in society plus they also bear the added curse of

discrimination. Our workshops will cover subjects that are of concern to

many and we hope that you are one of the many concerned.

The Colorado Springs Branch of the NAACP hopes that you will be

able to attend the workshops which should be most interesting.

A reception will be held Friday night from 7:00 to 10:00.

Workshop No. I Saturday, October 2nd
10:00 to 12:00 P.M. Voter Participation and

Involvement

Workshop No. 2 Saturday, October 2nd

l:30to3:00P.M. Drugs & Alcohol Abuse

Workshop No. 3 Saturday. October 2nd
3:00 to 5:00 P.M. Law & Disorder of Crime

& Crime Prevention

Luncheon 12:15 P.M. Price; $3.00

v & Disorder of Crin

Catalyst

Apologizes

The Cutler Publications Board of

Directors and the Catalyst staff

wish to apologize to any groups or

persons who might have been
offended by the filler which
appeared at the bottom of column
four, page four of last week's issue,

September 15, 1971, and for the

poor journalistic taste and editorial

judgment displayed therein.

CATALYST
ORGANIC?

Speaker: Senator George Brown
Crime Prevention

We will be looking forward to seeing you

Sincerely,

Suzanne Rodgers. President

NAACP

R.S.V.P. to:

Laura Domineck
905 E. Las Animas
Colo. Springs, Colo. 80903
Phone: 633-3670

Jeanette Colbert, Acting President

The

"Pedaler"

Is Here

USED BIKES IN STOCK

BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST

NOW OPEN

COLORADO SPRINGS CYCLERY

9 E. BIJOU
634-2257

Dear Sir:

Miss Boisclair, in her letter in the

last issue of the paper, seems to

have overlooked one fundamental

law of organic chemistry: that for a

Catalyst to work, it must be

immersed in a mixture of volatile

chemicals. Actions (or inactions) on
the part of the student body last

year hardly warrant such a cry of

lost means of expression for stu-

dents as she would have us believe.

Rick Byess '74

BOISCLAIR,

AGAIN

Dear Editor:

Allow me to be among the first

to recognize and point up my error;

this rag is, in fact, edited by a

student. It's a pleasure to be wrong
in this case, although it does not
change my basic attitude towards
the deadness of the student body.
Like virtually every other post on
campus, the editorship is filled by
an underclassman, which seems to

have been the trend for a long time
on C.C. campus. I wonder if this is

in order to get any interest in

something other than self out of
the systems of the students before

they reach their damned senior

year. If that is the idea, it certainly

works well.

Once again,

Ann Boisclair

President Fred Harris?

New Hampshire in March? California in June? NO, folks it's September

in Colorado Springs. The biennial Colorado AFL-CIO convention is about

to get underway, and there, in the center ring, are three of the leading

gladiators in next year's presidential circus, the patrician Henry Jackson,

the Ciceronian Hubert Humphrey, the barbarian from the provinces, Fred

Harris.

Harris won. Hubert came on like a rerun of 1968. Maybe he thought he

was speaking to 70,000 in Yankee Stadium rather than 500 in the Antlers

Ballroom, but whatever the reason, it seemed somebody had reached up
behind him and flipped his speech switch as he took the podium. The arms

flailed, the body weaved from side to side, rocked back and forth for

unneeded emphasis. The voice rose and fell, cracked with practiced

emotion. He got a couple of planned applause interruptions and a polite

ovation at the conclusion.

Nobody felt much like interrupting Jackson. Maybe they felt a cold

stare from the non-candidate would be their reward. One shouldn't break

into Father's lecture at the dinner table. An admirable thing, said the

delegates, that your sister taught in the same schoolroom for forty years.

Wonderful that your father was a part of the labor movement for half a

century. You're a good friend of the workingman, Henry Jackson. Thanks
for stopping by to talk to us. Come by again if you get the chance.

But Harris was a horse of a different (darker) color. The stories he told

of following the wheat harvest through the Midwest for seven years and

through Colorado, were not tales of what Fred Harris was, but what he is.

One imagined, no, one knew one could see the dirt encrusted under his

fingernails. He spoke of walks in the Bronx with young patrolmen, law

school at night patrolmen, walk your beat when you're off duty because

its your beat and you're a concerned patrolman. He told of kids who know
all there is to know about life and death and junk before they're twelve.

Of a father, (the father who somehow scraped his way through the

Depression without a cent from relief, not because he didn't need it but
because he was too proud to want it) faced with a $15,000 medical bill

and no way to pay. Of the old who skip a breakfast, a lunch to be able to

buy medicine. In America! People starving so they can buy medicine. A
crime, says Freddie Harris, a crime. His Cherokee wife sits rooted to her

seat, dark eyes wide with horror and shame and determination. She
believes. Jack Vaughn, of Peace Corps fame, resident politico now, speaks
of money from here, support from there, a big push in Florida next March.
Then he talks of after Florida, the need for thousands of workers. Does he
believe? Delegates listen.

Fred Harris. A man not for labor, but of labor. One of theirs. Seeking
not a State Senate seat, not support in a congressional campaign, but the

Presidency. Do they believe? Ask them Fred, ask. He doesn't. But they do.

-Ed Leek
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ERTft'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Between

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

Composition: Casyndekan

BiU Hays

George Boiling

STRAP BOOTS

For the biggest selection of boots shop -Long's. You'll find harness straps in

many styles from FRYE and ACME. Choose from broad square toes or the cowboy
toe at the Boot Shack.

107 South Tejon

.where the Levi's are!

Please

HORSEBACK
RIDING

Away from city congestion...

over beautifully wooded hills,

our horses especially suited

your western pleasure.

Hay Rides and Party

Facilities Too

495-4162 or 495-4169

PINE CONE RANCH

13965 Vollmer Road In

Black Forest

Recycle this

Newspaper

SAVE
Pants and Ladies Slacks

69 4

QUALITY CLEANERS

801 N. Tejon

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

827 N. TEJON

Open 9 AM - 6 PM Tues.

through Sat.
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National "Quarterback Candidates

Handshaking and backslapping
abounded as the Colorado Labor
Council AFL-CIO played host to
three strikingly different Presiden.

Join Labor Huddle Over Weekend

pos He iT.llK

Hubert Humoh

Senators Fred Harris of Oklahom:
Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota,
and Henry "Scoop" Jackson of
Washington gave the Labor
Council's 9th Biennial convention a
decidedly political flavor.

Senator Harris was first on the
scene and his Thursday evening
speech was well received by the
mixed crowd of students and labor
leaders. Directing his remarks
towards a "New Populism" Harris
angrily proclaimed, "All around
this country people are so fed up
with wishy washy politicians that
they could just about give up on
the system!" But in a closine note

of optimism he declared. "I believe
we can put America back together
again: across race lines, across age
lines."

Following his remarks to the
predominantly middle-aged labor
audience, Harris spoke informally
to roughly 40 to SO CC students
who were in attendance. His re-
marks were quick, candid, and very
much to the point. Asked if he had
any special remarks for the stu-
dents, Harris chuckled and
commented, "About the only thing
I'd add is 'No more bullshit' which
is kind of my slogan."

But he added much more.
On Nixon, "You're not going to

turn this country around until you
have a change in Presidents."

On the war, "Stop the bombing.
Stop the paying of mercenaries.

Ecology Action Defines Happiness

Pull out our troops. . .We have to
get out all together,"

And on Narcotics, "Any country
that can find Angela Davis in a
motel room can damn sure stop the
flow of heroin into this country."

Harris did well for himself with
both the young and the old.

But if Harris had been well
received. Humphrey was virtually
blessed. He was Labor's man and
they loved him. In the style (hat is

classicly Humphrey he assailed the
Nixon administration for the
economic ailments that beset the
nation and declared that the White
House had "A game plan with a
quarterback that's running in the
wrong direction on every play."
Said Humphrey, "] don't forgive
this man lor the economic
casualties that are strewn across this
country.

. ,] think Mr. Nixon needs
a vacation, and a prolonged one

"

co.Ui.mcd on p, S

The Colorado College Ecology
Action unit is a small but effective

and essential part of the entire

scene at CC. It is made up of a

small group of concerned and aware
students, and local residents, with a

wide range of ideas on how to help
Spaceship Earth. Ecology Action
was not organized as a "fun" or

"in" thing to do in the student's

free hours. However it feels that

just being part of a group that is

involved physically and mentally, as

opposed to the lip flappers, has its

own special satisfactions.

Last year a campus-wide re-

cycling program was undertaken, as

well as a campus cleanup, open
discussions on area environmental

problems, and a smash-in. Happi-
ness was getting our own building,

and making a Profit of one hundred
dollars from recycling!

CC Ecology Action didn't sus-

pend operations for the summer,
due to assistance from area resi-

dents. Mr. and Mrs. Terry Baird and
friends expertly handled the EA
building and operations. The
Building, located on the East side

of Nevada, across from Slocurn Hall

and to the rear of the parking lot,

was open every Saturday morning
from 9:00 a.m. to noon. People
could bring their recyclables, ask

questions, tour the operations, etc.

Added to the list of newspaper,
cardboard, aluminum and tin as

recyclable items this summer were two or three collection sites. These
brown, green and clear glass. Due to will be announced later. Hopefully
increased publicity from the local students will organize their dorms
newspapers, word of mouth, etc.,

the volume of recyclable materials

we received at the EA building rose

approximately three hundred per-

cent! Newspaper volume alone

averaged a ton and a half per week!
This year? Happiness would just

be continuing our activities from
last year, but our scope of involve-

ment is changing. Our recycling

program will continue, but on a

different scale. Due to transport

difficulties, the weekly collection

of recyclables from dorms on

id bring their recyclables

to the collection points. This con-
solidation will free more of EA's
time to devote to other important
environment-related areas.

Again this year EA will hold
open discussions and meetings, and
a campus cleanup. Student research

projects related to environmental
study will be encouraged and
undertaken, as for example, the

economic feasibility of large-scale

recycling at a profit, corporate

pollution, assembling an effective

gram on the environment for the
primary schools, and making con-
crete headway in establishing

bicycle paths, lanes, and racks in

the Colorado Springs area. EA also

will be helping the Forest Service

and the newly formed Colorado
Springs Bicycle Club this year.

Peggy Finch, Ext. 380: John Hawli,
'

473-J931: Terry Baird, 634-74S9: Dave
Duba.Ext. 454: Mark Socord, 6J3-077O

ADVERTISEMENT

HELP WANTED

Sparelime or full time opportunity
- Earn as much as $27.00 per

thousand and up thru mail service,

addressing, and/or stuffing envel-

opes, handwritten or typed.
Guaranteed money -making deal.

Send S2.00 cash or M.O. for com-
plete instructions and list of linns

Sing these services to . , .

(' and S
Company, Dcpt. 971, P. O. Box
S22, Harrah, Okla. 73045

,_, — ,.„ „,, puuutiun, dssciuuniLg an enectivt
campus, will be consolidated into and comprehensive educational pro

ECOLOGY ACTION CALENDAR

Sept. 23 Thursday

7 p.m. Olin Lounge Slide show on conservation and environmental
education given by Denny Lynch of the
National Forest Service

Sept. 25 Saturday

10 a.m.

Oct. 8 or 9

Friday or Saturday

Bicycle Rally sponsored by the C. Springs Bike
Club. Meet in Monument Park at the inte
section of Dale and Mesa Streets. . . .cycle to
the County Court House and petition for bike
paths and racks.

Hike up Pikes Peak and clean up the Barr Trail
and the timberline shelter. . .camp overnight at

Barr camp.
. .take garbage bags and pack out

the junk.

Green Mountain

Crainery
Natural Foods -

WHQLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,
Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds!
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic
Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans

& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure foods.

Record and Tape Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records & Tapes

MILLER MUSIC RECORD

AND TAPE CENTER
5SOUTHTEJON

Harness Boots. ..the IN Boots

are a
WIDE OR NARROW TOES
OIL TANNED OR ROUGHOUT

TAN, BROWN, BRONZE, BURNT ORANGE, THE WET LOOK
"Your impression it

distinctive in a harness boot.

'

IN ALL WIDTHS

Balows

SPECIAL - EXCLUSIVE 10% DISCOUNT TO ALL COLORADO COLLEGE
STUDENTS WITH AUTHORIZED CC. I.D. CARDS ON ANY
BOOT PURCHASE.

COLORADO SPRINGS EXCLUSIVE WESTERNWEAR STORE

ll2So.Tejon 632-2681 Open Daily to 6 Friday Til 8:30
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Frosty Flurries Flail

It happened overnight - the

night of Thursday the 16th. Big

dump-trucks flevy through the sky

(how else could so mucli snow get

here?) and smothered the campus

with the wet, white, puffy stuff

which so surprised everyone. Of

overnight.

course, all Thursday had been sus-

piciously cold - but who, besides

native Colorado countrymen, who

could have expected this?

The unlucky were committed to

their classes - which invariably

voted to meet inside. Some of the

Join Headwaters

And Help A Kid
Help give a kid the power to

control his own life.

Headwaters takes kids who are

being abused, neglected and

generally screwed by grade schools,

junior high schools, police,

businesses, and society in general,

and matches each one with a young

adult student, Gl, or working per-

son. The volunteer gives the child

emotional support of an older

friend, and the social-political

support of someone who has the

power to protect him against pri-

vate or institutional abuse, and to

fulfill his immediate and long-range

needs.

Where does the volunteer get

such power?

Institutions, and people within

them, must prove that they are

really working for kids if that is

their stated purpose. The volunteer

is a member of Headwaters, which

is visible to the community as an

organization working for kids.

When the Headwaters volunteer

finds obvious abuses or needs of a

child which are not met by an

institution which exists to help the

child, the institution or responsible

people are confronted with them

privately or publicly; and then

either meet the needs or publicly

refuse to do so.

At the same time, Headwaters

volunteers make available to kids

alternative learning experiences to

prepare them for later struggles,

and to show them that they can

gain control of their own lives.

Each volunteer and child is a basic

unit for the organization of alterna-

tive education classes, social events,

and political actions.

Kids need to have power over

their own lives. It is your challenge

to give it to them. If interested, call

Headwaters 634-1633, or come to

our place 81 5 N . Nevada.

Any one between (or close to)

the ages of seventeen and thirty is

encouraged to apply. There are four

basic requirements for every volun-

teer: 1. a commitment of at least

three hours a week, for at least nine

months. 2. attendance at monthly

volunteer meetings. •. participa-

tion in volunteer oreintation

(indoctrination)meetings. 4. close

contact with participation in volun-

teer orientation (indoctrination)

meetings. 4. close contact with

contacts and political support.

more studious - who could either

resist the temptation or rationalize

die anesthetic epitome of precipi-

tous material frustration away -

some of them clung dutifully to

their desks.

But most simply answered

nature's call and got out and

enjoyed it, taking the sensible

approach that "if you can't beat

'em. join 'em," and " 'tis (almost)

the season to be jolly!" Snow-men

sprouted up on Slocum lawn,

battles began ("Custer's last stand"

was re-enacted in black and white

more than once), and many just

went for a pleasant, nostril-

cleansing tramp. By late afternoon

the one-time sunny-green and fresh

grass-plots, ideal for a Friday after-

noon game of football or frizby,

were transformed into stamped-on,

brown, slushy quagmires.

With gravity on their side trees

were able to intimidate path-

pedestrians by gracefully dipping

their snow-burdened branches onto

their targets below. One could

anticipate larger quantities of snow

from overhead when a tell-tale gust

of spray alighted from nowhere; a

typical reaction was to cringe with

the thought of having anything cold

and tingly down your back, and to

consequently duck slightly, grimace

and grab for (not too quickly, so as

not to look grotesque) and pull

tight the coat collar. Signs of this

discriminate dumping could be

spotted everywhere in the form of

grey, white, bird-splats on the side-

walk.

It was a time for the style-

minded to display new winter gear

- Greek donkey-skin gloves, Irish

mohair caps, great, thick abomin-

able-snow-man-type fur coats,

brand new expensive mountain-

eering boots (freshly groomed with

umpteen coatings of sno-seal, if the

wearer was well-prepared). . .,you

name it. Those few heavily-clad at

the "all-college dance" on Friday

night found it quite a challenge

keeping up with the hot, Tijuana-

trumpetted, Mexican music. Alas,

most were content, after a long,

wet day, to relax to some music in

the comfort of their own rooms. .

.

heated rooms.

Car drivers were reminded that

chains must be bought. Most bikes,

however, were already equipped

with chains - those which

we re n 't,. . .well, weren 7 (chains

have lately become a perennial

r

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS-GRAPHICS
PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206% N. Tejon

633-6903

SALES— REPAIRS

RENTALS

TYPiYPEWIUTER
>uMirco. y

105 NORTH TEJON ST.

634-0102

L^iaudlne J

HOUSE of KNITTING

• The finest imported yarns

• The finest imported yarns

• Free instruction with purchase

20 E. Bijou 634-3006

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

Budget Tapes

and

Records

LovesYou
ZZl N. TEJON

c.c.
essential for good bike maintenance

- indeed, for any bike mainten-

ance).

If Friday was in any way a

preview, it looks like a warm and

well-protected, but exciting winter

ahead! -by Stan Case

CLINIC FOR
RATIONAL HYPNOSIS

Services For

Weight Reducing Nervousness

Memory Training Concentration

Smoking Insomnia

All problems - Personal

For individual or group appointment call 634-3333

James A. Milligan B.A. Analysis & Therapy

E. Lee Laster B. A. M. S. Director

Address 1524 N. Cascade *2

WITH THIS COUPON ON PIPES & CUSTOM

BLENDED TOBACCO

Custom Blended Tobaccos

3D |l. ^tjou (Eoloradn springs

471-9373
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Attractive Young Music Historian

Adds Talent To Music Department

by Stan Case

Barbara Ansbacher is an attrac-

tive and vivacious new part-time

lecturer in music at Colorado Col-

lege. The wife of Charles

Ansbacher, also lecturer in music

and Conductor of the Colorado

Springs Symphony Orchestra,

Barbara began at C.C. by teaching

two courses last year, "Classicism in

Music History" and "The Period of

Bach and Handel."

Growing up in Marblehead,

Massachusetts, she attended public

schools. As a young person, she

played the piano and French hom.

A t Radcliffe College, Cambridge,

she majored in Literature, while

also concentrating in French and

German. She has found languages

helpful in music, which is the only

field she has since taught in. With a

B.A. from Radcliffe, and an M.A.

from the University of Cinncinnati

(1968), Mrs. Ansbacher is at pre-

sent working on a dissertation for a

Ph.D., two chapters of which she

has already completed.

Asked why she has decided on a

musical career, she confesses: "The

reasons one chooses a field are

never easy to find. . .1 always liked

to play music as an avocation; I like

to play in orchestras, for example

and I like to be around musicians.

But I didn't think of it as a profes-

sional goal until I started graduate

work. . .1 would say I more-or-less

stumbled into musicology, which is

the history of music. .
."

She has a very favorable reaction

to C.C; "I enjoy the students very

much. I find them stimulating, and

they have very perceptive insights

into music, which is a technical

field. .
." Barbara Ansbacher finds

teaching under the block plan

pleasant because it allows more

freedom for faculty and students

with regards to class schedules -

there is more opportunity for

meetings at her house, and for extra

listening work for her students.

However, ". ..it's an unusual

experience as a part-time faculty

member because it means you are

full-time during the time you're

teaching." This year she is teaching

"Esthetics of Music" (Block 2),

"Romantic Opera" (Block 5), and

"Romantic Piano" (Block 6).

During free blocks, Mrs.
Ansbacher devotes virtually all her

time to the dissertation: "I have a

16th century Italian composer

whose books I'm transcribing into

modem notation so that they

be performed by choruses today.

The works that I'm dealing with are

sacred masses, etc." She concedes
that there is "quite a bit of rather

menial labor" that must go into it,

"But now it's getting real exciting

because I'm putting things together,

and seeing what I have been doing."

The Ansbacher family (Barbara,

husband Charles, and son Henry,

who is VA) early this month moved
into their new home a few blocks

north of the campus, after having

spent a year living in the home of

another faculty member. In the rare

moment when she is away from her

papers, Barbara Ansbacher likes to

ski, but, as she adds with a slight

grimace, ".
. .my hobby is going to

have to be fixing the house because

it's going to need quite a bit done

to it."

With much accomplished and

obviously more to come, we wish

our new college community mem-
ber continued fruitfulness in the

future.

Dance Scheduled
The Joint Jewish Sisterhoods of Denver are again sponsoring a Dance for

\oung single adults (over I8-no high schoolers). These informal dances

provide an opportunity for students, as well as young people working in

this area, to get acquainted.

TEMPLE EMANUEL
1st and Grape St.

SATURDAY OCTOBER 9th 8:30-1 2: 00 50 cents including refreshments

Dance to "METHUSELAH" a 7-piece Rock Band that has been playing

the Colleges and Clubs throughout Colorado.

We are most anxious to reach all Jewish young adults on or off the

campuses. Therefore, if any of your friends were not informed, please feel

free to extend an invitation to them.

COME AND BRING YOUR FRIENDS - NO DATES NECESSARY
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226 N. TEJON

SPECIALISTS IN

LIGHTWEIGHT
MOUNTAINEERING

EQUIPMENT

FEATURING....

•ALP SPORT

•GERRY

• NORTH FACE

• SIERRA DESIGNS

FOR THE FINEST IN

• TENTS

• SLEEPING BAGS

•PACKS

• CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

• OUTDOOR CLOTHING

• BOOTS

• LIGHTWEIGHT FOODS

• KNIVES

•SNOWSHOES

• SKI TOURING EQUIPMENT

. . .Candidates Speak
) fro

i
page 3

Humphrey went on to remind

the delegates that, "There's a whole

new America to build." But he

forcefully declared that, "There

will be no healing in America until

we close that wound in Indo-

China,"

Scoop Jackson's Saturday
morning address was unfortunately

handicapped by his late arrival,

poor attendance and the blatant

indifference of many convention-

weary delegates. They had heard

much the same thing in the

previous days and they seemed al-

most tired of the same old Anti-

Ni\o ngue.

Tired though they were, most

delegates found the strength to

applaud mightily when Jackson

told them, "We are confronted with

a President who is trying to slow

down the recession that he

created. . .It has been two and a

half years of unfulfilled promises

and I say it's time for a change."

It was only in the press confer-

ence following his address that

Jackson really covered new ground.

In support of the American involve-

ment in the salt talks and President

Nixon's plans to visit China he

explained that it was necessary to

"always know where your enemy is

at." And in response to one news-

man who referred to him as a hawk,

the Senator announced, "I am
neither a hawk nor a dove. I just

don't want my country to become

a pigeon." And on the Supersonic

Transport, "1 think the failure to go

ahead with the SST is a great

American tragedy."

And finally, in defense of his

"liberal" label, Jackson remarked.

"I get a little kick out of these

people who try to define liberalism

as how soft you can be on the

Soviet Union."

Each man was unlike any other.

Hams was just fair in Press Confer-

ence, good in public address, and

terrific in the small group discus-

sion that followed his preplanned

re marks. He has a warm and

friendly way about him and a kind

of conviction that once en-

countered is not easily forgotten.

Humphrey is at his best at the

podium. . .he breathes hell fire and

damnation with 3n eloquence rarely

found. Off stage and at the mercy

of the media he comes on as two

dimensional and less than presiden-

tial,

Scoop Jackson is a hard fellow

to figure. At the podium he is just

so-so even at his best. But in confer-

ence style surroundings he is force-

ful and articulate. He commands
considerable respect and speaks

with an air of authority.

None of the candidates are as

yet self-declared lor the Presidency.

Harris indicated that he would

announce his status, "one way or

another" by the 25th of this

month. "Then," said Harris, "I

won't be one of these coy candi-

dates anymore," Jackson said he

would announce some time this fall

and when a newsman queried,

"November?" Jackson smiled and

said, "Autumn ends on December

20th." Humphrey did his best to

remain noncommittal but it is hard

to believe that he is not a

candidate.

Maudie's Flea Marklet

$1.00 Trade in for your old pants

Steady, old fellow, don't fight it!

Give in to your impulse to build

your own personal library.

Start today at Chinook.
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Movie termed "Brilliant," "Marvellous"

As The Flick Premiers "Music Lovers"

Expermental Theatre

Colorado College Bound

A novel theatrical experience

will take place ai Colorado College

when the Theatre of All Possibil-

ities (T.A.P.) of Santa Fe, New
Mexico will present Aeschylus'

"Prometheus Bound" on Friday

September 24.

The performance is planned for

the lawn on the north side of

Armstrong Hall; weather permit-

ting, ot in the large lobby of Arm-

strong Hall. It will begin at

and is open to the community

without charge.

The T.A.P. is a national touring

repertory company which utilizes

the concept of a total dramatic

experience in staging its theatre

. productions. .The, elements of

-dance-; drama* sound, i intellect,

emotion, movement and instinct

are harmoniously integrated to pro-

duce a theatrical experience in

which all possibilities can be

realized.

The members of T.A.P. are from

a group of some 35 young people

who live at the Synergia Ranch

south of Santa Fe, where they.'have

created a community based oh the

teachings of R. Buckminster Fuller,

noted engineer and architect. The

theatre is the center of the group's

activities although each member of

the community has a business be-

sides the theatre such as the manu-
facture of leather goods, pottery,

clay tiles and clothing. They also

produce most of their own food.

The T.A.P. began in 1966 in

Cerrillos. New Mexico, a small town

southeast of Santa Fe. From there

they moved to San Francisco where

they operated a dinner theatre and

then to New York where they

performed a translation of

"Oedipus Tyrannos."

They have , been in Santa Fe

since 1969 and recently completed

a geodesic "dramadome" where

they held their 1971 summer
theatre festival productions. Their

fall theatre tour in addition to the

appearance at Colorado College will

include Boston, Philadelphia, Wash-

ington D.C., and Montreal, and in

19.72 t^jey will make their, first

.world Lour which will cover

Europe, Asia and Australia.

The appearance of the Theatre

of All Possibilities at Colorado

College is sponsored by the

college's Leisure Time Program.

Ken Russell's film The Music

Lovers is one on which you have to

take sides. You adore it or you

abominate upon it. I saw it for the

second time on Sunday night in a

'sneak preview' preceding its

opening at the Flick on the 22nd,

and I became more convinced that

it is a brilliant work of art by one

of the most gifted directors that the

cinema art has known. That may be

an exaggeration on my part, but i

recommend that you see the film

before you condemn me for it.

The technique of this film,

following the life of the composer

Tchaikowsky from the composition

of the first piano concerto at

Rubenstein's Conservatory in Mos-

cow to his death in a St. Petersburg

cholera epidemic, is a series of

scenes or vignettes constantly

increasing in intensity until the

final horrifying scene.

Within this framework Russell

has done some marvelous things. He

is the only director I have ever seen

who has used that old gimmick, the

sentimental slow-motion scene,

with conscious artistic intent and

with an eye to its place in the

composition as a whole. Instead of

using slow motion to drag out

audience emotion and to channel

its perceptions, Russell internalizes

the sequences within the characters

and employs the tecluiique to ex-

plore the characters' perceptions

and desires. Fantasy scenes are

frequent in the film and are always

used toward the further develop-

ment of the two principal

characters, TchaLkowsky and his

wife Nina, as additions to the logic

that leads them to their ultimate

tragedy; they are both persons

given to a deal of excess in their

imaginings, which combined with

their circumstances, leads to

destruction. The simplicity and

beauty of their dreams form a

terrible contrast with what they are

forced to endure in life.

Another technique used to give

direction to the film is the use of

association, as the camera switches

back and forth between different

scenes. It is most notable in a

sequence late in the movie which

contrasts the worshipful spiritual

adoration of Tchaikowsky's patron,

Madame Von Meek, with the

desperate desire for physical and

emotional possession of him that

drives his near-mad wife to make

love to a series of men she fancies

to be famous composers. There are

many such threads of technique

that flow through the movie and

unify it into a conscious artistic

whole; to explain them all would

take too long, but the viewer

should be made aware of their

existence and possibilities.

If one of Bergman's chief char-

acteristics is his bareness and

intensity, Russell goes to another

extreme; excess and intensity. Ex-

cess, emotional and visual, is per.

haps the hallmark of The Music

Lovers, and is the source of one of

the few criticisms that I think can

be leveled against the movie: that ii

is simply too much. It is true thai

some of the scenes are among tin

most powerful ever put on film,

guess there is no real way to answer

this criticism except by saying that

I don't think it's true. The excess is

a part of Russell's perception of the

continued on page 8.

This is one kind of freedom you

can buy.

When things are too much,

you just hop on the SL-350 Kl
and get out of town. Way out

Find an old dirt road, or

rugged trail or patch of desert

and ride it

Ride it hard

After just a few minutes of
riding the Motosport 350 youll
know what men's liberation
is all about. But don't take
our word for it Take a test ride
at your nearby Honda dealer.
And then join the

HONDA

M09 to.l HI .„, 24 - C .kroJo Sprli

nit an.

TVettlcutd
1 *75kew5*e<i

OMRLTON
HUSTON

QM€GpV;^;
MAM --

EDGAR ii

ALLAN
POE'S

masterpiece

v of

fright...

Murders
QINTHE
KueMorgue

fGPl-SEJBa COLOR b^Mctub W
Doors open 12:45
Shown Daily at:

1:00, 2:40, 4:20, 6:00, 7:40, 9:20
50c Parking refund after 6 PM

Adults $1.50
til 6 then
$2.00
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Rugger Action
Editor's Note:

The Colorado College Rugby Foot-

ball Club was forced to cancel its

first home game of the 1971 fall

season against the Boulder RFC

last Sunday due to poor field con-

ditions. Initial action for CC's rog-

!!'•'" will therefore be with the

Denver Highlanders' "B" team this

Sunday afternoon in Denver City

Park.

The Colorado College Rugby

Football Club has planned an

abbreviated fall season of only five

games so that it may concentrate

on building for the spring season,

considered the better (certainly the

warmer!) of the two. Boosted by a

Leisure-Time grant of S470.00, the

major play of the Club this season

will be at the fourth annual Aspen

Ruggerfest to be held October 1, 2,

3 during CC's first break. The team

encourages everyone to come to

Aspen, where sixteen teams,

ranging from Missouri to California

will compete in the snow and mud.

Free beer will be available for all

ruggers, "rugger-huggers," and team

supporters for three hours the

evening of Friday, Oct. 1 at The

Blue Moose Bar in Aspen. The

tournament is free for spectators,

with parties scheduled each night.

A spring season of some fifteen

games is slated for next semester,

when the Club hopes to field both a

"gold" team and a "black" team.

Last spring the CC gold team (13-3)

was runnerup Colorado champion,

and the black team won the state

"B" team tournament. Colorado

College also placed tenth of twenty

-eight teams in San Francisco's

Golden Gate Rugby Tournament,

the highest non-California team

finish. A return trip to California is

projected for this spring, if

financially possible. In addition to

playing its scheduled contests, the

Club also plans to present slide

shows during the year and to print

sheets of basic rugby rules and

game explanation for free distribu-

tion to spectators at home games.

CLUB SPORT
The CCRFC is a student-run

organization, not affiliated with the

school's athletic department and

dedicated to the promotion of

NE 634-1046

DJU J(nit <££of>

IRENE ROGERS

THE EGG HOUSE

1216 North Nevada

one block from mathias

FRESH FRUIT

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

rugby at Colorado College. Begun

in 1966 by Stan Tabor and Steve

Higgins, the Club is proud of its

independence and its sociable

approach to sport: Bee is readily

available at all games. Basic con-

ditioning is left up to the individual

players, the two weekly practices

chiefly used for instruction and

scrimmage. Teams who compete

with ferocity during a game party

alongside afterward. In typically

paradoxical English tradition, invec-

tive is not permitted on the field by

the referee, who will probably lead

both teams in a ribald songfest at

the postgame party. By inter-

national agreement, rugby must

always remain an amateur sport.

Fifteen Colorado teams, of both

college-age and post-college-age

men, comprise the Eastern Rockies

Rugby Football Union. Colorado

College is a member of the Union's

southern division which also in-

cludes the Denver Barbarians and

three-time state champion Air

Force. The fall and spring seasons

each culminate in a championship

tournament which heretofore has

been sponsored by the Coors Com-
pany of Golden. However, due to

an offer simply too lucrative to pass

up, the future ERRFU champions

will now receive the Pabst Blue

Ribbon Cup.

OUTLOOK ENCOURAGING
The president of the CCRFC for

1 971-72 is senior wing-forward

Mark Elliott from San Francisco,

California. Scrum captain is junior

second row Charlie Sulfrian; field

captain is junior scrum half Rick

Zier. Standouts include senior out-

side center Chris Hicks, seniqr

second row Peter Miller, senior

prop Hugh Pitcher, senior hooker

Marriner Bertholf, junior standoff

Bobby Hull, sophomore inside

center Tom Lyons, and sophomore

wing Herman Johnson.

Weekend Tilt
The Colorado College Tigers

tackle Claremont Mudd this Satur-

day at Washburn Field in what

should be the Bengals stiffest

challenge of the season.

CC, which extended its record to

2-0 with a 9-0 win over McPherson,

will be facing a team which was

ranked number two in preseason

Division II NA1A rankings. Clare-

mont-Mudd lost only one starter

from the squad which defeated the

Bengals 25-2 last season.

CC will send up a team with an

extremely talented defensive unit

and a number of question marks on

offense. The Tiger defenders re-

peatedly stopped McPherson when
the situations became tense and

pulled the squad through despite a

sputtering offense.

On the attack CC is faced with

numerous problems. Foremost will

be the shaky running game. Starting

fullback Craig Ehleider injured his

knee in the opener against William

Jewell and did not even suit up for

the McPherson contest. Meanwhile

first line halfback Rich Hucek

suffered a broken collar bone early

in the second contest.

That leaves CC with only Bob
Wigington, normally a linebacker

and Bob Hall at running back.

Randy Bobier and Ernie Jones will

share the signalcalling.

The offensive line is also failing

to respond consistently and CC has

been forced to rely on the de-

fenders for field position.

Against the Bulldogs, the de-

fense came through beautifully,

pounding on a fumble and inter-

cepting four passes to quell poten-

tial drives. In all the defense let up

257 yards, but was effective in the

clutch.

Meanwhile the crippled Bengal

attackers were able to amass only

125 yards. It took a key fourth

down pass from Bobier to tight end

George Love to keep the only drive

which resulted in a touchdown
alive. Jones ran the ball in from a

yard out for the score.

Ben Nitka's 21-yard field goal

added the only other points to the

game.

|jp 7ac/M T/m<m£

Feel the urge to " get out of town?"

For stand-by and student reserved tickets

Come to TAYLOR TRAVEL

210 E. Cache La Poudre 636-3871

HOLUBAR
TRAIL CHEF FOOD FEST

DEHYDRATED FOODCOOK

Special Rate

To Students

With CC ID

Bsog
AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR

115 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phone 635-4265
/— Mmj.iiJi.w a

and

Mercedes Benz

Try the dishes you may not

have tried beforel We will

be open to your sugges-

tions. We'll cook it!

TONIGHT!
WED., SEPT. 22
6:00- 8:00 p.m.

SMC SALE
NUTS
SNOW SAWS
SNOW PICKETS

SNOW ANCHORS
and

OTHER ITEMS

50% OFF

rhoujJ&o/L

131 SO. TEJON
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Campus Announcements

FOREIGN STUDENTS

The Foreign Student Committee

wishes to announce its officers for

the year 1971-72. They are:

Chairman: Carlos Frum
Vice-Chairman: M. Teresa Horn

Secretary: Florence Walusimbi

Treasurer: Polycarpe
Hadjiodycarpou

Program Chairman: Anne
Charlotte Sylven, John Hawk

The Foreign Students are

hosting an official "study break"

on Sunday, Sept. 26 in the Honnen

Ice Rink. Free Hot Chocolate and a

Bonfire will be featured.

GIRLS' FIELD HOCKEY

DANCE WORKSHOP

Dance Works/top: is for anyone

who likes to move. For fun and

relaxation, come to our next

gathering in Cossitt gym downstairs

on Thursday, Sept. 23, at 7:30 p.m.

Bring records you like to dance to

(folk, Israeli, African, rock, blues,

or electronic) or your bongo drums

to make your own kind of music.

DISCUSSION GROUP

1) Games with CU. DU, CSU on The Philosophy Discussion

Sundays in Denver. Group will meet Sunday evening,

2) Games with Colo. Spgs. Girls September /". at 7 p.m. in Hamlin

School on Thursdays. House. Marion Deckert, Professor

3) Rides and equipment provided, of Philosophy at Southern Colo-

rado State College will read a paper

If interested call: on FREEDOM AND PREDICTA-

Peggy 473-8352 BILITY. You are invited to attend

Debby 634-8700 and participate in the discussion.

LIE'S ENCO SERVICE

*TUNE UPS

ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION

ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

Pilots Training School

educate

• PRIVATE
• COMMERCIAL
• INSTRUMENT
• MULTI-ENGINE
• FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
• GROUND INSTRUCTOR
• AIRLINE TRANSPORT

• for business
• for pleasure

Leave your earth-bound

routines behind

AERO COLO. inc.

Peterson Field

COLORADO SPRINGS. COLORADO

303-596-2282

APPEALS HEARING

The first traffic violation appeaJs

hearing will be held Monday, Sep-

tember 21 in room 203, Rastall, at

7:00 p.m. Anyone who has received

a ticket on campus mis year and

wants to appeal it must do so at

this time.

PET MONKEY

If anyone has or knows of a pet

monkey who would like to be in a

theatre workshop production,

please contact Al Lyons at

634-182 2 or Steve Jobes at

635-3864, or leave a notice on the

Bulletin Board outside Theatre 32.

JOURNALISTS?

Attention anyone interested in

working for the Catalyst and all

regular staff members: there will be

a meeting every Tuesday night at

7:00 p.m. in the Catalyst office

which is in the basement of Cutler

Hall.

ENGLISH MEETING

There will be a meeting for all

English majors in Armstrong 300
next Monday, Sept. 27 at 3:15 p.m.

in order to elect English Depart-

ment Advisory Council members
and to discuss Comprehensive ex

BIOLOGY MEETING

There will be an important

meeting Sept. 23 at 3:30 for

declared Junior and Senior Biology

Majors in Olin Hall, room 100.

continued from page 6.

nature of artistic genius, and

follows a pattern found in some of

the films he did for a biography

series shown on educational TV in

this country, notably the ones on

Isadora Duncan and Dante Gabriel

Rosetti. The excess of their lives is

in part a condition and in part a

result of their genius.

Russell, too, knows how to get

the best out of his performers, as

Glenda Jackson showed in Women

in Love, together with Alan Bates'

underrated portrayal of Birkin in

the same film. Glenda Jackson is

one of the two principle actors in

this film, playing superbly the part

of Tchaikowsky's wife, Nina.

Tchaikowsky himself is portrayed

by Richard Chamberlain, who, as

those of you who saw his Hamlet

know, bears no resemblance to the

Doctor Kildare of yore. He is a

most talented man, and gives, I

think, the film's finest perform-

ance. Christopher Gable as Tchai-

kowsky's homosexual partner.

Count Chiluvsky, who destroys the

composer's relationship with the

last woman he loved, is a perfect

combination of vindictiveness and a

superior, yet pathetic, self.

-awareness. Also Izabelle Tele-

zynska is truly excellent in the role

of Madame Von Meek.

It is difficult, in fact, to single

out actors and actresses for special

mention, in the face of uniformly

superior performances.

There is one more thing about

the movie that gives me pause; I

somehow doubt its accuracy about

the subject, for, while Tchaikow-

sky's music demonstrates a great

deal of emotional excess, and

despite the fact that he more than

once tried to take his own life

{usually by indirect means), mere

remains in his music a basically

conservative element and one that

indicates a man who gave vent to

his passions inwardly. But be that

as it may; I actually prefer Russell's

interpretation and, in any case, 1

think mat the intensity that ob-

viously existed in the man is well

portrayed in this fashion. In fact, 1

think that I may even like his music

better for having seen this film. I

urge you not to miss it.

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada Phone: 471-9200

LIBERTARIANISM
(WHAT MAKES ATLAS SHRUG?)

A special seminar for those interested in individual liberty will

be conducted by Robert LeFevre, former Gazette Telegraph

editor — now President of Rampart College.

Colorado Springs - October 2-3

Scholarships Available

For more information call Jerry Emanuelson at 635-1770 or

stop by at the next meeting of the Liberty Seminar. (Rm. 203,

Tuesdays, 7:30 p.m., Rastall Center.)

FREEDOM IN OUR TIME

enjoy life

TRANSCENDENTAL

MEDITATION

as taught by

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Everyone has a potential for increased awareness. Transcendental Meditation

(TM) is an easily learned, natural and systematic technique that allows any
individual to realize their full mental potential. Research at Harvard and

UCLA has shown that during the short period that a person practices TM a

state of rest is experienced that is deeper than gained over a full nights sleep. At
the same time the mind rests in a state of expanded awareness. The result is:

increased creativity, greater learning ability, and a more relaxed enjoyment of

INTRODUCTORY LECTURES

Wednesday, Sept. 22
10a.m. & 8 p.m.

Rm.212 Rastall Center FREE
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Prudent Pooches Foil Pick-up
Assistant Dean of" Student

Iffai rs Don Smi th I owe re d the

loom on untended and unleashed

am pus dogs last Monday afternoon

fjth the help of the Colorado

tarings Humane Society, but only

nanaged to snare a single hound.

ally fed up with the rampant

ah which roam in numbers of

to twelve or more around the

fagpole area, Smith called up the

Enforcements to quell -the mob.

)nly one was caught and subse-

mently released to a friend of the

Iwner with a warning that it would

!e
pound-bound the next time.

"Dogs which are brought on

ampus" stated Smith, "must have

CC registration tag, and must be

iilier leashed or tended by the

iwners." Any owners who do not

omply with these regulations may
ind their dogs at the Humane

Ociety in the future, he warned.

Two attacks by dogs so far this

emester, Smith explained, one of

hem on a small boy, has been

Rnougl) evidence that the dog prob-

lem on campus still exists, forcing

farther action. Complaints about

EC dogs by the neighbors to police

Drought a total of four dog trucks

hid police to the campus two

eeks ago for a major sweep of

strays" in the quad area. This

test attempt was the second dog-

ibbing spree to date.

A bystander at the Monday inci-

:nt supported the action: "Well

m all for it," she said. "These

liserable curs attack you while

l're eating your lunch. I'm going

feed them chicken bones next
me," she added.

To obtain CC registration tags,

a owner must already have a cur-

nt rabies tag ($4.00) and a cur-

|nt El Paso County license

3.50). The CC tags may be
rocured at RastaJl Desk for fifty

Assistant Dean Don Smith Ponders the Other Side of the Pooch Question

New Housing Director Looks

Forward to First Year at CC
by Stan Case

"That's the reason I live on

campus — so I can be close to the

students," he says with wide open,

sincere eyes. Lance Haddon is the

new Director of Men's Housing, and

lives in a first floor Mathias apart-

ment with his wife, Marcia, and 2

year old son. Matt. Lance looks

likable. And he is.

Raised in small-town Holly,

Michigan, he graduated from Holly

High School in 1963 and entered

Michigan State University. In 1967

he received a B.A. in political

science. Marrying Marcia in June,

both joined the Peace Corps and

spent two years in the Bolivian

midlands. After returning, Lance

earned an M.A. in college student

personnel; this gave him some

i «,

V

excellent working knowledge in the

area of the culture and needs of

college students - "how best to

help students in the college atmos-

phere in many personal ways" and

how to most effectively "prepare

them to deal with society."

The Peace Corps? - "It was the

most fantastic thing I've ever done.

It was. . .really our first home."

With enthusiasm, and even a touch

of nostalgia, Lance Haddon recalls

the wide plains and old buildings of

the Bolivian Indian society in which

two vigorous years were spent. His

job was to "help them to improve

their production and their own
lives, in essence;" Lance did agricul-

tural work, especially with carrot

and potato crops, assisted in animal

raising, particularly sheep and

chickens, and was involved exten-

sively in community development.

While Marcia did work in home
improvement and child care, he also

helped to remodel living quarters of

the Indians - "but in a way that an

Indian could understand and relate

to, and as cheaply as possible (that

meant using things that they could

get in the community)."

Asked if he thinks the relation-

ship that he had with the populace

in the Bolivian community has

many similarities to that which

exists with students in the Colorado

College community, Lance affirms,

"There is quite a parallel; I guess

that's one reason why I decided to

go into education - because 1 enjoy

tremendously the people-to-people

contact that I had. I guess I felt a

lot of satisfaction in the work that 1

was doing. .

."

In Lance Haddon's new job as

Director of Men's Housing there

isn't so mudi to do as far as

maintenance of the buildings is

concerned. "Most of the work thai

I do deals pretty directly with the

students, and that begins I guess

with the question of assigning

rooms. . . Beyond that, I'm sure

Chicano Critic O'Campo

To Speak Thursday
Controversy may erupt at an and Chicanoism" at 3:30 in Raslall

afternoon discussion meeting this Lounge.

Thursday when Melchor Moreno O'Campo. who is of Mexican
O'Campo, an outspoken critic of descent, believes that the Chicano
the Chicano movement, will talk movement has employed "revolu-

about "The Power Behind Chavez tionary tactics and terrorist

pressures" to effect reform in the

farm- lab or system in Western

regions of the U.S., and warns of

"dictatorial" repercussions from
the government.

"Chavez and the Chicano move-
ment have joined forces with the

Maoist-style Atzlan land grab move-

ment," O'Campo has stated, "to

create a reign of terror in the

Southwest which will be blamed on

Americans of Mexican descent."

O'Campo was formerly a radio

announcer who developed Spanish

language programs aired in the

central coastal areas of California.

and has been lecturing throughout

the Southwest on what he feels to

be the anti-Americanism of Cesar

Chavez, the farm labor organizer.

O'Campo, whose appearance

here is being sponsored by TACT
(Trudi About Civil Turmoil), a

one-time off-shoot of the John

Birch Society, has found Chavez to

be a great help to farm hands in the

past, but has recently changed his

mind alter noting what he alleges to

be the "revolutionary tactics and

terrorist pressures employed by

Chavez and his followers" on behalf

of the labor movement.

"The main purpose of this move-

ment," he says, "is not to help

anyone, but to create civil strife

between the races in our cities and

in rural and farming areas.

Eventually, this revolutionary

activity could bring about repres-

sive dictatorial measures by the

federal government."

The Chicano movement, under

die guidance of Chavez during the

last several years has protested

alleged instances of labor "exploita-

tion" of Mexican immigrants that

have left many families at very low

standards of living, low income

rates and poor working conditions.

The Chicano organization has

sought to relieve these conditions

by various means, including protest

marches, large rallies and boycotts.

These protests have been aimed at

forcing legislative action to investi-

gate and monitor large commercial

farming businesses which employ

Mexican immigrants as the major

labor source

O'Campo, whose civic develop-

ment contnbutions include work in

various church, community and

school activities and organizations,

will deal with various facets of the

Chicano movement and the prob-

lems surrounding the issue.

An open discussion period will

follow O'Campo's opening com-

ments. The lecture is being pre-

sented by the Leisure Time Com-
munity Services Committee and is

open to the general public free of

charge.

much of my time will be spent

trying to prepare programs for the

residence halls or working with the

head residents as they consider

what they might do in terms of

social events, sports, any kind of

personal or social concerns that the

students have or they'd like to have

die opportunity to discuss. . .for

example, he continues, "two weeks

ago we had a folksinger in Bemis,

that we did in coordination with

the Leisure Time Program - in fact,

Leisure Time put it on the billboard

and we had the entertainment."

Miss Ba rbara Anson is the

Women's Director of Housing. "We
work very closely together," Lance

confides, "especially because Colo-

rado College is very much a co-ed

Gl Life

Looking Up
At about 8:30 p.m. last Monday,

two Colorado Springs City Police

cars were summoned to investigate

a complaint of disturbance of the

peace at Tutl Library. A Fort Car-

son soldier was subsequently appre-

hended by the police and turned

over to Military Police patrolling

the city.

Public Information Officer

Colonel Barrante at Fort Carson

later disclosed to die Catalyst that

Pfc. Kenneth Kilgore had been

picked up on a charge of disorderly

conduct. Kilgore was allegedly

"under tables looking up girls'

dresses," according to Barrante,

who added that "he was in poor

condition."

Kilgore is due to appear in

Municipal Court Thursday, Septem-

ber 30 at 9:00 a.m.

INSIDE THE CATALYST

• CCCA Inv estigates

sludcnt v iting p.4

• Bengals si ggered by

M u d d p .6

• Animal Rl sidents p.3

• Fonda Fli k Flops p.

7
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Affectionate Bullets
Last week after 57 minutes of careful scrutiny of all facts relating to

the case and a lengthv discussion of all legal questions involved, an Army

jury found Captain Ernest Medina not guilty in the deaths of 1 0: unarmed

civilians at My Lai. My Lai is. (or was) for those of you not well versed in

cutrent world geography, a small community in our most recently

acquired territory in Southeast Asia. We acquired it. for those ol you not

well versed in current colonial history, after the entire population of the

now territory of Soudi Vietnam voted in a free election to give it to us.

The question on the ballot ran something like this "Be it resolved that the

people of South Vietnam herewith deed said country to the good US of A,

in consideration of love and affection to be bestowed upon us".

On March 16 1968 Captain Medina and company bestowed upon the

residents of My Lai love and affeclion in die form of automatic weapons

fire The aforementioned citizens of My Lai accepted the gilts with thanks.

The military tribunal has ruled that Captain Medina acted in accordance

with the terms of the gift, and should be commended for his fine

treatment of the colonials.

CCCA
The Colorado College Campus Association (CCCA) is constituted as a

campus government which consists of students, faculty and administra-

tion. Whatever definition "campus government" may logically have, tne

CCCA has never really presumed to attain such heights and, in fact, has

always been something less than that which one might assume even to be

the realms of "student government." The CCCA has always been needful

of many dungs, but what it seems to want most is a cause.

In earlier days the CCCA always had visitation or women's hours to

rally out the populace and crusade against. Those days are gone and so are

most of the reasons for the CCCA's existence.

Meetings of die CCCA last year brought forth the most bitter sorts of

backbiting and invectives that have ever been exhibited on this campus.

The vicious self-destruction exhibited at those meetings can be met with

no parallel in the "animal" kingdom. The closest analogy brought to n

is that of a venomous scorpion stinging itself to death.

One distinction which seems obvious enough on reflection, but which is

hardly developed in practice, is the distinction between rhetoric and

thoughtful discussion. "1 think, Gorgias, dial, like myself, you have had

much experience in discussions and must have observed that speakers can

seldom define the topic of debate and after mutual instruction and

enlightenment bring the meeting to a close, but if they are in dispute and

one insists that the other's statements are incorrect or obscure, they grow

angry and imagine their opponent speaks with malice towards diem, being

more anxious for verbal victory than to investigate the topic under

discussion. And finally some of them depart in the most disgraceful

fashion, after uttering and listening to such abusive language that their

audience are disgusted with themselves for having deigned to give ear to

such fellows."

The CCCA should rightfully have been destroyed last year, certainly

from within and probably from without. Still, at least a shell of student

government exists in its name, and if it can avoid the virulent sort of

conduct of last year it has the chance of regaining the right to questio

function and purpose. If die organization cannot accomplish even the

forms of courteous and thoughtful discussion, then it is deservedly

damned and better destroyed. Lingner

EBBJI
AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
115 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phone 635-4265

Steady, old fellow, don't fight it!

Give in to your impulse to build

your own personal library.

Start today at Chinook.

V

Carr Talks

Bicycles

To the Editor; The Catalyst:

To what may one attribute the

disappointing turn-out of the well-

wheeled C.C. set at last Saturday's

Colorado Springs Bicycle Rally?

Has everyone's Feather-Weight

Special been lifted?

To enlighten the interested: The

local rally was held to form the

Bicycle Club of Colorado Springs to

further the interests of cyclists and

especially, to act as a lobbying

power for constructing bicycle

paths within the area. One hundred

believers gathered to express

support and form their club, and

C.C. people could be counted upon

the fingers of one hand (exclude

die thumb and ring finger). At the

least, satisfaction was created in

being able to pedal through Down-

town without stopping - a gener-

ous police escort cleared the lanes

and intersections for the round trip.

F o r those who should feel

guilty, the experience will all be

repeated in three weeks, on Satur-

day, October 16 at 10:00 a.m.

forming near Rastall. Though, I

question what good this letter may

do. If students at that time lend as

much support to the Bicycle Rally

as they are now contributing to

"their" newspaper, The Catalyst,

we'll have more police escorts than

C.C. students.

Walt Carr '70

THE CATAIYST is piinled weekly

f.om The tr-cond week in September -

fo> vacations. Published by Cutler

Publication;, Inc., Box 2258, Colorado

Springs, Colo. 80901. Fhone (303)

473-7830. Office hours 1-5 p.m. Mon-

Use every man after his desert,

and who should scape whipping?

Use them after your own honor and dignity.

The less they deserve,

the more merits in your bounty.

HAMLET; Act II, Scene II
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THE EGG HOUSE

1216 North Nevada

one block from mathias

Hathaway 's i27N.Tejon

Solve this

formula

and win

$3.00 in trade

(only one winner)

632-1441

THE

ilDMttatttCijalrt

CIRQUE JACKET

CIRQUE JACKET
This medium weight down garment is the ultimate in wearability. Just right

for cold weather conditions, the Cirque provides surprising warmth considering

its lightweight. Both inside and outside layers are snag-resistant 1.9-07. rip-

stop nylon. Filled with 8 ozs. of Prime Northern Goose Down (based on Medium

size), and titled with the 326 Down Hood (optional), the Cirque offers cold

weather protection. Roomy, Down-insulated pockets have snap closure. The

Cirque is also completely washable and unusually compact. It fits easily into

a 446 Stuff Sack (included).

Colors: Blue, Inter. Orange, Red, Spur Green

Sizes: XS, S, M. L, XL
$38.50

226 N. TEJON
633-0732



Pets In Dorms Discussed
Despite the large number of pet

owners al CC, the existence of

animals other than fish and turtles

in the dorms is officially

prohibited. Due lo considerable stu-

dent concern, a committee to

legalize pets in the dorms has been

organized by Rod Haenni and
Gloria West land, both of whom are

Mathias residents.

Assistant Dean of Student

Affairs Don Smith, who has had

previous experience with the legali-

zation of pets al the University of

Rochester, is providing advisory

material and references to the

committee.

So far there have been meetings

with pet owners in Mathias and

in Progress for the Release of a POW

Alumni Homecoming Planned;

Student Version Dubious

Homecoming and alumni week-

ends are scheduled for October 9

and 1 this year. The alumni

reunions are all set to go, but

"student homecoming" may or

may not get off the ground.

In the past, homecoming week

end has been a big event at Colo-

rado College. Alumni reunions, pep

rallies, downtown parades with

floats, open houses, bands, cheer-

leaders, football and soccer games

were all part of the festivities.

Now all that has changed. As of

last year, the alumni and students

operated separately for home-

coming weekend. The gala events

are gone.

Instead, the alumni, at least for

this year, have reunions scheduled

for the classes of 1936, 1946 and

1961. They have been invited to

Saturday's football game against St.

Mary's College, a tour of the new
Sports Center, and dinner at the

Broadmoor.

In addition, on Saturday
morning, faculty-alumni-student

discussion groups have been

planned for Raslall. Some include:

"The New Economic Game Plan:

Coercion and Disorder," Professors

Werner and Johnson; "Freedom,

Order and Violence," Professor

Gray;
;

'Black Power," Professor

Shaw; "Changing Life Styles

Among Students and Society," Pro-

fessors Freed and Boderman.

Five other discussion groups are

planned.

As for the student homecoming
end, little has been planned. Tenta-

tively scheduled are a demolition

derby sponsored by the Beta

House, a Sunday evening cookout

put on by the fraternities and

sororities, a possible dinner-dance

and, of course, the football game.

PIease

Recycle this

Newspaper

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.-- 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

with Lance Haddon, Director of

Men's Housing to iron out some of

the difficulties they are facing. At

the initial meeting with Mathias pet

owners, the various reasons barring

pets from the dorms were discussed

with the following resolutions:

Cleanliness: All pet owners
would have to keep their rooms,

the halls, and the bathrooms free of

litter, manure, and odor caused bv

pets. The pets' wastes should be

disposed of by flushing down the

toilet and not by dumping into the

hall trash can.

Welfare of Pels: All pet owners
would have to furnish adequate

proof of the vaccinations necessary

for die pels' good health. All pel

owners would also be required to

prove that they know how to lake

care of their animals. Dogs, for

example, could not be left in the

owner's room all day while the

owner is in class or gone for the

weekend.

Roommates: All students
desiring to keep pets in their rooms
would first be required to obtain

written approval from their room-

mates and from 669E ot residents on

that core, suite, or house.

Damage: An additional room
deposit would be requited from all

pet owners. This deposit would be

used to cover the cost of repairs

made necessary by pet damage.

Hopefully , little of this money
would have to be used.

Overabundance: This would be

the greatest problem, as many
people love animals and would get

one if pets were legalized. The more

pets, the greater the difficulty of

keeping halls clean and free from

damage and odor.

Student control: A council of
students would be set up lo deal

with infringements of the above

rules. Also, all pet owners' room
would be regularly inspected by
members of this council and a

veterinarian.

At a subsequent meeting with

Lance Haddon these six points were

discussed again. Haddon maintained

a negative view vis-a-vis pets in

dorms based on two reasons, the

first being that he felt that students

were reluctant to police other

students. Even if cases of mal-

treated pets or odorous rooms are

reported, action would probably be

too slow in coming. His other

objection was that damage to the

donns, especially the rugs, would
be more extensive than the commit-
tee had envisioned. "It is a violation

of other students' rights," Haddon
pointed out, "both because of the

probable increase in cost that will

be shared by other residents as well

as those responsible, and because of

possible damage to commonly used

facilities."

Through Don Smith, the com-
mittee has acquired the addresses of

student housing officials at the

University of Rochester. The com-
mittee hopes lo receive information

from this source on progress will)

the dorm-pet system recently insti-

tuted there.

In the near future, (he com-
mittee plans to bring the matter of

legalized pets before the Sludent

Conduct Committee and the CCCA.
The support of all CC pet owners,

future pet owners and sympathetic

persons will be needed.

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Between

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

BERNINAO

'Taiklon *fa(nici

Classes starting Oct. 25th in lingerie, men's wear and ladies

slack suits. For information please call.

Jim Howard
Linnie Howard
Phone 596-0456

Rustic Hills Plaza

3937 Palmer Park Blvd.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

SAVE
Pants and Ladies Slacks

69 i

QUALITY CLEANERS

801 N.Tejon

mike stiehl

TOYOTA makes pretty good old

cars, trucks, and four wheelers and
I sell them down at Battenfield

Toyota as well as used cars from
our used car lot. I'll be using this

space to list cars I think may interest

you such as these 4-wheel drivers

which are available now:

1970 Toyota Land Cruiser

1965 Toyota Land Cruiser with

winch

1958 Dodge Power Wagon

If I can help you with these or with

any auto purchase, call me at 634-

2822 or stop by and ask for me.

ri
tiiittrnfidD

TOYOTA
Ittutors

m*
POOBAH. PURE FASHION AND COLOR IEANS,

FLAIRS, LEATHERS, BODY SHIRTS. TEE

SHIRTS, JERSEYS AND MORE, UNCOMPROMIS

ING STYLES TO FIT YOUR 8UDGI I STOPBY

AND SAY HELLO TO THE PURIST

.Nto1

204 N TEJON PHONE 6350182

>.--- .» f .*.'.',-.•.-,-
.

,-.
, ,v,-« KTOTKTCf.KT. .
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NEABbSIES

H3EI
Justices Harlan and Black resigned from the Supreme Court within a

week of each other. The high court is to open its fall term Oct. 4. The

Write House said that Nixon recognized the situation and was expected

"to move as swiftly as possible to find two highly qualified individuals tc

fill the vacancies."

Nixon ordered Oris week's 200-plane bombing raid over North Vietnam.

The U.S. Command in Saigon said the raid "devastated" North Vietnamese

supply dumps. The White House said that Nixon ordered tire bombing "to

protect American troops as they withdrew from Vietnam." An aide

insisted the raid didn't violate the U.S. pledge not to bomb the North.

Revival of tire draft and the biggest GI pay raise in history cleared the

Senate. Tire Senate approved the two year draft extension and sent it to

tire White House for Nixon's signature. The measure doesn't contain a firm

withdrawal date, but it does include the strongest congressional call thus

far for withdrawl "at the earliest practicable date."

New Mideast fighting is seen by Thant and Dayan in separate

statements. The UN Secretary General said the new fighting was "more

violent and dangerous than the previous ones," would break out "sooner

or later" if the current impasse in peace-seeking negotiations continues.

Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Dayan, meanwhile, was quoted as saying he

wouldn't be surprised if active combat resumed before year-end.

New York State officials estimated riot damage to Attica Prison would

total more than S3 million. Sources said the figures include rebuilding two

heavily damaged cellblocks and five buildings burned Sept. 9, the first day

of the inmate rebellion. The $3 million doesn't include "thousands of

dollars in overtime for the state police, the National Guard and other

personnel," an official added. Meanwhile the union representing New York

State prison workers said they would keep all prisoners locked in their

cells Oct. 7 unless prison reform is implemented by then.

Frosh Head For Sanborn
The annual Freshman Retreat at

Sanborn Camps will be held this

year over the first break from

Friday, October 1 through Sunday,

October 3. The Retreat will be

attended by freshmen, freshmen

counselors, faculty, and administra-

tion.

A ten tative schedule of the

events for the weekend has been

drawn up beginning with an 1 1 :00

a.m. departure from Rastall Friday

morning. Those able to drive are

asked to meet at 1 1 also at Rastall,

in order to take passengers and

Special

Events
The special events committee of

the leisure time program, budgeted

to sponsor all-campus events and

symposia, would be glad to receive

any ideas concerning appropriate

leisure time activities.

The committee will sponsor

events such as all-campus parties

and dances, small symposia and

o ther activities. Since advanced

planning is required for symposia,

suggestions must be submitted by

Oct. 15. Ideas for other projects

will be accepted throughout the

year. Please contact Jay Remer,

634-8925, or Sandy Jones, Ex. 393

for further information.

obtain maps. Only two buses will

be provided.

After arrival, on Friday after-

noon there will be a buffet lunch

ollowed by cabin assignments an

equipment distribution. Sleeping

bags will be issued, but those who

can provide their own are welcome

to do so. There will also be softball,

volleyball, football, and pushball

games.

Friday evening will feature a

keynote address by Professor Louis

Geiger of the College History

Department. Small group discus-

sions will follow.

Saturday will offer all-day hikes

around the Camp's property with

lunches provided. Saturday evening,

following a barbecue, has been

reserved for square dancing with

Norm Chichester and 3.2 beer.

CCCA Appoints Bowden;

Reviews Voting, Budget
The second Colorado College

Campus Association (CCCA)
Meeting of the year took place

Tuesday, September 21 in Arm-
strong Boardroom.

The first item on the agenda

concerned the replacement of a

new member in the vacancy caused

by Linda Mallory's resignation at

the September 14 meeting. There

was discussion of various possibil-

ities in the manner of replacement.

Chairman Fyfe presented a list of

eight different possibilities and it

was agreed that the replacement

should be done in the manner
prescribed by the Bylaws of the

CCCA. Raleigh Bowden, a

sophomore, was chosen by vote of

the council to fill the vacancy in

the Natural Science Division.

The next item concerned a voter

registration of students and the

possibilities for registering on

campus. Two ways in which to

effect a large registration of stu-

dents were discussed. One was to

look into the notion of having a

registration drive on campus, with

booths and workers located at the

college. The second possibility was

to arrange buses or other transpor-

tation to the County Office

Building, Board of Elections, for

any interested students. This ques-

tion was dropped with the pro-

vision that more information about

a campus registration drive be

gathered.

The third part of the agenda

concerned the CCCA budget and
CCCA organizational charters. It

was noted by Joe Simitian that

budget request sheets were available

at Rastall desk and that they must
be returned by Monday, October 4.

In order to receive funds from the

CCCA organizations must be char-

tered.

A report on the United Fund
Drive revealed that United Fund
officers in Colorado Springs were

anxious to work with any students

willing to work with them. John

Fy fe and Joe Si mitian were

appointed to work with United

Fund and organize a fund drive.

Various members gave descrip-

tions of their experiences visiting

freshman wings and talking about

the CCCA. It was discussed as a

possibility that members visit other

residence halls and discuss with the

students anything which might

i the CCCA.

There was also some discussion

of the purpose of Dorm Social

Funds and the funds earned from

vending machines in most dorms. It

was learned that money from

vending machines went into a con-

tingency fund to cover accidents

and emergencies within the dorms.

The social fund is used primarily

for various events throughout the

year, such as ice-cream parties or

beer busts.

Visit .

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

The

"Pedaler"

Is Here

USED BIKES IN STOCK

BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST

NOW OPEN

COLORADO SPRINGS CYCLERY

9 E. BIJOU
634-2257

On Sunday an outdoor pancake

breakfast followed by movie shorts

are planned. Departure for CC will

begin Sunday afternoon.

Sanborn itself, a summer camp

for boys, is located some 40 miles

from the college just west of Floris-

sant, Colorado. The Camp's acreage

is large and consists of numerous

cabins, a dining hall, and an all-

purpose hall. The camp lies at an

altitude of over 8,000 feet.

This week's Retreat will be

shooting for a third straight year of

snowfall. For that reason, people

are asked to bring enough warm

clotliing if a snow should occur.

Anyone wishing to partici-

pate in the Retreat but has not yet

signed up may still do so. The

Office of Student Affairs is taking

care of arrangements.

McMillen Plans Fall Production

by Steve Jobes

William E. McMillen of the

Drama Department has returned

from his spring sabbatical with ad-

ditional training in the art of mime

and pantomime. Studying again

with Jacques Lecoq in Paris,

McMillen adds further experience

to the skills and techniques Colo-

rado College students have shared

in acting classes over the past years.

Two CC graduates, Rosa Scott

and Dick Kendrich also studied at

the internationally recognized

Ecole Jacques Lecoq this past year.

With silence as the key dramatic

tool, the mime techniques of body

positions, movements, and gestures

will be explored as the Drama
Department prepares for its major

production this fall. Rehearsal

periods will be devoted to the

training of actors in these various

dramatic techniques as well as in

the formal production of spoken

and unspoken stories, ideas, and

classics.

Although no actual dramatic

works have as yet been singled out

for the performance, McMillen

plans to emphasize mime tech-

niques not only to enhance the

ability of actors to use their bodies,

but to demonstrate important

aspects of theatrical voice tech-

nique.

All students and faculty wishing

to try out are asked to sign up at

office 130, Armstrong Hall. The

times available for try-outs are Wed-

nesday Sept. 29, 3:00; Monday

Oct. 5, 4:00; or Tuesday Oct. 6

between 2:00 and 4:00.
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Bicycle Club Rally
Experimental Classes

On Saturday, September 25th,

10 a.m., the Colorado Springs

cycle Club held a rally in down-

Colorado Springs. Although

L 1
00 cyclists participated in the

|e to the courthouse and attended

e
organizational meeting that

[lowed, it represented a definite

swing in participation. In the last

Hy
held during the summer only

.out 75 cyclists showed up.

The organizational meeting was

Id in the old courthouse arena by

Showalter Lectures

)n "Soldiers Image"
Dennis Showalter, assistant pre-

ssor of history at Colorado

allege, will give a public lecture on

ie
topic, "Conscript or Patriot?

ercenary or Professional? Con-

icting Images of the Soldier in the

odem World." His talk will be

Id Tuesday, October 5 at 8 p.m.

Olin Lecture Hall One and is

jen to the community.

Dr. Showalter has long been

terested in and has studied mili-

ry history, and his lecture is

lonsored by the college's Military

:ience Department as part of a

itional academic enrichment pro-

am.

He has chosen the topic of the

longing image of the military

iday because of the interest and

jntroversy that surrounds the

iture of the armed forces. He will

scuss the professional soldier,

inscription, and the concept of an

|-volunteer army, and following

s talk will answer questions from

> audience.

I Dr. Showalter came to the

BDllege in 1969 from the University

pf Minnesota where he earned both

Bis MA and Ph. D. degrees. He did

pis undergraduate work at St.

fohn's University.

Mr. Bill Rose, rally organizer. Five

committees were set up to inves-

tigate the various fields that the

club could follow. Included were

commit tees on Publicity . Bike

Kinnikinnik
Editor's Note:

Marriner Berth olf is the editor of

this year's Kinnikinnik and will be

needing suggestions and materials

from anyone who is interested.

My current plan is to assemble

material for just one issue to be

circulated early in the spring. This

plan would give the Kinnikinnik

staff sufficient time to gather,

select, and put together material for

what 1 hope will be a representative

issue, an issue representing (for

example) the "literacy" of the

amateur artist as well as that "liter-

acy" of the amateur physicist.

More specifically, we will be

looking for pen-and-ink drawings,

poems, short stories, black-and-

white photographs (especially, if

possible, photomontages and chron-

opholographs), back pages of per-

sonal, handwritten letters (the con-

tents of which are suggestive of

basic human configurations), and

particularly heated sections of such

problems as are found in Newton-

ian Mechanics, Organic Chemistry

and Linear Algebra.

There will be a general meeting

for all those persons interested in

working for the magazine in any

way on October 6, at 6:45, in

Room No. 203, Rastall Center. The

meeting will probably last about an

hour. If you are going to come,

please bring your ideas, warnings,

and patience.

RADICAL
FEMINISTS
UNITE!

Record and Tape Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records & Tapes

MILLER MUSIC RECORD

AND TAPE CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

THE TURTLENECK

Be fashion-right in today's most

wanted sweater. The soft orlon

acrylic knit in great looking new
colors made this sweater perfect

for those brisk days ahead. See

them now at Lorig's.

107 South Tejon

where the Levi's are!

Baths, Research, Educational

Bureau, Traffic Rule Investigation,

and Parade Route Planning. In addi-

tion to setting up the committees,

such topics as organizational pro-

cedures, increasing the membership,

and how to approach the city coun-

cil in the near future on the ques-

tions of bicycle paths, lanes and

racks were brought to the attention

of the club.

The meeting was to include a

talk by Bill Woestendiek, (Colorado

Springs Sun editor and publisher)

but he was unable to attend due to

a last minute meeting with Presi-

dent Nixon in Oregon.

An important part of die

neeting was the signing-up of new
members. The membership fee is a

very nominal fifty cents for those

over eighteen and twenty-five cents

for those younger.

The next scheduled rally will be

held on October 16th at 10 a.m. at

Rastall Center on the Colorado

College campus. It will be preceded

by a ride en masse through the

town. Featured in the meeting will

be the reports by members of the

five committees.

At the last meeting of the Colo-

<ado College faculty, the members
approved a proposal by Dr. Douglas

Fox of the Religion Department
that called for the institution of

two unlimited enrollment lecture

classes.

Dean George Drake added that

die College, in this action, is still

following its policy of small classes

and characterized die lecture classes

as an experiment in class size under

die Plan.

It was furUier pointed out that

tliis experiment is a continuation

of, rather than a withdrawal from,

the College's commitment to the

Plan.

The two courses - Religion 207
(Near Eastern Religions) and
Religion 209 (Primitive or Ancient

Religions) — will be taught next

semester in blocks 5 and 6 by

Professor Fox. The enrollment in

these courses will exceed the stan-

dard limit of twenty-five students.

The course will be predominant-

ly lecture, but Professor Fox out-

lined other plans, also. The lectures

will be primarily meant to stimulate

questioning and research into die

course subject. This will lead to a

flexible research project by each

class member. Projects will be

either factual research or philoso-

phical comparisons of lecture

material and outside resources. In

either case, it will require the stu-

dent to do independent thinking. In

addition, at least once a week the

large group will subdivide into

smaller discussion groups in which

students will play leading roles.

Experiment is die best :

tion of the nature of this series of

large enrollment lecture classes.

They will be used chiefly to inves-

tigate ways to broaden the scope of

die CC Plan. To date, no courses of

die type have been conducted at

CC under the new Plan.

Both Professor Fox and Dean

Drake agreed that in working with

the Plan us a base, there is room for

both the small seminar classes and
the large lecture class. Each has its

own particular merits, but for the

present, large-option ctasses will

remain the exception rather than

the rule of form in regard to the

College's class sizes.

. . . New Housing Director
continued from page one
college in terms of its living arrange-

ments." Since Lance Haddon has

only been here for one month

during school, it is difficult for him

to make any judgments as to

whether there is a trend towards or

away from co-education. "1 am sure

that change will come in one way

or another at the college as time

goes by, but I really do need a lot

more time to get a really accurate

feel for the campus and students. 1

like the general housing picture

here - I think that the college has

really made a fine effort at pro-

viding as many different kinds of

living options as it can. . .but much

will be determined by how much
we're able to do with the co-ed

situation here in Mathias: how

much we're able to help and work

with the students here, and what

their reaction is."

While Lance thinks that students

are still a little uncertain about the

situation, and di2t we are still in

the experimental stage, he is hope-

ful; "It's my understanding that

students here have been very re-

sponsible to changes in the past

that have occurred - changes in

hours, alcohol, and changes in co-ed

life-style options. . .1 guess every-

thing in terms of its success and any

possible future changes - anything

that happens - really depends on

how responsible they continue to

be, and there's no doubt in my
mind that students will be

responsible."

Lance speaks frankly on the

2
__

WITH THIS COUPON ON PIPES & CUSTOM

BLENDED TOBACCO

Custom Blended Tobaccos

3D |L ^ijou Colorado springs

471-9373

subject of drugs and admits that

like most colleges in the country, it

has its share of problems. He

believes that it is "very important

that the college do all it can to help

students deal with drugprohlems -

to point out to them 1 think the

real jeopardy that they are placing

themselves in: but. . .it's not a

moral standpoint I'm taking."

Legally speaking, Lance believes

that, as far as the issue of pot or

not is concerned, "people ought to

have that option." The hard drugs

though, says Lance, are a different

story; they "can do a lot of

damage. .
.speed-freaks are really

sad looking people. . .1 wonder

sometimes what kind of respect

humans have for their own physical

well-being when they take things

like that. It can really be destruc-

tive to the physical as well as in

many cases the mental." Other than

marijuana, he would be opposed to

any liberalization of drug laws.

Problems and all, Lance Haddon

seems to thoroughly enjoy dealing

with CC. students, "they're very

'alenled students, and generally

very bright. I find also that they're

very, very cooperative - 1 really

mean that, and very willing to

listen, to talk and to be reason-

able." His personal interest in stu-

dents is warm and genuine. "I really

think that college students have

much to offer and one of the

reasons I went into higher edu-

cation was because I very much

hope thai I can help them. . .1 guess

| I don't expect to have such an

impact that people would go out

into the world on some sort of

crusade, but rather just in their own

daily lives be concerned about what

it is going on around them. . .1 am
hopeful that I can help students

while they're in college to begin to

answer some of the questions that

confront them..." On a wider

level. Lance feels that they will

have some effect upon society; "I

don't think there's any question in

my mind that things like civil rights

movements have come pretty much

from college educated people. . .

that college students can certainly

have a very positive impact on

society."
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Mudd Washes Out Bengal Upset

Dave Beck Crabs off the lingertips of CC's fcrnie Jones for a Mudd Touchdown

Soccer Squad Loses, Two

The Colorado College football

squad will travel to Wichita, Kansas,

Saturday in an attempt to get back

on the winning track after suffering

a tough 26-19 defeat at the hands

ofClaremont-Mudd.

Friends University, a first-time

CC foe will provide the competition

as the Tigers try to bounce back

after a draining contest which saw

several major injuries decimate the

defensive unit.

CC appeared to be ready to win

their third consecutive contest

when after three quarters, they held

an 11*5 advantage. However, the

roof fell in in the final stanza and

Glen Grossman and Dave Beck

sliced through the CC defenders for

three touchdowns.

The first half belonged to the CC

defensive unit, led by Smith and

Ernie Jones, who played a brilliant

game going both ways.

Three times the Bengals stopped

the Stags inside the 15 and all of

the visitors' points were set up by

the offensive squad. Early in the

second quarter Randy Bobier faded

back to pass and was overwhelmed

in the end zone.

Minutes later Bobier threw a

pass which was intercepted and run

back deep into Tiger territory. The

defense refused to yield ground but

to no avail as the Stags aditea

field goal for a 5-0 lead.

Jones, playing the Tigers
sirji

wing backfield, then spearhead^'

drive which was capped by an

yard pass to Bob Hall from J
()n:

Jones ran the conversion to putt
(0p

U |

Bengals out in front 8-5

CC grabbed three more poj
B

with no time showing on the cl<i
[ft

in the first half when Ben Nil HRED
kicked a 43 yard field goal J

|]e fill

yards to spare.
hiit he

The third quarter was a dole Jew V

viden

fori da

ffort

ailed,

ilm to

sive battle and the game appeal

to be heading in the Bengals faj

when the Stags scored a touchdi

on die first of Grossman's passes

Beck to go ahead 12-11

However the lead was shortly
ell sho

MR
|ast.

Jones took the ensuing kick]

and ran it back all the

Another two point convey
ieep d

made it 10-1 1 for die Bengals.

Grossman went to work on t |C i
.

Bengal's aching defense and
| |eveloi

Beck again. A conversion kick ti

the game at 19-19.

The crowning blow came late

the fourth period when G
hit Beck once again and the tie -jAND

footed receiver slipped through
i ojlES

Tiger secondary and went

way for a 71 yard score.

Well, soccer fan(s), a hard time

was had by all this last weekend.

On Friday afternoon we lost a very

well-played game to the University

of Wisconsin at Green Bay, by a

score of 1-0. The CC. defense, and

particularly Todd Brown and Tad

Creasey, played strongly and aggres-

sively, allowing only one unfor-

tunate goal, which actually should

not have cost us the game. The

forward line simply could not score

that day, due mainly to the fact

that we have no other inside for-

ward comparable to Andre Cousin.

Mike Young, who plays inside with

Andre, continually dropped back to

assist tlie halfbacks. This enabled us

to dominate midfield most of the

game, hut left onlv three men on

attack.

The same problem was true on

the next day, when we were

defeated by an extremely strong

team from Ottawa University. On
this day, however, the defense was

also off, resulting in a final score of

7-1 Sieve Wong in goal made
several beautiful saves, as well as

HORSEBACK
RIDING

Away from city congestion .

over beautifully wooded hill

our horses especially suitei

your western pleasure.

Hay Rides and Party

Facilities Too

495-4162 or 495-4169

PINE CONE RANCH

13965 Vollmer Road In

Black Forest

several mistakes. Corner kicks On Sunday, October 3, the

proved to be particularly difficult, Tigers play their first league game,

meeting Regis College, there, at

1:30. We hope to have all injuries

and tactical problems cleared up by

for both defense and offense, as we

were scored on four limes by

Ottawa corners and used none of

our own corner kicks to an advan-

tage. The two goals that we did

score were by Andre Cousin and

Larry Weisgal.

the time league play begins, and we

are still looking, with a realistic

optimism, to the championship of

the Rocky Mountain Area.

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE

* TUNE UPS

* ATLAS TIRES

* STATE INSPECTION

* ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9 1 95

"I"

Mini

iwm'ii

urroui

ocrea

lo hold

I t ie has

iretty

tory

HOLUBAR

We handle down sleeping bags, downwear

& tents only available at Holubar because

they are made by Holubar.

This has advantages for you! Definitely!

We give you more for each dollar you

spend, plus the service if you ever need it.

Products made by, made for, and serviced

by HOLUBAR guarantee satisfaction! If not

— we want to hear about it from anyone.

Come by and ask why we make products

exactly the way we do.

"The store for

those who love

nature."

:i

BOX 7

BOULDER, COLORADO
80302
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"Hired Hand" Short on Acting,

Long on Dialogue, Boredom
Owen Kendrick

Minimal art is a style that is

pillar in the world of painting.

>

e ier
Fonda expends this concept

film hy using minimal plot and

mal acting in his latest effort -

jlRED HAND. Fonda has studied

be films of Godard, and has said

hat he admires them. Indeed, the

Jew Wave master's influence was

vident in this film. However,

da appeared to be making an

[Tori at surpassing Godard, and

ailed. By failing, he reduced his

j|m (o an attempted imitation that

ell short of excellence.

HIRED HAND is a film of con-

jast. The lush, beautiful visuals

;eep drawing the viewer into the

linematic world, while the crude

ictingand the overworked thematic

level opment push him back into an

iwareness of the theater seats and

;urroundings. Had Fonda been able

o create a better line of continuity

ohold the visuals together, HIRED
TAND might have become another

IDLES AND JIM. As it is, however,

ie has on the one hand a series of

iretty pictures, and on the other a

iiory line that could be amply

TVcttleuut
1 7faatrte&

3500 E. Highway 24

*Park Free

Smoking rifles

cahStont
yourgtbwth.

Bless
The Beasts

»£€hildren
1:00,3:06,5:12, ra

We urge special parental

discrelion because ol strong

language demanded by

certain dramatic scenes

treated in a 20 to 30 minute film.

To Fonda's credit, the costumes,

make-up, and settings created an

accurate representation of die West

of the 1 870's. However, the

stylized acting and sloppy camera

work negated much of this early in

the picture. Fonda used his EASY
RIDER style of character develop-

ment through most of the film.

Unfortunately, the long stares and

sparse dialogue that befitted Capt.

America on his chopper seemed

unnatural to Harry Collings

(Fonda) on his horse.

Warren Oates turned in a more
convincing performance as Archie

Harris, comrade in arms to Harry.

Again, however, much of the dia-

logue between the two sounded as

if it were plucked from one of die

many westerns that Fonda's father

played with John Wayne. Verna

Bloom performed admirably in her

role as Harry's wife.

But the laurels should go to the

group of new actors who filled the

supporting roles. The unnamed man

who had the role of Sam was the

finest actor on the screen. This is

not to say it was all bad - Fonda

created the two most striking

sequences in the film on the

strength of his performance. First,

perfectly reflecting the insecure an-

ticipation of the returned bride-

groom in the build up to the love

scene, and second, giving an excel-

lent picture of controlled fury as he

shoots his escort on the way to free

Archie.

The theme was overworked to

say the least. Man's al tempi to

regain lost innocence was delivered

as a sermon from the pulpit of the

screen. This was continually

repeated throughout Ihe film in the

homespun philosophical dialogue

until (he climactic scene, when (in

case someone had slept through Ihe

entire film) the dialogue reached

out and clubbed the viewer in the

head with this message.

These two elements prevent the

Godard-inspired plot structure,

camera techniques, and jump-cul

editing, from being effective. Had
Fonda succeeded in character and
thematic developmen I , HIRED
HAND would have set a new stan-

dard of excellence for the Godard-

Truffaut school of cinema,
combining the best of both, and

adding a new dimension to narra-

tive film.

The new dimension is editor

Frank Mazolla's use of optical tech-

niques. The dazzling array of

super-impositions, dissolves, freeze-

frame dissolves, color washes and

jump-zooms work together to

create a visual experience that is

totally unique. The optics make the

film experience fresh, and work to

draw the viewer into the projected

world. The visuals give the death

scene a unique quality, surpassing

s member ol"I he 'Theater of All Pi

air-a feeling that most of the

chine the production of "I'ror

ssibilities seems to have his arms in

itlience developed after an hour of

hsus Bound," last Friday evening,

BONNIE AND CLYDE in giving an

ugly reality an appearance of

grotesque beauty. They succeed

where the other elements fail in

creating the emotional content of

the film, and in providing the

viewer with a different perspective

of the characters.

HIRED HAND, then, is two

films. First, a barely passable narra-

tive story, second, a series of

related pictures that create an

Green ^Mountain
Gramery*

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds,

Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic

Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans

Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure foods.

atmosphere of their own. If the two

had merged, Fonda would have

produced a film that could have

justifiably been called a master-

piece.

FORD FOUNDATION

MINORITY FUNDS

The Ford Foundation has

inced the continuation of the

following programs for the

1^72-1973 year:

Doctoral Fellowships for Ameri-

can Indian Students

Doctoral Fellowships for Black

Students

Doctoral Fellowships for

Mexican- American and Puerto

Rican Students

These fellowship programs are

for students who have not under-

taken any graduate or professional

study and who wish to pursue the

Ph.D and to enter careers in higher

e d u c a I i on . Each program will

support satisfactory progress

towards the Ph.D.

I n.st ructions and application

forms may be obtained from The

Ford Foundation, 320 East 42nd
St reel, New York, New York

10017,

Applications h-i all three pro-

grams must be completed by Janu-

0, 1972,
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Campus Announcements

Francisco Aybar, a young

pianist, will give two concert-

demonstrations in Denver during

the month of October.

Aybar's Oct. 7 recital will be

held at 8:00 p.m. in D.U.'s General

Classroom Building auditorium.

2040 S. Race St. and his second at

8:00 p.m. Oct. 27. Temple tiuell

College. 1800 Pontiac St. Both con-

certs are free and open to the

students. __^

Mr.

Chlcano Issues

Jose Onega, director of the

Latin American Research and

Development Agency, and Sister

Bernadine will speak on contem-

porary Chicano issues at 7:30 p.m.

on September 29th in Raslall 212.

Oil lay'k% 7/m<m£
Why hassle with travel plans?

CONTACT TAYLOR TRAVEL
We'll do the work for you.

210 E. Cache La Poudre 636-3871

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N . Nevada Phone : 47 1 -9200

Budget Tapes

and

Records

Loves\bu
327 N. TEJON

"College House"

A "College House" lias been

started by the Roman Catholics at

1341 N. Tejon. The organization,

known in some cities as "Newman
Center" is a place for relaxation,

talk, and prayer. The House is open

from noon to 1 1 p.m. seven days a

week and is being run by Father

Alcuin Adrians and Sister John

Miriam.

Muscle Bound

The Women's Physical Educa-

tion Department will enroll men
and women students in Block 2

Classes on Tuesday, October 5th at

3:30 p.m., downstairs, Cossitt.

Classes and their times will be

arranged for: Canoeing. Golf,

"Slimnastics" and Jogging, Sr. Life

Saving (last chance to take this

before W.S.I, through Blocks 7 and

8), Beg, and Int. Tennis. Tennis

Team. Western Riding (fee class)

and Self Defense (fee class). See the

poster in Rastall display case for

further information.

CCCA Funds

All campus clubs that wish to

request funds from the CCCA must

have their request forms turned in

to the Rastall Center desk no later

than Monday, October 4. The

request forms are available at

Rastall and should be filled out as

completely as possible. If you have

any questions contact Budget Com-

mittee Chairman Joe Simitian Ex.

493.

Register Bikes

Beginning Monday, September

27, Rastall Center will register any

bikes on campus for additional aid

against thefts. The student's name,

his bike's serial number, brand, and

color along with other distinguish-

ing characteristics may be filed with

the Rastall desk. Cards may be

obtained at Rastall or in the resi-

dence halls. Hopefully, this service

will aid in the locating of stolen

bicycles.

Movie

"Night of the Iguana" will be

shown in Armstrong Hall, Saturday,

October 2 at 7:30 p.m.

The meeting of English muji

scheduled for Monday, Septembe

27, has been rescheduled to

Monday, October 4 in order notfj

conflict with tests and pap{
,

writing. This is an imports

meeting. Comps will be discusse,

and new advisory council memhej

elected. There will be no absent,

balloting. The meeting is schedule

for 3:15 in Armstrong 300.

SIMS Meeting

There will be a SIMS (Studeni

International Meditation Society

meeting on Sunday, October 3

Rastall 205, 208, and 209 from

4:40. All those interested

encouraged to attend.

SAVE
PLAIN
SKIRTS
&
SWEATERS

69 i

QUALITY CLEANERS
801 N. Tejon

Pilots Training School

C°w,a?Boa«J
,0<

• PRIVATE
• COMMERCIAL
• INSTRUMENT
• MULTI-ENGINE
• FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
• GROUND INSTRUCTOR
• AIRLINE TRANSPORT

• for business

• for pleasure

Leave your earth-bound

routines behind

AERO COLO, inc
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Alumni Keep Homecoming Afloat
In stark contrast to past years,

virtually nothing has been planned

for
Colorado College's 1971 stu-

dent homecoming weekend which

is
this Saturday and Sunday, Octo-

ber 9 and 10.

All that is scheduled to date is a

demolition derby sponsored by the

Beta House on Saturday morning,

(jie football game against St. Mary's

n Saturday afternoon, and an all-

college picnic on Sunday evening

Weekend
Accidents
Two separate accidents on Sun-

y October 3rd resulted in trips to

Penrose Hospital for CC students.

Sunday morning about 10:00 four

CC students were involved in an

automobile accident on Rampart

; Road. Rod Haenni and Janet

Wheeler were driving up Rampart

Range when they collided with

another car coming down the

mountain road with four people

eluding Penny Lamore and Sandy

Martin. Janet Wheeler suffered a

broken thumb and Penny Lamore

received a cut over her left eye. All

others involved in the accident were

unhurt.

Dave Ramsdell, a junior from

Nantucket, Massachusetts, was

playing soccer Sunday afternoon

for the CC Junior Varsity Soccer

team, The Cleats, against a team in

the city league, The Hotspurs, when

lie was run down by a member of

Tire Hotspurs. Ramsdell, captain of

the J.V. team, was carried off the

field with a lacerated ankle that

required numerous stitches. The

J.V. team, which had been playing

with only eight people to The

Hotspurs' eleven, then decided to

forfeit the game.

which is being arranged by the

fraternities and sororities.

A tentative dinner-dance for the

weekend which was being organized

by Grant Williams and John

Schlesinger did not develop because

of the limited time in which to plan

the evening.

In discussing the dance with Jay

Reemer, Chairman of the Special

Events Committee, Reemer
acknowledged, "They (Williams and

Schlesinger) started planning it too

late and decided to bag it."

Still, the organized activities all

have definite plans. The demolition

derby, the first scheduled, will be-

gin between 9:30 and 10:00 Satur-

day morning. Anyone interested in

participating is asked to contact the

Beta House which will hold the

event on an undetermined "dirt

area" off Fontanero Street. The
Betas will provide free beer.

The football game is scheduled

for a 1:30 kick-off Saturday after-

noon at Washburn Field. Colorado

College will be opposing St. Mary's.

The all-college picnic sponsored

by Pan-Hell and the IFC is

scheduled for 4:30-6:30 Sunday
evening in the fraternity quad with

a 75 cents charge. A band will

accompany the picnic.

The alumni weekend version, in

contrast, has been planned for some

the

€ZATAV£&¥
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time and will host reunions of the

classes of 1936, 1946, and 1961.

The alumni have been invited to

Saturday's football game, a tour of

the El Pomar Sports Center, and

Saturday evening dinner at the

Broadmoor.

In addition, nine faculty-

alumm-student discussion groups

have been planned for Saturday

morning. Some include: "Freedom,

Order, and Violence," (Professor

Gray), which will meet at 9:30 in

Rastall 208; "The New Economic

Game Plan : Coercion and Dis-

order," (Professors Werner and

Johnson), which begins at 9:30 in

Rastall 212; "Black Power," (Pro-

fessor Shaw), to meet at 10:30 in

Rastall 208; "Population and Pollu-

tion," (Professor Beclilol), which

will begin at 11:30 in Raslall 203;

and "The College Campus A
Political Tool'.'" (Professors Hoch-

Venerable Scientist Sir Bernard Lovell
Scheduled to Speak Thursday Night

One of the world's most distin-

guished and honored scientists, Sir

Bernard Lovell, will give the

Roberts Memorial Lecture in

Science at Colorado College this

year. The lecture is set for Thurs-

day, October 7, at 8:15 p.m. in

Armstrong Auditorium and is open
to the community without charge.

Sir Bernard, who is the director

of Britain's famed Jodrell Bank
Observatory, home of the giant

radio telescope which he was instru-

mental in developing, will speak on

the subject, "The Individual and

the Universe."

Sir Bernard was born in a village

on the borders of Gloucestershire

and Somerset and educated at

Kingswood School in Bristol and at

Bristol University where he studied

physics. He began teaching physics

at Manchester University in 1936

and did research on cosmic rays

until the outbreak of World War II.
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He engaged in important radar

research for the government during

the war and on his return to Man-

chester began to experiment in the

application of radar techniques to

cosmic ray research.

He gained permission to move to

Jodrell Bank, an open field in

Cheshire that was free of the inter-

ference found in Manchester and

began his development of the radio

telescope, working initially with old

army equipment. His first radio

telescope had a diameter of 218

feet and he soon began to make

significant discoveries about radio

stars and emissions from the Milky

Way and other galaxies.

His first radio telescope was in a

fixed position, however, and Sir

Bernard, soon began to play for

another which would be bigger and

accurately steerable. In 1951 the

Jodrell Bank became a permanent

establishment with Sir Bernard as

its director, and in 1952 the foun-

dation was laid for the giant radio

telescope which has a reflecting

surface of 250 feet and is equipped

with an intricate and delicate set of

receiving and recording instruments

nd a system of electronic controls, radio telescope.

The telescope came into operation

in 1957 in time to play an impor-

tant part In the observations made
during the International Geo-

physical Year and since then has

become known throughout the

world for its tracking of U.S. and

Soviet spacecraft and for its historic

role in the development of the

space age as well as astronomy.

Sir Bernard has been honored

throughout the world for his

achievements and in 1961 wus

knighted by Queen Elizabeth II. In

addition he is a Fellow of the Royal

Society and a recipient of Society's

Royal Medal. In dlis country he is

an honorary member of the Ameri-

can Academy of Arts and Sciences

and an honorary fellow of the New
York Academy of Sciences. He is

currently president of the Ruyul

Astronomical Society. Lovell is in

great demand as a lecturer, and is

die author of a number of books

including "The Story of Jodrell

Bank," which was published in

1968 and is die story of the compli-

cated scientific, political and

administrative work that was

involved in the building of the great

Grant Enables College

To Expand SW Studies

Sir Bernard LoveU

Environmental Law Seminar

Planned for Fall Semester
An Environmental Law Seminar

Mil be held this fall to provide

•elected CC students seriously

Werested in environmental law
(tfth an introduction -to the law as

1 applies to the environment,
ecent evolutionary changes in the
aw

. and knowledge of Pikes Peak
ire a environmental cases and litiga-

'°n. The seminar is supported by
Jie Colorado College Ford Venture
jrant and will be organized and
'dministered by Seminar Chairman
Valt Htjcox of the Economics De-

partment.

The core of the seminar curricu-

lum will be a series of readings on

environmental law and related sub-

jects and cases. Some readings will

be contained in published books

and pamphlets distributed to semi-

nar participants while the

remainder will be contained in a

compilation of readings from

diverse sources prepared especially

for the seminar. Students will be

expected to read portions of this

material in preparation for die

seminar meetings. Case studies on

local, regional, and national

environmental problems will be an

integral part of the seminar.

Six seminar sessions will be held

from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. on the

following Tuesdays: November 2,

9, 1 6, 23, and 30 as well as Decem-

ber 7, 1971. Supplemental activities

such as field trips, movies, lectures,

etc., may be planned on other dates

during this six-week period.

Continued on page 7

The National Endowment for

the Humanities has- awarded a grant

of $27,052 to The Colorado Col-

lege in support of a planning pro-

ject to develop a Southwestern

Studies Program.

The project, under the direction

of Joseph T. Gordon, Associate

Professor of English at CC, has as

its goal the development of discipli-

nary and interdisciplinary studies,

including racial and cultural issues;

environmental studies; and an over-

all and integrated view of the

American Southwest.

This represents another step in

Colorado College's long involve-

ment with the Southwest, an area

which has a unique and rich con-

glomeration of cultures, peoples

and environments. Educational per-

spective and intellectual honesty

are planned to be applied to the

study of the Southwest Indian,

Mexican American, Black and

Anglo in rural as well as in urban

settings.

More and more, the Southwest

has worked its way into a variety of

courses presently being taught at

the college from biology to Ameri-

can literature. With greater fre-

quency classes and students visit

the Colorado Springs Fine Arts

Center, which includes the Taylor

Museum. The museum contains one

of the nation's finest collections of

colonial Spanish and Mexican Art.

A learning-working research

center for faculty and students will

be concerned with developing these

studies. The planning and

coordination of future courses will

involve research in major libraries

of the Southwest. Further materials

for pi a nning will be ga the re d

through consultation with experts

on the history and present culture

of that area as well as community

minority leaders and students.
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Guest Column
By Joe Barrera

Finally. After much asking,

cajoling and prodding, I'm doing it.

I'm writing this column, five weeks

late, five issues behind - and the

fresh bloom of a brave new year has

already faded away - the victim of

the tirst block, that great slayer of

innocence. But that's typical.

I know what you are thinking.

You are saying, "What in the world

is this crazy drawing up on top

supposed to mean?" Well, art is art

and beauty is in the eye. . .but no,

seriously, this pictograph has deep

meaning. It's plain enough to see

what it is. It's a man, in a business

suit, and carrying a briefcase. And
with two rows of machinegun

bullets across his chest. Everybody

carries ammunition belts slung

across their torsos. What's so differ

- wait a minute! WHO DOES?
Yeah, who does?

Mexican bandidos, that's who.

You know, the Mexican bandits,

Pancho Villa, Zapata. You've seen

'em in the movies, a multitude of

dusty, ragged, Frito Bandido types

who so conveniently provide the

pop-up targets for" the likes of John

Wayne, Yu! Brynner, et al. You
know, the Hollywood Mexican, "si

senor" and all that.

But wait. This guy is dressed in a

business suit. Conservatively

dressed you might say. He looks

very prim and proper - except for

the crossed bandoleers. Who ever

saw anybody dressed like that any-

way? With bullets and a business

suit? Well, I must confess. This guy

is a product of the mind. You
won't see anybody dressed like him
down on the corner of Pikes Peak

and Tejon.

But what's the meaning of all

tliis? Why? OX. I'll tell you why.

The man up above is Mexican-

American. No, he's a Chicano. The

hell he is, he's an Hispano. Are you
crazy? He's a Spanish-American, no
a Latin-American. For God's sake,

he's a plain, simple Mexican

wearing a business suit with two
rows of machinegun bullets. Con-

flict resolved, at last. The hell it is.

Its just started.

The figure that you are looking

at is a resonaable facsimile of an

American of Mexican descent who
has opted to adopt the characteris-

tics of both peoples in a manner
that plainly shows that he is part of

both. Whew. . .is it possible? "The
business of America is business,"

a vmcc i? i

TO - Kl
Al/TUMU.

Calvin Coolidge said. Our man
knows this. And the business of

Mexico is machinegun bullets and

bandits? Wrong, wrong on both

counts. But the Ugly American

Yankee capitalist is the stereotype

south of the border. And the

pistol -wielding, bullet-festooned

bad guy is the stereotype of the

Mexican north of the border. When

he isn't sleeping under a cactus of

course.

What does all this prove? A
Chicano-Mexican-Frito-Bandido-

Yankee-lmperialist-Ugly-American
,

type? Good grief. Is that what you
J

see? Whatever you see you might
[

not be too far off. But don't feel

strange if the next person you talk

to totally disagrees with you. Be-

cause you see, the question is: what

is the character of a people? What is

a Chicano, a Mexican-American -

what is the character of a people

within a people?

If you don't see up to now,

that's what I've been trying to

fathom in this brief space. That's a

tall order any day for anybody.

Which reminds me. Last week we

were privileged to hear a lecture by

Mr. Mel O'Campo, a Mexican-

American representing TACT
(Truth About Civil Turmoil), an

offshoot of the John Birch Society.

Mr. O'Campo had many things to

say that were of interest. Among
these were his explanations of the

"Chicano Movement" and the

derivation, if any, of the word,

"Chicano." From this viewpoint,

Mr. O'Campo's idea that Chicanos

are being radicalized by the leaders

of the "Movement" and that the

people of Atzlan (new Chicano

nation state in the Southwest) are

being driven towards separatism is

one that merits much more discus-

sion. But then of course this might

just be a smokescreen for the John

Birch Society. Anyway, we shall

deal with this next time.

But 1 should go on. I just saw an

Afro haircut sail past the window.

It's that Negro — oops, black col-

league who's doing the final,

authoritative treatise on black

identity. He's in with the editor

right now. And look who just

walked in. It's that longhaired freak

with grass in his beard. He wants to

tell us about the cultural position

of the Anglo-Saxon, middle-class

hippie movement. Is it all right to

call them hippies?

Leisure Time

Needs Support
Dear Editor:

As Co-Chairmen of the Leisure

Time Program Committee, we want

to invite and urge all interested

students to participate in the

decision-making on programs of

concern to the entire campus.

There are many such programs

within the framework of the

Leisure Time Committee. We can

use additional inputs and help in

the selection of lecturers and per-

formance groups of various kinds;

in the selection of films; in the

planning of numerous special

events, including Symposia and

other happenings. Likewise, help

would be welcome in the making of

decisions concerning experimental

student grants; the encouragement

of Community Services activities;

operation of the Craft Shop; the

planning of Folk and Rock Con-

certs; and in the operations of the

newly-established Outdoor Recre-

ation Committee.

Right now, there are only very

few students and faculty who make

the relevant decisions in all of these

fields. We believe that all of them

are doing a fine job, but we also

know that they themselves would

appreciate broader participation in

carrying out their duties.

We would therefore welcome

any and all volunteers who wish to

help in the work of the Leisure

Time Program. Leave your name
with Cindy Stone in Room 101,

Cutler Hall, and come to the

Leisure Time meeting on Thursday,

October 14, at 3:30 p.m. in Rastall

Margaret Myers

Fred Sondermann

DEAR EDITOR;
October 16 marks the launching

of a Colorado stale-wide effort to

do away with state abortion law

and gather momentum for the

November 20 marches on Washing-

ton D.C. and San Francisco, part of

a nation-wide campaign for

women's right to abortion. The

schedule for Saturday, October 16:

12:00 noon assemble at the west

side of the State

Capitol.

12:30 p.m. march through down-

town to CU Denver

Center.

1 :-30 p,m. speak-out at CllDC
auditorium 14th Si

at Ar3pahoe, with

women speakers
representing Women
and Labor, Women
and the Law
Chicanos and Abur
tion. Student Women
Black Women!
Women and Religion

High School Women,
and Women in the

Medical Profession.

Colorado Spring

Women's Uberatioi
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HEAQIdfES

[n Da Nang, for the past three weeks, police have achieved

considerable success controlling demonstrations of Buddhist stu-

dents and monks without using substantial force. But to the surprise

of all, South Vietnamese president Thieu has recently ordered police

to "shoot to kill" anti-government demonstrators who endanger lives

by the use of firebombs or other weapons. Simultaneous with the

issue, Thieu also told police to continue using as little force as

necessary. The result is that demonstrations have increased in

duration and violence since Thieu's decree.

The House Education Committee has signed consent to a

student-loan paper which is a plan to expand student loans by

setting up a secondary market for lending money to institutions. It

seems likely that the bill will become law as a college-aid bill has

already been passed by the Senate.

Senator Kennedy of Massachusetts made the comment that he

would have "crawled into the room" at the Paris peace talks if it

would help free American POW's. Senator Goldwater remarked that

diis statement was "disgusting."

In reply to London's ousting of 105 Soviet officials last week, the

U.S.S.R. has accused Britain of using tourists, journalists, scientists,

and businessmen as espionage agents in the Soviet Union. Diplomats

iegard this statement as possible groundwork for the future

expulsion of Englishmen from Russia.

Campus Cop Corps Burned;

New Security Force Hired

Bare Seats Entertained

As Leisure Time Goofs
By John Howard

Last Sunday night at 8:00 p.m.

the Folk and Rock segment of the

Leisure Time Committee presented

to the college a Folk and Rock
concert. Unfortunately for both the

committee and the students the

concert was a flop. Armstrong Hall,

with all Its seating capacity, echoed

the cheers of less than one hundred.

The concert as billed was to

feature a modest cast including:

James and the Good brothers,

C ol um bia recording stars from

Canada; Cris Williamson, who just

released an album on Ampex last

Saturday; and weird Uncle Vinty,

who does the best Ben Franklin

night scene in the business. The

total cash output by the committee

for three hours of entertainment

was SI ,000 - which is quite respec-

table considering the caliber of

people involved.

Yet why, when the ingredients

for a fantastic show were on hand
was the response so pitiful? To
begin with, the committee, fearful

of what had happened two weeks

before when Jeff Walker called in

the night before to say that he

wouldn't show, hesitantly and with

good intentions delayed signing the

contract until a clause enabling

them to get their money back if the

group failed to show, was installed.

The contract was signed Tuesday

afternoon, leaving five days in

which to advertise.

The advertising consisted of four

small signs placed in each of the

three major residence halls, and one

in the Rastall Center. Additional

advertising was to be handled by

the Millard Agency out of San

Francisco who represented the

groups.

Yet for some unknown reason

Millard failed to produce a single

piece of publicity, thus leaving the

concert completely in the dark.

Added to everything else was the

fact that the college had just

finished the first block and there

was nobody around to read the

signs, even if there had been any to

read.

So the stage was set for, and

resulted in, a disaster. Those that

attended thought that the concert

was excellent, but from the $1,000

invested the committee realized less

than $100. This loss will seriously

hamper funds designated for future

concerts since a minimum outlay of

around $500 is required to attract

decent groups.

A reorganization of the campus
security force was instituted this

fall as die Burns Detective Agency
wluch formerly provided guards for

the campus was dropped in favor of

security police employed directly

by the school.

Both Ron Ohl, dean of student

affairs, and James Crossy, director

of the physical plant and chief of

campus security, have expressed

satisfaction with the new arrange-

ment for they feel it is more advan-

tageous for the security personnel

to be directiy responsible to the

college.

According to both men, the

change was not the result of any

ineffectiveness on the part of the

Housing Policy

Investigated

The Colorado College requires

students to live in dormitories unless

tiiey are 21 years of age, a senior, a

veteran, married, or have a valid

medical excuse for living off

campus. The reason for this, as

stated by Lance Haddon, the new
Director of Men's Housing, is

largely economic.

Colorado College is somewhat

unique in that when all of the

residence halls are filled to capacity

they are self-supporting. The main

advantage of this to both students

and the college is that the school

does not have to take money from

other sources to maintain the

dorms. This also means that CC can

take full advantage of all money

given to it for educational needs.

Yet the desire to live off campus is

widespread.

Last spring in the confusion of

room selection the school had to

make sure that all rooms in the

residence halls would be full. Since

most factors involved in filling the

dorms, such as die exact number oi

returning students and the exact

number of entering freshmen, could

not be determined until the begin-

ning of tire school year, most of

those students who had applied for

off-campus housing could not be

notified until then. At the start of

the school year some people had

still not been assigned rooms or

granted permission to live off-

campus and therefore were given

the use of the guest rooms in

Mathias and Loomis. By the end of

the first week of classes these stu-

dents had been assigned rooms or

Continued on page 6

Bums police; it was seen as an

opportunity to provide increased

protection for the students.

An additional aspect of the new
system now enables the ad-

ministration to control hiring

practices. Presently the six guards

are all retired militarymen who are

more likely to make this a perma-

nent job. Crossy believes that

because of their discipline and

training in first-aid and self-defense

the new guards are better able to

handle emergencies and potentially

volatile situations.

Younger men are not preferred

for the job as previous experience

has shown dial "some tend to

fraternize with die students," some-

thing prohibited by their regula-

tions. What the administration

encourages is a friendly, open

relationship between the students

and the guards. They would like to

feel that the security people are

integrated into the campus com-

munity. As Mr. Crossy puts it: a

feeling for the campus would conse-

quently make the guards more

conscientious toward dieir work.

He believes that by discarding the

old gray uniforms worn by the

Bums cops in favor of green blazers

it will help this integration. It

would also make tor a less imposing

appearance, but renders them

recognizable when needed.

The present security guards are:

Bruce Canfield - security super-

visor, Lee Parks - his assistant,

Howard Beaman, Eugene Ellison,

William Graham, and Casey Van

Treissel. Canfield and Parks both

hold deputy commissions. A few

members of this team are not com-

pletely new to the campus as they

served with the Burns agency. The

guards are equipped with Hash-

National Science Foundation

Offers Graduate Fellowships
The National Research Council

has been called upon again to advise

the National Science Foundation in

the selection of candidates for the

Foundation's program of Graduate
Fellowships. Panels of outstanding

scientists appointed by the

Research Council will evaluate
aPplications of candidates. Final

selection will be made by the Foun-
dation, with awards to be
announced on March 15, 1972.

The NSF Graduate Fellowship
Program is being restructured for

the 1972-73 academic year. Appli-
cants must be beginning graduate

students by the fall of 1972, or
must not have completed more
than one calendar year of full-time
or part-time graduate study by the

fall of 1972. Subject to the availa-

bility of funds, new fellowships

awarded in the spring of 1972 will

be for periods of three years, the

second and third years contingent

on certification to the Foundation

by the fellowship institution of the

student's satisfactory progress

toward an advanced degree in the

sciences.

These fellowships will be

awarded for study or work leading

to master's or doctoral degrees in

the mathematical, physical,

medical, biological, engineering,

and social sciences, and in the

history and philosophy of science.

Awards will not be made in clinical,

education, or business fields, in

history or social work, or for work

leading to medical, dental, law or

joint Ph.D-professional degrees. All

applicants must be citizens of the

United States and will be judged

solely on the basis of ability. The

annual stipend for Graduate

Fellows will be $3,600 for a twelve

•month tenure with no dependency

allowances.

The deadline date for the sub-

mission of applications for NSF
Graduate Fellowships is November

29, 1971. Further information and

application materials may be

obtained from the Fellowship

Office, National Research Council,

2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W.,

Washington, D.C. 20418.

lights, nightsticks, walkie-talkies,

and in a couple of cases handcuffs.

Tliis makes them vulnerable to a

certain extent, but any heavier

arming carries with it serious impli-

cations.

Campus security f u nctions

mainly at night, usually the high

crime hours. One guard is stationed

in the lobbies of both Slocum and

Mathias Halls. It is their duty to

check incoming people and to

periodically check die side exits to

be sure they are locked. Another

guard patrols the campus while a

fourth mans a radio in the heating

plant.

Augmenting the campus security

at night are off-duty Colorado

Springs policemen in radio

equipped cars. Arranged by the

administration, diese night riders

are unarmed and bound by the

same rules as the campus guards.

These procedures were set up by

Dean Ohl, his staff, and Mr. Crossy.

Dean Ohl states that as long as

CC is able to handle any problems

Uiat arise die local constabulary

will not intervene, but lie explicitly

points out that there are no agree-

ments of any sort between the local

law enforcement agencies and the

college. All felonies are reported to

die local police while misdemeanors

are reported at the discretion of the

college.

Ohl also states that there are no

deals about busts, that we are

treated just like die rest of the

community. There would be no

advance warning given to die ad-

ministration or the students. As

it stands now there are no

informers on campus, and if any arc-

found their names and descriptions

would be made available to the

campus community.

Ecology— Minded
Attorney to Talk

"An Alternative Future for

Colorado" is the subject chosen by

Richard Lamm, assistant minority

leader of the Colorado State Legis-

lature, when he will speak at Colo-

rado College Wednesday, October

6. The lecture, which is open to the

community without charge, will be

at 3:30 p.m. in Armstrong Audi-

torium.

Richard Lamm moved to Colo-

rado in the early 1960's and soon

got involved in politics so that by

1963 he was president of the

Denver Young Democrats and in

1964 was elected vice president of

the Colorado Young Democrats. He

has been a member of the Colorado

legislature since 1966 and was

named assistant minority leader in

1971.

His main legislative interest has

been in the environmental area and

he has sponsored legislation on

highway beautification, open space

easements, parks and recreation, air

pollution and green belt zoning. In

addition he has been directiy

involved in legislation pertaining to

no fault auto insurance, battered

child laws, medical licensing

revision and Colorado's therapeutic

abortion law.

Lamm is a practicing attorney in

Denver and an associate professor

of law at the University of Denver,

and his legal interests often reflect

his concern for the environment.

They include serving as chief

counsel in the litigation to preserve

the Florissant National Monument,

in seeking to review the safely

standards on Project Rulison, and

in an effort to enjoin die U.S.

Forest Service from destroying

potential wilderness area in

Colorado.

Sleeping
Bag

Ripped Off
In connection with the Leisure

Time Committee the Rastall center

obtained 10 down sleeping bags for

student recreational use. Unfor-

tunately someone the Sunday be-

fore last went into room 100 and

stole one of the bags.

The bags, costing around $90 a

piece, are intended for student use

and in the words of Don Smith,

director of the Rastall Center," if

this sort of thing continues the

program will be out of luck."

The bag was in a blue stuff sack

clearly labeled Leisure Time Pro-

gram No. 10, Any information on

the whereabouts of this bag will be

appreciated and should be reported

to Don Smith, room 100, the

Rastall Center.

Please

Recycle this

Newspaper
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ROTC Discsses Goals;

Oppermann Airs Views
by Molly Kendall

Both literally and figuratively,

Reserve Officer Training Corps lias

lately come under widespread and

so me t i mes violent attack. The

smoke has cleared now from the

burned ROTC buildings on many

campuses, but in the ashes which

re main some answers must be

sought.

At Colorado College there was

no burning of records or buildings,

but there was, and still is, a resent-

ment against the ROTC program

which should be analyzed. Much of

this antagonism stems from an

ignorance of the program and a

general feeling that "It's part of the

military, so it has to be bad."

ROTC cadet Grover Martinez states

that with ROTC "you find out

both sides," and this seems a very

valid statement; perhaps those who

haphazardly condemn ROTC
should take an adjunct course in it.

ROTC at Colorado College

began during the Korean War when

it became the only way for most

students to get a deferment. The

program was mandatory for two

years for all male students until the

fall of 1965.

Enrollment dropped drastically

as soon as the requirement was

dropped, and this fall there are only

five cadets under contract at CC.

Three other students have enrolled

to take ROTC classes, but are not

under contract. Part of the ROTC
work is done with six students from

Cragmor, the CU extension in Colo-

rado Springs.

The contract, which is signed at

the beginning of the junior year

(CC has a two year program,

beginning with the junior year,

unlike some schools which have

four year programs), is not binding.

Cadets may quit at any time, but

they are eligible for the draft if

they do. If a cadet finishes the two

years, he will be commissioned as a

second lieutenant upon graduation.

This deferment may be extended,

however, if he wishes to attend

graduate school.

The program here is under the

leadership of Lt. Colonel Milton

Oppermann, who insists that his

assistants Major Bennett and Major

Garrison have as much say in

running the ROTC as he does.

Oppermann, who was himself

drafted in 1945 and has served in

three ware says of the military, "We

don't want all hawks, or all doves -

we want moderation.
1 '

Oppermann came to Colorado

College in September of 1969 and

finds his assignment here "a real

challenge." About the generally

liberal, anti-military student body

here at CC he says, "I understand

their feelings and I understand

mine." Regarding those schools

which have abolished ROTC, he

was neutral, saying it's "their pre-

rogative," and adding "we're here

as guests of the school, to augment

the school program."

Cadets must attend two summer

camps to augment their training

after their sophomore and junior

years. The six-week camps serve to

give the cadets basic training.

Martinez said of his summer camp

experience, "it gave me the whole

outlook of what the army was

like. . .a lot rougher than I

expected."

Although the CC ROTC enrolled

its first girl last year, it still remains

by and large an organization that is

dominated by male applicants. The

only program in which the Army
ROTC allows women to take a large

role is the nursing corps.

Lt. Colonel Oppermann is given

a professorial title, and the other

two instructors, Bennett and

Garrison, are officially "assistant

professors," although their educa-

tion could not otherwise warrant

such titles. Martinez admits that the

r teachers of military science at CC
lack the academic knowledge that

most CC faculty have, but he says

"they know what they're doing,"

and he emphasizes that, unlike

some of the more academic pro-

fessors, -the ROTC leaders "make
sure you get the point."

While summer camp taught him

that the army demands discipline,

Martinez insists that the ROTC
program here "encourages opinions

and new ideas," and allows the

cadets a great deal of flexibility in

their schedules. Martinez's next

class for his ROTC adjunct course is

not until October. He and the

professor get together whenever it

is convenient for Martinez.

During the course, ROTC, as

always, meets in Cossitt, for no

longer than three hours a day.

Oppermann stated that the block

course took an average amount of

work. Martinez, however, said the

ROTC workload, in comparison to

his classes as a math major, was

very light.

Though there is some field work
at Fort Carson and some "leader-

ship labs," most of ROTC at CC is

academic, emphasizing books over

drills. There are lectures and dis-

cussions on such topics as Military

Theory and Military Law. Opper-

mann says that lessons are geared

toward producing leaders who can

deal coolly with any situation, from

speaking confidently to a crowd to

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Berween

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

THE

Mountain Otyalet

RENTAL SALE

In order to keep our rental equipment new
and in good condition, each fall we sell the
preceding season's rental gear. Because this is

used equipment, you can expect at least a
20% discount.

Starts Today!

Mountain Chalet
226 North Tejon

633-0732

Sergeant Major on guard against the Commie Hordes

easing racial problems in the mili- fust two years. . .the attitude wj

tary. The officer graduating from so bad because it seemed as
a

ROTC, according to Oppermann, punitive measure on the part of the

must be "mother, father, counselor, school." But he, like Oppermann

chaplain, and know-it-all." and Martinez, believes ROTC ij

Professor Hecox of the valid because it is "an importaiu

Economics Department, who was a source of officers," to the Army,

cadet in the CC ROTC program since the officers who come from

from 1960-64 (two of those years colleges provide both a civilian

were mandatory) said, "I couldn't influence and an education perspee-

stand it." But he said that he had tive in the military leadership.

felt certain of being drafted For Hecox, the four years

eventually, and wanted to enter the became worthwhile when he went

military as an officer, explaining, into active service, simply because

"officers are treated almost like he was "less miserable" a)

human beings." officer. Martinez believes that his

Hecox feels that the mandatory ROTC training will pay off sine*

program was ridiculous, for, as he "the privileges and pay are better as

says "nothing was accomplished the an officer," and because "I couldn'

take all that crap as a private."

THE HARNESS BOOT

For the action-minded

man of today, Lorig's has

a complete selection of

harness strap boots.

Ch oose wa xhide or

polished leather from Frye

or Acme. Lorig's experi-

enced boot fitters assure

you a perfect fit. Pick up

yours now!

A*
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* Over 400 Different poiUri
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Potpourri

* 48" Black-lite!.. $17.95

All Black-lilO! complete

with bulb, fixture, cord.

* light Machine!

* Walerbeds, wotelvchoiri

and Water Pillows
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O'Campo Exposes Revolutionary

Threat in Chicano Movement
"Don't think that you are the

perfect example of machismo,

mister - no, don't." The statement

came from an angry Chicano

member of tiie Rastall Lounge

audience last Thursday afternoon

that had just endured an hour-long chicanoism.'

oration by Melchor Moreno
O'Campo, outspoken Chicano critic

who had stopped in Colorado

Springs on his five-state speaking

tour of the Southwest to warn of

'The Power Behind Chavez and

Professors Honored
Next Tuesday, October 12, at

3:30 p.m. Cap and Gown (Senior

Women's Honorary Council) will

hold a tea honoring those Colorado

College professors who have

published books or who have

written in scholarly journals during

the last two years. The tea will be

held at Stewart House, 1228 Wood
Avenue and is open to all senior

majors.

It is to the credit of Colorado

College that it has on its faculty so

many distinguished professors.

While most big universities require

that its professors publish in some

journal to retain tenure, the Colo-

rado College decided to place its

emphasis on teaching.

Those faculty members who

have written books within the last

two years include professors:

Ayala, Bizzarro, H. Carter, Gately,

Geiger, Gray, Ormes, Pearl, Petter-

son, Sondermann, Tucker, Wishard,

and Yaffee. Those who will publish

this fall are Professors Knapp, Ross,

and Simmons.

Those who have had articles

published include: Bechtol, H. Car-

ter, J. Carter, Enderson, Fox,

Geiger, Gray, Griffiths, Heim,

Hollenback, Heubert, Karon,

Kinraide, Mondoze, Morton, Pettit,

Roeder, Roberts, Ross, Seay,

Spivey, Shearn, Stabler, Stauss,

Sterling, Stoller, Taber, Werner,

Wishard, and Williams. Also to re-

ceive honor are: Amest, Cheno-
weth, Edwards, Saska, Trissel, and

McMillen for their contributions to

major art exhibits or drama
productions.

"U« Am mik tUfwkPcrt."

A Fl*H %JJL

(jirt (link

Classes starting Oct. 25th in lingerie, men's wear and

ladies slack suits. For information please call.

Jim Howard
Linnie Howard
Phone 596-0456

Rustic Hills Plaza

3937 Palmer Park Blvd.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

"You know what you are?"

joined in a woman at the back,
"you're what we call a coconut -
brown on the outside but white on
the inside," upon which another

thrust an accusing finger at the

stocky figure in the red, white and

blue pinstripe jacket, " - that's him
right there!" he exclaimed.

S ponsored by TACT (Truth

About Civil Turmoil), which is an

independent offshoot of the John

Birch Society, O'Campo developed

an elaborate step-by-step explana-

tion of how the "Chicano revolu-

tion," which has been building

under the guise of crusades in

farm-labor issues th roughout the

Southwestern areas of the U.S., is

actually being manipulated by
federal government agencies and

"gringos who have plans other than

helping the farm worker."

The brunt of his attack was

aimed at his one-time personal

associate, Cesar Chavez, who,
claimed O'Campo, is a ringleader of

"this movement designed to

capture five states and convert

them into a soviet-based system."

He listed California, Arizona, New
Mexico, Texas and Colorado as

• being the five states. O'Campo, who

had worked with Chavez in

southern California between

1959-61 to up-grade the standard

of Mexican -American life there,

was not prepared to directly accuse

Chavez of being a Communist bul

The "Pedaler" Is Here

USED BIKES IN STOCK

BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST

NOW OPEN

COLORADO SPRINGS CYCLERY

9 E. BIJOU
634-2257

Melchor O'Campo

pointed out that "most of his

associates are - and I'm quoting

the 1967 Report on UnAmencaii

Activities," he added reassuredly.

Likening the Chicano Brown

Berets, "who are the counterpatis

of the Black Panlhers," to a

terroristic "pack of wolves,"

O'Campo warned of their use ol'

"violence in the name of non-

violence. . .aimed at the destruction

of our establishment. It's uuAmeri-

can, unpatriotic."

O'Campo drew parallels between

the revolutionary movement in the

|U.S. and the Communist take-overs

'in the Eastern Hemisphere, where

"the revolutionaries concentrated

on the countryside and then finally

moved in and took over the cities."

In the U.S., he continued, with the

help of the Federal Office of Equal

Opportunity, the Chicanos were

steadily gaining control of large

areas of land in the Southwest.

O'Campo then floored the audi-

ence with the statement thai the

revolutionary leaders, including

Chavez, Fred Ross, and Marshall

Gansl were being or had at one

time been, personally trained by

federally sanctioned professionals

such as Saul Alinsky. The masler

plan of the government, lie ex-

plained, was to support revolu-

tionary activities and groups with

the intent of receiving greater civil

Men's Liberation.
Honda.
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THE EGG HOUSE

GROCERIES

FRESH FRUIT

1216 North Nevada

i '.io'jk r.o;n mathias

Chambon Sales Co.

SURPLUS CITY

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Clothing

Camping & Outdoor Equipment

Footgear

2409 W. Cucharras SI.

(West side)

634-1264
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Anson Takes Over CC Post

Explore New PossibilitiesTo
By Sally Davis

Barbara Anson, able-bodied

woman athlete, is the new Director

of Women's Housing. Barb was

once a member of the men's tennis

team at Wesleyan University (there

was nothing in die rule book that

said she couldn't be on die team),

swam in die Pan Anerican games in

1963, raised and jumped horses

during her 17-year residency in

Costa Rica, and also considered

going on die pro golf circuit.

Her undergraduate work was

done at North Carolina Wesleyan

and Oakland University where she

got her degree in Spanish Litera-

ture. She also did graduate work at

Perm State where she majored in

student personnel. At Penn State

she was die assistant coordinator

for a residence hall area consisting

of two men's and two women's

dorms.

Since coming to CC Barb has

been primarily involved widi fresh-

man class activities such as die

upcoming Sanborn Camps retreat,

assigning rooms and working with

the freshman counselors. Barb also

attended Outward Bound during

August and felt that the oppor-

tunity for the counselors to interact

was "tremendous" and felt that

Uirougliout the year this common
experience that they had shared

would prove to be very valuable.

Although Barb has no "Master

Plan" as of yet for her job, she is

hoping that students will fee] free

to call upon her as a resource

person on the campus. She is in-

vestigating the possibilities of

setting up small group discussions

in the dorms and examining

questions of a non-curricular nature

such as drug usage and problems,

and human sexuality. Also, the

possibilities for a photography dark-

room for each dorm are being in-

vestigated.

As far as "co-ed living" on

campus goes, Barb said it was too

early to make any fair assessment

concerning its progress and prob-

lems. The co-ed dorms on campus

this year are Mathias, Jackson

House and Be mis. Barb feels that

people are still busy meeting one

another. Co-habitation is a tricky

situation according to Barb. "We
don't police people's lives. There

seems to be a code of conduct here

and that is the expectation that

students accept responsibility. If we

hear of complaints, then we will try

to deal with it as effectively as

possible. Odierwise, we're not going

to make bed checks." "To me, 24

hour visitation doesn't mean co-ed

overnights."

Barb feels that "the less rules

there are the freer people are to

think about other issues. To me
that's the essence of a healthy

environment."

"There is a lot more questioning

and challenging going on on this

campus as compared to my experi-

ences at Penn State. People seem a

lot more introspective and more

willing lo ask why"

...OFF CAMPUS

Continued from page 3

granted off-campus living permis-

sion. Students who were left with-

out a room after room-draw were

assigned rooms with consideration

towards their preferences listed on

the grievance list. At this time there

are only a few vacancies in the

dorms.

The situation of off-campus

living this year is relatively similar

to that of the past years. Although

there are no listings of "approved

housing," die Dean's Office and the

Housing Offices do keep some
listings of available housing.

, , .HOMECOMING

Continued from page 1

man and Sondermann), which will

meet at 11:30 in Rastall 208.

Interested students are encouraged

to attend.

Information concerning the four

other discussion groups can be ob-

tained by contacting the alumni

office in Armstrong. They will

cover such topics as the College

Plan, the college athlete, the new
student and society, and bridging

the generation gap.

enjoy life

TRANSCENDENTAL

MEDITATION
as taught by

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

^ Budget Tapes

and

Has Bags
327 N. TEJON

Everyone has a potential for increased awareness. Transcendental Meditation
(TM) is an easily learned, natural and systematic technique that allows any
individual to realize their full mental potential. Research at Harvard arid

UCLA has shown that during the short period that a person practices TM a
state of rest is experienced that is deeper than gained over a full nights sleep. At
the same time the mind rests in a state of expanded awareness. The result is:

increased creativity, greater learning ability, and a more relaxed enjoyment of
li,e

INTRODUCTORY LECTURES
This lecture is a pre-requitite to receiving personal instruction in the technique

Thursday, Oct. 7

J

Second Introductor] Lectures

Rm.212 Rastall Center $2.00

Harness Boots...the IN Boots

are at
WIDE OR NARROW TOI

TANNED OR ROUGHOUT

TAN, BROWN, BRONZE, BURNT ORANGE, THE WET LOOK.NGE.

IN ALL WIDTHS

WESTERN WEAR

SPECIAL - EXCLUSIVE 10% DISCOUNT TO ALL COLORADO COLLEGE
STUDENTS WITH AUTHORIZED CC. I.D. CARDS ON ANY
BOOT PURCHASE, j

COLORADO SPRINGS EXCLUSIVE WESTERNWEAR STORE

112 So. Tejon 632-2681 Open Daily to 6 Friday Til 8:30
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Seminar Applications Due Oct. 15
work) while providing the
remaining participants with a lay-

man's appreciation for the useful-

ness and limitations of the law in

correcting environmental abuses

and degradation.

Hopefully this and similar

cooperative exercises will link the

college more closely to the com-
munity in an area which requires

and is capable of generating wide-

spread and diverse participation.

A greater sense of realism among
the students should result con-

cerning the tedious nature and

uncertainly of problem solving, the

compromises and de feats

encountered by those lawyers

actually faced with the task of

using the law, and the rate at which

further progress can be expected in

(he near future.

While attendance will be volun-

tary, the usefulness of the seminar

will be greatly increased if partici-

pation is limited to (1) those who
are seriously interested in environ-

mental studies (as evidenced by

previous courses taken and/or in-

tentions about majors and future

courses) and (2) those willing to

attend all of the seminar sessions

and to spend a few hours preparing

for each session.

To maintain the seminar at a

manageable size it will be necessary

to limit student participation to

approximately 45 (10-12 students

in each small group). In order to

accomplish this and to give

preference to seriously interested

students, the seminar chairman will

exercise control (with the advice of

other faculty members) over selec-

tion. Some balance is desirable both

between classes (sophomore and
above, freshmen will be excluded)

and between departments if too

many students apply for the limited

spaces available.

A series of six broad topics have

been established for the seminar

meetings. Specific material and
cases will be covered in each of

these areas.

The primary work involved in

planning and conducting the semi-

nar is being done by the following

lawyers who have all been involved

in environmental issues and cases:

Mr. Bernard R. Baker
District Attorney's Office, Fourth

Judicial District

Mr. Daniel P. Edwards

Cole, Herbert. Hecox, Tolley,

& Edwards

Mr. Phillip A. Kendall

Asher&Kraemer
Mr. Howard Morrison

Bennett & Heinecke

They will be primarily responsible

for presenting material at the semi-

nar meetings and leading small

group discussions of the presenta-

tions and material.

Each session will involve (1)

prior minimal preparation on the

student's part through selected

readings, (2) a presentation by one

of the lawyers or a panel on a

particular subject, case, or portion

of environmental law, (3) smaller

group discussions, each conducted

by one of the participating lawyers

to discuss the readings and prior

lecture.

Attempts will be made to inte-

grate into this sequence appropriate

films, field trips, or attendance at

court sessions.

Re a I i s t ically the accomplish-

ments of such a seminar will be

limited because of: (1) the short

duration of the seminar, (2) Other

limited preparation which can be

expected by both the students andmmmm:
Open Sundays 12 — 5

lawyers due to competing obliga-

tions, (3) the voluntary participa-

tion on everyone's part.

Limited as the objectives will be.

they appear well worth the effort.

Students in diverse disciplines

but united in a common concern

over the environment need an intro-

duction to and a realistic under-

standing of how the law can or

cannot contribute to environmental

improvement and control. Cur-

rently this is not available through

the Colorado College course

offerings and even if it were avail-

able the requirements of particular

academic majors would prevent

many students seriously concerned

about the environment from taking

such a course.

In no sense will students partici-

pating in the seminars receive a

comprehensive review and exposure

to environmental law. The intent,

rather, is to entice some students to

pursue the subject further (either

through traditional courses at Colo-

rado College or in later graduate

Nov. 2 Introduction to the legis-

lative process and environ-

mental law: A panel on

competing values in

society as exemplified by

the legislative and judicial

processes.

Nov. 9 Environmental law and*

the private individual:

What private citizens have

recourse to do in the face

of environmental abuses;

private remedies (private

Quote of the week*

Vie whole world

nuisance, trespass, ad-

ministrative recourse);

local and national case

examples.

Nov. 16 Environmental legislation

and public action: An in-

ventory of laws (Federal.

State, Local); present and
possible future public

action by Federal and
State Governments.

Nov. 23 Public administrative
bodies and the environ-

ment: Bureaucratic pro-

cedures for handling en-

vironmental problems and

legal possibilities for

making the bureaucrats

accountable to the elec-

torate.

Nov. 30 Alternatives, supplements,

and additions to environ-

mental law as a means ol

improving the environ-

ment: A brief review of

the potential for help

from such areas as: ad-

m i n is Iralive reform.
economics, changes in

consumer and voter

opinions and behavior.

Dec. 7 Practicum: Application of

material to case studies,

hypothetical situations,

mock hearings or trials.

Applications loi the Environ-

mental Law Seminar are available at

Rastall Center IX'sk. The completed

applications must be returned by

October 15th. For additional mini,

mation concerning (he Seminar call

Malcolm Ware at extension 3-17.

is a C. C. C. A.

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

Mike Stiehl
The 4WD vehicles I listed last week are

still available as well as:

1968 International Crew Cab
Pickup
1968 Dodge Sportsman Van w/3
seats and curtains

Again, if I can assist you in any sale or

purchase of an automobile, call me at

634-2822 or stop by and ask for me.

BATTENFIFLD TOYOTA 18 S. Weber

'rJI

FROG CITY
Watch for Grand
Openning Oct. 15

Frog Says:
Frog Says

:

COUPON

$1.00 OFF
On each stero tape

Fri. & Sat. only

Frog Says:

Frog Says Come Visit Us:

College Corner
2218 Bott Avenue

(1 block west of Van Briggle Pottery)
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Sanborn

Composition by Ed Leek

"V

On October I ,
amidst a shower of dry, brown autumn leaves and

widespread predictions of snow, five bus-loads and many cars-full of
boot-leaden, pack-bearing freshmen headed off for the Sanborn
Camps. The procession, which included one orange and white Hertz
rented truck loaded with green army mummy bags provided free for

the weekend by Fort Carson, made its way for 40 miles through
aspen and pine-coated rocky slopes. While luggage racks rattled and
the buses clambered into one gear lower, blue, grey, and blue skies
again slipped silently overhead.

Weather inclusive, it was hard to know what to expect in the
experiences ahead; the Sanborn retreat's purpose had been adver-
tised to entering freshmen as "an attempt to jointly (freshmen-
faculty) achieve a perspective on academic expectations at CC, as
well as hopefully to have a good time together," Dean Ohl puts it

more gently: "Last year, it was a question of trying to provide an
opportunity for all of us, since we were really experiencing the new
college plan for the first rime, to see what it was like at the end of
that block, and to just generally talk about whatever came up. And
this year we hope to do the same thing. .

." A balance of fun and
academic intercourse? - "In some ways you end up having more fun
than you have content, but I guess that's the purpose of it. .

."

Results of this year's Sanbom Camps retreat seem to have been as
many and as mixed as purposes behind it. For one, many simply had
a great time doing things; there was hiking, friends to make,
rock-climbing, fossil-hunting and volleyball galore. If one found a
compatible partner, it was even enjoyable to get lost, as some did
(not a good example of this came with one rather unhappy diabetic).

For many, the square dance was the climax of the weekend.
Saturday night, the dining hall was packed with sweating bodies,
eagerly swinging to the bouncing rhythm of country music and the
lazily rolling voice of Norm Chichester. Once one got into the groove
of the "heel-toe, heel-toe, slide-slide-slide. .

." stuff, and then the
mechanical movements of sliding and swinging around from side to
side, and from corner to side, from corner to corner. . .in the small
four-couple squares, a sort of abstracted state of "high" could be
reached, in which you really couldn't be sure who you were moving
with, let alone why you were moving - or how! It looked like a
circus - everyone moving, swimming about in a heavy, molten
liquid.

And then there were nightly camp-fires. In any one of the cabins'
small living rooms you would probably hear fire-side guitar
strumming, and maybe even a banjo being plunked. One great
camp-fire on Friday night was built in a near-by clearing; there,
freshmen passed up sullen, overly-sung songs like "Where have all the
Flowers Gone?" and "Puff, the Magic Dragon" for such memory-
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Frolics

Ed
oldies as the Beachboys' "I Get Around" and the much older

de
Name Game."

Night life was virtually a "Sanstock '71"; co-ed skinny-dipping

those who could manage an ice-cold swimming pool was a much
[ed-about event, and the freshmen men and women slept side by

5 in most every bunk-bedded hut, from "Pooh Comer" to

Utal Palace." Groups also slept under the stars - only cold feet

n g an invariable problem. Freshmen had fun - and only fun; a
" bridge was about as academic as the few faculty members

1
students got. The last thing anyone wanted to do after Professor

iger's "keynote address" was to discuss the role of the university

;ociety.

But Sanborn had other results. Some people simply got fed up

]i all the coldness and inconveniences of camp life, and left. To
fin, there was nothing like heat, home, and Tiger hamburgers.

Possibly the third major result of the outing had nothing to do

111 surface feelings of enjoyment or of complete disgust for the

ole business. Maybe just a very few felt that something of real

Ue was gained by the experience, that somehow they really did

to put the world in a new and better perspective. For these few

:re was beauty in the relationships that were created with others, a

ling of self-confidence that was gained in facing and dealing with

iky cliffs and a strange sense of happiness and hope in the

ignilkance with which they came to view themselves, in com-
ison to the grandeur and complexity of the surrounding nature.

The scenery was really something. From the top of rocky

ilptures one could view bluish, snow-covered mountains to the far

rmed by a light pink on the horizon near evening. Frothy
uds idled in the blue sky. Fuzzy greyish and green grasses were
fffled by a light, cold breeze, while myriads of the small greenish

mge-yellow paper coins, hanging onto sleek, white aspen

nks, shivered. In places, valleys and hillsides were thickly furred

h slender blue spruce and prickly ponderosa pine.

For the few, about forty or fifty freshmen, the "silent trails"

tiering on Sunday morning provided a meaningful time and place

jit in silence in the midst of all this outdoor scenery, to watch and

think. Soft vocal and guitar music, and short poetic readings from

jreau, blended smoothly into the atmosphere of natural beauty

individual reflection. Having just seen "The Lord of the Flies,"

was full of doubts about human nature. Man's position in the

Id was silently questioned. "How and where do 1 fit in?". .

.

th eight or ten powerful gongs from the large dining hall

nese bong (time for a quick lunch and then bus-trip back for the

nd block at CC), it all came to an end. But for many, in ways, it

only the end of the beginning; the class of '75 is no doubt a

ter one for this Sanborn "experience."

Article by Stan Case

j

Photo's by Sieve Trimble

KTJ
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Unfortunately,this istheonly
deadlinewe have In Vietnam.
M&&W1mm r nil?"

'

/ V* llft.,.l*»«»i1
ffl

•*?*&

>

One more death is one too many.
Write your Congressman.

< 903, F.D.R. Station, New York, N. Y. 1 0022 H
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Vietnam Blues Still Brew
REBASE SIBERIA, Vietnam

The GIs around here are

a l
infantrymen, in turn the

t of the brave and the lowest

! some the thing they have

I best is to hate.

K 4 Gerald Dupasquier hates

,at _ He hates his officers. He

Remfs, the rear-echelon men.

s back-breaking mountains,

> jungles and his 40-pound

, hates Washington politicians

an Army that says it's with-

ng but still has him humping

ush in a God-forsaken corner

dochina. He hates being here.

I he's still here, still fighting,

ymg i
tittle each time a fnend

edor maimed.

s so easy to build up a hate

here," said the 2 1 -year-old

!r from Bensonville, 111., as he

rj for a helicopter to take him

combat assault into booby-

i enemy terrain.

e been in the bush for weeks,

: out today and here I am
hours later going back in. For

ir now they've been promising

l-down. "The unit's going

iliey say. 'Just a few more

weeks in the bush.' Promises,

promises and guys are still getting

killed."

Spec. 4 Jack McCullough of

Lovington, N.M., is blond, baby-

faced and only 20 years old. He
explained why he hates Martha

Mitchell, Melvin Laird and George

Romney, in that order.

"That Mitchell woman said the

war's over. My mom writes to tell

me how lucky I am not to be in the

bush any more. But I'm going out

on patrol same as before. There

might not be so many Gooks left

but we're still stepping on their

booby traps.

"Laird said I'm in a defensive

position. What the hell's so defen-

sive about a combat assault?

"And now Romney tells me the

only alternative to combat deaths is

unemployment back home. Well,

I'd much rather be unemployed
than dead."

Spec. 4 Terry O'Brien, a 20-

year-old Irishman from New York

City, hates the officers who want to

climb the promotion ladder on the

bodies of their men.

"Kill, kill, all they want is kill,"

he complained. "The war is winding

down and they're grabbing for a

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

A Burly Tweed From England.
Big, bold, handsome. To compliment

eat British plaid

-

iVunstratc's ffveat natural

milder tailoring: and the

sign of this handsome spur
jacket. With its button-down
pleated-patch pockets; its

Ltybi-swingback.In
ied patterns, distinctive

tings.

Deansgalc

andon Shop for Men
Ten East Pikes Peak Ave.

Charge Accounts Invited

last chance to kill a Dink and win a

medal. But they're killing us

instead."

Do they hate die enemy too?

"What've the Dinks ever done to

me?" asked Dupasquier.

"Sure, they shoot at us and we
step in their booby traps, but they

wouldn't if we weren't here. It's the

Army that pushes us on to them."
When he gets out of the Army,

Dupasquier vows to "grow my hair

long and demonstrate. Against the

Army, the Pentagon, every uniform

I see."

control measures. "
1 Uese people

are actually doing the work of the

government," he said. "It sounds

fantastic. . .but it's the truth." He

also mentioned the Catholic Church

and the Ford Foundation as being

part of the scheme.

Moog Synthesizer
Purchased by C.C.

SAVE
PLAIN
SKIRTS

SWEATERS
69 i

QUALITY CLEANERS
801 N. Tejon

Colorado College recently pur-

chased a moog synthesizer for use

in the electronic music program.

The purchase was made possible

duough the John Henry Strong

Memorial Fund.

The machine, like all other

equipment used in the electronic

music course, is located in South

Hall across the street from RastaJl

Center. The music department is

planning an open house sometime

in the near future so that all those

interested will be able to see the

Record and Tape Headquarters

Alt Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records & Tapes

MILLER MUSIC RECORD

AND TAPE CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

dy ot music past, present, and

their combinations through the

miracles of electronics, necessitated

die purchase of the moog machine,

the most modern tool in electronic

music making today.

i
The moog machine gives the

students a chance to be creative, as

the electronic music course

encourages music composition. All

creations on the synthesi/ci are

recorded in order to eliminate the

endless task of transposing moogy
sounds into written notes on paper.

Mr. Scott, the instructor of the

course and the director of the

electronic music department, pro-

vides each enrolled student with a

kev to the electronics facilities to

give the student as much lime as

possible to create and at the stu-

dent's convenience.

Another first lor Colorado

College, an interesting course for

the students, and a modern tool for

composition and creation. Thus

electronic music and the moog.

by Pete Quint

TAKE A TRIP!

We'd love to help

210 E. Cache La Poudre 636-3871

*A*

SALES— REPAIRS

RENTALS

"TYPI
L-JU
YPEWIUTIR

105 NORTH TEJON ST.

6344102

FtJRf

im N rEJON ph'jiJl t^Oia?
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"Secret Life" Features Piece -by- Piece Actio
By Owen Kendrick

Jack Harris, producer and direc-

tor oi' "My Secret Life," has com-

bined good technique and revealing

performances by his principle

actors to create an emotional film

based on the diary of a nineteenth

century Englishman.

Harris makes good use of sliil

photographs throughout the film to

create various moods. The credits

and opening sequence deserve

special mention - a series of period

I i tli ographs dissolving into each

oilier. In some instances, however.

this technique was overdone; the

scene begged for more action.

The scene is structured around

die central character, enviably poi-

t rayed by Jack Woods. He is

involved in writing his memoirs in a

piece-by-piece fashion, permit ling

each chapter to he developed as a

flashback, and serving to bracket

the chapters nicely to relieve the

tension. The structure also

heightens the rhythm of the film,

which throbs and pulsates entirely

throughout the picture.

Each chapter in the film was a

self-contained unit offering its own

plot, character development, moral

statement, and each building to its

own climax, all held together by

the presence of the author and the

over-all structure of the film. (This

feature obviously led to relaxations

in the movement of the picture,

giving the elderly gentleman next to

this reviewer opportunities to

remove his hat from his lap.)

The visuals were arousing in this

film. The forms and the action on

the screen pulled the viewer into

die projected world with a thrust,

and it immensely aided in creating

an atmosphere. The camera work

was responsible for most of this,

though it sometimes got carried

away by the action, as in the third

episode when the cameraman began

zooming in and out with a familiar

regularity.

The plot and the dialogue were

minimal (as in "Hired Hand"), but

tn this film there are a number of

circumstances which can account

for the random grunts that substi-

tute for sentences. Indeed, it would
be stretching the limits of plaus-

ibility to expect actor Woods, con-

sidering the positions he was in, to

respond with more than the above

sounds.

This is not to say that the film

failed in this respect. Some of the

most stimulating sequences on the

screen owe much of this excitement

to their oral features.

The plot is basically the adven-

tures that our hero experienced in

his youth, inserting and extracting

himself into and out of new posi-

tions, and liis many penetrating

love affairs. The acting by Woods
was believable, as was that of the

supporting players. If trips to the

restrooms are a fair gauge, then at

least two of the actresses deserve

Oscars.

Director Harris also makes a

profound social statement late in

the film, but one that becomes

obvious earlier. He cleverly demon-

strates that his cen tral character has

absolutely no vestige of prejudice

neither towards race nor national

origin; and remarks that if there

were better relations between races

(as in this film), the world might be

Green ^Mountain
Gramery*

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds,
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic

Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans

& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs Si

other pure foods.

b Blocks north of Colorado Ave.

on No. 30th - Adults SI. SO -
undtr 12 - .50 - Students and
Miliury SI. 00

fWTOM (FRANK McCUr<
FRANKLIN l.SCHAFFNER

nflPUCIIDB

Al d:30and')-00

HEXjLiO,
DOLLY!

2a
COLOR BY DEIUIE®

532 N.Tejon 473-4488
Ample Parking

LOVE
MOVIES

DON'T MIS!

FOR FILM BUFFS

n of Superman
Batman
Captain Marvel

SEE BOGART, CAGNEY. FLASH
^•'GORDON, JOHN WAYNE, GOD-

£fo ZILLA. JUDY GARLAND, AND
tr COUNTLESS OTHERS IN:

> Chuck McCann¥HE

rFI^;TR©Nf§F
3 Smash Weeks in Denver!

THE CRITICS CHOICEf

I lited Engagem

d 9:15 - Call for matin

better off. It might be at that. At

the very least it would become

more pieceful.

Applying noted film critic

George Linden's criteria provides an

excellent overview of "My Secret

Life." First, the projected world is

very real; the film is extremely able

in arousing emotions in the viewer;

and it most assuredly changes the

perspective of the viewer. Overall

the film is a success, and will leave

fond(linc) memories to anyone
with enough voyeuristic instinct to,

ECTPgB

2mbMj\

£»t«Ea PE4K & BARNES AVE.

Sl'ECIAL MATINEE WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY
TWO MIGHTEST SCREEN THRILLERS - CALL THEATRE FOR
TIMES- ADMISSION Si. SO till 5 p.m. then S2.0O - Students with

discount cards S 1.50 - Children (under 12)5.50

the original uncut version

KING KONG ESCAPES"

The Erotic Best Seiiejl

banned 76 years

has been made into
|

a motion picture.

An incredible

motion picture!

DON'T
MUCK AROUND

WITH A
GREEN BERET'S

MAMA!
He'll take his

chopper and
ram it down
you r throat !

AND ,

...JUNGLE i
COMBAT SKILLS :

vs. CYCLE-GANG |

SAVAGERY!

1 :00, 2:40, 4:25, 6:1 0, 7:55, M
Hdults $1.50 til 6 then $3.1

50c Parking refund after

IJBERTINE'

Camilla

: 1:00-4:40-8:00 v
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"Drive, He Said"

Drove Me Wild

General Palmer might be sympathetic to today's harried cycli:

Lothar and the Hand People
Lay Down Joyous SoundsTim Derry'

v
joyous noise conspicuously

nt about these precincts is the

[pitol release Space Hymn, by

r and the Hand People.

'lease check tlie Schwann's cata-

,gue at local record shops, as this

other Hand People recordings

ill
probably have to be specially

rdered.) The group consists of five

[formers and one theremin (i.e.,

othar) in a standard rock format

jth the addition of a Moog synthe-

zer. While the Moog is becoming

irly ubiquitous (popping up even

[ an obscure local campus) this

icording represents an early and

1 success ful , utilization;

jecifically the cut "A Wedding

iglit for Those Who Love," which

perhaps the best evidence yet

lat the Moog has a soul.

Each successive cut on Space

Hymn marks a real stylistic move-

ment (not just slow to up tempo, or

"heavy" to slow). "Sister Lonely"

is a tight, almost-blues, — "Say 'I

Do!' ", a ballad. "Today is Only

Yesterday's Tommorrow" is done

just seriously enough to make a

brow pucker until the enigmatic

pianist lifts the shadows (". . .don't

be too- sure that things are what

they seem. .
."). "Midnight Ranger"

is country (no slide guitar or dobre, -

but it's down-home). And if "Heat

Wave" (that's right - the

Supremes') isn't Motown it's a

three minute, thirty-five second

rush in diat direction!

"Yes, I Love You" may be the

best summary of the Hand People's

attitude toward their art. A com-

o rrrrrr' \

SALTO;N!ES
«j RECORD ROUND-UP " "44 N08TH HANC0«

Golf Acre* Shopping Center

One of The Wildest Selections of Popular, Classics

And Budget Classics In The Area

I

THERE'S
A NEWUOOK
AT MAUDE'S...

Maudids
FLEA MARKETS & WWTS RALACE

232 N. TEJON

mon reaction to this cut (being the

first cut, first side) is confusion and

disappointment ("Is this some kind

of joke?") until the line: "Sing this

song and see why we do it." Do,

and you will. The performances

radiate a joy that comes of being

able to laugh even, and perhaps

especially at one's self. "What

Grows on Your head?" is a prime

example. The Hand People appear

to be serious when they associate

long hair with freedom, but they

make it an affirmation ofjoy, not a

cause de guerre.

The title cut and its prelude,

"Sdrawkcab," have been accused of

being trite, obvious, and even

dangerous, but this reviewer be-

lieves these to be extremely shallow

criticisms. None of these detrac-

tions need apply if one keeps in

mind the spirit of tlte album as a

whole, which is to meet things on

their own terms, let yourself go,

and, above all. have fun.

By David Rollman
For once, I don't mind reviewing

a film that may not be in town by
the time the paper conies out. if

you missed Drive, He Saul, you're

lucky. Jeremy Lanier and Jack

Nicholson have learned up to put

together the biggest morass of

pointless inanity since Doctor Gold-

foot and the Bikini Machine. In

other words, Nicholson's directorial

debut is something less than tre-

mendous.

The plot (1 use the term loosely)

concerns a super basketball player

at Ohio University. That's aboul all

I can say. Nothing happens to him.

He doesn't develop as a character,

he doesn't become disillusioned,

unless you call becoming progres-

sively more idiotic development or

disillusionment. The protagonist,

Hector Bloom, is sexually involved

with the wife of an apparently

impotent faculty member, and

rooms in a dump with a bush-league

revolutionary "head" named
Gabriel. The viewer is simply not

given to understand why any of

these people are attracted to each

other; all they seem to have in

common is stupidity. Why does

Hector love Olive? She's not attrac-

tive, she doesn't particularly en-

courage him, and has no tangible

personality, she seems utterly

vacuous and insipid. And why does

he room with Gabriel? Because of

his charming personal habits'.' His

warm human understanding? His

ability to see clearly to the heart of

a matter? On the contrary, Gabriel

seems to be the epitome of the

cant-rattling, selfish, fuzzy-minded,

obscene sexist slob. We are led to

believe that perhaps it is because

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE

* TUNE UPS

*ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION

*ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9 1 95

Charatan W. 0. Larson's

Comoys Dunhills

Meerschaums Savinelli

Petersons Stanwells
Jobeys Parker
Ben Wade Sasieni

Hilson'sFaniasia

Custom Blended Tobaccos

30 |L £Stjou (dolorado Springs

471-9373

Hector feels guilty that he is not

involved in all the "issues of our

time" in the way thai Gabriel is.

Fine; but what issues? What prob-

lems? We are not made aware of

any, except the implied general

messed-uppedness of America. I

would be willing to believe that

America is messed up if 1 were ever

shown it; instead, all we see are the

messed-up people in the movie.

Nicholson and Lamer take it for

granted that their audience is aware

of something that must in fact be

presented to be convincing in the

context.

Lamer and Nicholson's screen-

play (from the novel by Lamer) is

so miserable that it gives none of

the aclors anything lo work with.

Michael Margotta's Gabriel often

seems like a conscious imitation of

Nicholson's style of acting, and a

poor imitation at that. Bruce Dcrn

is good in the only decent part, that

of the basketball coach, and also

has the film's truest and most

poignant line when he tells Hector

why he has done so poorly in

recent games; "You know why?
Because you're stupid."

Ski Baron

Shows Film

Warren Miller will kick off the

1971-1972 ski season with his latest

ski film, "Any Snow, Any
Mountain," beginning at 8 p.m.,

Wednesday, October 13, at the

Broadmoor International Center.

This is Miller's 21st year of

barnstorming around the world

talking about and showing ski films.

He is the acknowledged master of

the art. This year he visits Squaw

Valley, Zerinatt, Vail, Sun Valley,

Sapporo, Japan, (site of the '72

Winter Olympics) and Banff, among

others. The 90 minutes of color and

action are presented with Warren's

usual eye for color and detail, and

narrated in his own personal style.

Tickets to the film are $2.00,

and are available at The Ski Shop,

1414 South Tejon, or at the door

of the International Center the

night of the performance.

SAVE
Pants and Ladies Slat

69 t

ks

QUALITY CLEANERS

801 N. Teion

Advertisement
'

FOR SALE:
Samoyed puppies, registered

with AKC. Parents are

extremely mellow, with

champion bloodlines.

SI 50.00. Write Box 292,

Crested Butte, Colo. 81224.

Barbara Corbus
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Kickers Fall to B.C.;
Smash Regis in Derive

During the break, while nearly in goals. Richard Johnson, recover- The game was scoreless uniil

everyone on campus wasn't, the

C.C. soccer team played two games:

on Friday we lost to the University

of British Columbia by a 5-0 score,

and on Sunday we defeated Regis

College 3-1 in our first league game.

British Columbia was an

amazingly well co-ordinated team

o\' top Canadian players. Both

teams showed good control of the

ball and intelligent teamwork, but

the Tigers did not have the scoring

punch on the line, while B.C.

attacked relentlessly, creating their

own scoring opportunities as well as

capitalizing on a couple C.C. defen-

sive errors. On the whole, neither

team really dominated the control

of the game, although it was

obvious that we were playing a

superior team. Dickie Schulte and

captain Tim Boddington, back from

an injured leg two weeks ago, held

mid-field well and gave the for-

wards several excellent chances to

score, none oi' which ever resulted

ing from sort of an early-season

slump, showed some of his true

form on the fullback line, and the

entire defense did quite well to

hold the strong attack of British

Columbia to five hard-earned goals.

The comment of the Canadians

concerning the game: "You have a

very good team, but you have to

learn how to turn opportunities

into goals."

On Friday night an historic first

in C.C. soccer was observed: the

Boddingtons ran out of beer at an

after-game party. They ran out

twice. Mighty fine party. Coach.

After a day of much-needed rest,

we traveled to Regis to begin league

play. Regis, it turned out, had a

rather weak team, and the 3-1 score

was a poor reflection of the

progress of the game. C.C. easily

dominated but, as is often true

when a good team plays a poor one,

we were unable to pull our game
together and play up to our ability.

second quarter, when Todd
scored lus first goal for Coli

College on a corner kick from

Young. In the third quarter,
f,

man Larry WeisgaJ scored

another corner from Young; sin

afterward, Regis scored on a bi

away, due partly to the f

Brown was wandering around si

where up front trying to

again. Which he did, ama
enough, a corner kick, from

Young. At the end of the game

were awarded a penalty kick,a
s

goal, the right to which we gave

Brown so that he would have a
|

trick. Not quite so amazinj

Downtown Todd Brown bli

Ah, Fortune.

The game was marred,

destroyed, in fact, by an extras

narily lousy job of refereeing. Mj

flagrant fouls went uncalled,

;

soon tempers began to get lost.

there is nothing so difficult

regain as a lost temper, the wi

Continued

i

Tigers Pacify Falcons 17-7
By Steve Brooks

Wichita. Kansas - The Colorado

College Tiger football team, facing

numerous obstacles emerged
victorious over the Friends Univer-

sity Falcons here last Saturday

night in a game with the final score

of 17 to 7.

Both Bengal TD's came in the

first half. Sophomore Ernie Jones

ran 33-yards for the first Tiger

touchdown after receiving a lateral

from senior Dean Ledger in a

razzle-dazzle play thai stunned the

Falcon well-wishers. A Falcon

fumble 18 yards from the goal line

set up the second goal. In two plays

the Tigers were on the Falcon one

yard-line, with an ensuing short

plunge making the score 13-0.

Randy Bobier's second successful

extra point kick made it 14-0.

The single Friends score came in

the second quarter after a question-

able pass inter/eranee call. The
Falcons threw an incomplete pass

on a third and long yardage down
near the center stripe. The contro-

versial call gave the Falcons a first

down in the Tiger's territory. The

drive continued, finishing with an

8-yard pass for the score.

In the fourth quarter, the

Falcons again threatened after

intercepting a pass and returning

the ball to the CC 19. Friends then

drove to the five until the stout

Tiger defense smothered the Falcon

quarterback on a fouith down pass

play. The Bengals then took the

ball deep into Falcon territory, and

with only 1:28 left on the clock,

Bobier kicked a 23-yard field goal

to clinch the game for the Tigers.

Coming out on the field, the

weather was the only factor smiling

on the Tigers. The natural turf field

was in miserable condition having

just had parts of the sod replaced

and a highschool game played on

the field the night before did not

help any. Quarterback Jones had

some difficulty in the first quarter

adjusting to the spots of baked dirt

on the field but gained confidence

after his first touchdown run and

did not slip the rest of the evening.

Officials did not help matters

either. Not only were they helpful

on the Falcon touchdown drive but

also timed penalties against CC sus-

piciously unfavorably throughout

the game.

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS -GRAPHICS
PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206V, N. Tejon

633-6903

HOLUBAR

Tapes and Records

* ALLS5.98 RECORDS
NOW S3.99

r ALL S4.98 RECORDS
NOW S3. 39

EIGHT TRACK TAPE
S2.99 AND S3.99

,ALL CASSETTE TAPES
S3.99

390 North Circle

Phone: 635-1717

We handle down sleeping bags, downwear

& tents only available at Holubar because

they are made by Holubar.

This has advantages for you! Definitely!

We give you more for each dollar you

spend, plus the service if you ever need it.

Products made by, made for, and serviced

by HOLUBAR guarantee satisfaction! If not

— we want to hear about it from anyone.

Come by and ask why we make products

exactly the way we do.

"The store for

those who love

nature."

a
<

BOX 7

BOULDER, COLORADO
80302
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Nitka's Boot Boosts
Bengal Victory Edge

Contributing greatly this year to

both the actual success on the field

and the spirit on the bench is Ben

Nitka, better known as "Mr. Big-

foot." Willi punts up to 6l> yards,

he has destroyed the offensive

potential of our opponents, more-

over he has helped our offensive by

kicking field goals up to 43 yards

and has added many conversions

after touchdowns. His kickoffs have

left the enemy deep in their own
territory, giving our defense plenty

of room in which to attack. All this

accompanies the advantages of a

greater kicker.

Ben originally came from Drwso,

Poland where he dominated all

local European football matches.

He immigrated to Belgium in 1055

Ruggers Weather Tourney Defeat
An early victim of the single

mination rule at the 4th Annual

ipen Ruggerfest, the Colorado

illege Rugby Football Club lost

initial game of the tournament

si Saturday morning to the

msas City (Missouri) Rugby Club

I

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP

RACING & TOURING SPECIALTIES
19 E.KIOWA

6344733

The stubborn Tigers, boosted by

an enthusiastically vocal sideline

crowd of some one hundred and

fifty CC supporters, enthusiastically

outhustled the Kansas City team,

keeping the ball in K.C territory for

eighty percent of the game. Despite

this advantage, in field position, CC
did allow a 10 yard run by the KC
outstanding center in the first half

for the game's only try. The kick

for goal failed. CCS points came on

a penalty kick just before the half

by fullback John Strackan.

In the second half the Tigers

mustered several near-scoring

attempts, with both CC outside

center John Massopust and strong

side wing Herman Johnson coming

within inches of the goal line on

several occasions. The game's final

score came with seconds remaining

as KC successfully converted a

penalty kick.

The game was marked with im-

provement for the Tigers, who had

played sloppily the preceeding

weekend against the Denver High-

landers "B" (final score: 7-7). Un-

like in the Denver game, CC won its

share of scrimmages against KC,
and pursuit was markedly better.

One area that needs work is the CC
tackling, which is often oi the

"necktie variety"; such uncertain

tackling allowed several Kansas City

players at Aspen to break for con-

siderable gains, despite being well

covered by the Tigers.

The CCRFC will next play the

Air Force Academy "B" this Sun-

day afternoon at 1:30 on Stewart

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N.Nevada Phone:471-9200

CC TiGEK

ocb
a/wie/fciAt

,MIKfS&

Field. Air Force also was a first

round loser al Aspen, bowing to the

Denver Highlanders eventual

runners -up to the tournament

champion - Aspen.

O'liiiiuK-J I rum page 14

game was in danger of disinte-

grating; Jay Engeln and a Regis

player were ejected for fighting,

which makes twice for Jay this

season — so far. Steve Wong in goal

was injured twice and finally

replaced by Tony Visconsi. It was

lucky that no one was seriously

injured in this loosely-played,

blindly-reffed game. All, Fortune.

That's the wav the ball crumbles.

Fizz—

where he continued to amaze the

people with his kicking and scoring

abilities. Finally in 1961 he moved
to the United Slates. He continued

to play soccer, but formed an in-

creasing interest in American foot-

ball. His first real chance at the

game came while he was serving at

Ft. Carson. He challenged and beat

his squad kicker and was soon
playing in games in which punts

averaged 50 yards. His greatest

achievement though was his 65
yard field goal, a record that even

the pros envy.

This fantastic achievement
coupled with his determined atti-

tude to improve has won him many
offers from some of the top schools

in the country, He declined them
all in favor of attending Colorado

College where he felt that he could

get a better education and improve

his kicking abilities without having

the pressure that a big university

might impose on his playing. In

three years al CC he has done just

that. With his coaches he has con-

tinued to improve his kicking while

at the same time educated himself

in the fields of History and

Business. This year he hopes to

improve in both areas.

Ben is looking to the pros for his

future. With a field goal range of 65

yards and punts over 75 he has

dellnately decided thai his future

lies in kicking and that good kickers

- kickers that can punt as well as

place kick - aie a precious com-

modity.

Steady, old fellow, don't fight it!

Give in to your impulse to build

your own personal library.

Start today at Chinook.

y BOOKSHOP -.

V

$VM

ESCAPE FROM THE BOOKS

OWN A MOUTAIN RETREAT

A Great investment

3 acres or more. . .for as low as S150 down

CALL 598-4879 anytime.
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Campus Announcements

RCB LUNCHEON

There will be an open meeting

for all students interested in

working for RastaJl Center Board

on Tuesday, October 12th. It will

be a luncheon meeting at noon in

room 208. Please come if you're

interested in working for RCB this

coming ye;

SLUMBER PARTY
On Friday, October 8th there

will be the first all-campus slumber

party. It is co-ed and everyone is

invited, so bring your sleeping bag

and yourself to Mathias lounge at

1 p.m. Hot cider and popcorn will

be served.

When you know it's for keeps

Happily, all your special moments together will

be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

Rin«* from 1100 » % 10.000 Tr«h Mirt Rce-A-KPondO.

HOW
1 Send n

TO PLAN
w 20 pg. boo
r folder end M

YOUR
let, "Pie
pg. Brid

" 1
ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 1

ning Your Engagement and Wedding" plui
i Book gift offer ell for only 25f\ F-71

|
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'

J
KEEPS MCE RIN SS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 3201 1

1

Sunday Oct. 10 - 11:00 a.m.

The preacher in Shove Chapel
will be Rev. George Otto who will

speak on "The Rebirth of Wonder."
Rev. Otto is the minister of the

Colorado Conference of the United

Church of Christ.

LEISURE TIME

There will be a Leisure Time
Committee meeting tliis Thursday,

October 7, in Rastall No. 208 at

3:30 p.m. All interested students

are invited to attend and to partici-

pate.

Lock Up
Your Bike

STUDENT LOBBY

The Colorado Student Lobby is

preparing for an active year in

Environmental Legislation. At the

present time a number of issues are

being studied for possible Legisla-

tive or court action. These include:

an Inventory of Colorado's pollu-

tion. Environmental Bill of Rights,

Recycling, Automobile Pollution,

Noise Pollution-SST, Strip Mining,

Agriculture Water Pollution, Pesti-

cides, Phosphate Detergents, Radia-

tion Pollution, "Sell Colorado" —
Land Use, Transportation,
Industrial Water Pollution, Predator

Control, and Wide Range Tax
Program.

LATIN FILM

The Latin American Stud

Committee Fall Film Festival

present "The Story of a Battle 1

Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in At

strong 300. The film is open to

student body free of charge.

Hear free-format at its

KRCC-FM is on the air from
6:

to 8:30 a.m. weekdays and 4;

12 midnight all week at 91.5 (

radio dial.

Baaa
AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
115 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phone 635-4265

%$
» $>

Special Rate

To Students

With CC ID

and

Mercedes Benz

Authorized Jeweler

Wedding Rings

K>iCISTE»IO _

O I *. fwO r-t O R I N <3 s
"Under the Marque of the Peak Theatre"

Long before there was man,

there was nature.

But whether nature can survive now

depends on us.

For if we don't consider the

future, there may he no future.

^*Kt
*i Tomorrow s Products for the Concerned of Today.

For Information please call: 471-1280

685-1107

471-9906

Watch for further advertisements.
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Stone Memorial Lecturer

To Take Bird's-Eye View

University Composers
To Meet at College

Colorado College will host the

first regional meeting of The
American Society of University

Composers next weekend (October

[6-17) with all of the events of the

one and a half day conference open

to the community including two
"Concerts of New Music." Steve

Scott, a member of the college's

music faculty and director of the

Colorado College electronic sound

studio is in charge of the confer-

ence.

The concerts, both on Saturday,

will be the high point of the confer-

ence. The first will be at 3:30 p.m.

in Armstrong Auditorium and will

include two premiere performances

of works composed by Scott and

by Carieton Gamer, also of the CC
music faculty. Scott's work
entitled, "Baby Ben" is for 10

instruments and he describes it as

"a process piece which involves

repetitive musical figures which are

Tokyo Dancers

To Entertain

At CC Monday
Edo Festival Music and Panto-

mime, as performed by the Tanto

Wakayama Troupe, is making its

first appearance outside Japan in

die United States. There will be a

presentation of this unusual pro-

gram in Armstrong Auditorium this

Monday night, October 18 at 8:15

p.m. This group, an "intangible

cultural treasure" from Tokyo, has

ght to preserve the serious and
humorous legends of Japan's past

that have been handed down from
father to son for generations.

The masked dancers perform

comic dance stories presenting

farcical situations involving inept

servants, credulous feudal lords and
supernatural animals, as well as the

more serious sacred dances, kagura,

which recount the fascinating tales

'Japanese mythology.

These masked plays have their

origin in gigaku which was intro-

duced to Japan in the 7th century
from Korea. The plays were per-

formed at Shinto shrines, and as

time went on, they influenced and
were influenced by both Noh and
Kabuki. Many of the texts of the

plays are based on stories from the

Kojiki (Records of Ancient
Matters) and the Nihon Shoki
(Chronicles of Japan).

The repertoire to be presented in

the United States includes
K°tobuki-Jishi, the famous masked
Lion Dance which was a favorite

among the noblemen at Court. It is

a cheerful and humorous dance,
is accompanied by flute, drum
gong music. Another of the

fomentations is Orochi-Taiji
(Destroying The Eight-Headed
Giant Snake), a mythological tale in

Jjfach Virtue, personified by Prince
Susano, triumphs over the giant
snake, symbolizing Evil. Other

fin type stories depict a wide
rafge of human foibles and preten-
sions. The music accompanying
*ese masked plays and dances is

Rythmic and lively, and is used at
^inne festivals to heighten the
testive mood of the villagers.

extended and altered through

means of the musical process." Pro-

fessor Gamer's composition is an

"Etude for Flute and Clarinet"

which he wrote in 1960 while at

Princeton. Mary Lyon, a junior

from Elko, Nevada, will play the

flute, and Thomas Hess, a sopho-

more from Lakewood, the clarinet.

An original composition "Four
Though t Variations for Four-

Channel Tape" by Miss Lyon will

also be featured in the concert. The
fourth piece will be an electronic

music composition by John Melby,
a graduate student at Princeton and
is titled, "Forandrer: Seven Varia-

tions for Digital Computer.

"

The evening concert, which
begins at 8 p.m. and is also in

Armstrong Auditorium will include

four works, "Serenades for Piano

Solo" composed in 1970 by Robert
Hall Lewis, a member of the music
faculty at Goucher College in Balti-

more; "Animus I" by Jacob Druck-

man, who is on the faculty at the

Juilliard School of Music and the

recipient of many awards and com-
missions for his music; "Accords"
by University of Colorado music
professor, Gregory Biss; and "Piano
Phase" by Steve Reich, a New York
composer who has his own per-

forming group that has toured ex-

tensively in the United States and
Europe.

The performers will include

several Colorado College students

who "are accomplished musicians as

well as some of the composers who
will be attending the conference.

Composers from six states, Colo-

rado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana and

N orth and South Dakota, will

attend the conference.

A lively departure from prece-

dent this year will mark the fourth

annual H. Chase Stone Memorial

Lecture at Colorado College. On
Tuesday, October 19, at 8:15 p.m.
in Armstrong Hall, 24-year-old Miss

Dorothy Bradley, a 1969 Phi Beta

Kappa anthropology graduate of

Colorado College who passed up a

graduate scholarship to the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin to run for a seat

in Montana's House of Representa-

tives - and won - will speak on

"Private Enterprise: A View From
the Cow Bird's Nest."

Miss Bradley was bom in

Madison, Wisconsin in 1947 and

raised in Bozeman, Montana, the

daughter of Charles Bradley, Pro-

fessor of Geology and Coordinator

"Dazzle" Presents
Nat Sommerhill

Colorado Springs (IPU) - Dazzle

Productions presents Nat Sommer-
hill Saturday night from 9 p.m. to

12 p.m. in the Rastall Center dining

area. Reliable sources were quoting

some of the members of this

mysterious all-student productions

organization as saying, "We create a

total environment. A series of

experiences which are meaningful

and mad, experiences unique to all

members of the Rock Culture. . .

"

and "ya, we sing harmony into

anarchy," and "What?"

Rumors of Dazzle's existence

have been circulating among various

circles of people throughout the

entire first block, and many stu-

dents have been waiting anxiously

to be exposed to their alleged out-

rage.

Nat Sommerhill are a Rock 'n

Rollin' bunch of Mothers from

Oklahoma who've been stompin

around the country doin' what they

do, and gettin' by real good for a

couple of years. Their monstrous

rhythm section is notorious for

making people dig to get it on and
jump up and down. Furthermore,

rumors have it that Chuck Frazier

(well known Colorado Springs saxo-

phonist, poet, and philosopher, will

be on hand to play with Nat

Sommerhill as well as to add one

more dimension to the situation.

Saturday night is show time,

everybody. So bring your own. .

.

bring enough for a neighbor and be

ready to boogie.

Price: fifty pennies.

of the E n vi r onmen (al Studies

Center at the University of Mon-
tana, and the late Maynard Bradley,

an archaeologist.

She entered Colorado College in

1965. graduated with honors, and
went to work in Munich, Germany,
extending her interest in

archaeology with some experience

in repairing war-damaged Greek
pottery1

.

Returning to Bozeman in late

1969 because of her mother's ill-

ness, she started the Bozeman
Environmental Task Force with

Montana Slate University students,

faculty, and townspeople. And, on
a whim, she claims, she decided to

run for the Montana House of

Representatives as u Democrat after

an Earth Day rally, when she

realized the importance of gaining

extra publicity on some critical

environmental issues.

She wasn't exactly prepared to

win. "What have you got to lose 9"

State Senator Harry Mitchell asked

her. "You're a college graduate, a

Phi Beta, and you're the wrong sex,

the wrong party and the wrong
age."

"Actually, I didn't run to win
but to voice the issues, " Miss

Bradley has said. But she cam-

paigned vigorously, aided by a
volunteer staff of housewives and
college students who distributed

15,000 litterbags emblazoned with

the slogan: "Dorothy is for the

birds and the elk and the bears and
the flowers and for Montana.

"

On Election Day she received

5,616 votes, the second highest of

eight candidates in the race, and

was the only winning Democrat.

Today, after less than a year in

office, Miss Bradley, the only

woman in The House, has won
respect for her ability, her courage,

and her generation. She serves on

two committees: Affairs of Cities

and Environment and Resources,

and lias earned a reputation lor

doing her homework thoroughly.

Nominees
Disclosed

The Dan forth Selection Com-
mittee has announced that Dee

Tutlle and D'Ann Campbell have

been picked as the Colorado Col-

lege nominees for Dan forth

Graduate Fellowships. These stu-

dents now become a part of a pool

of some 1500 nominees from all

over the country. In December a

reading committee will cut this

group to some 450, who are then

interviewed in January with some

125 being selected as Dan forth

Fellows. The Fellowship provides

aid for four years of graduate

study.

Nat Sommerhill
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Detroit - Sergeant John C. Sexton, Jr. was released by the Viet

Cong last Friday after two years in captivity. Sergeant Sexton,

bedraggled and gaunt, his feet cut and bruised, walked painfully (o

freedom near the Cambodian border and became the 24th U.S.

prisoner to be released by die V.C. since the war began in 1961.

Sexton, 23, of Warren, Michigan, trudged into Loc Ninli, five miles

below the border in South Vietnam. He was captured Aug. 12, 1969,

in an ambush of the armoured personnel carrier in which he was

riding.

The Pentagon lists 462 Americans captured in all of Southeast

Asia; 2 in China, 378 in North Vietnam, 79 in South Vietnam, and 3

in Laos. In addition, 1,176 Americans are listed as missingin action.

Washington, D.C. - Mandatory controls on wages and prices were

outlined by President Nixon covering the entire economy. The

comprehensive program to follow the current freeze will usher in a

new era of rules and restraints.

Major businesses and unions, for example, will have to get

advanced government permission to raise prices or wages; moderate-

sized companies and unions will have their increases reviewed, and

small businesses will be asked to follow certain standards.

Boston - Three Boston-area meat firms, six executives and forty

U.S. meat inspectors were indicted for alleged corruption, the

Justice Department said. The forty-six separate indictments, re-

turned in Boston, contained a total of about 3,100 counts. The

companies and company officers are accused of having given bribes

since 1962 to influence the inspectors in performing their official

duties, and the inspectors are charged with accepting bribes. The
allegations range from charges of accepting meat and liquor to a

charge that one inspector took between $54,500 and 570,500 in

bribes.

Washington, D.C. - The Air Force grounded 29 C5As after an

engine tumbled off onto a runway at Altus Air Force Base,

Oklahoma. "This poses a big problem for the Military Airlift

Command," an Air Force source said. "The only other plane we had

to carry outsized cargo was the CL33, and those have been sent to

the bone yard." The order grounding the twenty-nine planes left

only twelve of the giant cargo planes operational. The Pentagon

denied charges it withheld news of the malfunction until after the

S21 billion military-procurement bill passed the Senate.

Washington, D.C. - The Senate passed a $21 billion arms bill

after rejecting, 60-25, Senator Montoya's proposal for ending all

U.S. military operations in South Vietnam by February 3, 1972
unless a free and contested election is held there by that date. The
Senate passed the $21 billion authorization for new military

weapons systems. The bill authorizes production for the first new
Navy fighter In fifteen years and provides research and development
bombers, submarines and tanks. The Senate bill restates its desire for

total U.S. withdrawal by next spring, provided U.S. POWs are

released. House confrees are certain to resist the Senate's withdrawal
deadline.

Boisclair: Train

CCCA Litter

Dear Editor:

A few years ago, during the

national student unrest, a professor

at this college expressed a belief

that if there is, in this world, an

opportunity for a perfectsociety.it

is in the small intellectual com-

munities of college campuses. The

virtual deadness which we can see

on our own campus is not, I

believe, Nirvana; the thumb-

twiddling student government is

not coasting along without a

"cause" because there are no

causes. I would radier suggest that

through the innovations of the last

few years, we have outmoded our

own governmental structures, and

are now saddled with meaningless

and even harmful anachronisms,

because they force us to think in

terms of their functions and

methods, rather than seeing the real

needs. The new system which the

community has created fosters an

introspection and, one would hope,

examination, of which we are not

taking advantage.

Particularly in the academic

sphere, the time has come for

departmental and divisional

councils of students who can dis-

cuss and influence the entire com-

munity on issues of course make-

up, the Master Plan, the choice of

professors, and who will be able to

consider interdisciplinary studies,

even with an eye to the dissolving

of the departmental system. The

Hum an i ties Division is already

becoming aware of the need for this

form of government, and we would

hope to see such a movement gain

school-wide interest.

I suppose 1 must note that this is

not seen as a substitute, nor as a

supplement, for the CCCA. That

organization has fast become a very

old dog. We have now to train its

first litter.

Sincerely,

Ann Boisclair

THE CATALYST it printed weekly

f.oni the ipcond week in September

to the second week in Moy except

for vototicu. Publfihed by Cutler

PubNrolions, Inc., Box 225B, Colorado

Springs, Colo. 80901. Fhone (303)

473-7830. Office houri 1-5 p.m. Mon-
doy-Wednosday.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor:

About 40 million acres of

wilderness land will be opened to

mining, timber cutting and like

activities if President Nixon does

not soon sign the Executive Order

protecting these lands from indus-

trial invasion until they can be

reviewed and put in the National

Wilderness System by Congress if

qualified. The deadline for review

and designation under the Wilder-

ness Act of 1964 is 1974 - whid,

allows only 3 more years to study

40 million acres, when it has taker

the past 7 years to study 10 milli
,

acres! Please write at once to Pres
j"

dent Nixon, urging him to sign thi

,

Executive Order which will preserve

our last remaining wilderness land;

Strong public action is necessary
i

convince him of the public's desi re

and need for wilderness. Wildenn

cannot save itself - only YOU c

doit!

Sierra Club, Pikes Peak Group

Clean tire AiHclean the skylwash the wind! take

stone from stone and wash them.

The land is foul, the water is foul, our beasts

and ourselves defiled with blood,

A rain of blood has blinded my eyes. .

.

How can I ever return to the soft quiet seasons?

Night stays with us, stop sun, hold season, let

the day not come, let the spring not come.

Can I look again at the day and its common things,

and see them all smeared with blood, through a

curtain of falling blood?

We did not wish anything to happen. .

.

In life there is not time to grieve long.

But this, this is out of life, this is out of

time,

An instant eternity of evil and wrong.

T.S. Eliot

Murder in the Cathedral

f
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Ifyou were being raped,

wouldyou settle for

gradual withdrawal?
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Lovell Speaks. .

.

bsmic Queries Examined
'Interaction between the astro-

nomical sciences and ourselves" was

^e main theme of the Roberts

Memorial Lecture presented last

Thursday night before a full house

Armstrong Auditorium, by Sir

Bernard Lovell, the noted director

f Britain's Jodrell Bank Observa-

tory

-

The lecture dealt with the com-

x subjects of astronomy and

astrophysics, but Sir Bernard

managed to speak in a language that

trie layman could understand and
appreciate. Following an introduc-

tion by Professor John Louis of the

Natural Science Department, Lovell

began his speech with the fact that

not until as late as World War I was
the widely accepted concept of
man and the earth as being the

center of the universe totally

refuted.

Lovell has led in the search for
answers to the "cosmological prob-

lems" of our time. How the uni-

Scandinavian Seminar
Open for Application

Scandinavian Seminar is now
accepting applications for its study

abroad program in Denmark, Fin-

land, Norway, or Sweden for the

academic year 1972-73. This living-

arid-learning experience is designed

for college students, graduates and

Circle K Club
to Assist CROP
A meeting of the Colorado Col-

lege Circle K Club was held last

Tue s d ay , October 5 . Reverend

Doug Wasson, Minister of the First

Congregational Church ofColorado

Springs, spoke on the program

CROP and the forthcoming CROP
:ollection.

CROP is the community hunger

appeal of the Church World Service

not a foundation or a govern-

ment project. CROP is simply

eople concerned about world

hunger. The Colorado College

Circle K Club is sponsoring CROP
is year. On Sunday, October 17,

the CROP collection will take place

between 2:00 and 5:00 in the

afternoon. All people interested in

lelping should call Steve Mann at

Ex. 286.

The next meeting of the Circle K
Club will be held on Tuesday,

October 12, in Rastall 212 at 6:00

,m. If interested, please attend.

other adults who want to become
part of another culture while

acquiring a second language.

An initial 3 weeks language

course, followed by a family stay,

will give the student opportunity to

practice the language on a daily

basis and to share in the life of the

community. For the major part of

the year he is separated from his

fellow American students, living

and studying among Scandinavians

at a "People's College" (residential

school for continuing adult educa-

tion) or some more specialized

institution.

All Seminar participants meet at

verse developed, and the relation

of our solar system to the Milky
Way were just two of these astro-

nomical questions.

Admitting that there are still no
concrete answers, Lovell proposed

several options such as the "big

bang" theory, expansion-contrac-

tion, and the Steady-state theory as

possible answers to the origin of the

universe. He also threw out some
astounding bits of information such

as the fact that there are ten billion

other galaxies besides the Milky
Way in the universe, and that our

knowledge of the stars within the

Milky Way is approximately two
million years out of date because of
the fantastic distances involved in

observing the stars (through tele-

scopes.)

Not concentrating entirely on

purely scientific information, Sir

Bernard spoke of the ramifications

that the various devices of science

had on the industrial and military

aspects of the modem state. Not
only do "modem instruments have

the potential of settling questions

about the evolutionary history of

the earth," commented Sir Bernard,

but they also induce "conflicting

contrasting, and ironical thoughts"

in the minds of many who are

concerned with the role of science

in the modern age.

Before repairing to a reception

CC Hosts Dr. Wells,

Scholar and Author

the Introductory, Midyear and
in Rastall Lounge, Sir Bernard per-

Final Sessions, during which the mimd a few ques{iom fwm [he
American and Scandinavian Pro- audience. A student asked "What is

gram Directors work closely with ^^ purpose of m r .

in fl

each student on matters related to mivene characterized by vast ex-
lus studies, experiences and prog-

piosiom and cosmic upheavals wi[h

"
"S

' ™ 1 f
°TJ.L!!l £Ti"f seemi"Sly no regard to our vulner-

able position here on earth, and Sir
program is the student's Indepen-

dent Study Project in his special

field of interest. More and more
American colleges and universities

are giving full or partial credit for

the Seminar year.

The fee, covering tuition, room,

board, one-way transportation and

all course -connected travels is

$2,5 Q0. A limited number of

scholarship loans are available. For

further information write to SCAN-
DINAVIAN SEMINAR, 140 West

57th Street, New York, N.Y.

10019.

Bernard Lovell simply stated "that

is the problem for the individual.

"

Editor's Note: Dr. Henry Wells will

discuss "The Japanese Theater" at

8 p.m., Friday. October 15, 1971 in

Olin, Room 1. Dr. Wells is an
authority on comparative literature,

philosophy, and Oriental culture.

The Friday presentation is intended

to contribute to the appreciation of

the October 18th performance in

Armstrong Hall by the Edo Festival

Japanese group.

Dr. Henry W, Wells, a widely

recognized scholar in the fields of

comparative literature and the arts,

will be a visiting professor in the

department of romance languages

at Colorado College during the

month of October, which is the

second block of the college's aca-

demic calendar

die

ampus, Di. Wells will

:st lecturer in each of

urses offered in Spanish,

Social Studies Council

Plans Denver Meeting

ratkion rafaciei

Classes starting Oct. 25th in lingerie, men's wear and

ladies slack suits. For information please call.

Jim Howard
Linnie Howard
Phone 596-0456

Rustic Hills Plaza

3937 Palmer Park Blvd.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

A special college student pro-

gram, including a reserved hotel

floor for overnight participants, will

be featured at the National Council

for Social Studies convention in

Denver, November 23-26.

While the entire four-day, over-

Thanksgiving convo is planned with

student interests in mind, a Friday

sectional program at the Denver

Hilton hotel aims specifically at

meeting their needs. According to

Thomas Groom of the University of

Northern Colorado lab school, pro-

gram organizer, this sectional

tackles those problems of new
teachers which most often arise in

modern grade and high schools.

College students wishing to take

advantage of the $5.00 nightly rate

at the New Albany hotel may do so

by making reservations through

their college education or social

studies professors. Professors

should then send all resen>ations to

the NCSS Housing Bureau, cjo

Denver Convention Bureau, 225

West Colfax Avenue, Denver, Colo-

rado 80202, Groom emphasized.

French and Italian literature, and

will conduct several seminars for

student majors in the Romance
Languages on the Spanish and

French golden age of drama. In

addition he will give a public

lecture on Asian Literature (date to

be announced) as well as lecture on

Asian art. He will also serve as a

resource person to several other

departments in the college because

of his wide range of knowledge

about the art, drama, literature and

architecture of countries through-

out the world.

Dr. Wells was educated at

Amherst and Columbia and lauglu

in the department of English and

comparative literature at Columbia

University for 40 years from 1920

to I960. Since his retirement from

that institution he has been a

visiting professor at colleges and

universities here and abroad. He is

presently secretary of the American

Society for Theatre Research and

the U.S. Institute for Theatre Tech-

nology. He also serves as the chair-

man of the U.S. Committee for

Refugee Education.

{cont'd on page 6)

Slide Show Monday
Delta Epsilon will hold its

opening meeting and lecture next

Monday evening, Oct. 18th, at 7

p.m. in Olin I. Dr. Michael Nowak
and Dr. John Lewis will speak on

their respective visits to the poles.

Their talks will be accompanied by

His^®^ S®0®

POPULAR -CLASSICAL

$1.98

@o@o E®®fe©0®[?©

The club is open to all students

interested in science, either profes-

sionally or as laymen. Future plans

include field trips, picnics, slide

shows, and lectures. All activities

are accompanied by free refresh-

ments.

SAVE
PLAIN
SKIRTS
&
SWEATERS

69 i

QUALITY CLEANERS
801 N. Tejon

FOR SALE:

Cameras: 360 Polaroid with

strobe light, 1 year old. retails

$159.95. sale: $90. Also X-35

Instamatic Kodak, new retails

$39.95. sale $30. Call Prof.

Boyce. ext. 234.
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CCCA Has Budget Headaches
CCCA Budget Requests

Greatly Exceed Funds
Last Wednesday and Thursday evenings the CCCA met with all

chartered organizations that were requesting operational funds for this

school year. The meeting was open to the campus, although few

observers other than the several members of the CCCA and organization

heads were present. No funds were awarded at these meetings; they

were primarily for review and study of the requests.

The organizations and their requests were:

-Cap and Gown, Senior Women's Honorary Society, $48.95 to

cover the faculty reception held last week.

-Ayuda, an information committee to benefit the college and the

city, $650 to cover operational costs.

-Friday Afternoon Club, an exclusively student group which plans

to throw a party every Friday afternoon, $420 to cover the cost of

food and beer.

-Colorado College Pet Society, an organization to aid pets on

campus, $500 to cover damage caused by pets and to insure that health

regulations and proper pet care are followed.

—MECHA, an organization advancing better relations and awareness

between Chicano students and the rest of the campus, $1,200 to bring

Mexican-type entertainment to the campus and to promote community

relations.

-Friends of the Earth and Zero Population Growth (FOE-ZPG), an

organization designed to inform the campus of the environmental-

population crisis, $150 to cover literature.

-Christian Science Organization, $20 to cover the cost of a CS
magazine for student use.

—Ecology Action, a group promoting ecology on campus and in the

community, $222 1 for continued cleanup of the community.

—Dance Workshop, $1,000 for publicity, music, costumes, etc.

—Colorado College Circle-K, a community service organization, $525

for funding an anti-theft program and supplies.

-Women's Liberation, $500 for books, literature, films, and

supplies.

—Black Student Union (BSU), $3,250 for magazines, speakers,

cultural classes, entertainment, and a Black arts festival.

—Chess Club, $210 for tournament clocks, boards, and sets.

-Colorado College Flying Club, a group promoting student interest

in flying, $200 as a permanent loan to buy flying time for students.

-Kinnikinnik, the CC literary magazine, $4,000 to cover cost of the

Spring issue.

-Emergency-Aid, $2,500 to set up funds for students on scholarship

in case of emergency.

—Catalyst, $8,628 for overhead costs.

-Nugget, the yearbook, $7,200 to cover costs.

—MASCS, a Mexican-American communication and information

organization that offers state-wide coverage, tutors, and gives com-
munity service, $2,286 to cover operational costs.

-Leisure Time Committee, $7,000 to fund various activities and
operations including films, grants, and arts and lectures.

-Foreign Student Scholarship, $3,150 to provide scholarships for

six foreign students.

Total requests this year amount to $45,530.95, or approximately
$27 per student.

J:^\

Levis?
Yes, Levi's

—

WimS/mmmWii
One of many ir^^Miill

styles in a great

new line of

£f?§9
fashion-minded jeans,

T J | .-*.;" 1 I y

f^rajp^fj
Sta-Prest* slacks and

ffelWKN?f
knits. Look for

!:m-$i XfWi

the latest— from \§m JMjl

Levi's.

US E7

JgUgA
107 South Tejon

. . .where the Levi's are!

j
Minutes before press time the

Catalyst learned that as of Tuesday

evening the following requests for

funds had been granted by the

CCCA to the following organiza-

tions. As far as the Catalyst knows

these figures are final and that

organizations receiving less money

than requested must search else-

where for funds.

The organizations and their alot-

ments were:

Christian Science

Organization

Friends of the

Earth

$ 20

$ 100

CC Pet Society $ 20

Emergency Aid $2,000

Circle-K $ 250

Dance Workshop $ 200

Liberation $ 200

AYUDA $ 600

Cap and Gown $ 200

Ecology Action $1,077

Peace Coalition $ 675

BSU $1,060

Chess Club $ 205

MECHA $ 825

MASCS $ 200

Flying Club $ 320

Nugget $6,000

Kinnikinnik $3,430

Leisure Time $7,000

Foreign Student

Scholarship $3,000

Catalyst

Friday Afternoon

Club

$7,390

P
$34,802

Group Charters Top

CCCA Business Meeting
The CCCA meeting held last

Tuesday, Oct. 5, featured the fol-

lowing topics of discussion: club

charters, Student Lobby, off-

campus mail, and voter registration.

John Fy fe p resided over the

meeting.

Of the eight clubs and organiza-

tions requesting charters, six were

granted with little discussion or

amendment. Included were the

Colorado College Flying Club, an

o rgan i zation promoting student

flying; the Colorado College Peace

Coalition, an informative-type

organization promoting peace; the

Chess Club; the Friday Afternoon

Club, a club whose purpose is to

throw a party every Friday after-

noon, thus relieving the tension

built up during the week; Dance

Workshop; Friends of the Earth;

and Zero Population Growth, a

population ecology group.

The two organizations which did

have trouble were the Colorado

College Women's Liberation, on

grounds that they were an exclusive

organization, and the Pet Society,

on grounds that the position on

pets in dorms is not completely

resolved.

Both of these organizations had

to make changes or compromises in

order to be chartered. The Women's

Liberation group was forced,

amidst strong verbal protest, into

accepting the proposal that males

be allowed at some meetings. The

pet society had to accept the fact

that their charter was subject to the

finding of the committee on the

legality of pets in dorms.

Once the charters were
approved, the CCCA returned to

other matters of business. Member
Les Miller was appointed to attend

the State Membership Convention

of the Colorado Student Lobby
jj

Boulder on Oct. 7. That lobby will

eventually go to the state conven.

tion where it will be allowed iq

oppose or support issues in Lh;

upcoming General Assembly.

The issue of off-campus mail w^

raised again and it was decided tha\

mailboxes would be set up in thf

Rastall Center for those living oj

campus. Personal mail will be dis-

tributed at the desk.

A letter from Sacramento State

College stating that President Nixon

was to have little support from

students on his war policies w^

presented before the council

stressed disarmament and the stop

to all nuclear testing. John Fyfe

representing the Colorado C
signed the letter which should

eventually reach President Nixon.

The representative for thj

United Fund spoke before tin

council on the year's drive. Be

tween Nov. 1 and 2, United Funj

"drivers" on the CC campus will k

showing films of United Fund
grams in various parts of the col

lege. Those interested in workin

with the drive may attend

meeting at the United Fund head

quarters at 524 N. Cascade on Oci

12.

Finally the CCCA brough

their drive for student voter i

tration and decided that in the 1%

week of the block mass efforts

register CC students would begk

The Student Minority Fimi

which flopped last year will tn

again this year in the hope thf

more students will participate

As a closing note, Marinner Ben

holf submitted his resignation

leaving an opening on the Counci

for a student majoring in the Socii

Sciences.

ine

iHnmttamCtyaki SPECIALISTS IN

LIGHTWEIGHT
MOUNTAINEERING

EQUIPMENT

FEATURING

•ALP SPORT

•GERRY

• NORTH FACE

• SIERRA DESIGNS

FOR THE FINEST IN

TENTS

SLEEPING BAGS

PACKS

CLIMBING EQUIPMENT

•OUTDOOR CLOTHING

»[j0®\57 •—

633-0732

226 N. TEJON

• LIGHTWEIGHT FOODS

•KNIVES

•SNOWSHOES

• SKI TOURING EQUIPMENT
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Colorado Ecology: Richard Lamm Pessimistic
"We have in Colorado finite

amounts of water, air, and land,"

Denver attorney Richard Lamm
lold an attentive audience in Arm-

strong Hall last Wednesday after-

noon, ". . .and the sooner we con-

front the finite, the sooner we will

work out our environmental prob-

lems." He warned of growing over-

population in the state and- of

ensuing threats to the standards of

living of Colorado residents it could

bring.

"The idea that we have to add

people, to grow bigger, is a falla-

cious one," he continued. "It ruins

the quality of life, and it ruins what

made us proud of Colorado when

we came here."

Mr. Lamm, who is a ten-year

Colorado resident himself, is the

assistant minority leader in the

state legislature and has been

directing most of his official

energies into sponsoring legislation

on highway beau tification , open
space easements, parks and recre-

ation, air pollution and green belt

zoning.
1

"We must find the ability to

channel money away from the costs

of growth," he said as he reflected

the problems he faces in the legisla-

ture today. "If we could spend it in

improving the lives of those here"

already instead of building more
and greater facilities to accommo-
date the continuing immigration,

the existing environmental needs

might be met," he added.

He reported that Colorado has

the highest population growth rate

in the nation, and that urban

environments are already suffering

from the burden of this over-

crowding. "There is only a certain

Visiting Economist Bush

Offers Soviet Economics
Keith Edward Bush, senior

economist at Radio Liberty in

Munich, Germany, is currently a

visiting professor of economics at

Colorado College. Bush, who will

spend four weeks on campus, will

teach a course in Soviet Economics.

The course will be a study of

the achievements and shortcomings

of the Soviet economic system,

with special emphasis on current

developments in the U.S.S.R. as

exemplified by the reforms in

industrial and agricultural planning

and management that have been

undertaken by the current Soviet

leadership.

Bush is British by birth and was

educated at Dulwich College, the

Royal Military Academy Sandhurst,

London University and the Russian

Research Center at Harvard, where
he received an MA degree. He was
an officer in the British Army
Airborne Artilleiy and Army Air
Corps for several years and since

1963 has been with Radio Liberty.

He has also been a visiting professor

at Munich University and at the

University of Oklahoma Munich
Center. He has published numerous
articles on the Soviet Union in both
American and European journals.

Professor Bush's appointment to

Colorado College is made possible

through funds received from the

Ford Foundation Venture Grant
last year, which in part provide for

visiting faculty within the Colorado
College.,Plan.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

air basin in Denver," Mr. Lamm
explained, "where for two days

each month during the entire year,

air pollution surpasses the danger

level by two and a half times." He
also envisions "a strip city

stretching from Cheyenne to

Pueblo" should population policies

remain the same.

Mr. Lamm also commented that

"we must recognize what is good

Foreign Service

Sets Exam Date
The Foreign Service announces

this year's examinations for the

Foreign Service Officers Corps.

Examinations will be given on

December 4, 1971, in 290 cities

around the country. Candidates

must apply no later that October

31st, and application forms may be

obtained by writing to the Board of

Examiners, Room 7113, Depart-

ment of State, Washington, D.C.

20520. (Note: You have to write

for the application forms well

before October 31st, because these

forms, properly filled out, have to

be postmarked October 31st to be

considered.)

The examination lasts a full day

and consists of three parts: general

ability, English expression, and

general background. There will be

no foreign lauguage test, but after

his appointment, an officer is

expected to acquire an acceptable

level of proficiency in a foreign

language.

Candidates who pass the written

examination are eligible for an oral

examination. If that is passed, there

is then a background investigation,

a medical examination, and a final

review of candidates' qualifications.

Appointments will then be made

into either the Foreign Service

Officer Corps of the Department of

State or the U.S. Information

Agency.

Complete information is to be

found on the Political Science

Bulletin Board, Palmer Hall

basement.

technology and what is bad tech- "j ust for the personal profit of
nology." He added that the SST private speculators." He charged

that Rulison has caused the

?<Pes

JSttlimited

Charatan !/". O. Larson's

Cornoys Dunhills
Meerschaums Savinelli
Petersons Stanwells
Jobeys Parker
Ben Wade Sasieni

Hi Ison's' Fantasia

Custom Blended Tobaccos

30 Jr. ^ijou Colorado Springs

47W373

would be an example of the latter.

He warned of a technological

vicious circle; "Every time we
introduce one form of technology,

others inevitably follow to solve

problems created by the first, " he

said.

As for legislative action in the

past and future as a means of

alleviating the problems, Mr. Lamm
seemed to have mixed opinions. He
used the example of "Project

Rulison," which was undertaken

several years ago in the hope of

releasing large quantities of natural

fuel trapped below the ground sur-

face, to show how the legislature

and has been manipulated

probable poisoning of the Colorado

River system and also an increase of

earthquakes in die Denver region,

while adding that "rushing head-

long into something about which

we don't know and which may
produce undesirable and previously

unknown effects is bad scientific

policy and bad public policy."

He also mentioned that highway

lobbies which support the con-

tinued existence of the Highway

Users Fund have shelved mass

transit proposals as well as having

blocked other legislative attempts

to curb air pollution.

ant'don page 6)

Bookstore Policy
Questioned Again

"Our main concern

profit, it's service" were the words

of Rolf Ernst, manager of the CC
bookstore during a recent Catalyst

interview. The bookstore is owned

by the college and the college pays

the salaries to the bookstore staff.

Mr. Ernst stressed that although

books seem expensive , they are

the smallest of expenses in a college

education. Contrary to the feeling

of students that they spend more
for books under the block system,

they actually spend a smaller or

equal amount of money as they

would on a semester system. Mr.

Ernst thought that one explanation

for this feeling might be that stu-

dents had to come in move often to

buy books under the Colorado Col-

lege Plan.

The worst problem for the book-

store in public relations is the price

stickers attached to the books. Stu-

dents may take off the stickers and
find that the price underneath is

much less. The stickers, Mr. Ernst

said, were reflections of a rise in

publishers' prices. Publishers may
change prices two or three times a

year, so some books may have as

many as three or four stickers on

them. Often the publisher raises the

of pre-priced I

the publisher or the bookstore puis

stickers over the prices printed on

die books.

There are three possibilities for

less expensive textbooks.

First of all, publishers' prices for

books could drop. This isn't a very

likely possibility.

Secondly, a cooperative book-

store might be organized. Mr.

Ernst's opinion was that this was

not possible because the present

bookstore system is already well

esiablished. Various colleges across

the country do have co-ops, but it

takes a great deal of interest and

commitment on the part of stu-

dents lo keep them running,

The last and most likely pussi-

bility for cheaper textbooks is

buying used books. There isn't

much trade in used books at the CC
bookstore because it will accept

only hardback books, paying hull-

price for them at certain times

during the year. Paperbacks are

now used in most courses. The

Student Store does have some text-

books, but because of lack of stu-

dent interest and changing reading

lists it often does not have enough

of the right books.

Visit .

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

Record and Tape Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records & Tapes

MILLER MUSIC RECORD

AND TAPE CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

Budget Tapes

and

Records
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N. CIRCIE It lOUlDEH .
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Visiting Art Professor.

Rush Emphasizes "Creative Freedom"
by Galen Goldsmith

As a visiting professor at CC this

block. Andrew Rush is running a

revolutionary art course. Laden

with the best of credentials as both

artist and teacher, he presently hails

from an artistic "community"

located near Oracle, Arizona and is

teaching one course in art at the

invitation of Mr. James Trissel,

head of the art department.

Mr. Rush's Basic Studio class is

designed, perhaps somewhat opti-

mistically, to give his charges

creative freedom with a minimum,

if not absebce, of "thou shalts"

from the professor. In effect, Mr.

Rush is attempting to create a

situation somewhat resembling

Stravinsky's "abyss of freedom" in

that he provides no concrete struc-

ture for his students. He refuses to

tell them what to draw or how to

draw it, although various stimu-

lating devices are kosher. It is an

environment in which anything can

be done, and for that reason, all too

often nothing is.

Tile drawbacks are obvious. Asa
rule, the formal educational system,

functioning on a demand-produce

basis, has carefully eradicated the

student's ability to produce with-

out demand, atrophying rather than

enhancing native curiosity and self-

expression. It would therefore seem

that Mr. Rush is creating a vacuum,
asking the impossible of his be-

knighted guinea pigs, all of whom
are products of the system.

Fortunately for all concerned,

there is method in his madness. In

having ten students "all to myself
(gleefully stated) for a month, Mr.

Rush is attempting to undo years of

socialization simply because he has

reason to believe that one can work
with what one understands or is

aware of in oneself. It is

individual control as opposed to

environmental control that Rush's

theory is built upon. He is funda-

mentally concerned with the para-

dox created by phenomena and
noumena, the discrepancy between
the objects man perceives and the

subjective mechanism of perceiving.

More specifically interested in the

latter, Mr. Rush maintains that

once the reasons for one's manner
of perceiving or acting in a particu-

lar situation are recognized, it is

possible to consciously alter deeply
ingrained habits. Certainly such
recognition would tend to minimize
the possibility of an automatic,

conditioned response.

An example in connection with

learning pr ocesses is that on

entering the formal educational

system, a child's ability to look and

see, to explore and draw conclu-

sions about the object before him

in his own way is squelched in favor

of having him accept an a priori

concept of that object. He loses

touch with the phenomenological

environment and becomes an un-

critical vessel for the accepted inter-

pretations of his human environ-

ment. His judgmental and observa-

tory faculties that are so necessary

to a purely unique, personal syn-

thesis of phenomena and noumena

are discouraged if not destroyed.

In Mr. Rush 's course the ground

-work for combating this loss of

individuality is the recognition of
how and why it occurs. Tliis

accomplished, it is his job to pro-

vide the impetus that allows his

students to produce on an entirely

different basis. In order to let them
flower as individuals he must refuse

to do any of their thinking for

them, to demand that they create

out of their own wealth of experi-

ence and perceptions rather than

'his, (or any other instructor's for

that matter
J. On the other hand, he

is faced with the problem of
exactly how to induce activity in a

deliberately unstructured environ-

ment, an environment so un-

familiar, so unsettling to most that

a state of bewildered lethargy is the

standard defense mechanism.

Mr. Rush's methods of
encouraging creativity range from

reading bits and pieces of a wide

assortment of literature out loud in

class to daily afternoon rap

sessions. Actually, any method that

implies rather than didactically

states, that invites imaginative

synthesis rather than regurgitation,

is applicable. Anything that will

serve to reawaken the childlike

ability to relate directly and vitally

to the infinite question-mark of the

environment could be imple-

mented. The importance lies in the

end, not in the means. Ultimately,

Rush would like to function as a

purely technical instructor, demon-

strating on request how to use the

tools of art rather than having

anything to do with what it is that

the student will make with them.

Judging from his students' reactions

to the course, not to mention the

somewhat electric personality of

Mr. Rush himself, the realization of

that objective is well within the

realm of possibility despite the tre-

mendous obstacles of conditioning

and socialization.

••• LAMM
(cont'd from page 5)

In a final note, however, he

urged the audience ofabout 75 not

to give up on "the system,

"

pointing out that "it is a lot more

receptive than one would think."

He mentioned recent shifts in

foreign policy and middle class life

styles as being examples of this

adaptability.

•••WELLS
(cont'd from page 3)

Dr. Wells is the author of

numerous papers on the fine arts, a

frequent contributor to journals

and periodicals in the United |ally

States, India, Taiwan, Japan,

Australia and England, and the

author of twenty-five books con-

sisting of critical works, verse trans-

lations and collections.

U
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Special
Events
The special events committee of

the leisure time program, budgeted

to sponsor all-campus Events and

symposia, would be glad to receive

any ideas concerning appropriate

leisure time activities.

The committee will sponsor

events such as all-campus parties

and dances, small symposia and
other activities. Since advanced

planning is required for symposia,

suggestions must be submitted by
Oct. 15. Ideas for other projects

will be accepted throughout the

year. Please contact Jay Remer,
634-8925, or Sandy Jones, Ex. 393
for further information.

Andy Rush Expounds on His Madness

in

All
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Eacl
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FROG CITY $2.99 each
Grand Opening

Oct. 15
Frog Says:

"Come browse through^
our huge selection of

the top tapes"

Over 200 different

selections to choose
^from

$2.99 each

Frog Says

:

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL i
COUPOM

$1.00 OFF OCT. 15!
On each stereo tape

Fri.& Sat. only

**.99
Frog Says Come Visit

Collegee«c|, 2218 Bott Avenue

(1 block west of Van Briggle Pottery) Phone: 634-6229
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Sorority Existence Is Examined
jjhn Howard

Last month the Colorado Col-

„e sororities completed their

iual Fall rush, leaving many

unions hanging as to whether

,y were a useful college entity.

,| as Margaret Short, president of

Gamma Phi Beta sorority put it,

post of these feelings and

[nions are based on impressions

inied at colleges and schools

(,« than CC. We feel that the

,ek system at Colorado College is

iferent, at least for the soror-

;

," She explained that at CC
re are no official behavior

Items, no official boyfriends, no
Aground probes, and no recom-

mdations, as often is the case at

ier schools.

Colorado College has foursoror-

|s
all located below Loomis Hall

the end of Wood Street: Kappa

pin Theta, Kappa Kappa
jnma, Delta Gamma, and Gamma
Beta. While each house displays

different symbol, a consensus

owed tli at the only thing that

ally distinguished a particular

use was its individual members.

All the houses are set up for the

lie domestic purpose: to provide

pee where its members can go at

e for any purpose during

> day or evening and meet with

Us in whom they have found
ttiial friendship. As one member
messed, "I live off campus and if

weren't for my friends at the

use I would be almost alone. It's

•at to be able to drop by the

use on a Saturday afternoon and
kwith my friends.

"

The houses are frequently used

r c o ffee breaks, chats, card

nes, sunbathing, cooking, and

tertaining. Each house is

uipped like a home-complete
chen and dining facilities, sewing

ies, dressing rooms, rec

musical instruments, and a

ig-lined living room. The
usemother oversees the functions

(lie house and is always ready to

|d advice on cooking techniques

luncheon settings.

Each house is sponsored by a

tional council of its name which
or leases the house. The soror-

es are not supported by the col-

other than the fact that they

si\c an occasional glance from
mpus security. The houses receive

eir own heat and power. Girls are

theoretically not permitted in the

houses after 10:30 on weeknights,

1:00 on Fridays, and 2:00 on

Saturdays. No alcohol other than

3.2 beer is permitted in the houses.

Annual dues of around S300 are

required of an incoming member;
the figure drops to around S200
after the first year. Each house is

run by a housemother who has to

answer to the national council as

well as the college on behavior and

observance of regulations. The

houses now have around 40 mem-
bers, a figure that will rise after

freshman rush. Each house has

approximately an equal distribution

by classes.

The national council for each

sorority supports a national philan-

thropy or social organization. This

means for instance that all Tlieta

houses across the country give a

portion of their dues to the council

which in turn backs its chosen

camps for the underprivileged. ment. 40 though they would have
In addition to their national In the view of Panhetlenic presi- accepted more if more had rushed.

affiliations each sorority supports dent, Janet Merrill, this semester's After freshman rush the houses
assists various local organiza-

tions. Currently the CC sororities

are supporting or doing volunteer

work in the Ruth Washburn Center
- a private kindergarten for under-

privileged children, the Red Cross
hospital at Ft. Carson, the Colorado
Springs Deaf and Blind School, the

Children's ward at Penrose Hospi-

tal, and Head Start. They also

participate in the yearly collection

for UNICEF.
The Colorado College sororities,

under the leadership of the Pan-

hellenic council, a unifying council

comprised of members from each
sorority, have recognized the need
for change. The council realizes

that the sororities must become
more active in campus affairs. Con-
tinuing the trends set last year,

some of the houses will again spon-

rush was a success, not just in the

view of the number ofnew pledges,

but in the fact that this year was

the first year in many that all the

girls who pledged were accepted by
a sorority. Tfie Thetas received 6

pledges to bring their house to 40,

the Kappas 3 to 37. the DCs S to

38, and the Gamma Phis 1 to bring

their house to 31. Each house was

looking for a Fall figure of around

hope to have between 45 and 50
members, though they are allowed
up to 60 by the council.

Much of the real controversy in

belonging to a sorority lies in the

cost, for as the council president

put it. "the cost is something that

the student can equate. More
emphasis should lie on the experi-

ence." The major portion of the

(Cont'd on page 10)

philanthropy. As it turns out the sor art exhibits and displays. They
Theta sorority supports the Insti- will also be working with the 1FC
lute of Logopedics in Kansas, an (Inter Fraternity Council) to help

institution teaching children with plan and conduct campus entertain-

hearing and speech difficulties. The ment, as was demonstrated last

Kappas and the DCs support Sunday evening on the Quad, when
rehabilitation centers in the East, together they provided the campus
while the Gamma Phis support two with dinner and rock entertain-

Arts and Crafts Facilities

Available For Student Use
The Rastall basement crafts area

has begun its second year of opera-

tion and is offering classes in pho-
tography, pottery, and a combined
course in jewelry and leather.

The course formats have
- changed this year in that a more
serious and limited approach is

being taken in contrast to last

year's helter-skelter type program.

"We prefer to run a limited

program well, rather than to run an

extended program poorly," says

Malcolm Ware, who, along with

Professor Jack Edwards organizes

the program.

"What happened last year was

that a kid would come in and start

something and then just leave a

mess. We're trying to prevent that

this year."

Indeed, much has been changed

for this year's program. Along with

the hiring of Rob Chappell, who
both buys materials and oversees

their use, two additional pottery

New Move by Nixon:

No More Student Deferments
by Toland Sand on the individual board. Anyone

The President recently signed a inducted while attending college

two year extension of the Selective will he allowed to finish out the

Service Law with a couple of semester.

important changes - no more stu- " you lose your 1I-S, if you do
dent deferments for this and next no1 nlake adequate progress toward

year's freshman classes and the obtaining a bachelor's degree, and if

establishment of a national lottery vou are not "satisfactorily pursuing

number. No II-S (student defer- a foil-time course of instruction,"

ment) will be issued to anyone who men vou wtl1 be drafted if your

was ineligible last year though those 'oitery number comes up. Colorado

who were eligible last year bul did College Has defined "adequate

not receive one have a chance of P roBress
'*

as having 6.7 units at the

obtaining one, probably depending starl ol the sophomore year, 15 at

die start of [he junior year, and
23.5 at the start of the senior year.

But there have been various Selec-

tive Service interpretations thereof,

such as 25% of die total degree

requirements must be earned each

year. In "Coleman vs. Tolson" the

Court of Appeals for the Fourth

Circuit ruled that "So long as a

college certifies that a registrant is

expected to graduate on time, and
it appears reasonably prubable that

he can do so, he should be entitled

to retain his US classification." If

wheels have been bought, darkroom from found objects. Regular

materials and leather and jewelry jewelry consists of working in both
tools have been purchased, and two silver and sheet metal.

more tables were secured. Chip McDaniels, who runs the

In addition, the four existing District 1 1 junior high crafts pro-

pottery wheels used last year were gram in Colorado Springs and also

all rebuilt during the summer. teaches both children and adults at

The most momentous change, the Bemis Art School, has been you lose your II-S you can regain it

however, was the hiring of qualified hired to teach the original pottery by attending Summer Session, pro-

class. It has enrolled 30 people for vided your lottery number isn't

block two and McDaniels will called in the meantime,

instruct in two 15-student sections. Not many freshmen or sopho-
The class itself has been some- mores are likely to be drafted this

what redesigned with the rebuilding year. Because freshmen usually

of the kiln and the addition of the have not received a lottery number

instructors to teach classes.

Tom Latka, who holds a Masters

in Fine Arts from Cal State-

Fullerton has been hired to teach

jewelry and leatherwork and will

also hold an additional pottery

class.

and leatherwork class has enrolled

only 14 people, but the interest in

pottery has caused the creation of

the new class that will hold 15.

In his classes, Latka will teach

both junk jewelry and regular

jewelry along with non-garment

leatherwork. Junk jewelry or

"found art," as it is called, is

merely the creation of new things

For block two, the jewelry two wheels, which will soon swell, they need not worry. Those sopho-
to six. The course will work with mores who do not have a IIS or

clays and glazes. other deferment need not worry
The photography course, having because they have most likely re-

enrolled fifty people for the ceived their lottery numbers this

semester, is being taught by John year and will not be eligible for the

Schlesinger, Den Butler, Kenda draft until January, 1972 at the

North, and David Gengler. An earliest.

additional ten openings in the class Though draft worries might not

will be filled this week. be immediate, it most certainly

(cont'd on page 12)
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Conformist Termed "Provocative"
— by Owen Kendrick —

THE CONFORMIST is the

second film this year in what is

becoming a series of Italian fi.ms

which explore the psychology of

fascism. Although less subtle than

its predecessor, INVESTIGATION
OF A CITIZEN ABOVE SUS-

PICION, director Bernardo Berto-

lucci has provided a film that goes

beyond INVESTIGATION, and

raises several questions.

The plot is simple, which in this

film is ideal. The viewer is given

enough to think about without

having to follow an intricate story

line. Mar cello (Jean Louis

Trintignant) is an operative in

Mussolini's secret police. He is

assigned the job of eliminating an

anti-facist philosophy professor he

once studied under, who is now
living in Paris. Marcello and his

bride rekindle the friendship he

once had with the professor. He

rapes, then seduces, then falls in

love with the professor's wife,

Anna. After he loses the nerve

required for his job. he attempts lo

persuade Anna not to depart for

Switzerland with her husband.

Failing in this, he belatedly

attempts to prevent the murder of

the professor, and, laced with his

moment of truth, does nothing,

permitting the professor and Anna
to be killed.

Simplicity slops here. Bertolucci

uses different points in this plot as

lines of departure, and lakes off

from any one of them with a series

of flash-backs that transcend the

confines of the theater, and of the

projected world.

In exploring the phenomenon of

fascism, Bertolucci raises a number

of possible explanations for its

existence, and raises them in a

manner that includes veiled

wa rn i ngs of the possible re-

occurance of this philosophical evil

in 1971 America.

Early in the film, Marcello

announces to Ids blind friend, a

government propagandist, and to

his superior, his intended marriage.

While his friend delivers a radio

broadcast on the desirability of

similarity between Italy and

Germany in the background, the

superior tells Marcello that while

individuality was a trait that once

was desired, he (Marcello) longed to

become like everyone else - indis-

tinguishable. Even to the extent of

his choice of a wife, a totally

un-unique petit-bourgegoisie girl.

Taking this as one aspect of both

fascism and this film, Bertolucci

re-emphasizes it literally and

symbolically throughout the film.

One cannot help but come away

with a strange feeling that if con-

formity (as suggested in the title)

can spawn fascism, what does the

future hold for the American

society which places extreme

emphasis on the middle-class life-

style and values, with its own secret

police of faceless FBI men'.'

Tin's theme was further built by

cinematographic technique. As
mentioned earlier, the belter part

of this film was presented in flash-

backs, and by implication, was

drawn from Marcello 's memory.
Each scene was highly stylized, and
rigidly structured. The frame was
usually balanced, movement within

the frame was lightly controlled.

Tlie scenes were tightly cut, and
each was neat, clean, precise. What
better way for a highly disciplined

mind to structure remembrances?
A second attribute that Berto-

lucci gives both fascism and his film

is one that is shared with 1NVEST1-
G ATI ON: sexual deviancy and

murder. Marcello had experienced a

homosexual encounter in his teens,

and had thought that he had
murdered his rapist. This second

aspect is not developed as well as

the first until the closing sequence

of the film, but the implication

exists throughout. When describing

the incident and subsequent killing

to a priest in a confessional,

Marcello uses it as a justification of

his present actions, saying that

".
. .one sin atones for another."

His job, his entire raison d'etre is

the extermination of deviation

from the normal - conformity

revisited.

The final sequence reinforces

both this point and the first one.

With tremendous finality, Berto-

lucci resolves both issues, and opens

a third.

As could be expected from an

Italian filmmaker, the church is

used as an analytical vehicle. Berto-

lucci uses confession at his

microscope to examine fascism.

INVESTIGATION ended with a

confession, and consequently a

measure of redemption. This aspect

is carried forward by THE CON-
FORMIST early in the film. As the

film progresses however, this trait is

^BTSASfiNIVAtLE^h^pin^Cerirr^B

;;::KHH2H

IS, QUITE SIMPLY,

<# THE BEST AMERICAN FILM
4 I'VE SEEN THIS YEAR!" "?'

^F'^^K^aV^^P^f^r^^Bkf^ flf AfRANIl MtC*RTHY

JP ^ff S &„<«H PRDDUCTIOH

STARTS FRIDAY

CD Du.II. Hoffman 1 @
"LITTLE BIG MAN" | "DOWNHILL RACER"

changed. Marcello finds it in-

creasingly hard to gain any measure

of inner peace, much less redemp-

tion, by his confession, in the

confessional, retelling the murder

of the homosexual, his character

changes from one who is truly sorry

for his sins, to one who acting as an

agent for the government, stands

outside the influence of Christian

law. To requote a phrase - "One
sin atones for another.

"

The impotency of confession is

further demonstrated preceding the

murder of the professor. In the

final sequence, Marcello reaches the

existential conclusion that he has

indeed placed himself away from

ethical guidelines and realizes that

no amount of true confession can

bring him salvation.

On this discordant note, Berto-

lucci concludes THE CON-
FORMIST. The last issue is never

resolved, and the implication exists

that Bertolucci is using Marcel)

an autobiographical character,

that he too, has found confe
s

to be an inadequate method.

trying to resolve an inner con|

he has produced a film that is)

enjoyable and provacative; a

that needs to be watched
set

times.

SAVE
'ants and Ladies Slacks

69 4

QUALITY CLEANERS

801 N. Tejon

TWO GREAT HITS

"CHARIY" 1:00, 4:45, 8:30

"DAY" 2:45, 6:30, 10:15

Admission $1 .50 'til 5 p.m. then

$2.00 Students with discount cards $ 1 .50

Children (under 12) 50c

AlEXANDER SOIZHENITSYN'S

PRESENTS "A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

IVAN DENIS0VICH"

IN COLOR RATED G
2nd GREAT FEATURE

"CHARLY"
Starring Oscar Winner
CLIFF ROBERTSON

CHAINED LIKE ANIMALS
treated like trash
even the filth and sweat

couldn't stop their

primitive cravings!

Open 12:45 Adults SI. 50 til 6 then $2.00
50c Parking. Refund after 6:00 PM
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Projectionist Achieves Poignancy

In Dealing With Complex Theme
by David Rollman

It's the dry season again at local

theaters, with of course the excep-

tion of the Flick, which can be

consistently counted on for some-

thing at least worth thinking about.

But, alas, the newspaper timetable

has caught up with you again,

movie lovers, and this time I have

to tell you that if you missed Tlie

Projectionist
, you blew it. If you

missed it this time, see it if you ever

get the chance.

The chief vehicle for the

whimsy, satire, and poignancy of

this delightful film is the Walter

Mitty-type plot, concerning the

imaginative flights of a projectionist

in a New York movie house. The
movie covers a twenty-four hour

period in his life from one evening's

show to the end of the next. During

this time we see the real man, a

humorous character, yet somehow
set apart and a trifle sad, as well as

follow his imaginings. In his imagi-

nation, Chuck, played by Chuck
McCann, assumes the identity of a

superhero called Captain Flash,

who is trying to save the world
from destruction by keeping a

scientist's death ray out of the

hands of "The Bat," played by
Rodney Dangerfield, who is also

the nasty spit-and-poiish theater

manager.

The black-and-white rendering

of these imaginative scenes leads to

some of the film's funniest and
cleverest scenes, as well as some of
its most biting satire. Chuck's
imaginings are worked in with

scenes from dozens ofold films in a

very clever fashion, and it 's a lot of
Jim for old film buffs to recognize

all kinds of favorites like Sergeant

York, Gunga Din, Casablanca, The
Maltese Falcon, Operation Burma
and many others. But the delight in

these is three-fold; not only do we
like seeing these bits for themselves,

but as such they give a very clear

Derry on A Jazz 'Trane
by Tim Deny

Let's explore briefly some of the

ntroversies of the jazz-rock prob-

. Can both concepts occupy the

me piece? Can one musician do

justice to both idioms? Just how
distinct is the boundary between
the two? What are they, really?

We'll find no pat answers, but if

your concept of music is more than

The "Pedaler" is Here

USED BIKES IN STOCK

BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST

NOW OPEN

COLORADO SPRINGS CYCLERY

9 E. BIJOU
634-2257

just "something to drown out the

traffic noise" you'll want to

approach the problem anyway.
The many facets of jazz make a

simple definition impossible,

though there is fairly general agree-

ment that one of the primary con-

cerns of the jazz musician is expres-

sion by means of rhythm. Expres-

sion of what is more difficult to

determine in general, but one may
distinguish a "cool jazz" school,

concerned with a more or less

classical, intellectual expression,

which may have arisen in reaction

to the "hot jazz" school of emo-
tional expression, which 1 suspect

to be closer to the original intent of

jazz. (Remember, we're being

brief.)

In the post- Waryears some signi-

ficant changes took place in the

arrangement ofjazz ensembles. The

rhythm-section-and-soloist combo
began to appear. Tlie drum, bass,

piano and/or guitar began to take

over the responsibility for chordal

texture from the large brass and
wood sections, thus freeing the

soloist to develop entire melodic
structures rather than short embel-
lishments. (Drums aren't chordal
instruments? Look again at such
things as cymbals, which produce
sound masses or panchromatic
chords.

)

This type of ensemble on the

one hand and the various folk

idioms (intended to include early

rock-a-billy, country-western, and
folk balladeers) on the other,

formed the musical masli from
which rock was distilled.

My head is spinning from leaping

the immense distances of history

and theory omitted here, but I find

myself finally in a position to do
something I've always wanted to

do. That is, I wish to recommend
that everyone listen to John
Coltrane's A Love Supreme (Raslall

has it!). The music therein is the

epitome of the small jazz combo
concept, embodying both emo-
tional power and intellectual state-

ment moving in complete accord.
Obviously the surface has barely

been scratched. The parting of the

ways for jazz and rock has been

indicated but not their subsequent

directions. Therefore, listen to the

immortal 'Trane, listen to your
fax'orite rock. There is good and
bad on both sides. And as Lord
Buckley used to say, "it's all gain'

hole "

picture of the way Chuck 's mind
sees things, and serve to make
minor points in the film as well.

Chuck, however, comes across

very fully as a character. He is not
so one-dimensional a character as

Walter Mitty; pity is not the only

thing we feel for him. He is a

likeable, kind fellow, who, despite

the -loneliness and often sordidness

of life around him, manages to find

some comfort and kindness here

and there. But then, too, he is not
entirely proof to the influences

around him. An episode he relates

to an usher friend at the theater,

also done in black and white, pro-

vides an interesting contrast to

Chuck's world of dreams, particu-

larly since the female protagonist in

each is played by Ina Balin. This

dreamy and sentimental sequence

ends up mundanely and disappoint-

ingly in bed; Chuck, too, will take

advantage of someone when he has

the chance.

Another fascinating thing about

this film is its frequent stepping

back and drawing attention to itself

as an art form. The viewer is con-

sciously reminded that he is in a

theater watching a movie. . .about a

guy in a theater watching a movie,

and so on, the infinite mirrors Irick.

This technique is strongly remi-

niscent of recent Bergman, notably

Persona and Tlie Passion of Anna,

and adds an interesting extra level

to the movie.

What I really liked about The
Projectionist was that it did not

beat you over the head with a point

or a message, yet it was not unclear

about the things it dealt with, its

comments on American life and the

human condition were not so much
statements as a setting of contrasts;

no issue was taken one-sidedly.

Contrasting views were given, set

against each other in an unassuming

fashion which achieved uncommon
poignancy and directness. In the

ultimate battle between Good and

Evil, Good wins out; but we are

reminded that this was only a
dream, and that it happened in the

movies, as if to say. "That happens

in die movies, but. .

.

"

Green /^Mountain

Gramery"

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grams. Beans. Nuts.

Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds.

Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic

Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pols & Pans

& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other [lure foods

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N.Nevada Phone: 471-9200
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Bengals Win 36-29

Boasting a potent offense and

clutcli defense, the Colorado Col-

lege Tigers rolled to a 36-29 victory

over St. Mary's of the Plains Satur-

test.

Later in the same quarter,

linebacker Sheldon Kersy made
second key play by interce

V

)<

To

_ d»
day to bring the Bengals season another Cavalier pass. The Be;

. ,,!

scored three plays later with Win d I

.iS3^ w w

Kand) liuhici Prepares lo Pass Miinil : Wall

Flater Deflates
The Colorado School of Mines

soccer team consists of ten players

and Mike Flater; our loss to Mines

last Sunday can be easily summar-
ized: Flater scored two, Colorado

College scored one.

"Flater" has become almost a

magic word to anyone who lias seen

him play; his speed is phenomenal,

his ball control is excellent, and his

shot is deadly within thirty yards.

In college soccer, he is one of the

best in the nation. So we knew that

the key to beating Mines was to

hold Flater out, mark him closely,

don't let iiim score. We held him to

two goals, which is an accomplish-

ment, but our own attack was

unable to retaliate until Larry

Weisgal scored in the fourth quarter

on a pass from Dave Patz.

Throughout the game CC. ex-

hibited superior teamwork, while

Mines played the high school brand
of soccer - kick and run, kick and
run. And while Flater ran and

Blockers

Tigers
kicked, we dribbled around, passed,

controlled the ball - and couldn't

score. This lack of goals has been

the story the last few games, but we
hope things will read differently

when we meet Metro State this

Friday at 3:30 on Stewart Field.

-Fizz

record to 4-1

The homecoming weekend game
marked the Tigers' high-point pro-

duction of the season as well as the

team's most explosive offensive

game, as the Bengals racked up 385

total yards. Yet it was three defen-

plays in the second half that

saved the game forCC.

Two interceptions, both in the

third quarter, were timely plays.

Defensive end Ed Smith picked off

the first of two passes as the Tigers

'

Don Morrison cracked St. Mary's

quarterback Randy Fakious as he

was attempting to pass. Smith raced

40 yards to regain a 23-21 lead for

CC in the afternoon's seesaw con-

back Emie Jones carrying th

across to lift CC to a 29-21 lead

In the final stanza, St. Mary

marched 91 yards to score and

the game at 29 apiece. Howev
L

the Tiger offense rolled right bat

down the field with Emie JJ
galloping the final eight yards

give CC a 36-29 advantage.

Vie final key defensive
pj,

occurred as St. Mary 's attempted

tie the game in the final intuitu

Having moved deep in CC temtk Qu
St. Mary s Ron Herrman fumbled
the Bengal 25 where Tiger linerk \bate

Spence Johnson fell on the ball,

assure a CC victory.

in"
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* SORORITY RUSH

(Cont'dfrom page 7)

active's S200 goes to the upkeep of

the house and the housemother's

salary. The rest is divided up into

activity fees, money for the local

philanthropies, social fees, and

charter dues. Ten dollars from each

girl goes to the national council to

help support the national philan-

thropy. When these figures are com-
pared to those from a large univer-

sity, they are invariably a lot less.

i^lt*-
THE TIME HAS COME -

KOOK-KOOK-A-CHOO!

HOLUBAR

Men's Liberation.

tidukoh wit
mipiMMt i&

milhjptMlbl UK/
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looze Bust Adds to

)emo Derby Daring
by Nancy Bagley

fo (he rousing accompaniment

cheers, screams, billowing dust

)U tls,
heated cars, hairpin turns,

j free beer, the eighth bi-annual

ilition Derby, which is spon-

jjd by the Beta House, took

aCe
Saturday, October 9, this past

^coming weekend.

From its official start at 10:30

mi the demo cars roared around

laps and crashed into each other

the exquisite glee of some 150

iple who attended the marathon.

However, the preparations for

e derby had been under way for

>eks. Members of the Beta house

pled searchingfor cars during the

ijf week ofschool. While a heated

bate was kicked around as to the

•it
type of car to enter, it was

rally agreed that a Dodge,

.y, or Oldsmobile around 1959

igc was the best.

Is demo day approached,

reparations reached a feverish

jtch as each car owner struggled to

it his vehicle into top condition.

tents on Saturday started at 7:30

with a Beta-Delta Gamma
reakfast although most drivers had

%n up since dawn readying their

The caravan drove out to the

demo Flats" at 9:30 where the

•owd started gathering.

In the Cross Country, the first

lent, which consisted of ups and

wns and very sharp comers, the

four heats of 4 to 6 cars in

ieh, Excitement mounted as cars

tared around the track and gas

inks began bounding in the flats.

the end, however, driver Paul

owden pulled through to win in

le final race.

At 11:40 the Demolition began.

ive cars were eliminated in the

ist minute of action and from

ieri on there were individual duels

tween the remaining cars. "Emo's
emo" and the "Art Dept." carried

a running chase before the "Art

Dept." retired. "Fast Felix" Uien

shot out of the cloud of dust

surrounding the pile of cars in the

middle and proceeded to dominate
the picture. "What!" suddenly

appeared and took over the stage

with its driver swinging out of his

door every time it collided. General

admiration was expressed by the

crowd at the techniques of this man
— no seatbelt, no helmet, and no
door (but plenty of booze).

Tlie action finally stopped after

almost an hour of furious driving

with no cars left to keep the derby
going. Tlie crowd, however, compli-

mented the termination of the

morning by finishing off the Coors,

and so in the sun-drenched after-

noon, the dust settled and no one
cared who had won.

Boettcher Bitchings. .

.

r Crazed Weirdos Make Derby Smashing Su

Rodman Enlightens Students
by Beth Carr

Complaints, vague and various,

seem to run rampant on campus
concerning Boettcher Health

Center. In light of these complaints

and with the hope of enlightening

students on the role of tlie Health

Center on compus, the Catalyst

interviewed Dr. Hubert Rodman,
M . D. , Di rector of the Health

Center.

When asked if he felt that stu-

dents expect too much of the

Health Center, Dr. Rodman replied,

"I really don't know what they

expect." The service provided at

Boettcher, he said is "not any

di f fe rent from private practice

family doctors." Dr. Rodman
spends approximately half his pro-

fessional time in private general

practice and half at the imfirmary.

"My philosophy on it," he ex-

plained, "although it's not alto-

gether free, is that, psychologically.

AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
115 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phons 635-4265rnone o»-4*d:>

and

Mercedes Bern

Special Rate

To Students

With CC ID

'free' medical care can't be as good
as selecting your own doctor and

paying a fee." Students at CC pay a

health insurance fee of S26 per

semester.

Dr. Rodman also feels that most
students are inexperienced in

dealing with their own health care.

"For most students up to college

age," he began, "mama has taken

care of things, and now they are at

a loss. " For example. Dr. Rodman
pointed out that some students do
not know how to go about getting a

prescription filled. He emphasized

that students who had questions on

health care should bring them to

the Health Center.

Dr. Rodman said that during

"peak season," the middle of

winter, he sees an average of thirty

students in his 3'/*-hour mornings at

Boettcher. "In seeing so many," he

stated, "the difficulty is in choosing

those (students) who require more

time." He explained that there is no

appointment schedule, so that time

cannot be allotted beforehand for

those who need it. Consequently,

most students are kept waiting

HEUBERGER VW, INC.
for all your needs in

SALES SERVICE PARTS
MOTOR CITY, Colo. Springs 475-1920

"CLOSE TO YOU"

while the few patients needing a

longer period of time with the

doctor are examined. Dr. Rodman
added that an appointment
schedule would be unrealistic for

tlie Health Center set-up.

Although the Health Center
refers such cases as surgery, severe

injury, eye problems, gynecological

care and, more often than not, skin

problems to specialists in the city.

Mike Stiehl

It appears that the Dock Strike has ended,

so we'll begin getting more Toyotas on a

regular basis (It will be several weeks before

we receive Toyotas subject to the surcharge).

If you're interested in a new Toyota Land

Cruiser, Pickup or car, call me at 634-2822

or I'll pick you up if you need a ride.

BATTEIMFIELD TOYOTA 18 S. Weber

Dr. Rodman states that the Health

Center is "not intended to be a

clearing house." Tlie health care

students receive at Boettcher

should be, he feels, "as good as that

which tlie doctor would want for

his family, no better and no
worse."

In the case of specific com-
plaints, such as those concerning

the diagnosis of mononucleosis, the

doctor commented, "I think it's a

matter of education on the part of
students that a doctor can't know
in the first week if it is mono. "He
reiterated what he called "the edu-

cational role of the Health Center.

If they (students) have any ques-

tions, come and most of the time

they 'II find an answer,

"

Dr. Rodman made no specula-

tions on specific changes in the

health service. "We have some
things in mind and are constantly

trying to change," he said. He
invited students to make use of the

literature that the Health Center

has on such subjects as VD, drug

abuse, birth control and mono, He
also expressed the desire thai stu-

dents confront him with their com-
plaints, rather than having him hear

about them second and third-hand.

Please

Recycle this

Newspaper

TAYIOR TRAVEL /Sg§^

Make your next trip a good one!

Taylor Travel cares about student needs.

210 E. Cache La Poudre 636-3871

LBt'S BNCO SBRVICi

• TUNE UPS

*ATLAS TIRES

STATE INSPECTION

*ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

The most

Meaningful Semester

you'll ever spend...

could be the one on

World Campus Afloat

Sailing Feb. 1372 lo Alrica and the Orient

Through a lousier formal, more than S,

students ,,0lrt 450 campuses have participated

lor a semester in this unique program In

national education

WCft will broaden your horizons, literally and

Figuratively .
and give you abetter chance to

make it—meaningfully— jn Ihis changing world

You'll study at sea wilh an experienced cos

mopolilan faculty, and Ihen during port slops

you'll sludy the world ilsell. You'll discover that

no mailer how foreign and lar away, you have a

lol m common with people ol other lands.

WCA isn't as expensive as you might Ihmk.

we've done our best lo bring if within rea

most college students Write today lor

details.

SB0S
«5lJI5£< Write today lo

r
^j£g^ Chapman College,

^^U Bo< CC26, Orange, California 92666
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Campus Announcements
PROGRAM MEETINC

QUAKER MEETING _
there will be a meeting 1^

There will be an unprogrammed day for all students who wouidj!
Quaker meeting of the Society of to work in the Leisure Timet,
Friends this Sunday, Oct. 17 at gram. If you are interested,

p
|J

10:30 a.m. in the Hamlin House come Thursday, at 3:30 p ra

Lounge. Rastall 204 for briefing'

discussion.

WOMAN'S SWIM TEAM

There will be a women
ming team meeting on Thursday,

October I4th, in the exercise room,
downstairs Cossitt at 6:30 p.m. All

students who are interested in com-
petitive swimming should be

present.

BIKE TOUR
- How would you like to ride your

bike to the Sangre de Cristo moun-
tains? It's 65 miles to Gary Ziegler's

famous 400 acre ranch in the Wet

Mountain Valley near the unspoiled

little cowtown of Westcliffe. We
will go over the next break, on the

28th and come back on the 30th.

We are asking 10 dollars from each

participant for food, drink, lodging

and entertainment. Cost includes

transportation back. The route we

will take will be Colo. Hwy. 115

south and then Hwy. 96 west to the

ranch. Sign up at the Colorado

Springs Cyclery, 9 East Bijou, with

your entry fee. The tour is subject

to cancellation in die event of

inclement weather.

Mass will be celebrated in room
205 at Rastall Center on Wednes-

day, October 13 at 7 p.m. and in

room 209 on Saturday, October 16

at 4 p.m.

BASKETBALL NOTICE

Any freshman or transfer student

who has played high school basket-

ball and is interested in trying out

for the varsity should contact

Coach Eastlack by Friday, October

15.

LATIN FILM PRESENTED
The Latin American Studies

Committee Fall Film Festival will

present "II to 0" on Thursday,

Oct. 14 at 7:00 p.m. in Armstrong

300. The film is open to the stu-

dent body free of charge.

NEW FLICK

The Leisure Time Film Series

will present "The Loves of Isadora"

this-Friday, Oct. 15. The film will

be shown in Armstrong Auditorium

at 7:30 p.m. Admission is $.75, or a

Film Series ticket (S5.00).

WINNER
of the 24 vol. set of

Encyclopedia Britannica

drawn through the CC Bookstore

was

John H. Remer

THERE'S
ANEWUOOK
AT MAUDE'S...

Maiidies
FLEA MARKETS & WWTS RALACE

232 N. TEJON

PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing will be held

beginning November 15, 1971 in

Grand Junction, Colorado. Persons

wishing to express their views on

the declassification are invited to

submit written statements before

December 20, 1971, to:

Mr. William Lucas,

Regional Forester

United States Forest

Service

Building 85

Denver Federal Center

Denver. Colo. 80225

All views submitted shall be in

the hearing record.

For further information or

access to the U.S. Dept. of Agricul-

ture Proposal pamphlet for the area

contact Steve Mann, Ex. 286.

THEATER 32

The twelve year search of a

murdered man for a kindred spirit

of humanity is the subject of the

year's first Theatre Workshop pro-

duction, August Strindberg's "The

Great Highway." Steve Jobes

directs the Swedish drama, whose

characters range from a Japanese

wise man to blind women and two
rival millers battling over the wind's

direction. Rick Lamb plays the

pivotal role of the hunter.

TW will present "The Great

Highway" at 8 p.m. each evening

October 22, 23, and 24 in the

downstairs theatre 32 of Arm-
strong. Admission is free.

Catering to Colorado College

students and faculty over the

years - and years and years -
with a large selection of fine

smoking materials, and maga-

zines.

Hathaway's

127 N. Tejon 632-1441

EMPLOYMENT
We need a fashion-minded

coed for sales help in our

Junior Shop. If you enjoy

working with people and can

work on Friday evenings and

Saturdays, we are interested

in talking with you.

Contact Mr. McLaughlin

NEUSTETERS
downtown

Chambon Sales Co.

SURPLUS CITY

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Clothing

Camping & Outdoor Equipment

Footgear

2409 W. Cucharras St.

(West side)

634-1264

•••SELECTIVE SERVICE

(cont'd from page 7)

does not mean that one should

simply put it off until it does

become immediate. If you are a

freshman, you should immediately

begin exploring various possible de-

ferments, assuming that you do not

wish to be drafted. Conscientious

objector status is becoming some-

what easier to obtain if one is so

inclined. If you feel a mental or

physical deferment is not implaus-

ible, begin compiling a record of

visits to either a psychiatrist or

medical specialist. For a list of

doctors see a draft counselor. There

are a number of free draft clinics in

the larger cities which specialize in

discovering one's handicaps.

But one must begin immedi-
ately! If you put it off you might

find an induction notice in your
mailbox one day and then a defer-

ment is extremely difficult to

obtain, that is unless you have an

obvious disability. And one should

not rely on one's lottery number as

the future may present a few

ticipated surprises. Go now tose

draft counselor. If you want ;,,]

out of the draft badly enough
t

there is usually a means, si
exploring possible deferrne

Wasted time may mean lives
I

The people who are presently d

draft counseling are:

Mr. Herving Madruga
Mr. Owen Cramer

Mr. Carlton Gamer
Mr. Doug Freed

Mr. Gordon Ingraham

(633-7011)

Reverend Orloff Miller

(All Souls Unitarian Church)
Jim Davis (Ext. 360)

Those interested in resisting J

taxes should write:

War Tax Resistance

339 Lafayette Street

New York, N.Y. 10012
Those interested in receiii

literature on what to do about!

draft should pick up a copy ofl

Draft/War Project card at

Desk.

THE EGG HOUSE

1216 North Nevada

one block from mathias

FRESH FRUIT

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Betw

802 North Weber Telephone. 3-2069

YOU CAN HAVE
CLEAN CLOTHES

and

CLEAN WATER

"Ik.utrtiu.tlitta.fUkD.rt"

|j0t 0*h
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Theatre Workshop Gives

"The Great Highways"
Ironically, the situation of indi-

vidual man is not a happy one

because of the nature of humanity

surrounding him. Castigating con-

temporary arguments regarding

companionship and aloneness,

Swedish dramatist August Strind-

berg sketches a theme of the dis-

tasteful, pathetic, yet inevitable

attachment that draws men
together in The Great Highway.

Episodic in nature, the play pre-

sents a dead man's wanderings

Mountain Club

Rescues Woman
A group of CC students of the

Colorado College Mountain Club

played a major role in a rescue near

Canon City last Saturday after-

noon, Oct. 16. A small boy was

discovered walking alone at the

bottom of Royal Gorge and it was

learned from him that a woman had

fallen while rock climbing in the

area. The CCMC rescue crew admin-

istered first-aid to the victim, who
had suffered a badly broken leg

after falling from an unknown
height.

The Canon City Fire Depart-

ment rescue squad was notified and

sent an ambulance to the Gorge.

The victim had to be carried up a

nearly vertical thirty foot cliff and

dien transferred to a make-shift

stretcher. The CCMC members men
carried the injured woman over

rough ground for more dian a mile

to die waiting ambulance. .

The CCMC rescue group, which

consisted of Pam Fitzsimmons,

Warren Winters, Gordon Palmer,

Pete Koscumb, and Larry Carpen-

ter, was exhausted after the im-

promptu mission. They were

treated to food and cold drinks for

their help in making the operation

successful.

dirough every day experience that

in viewed widi his death-gained

perspective, chafe raw his former

perceptions and beliefs. After his

twelve-year journey he finds him-

self with a necessitated, but not

chosen, understanding of "the great

joke" of human kindred spirit.

In this, the last of his plays,

Strindberg further develops the

surrealism of his more familiar

Ghost Sonata and Dream Play,

Settings range from a crematorium

to a carnival, from "Trophet" to

"Assesdean." Characters encompass

schoolmasters, hermits, blind

women, and tempters. The protago-

nist's thoughts cross boundaries be-

tween life and death, theory and

reality, past and present, his mind a

continually changing pattern of

conflict and harmony, coming to

grips with the complex yet fragile

threads connecting man to man,

actor to audience, lighting to

sound. .

.

"He who seeks to lose his life

shall gain it". . .October 22, 23, 24.

Cast includes: Rick Lamb, Rick

Lewis, Kara Kellog, Rob Dorff, Al

Lyons; directed by Steve Jobes and

accompanied by an unknown audi-

ence. . . .Presented by Theatre

Workshop, 8 o'clock, Friday, Satur-

day and Sunday nights. Theatre

32. . . Be an unknown, descend the

stairs of Armstrong and visit actors

(people) walking, talking, living -

THE GREAT HIGHWAY - (for

you).

Uncompahgre Wilderness Area
Still in Doubt of Protection

INSIDE THE CATALYST

• Community Services Committee
Needs Help, page 6.

• 1990 Transportation Plan

Investigated, page s.

• Plenty of Dough for Student

Grants Da „e ,

Professor Emeritus at CC

Editor's note: The following was

submitted by the Colorado College

Circle K for the Wilderness Work-

shop.

Six miles and not a sign of

human waste. No cigarette filters,

no aluminum cans, nothing that is

visibly of human origin. Most of

Cow Creek does not even have any

visible sign of domestic animals.

Man hasn't found a single use for

Cow Creek and its canyon except

for the water that eventually flows

out of it. The canyon is guarded by
a high waterfall near its head. The
creek is filled with brush and

rushing water. The timber in the

area is not worth taking out. There

is no place to graze or even drive

livestock through it. If you walk

down it, the ground is lumpy and

irregular under foot. There is no
trail. The places one must scramble

and the berry bush thorns one

acquires, climbing to the slope

above the creek, make movement in

the canyon exhausting. Cow Creek

is too small to float in a boat and
too large to wade across com-
fortably. The only attempt to take

minerals from its earth is an aban-

doned hole.

Of course this all means that

economically Cow Creek is a dis-

aster area. Actually, it is worse than

that; economically it is almost a

nonentity. Certainly this place is of

little use to many consumers. There

is not much you can take out of it

that is worth the trouble. However,

there are many things that you can

find in it. Most of them are the

kinds of things which are of very

little immediate economic value.

There are things like the beauty of

alpen glow on the canyon wall, or

the purity of the water in the creek,

the trees that stand untouched by

man and that part of yourself

which you find and touch for the

first time. There are things that are

easy to carry ou t like beau ty

,

silence, good thoughts, solitude and

perhaps a newly discovered corner

Knapp Receives Ultimate Tribute
Lewis M. Knapp, Professor fessor of English at Columbia and a

Emeritus of English at Colorado leading 18th century scholar. They
became friends in the 1940's whenCollege, has been accorded

highest academic tribute by his

colleagues throughout die world
with the publication by die Oxford
University Press of "Tobias
Smollett - Bicentennial Essays Pre-

sented to Lewis M. Knapp."
In academe such a volume is

known as a Festschrift, which
means a collection of essays written

to honor die leading authority on a

particular subject. Dr. Knapp is this

century's foremost authority on
Tobias Smollett, an 18th century

English novelist, who together with

Sterne and Fielding were the three

major creators of the English novel.

This year marks the bicentenary of
the death of tins important though

often misunderstood novelist.

American, British and French
scholars have contributed to the

volume and its essays treat various

aspects of Smollett's life and
writings in an unusually fresh and
lively fashion. The result is a

balanced inquiry into the achieve-

ments of Smollett and a re-

evaluation of his role in the rise of
English fiction. It is edited by G. S.

Rousseau of the University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles and P. C.

Bouce, lecturer al die Sorbonne,
University of Paris.

The opening chapter of the book
is a biographical sketch of Dr.

Knapp by James L. Clifford, pro-

Knapp was at work on the Smollett

biography.

Clifford says of the book,
"When the book finally appeared in

January, 1949, as "Tobias Smol-
lett: Doctor of Men and Manners,"

there was for the first time a

trustworthy, full-scale biography of
die man and the writer. Here was a

superb modern biography, in the

best possible sense, which can never

be rendered obsolete, filled out
only in spots by the occasional

discovery of some hitherto un-
known bit of evidence."
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In describing Knapp the man
and the teacher, Clifford says,

"Lewis Knapp has inspired genera-

tions of undergraduates at Williams

and at Colorado College. One
former student testified, 'We loved

Mm for his gende, but at the same
time very tough, teaching.' It was
this 'respect-with-love' that made
its mark on hundreds of young
people. There was never any com-

promise with scholarly truth. Nor
ever any acceptance of shoddy
thinking or slipshod workmanship.
But his love of books, his devotion

to great literature, and his sheer

goodness of heart were passed on to

all who came within his orbit.

"To quote one of his friends,

'He meets life with a kind of
unworldly innocence that can
hardly even recognize sharp dealing

and downright dishonesty in the

world about him. His own dealings

are effortlessly upright, and incor-

ruptible. His friendship is true and
steady, his domestic affections

benevolent and happy. He has
something of the broad humane
viewpoint of his tutelary saint,

Tobias, and nothing at all of the

latter's waspish irascibility. His

sunny good will shines alike upon
die deserving and the undeserving.'

"When asked for descriptions of
the man, his closest friends will

gladly pour out their most prized

recollections. Fellow actors will re-

call Knapp the amateur Thespian,

of your Being, Things which are

a premium in our world and vv/j/j

may be necessary to maintain one

sanity. These are the result of t)

qualities wilderness offers and Co

Creek is part of the propos<

Uncompahgre WUderness.

The proposed UncompaJjgt

Wilderness consists of two uni

made up of parts of the Uncos

pahgre Primitive Area and ad/acei

lands which lie east and west

Ouray on Highway 550. This area

known as the Switzerland of Co!

rado. It is endowed with naim

wildflower gardens and a hl\

yearly rainfall. Mount Sneffels, /<

which the western unit is named,

a massive jagged rock Which

considered by many to be the mo

beautiful peak in Colorado. U

area has fantastic rock spires whit

surround some of the cliffs in tl

eastern (or Uncompahgre) unit Hi

giant organ pipes. In this sectia

the terrain ranges from high alpii.

meadows to semi-arid lands coven

with scrub oak. Vie three forks

the Cimarron River, the Lilt

Cimarron, Blue Creek, Cow Crei

and Dallas Creek, are the

\
streams in the area. Tliere arc m
standing falls in Cow Creek and Ft

Creek. Bighorn sheep, elk, bear,

an occasional lion are in both unii

A mong the smaller animals

interest are wild turkeys and t

black-footed ferret. Rocky Moi

tain goats were planted in I

Uncompahgre unit a few years &

and at least one has survived.

Many of the game animals four

in the area are essentially wildernf

species. They are wilderness speci

because at least during part of it

year they need the privacy

wilderness. The elk and sheep b

need wilderness to reproduce s

cessfully. Bears and mountain li<

need the space and privacy

wilderness to reduce their conDj

with man. A few planted mounts

goats haunt the crags of the east*

unit. If this endangered species is

re-establish itself, it must ha

least a few rocky peaks witlio

mining roads along their sides. ^

of these species which often pd

odically move in and out of wild'

ness and are even hunted outside

wilderness must have wildernf

they are to remain in this J' (

They cannot stand much grew

pressure from motorized veliif

and the present influx of people-

The Uncompahgre contai

about 90,000 acres of real wilt'

ness, now, but tomorrow the J'

may have only the sound of ffl

bikes, and bulldozers roaring aM

streams full of tailings and debit:

the area is used for mining. \o?P
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Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird warned that Moscow's missle

fleet is growing faster than expected. The Pentagon boss said that

the Russians will pull abreast of the U.S. with some 41 operational

Polaris-type submarines by 1973, at least a year earlier than
expected. He told reporters: "We would be placed at a very great

political disadvantage if the Soviet Union was able to ring the U.S.

with a vastly superior submarine fleet with larger numbers of
missies." The comment suggests Laird believes Moscow may main-
tain its present momentum in building such submarines, and Navy
leaders have suggested the Russians might be seeking a fleet of about
60 missle-firing subs. Laird didn't indicate what steps might be taken
if the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks fail to produce agreement
with Moscow. For the moment, he said, U.S. nuclear-weapon
strength is "sufficient."

Laird will visit South Vietnam next month accompanied by Adm.
Thomas Moorer, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to make an
assessment of the situation there. The trip, requested by Nixon, will

come just before the President's planned mid-November announce-
ment on U.S. troop withdrawals. Senate Republican Leader Scott of
Pennsylvania said he believes the speech will contain "decisive"

changes in Vietnam policy, well beyond routine announcements of
withdrawals. He noted Nixon has often said critics of his Vietnam
policy "will have cause to regret they jumped too soon" to criticize

his program.

Small groups demonstrated against the war in scattered parts of
the country, while in Washington, House opponents of a six-month
congressional deadline were uncertain whether to risk a showdown
vote next week. The House has rejected, by even narrower margins,

attempts to impose specific deadlines for U.S. withdrawal.

An enemy POW was freed as a "reciprocal gesture" for the return
of a U.S. prisoner. In a statement, the U.S. Embassy said the release

of a North Vietnamese lieutenant was made "in response to

indications that the enemy would welcome such a release at a given

time and place." It didn't give any clue as to these indications, and
turned aside all questions related to the prison exchange. But
observers noted that the reference to "given time and place"

indicated the U.S. had communication with the Communist com-
mand on freeing of POWs since Staff Sgt. John C. Sexton Jr. was
freed Friday.

Hazard pay for slum teachers as an incentive to take the jobs was
authorized by HEW Secretary Richardson. In a set of sweeping
regulations, HEW also required the creation of parent-dominated
councils to give the parents of eight million slum-school children a

voice in Title I fund spending. Title 1 funds are intended to help

provide special services, such as reading and mathematics instruction,

in the 1,600 local school districts with heavy enrollment of poor
children. Another rule would bar the use of Tide 1 funds to bring

basic services in slum schools up to the level of other schools.

A summit meeting in Moscow next May was announced by the

President. Nixon said he expects to meet with Soviet Communist
Party Secretary Brezhnev, Premier Kosygin and President Podgomy
during the visit. He emphasized that he will take only a "small

working group" to the Soviet dapital and that "ceremony will be at

an absolute minimum." He said that "all major issues" are expected
to be reviewed during the trip, including strategic arms talks, Berlin,

European disarmament, the Mideast and Vietnam. The Moscow
journey will follow Nixon's planned trip to Peking to discuss other
problems with China's leaders. Nixon stressed his latest announce-
ment isn't "for the purpose of exploiting what differences may
exist" between Moscow and Peking, but some analysts in Washing-
ton were unconvinced.

McCloskey
Rebuffed

Dear Editor,

I am writing in regard to Repre-
sentative Paul McCloskey 's quote as

printed in the October 13 Catalyst.

It advocated an immediate with-

drawal from Vietnam. I feel that

many people have become blind to

anything but total and immediate
withdrawal. People forget that Viet-

nam is not a complete failure and
mistake, and that there are good
tilings taking place. I agree that we
need to get out by a set date, but I

think it should be done in light of
preserving our achievements diere.

It is true that wrongdoings far

overshadow the accomplishments

of the United States, but they are

wrongdoings which have been pre-

sent since the early days of the war
when most of us supported Viet-

nam. I assume that with ten years

of involvement the South Vietna-

mese are dependent on us in many
ways. Obviously we cannot change
the wrong to right by slow with-

drawal, but we can give the good
accomplishments a chance to sur-

vive by slowly withdrawing sup-

port. There would be a far greater

chance of failure if we executed a

fast withdrawal. A slow withdrawal

means a greater percent of success.

Mark Miller

McCloskey
Supported

Dear Editor:

McCloskey's quote wasn't in the

greatest of taste, but it certainly got

the job done. Obviously,

McCloskey is one of the very few

persons who is not led like a blind

person by the "Nixon's getting us

out" complex. Looking back, I

never really supported Vietnam; I

just thought that the goodguys

were those do-gooders in the big

hairy phantoms bombing villages

simply because they did not want

to fly back to the base with a

partial load of bombs. If one is

truly informed - by reading such

publications as the Pentagon Papers

— then it is justly concluded that a

slow withdrawal and the weekly

death tolls on TV should not be a

solution for the utterly stupid and

asinine diplomatic blunders and

"America-will-never-lose-a-war"

ideas of this and previous adminis-

trations.

Respectfully,

Rich Barrera

ITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIALED

The Catalyst has got money problems. In the budget request
submitted to the CCCA two weeks ago, we asked for 58,566 to

cover bare, minimum overhead costs which must be met to keep the

paper rolling. We got $7,390. And a lot of other requests were cut
too, so this is certainly understandable. However, bills must be paid
(production costs went up over last year's figures and add rates went
down), and we did not have the funds to pay for this issue as of last

Tuesday night when we went before the CCCA to present a final,

do-or-die proposal whereby Cutler Publications will print bi-weekly
for the rest of the year for essentially the same amount of money
that we were granted. The only alternative was no paper at all the

CCCA was told.

At press time the Catalyst staff and Culter Publications was still

unsure of the status of die paper. Therefore, this may be that hist

issue of the Catalyst - and it will certainly be the last weekly issue

of the Catalyst for a while, perhaps until next year. It is said,

however, that the CCCA is going to dip into its $1500 emergency
stash to keep the Catalyst afloat, and word should be out by early

next week.
*

In any case there will be no issue next week - at most maybe
two-page campus news-announcement sheets.

Mr. Loevy of the CC Political Science Department lias helped
clarify some of the issues facing the college vis-avis (lie 1990
Transportation Plan. It seems that once again, it's not the admin-
istrators who can be accused of short-changing the public so much as

it is the apathy Uiat is the culprit.

Amid the cries of indignation last week when die Planning

Commission adopted the 1990 Plan, in spite of public protests that

the issues and plans involved have been poorly publicized and that

the public has been left out of the picture in making such important

environmental decisions, in actuality, according to Mr. Loevy, the

fault lies with die public. "The Colorado Springs Metropolitan Area

Transportation Study Technical Committee has been more than fair

in keeping the public informed," he said. The Plan has been

developing since 1962, and was publically announced last March.

"The problem is that the public does not diink about streets and

highways. CC students haven't realized that streets can be closed,"

he continued. It wasn't until late last spring that the college "finally

got going." He said that "no one in die history of the college has

ever done anything about it."

There is no chance to block the 1990 Plan from being adopted by

the City Council in the next few weeks sometime, although Loevy

expects dial concentrated efforts by the school community to press

for the closing of Cascade and Cache le Poudre could very possibly

bring action within three to four years. The Pike's Peak Council of

Governments has said they arc going to be constantly revising the

Plan, according to Loevy, who said that the CSMATS is considering

the CC proposal (see p. 8). "The urgency is that the college had

better close Cascade in the next four years, if they ever want to close

it," he warned.
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Bradley Questions Motives
Of Private Enterprises

From Gallatin County, Montana, Democratic Congressworn an Dorothy Bradley

was here to give this year's H. Chase Stone Memorial Lecture.

Voter Registration

Queries Answered
In an attempt to get newly

enfranchised CC students involved

in the electoral process, the CCCA
conducted a voter registration drive

tills week. Under the supervision of

President John Fyfe, cars were pro-

vided to transport students from

the Rastall Center to the Board of

Sections at the County Court-

house. Reports on the number of

students taking advantage of the

service vary. Mrs. Bess Titus at the

Board of Elections reported that 15

students registered on Monday, 18

on Tuesday, and 22 on Wednesday.
President Fyfe gave figures of 30,

45, and 50 respectively.

Mrs. Titus gave the following

prerequisite^ for registering in Colo-

rado: die registrant must be a U.S.

citizen, at least 18 years of age, a

resident of Colorado for 90 days

and of the precinct in which he

wishes to register for 32 days, and
not registered in any other state.

She mentioned that several CC stu-

dents who were not U.S. citizens

had attempted to register.

Students may, if they so desire,

sign an affidavit at the time of

registration stating that they intend

to abandon their previous home as

a legal residence. This affidavit will

be retained on file at the Board of

Elections in case the student's vote

is challenged. According to Mrs.

Titus, the District Attorney makes
the final judgment in the case of a

challenged vote.

Mrs. Titus also mentioned that

once a student registers in Colo-

rado, he signals his intention to

become a legal resident of the state,

and assumes the legal responsi-

bilities connected to that residency.

Those responsibilities include

paying Colorado income tax, ob-

taining a Colorado driver's license,

and registering the students' motor
vehicles here. Asked if these restric-

tions applied to CC students. Presi-

dent Fyfe said "not to my knowl-

edge."

Fyfe mentioned that a city elec-

tion will be held in early December
on the issue of "placing a conven-

tion center in the Guisseppe's East

area" of town. He said the CCCA
was trying to get "a bunch" of

students registered so they could

participate in the election. Several
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by John Lingner

This year's H. Chase Stone

Memorial Lecture was delivered by

Miss Dorothy Bradley, Democratic

State Congresswoman from Gallatin

County, Montana. Miss Bradley's

address was entitled "Private Enter-

prise — A View From The Cowbirds

Nest," and centered upon the re-

lationships and possible re-

lationships of private enterprise and

the ecology.

Miss Bradley first began by

talking about previous lectureships

of the H. Chase Stone program and

in particular about the speech of H.

I. Rornnes, Chairman of the Board

of IT&T. "Mr. Rornnes breifly men-

tioned the economic role of

business, which is 'organizing work

and generating goods and services.'

To that role I might also add," Miss

Bradley said, " 'making profits.'
"

Miss Bradley brought out two

questionable contributions of IT&T
towards setting a good example;

from this juncture she went on to

ask, "Just what is this thing called

private enterprise that Americans

traditionally revere?" and "How
much genuine private enterprise do

we have in America today?"

She continued, "Private enter-

prise is supposed to be a system of

production of goods and serviceslocal government agencies have ex-

pressed their intentions to erect

such a center in the area of Cascade mat is controlled by demand and

and Colorado Avenues. competition. If demand and com-

Mathias Info. Service...

petition were really controlling pro-

duction in this country, would

there be either uncontrolled infla-

tion or governmen tally controlled

inflation? If demand and com-

petition were indeed limiting

factors in private enterprise, would

the government even consider a

monetary guarantee to keep Lock-

heed from collapsing?"

Miss Bradley went on to say that

the economic system of die U.S. is

not private enterprise in the true

sense because the production of

goods and services is often not

based on demand and competition

but on the creation and main-

tenance of demand by the cor-

porate structure.

Secondly, she stressed that "con-

tributing to the havoc that in the

name of private enterprise has been

wrought is a romantic fallacy, on

which it was founded; and die

belief, and carrying, out the belief,

that bigness is better."

As a final point Miss Bradley

pointed out that the role of private

enterprise is not in the social realm,

for it is not necessarily responsive

or responsible to the public; and

thereby it ursurps responsibilities

for which the government and the

people themselves are responsible.

Private enterprise, however, does

have the responsibilities that we all

have of not hurting others by pro-

moting unsafe products and of not

handling die land in a destructive

manner.

Ayuda: CC Sex Picking Up
by Janet Felix

It is a rarely disputed fact that

sex is one of the most popular of

leisure-time activities at Colorado

College. In recognition of this fact,

Ayuda has been organized to

provide the education necessary for

insuring students against the pos-

sible results of unprotected sex, i.e.,

venereal disease and/or pregnancy.

There can be little doubt that un-

planned pregnancies are a serious

threat to (lie physical health of the

women involved, and fo die mental

and emotional health of all those

involved.

Ayuda's function in eliminating

the often harmful repercussions of

unprotected sex is to educate the

campus in two ways: to provide a

referral service of information con-

cerning die local accessibility of

contraceptives, treatment of vene-

real disease and abortions, and to

be a source of information of the

medical, historical, philosophical

and political aspects of human sex-

uality.

The referral service is located

behind the desk in Mathias Hall in

Room 1 22 with a private telephone

line. There will be a member of die

staff on duty at all times during

office hours .(which will be posted

later) for local information.

Ayuda's library will be open as

well during office hours for infor-

mation of more general nature.

Current periodicals such as Medical

Aspects of Human Sexuality,

Family Planning Perspectives and
the ZPC National Reporter; litera-

ture concerning birth control,

population politics and human
sexuality such as Masters' and
Johnson's Human Sexual Response,

Erlich's Tfie Population Bomb and
Reich's The. Function of the

Orgasm, and general contraceptive

information such as Planned Parent-

hood publications and the Montreal

Women's Liberation Birth Control

Handbook will be available for

personal consumption.

Ayuda's education of the college

community will hopefully decrease

the amount of VD and unplanned

pregnancies among the students,

however this goal cannot be

achieved by education alone.

Ayuda feels that gynecological ser-

vices should be one of the college

health services in that pregnancy,

VD and other diseases of sexual

nature are without question matters

of every student's health. The col-

lege is currently considering the

addition of complete gynecological

services to Boettcher Health Center

and it is important that this situa-

tion be acted upon.

A survey of student opinion

concerning the added cost of

gynecological services to each stu-

dent's health insurance policy will

be conducted soon. Ayuda urges

each student to consider the advan-

tages of the service in light of his or

her own physical welfare. However,

die number of women on campus
in the last few years who have been

forced by negligence of proper

birth control protection to have

abortions is of such disproportion

(over fifty CC women had abor-

tions during one semester last year)

diat the need for protection should

be evident by this alone.

Colorado College has attempted

to recognize the changes in the

student body's living habits by

recent changes in visitation and
co-ed living policies, and it is un-

reasonable and dangerous to the

welfare of die students that atti-

«

tudes towards sex and birth control •

have not changed as well. It is time

that Colorado College be realistic

and accept the responsibilities of

Joe Pumpkin
StrikesAgain

Halloween will be celebrated

over the second break this year, and

in accordance, Colorado College

will hold the first annual Pumpkin

Carving Contest Party Saturday

evening, October 30.

The contest, to be held in

Loomis basement, will be officially

judged by Professors Saska, Riker,

and Edwards. Interesting and im-

aginative prizes will be awarded to

those carvers whose pumpkins

finish in first, second, and third

places.

The contest's official time has

not, as yet, been determined, but

the event will be well publicized

and times will be announced.

Contest organizer, Joe Pumpkin,

has said that hot applie cider and

cookies will be provided as refresh-

ments along with some dubious

kind of musical entertainment in

keeping 'with the Halloween

holiday.

For the participants knives and

spoons will be available for the

carving. Everyone is invited for

there will be 50 pumpkins and

carving teams will be allowable.

For the winners, word has it thai

their pumpkins will be displayed in

conspicous places throughout the

campus and that the carvers re-

sponsible will receive recognition.

Schedule Full For
Parent's Weekend

Parents* weekend will be held on

November 5, 6, and 7 with a variety

of college events planned. Most of

the following information has been

finalized but some is still tentative,

as well as a chance that other events

will be added to the program. Fri-

day morning and early afternoon,

November 5, parents are invited to

visit classes and seminars.

At 3:15 p.m. Dean Drake will

discuss and evaluate the Colorado

College Plan in Armstrong Hall. The

discussion will be followed by an

informal reception for parents and

faculty in the Great Hall.

Dinner will be available in the

college dining halls from 5:00 to

6:00 p.m. at a cost of $1.55 per

person.

That evening there will be a

concert by the Music Department
students in Armstrong Hall from

8:15 to 9:15 p.m. A partial

schedule of the concert includes a

piece for flute and clarinet com-
posed by Dr. Carlton Gamer of the

Music Department. This piece will

be performed by Mary Lyon —
flute — Tom Hesse — clarinet. Miss

Lyon will also perform a solo for

flute by Tafenle

Four students of Max Lanner

will perform pieces for piano. They
are: Pauline Strong, Prelude and

Fugue from "Well-Tempered

Clavier" by Bach; Marion Moore,

"Gardens In the Rain" by Debussy:

Barry Hannegan, Scherzo by

Chopin, and Ed Turley will play

piece by Copland.

Saturday, November 6, there

will be a symposium at 9:30 a.m. in

Armstrong Hall entitled "Faculty

Perspectives on Today's Students

Speakers are: Professor Dougl;

Fox, Religion; Professor Douglas

Freed, Psychology; Ronald Ohl.

Dean of Student Affairs; Professor

Daniel Sterling, Mathematics.

There will be a football game a!

1 :00 p.m. Washburn Field - Colo-

rado College vs. Kansas Wesleyan

which will be followed by open

houses at all sororities.

Closing the day, at 6:00 p.m. in

Bemis Hall there will be a German

style dinner with entertainment

Students, parents, faculty and theii

families who wish to attend must

make early reservations through the

office of Student Affairs, extension

215-216. The cost is $2.85 or $1.85

for students on board.

The last two events, both on

Sunday, are a student planned

service in Shove Chapel at 1 1
'$

a.m. and a soccer game at Washburn

Field, 1:30 p.m. - Colorado Col-

lege vs. Air Force Academy.



Hartman: CC arTExciting Place'

by Stan Case

Paul Hartman is the new
Associate Director of Development

at CC. His work, very important to

die continued high quality of CC
education in relation to its cost,

involves assisting the Director in

accumulating funds through nego-

tiation with alumni, parents, cor-

porations and certain foundations.

"We figure," Paul explains, "that

a student who pays full tuition at

CC pays approximately 70% or less

of the full cost of his education. .

.

Our goal is to make up the dif-

ference. . .with the income that we
have from endowment. For
example, this year our endowment
fund gulf for operating purposes is

$383,667 - that's money that we

have to raise in order to keep our

budget square and to make sure

that we're able to do educationally

all the things that the faculty and

administration have decided are

educationally important."

Feeling deeply committed to the

goal of making possible "an

economically diverse student

body," Paul Hartman believes that

two key factors are in order: "You
need gift income to keep the tui-

tion rate moderate, and you need

gift income to support scholarships

for students who are not able to

finance the entire tuition even

though it is moderate. .
."

Udall At DU

Tuesday
Former Secretary of the Interior

Stewart Udall will speak Tuesday,

Oct. 26, at the University of

Denver.

Udall, noted for his efforts in

conservation and natural resource

development, will appear at 8 p.m.

in the DU Field House, East Asbury

Avenue and South Gaylord Street.

Tickets at $1.50 each, are now on
sale at the Student Union, 2050 E.

Evans Ave.

Udall served as interior secretary

for eight years in the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations and cur-

rently is visiting professor of en-

vironmental humanism at Yale Uni-

versity. He also is head of "The
Overview Group," which he formed
in 1969 as an environmental con-

sulting group to governments and
industries.

A graduate of the University of

Arizona, Udall is a lawyer by pro-

fession and the son of a chief

justice of the Arizona Supreme
Court. Udall is the author of two
books, "1976: Agenda for Tomor-
row" and "The Quiet Crisis."

Udall's appearance is part of the

University's 1971-72 lecture series,

sponsored by the All-University

Programs Board. The November lec-

turer will be Warren Widener, newly
elected black mayor of Berkeley,

Calif, who will speak Nov. 18 on

campus.

He has had much experience

with educational institutions.

Growing up in "three different very

small towns" in Illinois, Paul

attended public schools. Attending

Asburv Colleee in that state, he did

ism, and then finished at Michigan

State witli a doctorate in higher

education administration. His first

job took him to die University of
Evansville, where he was in charge

of information services, and later.

undergraduate work in English

Literature and earned a B.A. in

1962. At Southern Illinois Univer-

sity he received an M.A. in journal-

development work, from 1963-6/.

Until earlier this year, Paul was at

Albion College, Michigan, where he

worked on annual funds and then

in foundation relations and planned

gifts. Willi wife Becky, and two
young children, lie arrived in Colo-

rado Springs on July 1.

Paul Hartman very much enjoys

his job here, especially because "CC
is a very exciting place to be edu-

cationally. When I talk to students,

I wish 1 were starting over again. . .1

just think the CC plan is an
extremely exciting thing." To him
the plan "strives very hard at some
of the most important things that

need to be happening in our higher

education - and by that, I mean
simply that I think the direction of

higher education in the past 10

years has been towards mass educa-

tion, and I think in many ways it

dehumanizes education. I think

when you work closely with a

faculty member on a paper, or you
are working in a tutorial arrange-

ment, or you are in a discussion in

which you hear not only the

faculty member respond, but you
hear other students respond, there's

so much more that can happen in

college than can happen under tra-

ditional lecture format."

But, Paul emphasizes, while the

CC plan may be a very significant

step as an educational experiment,

it certainly cannot be called "a new
revolution in higher education."

• . . KNAPP
continued from page 2

sailing into Ibsen, or wearing tartan

trews in Brigadoon, or type-cast as

"Editor Webb of Grover's Comers,
New Hampshire" in Our Town.

Colleagues picture him
among the faculty poker players,

'as wild as the one-eyed Jacks,
champing a frayed cigar, essaying

desperate bluffs, raking in chips
with abashed apologies when one
improbably succeeded, laughing
with rueful glee when one failed.'

To all his friends - and they arc

countless - Lewis Knapp embodies
the gentleman and scholar par

excellence, and the happy man."
Dr. Knapp was born in Groton,

Mass., and graduated cum laude

from Amherst College in [916. For

a year he taught English, physics

and Latin at Bishop's College

School in Lenno.xville, Quebec and
then spent two years in an ambu-
lance unit with the U.S. Army's 5th

Division. Following the war he

attended the University of Cler-

mont-Ferrand in France and then

Columbia University where he re-

ceived his MA. He took a teaching

job at Hopkins Grammar School in

New Haven and began his associa-

tion with the Yale graduate school.

From 1922 to 1925 he taught

English at the University of Colo-

rado, and then went back to Yale,

completing his Ph.D. in 1928. For

the next ten years he taught at

Williams College and moved to

Colorado College in 1939 where he

taught until his retirement in 1962.

In 1966, Colorado College honored

him with an honorary Doctor of

Letters degree.

College Budget Examined
Opinion Article bv Jonr. Howardby John Howard

In the last issue the Catalyst

reviewed the budget requests sub-

mitted by the various campus orga-

nizations to the CCCA. The re-

quests totaled a little over $52,000

and when the arguing and hassling

was over the CCCA handed out

$34,802 or about two-thirds of the

total requested. What happened to

the other 518,000? It didn't just

vanish; it was "objectively

diminished" to fit the budget.

Each year the CCCA is given

funds by the administration to

finance student activities and orga-

nizations and student publications.

The amount of money that is

funded is determined by the CCCA,
not the administration, and is based

upon what is thought that the

students need and what the stu-

dents are willing to pay. The funds

are taken from the student out of

his tuition and can only be used to

finance activities or groups spon-

sored by the CCCA. This year each

student will pay $10 per semester.

So the CCCA was given around

$35,000 to play with. Why did they

not ask the administration for more
fu n ds to cover the demands?
Granted, cuts could and were made
in most of the budgets; groups

could have been and were asked to

earn some of the money them-

selves. Yet even with these cutbacks

the total requested was still higher

than the available funds.

Why not go to the administra-

tion for help? In the words of

CCCA President John Fyfe, "It

would be bad policy to ask the

administration." Joe Simitian, head

of the Budget Committee: "We
were given a budget to work with;

it's already up a dollar per student

over last year. We're not going to

beg the administration."

Now before we take an opinion

on the CCCA's stand, we should

have some facts about the financial

position of American small colleges.

It is known that the overall situa-

tion of small colleges is not exactly

good. Most are feeling the pinch

from our present economic condi-

tion. Some have had to eliminate

departments, odiers have had to

Mysticism Course

Offered in Wyoming
The Religion Department has

announced that tiiere are still some

vacancies in die 5th Block course

which they are offering in Cister-

cian and Zen mysticism. This

course is to be taught at Ring Lake

Ranch in Wyoming by Fattier Denis

Hines, a Cistercian monk who
spends most of his time living as a

hermit in New Mexico and serving a

small Spanish-American parish in

La Joya.

Officially entitled "Studies in

Christian History and Doctrine"

(Religion 32 1 ), die course will

attempt, in the instructor's words,

"to show a workable and intellec-

tually sound religious program

within the Christian tradition, and

to harmonize it with Eastern aspira-

tions." The works of selected

eminent mystics will be studied and

there will be sessions of experiment

with traditional mystical disci-

plines.

Ring Lake Ranch, a non-profit

conference center, is situated on

the edge of the Wind River Wilder-

ness about 80 miles from Jackson

Hole.

Students who are interested in

this course, but have not yet regis-

tered, should notify a member of

the Religion Department by

October 29th.

drastically cut activities, including

s ports. Some are operating on

limited budgets, odiers have folded

altogether.

Looking around the CC campus
one does not find the ominous signs

of financial duress dial have struck

odier institutions. We seem to have

an active sports department; diere

is talk of a major remodeling of

Slocum Hall, and there is active

construction below Cutler Hall. CC
still receives grants from organiza-

tions like the Ford Foundation. CC
has, however, received less govern-

ment grants in recent years, but

maybe this is just as well since die

college hasn't embarked upon any

major projects widi the inevitable

end of having to bail itself out after

funds had run out.

One might wonder how much
money it takes to run this college.

The figure is unbelievable. Current

expenditures as of June 30, 1971

will be $7,201,547.80. Current in-

come from tuition, endowment

funds, gifts and grants, and spon-

sored research, amounts to

$7,215,795.82. This gives the col-

lege a surplus of $14,248.02, a

small amount compared to the

magnitude of the present figures.

Most of the income comes from

tuition, $3,813,081.12, or 53% of

the total income. Endowment

funds worth $12,822,710.00 at

market will bring in $294,569.03

this year while $539,495.31 comes

in from grants and gifts. This figure

is particularly important as it repre-

sents what our country thinks of

our institution. Should it for any

reason drop, the college would be

in a financial crisis.

Some items worth reviewing that

were mentioned in the financial

report issued this year by the col-

lege included an expenditure of

$144,646.65 for the athletic de-

partment. This figure includes

$26,494.20 for football and

$23,805.97 for the hockey pro-

gram. Leisure time, a committee

organized to sponsor student activi-

ties, including (he film scries and

guest speakers, will spend
$55,584.96. Campus housing will

cost the college $656,724.68. One

hundred sixly-six thousand, seven

hundred seventy eight dollars and

Uuee cents is to be paid out to the

students as salaries. Instructional

and departmental research amounts

to $2,499,013.91. This figure in-

cludes faculty salaries.

Some students have expressed a

desire to know where the income

goes and what it will be spent for.

They state that entities like the

college bookstore and the dining

halls make profits - which is true.

They stale a desire to have some

say as to where these profits are

used.

And lo an extent they are right.

I believe that students, as this is our

college and temporary home,

should have at least an idea if not a

say as to what is going on.

Now let's jump back to the

CCCA. What would have happened

if that organization had cut the

budgets as low as they felt they

could and had then gone lo the

administration and requested more

funds. Would they have been

granted, or refused, and for what

reasons? Maybe hassles and tedious

budget meetings could have been

alleviated, maybe not. At least we

would have been told why, instead

of, "there are no more funds."

Leisure Films
The Leisure Time Committee

will be showing three films between

now and the beginning of next

block for your viewing pleasure.

"Grand Prix" will be shown Oct.

26, "Jailhouse Rock" will be shown

Oct. 29 and experimental films will

be shown Nov. 2. Price for all

showings is 75 cents or a film series

ticket which costs $5. All films will

be shown in the Armstrong theater.
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Orgnizations Shorthanded

Community Needs Volunteers
The Community Services Com-

mittee of the Leisure Time Program

is trying to get Colorado College

students involved in community
activities. There are several agencies

which provide opportunities for

students to work in the community
as volunteers. Some of them are

listed below. We are asking that you
help spread the word about these

opportunities. Anyone who is inter-

ested in participating in these activ-

ites should contact the Leisure Pro-

gram Office at x337. Thank you
very much.

THE COOPERATIVE AREA
MANPOWER PLANNING SYS-

TEMS needs volunteers to help

with research for funding. This is an

opportunity for the volunteers lo

leam how one goes about getting

funded. The volunteer and the

C.A.M.P.S. Secretariat would de-

cide how much time the volunteer

should give.

THE EL PASO COUNTY
LEGAL SERVICES OFFICE needs

volunteers to help with a variety of

projects. Tlu's includes putting out a

newsletter, working in the Con-
sumer Office, and working on indi-

vidual attorneys' projects. The
volunteer would decide for himself

or herself how much time to give.

THE COLORADO SCHOOL
FOR THE DEAF AND BLIND
needs volunteers to help with enter-

tainment. This would involve pre-

senting some kind of program to 40
or 45 blind and partially sighted

junior and senior high school age

students on a Wednesday afternoon

from 3 to 3:50 p.m. at the Deaf
and Blind School

Poet Expounds On
"Natural Shapes"
V ll.inili'i !!,.m!,.,Ii ..!„.U 1 u *r »L_ _.._._]_ . .by Mariner Bertfiolf

Drummond Hadley, a poet from

Sante Fe, spoke to several student

writers Wednesday afternoon. The
informal gathering in Montgomery
House was perhaps still too aca-

demic for what turned out to be a

simulated hour around a cowboy's

campfire.

Mr. Hadley brought to the group

reflections on the source and func-

tion of his poetry. In the pink of

health and with a bright, engaging

smile, he presented in a loose

though remarkable way his poetic

posture.

Mr. Hadley loves and feeds upon
the forms, colors, smells, and crea-

tures of open country. He needs to

dwell in the natural 'shapes' of
open country because they contain

for him secret, therapeutic powers.

Depending entirely, it seems, on the

almost magical sensibilities of his

body, he describes the resourceful-

ness of his physicalness: with my
moving, land-based body, I am
"crossing a territory of ideas" -
"hooking up" to life forces I have

been blindly "riding." It is in this

physicalness that his poetry is

borne.

With clean, firm gesticulations,

Mr. Hadley expressed the hope that

his poetry would help men tap

particular arrangements of life

forces (life force arrangements vary
according to one's location) which
are met and inhabited, as he puts it,

by dint of bodily receptivity. His

directions, in this regard, were
sketchy and suggestive. At one
point in the discussion, he made
reference to an intricately woven,

cloth belt one of the students was
wearing; the pattern of the belt

reminded Mr. Hadley of what it is

like to hook up with life forces and
feel "together."

Mr. Hadley declared his admira-

tion for such contemporary Ameri-

can poets as Allen Ginsberg and
Charles Olson. And as if to imitate

their success, he announced that

"lyric poetry is like a Triumph
motorcycle." Each of us left Mont-
gomery House with varying
feelings. Perhaps the basic feeling

was that our guest spoke an all too
private language in an all too frag-

mentary fashion.

THE COLORADO SPRINGS
FREE CLINIC needs volunteers to

help primarily with transportation.

This would involve having the

volunteer make himself or herself

available at certain times for taking

people to and from die clinic. The
clinic is open on Monday and
Thursday nights, from 7 to 10 p.m.

The volunteer and the staff of the

clinic would decide how much time

the volunteer should give to the

clinic.

THE HILLSIDE NEIGHBOR-
HOOD CENTER needs volunteers

to help with housing and with

transportation. Help with housing
means keeping track of the avail-

able housing (rent, condition of
housing, number of rooms, etc.) in

a certain area. Help with trans-

portation would mean making one-

self available at certain specified

times to take people wherever they
might need to go. The volunteer

and the center's staff would decide

how much time the volunteer

should give to the center.

THE NORTH EAST ACTION
CENTER needs volunteers for a

wide variety of projects. Volunteers

are needed to set up classes. The
volunteer would have an oppor-
tunity to set up a class in something
that he or she would like to teach.

Volunteers are also needed to help

with classes in the fundamentals of
English, math and history, and with

teaching English to Spanish-

speaking people. Volunteers are

needed for an employment bank.

This would involve maintaining a

list of available jobs by keeping in

contact with employers. It would
also involve interviewing people

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830NNerada

Phone:471-9200

The most

Mg^njngful Semester
you'll ever spend...

could be the one on

World Campus Afloat
Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient

Through 3 [ransfer format, more ihan 5 000
students from 450 campuses have participated
•or a semesfer in this unique program in inter-

WCA will broaden you; horizons literally and
iguratively .and give yoj a better chance to
make it-meaningfully-in fhis changing world

study at sea w,fh 3 n experienced cos-
mopolitan (acuity, and then during porf slops

i; II study the world ilself You'll discover thai
mailer how foreign and far-away, you have a
in common with people of other lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think;
ve done our best to bring il within reach of

-si college studenfs Wrile today for free
details.

TEACHERS: Summer travel with credit for teach-
eis and administrators.

BBBB
£)0jfiB V.'rjte Today to

:_:^ Chapman College,

I ^VS |ga CC?6. Oramp, Qarliliifnra 926S6

berninaP

Tashton ralrUC5

Classes starting Oct. 25th in lingerie, men's wear and ladies
slack suits. For information please call.

Jim Howard
Linnie Howard
Phone 596-0456

Rustic Hills Plaza
3937 Palmer Park Blvd.
Colorado Springs, Colo.

who are looking for work. Help is

also needed in picking up and de-

livering food and clo tiling and in

publicizing the center which has

recently moved to a new location.

The volunteer and staff of the

center would decide how much
time the volunteer should give to

the center.

THE COLORADO SPRINGS
BOYS' CLUB needs volunteers to

help supervise the library and help
the boys with their homework.
Help is needed in the gym to assist

in the supervision of athletic activ-

ities. The woodshop instructor

needs help in the woodshop. Volun-
teers are needed to help supervise

the games room and teach the boys
how to play various types of games.
The Boys' Club operates from 3 to

5:30 and 6:30 to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 9:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturday. The volunteer
and Boys' Club staff would decide
how much time the volunteer

should give to the club.

THE GIRL SCOUTS needs two
volunteer Brownie leaders for die

Pikes Peak school area. The volun-
teer would be asked to prepare for,

and attend one, one-hour meeting a
week. The volunteer would need to

purchase a Girl Scouts handbook
THE GIRLS' CLUB needs volun-

teers to help with transportation.

This would involve picking the girls

up at their schools at 3:15 p.m.

(2:15 on Wednesdays at Garfield

School) and taking them back to

their schools at 5:00 p.m. Help
i s

also needed with teaching macrame,
reading stories, teaching drama,
taking the girls rollerskating on
Thursdays and supervising the Girls'

Club from 3 to 5 p.m. on Tuesdays.

The volunteer would also have an

opportunity to create his or her
own class. The volunteer and staff

of the Girls' Club would decide
how much time the volunteer

would give.

THE COLORADO SPRINGS
HUMAN RELATIONS COM-
MISSION needs volunteers to help

with research. Help is needed with

statistical analysis and with inter-

viewing people. The volunteer and
the Director of the Human Rela-

tions Commission would decide

how much time the volunteer

should give.

THE LATIN AMERICAN RE-
SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AGENCY (L.A.R.A.D.A.) needs

volunteers to help with office work
and with talking to various people
in the community. Both of these

jobs would give the volunteer an

opportunity to become acquainted
with the people and problems of

the Chicano community of Colo-

rado Springs. The amount of time

given by the volunteer would be

decided by the volunteer and the

staff of L.A.R.A.D.A.

Record and Tape Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records & Tapes

MILLER MUSIC RECORD
AND TAPE CENTER

5 SOUTH TEJON

THERE'S
A NEW LOOK
AT MAUDE'S...

Maiidie's
FLEA MARKETS & ttVNTS FALACE

232 N. TEJON
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McMillen Spends Sabatical
With Famed French Mimist

William E. McMillen

ACM Program to Offer Study
In Indian Culture Next Spring

ACM is offering an India Studies

Program again this spring, with the

orientation program at Lawrence
University in Wisconsin. The over-

phase will be held at Poona,
India, with the cooperation of

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS -GRAPHICS
PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206'/* N. Tejon

633-6903

Deccan College. The program
begins on March 27, and will end
on December 15, 1972. During
their stay at Lawrence, students

will study the Marathi language,

participate in a seminar on Indian

Civilization, and begin work on
1

their independent study projects.

In India, students will continue

work on their independent study
projects, study the Marathi
language for ten weeks with a

native, and join in a seminar de-

signed to present an historical per-

spective on various aspects of
Indian culture, particularly politics,

religion, art and music. Although
Poona will be the center for stu-

dents' activities and studies, there

Do Your Own Thing
20% Discount on All Professional Dry Cleaning

DRY CLEANING LAUNDRY

[ 14 Minutes dry-to-dry
r No Shrinkage
' No bleeding of color

( Safe for practically all garments

* 30 Maytag Washers
* 13 Dryers

.ttltmtierj

Charatan w. 0. Larson's
Comoys Dunhills
Meerschaums Savinelli

Petersons Stanwells
Jobeys Parker
Ben Wade Sasieni

Hilson's' Fantasia

Custom Blended Tobaccos

30 Jl. ^tjou (Colorado Springs

471-9373

will be opportunities to travel

throughout India. For the first few

weeks in Poona the students will be

housed in "Westernized" facilities,

but then they will be encouraged to

live with Indian families.

Emily Estes and Roy McAlpine,
'71 graduates of CC were in the
program last year. They felt that
their experience in the program was
a good one.

Although this program is de-
signed primarily for sophomores
and juniors, any student enrolled at

CC may apply. The credits earned
during the orientation period will

' be approximately equal to three

units. In India, the student will earn
about five units. Tuition costs are

.equal to the costs at CC for the

number of units taken. Participa-

tion in this program does not dis-

qualify a student for financial aid,

however the applicant should talk

with the student aid officer.

Professor Jane Cauvel is the

India Studies Advisor at CC. Ifyou
are interested and would like more
details please contact her soon. Her
extension is 239, and her office is

Room 138 in Armstrong. All appli-

cations must be in by November
15.

bv Steve Jobes

The appointment had to be
broken. Jean-Louis Barrault had
appendicitis. So CC Drama profes-
sor William E. McMillen found him-
self in Paris, a long awaited meeting
with Barrault cancelled, with time
on his hands and naturally de-

pressed. His hope had been to seek
oui through Barrault, Etienne Do
Croux, the "modem father of
mime" and if possible pursue the
study of this revived art. Davs later

McMillen attended a performance
of the internationally famed
mimist, Marcel Marceau and adven-
turously sought out his dressing
room after the show. Granted the
unexpected entry to see Marceau,
McMillen explained his disappoint-
ment and his desire to study mime
in Paris. In turn this led to the
generous sponsoring of Professor
McMillen by Marcel Marceau to
Ecole Jacque Lecoq, where indeed
the study of mime, body awareness,
and Commedia dell' Arte can best
be pursued today.

Last winter (seven years later),

McMillen returned to Europe on
sabbatical and began his stay with a

two and a half month study at

Lecoq's school. Not only did he
take courses in die training and
awareness of the body, he also was
granted tile unusual privilege to

observe classes in pantomimic
improvisation, acrobatic technique
and Commedia. Of particular

interest to die CC community
might be the Commedia which
emphasizes a study to improve
quick-wittedness and imagination,

to learn conventional posturing of
characters such as Harlequin and
Pantalone, and to explore the

exciting uses of masks. A special

focus on particular aspects of this

broad style serves as the key note
for this fall's major production.

McMillen notes, that in contrast

to the usual "theater school,"

Lecoq does not emphasize perform-

il
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Men's Liberation.

Mice. His training seeks to develop
the whole of die individual, to
sharpen liis awareness ol sell' more
than merely projection, and lo in-

crease the individual ability lo com-
municate. Tims, already accom-
plished actors and professionals
seek oul liis courses, as do art

teachers, even those working in

special education fields, as well as
the beginning drama student.

McMillen left France for Milan's
Schola Tealro Piccolo, a school-
theatre where Lecoq had worked
prior to World War II. The Tealio
Piccolo approaches their study
from a serious traditionalist stand-

point; classics. Moliere, Shakespeare
fill the bulk of their season. They
list somewhat unique courses of
Breathing and the Performance of
Ancient Riles - die latter, laugh I

by a priest theologian versed also in

pagan rituals points out the origin

of dramatic expression, the

religious rite, as well as offering

construction in the performance
style. The formal academic severity

realizes that dramatic study is

neidier by chance or casual luck,

but an art to be worked toward.
Out of twenty-one students every

year only nine or ten are expected
to complete the diird and final

year. Tile approach of tile Teatro
Piccolo is illuminated furdier by
tile fact that they are the only
modern Theatre which includes in

their performance season a tradi-

tional Commedia dell' Arte show.
Recently Fredrico Soleri, a man of
some twenty years study and exper-

ience, received the honor of being
selected the Harlequin for the com-
pany, a character he will now pur-

sue for tlie remainder of his life.

McMillen, observing classes and
talking witii students for five

weeks, secured not only the ex-

posure to these elements; but was
particularly impressed by the devo-

tion of these students to their

study.

The next five weeks were spent

at the Akadcmie Dramatics also in

Italy. Similar in basic design lo

oilier schools, McMillen noted the

special attitude toward body [rain-

ing. Studenls taking an emotional

poem, express die thoughts through

a pantomimic oriented movement.
An example takes the analogy of

die juice of the grape lo the life-

blood of man. The task then would

(

be to express fluidity, warmth,
possibly die viable darkness, but

only thru the body.

A last trip over to England's

Royal Academy resulted in a less

revealing study. The Academy,
plagued by visitors, has had to

completely stop all observations

even for professionals and pro-

fessors.

In response to his stay in Europe
(where, as naturally expected, he
saw with his family more than the

inside of a classroom) McMillen

noted the particular earnestness of
students pursuing their craft; the

excitement of observing, partici-

pating and talking with different

groups and individuals about the

theatre arts; and the quite hope to

share the experience with the CC
i unity.

GMOIAM
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1990 Plan Raises Environmental Questions
Citizens Concerned

Over 250 citizens of Colorado

Springs packed one room in the

city auditorium Wednesday night to

form a new local interest group.

Temporary chairman Fred Sonder-

mann described the group as

".
. .citizens concerned about the

extremely rapid growth of Colo-

rado Springs, and what — if any-

thing - can be done to make it

sensible."

State Representative Richard

Lamm (D., Denver) (whose creden-

tials include the sponsorship of the

liberal abortion law in this state)

presented an opening address,

dealing with die problems of rapid

growth in general, and die particu-

lar problems of this phenomenon in

Colorado. Among the problems

Lamm discussed were the water

shortage, economic paradoxes -

waler being allocated away from

agriculture to newly formed

suburbs, and the optimum size limit

for the lowest per capita taxes.

Another paradox pointed out was

that in many cases, underdeveloped

land can yield a higher net tax than

newly formed suburbs.

Lamm suggested a number of

population controls that could be

adopted by the state, individual

communities, or both. Tight water

controls are one possible area;

others include stricter land use con-

trols, an end to the "Sell Colorado"

campaign, serious reconsideration

of the 1976 Olympics, green belt

purchases, and (naturally) citizen

groups.

Sondermann regained the

podium to denounce the current

disencourage growth, and to ascer-

tain the optimum size of the com-

munity.

Claiming that since none of the

existing organizations had the scope

or the inclination to attack the

problem, a new group was neces-

sary to fill the void. The first

organizational act of this was to

name the fledgling organization:

Citizens' Lobby for Sensible

Growth. The official objective of

die Cidzens' Lobby is die "protec-

tion, preservation, and projection

of the good life for the citizens of

Colorado Springs.

Proposed actions to be taken by
the Citizens' Lobby include:

- Documentation of aspects of

growth and development; better

communications between citizens

and public officials; massive public

information services concerning

growdi; mobilization of citizen sup-

port for: an optimum population

study, candidate for public office

sympathetic with Citizens' Lobby,
peddon drives and opinion surveys

on growth related issues; and City

Council appearances by members
on issues concerning growth.

- An additional project is the

preparation of a referendum for the

1973 municipal elections dealing

with the issue of optimum popula-

tion.

- Of particular interest is the

Citizens' Lobby response to die

1990 plan. They endorsed a sugges-

tion to flood die mayor with letters

voicing opposition to this resolu-

tion, and possibly packing the

ATTENTION: There should be

a City Council meeting within a

week or two, where a final vote

will be taken on the 1990

Transportation Plan to decide

whether it will or will not be

adopted. No definite date or

time has yet been set for the

meeting, but an announcement

should appear in the local news

media in the next few days.

Transportation Plan

council room when the resolutic

growth rate of the Pikes Peak comes before the ci'y Councilmen.

region as "too much and too fast." (nllbllsle'. prof. Sondermann?)

He compared the growth rate to a
Sondermann was asked after the

freight train speeding out of con-
meetir>8 if the group would wel-

trol. come student aid. His reply, "Stu-

He went on to say that any dents are 8°ing to be voting in this

community of citizens has the right community, by God, they ought to

to decide whether to encourage or worl< for mis community."

"The light

at the end of
the tunnel'

Spare us from anymare promises.
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Commissioners
Adopt Plan
The Colorado Springs City Plan

ning Commission met until late into

die afternoon last Thursday, Oct.

14 to adopt the 1990 Trans-

portation Plan amid controversial

discussion pro and con die pro-

posals to widen some existing high-

ways and streets in the city. Jim

Ringe, Director of City Planning

Department, explained that some

city transportation routes would

have to go under construction in

the near future to compensate for

annual traffic increases of ten to

twelve percent in the metropolitan

area.

Several organizational represen-

tatives, including CC Vice President

Robert Brougliton, and concerned

citizens from areas that will be

affected by the plan, rose to voice

opinions tiiat tiiere remains much
work to be done by the ci ty

planning department in "educating

the public" and in "making more
extensive mass transity and optima

growth studies." The Plan was

adopted by a 4-2 vote.

Broughton introduced a pro-

posal to close Cascade between

Uintah and Cache le Poudre since it

"runs directly through the center of

the Colorado College campus and,

even at present traffic levels, con-

stitutes a major hazzard to

students, faculty, administrative

personnel, and visitors going to and

from the various sections of the

campus," in the words Brougliton.

The CC proposal was extended

to include the closing of Cache le

Poudre between Cascade and Mesa

Road.

Ringe rejected the proposal since

it was "a little too late to crank it

into all this work done in die past,"

but he added, "I think we will work
with you very closely."

Several CC students and faculty

members in the crowd of about

fifteen heard conflicting opinions

form the Commission. Commis-
sioner Sprague said of die CC pro-

posal, "I would certainly not object

to die closing of Cascade. I feel that

it is a very serious situation as far as

safety is concerned." Commissioner
Brown, who voted for adoption of

the Plan, suggested tiiat an exper-

imental closing of Cascade for a few
days might be in order.

Objection to the Plan centered,

however, around public comments
that the general public was not

informed well enough by die City

as to what the plan will bring

about. Commissioner Cortez, who
voted against adopting die plan

said, "I tiiink the people must be

educated on these things." Fol-

lowing a comment by Com-
missioner Henninger, who insisted

that "plenty" of publicity has been
given die Plan in city newspapers,

After the April municipal elec-

tion last spring, the Pikes Peak Area

Council of Governments submitted

a recommendation regarding high-

way plans for the Colorado Springs

metropolitan area. The transporta-

tion proposals are aimed at accom-
modating expected population

booms by the year 1990. The
various problems being faced by
city planners bring to the forefront

problems that are implicit in the

mushrooming traffic situation in

and around the CC community and
which are of vital concern to all

residents.

A report on the subject was
made last March by professor of
political science Robert D. Loevy.

Council figures suggest, Loevy in-

forms, that "traffic on the average

Colorado Springs street is increasing

at the rate of 10 to 12 percent a

year," and that "traffic volumes

past the Colorado College will be

very heavy by 1990 if no major

changes are made to the basic street

pattern in Colorado Springs and the

population continues increasing at

its present rate." Speaking more
specifically about CC, "Probably

the worst thing that could happen
to the College would be for no
highway improvements to be made
in Colorado Springs. This will pro-

duce very large traffic volumes on
Cascade, Nevada, and Uintah by the

year 1990."

What is of critical importance to

CC is which form the Colorado

Springs Metropolitan Area Trans-

portation Plan takes. It is possible

tiiat, due to public opposition to

other solutions, Cascade will be-

come the principal non-freeway

route connecting the Rockrimmon
area with downtown Colorado

Springs, and Cache la Poudre and

Uintah major east-west thorough-

fares. This would keep heavy

volumes of traffic on the borders of

CC and on the campus-bisecting

Cascade street.

A much more favorable plan for

CC would provide for the bulk of

traffic to be carried on the Wah.
satch Street highway, the

Fontanero Street connection, and

the Uintah-San Miguel corridor

The 1990 plan calls for Wahsatch

Street to be upgraded into a six

lane highway running from Inter-

state 25 and Fountain Boulevard in

the south to Nevada Avenue just

north of Filmore Street in the

north. If built, Loevy affirms, "this

highway is predicted to carry

virtually all of the future traffic

growth through the North End

thereby leaving traffic volumes on

Cascade and Nevada at or near

present levels." The future for

Cache la Poudre Street traffic is

similarly hopeful, pending the ex-

tension of Fontanero Street across

Monument Valley Park to a connec-

tion with 2 1 st street on the west

side of town.

Professor Loevy believes that if

the 1990 plan is accepted substan-

tially in its present form (including

the Wahsatch Street highway, the

Fontanero Street connection, and

the Uintah-San Miguel corridor),

traffic will be little enough on

Cascade and Cache la Poudre that

CC can probably make a reasonable

argument for the closing of tiiese

two campus streets. This would no

doubt give CC unlimited oppor-

tunities for a more centralized cam-

pus, a safer and a more pleasant

campus environment.

In closing, he remarks, "At a

time when the business community
of Colorado Springs is moving to

close Tejon Street in order to create

a shopping mall and a more favor-

able human environment, it would

appear that the College would be in

a good position to make a major

proposal to close Cascade Avenue

and Cache la Poudre Street and

thereby create a more favorable

human environment for its students

and faculty."
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Hien, 17 months old in this picture, cannot walk or talk She has

many congenital defects - plane nape, 4di and 5th toes stuck togethei
big toes flat. She has trouble digesting food and suffers from eye
infections. Her mother, Hoang Thi Lam, was hit widi chemical sprays
aunjigjiersgcond month of pregnancy.



Uncompahgre-A Gift for the Future ?

line

mtinued from page two

eping rather than for wilder-

a good deal of its vaJue for

habitat, recreation, scenery

watershed will be lost.

Specifically, what are the altem-

fyes for management in the Un-

flipahgre? If the area is protected

wilderness, it will remain essen-

jjly as is. The only roads will be

ose that miners build to patented

litns
under special restrictions.

fining will only be permitted on

laims paten ted before 1984.

will not be permitted.

(otorized vehicles, except those

vrking mining patents, would not

\
permitted. Limited water de-

•\opment would be permitted only

f//i
permission of the President.

dazing would be permitted for all

pent permit holders, but the

umbers of animals grazed could

o! be increased and new parties

Wild not secure grazing permits,

pre would be improved trails,

anting, fishing, unmarred scenery,

xcellent watershed, and all those -

facilities nature provides. As
wilderness, the land could only lose

its status if a national emergency
necessitated its use.

If the area is not protected as

wilderness, that which is not
protected as primitive area will lose

its protection. The land will be
subject to "multiple use." This is a

misnomer if mining proceeds un-

checked, if logging occurs with its

attendant roads and the resulting

motorized recreation. Then
hunting, fishing, scenic values, and
watershed will all suffer. Also, one
of the few quiet areas of our state

where climbing, packing and ski

touring are still pleasant will

disappear. The administration of

the area will be at the discretion of

the Forest Service which will have

few tools to prevent its desecration.

The area may not be made wil-

derness because mining interests are

accustomed to using the public

lands, with few restrictions, for

their own ends. The 1872 mining
law was designed to give miners a

free hand in the use of public lands.

As Stewart Udall said:

"I have come to the conclu-

sion that the most important

piece of unfinished business

on the nation's resource

agenda is the complete re-

placement of the mining law

of 1872. Put simply, this ob-
solete and outdated statute

inhibits the best kind of

multiple-use management. It

operates as an outright give-

away of vital natural re-

sources."

Over the past 99 years, miners have

used and often abused the privileges

accorded them under this law. They
have left the area and the public

with tailings, piled junk and roads

and have taken the minerals and the

land neither of which they pur-

chase, but both of which travel

from the public storehouse to the

private pocket. This has been the

case around Ouray.

WE TEACH YOU TO
READ CONSISTENTLY
1000-2000 WPM!
Consider these facts:

1. The average college student reads less than
300 words per minute.

2. Reading assignments are constantly increasing and
will double by 1980

3. All available knowledge is increasing at an accelerating
rate. Even magazines and newspapers have doubled in si

in the last 10 years.

4. Being an average word by word reader, how do you expect
keep up with assignments let alone read books for pleasure

Comments from Colorado graduates:

Barry Eith Beginning reading situation:

Technical material: 191 wpm, 62% comp
Nontechnical material: 243 wpm, 68% comp

Ending reading situation:

Technical material: 1840 wpm, 84% comp
Nontechnical material: 2500 wpm, 86% comp

- "Any student who seeks to become proficient with his
chosen course of study cannot afford to pass this course by."
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Nancy Purtell Beginning reading situation:

Technical material: 265 wpm, 85% comp
Nontechnical material: 285 wpm, 88% comp

Ending reading situation

:

Technical material: 1640 wpm, 87% comp
Nontechnical material: 3200 wpm, 92% comp

- "I would make it required if! were head of education. Take
it! It could be the most important thing you've done in your

Martha Herrera Beginning reading situation:

Technical material: 205 wpm, 72% comp
Nontechnical material: 275 wpm, 74% comp

Ending reading situation

:

Technical material: 1246. wpm, 83% comp
Nontechnical material: 1832 wpm, 87% comp

- "It really works! It helps in long reading assignments and
homework." The study techniques, especially the recall system,
cut study time in half."

JS3

Find out how we can help you. Attend a free lesson this Thursday at 6
and 8 p.m. or next Tuesday at 6 or 8 p.m. Rastall Center Room 204.
You should double your speed during this free lesson.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
For further information call 633-1 707

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS Phone: 633-1707

The mining companies now
operating around the Ouray area
have dumped trash in the canyons
and streambeds. Tfiey have polluted
the streams and left large areas of
once public land a waste where
only no-trespassing signs exist. Yet
in spite of all this, the San Juan
Multiple Use Committee, which
appears to represent mining
interests, claims that a wilderness

designation would close the land to

the exclusive few who hike. How-
ever, to validate a claim, a miner
needs only to prove a workable
deposit and pay a nominal amount
in filing fees. This gives one interest

the right to devour and retain 160
acres of public land. Tfiis is not
"multiple use." Under the Wilder-

ness Act, miners can stake and
patent claims until 1984; they can
mine under restrictions protecting

the environment; they acquire
mineral rights and limited surface

rights, but no title to the surface.

All claims patented by 1984 can be
mined at any future date. Yet the

miners have been at the public
trough too long. They will not
brook restrictions and want to con-
vince the public that what is "good
for mining is good for America."
To quote a witness at the Wilder-

ness Bill hearing; "What is so bad
about the appearance of a mine,
that these wilderness people should
have their fun spoiled when they
see one ? A pile of rock from a mine
is not greatly different from
another pile of rocks.

"

The miners and those like the

San Juan Multiple Use Committee
who a p p a re n tly support their

interests say that wilderness advo-
cates wish to lock up all the land.

They also claim that such people
are greedy and not considering the

needs of others. The following
quote from the Wilderness Bill

hearings is a fit response to these

claims:

"Proponents of wilderness

preservation are often
accused by commercial
interests of being selfish . With
92 percent of the national

forest area available for regu-

lated commercialization -
mining, lumbering, road and
dam building, summer homes,
and developed recreation

areas - I ask who is being
selfish? Those who now have
92 percent of the national

forest area and want the

other 8 percent, or those who
would preserve 8 percent of it

in its majestic, God-given pris-

tine condition for the benefit

of present and future genera-

tions?"

To say that we need more
minerals to supply the needs of a

growing population appears to

make sense. That we find it more
practical to destroy a sizeable por-

tion of the 37c of this state that

remains wild because we can't re-

orient our metals industry, and
re-use our waste metal products, is

shortsighted. Must we continue to

use and consume more than our
share of the world's resources? //'

we cannot leave a sizeable portion

'of our resources, both mineral and
wilderness, for our children, we
make a mockery of our intelligence

for we then become not only the

brightest, but also the most socially

unadaptable and self-destructive

species on earth.

Historically, man has survived

because he could adapt. Surely we
can change our way of life to one

continued on page is

Visit .

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

istaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

Green ^Mountain
Grainery.
- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,
Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds,
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic
Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans

& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure foods.
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It's the Yeast We Can Do

Student Grants Bread Rises
by John Norwood

Money for worthwhile sludent

projects floats pretty loosely on

this campus.

If you have an idea for a good

project, whether academic or exlra

currkular, you can probably gel

funded if you take the time (o

write a good proposal. There are

essentially three organizations

which take care of money appro-

priated for student use. They are

the Leisure Time Program's Experi-

mental Student Grants committee,

the Ford Venture grants commit-

tee, and Assistant Dean of Sludenl

Affairs, Don Smith's "discretionary

fund."

FORD VENTURE GRANTS
These grants, provided by the

Ford Foundation, are for projects

within a student's major academic

interest. They divide into two cate-

gories: for on-campus research pro-

jects requiring more resources than

otherwise available to the student,

or for funding of transportation to,

and accommodations at confer-

ences of professionals. The total

budget for this program runs about

510,000 annually. The committee

which decides on applications for

Ford grants is headed by Dean

George Drake, and meets once a

week, or as often as need dictates.

All decisions on whether or not to

allot money to a project are made
by the committee on the basis of

what they feel is the merit of the

particular project in relation to the

cost. The money actually given

depends on how much die commit-

tee feels is needed to successfully

complete the project. There is no
upper or lower limit to the amount
one can ask for, but obviously, if

you need upwards of two thousand

dollars your chances of being

funded in full are not as good as if

you ask for S500.

To apply for a Ford Venture

Grant, one needs to submit a de-

tailed typewritten proposal in-

cluding such things as an accurate

summary of the project proposed,

and a detailed and well researched

budget. In addition to this, the

student requesting the grant should

have the recommendation of at

least one faculty member, usually

the professor he is working under

or a professor from the department
of his major.

nple of a Ford Venture

project funded last year was an

"Experiment in Interpersonal Re-

lationships Under Stress." Les Goss

and Bruce Neuman, both senior

psych majors requested S600.and

received S35S for their nroieci

Les Goss

which involved a week living in the

north woods of Minesota, and a

week in the deserts of Arizona.

Their budget included money for

emergency food rations, transporta-

tion, ski rental and numerous minor

pieces of equipment like ensolite

pads, film, etc.

Their object was to gain first

hand experience in living together

under conditions of extreme stress.

In the desert they ate moths and

insects but were unsuccessful at

trapping roden ts or other small

game. After their desert experience,

during which they each lost about

ten pounds, they headed back to

CC for a few days of R & R and

fattening up on good old Saga food.

Then Bruce and Les were off

again, to Minnesota. Though they

had a rifle, they were never blessed

with game to shoot at, and so spent

five days of enforced fasting in a

snow cave. Deciding that if they

continued their fast they would be

too weak to walk out, they spent

their last two days on their emer-

gency rations of brown sugar.

After their project, the two

wrote a journal, illustrated with

pictures taken during their trip.

Other Ford grants have included

productions of original musical and

dramatic works, and sending stu-

dents to a drug research seminar at

a convention of the American

Association for the Advancement

of Science, in Chicago. For

additional information on Ford

grants, see Dean Taylor or Dean

Drake.

EXPERIMENTAL GRANTS
This grants committee is a sort

of rider committee on the Leisure

Time Program. This is one of the

more interesting grants in that an

attempt is made to obtain a diver-

sity of imaginative projects. The
purpose is to fund projects usually

of a non-academic nature which

will in some way embellish campus

life, such as die salt-water aquarium

in Rastall Lounge and the geodesic

dome in front of Loomis which

were two projects sponsored by

Experimental Grants last year. Pro-

posals are evaluated by a committee

of six. The chairman, and the one

to see if you have any questions

relating to Experimental Grants, is

Jim Levison. (Leisure Time office.

Cutler 101 x 337) The other mem-
bers of this committee are Debbie

Freepons, Rich Buscho, Alan

Carrol, Don Shearn and John Riker.

If you have an idea, but are not

sure that it would be acceptable or

feasible, talk to Jim Levison or

anyone on the committee. They
would be more than happy to talk

about any kind of project. The
committee meets every other

Thursday or as often as need dic-

tates. Deadline for submission of

proposals is 2:00 p.m. on every

Monday of weeks in which
meetings are to be held. The com-
mittee meets at least once every

other week. Interested students

should contact Jim Levison for

information on the next meeting.

One member of the committee will

then speak with the applicant and

report to the committee on the

proposal. The process of approval

or rejection never takes more than

two .weeks, and in most cases, the

applicant knows within a week.

Proposals for Experimental

Grants must be typewritten and
contain the following information:

1. The applicant's name,
address, phone number, class

and major. If a group applies

for a grant, then this person

should be (he leader or chair-

man of die group.

2. An accurate and well re-

searched description of the

project and what the benefits

to the campus and the appli-

I

Bruce Neum

cant(s) will be.

3. -A detailed budget of all

money involved.

4. A deadline for completion

and a plan for some kind of

review or end evaluation.

If a proposal is rejected, the

committee may make a recommen-
dation for some sort of change. A
proposal may always be resub-

mitted. If it is accepted, the appli-

cant must sign a contract for the

project, stipulating that all pur-

chases with Leisure Time funds are

to be made by purchase order only,

that adequate financial records

must be kept, that the project
v

be completed by the set dead],,

and that unused funds are return.

to Leisure Time, among othe

ditions. All projects funded by
e

perimental Grants become prop^
of the College, if the College,

chooses (What do you do vvith

used geodosic dome?).

Last year there were thirt«_

projects funded by Experiment

Grants, for a total of $8,772. Th

year the budget is about $8,QQ tT
although more can be made ayj

able. Last year's projects included

freon driven turbine engi]

support of the Free University

workshop in musical composite

an audio-visual show in urban
i

sign, and productions of films.

THE DISCRETIONARY FUNl
controlled by Assistant Dean

,

Student Affairs, Don Smith

Rastall, x 323), is set up to hanc

small projects, usually under $5

which do not fit under either F
j

Venture or the Experiment

Grants. Projects which have be!

made possible by the discretions;

fund include ski touring trips, trir

to zoos, and the public stilts kept

front of Rastall.

Student grants are available

suit a variety of needs, includi

projects both oriented to a si

dent's major academic interest, an

those oriented towards a student

leisure interests.

These funding agencies .

reasonably coordinated so that tlii

cover nearly any kind of proja

imaginable. If you don't succeed

first, improve and re-submit yo

plan, or try a different committi

If your idea is imaginative, inl

esting, and of possible benefit

the CC community, the money

there.

^

f

TAYLOR TRAVEL

Nfcr^We're so close - to send you so far. \ /"
~J

~^~^7

r rafm™ "^
AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
115 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phone 635-4265



Cutler Park to Be
Ready By Spring

by John Howard

During the last couple of weeks
a lot of activity has been going on
below Cutler Hall in the area where
the ROTC buildings stood last year.

Dump trucks loaded with fill and a

scoop shovel have been busily tra-

versing the terrain, transforming it

into a gently descending landscape

that slopes toward the football

field.

The whole project started several

years ago with the El Pomar Foun-
dation Committee, the organization

that provided the funds for the El

Pomar Sports Center completed last

year. It was felt that since the

sports center was to be one of the

most frequently used buildings at

die college, it should be easily

accessible from die rest of the
campus. It was noted that since the
ROTC buildings were to be re-

moved, there would be a large area
below Cuder Hall ideally suited as
the major access.

Architect Carlisle B. Guy drew
up several plans and submitted
them to the El Pomar Committee
for study. After examining them,
die committee submitted the plans
to the Campus Design Committee
lor consultation and review.

The Campus Design Committee,
an organization comprised of
faculty and students whose job is to

recommend improvements for the
campus and plan ideas for die
future, examined the plans last

mnti'nued on pngi- 14

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Between

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

YOU CAM HAVE
CLEAN CLOTHES

and

CLEAN WATER

471-1280
CALL 685-1107

471-9906

... 1990 PLAN
Commissioner Sprague replied that

"there is a great difference between

mere publicity and education."

Dr. Richard Bradley of the CC
Physics Department told the Plan-

ning Commission that further

investigation must be made in mass

transit options and environmental

problems such as population con-

trol and water supply before the

Plan can be adopted to disrupt

already established areas. "I diink if

people were to know that Uintah

was going to be a six-lane divided

highway, 1 diink diey would
become interested."

Levis?
Yes, Levi's

—

One of many

styles in a great

new line of

fashion-minded jeans,

Sta-Prest® slacks and

knits. Look for

the latest— from

Levi's.

to ra

Jkw
107 South Tejon

• .where the Levi's are!

Boots

S.

fWnmttatttanfalrt

I

633-0732

226 N. TEJON

?
Q

I
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"Ginger" Weaponery
Blunt but Pointless

by David Rollman

"Ginger — her body is her wea-

pon; she can cut you, kill you, or

cure you." One tiling about Ginger,

though; she'll certainly never be

arrested for carrying a concealed

weapon. I went down to the Peak

Theater last Thursday with two free

passes, bu t I was by my sel f ; I

couldn't find anyone adventure-

some enough to see Ginger, which

the Westland Theaters' manager had

warned me was "strong stuff." I

wasn't sure what he meant by that,

but after seeing the movie, I'm sure

that he must have meant that it was

too idiotic for the normal intelli-

gence.

What the "strong stuff actually

turned out to be was one of the

oldest detective story lines in the

book, with about the same moral

tone as an episode of "Dragnet";

die world is full of corrupt people,

but they all get theirs in the end.

Within this framework, all the

characters in the movie spend the

rest of their time thinking of the

most implausible excuses possible

for taking their clothes off; and the

winner of the contest is handily the

title character. At least twice in the

course of the film I broke out

laughing at the absolute ridiculous-

ness of the use of nudity.

I won't bother giving the details

of the plot, but just point out some
of the highlights of the action. Tiie

first big thrill came when Ginger,

trying to work her way inside the

gang, tantalizes one of the si

at a local night spot. She uses a

contest that the barkeep calls a

"specialty of the house"; a girl can

pick any man in die audience to

turn on, only she cannot use her

hands and he must keep his hands

behind his back. I didn't exactly

understand how it was determined

who won, or what they were

supposed to win, but that didn't

matter; Ginger was hysterically

funny trying to be tough and sexy.

Another great moment came

when Ginger shot the only black

member of the gang, who was their

dope buyer and whose entire vocab-

ulary consisted of die words "sweet

white ass." I diink he had some sort

of f i x a t i o n . A n y w ay , Ginger

decides to kill him as revenge for

the fact that three black men had

raped her when she was sixteen

(talk about sublimating!); the poor

guy never had a chance. First she

takes her clothes off to show him

what he'll be missing (Pant!), then

she sets die gun on die table and

says he can have her if he can get

her before she gets the gun. He
doesn't.

Then of course, there is die

leader of the gang. I don't

remember who played this part, but

it was a very satisfying perform-

ance; it could not have conceivably

been worse. Every time he opened

his mouth, even if he was only

going to cough, he curled his lips

and sneered. The rape scene at the

end of die movie involving him and

Ginger was hilarious; it was all so

delightfully illogical, but it gave

everyone an opportunity to undress

again.

A word about the explicit

nudity and sex; it was never erotic

in any sense of the word. In many
ways, I don't think I'd mind letting

my children see it, except that it

was fairly vulgar. The unadorned

and unprotected human body is a

rather weak and frail thing in

appearance, and can even be ridicu-

lous, as this movie shows. Under
these circumstances, one has a ten-

dency to see every pimple on the

exposed posterior. In a wav I felt
continued on page IS

Lanner, Ansbacher
To Perform Nov. 5

Professor Max Lanner will per-

form the Mozart Piano concerto

number 14 with die Chamber

Soloists of Colorado Springs, Fri-

day, November 5, at the Fine Arts

Center.

The program, to begin at 8:30

p.m., will also include the Handel

concerto Grosso opus 3 number 4B
for two oboes and strings, die

Telemann Suite in F for two horns

and strings, plus an early work by

the modern Polish composer

Lutoslawski.

Charles Ansbacher, who taught

at CC last year will be conducting

the program.

Two other programs are

scheduled for die Fine Arts Center

during the year. Another work by

Lutoslawski will be performed by

the Warsaw String Quartet on Feb-

ruary 27, and on April 14 a pro-

gram featuring works by Bartok,

Haydn, and Mozart.

Student tickets for the Novem-
ber 5 program are $2.00.

Sunday, Oct. 24- 11:00a.

The preacher in Shove (

will be Dean Max Taylor, Jr.J

will speak on "The Meaning

Hope."

aygf

You can still buy any Beatle album
at Budget and get a free pass lo see
Yellow Submarine next week: 4
days only. Two fabulous anti-war
comedies: "King of Hearts" "Start
the Revolution Without Me!"
and!! Two fabulous (soft) anti-

establishment flicks: "Thousand
Clowns" and "Bedazzled." 3 days
only! Coming: "Perform
Coming: "Woodstock."

Chambon Sales Co.

surplus CITY

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Clothing

Camping & Outdoor Equipment

Footgear

2409 W. Cucharras St.

(West side)

634-1264

OF THE
WORLD!

NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES!

KIRK DOUGLAS YULBRYNNErJ

PLUS THIS GREAT THRILLER

BLUE WATER,
WHITE DEATH"

|The hunt for the Great White Shark '

ACINEMA CENTER FILMS PRESENTATION
NATIONALGENERALPICTURESRELEASE 1

'.'-'

TECHNICOLOR- D &&Mi£k



Acclaimed Yuval Trio
To Perform At College

Wolfmen Howl In London
fim Derry

Riddle: When is an all-star band

no-star band (except in the

mond Sutra)? Answer; When it's

London Howlin' Wolf Sessions.

i we have Howlin' Wolf, Eric

pton, Steve Winwood, Bill

nan. Charlie Watts, and assorted

pers, all on the same record

eased by Chess), but not really

ilher. It is fairly obvious that

f was to be the focal point for

album, but intentionally or

focus as we may, his image

does not resolve.

One might expect from all the

"names" to find the supergroup

excitement, rampant of late, but

it's just not there. Each sideman

contributes, but apparently with

the idea in mind that he is only a

sideman. So far so good. However,

instead of carrying the ball Wolf

tosses it right back. At times he

seems unsatisfied with the rhythm

("Wang-Dang Doodle"). Never does

he draw the listener into the music,

HEUBERGER VW, INC.

for all your needs in

SALES SERVICE PARTS

MOTOR CITY, Colo. Springs 475-1920

which is unfortunate since he has

often proven his abilities in this

area. Instead, he gives one the song

to deal widi as one pleases.

Aside from this (and a few other

Uttle untogetiiernesses) the album
gets on. In fact, the whole mood is

suggestive of Uiose "old days"

when it wasn't so much as who sang

the blues or even how he sang, but

simply that he sang. (There were

days like that, weren't there? If

not, then it's high time.) When one

has run out of bushes to beat

about, The Wolf Sessions is a fine,

but unobtrusive album that may
take some getting used to. It's green

and it grows.

The Yuval Trio from Israel will

perform in Armstrong Theatre
Monday, October 25 at 8:15 p.m.
The concert is sponsored by Colo-

rado College and will be open to

the public without charge.

Organized in 1 968, die Yuval
Trio (piano, violin and cello) has in

two short seasons become one of

the highest acclaimed chamber
music ensembles of Israel. Press

comments have been superlative

and famous flutist Jean-Pierre

Ram pal who heard the group

during his tour of Israel in 1970
wrote of them "The Yuval Trio

holds a special place in the world of

Pianist Jonathan Zak was born

in Tel Aviv and studied at the

Jerusalem Academy of Music be-

fore he became a scholarship stu-

dent at the Juilliard School of

Music. Mr. Zak eonecrtised exten-

sively throughout Europe, America,

Canada and Mexico and is currently

teaching at the Academy of Music

in Tel Aviv.

Uri Pianka. the violinist of the

group, is the concert master of the

Israel Philharmonic. Born in Israel,

he was accepted as scholarship stu-

dent at the Juilliard School of

Music at the age of 16. In 1967 he

participated in the Queen Elizabeth

violin competition in Brussels and

was one of the prize winners there.

Simca Heled is principal cellist

of the Israel Philharmonic and has

appeared several limes as soloist

with this ochestra and with the

Israel Radio Symphony. He also

appeared throughout Israel in

recitals and chamber concerts and

has made many recordings for the

Budget Tapes

and

Records

Our Hair is

Longer
327 N. TEJON

Israel Broadcasting Service.

The current tour of the Yuval
Trio marks its North American
debut and includes appearances
under leading auspices in the
United Stales and Canada. For their

concert al Colorado College the
three artists have chosen a program
of works by Beethoven. Ravel and
Schubert.

Fine Arts Center Films

Tire Fine Arts Center's new Rim
program, emphasizing the film as

art, which began October 12th with

die first of a ten-week scries of
world masterpieces produced be-

tween 1910-1930, shortly before

die introduction of sound, is still

offering an excellent choice of

films.

The series explores aird coin-

pares the traditional classic cine-

malic expressions of each country

before the advent of sound and

other technological advances.

Tickets for die complete ten-

week series are now available at the

Fine Arts Center at a cost of $5 for

members, students of all ages and
faculties of local colleges. They will

be $8 for the public. Individual

tickets for each movie will remain

dre same price: $1 for matinees,

SI. 50 evenings, 50 cents for

children under 12. Screening lime is

3 p.m. for matinees and 8:30 p.m
for evenings.

Films remaining to be shown:

Nov. 2 The Crazy Ray (Fr.,

1908-12)

Nov. 9 Cabiria (Italy, 1913)
Nov. 23 Leaves from Satan's Book
(Scan., 1918-21)

Dec. 7 Destiny (Germ., 1921)

Dec. \A Polemkm (Vmh,., 1925)

Jan. 1 1 Birth of a Nation (U.S.,

1915)

Jan. 1 8 Sunrise (U.S., I

L)27)

Jan. 25 Cottage on Dartmoor (Brit.,

I<)2U )

SALES— REPAIRS

RENTALS

TYPIYPlWIUTfR
• UMprco ,a

105 NORTH TEJON ST.

634-0102

The "Pedaler" Is Here

USED BIKES IN STOCK

BICYCLE REPAIR SPECIALIST

NOW OPEN

COLORADO SPRINGS CYCLERY

9 E. BIJOU
634-2257
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Hockey Schedule Set;

CC Opens Against DU
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. -

Colorado College will play 32

hockey games during its 1971-72

season, and all bul four of them

will count in Western Collegiate

Hockey Association standings.

Coach Jeff Sauer said the Tigers

and the University of Denver, both

league members, will open die sea-

son in DU Arena on Saturday night,

Nov. 13, but the game will be one

of four that will not be included in

WCHA standings. The other three

games will be with the Air Force

Academy.

Colorado College will meet all of

the other nine league teams in 28

games, the first the University of

Notre Dame, new member of

WCHA this season, in Soudi Bend,

Ind., Nov. 19-20. It will end its

regular season March 5 at die Air

Force Academy.

Nov. 13 University of Denver Away
Nov. 19-20 *Univer5rly of Noire Dame
Nov. 26-27 University of Minnesota Home
Dec. 3-4 'University or Minnesota, Duluth Home
Dec. 10-1 1 •University of Wisconsin
Dec. 18-19 •Michigan Slate University
(Sun. ,3:30 p.m.)
Jan. 7-8 •University of Notre Dame

"Michigan Tech University
Jan. 14-15 •University of Wisconsin
Jan. 19 Air t-orce Academy
Jan. 21-22 •University of North Dakota

•Michigan Tech University

"University of Michigan
•University of Denver

Feb. 12 •University of Denver
Feb. 16
Feb. 18-19 •University of Minnesota
Feb. 26 •University of Denver
March 2-3 "Universily of Minnesota, Duluth
March S Air Force Academy Away

•WCHA Games

•••PARK UNDER

CONSTRUCTION

continued from page 11

spring. Together with Mr. Crossy

diey work out feasible solutions to

dieir plans and implement them as

funds become available.

Several ideas and plans were

reviewed before die committee

decided upon the one depicted in

the sketch.

The major features of the plan

call for the whole area to be sloped

in an arena-shaped fashion opening

onto a sundeck overlooking Wash-

burn Field. There will be two paths

circumventing Cutler Hall that run

down the slope and merge in front

of the sundeck, eventually con-

necting with die entrance ramp to

the Sports Center. They will be

composed of concrete and have to

be wide enough for service vehicles,

though they can be dyed a natural

color so as to be less of an eyesore.

Gravel and exposed aggregate were

considered as possible substitutes

for concrete, but ruled out due to

erosion factors and the problem of

keeping it clean in snowy weadier.

The north end of the heating

plant will be leveled off to provide

a scenic overlook or a sundeck. It

could also serve as a stage from

which entertainment could be
r

jected to people seated in th e a

Since buildings and trees surr ,

the park, it is hoped that the n (

factor reaching the rest of

campus and the neighborhood,

be considerably less. This is ft

cially important in view c

rising complaints from the
|

residents.

Plans were also made to
sere

off the Taylor-Bemis loading
a,

which would have to remain

small lull will rise up in front of,

retaining wall obscuring j( r
[(

view and adding to the naiu

effect of the landscape. It is
t

planted with shrubs and evergr^

further screening the entrance

the Bemis kitchen. Mounds willji

be used to screen the heating
pia

Fill will be added along the side

Cossit Hall making it look
l0l

and less obtrusive; the everg^ jSt.7

growing alongside will be
|

standing.

Hopefully most of the

filling will be completed by thefi

of November at which
Dl]

weather permitting sod will be
f

down. If the weather remains w*

some of the landscaping may
done, although most of this

«

have to wait until spring. So

everything goes according to sche

ule the park will be a reality by|j

spring.

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP

RACING & TOURING SPECIALTIES
19 E.KIOWA

6344733
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Mike Stiehl

A box of biscuits, a box of mixed

biscuits, and a biscuit mixer.

BATTENFIELD TOYOTA 18 S. Weber

SKI TOURING FILM

SPONSORED BY HOLUBAR
Itt'S fNCO SERVICE

* TUNE UPS *STATE INSPECTION
• ATLAS TIRES . * ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah 230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

ErfWrfH1BR
Open Sundays 12-5

TONIGHT!

Oct. 21 7:30 p.m

NO CHARGE
131 S. Tejon
CONTINUOUS SHOWING
AFTER 6:30 P.M

"The store for those

who love nature."
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Campus Announcements Gay Liberation
COSTA RICA STUDY

The Costa Rican Development

Studies program consists of study,

arch, and living in one of the

r e open societies of Latin

America — Costa Rica. The formal

program includes orientation, the

kniinar on Development, field re-

search in the biological and social

fences, Spanish language study

^d living with Costa Ricans. Ori-

entation topics include local cus<

s and morality, geography

ecology, political and economic

[jjtutions and practices, and geo

logical and biological phenomena.

Field trips are taken to a tropical

forest, typical farms, a power

darn, agricultural processing plants,

local markets, libraries, selected

government agencies, and even an

active volcano. For a detailed pro-

gram announcement, contact the

Foreign Student Advisor, Professor

Hecox, Palmer 105.

COMPUTER CARDS

We have received a supply of

pocket(?>size guides to BASIC and

die HP 2000C system. Even experi-

enced users will find one of these

;eful for a quick memory re-

fresher. You may pick one up at

the Computer Center - no charge.

TRAFFIC COMMITTEE

There will be a Traffic Com-
mittee meeting on Monday, Oct. 25

at 7:30 p.m. in Rastall Center,

Room 203.

BICYCLE TOUR

The bicycle tour to Westcliffe is

coming on strong. We still have

room for more, so hurry up and
sign up. And surprise — Gary
Ziegler has built a sauna. Yes, the

400 acre ranch is ready for those

weary bicyclists on Thursday, Oct.

28. Early, in front of Rastall, you
and your ten speed. Sign up at the

Colorado Springs Cyclery, 9 E.

Bijou. 634-2257.

O. B. FILMS

There will be a showing of Out-

ward Bound films at 8:00 p.m. this

Sunday, Oct. 23 in the Loomis
Recreation Room. Rick Medrick,

Director of the Colorado Outward

Bound School, will be here to

answer any questions.

TRICK OR TREAT
Want to help collect for

UNICEF? Meet at Jackson House at

6:30 p.m. on Halloween, Oct. 31.

Refreshments served afterwards.

TV SHOW
Joe Barrera, senior at CC, is

co-producer of a TV show that will

be shown on Ch. 13 KRDO, Satur-

day Oct. 23 at 5 p.m. The show is

entitled "The, Barrio" and is an

attempt to depict the lives of

people in a Chicano neighborhood

in a city similar to Colorado Springs

in a realistic and sympathetic

fashion.

SKI MEETING
There will be a short ski meeting

in Rastall Lounge next Monday,
Oct. 25 at 6:15 p.m. to get race

cards. You can't race without a

card, and they cost up to S20.00
(including membership, registra-

tion, etc.). Come with lots of bread

and a checkbook just in case, and a

pen. Be sure to be there.

PLATO HUDDLE
The Philosophy Discussion

Group will meet Sunday evening,

October 24, at 7:00 p.m. in Hamlin

House. Miss Jane Cauvel will read a

paper entitled, "An Aesthetics of
Natural Beauty." You are invited to

attend and participate in the discus-

sion.

by Fred Bingham

Several students will hold an
organizational meeting on Novem-
ber 1 to form a GLF chapter on the

CC campus. Gay Liberation Front

comprises lesbians and homosexuals
and recognizes them as an
oppressed minority in a sexually

straight society. Their goals are

liberation of both themselves and
the social slructure which con-

demns them. GLF is an
autonomous organization governed
by its local membership, forming a

chapter that is sympathetic to yet

separate from GLF groups through-

ID CARDS

ID card pictures will be taken

for people who have lost tlieir cards

next Wednesday afternoon, Oct. 27

between 4:00 and 4:30 p.m. in

Armstrong Hall, Room 240.

•••GINGER
continued from page 12

sorry for this film, because it was
obviously trying so hard to be
tough and gutsy, and ended up
instead as almost a parody of tough
and gutsy movies. One thing can be
said for it, however; it certainly

shows the value of love, because sex

without it isn't much.

THE UNC0LA MUSIC M0NEY0FFER

m Get any of these top Record albums tor only $3.80 and 7UP' proof of
purchase (save up to $2.18). 8-Track and Cassette Tape albums, only
$3.98 (save up to $4.00). E3

THEWHO
WHO'S
NEXT

ARETHA
FRMlKLin

tive at

Fillmore West

BUM
SHBBqTH

mflSTER OF
REHLITV

The
Guess Who
So Long,
Bannatyne

ELTOn
J0HP

11-17-70

To indicate the category you want for

each selection, circle the letters: R for

Records, S for 8-Track Tapes, C for Cas-

sette Tapes. Then enter the code num-
bers of the selection(s) you want and the

prices in the appropriate columns. Please

enclose full payment along with three

7UP bottle cap liners or other 7UP proof

of purchase* for each selection. (DO NOT
MAIL METAL CAPS.) Make check or money
order payable to: Uncola Music Offer.

MAIL ORDER FORM TO;

Uncola Music Offer, P.O. Box 777B,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
IMPORTANT: Circle either

-

V'^," ore."

lie. MS" Tim
:i:l.i:i...

"7X111

R s c
R s c
R s c
R s c
R s c
R s c
R s c

TOTAL:

All p

itC'l

NAME

rices include applicable state and

tax and mailing costs.

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY!

STATE 2IP-

Along with your albums, you will receive

the 24 page Music Moneyoffer Catalog

listing over 300 music and stereo equip-

ment bargains. If you would like the Cata-

log and do not want to purchase an album

at this time, check the box below and send

your name and address along with 25c to:

Uncola Music Offer, Dept. C,

P.O. Box 77B,

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206.
| )

Three 7UP bollle cap lin

METAL CAPS); One 7UP pji
bottom of non-relurnable oc
One 7UP lmpr.nl from th<

(DO NOT MAIL

out the nation. Whatever policies

this campus GLF may adopt are
solely its own and are not con-
trolled by any other gay organiza-
tions.

It is our hope that Colorado
College exhibits the maturity to

seriously accept and humanely
attempt to understand GLF and its

membership on this campus.

If a person chooses to be gay,

lor whatever reason - and they arc

many and varied - he has the birth

right to live without shame or tear.

Tie purpose of Gay Liberation is

not to alienate. Gays totally under-

stand what it is like to be alienated,

since most are forced to live a

double life in an ignorant society.

Each individual luimuu being, no
matter what his race, beliefs or

sexual preferences, must be proud

to live.

Meeting 3:30 p.m.

November I

1221 N. Cascade

•••UNCOMPAHGRE
continued from page •*

which looks at tomorrow, as well as

today. This must be more impor-

tant than our need to produce

products which are unnecessary to

sustain life and which are often

used to destroy it. What will fol-

lowing generations need most?

Another automobile, a new com-
puter, or a place to see the earth as

il was made. They might even gain

a perspective which will help them
survive the stresses mankind creales

for itself.

A public healing will be held

beginning November 15, 1971 in

Grand Junction. Colorado, Persons

wishing io express their views on
die declassification are invited to

submit written statements before

December 20. 1971, tQ!

Mr, William Lucas,

Regional Forester

United Slates Forest

Service

Building 85

Denver Federal Center

Denver. Colo. 80225
All views submitted shall be in

die hearing record.

For further in formation or

access to the U.S, Dept. of Agricul-

ture Proposal pamphlet for the area

contact Steve Mann, Bx. 286,

AT THE CORNER OF
N. CIRCLE & BOULDER L

Tapes and Records

ALL S5.98 RECORDS
NOW S3. 99

r ALL S4.98 RECORDS
NOW S3. 39

EIGHT TRACK TAPE
S2.99 AND S3. 99

ALL CASSETTE TAPES
S3.99

390 North Circle

Phone: 635-1717

October 22, 1971 - The Catalyst
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Council OK's Bond Vote, Tables 1990 Plai
The Colorado Springs City

Council met in a packed city cham-

ber room last Tuesday, Oct. 26. and

decided to table the controversial

1990 Transportation Plan until an

indefinite date in 1972, and

approved a special election on a

general obligation bond issue to be

held Dec. 7 which would provide

funds lor a proposed civic center in

the downtown area.

The 1990 Plan, which was

formulated to meet the anticipated

transportation demands resulting

from the future growth of Colorado

Springs, was tabled indefinitely in

view of strong public opposition,

even though The City Planning

Commission has recommended Us

adoption. Mayor Eugene McCleary,

who presided over the meeting,

opened discussion on the topic with

the suggestion that the vote on the

Plan issue be set aside until further

public information and feedback

processes can be arranged.

Controversial aspects of the Plan

include the extension of Fontanero

east to Cascade and the designation

of Cascade and Cache la Poudre as

major arteries of transit by 1990.

The proposed civic center, which

will be financed by both the bond

issue and a one percent hike in the

sales tax, is to be built in conjunc-

tion with a larger urban renewal

project. The reason for the special

election is because five million

dollars in federal funds for urban

renewal will no longer be available

in April of 1973, the time f the

next general election. It is impor-

tant to note that Nov. 5 is the last

day to register for the Dec. 7

election because of a state law

declaring a 32-day closure for regis-

tration before election day.

The civic center project has been

under discussion for several years

and is supported by Concerned

Citizens for a Civic Center and

Urban Renewal (CONCUR), an

organization which wants the bond

issue set at $ 1 million.

The civic center will consist of a

three building complex: a Per-

forming Arts Theatre; to be used

for theatre, music, and ballet with a

seating capacity of 2500; a Pavilion

with maximum capacity for Io,o

for events such as basketb-

hockey, boxing, tennis matches,

door recreational skating,

possible rock concerts; and

Assembly Hall primarily for Co

ventions.

The project will eventually

for city offices, major puty

buildings, and El Paso County] \.
}

tablishments to be carefully

porated with the Theat re-Pa vj|
1(

. S.w

iliAssembly Hall complex
The civic center will

approximately 19 million dolljBnma

and will be located dowiii,v.

surrounded by Colorado Aveni

Cascade Avenue, Vermijo Avem ay.'

and Sierra Madre Street.

The civic center is one of
j

prime features of a comprehend h c<

planning program developed by] [o\o

City Council and the Envini ids

mental Planning Association

Colorado Springs (ENPAC).
j mp

official of ENPAC said that D

civic center will not only be "arcl

tecturally outstanding" but "co |jtan

trary to what a lot of people thin

it is a multi-purpose complex for;

the people in the community
the potential for generating convi

tion business for a strunjjBxon'

economic base which will g easur

actually mean growth."

Publication Board Clears Up Catalyst Rumors
by Ed Winogra

Amid rumors and some stories in

the local newspapers about the

possibility of the Catalyst folding

this year due to financial problems,

Cutler Publications and the CCCA
have reached agreement on a con-

tract, under which the Catalyst will

come out every other week for the

rest of the year.

A bit of history is necessary to

understand the change. Early in

October, Cutler Publications pre-

sented the proposed budget for the

Catalyst to the CCCA. Through an

error on Cutler's part in the figures,

and a misunderstanding concerning

just what was being offered in the

proposal, a situation arose whereby

the Catalyst was unable to operate,

particularly if a high-quality news-

paper was desired, with the amount
of money budgeted for the paper

by the CCCA. The two parties

agreed to negotiate in order to

come to an agreement, and Cutler's

Chairman) that the paper could not

continue to operate on this basis.

At the same time, the Catalyst was

having staff problems. Working on a

weekly paper under the Colorado

College Plan with its block courses

was in itself a considerable burden,

and with the additional uncertainty

about the contract negotiations, the

staff was under a great deal of

pressure.

Granted these problems, and

feeling that the percentage of stu-

dents' time needed to put out a

weekly had been rather high even

last year, and that it would con-

tinue to be, Cutler felt obligated to

plan for a twice-monthly paper,

rather than a weekly. After,

readjusting the distribution of staff

Requirements for registering and

voting in the Dec. 7th election.

You must be:

* A U.S. Citizen

* 18 years of age by December
7th

* A resident of Colorado for 90
days

* A resident of your precinct

for 32 days
* Not registered in any other

state, or willing to withdraw
that registration

You may, if you wish, sign an
affidavit stating that you intend

to make Colorado your perma-
nent residence, and abandon any
former residence. This affidavit

would be useful if your vote is

challenged. It should be pointed
out that the affidavit only states

your intentions at the time you
sign it, and you may change
those intentions at any time
thereafter.

The County Clerk's, office, lo-

cated in the County Office

Building at the comer of
Vermijo and Tejon, will be open
for registrations from 8 a.m.
until 9 p.m. for the rest of this

week. This Friday is the last day
to register in order to be able to

vote on December 7th.

new proposal was discussed at the

CCCA meeting of Tuesday, October

19. It was at this time, when the

groups reached an impasse, that the

rumors concerning the status of the

paper arose. By this date, it had
been over two weeks since the

original budget hearings, and the

Catalyst found itself faced with the

unsound financial position of trying

to meet the bills for previous issues

with no guarantee that the money
to pay them would be forthcoming.

In this respect. Cutler Publications

is in a significantly different

position than other campus groups,

being an incorporated "not-for-

profit" corporation with the same
legal and fiscal responsibilities as

any other corporation. It was the

feeling of the Cutler Board (which

consists of the editors of the

Catalyst, the Nugget, and the Kinni-

kinnik, two elected student repre-

sentatives, two faculty members,

and a student Business Manager and

"Budgie"
Concert

Armstrong Hall, Wednesday,
Nov._3 at 8:00 p.m. will be the

scene of a concert by "Budgie"
from Waslungton D.C. "Budgie" is

Peter Miller and Steve Davis who
play acoustical guitars and sing a

type of music that cannot be classi-

fied as anything other than

unique-and some of the finest

sound available.

For the past year they have been

playing small clubs in the East,

including a week-long engagement
at the Cellar Door in Washington,

D.C, which is considered a show-
case for the most well-known folk

artists in the country. "Budgie" will

only be here for (wo days, but will

do one or two short, informal

concerts in Rastall Center on Tues-

day and Wednesday of this week
during the daytime so that you can

get to know their music before

their main concert Wednesday Students." The diree faculty

night. bers are religion professor, Douglas

The concert will cost 50 cents Fox - psychology professor, Douglas
with a CC ID and Si .00 for general Freed; and Daniel Sterling of the

admission. Tickets will be sold only mathematics department. This dis-

at the door on Wednesday night, cussion will also be in Armstrong
Don't miss "Budgie." and is again open to the public.

However, the entire planni

program is based on an extensi

study by the Real Estate Reseau

stipends in line with the different Corporation which predicted "j

requirements of a twice-monthly tential physical growth" for

and figuring the difference in in- central core area. The ENP,

come and expenses (fewer issues spokesman also said that

cost less money, but also bring in organized opposition to the ch

less in advertising revenue), Cutler center has mounted; but a ft

resubmitted a proposal for $7806, individuals have questioned t!

which came to $416 more than the

CCA had originally offered. Three-

man negotiating teams from each

group met on Monday, October 25,

and agreed on a contract, which
was ratified by CCCA the following

night and signed by both groups

October 30. Under the contract,

the Catalyst will publish eleven

more issues after this one on an
every-other-week basis, coming out

the first and third week of each

block.

Wasl

S.Fc

Mi
n.G
die I

havf

ssurt

oper

posii

feat i

priority of the center over su

things as low rent housing.

Even though the civic center

only one part of the larger

more detailed economic
;

intended to steer the course of

city's significant economii

physical expansion and to stop li

commercial decentralization t)

may occur, estimates are that i 30ve [

outcome of the December spet

election may decide the outcome

the plan itself.

Parents Weekend to Feature
Food, Football and Discussion
This weekend is the annual

Parents Weekend at Colorado Col-

lege and a wide range of events have
been planned, many of them open
to the general community.

The activities will get underway
Friday when the visiting parents are

invited to attend classes and semi-

nars. The first public event will be

at 3; 15 p.m. in Armstrong Audi-
torium when Dr. George Drake,

dean of the college, will discuss the

Colorado College Plan and present

an evaluation of its first year of
operation.

There will be a late afternoon

reception, and dinner in the college

dining halls for parents, followed

by a concert performed by mem-
bers of the music faculty and stu-

dent music majors. The concert is

in Armstrong Auditorium at 8:15
p.m. and is open to the public

without charge.

On Saturday morning at 9:30,
diree members of the faculty to-

gether with Ronald Ohl, dean of
student affairs, will discuss

"Faculty Perspectives on Today's

Saturday afternoon the parents

are invited to attend the final foot-

ball game of the season, which will

be Colorado College vs. Kansas

Wesleyan. It begins at 1:30 p.m. at

Eco-Action

Meeting
"Let's recycle NORAD." It's a

nice thought, but Colorado Springs

can't quite handle it yet. In fact,

Colorado Springs can't even cope

with the thought of recycling its

newspapers and tin cans. Let's face

it: the place needs help.

Ecology action is helping. The
successful recycling center has

allowed citizens to recycle 56,000
lbs. of newspaper, 11,175 lbs. of

glass, 5,000 lbs. of "tin" cans and
600 lbs. of aluminum. The group is

eager to get involved in environ-

mental education this year and
wants to establish an environmental

information center.

If you are into helping people

see the environmental picture, stop

by Olin Lounge TONIGHT, Nov. 3,

(7:00 p.m. Wednesday). Ecology

Action has big plans this year and
they need you. Doing environ-

mental work makes you feel

incredibly good. No kidding.
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Washburn Field. A German dinr

followed by a program of Germ

songs and dances will be held a

evening in Bemis Hall dining

Because of limited space, resei

tions are necessary and the

$2.85 per person.

Sunday's events include a spei
itj on

service in Shove Chapel at Hi

a.m. with Reverend Sarrn

Williams, visiting professor

religion, as the speaker, and

afternoon soccer game at Stesi

Field at 1:30 p.m. between

college and the Air Force Acadeic

on in
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• CC Physics Prof Examines

Air Pollution

p. 5

Sondermann Makes Plea

for Action

p. 3

Pumpkin Aesthetics

pp. 8,9

Tigers Subdue Bluejays

p. «

Watson Nominees

Describe Projects
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II
HEADLINES

SIS
Dr. Sondermann Outlines
Citizens' Lobby Concerns

.b.

fjew York City - The United Nations General Assembly voted 76 to 35

j,
]7 abstensions to admit Communist China to the United Nations

[
e

expelling Chiang Kai-Shek's Taiwan Nationalist Regime. The

onalist Foreign Minister Chow Shu-Kai led his delegation out before

final vote ending the Republic's 26 years as a charter member of the

||, with the statement: "The United Nations has become a farce — some

lions behaved as in a circus." The vote marked a major defeat for the

tio had anticipated a dual representation for both the Communists

j the Nationalists. Among the U.S. allies who broke with Washington

j voted against the U.S. resolution were Britian, France, Canada,

mark, Norway and Pakistan. Belgium and Italy abstained. One U.N.

loi ilomat summed up the situation with the statement, "Expulsion of the

tjonalists will give America a black eye, but all black eyes eventually

ay."

f a
Washington - Angered by the U.N. decision to oust Nationalist China,

conservative senators, James Buckley, R-N.Y. and Peter Dominick,

H Colo., led an attempt to cut $101.5 million of the $139 million in U.S.

iro ids earmarked for various United Nation Agencies. The senate voted 55

[8 to reject the Buckley Amendment in the face of other expected

empts to cut U.S. contributions to the world organization,

Washington - The Cooper-Church provision limiting all funds for U.S.

litary in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia to those needed for withdrawal

truck from the $3.2 billion Foreign Aid Bill by a close senate vote of

44 while still retaining the restrictions on U.S. spending in Cambodia
at were written into the bill by the Foreign Relations Committee. Both

these moves followed a warning from Henry Kissinger, President

top foreign affairs adviser, that Nixon might veto the entire

asure unless the Senate eliminated the restrictions on U.S. spending in

mbodia and dropped the Cooper-Church antiwar provision.

Washington — An unlikely coalition of Senators voted 4 1 -27 to end the

S. Foreign Aid Program climaxing a week of debate fueled in part by the

N. decision to oust Nationalist China while admitting Mainland China.

n. George Aiken, R-Vt., partially blamed the program's demise on the

lite House; "They over-lobbied and that killed the bill. . .They seemed

have almost an obsession on Cooper-Church. . .We'll take so much
essure, but you don't take threats — the veto threats." Aiken said the

loper-Church defeat led liberal senators to join the conservative

iposition and kill the entire bill. Sen. Edward Muskie of Maine said the

feat of the aid bill will have a "crushing impact on our prestige around

|
world, especially the underdeveloped countries."

Editor's note: The following article

was written by Dr. Fred Sonder-
mann of the CC Political Science

Department for the Catalyst on the

recently organized CITIZEN'S
LOBBY of Colorado Springs. Dr.

Sondermann is the Chairman of the

Lobby's Steering Committee.
In late September a group of

local citizens began meeting to ex-

change with one another their

thoughts about past and present

trends in our community, and the

implications of those trends for the

future of the Pikes Peak region. The

participants in these discussions

agreed on a number of points: 1)

that the growth of population (and

area) of Colorado Springs presented

some very serious questions for

Program

Offered
Applications will soon be due

for the East Asian studies program

at Waseda University in Tokyo. The

program combines study at one of

the Orient's major universities with

the invaluable experience of living

with a Japanese family.

Courses available at Waseda in-

clude Japanese language (required)

and a variety of offerings in Asian

history, culture, and contemporary

social and economic affairs, all of

which are offered in English.

Applications or further informa-

tion may be obtained from Douglas

Fox who will be in his office

(Armstrong Hall No. 140) between

2 and 3 p.m. on Monday, Novem-

ber 8th, for the purpose of ans-

wering enquiries.

concerned citizens; 2) that no one
in official governmental positions

had made a thorough study of the

implications of population growth;

3) (hat the growth patterns were
haphazard and largely unplanned
- certainly not planned by large

numbers of citizens or their govern-

ment officials; 4) that, with few

exceptions, existing citizen organi-

zations did not seem capable of

coping with the issue. These and
other considerations led to the

feeling that what was needed was a

new group of citizens, with the

central focus on the question of

growth and all of its implications -

the costs as well as the benefits;

the limitations; the impact of

growth on resources; the relation-

ship between growth and quality of

life; of transportation, employ-

ment, educational patterns and the

like.

Out of these discussions emerged

concrete plans for a public meeting

to address the issue. That public

meeting took place on October

20th. We were surprised and

delighted at the response—the Little

Theater of the City Auditorium,

seating around 275, was filled to

overflowing. We were particularly

happy to see a number of CC
students at this meeting, because

the issue should be one of intense

interest to younger people - who
will get stuck with inheriting what-

ever this generation leaves them!

At this meeting, the CITIZENS'
LOBBY was formed, a temporary

steering committee named, and pro-

posed activities suggested and

approved. These activities will pro-

ceed along a number of fronts.

First, we will engage in intensive

Washington - A suit was filed by the American Civil Liberties Union in

liladelphia on behalf of "all American citizens and organizations who
ish io. . .engage in lawful political expression, association and assembly"
itliout being the objects of "surveillance and intelligence by agents,

jrvants, employees and informants of defendant FBI Director J. Edgar

The suit charged that surveillance deterred the plaintiffs;

Packwood Will Speak
At University of Denver
U.S. Senator Robert Packwood

omen's International League for Peace and Freedom; War Resisters (R-°re)- youngest member of the

bague; National Association of Black Students; Sierra Club and five other
jecific organizations plus "others similarly situated" from dissenting from
wem mental policies or advocating unpopular ideas for fear of possible

tions.

91st Congress, will speak Friday,

Nov. 1 2, at the University of

Denver.

The 39-year-old Packwood, a

Bumper Sticker Contest
I The "Great American Bumper
picker Contest" was launched

fcently by Zero Population
rowth (Z P G) the national organi-

ition concerned with overpopula-
on in this country and the world.

clean," the rules advise. "Particu-

larly risque entries will be passed

around the office, but won't stand

much chance of winning."

Previous ZPG bumper stickers

have included: 'Make Love - Not
ccording to Dave Cole, the presi- Babies," "The Stork is a Dirty

m of the Pikes Peak Chapter of Bird," "Overpopulation Begins at

PG, the object of the contest is

i come up with short slogans on
9 danger of overpopulation and
e means of solving the problem it

tees.

The winning slogans will then be

fnted on bumper stickers and
stributed by Z P G through their

N chapters. According to the ad
"louncing the contest, "first prize

-5 US inflation-shrunk dollars.

^ second prizes will be awarded:
e e one-year memberships to
"G. Third prizes will be available

1 anyone who wants one (no one
5es in this contest), but what they

we're not telling!

Entries will be judged by a panel
|jhe National Office of ZPG at

Second Street, Los Altos,

^fornia, 94022 and all slogans
[°uld be sent to that office. To
ln

> entries must be received before
ovember 30 to be eligible for a

"Try to keep your slogans

Home," "Stop Heir Pollution,"

"lUDs are Out of Sight," and
"What This World Needs is a Good
Five Cent Contraceptive."

Any questions concerning the

contest can be directed to the local

chapter at P O Box 9642, Colorado
SDrines. Colorado 80909.

member of the Senate Banking and

Currency Committee and the Presi-

dent's Commission on Population,

will appear at 8:15 p.m. in the DU
Field House, East Asbury Avenue

and South Gaylord Street. Pack-

wood's speech is free and open to

the public, but tickets are required.

Ticket distribution will begin Mon-
day, Nov. 8, at the DU Student

Union information desk, 2050 E.

Evans Ave.

Since his victory over 24-year

Senate veteran Wayne Morse in

1968, Packwood has introduced

landmark legislation which would

remove all restrictions against abor-

tion in all states and make the

decision to terminate an unwanted

pregnancy a matter of "private con-

science" between a woman and her

physician. Another Packwood pro-

posal would limit to two the num-

ber of children who could be

declared as income tax deductions,

effective Jan. I. 1973.

Packwood's appearance is part

of the University of Denver's 1971

Parent- Alumni Weekend, Nov.

11-14, which is expected to bring

more than 500 alumni and parents

of DU students to the campus.

Other highlights of the weekend

will include a benefit varsity-alumni

basketball game, the traditional

intercollegiate hockey match be-

tween DU and rival Colorado Col-

lege and seminars with University

deans and administrators.

and extensive research on all phases

of growth. This research effort, by
the way, will be under the direction

of a CC student, class of '7 1 - Rick
Brown. Secondly, we are involved

in a petition campaign asking the

City Council to place a moratorium
on further annexations until the

question of optimum growth and
size for the community can have
been studied and decided. (Copies

of the petition are to be found in

Rastajl and in various living units

on campus - do sign it if you agree

with its purpose.) Thirdly, since the

1998- Transportation Plan (based

uponlhe assumption of a 500,000
population figure at that time) is

presently before the City Council

and the County Commissioners, the

CITIZENS' LOBBY engaged in n

vigorous effort to defer decisions

on this proposal until there could

be a lot more public discussion

about it. We were pleased when the

City Council deferred all further

decisions on this subject until early

1972. This will give at least a little

time for the kind of thoughtful and

responsible inquiry that we have in

mind.

".
. . Citizens should be the

force which ultimately decides

important public policy."

The CITIZENS' LOBBY Is, in a

.sense, a local counterpart to the

national COMMON CAUSE. It is

based on the proposition that

citizens should be the force which

ultimately decides important public

issues. Too often, the citizens arc

apatite tic; swinging into action only

when their own individual interests

are threatened - at which time it is

usually too late. We are trying to

reverse that process. We are trying

to say that citizens can be active,

interested, and Influential. And we

are trying to say that there Is no

more important public issue at this

point for a region such as the Pikes

Peak area than the issue of its

fu ture destiny. What will that

destiny be like? Are we going to

repeat all the mistakes made by

other areas - are we just going to

keep on growing, planlessly, hap-

hazardly, with constant
accompanying deterioration of our

standards of life (and. at the same

time, with constantly increasing per

capita costs)? Are we going to be

the passive victims of unplanned

and uncharted growth? Or are there

opportunities for us to help shape

the future?

We think that we have a chance

to help determine our future. We

can do this only if we gel support

from citizens-including, impor-

tan tly , those citizens who have

most at slake - namely, young

ones. We ask for your support, in

the form of membership ($2.00 per

year), and in the form of effort.

There are many things to be dune.

Help us do them. Sign petitions,

carry them around; aid in research;

participate in political action on

this issue; represent the group's

point of view before governmental

bodies, and bring it to the attention

of other groups. The tasks are

endless, the opportunities great, the

challenge enormous. But I have

confidence that we can make a

difference.

Coming:

Symposium on Evolving Sex Roles and Alternative Life
Styles Jan. 21 & 22.

November 3, 1971 - The Catalyst - (3|



Grads Warn Worner of
Grade Option Goof

TORIALEDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORlALf

What with police conspiracies and greedy politicians at home

democratic farce in Saigon, and recent UN and Congressional votes sourj

relations elswehere in the world, the camel's back must be getting
pre:

We are dismayed to learn that

CC has returned to a policy of

offering "optional" letter grades.

We applauded the adoption of the

Master Plan (and the pass-fail sys-

tem as an integral part of it) be-

cause it meant that CC was offering

a quality education to individuals

who would be motivated by

learning for its own sake rather

than by societal achievement. Now
we hear that CC has retreated from

this commitment because its

graduates are
-
thought to be at

disadvantage in competing for in-

creasingly scarce positions in

graduate schools. The exact cause

of the lower rates is open to specu-

lation, but the question remains

whether CC is to return to a posi-

tion of being no more than a

glorified prep school or is to remain

a respected though recent leader in

liberal education.

The introduction of grades into

the Master Plan cannot be regarded

as a further freedom, and that the

Price Examines Reasons
For Abortion Restrictions

Dear Editor:

Should the currently applied re-

strictions on abortions be further

mitigated and, if so, to what de-

gree? This is a sensitive issue

clouded by prejudices stemming

from old theological concepts and a

natural resistance to dealing with

controversial issues.

For humanistic reasons I feel

that all existing restrictions on

abortions should be nullified

nationwide. Abortion should be

provided by the U.S. public health

service for all pregnant women
(married or unmarried), whether

their health is endangered or are

simply reluctant lo become
mothers. The cost of this fairly

simple operation ought to be pro-

vided on a graduated scale ranging

from free to inexpensive.'

The national resistance to

legalizing abortion stems from two
major sources - theological resis-

tance on the ground that termi-

nating the development of the fetus

is murder, and fear that legalization

would increase promiscuity.

Taking the latter objection first,

it is conceivable that sexual pro-

miscuity would increase but the

increase would not be significant.

The rich already have the pill and
the poor continue their sexual

activities through successive preg-

nancies.

Theological objections stem
from the belief that a fetus has a

soul and that it is murder to end its

development. Theology tradition-

ally defines the moment when the

soul is created as the moment of
conception. Is this so?

If the concept of the soul is

functional, and here my analytic
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bias shows, it must be understood

as man's uniquely human essence or

• potentiality. His unique abilities

would seem to stem from his

superior neural capacity (not his

brain size).

Neural capacity develops
gradually in the fetus. When com-

pleted, this capacity permits ab-

stract thinking and allows man to

span a present and spatially located

consciousness. This ability is, I

think, what the theologians mean
by a soul. This is the only way in

which I can understand the concept

meaningfully.

At some point in the develop-

ment of the fetus, a sufficient

neural capacity is attained for con-

sciousness to occur. The re is

probably a phenomenon of prenatal

consciousness. Neural capacity

develops gradually from its be-

ginnings to a point at maximum
maturity when deterioration of

(cont'd on page 5)

CCCA-Ax,
Don't Tax

Dear Sirs:

I don't believe we students at CC
should have to pay anymore money
tor such a normal campus function

as a student newspaper. Why can't

the CCCA re-budget money, taking

away from little luxuries, and
leaving proper amounts for what
every campus should have: a news-
paper, a yearbook, leisure time

movies and concerts and lectures.

Please don't charge us for a

newspaper. Your reading public will

go down quite a bit, I think.

Sincerely,

Marcia Vigil
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new system is characterized as

"optional" does not cure the essen-

tial defect. Students are neverthe-

less effectively compelled to opt for

grades in their majors, encouraged

to waste their time and money on

gut courses, and forced back into

the atmosphere of artificial compe-
tition which was presumably

shunned when the Master Plan was

adopted.

It is regrettable that the two
worthy goals (of providing a truly

liberal education and getting one's

graduates into graduate schools)

may not at present be pursued

simultaneously, but the fault lies in

the graduate schools' ossified ad-

mission policies. For CC to retreat

from its commitment under pres-

sure from these schools simply vali-

dates and encourages their super-

ficial , antique, and inadequate

policies and this is not a proper

function for CC to undertake. CC's

graduates under the Master Plan are

perhaps among the best qualified

graduate school candidates in the

country -not because they are

specifically prepared for graduate

study, but more importantly be*

cause of the intellectual maturity

which is encouraged under the

Master Plan. By limiting the thrust

of the Master Man as it has, the

administration has thrown this fact

into doubt. If CC is indeed com-
mitted to a system permitting inde-

pendent intellectual inquiry and
growth on the part of its students,

it should take the position that in

order to attract its graduates the

graduate schools will have to con-

sider more justifiable criteria of a

student's ability than grades per se.

We hope that CC's students are

not now so shortsighted and
materialistic that they are willing to

permit the Master Plan to be over-

thrown and their own educations

hindered so that they may decay
intellectually at graduate schools

which are more concerned with
grades than ability. If this is true,

then CC's own admissions policies

should be modified to be more
insistent with the Master Plan, not
the Master Plan changed to fit the

admissions policies.

Sincerely,

Philip W. Davis (68)
Jerry W. Ahlberg(68)

Wild Tiger Lode No. 4
Sugarloaf Star Route

Boulder, Colorado 80302

another wrinkle this ftf-

dito

tired. Yet Uncle Sam's shaken image

thanks to Vice President Agne<

The Monday, Oct. 25 issue of the Colorado Springs Sun carried,

article on Agnew's accomplishments in Greece during his recent six-dj hr

visit there. Apparently he not only found "a spirit of patriotism!

unity" in that country, which has been under a strict author!
tan,

dictatorship since 1968, but also practically promised Prime Minis,

Papadopoulos military aid for the near future. "In Greece," the

read. lid there was no doubt in his mind that

4ft..

SP

i>llt

AgneW -jiu uicic mta iii > uuuvt in iii> nniiu ui j I \j,

would. . .continue the aid." Adding further embarrassment in Washing] l*t I

is that Agnew's statements stand in blatant contradiction to- a Se

Department policy summary given earlier this fall that said, "We
disappointed with the regime's slow progress toward its stated objective" foer

the full implementation of the 1968 constitution." The Papadop^ i| ai

regime has promised since 1968 that Greece would return to representafl
!e ft

government. The Greek strong man has stated that it will not be this ye

again.

It is interesting to see that Agnew describes this particular sort

political environment as being one of "unity," a word which understah

the case there, to be sure, and equally interesting is his mention

patriotism. Perhaps the Vice President will have some new ideas

"unity" and "patriotism"-chez Papadopoulos-here at home when

returns.

Oh, and yes—it was also interesting to see a small article in

following day's issue of the Sun that reported that an indictment has bq

slapped on an Athens newspaper publisher for "using misleading headlij

for a story about the arrival of Vice President Spiro Agnew on Oct |(

The newspaper man is facing minimum penalties of $3,300 plus

months

"

fem

ollut

Englewood Woman Draws Fini

For Backyard Ecology Efforts
A recent Denver Post article

reported that Miss Sybil Fabricant,

of Englewood, Colo., was fined

$100 "for maintaining a 'compost

pile' " and for "failing to maintain

clean and sanitary conditions." Miss

Fabricant also had to fork over $5

court costs and $15 witness fees.

The article explained that she is

an organic gardener "who believes

in recycling earth-originated

materials," and has been "careful

not to use meat or anything that

would attract vermin in her com-

post pile

For the past three yews,
s

said, she has quietly maintained

compost heap in a corner of
j

back yard.

"She mixed compost-a fen ling
lizing mixture of decomposed veg join 1

table matter-by using pi lie m
cuttings, leaves, rhubarb, vines

ai Sporii

other green leafy plants coven

with a layer of heavily watei] iderei

dirt."

Miss Fabricant
appealing the fine.
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Springs May Follow In Denver's Footsteps

CC Prof Outlines Pollution Increase
sdi djtor's note: The following was

A ijjiiiitted to the Catalyst by Val R.

errs,
Assistant Professor of Physics

'an
| CC, in regard to the current

troversy over the proposed

Transportation Plan and en-

tij honed traffic levels within the

igfl ext few decades.

There are several important

iciors which must be examined in

ve tiler to begin to assess the poten-

iju]
j) air pollution which may exist in

laii je future in the Colorado Springs

resulting ground-level concentra-

tions of noxious substances.

The degree of ventilation in the

atmosphere, that is the rate at

which air is transported both

vertically and horizontally, is most

important in determining the

ability of the atmosphere to accept

and disperse pollutants so that

ground-level concentrations do not

approach harmful levels. The Colo-

rado Springs region is quite similar

topographically to the Denver
region, both cities being sheltered

by the mountains to the west, and
meteorological data developed for

eguHi- These include meteoro-

jgjcal and topological factors, rates

f emission and dispersal of various

ollutants, and the impact of the

• • • PRICE LETTER
cont'd from page 4)
nility begins. Obviously con-

ciousness is not a now-it's-here-

Vgone phenomenon. It's a

Jufnaiter of degree.

Clearly there is a period when
:onsciousness is so underdeveloped

hat it is only a potential. This is

ie equivalent of saying there is no
ml and this period probably con-

tinues until late in fetal develop-

ment long after the time at which

abortion is medically safe.

If my argument is correct so far,

s impossible to argue that abor-

n. before a certain time is

:rder {I am granting that murder,

ailing life, is undesirable since,

lorn humanistic grounds it negates

lie meaning of man's being. I am
gnoring the exception of eutha-

lasia. Abortion may not be con-

idered murder for another reason.

human being is murdered a

ersonality is destroyed. If a per-

lonaiity is a unique combination of

icquired (after birth) characteristics

ind acculteration, then you cannot

lestroy a personality when effec-

ing an abortion. (Unborn children

lave no substantial personalities.)

I Implicit in this complexification

I I the assumption that a time limit

may be determined after which

lonsciousness occurs. But since

development proceeds at differing

rules in different organisms this is a

relative question.

If terminating the growth of a

fetus is not murder I see no other

reasons it cannot be justified when-
ever the mother desires it. The most

pressing reason for abortion is

economic. Of all abortions,

approximately 80% are performed

on married women, according to

life Magazine. Most of these

n are destitute and lack

knowledge and resources for con-

traception. Abortion is desired be-

cause they are unable to provide for

the child. Often there is no father

the family is already too large.

On humanistic grounds it seems
dear that it is irresponsible to bring

wanted and unloved child into

•he world, especially when the

possibility of a meaningful future

for the child is in doubt.

s an act of concern and
humanity to prevent a child from
Pttng bom into a home where he or

*e will just be another mouth to
fee d, unloved, unwanted and with-
Put a future. Such a child will have

opportunity for a life of crea-
uve fulfillment, of developing his

^ents. To allow the cycle of
inancial and spiritual poverty to
continue is unethical.

The well-off know about contra-

ction. If they run amok, illegal,
°UI safe abortions are available
fr°m $300 to $1,000. In Japan
where it is legal and accepted, $15
buv s a medically safe abortion. By

J
01 legalizing abortion, we penalize

poor who did not create the
social system which victimizes
them.

George Case Price

Denver can also be applied to Colo-
rado Springs. Limited surface venti-

lation along the front range results

because low wind speeds can com-
bine with strong temperature inver-

sions. Low wind speeds are due in

part to the effect of the mountains
on the already weak atmospheric

c irculation which usually exists

during the passage of high pressure

zones. Strong temperature inver-

sions result from the efficient

radiative cooling which occurs at

locations of high altitude such as

Colorado Springs where there is

relatively little water vapor and

carbon dioxide to absorb the in Ta-

red radiation given off by the

earth's surface at night. The combi-

nation of poor ventilation and a

temperature inversion can place a

lid over the city so that pollutant

concentrations build up to

dangerous levels.

In most of the eastern urban

centers, sulfur dioxide is a signifi-

cant and important component in

urban atmospheres having resulted

primarily from the combustion of

coal and oil. Where sulfur dioxide

exists, it tends to produce a re-

ducing atmosphere and it inhibits

the production of photochemical

smog which is created in a chemi-

cally oxidizing atmosphere. In

Colorado there is little sulfur

dioxide in the air and all of the

conditions necessary for photo-

chemical smog exist.

Photochemical smog is not just a

mixture of contaminents in the air.

the result of complicated

Proposed Convention Center
Not Worth Sales Tax Hike
by Ed Leek

I have never been much of a

believer in the conspiracy theory of

government, but as time goes on,

events move me closer to that view.

The latest contribution to my para-

noia is being made by CONCUR,

CarterComments

on Budget
Dear Editor:

I note that in an article

examining the Colorado College

budget in your Oct. 22 issue, Mr.

lohn Howard spoke of the total

annual expenditure of $7,200,000

as "unbelievable." I do not find it

so but I do find unbelievable the

fact that only $2,500,000 is spent

on instruction. In fact, it seems

downright disgraceful that only

34.7% of expenditure goes for this

purpose when 20 years ago the

figure was 54.77c. (See President's

Report, 1954, for ratio of instruc-

tional expense to total expense for

the ten years preceding that date.)

A decline of 20% in 20 years, when
tuition has doubled in that time

surely requires some explanation. It

may be questioned whether an in-

stitution spending less than 50% of

its income on instruction deserves

tax exempt status as an educational

institution. Public Institutions

spend perhaps twice the percentage

on instruction that we do. If

Colorado College is typical of pri-

vate institutions, no wonder it is

believed they will not survive in

years to come. Unless this trend is

reversed, it must be admitted that

they will merit the extinction pre-

dicted for them.

Harvey L. Carter

Campbell Professor of History

the current name for the Colorado
Springs downtown merchants

association. (They sometimes mas-

querade behind the name of

ENPAC too.) The proposal of this

group to float 10 million dollars in

bonds to help pay for a proposed

20 million dollar civic center is

scheduled to come to a vote on
December 7th, and if approved,

preliminary construction will begin

early next summer.

Register

Today!

the turbid beach of guilt,

that assaulting digs

a pit for wastes.

do you make the call,

the conversion, and the plan}

and who is to declare

the correspondence a tie,

allowing noon to proceed

to one o'clock?

i could cock my thumb,

and then throw it down on

some patch of soreness- or,

i could simply sip tea.

m. bertholf

I am registered as a voter of

Colorado Springs (as I hope you all

are), and I have gained the distinct

impression that the civic center idea

is being rammed down my tliroat. I

am being asked to approve a pro-

posal which is of at least dubious

benefit to me, but which will re-

quire 1 pay an additional 1% lax on

almost every Uiing I buy here in the

city. Being of the poor starving

college student class, I highly resent

the idea of having to pay an addi-

tional 10 cents on an already over-

priced $ 10.00 textbook at the

bookstore, or on my next pair of

dungarees. Those of you richly

endowed by fate may be irked at

the prospect of an additional

couple of dollars for your new set

of ski equipment.

I doubt if many of us with hair

longer than three inches at the top,

tapered at the sides, with sideburns

extending no further than the lobe

of the ear, will be employed at the

center. 1 doubt we will be in much
need of hosting a convention there.

I doubt many of us have any

financial interest in the downtown
firms which will benefit from the

edifice. I think rather that most

would agree there isn't much in

downtown Colorado Springs worth

"revitalizing," at the expense of

another penny on every dollar we

spend here.

The last day to register in order

to vote in the election is this

Friday. The County Clerk's office

will be open until 9 p.m. for the

rest of the week. The CCCA will

again be providing rides to the

County Building for those wishing

to register. The box on page one

gives the requirements for registra-

tion. Even if you're not moved by

any high-minded spirit of

patriotism or desire to be involved

in the electoral process, do your

wallet or pocketbook a favor and

register so you can vote on

December 7th.

;hemical reactions between hydro-

carbons and oxides of nitrogen.

These compounds are emitted in

great quantities during combustion
and the major sources are motor
vehicles, utilities, and industries.

The chemical reactions are photo-

chemical because the initiating step

is the absorption of a photon, a

quantity of light energy, by an
atom or molecule. The excited

molecule triggers a whole series of
reactions which result in smog. In

Colorado Springs, as in Denver, the

high altitude with Us thin air

insures that there is plenty of light

energy available for photochemical

reactions.

It is important to note that

photochemical smog is spreading

very rapidly in the United States

and in other industrial countries.

This is a result, of the fact that the

emission of nitrogen oxides and
hydrocarbons is increasing-even

faster than the population.

Automotive emissions have been
found to be the major source of
atmospheric containments which
can combine to produce photo-
chemical smog in cities such as

Denver and Los Angeles. Also,

automobiles emit considerable

quantities of carbon monoxide and
lead. Since 1968, the federal

government has begun imposing
standards for the maximum
allowable emission of carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbons from
new automobiles. This has the re-

sult of decreasing the emissions per

vehicle-miles but both the number
of vehicles in use and the percent

utilization of these vehicles is in-

creasing and this tends to offset the

effect of the emission standards.

Some perspective on the en-

vironmental impact of a given high-

way may be obtained by comparing
estimated air pollution levels near a

highway with the proposed
National Air Quality Standards set

by the Federal Environmental Pro-

tection Agency. As an example,

calculations have been performed

using a computerized diffusion

model to estimate the concentra-

tions, in the center of the Colorado

College campus, of hydrocarbons,

carbon monoxide, and lead which

can result from traffic currently

flowing past the college on Uintah

during rush hour (2000 cars per

hour). During a stable atmospheric

inversion with a weak breeze from

(he north (5 miles per hour) it is

found that the hydrocarbon con-

centration is between 60 and ISO

micrograms per cubic meter a

distance 200 meters south of

Uintah. The EPA standard is 160

micrograms per cubic meter for a

three houf average and this concen-

tration is not to be exceeded more

than once per year. With respect to

carb monoxide, the predicted

concentration is about 2 milligrams

per cubic meter and the EPA
standard is 40 milligrams per cubic

meter for a one hour average. The

predicted lead concentration is

about 10 micrograms per cubic

meter which can lead to a signifi-

cant contribution to the human

body's burden of this cumulative

toxic material. As is apparent from

the above date, even a minor

arterial highway can produce pollu-

tion concentrations which are a

sizable fraction of the maximum
allowable concentrations.

In summary, photochemical

smog and other toxic air contami-

nents which result from automotive

emissions are a serious problem in

die Denver area and are a potential

problem in the Colorado Springs

area. Current automotive emissions

on major highways in Colorado

Continued to page 14
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Advisory Committee
Open to CC Students

"

by Rich Barren

f current interest in com-

munity affairs is the controversial

1990 Transportation Plan, the Civic

Center Project, city annexations,

and various other developments re-

lating 10 future growth for Colo-

rado Springs and the Pikes Peak

region. Because of the serious rami-

fications of these developments,

two organizations have been es-

tablished to voice public opinion

instead of permitting full power

and responsibility to the various

city and county governments.

One of the organizations is the

recently established Citizens'

Lobby which was instrumental in

the tabling of the 1990 Plan by the

City Council last week. The other

organization is the three -year-old

Citizens' Advisory Committee

(CAC).

The CAC had for its first chair-

man Mr. Stan Johnson, who is now
a county commissioner, and is now
headed by the Rev. Orloff Miller.

The CAC has currently a member-

ship of eighty with approximately

one-half of these members repre-

senting various community agencies

such as the Chamber of Commerce,

and other businesses and schools.

The other half of the CAC are

members at large. Mr. Miller says

that the CAC tries to attain the

"widest representation possible,"

however, the members at large are

not elected by the citizens directly

but are "approved, or confirmed by

the Pikes Peak Area Council of

Governments (PPACG). It consists

of three Colorado Springs city

councilmen, three county commis-

sioners, and the mayors, or other

designated officials of the several

towns of the Pikes Peak area.

In the words of Chairman Miller,

the official role of the CAC is to

"advise on decision making" and

"recommend" courses of action to

the PPACG. However, the CAC is

not a lobbying committee and can-

not put undue pressure on the

PPACG as the newly created

Citizens' Lobby can on the City

Council, but Mr. Miller said he was
"delighted" that a Citizens' organi-

zation has been started that is

capable of "political action."

Concerning the 1990 Plan, in

view of the indefinite tabling of the

plan by the City Council, the CAC
has taken the position of support-

ing an optimum growth study of

the Pikes Peak area for the dis-

covery of "sensible growth pat-

terns."

Mr. Miller suggested that it is not

necessarily economical to have a

large growth rate because it "costs

more per capita to provide services"

as the population and physical

growth increases. "The breaking
point is 250,000" for this

immediate area and water services

will greatly limit the size of annexa-
tions in smaller areas believes Mr.
Miller.

Chambon Sales Co.

SURPLUS CITY

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Clothing

Camping & Outdoor Equipment

Footgear

2409 W. Cucharras St.

(West side)

634-1264

Since there are several vacancies

on the CAC the possibility of CC
students gaining membership has

been raised. Already two CC stu-

dents, Marc White and Scott Knoll,

have approached Miller and have

received a favorable response. The

CAC has plans to accept one perma-

nent student and one alternate stu-

dent who are to be selected in

which ever way the CC student

government structure entails, into

membership. Mr. Miller said that

admitting a CC student will not be

an irregularity because several other

campuses are already represented

while the only member of the CAC
connected with CC is Prof. Fred

Sondermann.

444th Vets Decorated for Cowardice
Well Above and Beyond the Call of Duty

1 have been requested to extend

to you all a brief introduction of

my men and our unit. Our activa-

tion on October 25 this year has

created a small amount of interest,

and thus, a small amount of confu-

sion. Our existence is totally irrele-

vent to the defined reason for

legitimate existence of most groups

today; we are non-political.

Early in October, Guy Lagarde

(CO. "A" Co., 444th M.K.R.) and

a number of the CC. vets were

discussing the price of tea in Main-

land China when he mentioned the

fact that we could all make our

veteranhood legitimate if we only

named ourselves the 444th Under-

ground Mess Kit Repair Battalion

(commands). As the commanding
officer of the original 444th

M.K.R., I recognized the need also

for an official name, and, having

been contacted by a delegation of

CC. vels (Jay Maloney, Russ

Folwell, Mark Mathewson, and Guy
Lagarde) I allowed the name of my
unit to be tagged on the motley

crew (The original 444th M.K.R.
was overrun and decimated by a

squad of Algerian Tush-Tush

dancers early in 1 96 1 ).

Back in '62 during the Tush-

Tush campaign, I was a 2nd Lieu-

tenant in charge of fork-prong rust

removal. I owe my survival to the

fact that I was back at camp de-

manding more men for my rust-

removal squads, when the 444th

began taking its first casualties. By

the time the commo center con-

tacted me — they didn't believe the

cries for help due to the laughter in

the background - the 444th had
been wiped out to a man, and the

Tush-Tush girls had made off with

all their personal effects.

It seemed only proper, there-

fore, that I allow the Vets at your
fine school to carry on the name -

and tradition - of the old 444th
M.K.R. I do, however, not choose

to participate in their formal affairs

primarily because I find them all a

bit ugly. But, they're good men,
and 1 feel proud as punch to have

the honor of signing all of their

official memos and documents.

The boys have asked me to be

sure to mention the fact that they

all do have their own personal

feelings on the war, and economy,
and ecology, and women, but they

don't all agree on everything, thus

the 444th wishes to not be for or

against much of anything. They do

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada phone: 471-9200
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agree that they like to talk, and
laugh, and drink, and carry on with

the ladies, so it's O.K. to say

they're for doing it in the road.

During the great parade in front

of Rastall Center, Col. Mark
Mathewson (X.O. 444th M.K.R.)

awarded the following: To Kip Nor-

cross. The Silver Bed Pan with two
opiate suppositories; The Brass-Ass

shield with Center Cleft for com-
plete philosophical About Face was
presented to Mariner Berth olf. Russ

Folwell received the Yossarian

Medal of Honor with yellow stripe

down the back for Most Helicopter

Missions scratched in the Republic

of Korea. The Silver Squid with

golden barnacles for cowardice in

the face of all and the aluminum
Garbage Can for work in practical

Ecology was awarded to Ed Leek.

For meritorious valor on February

23, 1969 when he shot 4,000 cc of

aspirin into his nasal canal (for

want of something to do). The
Golden Syringe with Two Silver

Needle Clusters goes to Jay

Maloney. Mark Mathewson received

The Vietnamese Aluminum Foot
with two bronze hinges for being in

the wrong place at the wrong time.

For evading all duty stations and

not going to jail The Golden Gho

with Multiple Images Award

presented to Owen Kendi

Lastly, to Guy Lagarde went (

International Cross of Most WJ

Fought and Lost with six sis

(Algeria, Tunisia, Belgian Congo,

Vietnam, Kansas, and Detroit

Also, The President himself st-

his own personal greetings and

following Presidential unit cil

rions. The Colorado College l)nc&

Rhetoric Award, The Colorado Ct

lege Rich Hippie-Freak Stud

Award , The Unit Citation vs

Palm for bravery in the face

overwhelming apathy, and 11

Colorado College V.A. Fund D

privation Award with spindled

mutilated check.

hese are good boys, and wi

records such as those listed abot

I'm sure we'll hear from them agi

and again. They're a tough,

outfit, and just anyone can

If you're a vet, you're in. Greetin,

With that sobering thought

sign off now; my birds a

polishing, and my eye patch nee

cleaning.

C. Hector Berritt

Col.Ord.

Commanding

tho

ftp03

Pnltmtteri

Charatan W. O. Larson's
Comoys Dunhills

Meerschaums ^Savinelli
Petersons Stanwells
Jobeys Parker
Ben Wade Sasieni

Hilson's' Fantasia

Custom Blended Tobaccos

30 |L ^ijem (Eolonidn Springe

471-9373
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CCCA Gets 465 Volunteers
To Donate to "Fast" Fund

gd. Note: The CCCA wishes to

thank and tell those who forewent

their lunches today , there were

some 465 total lunches donated

juhI converted into usable funds for

the East Pakistani "Fast to Save a

people." Other donations totalled

approximately twelve dollars.

1 1 is incre dible that the ill-

reported hunger and sickness in

India has still not been eradicated;

unhappily, it hasn't. The refugees

helping the nine million East
Pakistani refugees now in India.

THE NOVEMBER 3, FAST TO
SAVE A PEOPLE will involve a
massive fund-raising campaign,
coupled with an attempt to return

the critical situation in West Bengal

and the other refugee areas to the

awareness of the American public.

THE NOVEMBER 3 FAST TO
SAVE A PEOPLE, jointly
sponsored OxfamAmerica and Pro-

from East Pakistan were victims of ject Relief, is designed to focus

devastating cyclone last Novem-

ber which claimed half a million

lives and effectively removed the

year's food crop, and then, in

March, of an eruption of civil strife

which resulted in the violent deaths

of another quarter million people.

These events precipitated a massive

exodus of terrified East Pakistani

citizens out of their country and

into neighboring India, where their

present number, nine million, is

enlarged by thirty thousand daily.

They are crowded into makeshift

camps whose facilities are most

generously described as extremely

inadequate; in many cases, the

camps serve merely as grisly arenas

in which starvation and disease end

die long journey arbitrarily for

thousands of people.

Today, Wednesday, November 3,

Colorado College is participating in

a nation-wide effort aimed at

national attention upon the Paki-

stani situation. Today, the students

of our nation's high schools and
colleges are being urged to skip one
or ail of die day's meals, and
donate the money thus saved to the

relief operation. It is hoped that an

enormous amount of money will be

raised, so that the FAST day may
stand as a true, unprecedented

people-to-people relief experiment.

So that the community at large

might follow their example in ob-

serving the FAST, it is necessary

that the student's participation be

as close as possible to universal.

The effectiveness witii which
money donated to the relief effort

is converted into tangible' neces-

sities for the refugees is maximal:

all money collected during the

FAST will go directly to Oxfam's A new public interest law firm is

Field Director in India, where a being formed to deal with growth

dollar can provide one refugee for and environmental problems in the

Colorado mountains, according to

an entire month with supplemen-

tary high-nutrient foods, multi-

vitamins, powdered milk, medi-

cines, sanitation services, basic

clothing, corrugated plastic shelters,

and tarpaulins. Oxfam has many
years of experience in development

work in India and was well es-

tablished in the provinces around

East Pakistan when the refugees

first began to pour across. Working
closely with local Indian groups,

Oxfam has efficient management of

funds and for the production of a

maximum of relief for each dollar

donated. No administrative costs

will be deducted from the proceeds

of THE NOVEMBER 3 FAST TO
SAVE A PEOPLE. Every penny
will go to the camps in India.

Checks payable to "The Novem-
ber 3 Fast," or cash, or any ques-

tions you may have can be brought

to the organization center for the

FAST in Rastall Center-CCCA
Mailbox.

PARENTS WEEKEND
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

COLORADO COLLEGE
NOVEMBER 5,6,7, 1971

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5.

Friday morning and early afternoon, parents are invited to visit

classes and seminars.

3:15 p.m. Armstrong Hall - Mr. George Drake, Dean of the
College, will discuss the Colorado College Plan and the evaluation
of results to date.

4:15 p.m. Armstrong Great Hall - Informal reception for parents
and faculty.

5:00 - 6:00 p.m. - Dinner will be available in the college dining
halls at a cost of SI.55 per person.

8:15 - 9:15 p.m. - Concert by Music Department Students,
Armstrong Hall.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 6.

9:30 a.m. Armstrong Hall - Symposium: "Faculty Perspectives
on Today's Students"

Professor Douglas Fox, Religion

Professor Douglas Freed, Psychology
Ronald E.Ohl, Dean of Student Affairs

Professor Daniel Sterling, Mathematics
10:30 Coffee break in Armstrong Great Hall

1:00 p.m. Washburn Field - Football, Colorado College vs.

Kansas Wesleyan.

6:00 p.m. Bemis Hall - German style dinner with entertainment.
Reservation. Cost is S2.85 -Si.85 foi students on board.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7,

11:00 a.m. Shove Chapel -
speaker.

1:30 p.m. Washburn Field Soce<

Force Academy.
, Colorado College

Greeley Law Firm Established
For Protection of Environment

Levis

LEVI'S'
BELL

BOTTOMS

107 South Tejon

. . .where the Levi's are!

Kirk Wickersham of Greeley, an

organizer of the project.

The purpose of the project is to

"use the twin tools of united com-
munity action and the law to build

a society and environment which

will afford many people an aestheti-

cally beautiful and humanly en-

riching existence," Wickersham

said, "rather than being blindly

obstructionist."

The eleven mountain counties to

be served by the project registered a

27 per cent population gain in the

last decade, and in 1 968 the

assessed valuation of the area rose

17 per cent. "There is no question

that development in the mountains

will continue at present or

accelerated rates," he said. "Our

purpose is to insure that the de-

velopment will not destroy the

values that bring people to the

mountains."

The group, besides litigating en-

vironmental questions, will work
with citizens' groups and local

governments to channel and regu-

late growth, develop master plans,

"for entire ecosystems regardless of

local government boundaries," land

use plans, aesthetic zoning regula-

tions, and transportation studies.

"We will attempt to block strip

development in the river valleys and

encourage instead the growth of

new, integrated communities." The

group intends to employ a full time

planner-ecologist-engineer, and will

use backup research teams at col-

leges and universities in the state.

The project will be partially

self-supporting, "but a large percen-

tage of our funds must come from

YOU CAN HAVE
CLEAN CLOTHES

and

CLEAN WATER

471-1280
CALL 68S-1107

471-9906

>"*»IBO
A

BOOK SALE
80°lo OFF

ON QUALITY CLOTHBOUND

EXCELLENT GIFT ITEMS

CC BOOKSTORE

foundations and individual contri-

butors." Wickersham said, adding,

"We hope to open the office in

Breckcnridge well before the 1972
construction season begins."

Land developers mid business-

men, "must he required to pay the

full social costs," for their enter-

prises, he said. "We must he sure to

build communities that serve all of

man's needs, present and future.

The present pattern of subdivisions

and commercial strips ignores this."

He envisions gradations in the

nature experience offered people in

the area. "Town parks, farms and
greenbelts, 'improved' campgrounds

and nature trails, and wilderness

all are necessary and desirable. But

diey are not being provided now
you can choose between congested

campgrounds and highways, or al-

most inaccessible wilderness."

Wickersham attended the Uni-

versity of Alaska and Yale Law
School. He is an attorney currently

practicing with Colorado Rural

Legal Services in Greeley, and can

be reached at 1S02 Ninth Avenue,

Greeley.

Committee

Ponders Pets

The Colorado College Residen-

tial Committee, recently set up by

the CCCA, is now in the process of

evaluating the pros and cons of

having pets in the dorms. The study

hopes to include not only student

opinions and ideas, which are being

obtained through questionnaires,

but also views from various mem-
bers of the administration, the

Humane Society, the Health De-

partment, and other colleges that

have initiated pet programs.

Hopefully by the end of the

third block the committee will be

able to submit its report to the

CCCA. The report will be

accompanied by a recommendation

which will hopefully solve some of

die problems involved by having

pets in the dorms. The committee,

headed by Raleigh Bowden, con-

sists of five members, the other

members of the committee being

Rod Haenni, a pro pet advocate,

Greg Smith, a con, and two

impartial members, Joan Whitley

and Jim Stenseng.
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To the accompaniment of appro-

priate dirges, 100 human beings, 52

pumpkins, three dogs and one
watermelon showed their creative

spirit to launch the first annual

Loomis Hall pumpkin carving party

held in their basement, Sat.

evening, Oct. 30. The action started

at 7:00 p.m. as aspiring artists

arrived to select the "pumpkinest"

pumpkin.

By 7:30, thirty pumpkins were

in various stages of undress, with

each party arguing violently over

the merits of his or her individual

design. Some CC students brought

their own — one looking sus-

piciously unpumpkiny - but which

its owners, Dave Pertz and Mike

Hannigan, claimed was a "green"

pumpkin which they said they had

been saving since the beginning of

school for this very affair.

Disembodied spirits began
appearing on windowsills and tables

as artists finished their creations.

They ranged from the traditional

"jack o'lantem" of eyes, nose and
mouth and variations thereof to a

pumpkin man, to a chariot com-
plete with horses, a coachman and
attendants.

Judges John Riker, Tim Saska,

and Jack Edwards arrived at nine.

Riker, a 19th century aristocrat

down to his very shoes, spent some
time explaining to various
audiences the merits and dismerits

of pumpkins. When asked his cri-

teria of judgment Riker stated, "I

have a keen insight into the nature

of beauty and can grasp it in a

pumpkin. However, ever since the

1790's pumpkins have gone down
hill." Saska then presented his cre-

dentials, "I don't know much about

pumpkins, but I know what I like."

As the hour of judgment grew

closer, the crowd tensed and

gathered near the back wall of the

basement; the judges began tlietr

tour. They put all their experience

to work in deciding the pumpkin

most embodying "pumpkinity," a'

times asking the crowd for their

opinion. A question arose whether

they were judging pumpkins or jack

o'lanterns, but when put to the

crowd by Edwards pumpkins
decided upon.

After surveying the field, the

judges retired and began the monu-

mental task of decision. As they

discussed their choices, the ob-

servers made their own selections.

The crowd grew silent as the judges

returned with the final selection.

The third prize went to the co3ch

and horses ensemble by Laugiilin.

/'
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Laughlin, and Laughlin. "Artfully
crafted but nothing to do with

Halloween." Asides were made as

to it also showing "the starvation of
minds by NBC," but these were
obviously unofficiaJ. Second prize
was claimed by the pumpkin of
Gary Young for its "classic

plicity."

All was quiet as the judges pre-

sented the first place winner to the
crowd. A murmur of approval went
UP as the pumpkin by Marky
Jordan - named "Joy" by the

was held before the audi-

ence as Riker expounded upon the

Masons for their choice. "It

raptured the spirit of All Hallow's
**e in three cuts." He spoke of its

tagic face and the fact that it had
no nose, and as everyone knows
''ghosts don't have noses." And a
tittle later Saska said, "It shows the
students of CC have small heads
*"fli no light inside."
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Faculty Members Make
Educational Contributions
Many members of the Coli

College faculty make continuing

contributions to higher education

through publishing, speaking en-

gagements and by serving within a

variety of organizations and com-

missions. Recent endeavors in these -

areas by some of the faculty in-

clude the following:

Dr. Charlotte Mendoza, assistant

professor of Education, will present

a paper at the Rocky Mountain

Educa tional Research Association

conference this week in Bouldt

Dr. Mendoza 's paper is entitled "An
Evaluation of a Preservice Ele-

mentary Teacher Education
Program." She is also the author of

an article which appeared recently

in the journal. New Voices in Edu-

cation, titled "Teacher Motivation:

Overcoming the Challenge from

Within." Dr. Mendoza joined the

Colorado College faculty this fall.

Dr. Frank Tucker, professor of

history, has been invited to a semi-

Well Travelled Musician

CC Piano Instructor Ready to Settle Down

by Chuck SloiMn

One of the more unobtrusive

members of the faculty, if not an

intemationaJly known musician is

Reah Sadowsky. Appointed as In-

structor of Piano last year, she and
her husband, Dr. F. Rand Morton,
Professor of Spanish, hope finally

to settle down in Colorado Springs,

The sprite Miss Sadowsky,
several years ago, was a touring

pianist of worldwide acclaim. She
described it as "a wonderful experi-

ence when you are young, but as

you get older the feelings of excite-

ment and stimulation are gradually

replaced by the wish to settle down
as a housewife and mother."

She grew up in San Francisco

amidst a rich musical background;
her father was a symphony violinist

and her mother was an
accomplished pianist. It was her
mother who recognized her talent

for the piano, and thus began her

separate and unique life as a

prodigy. She became a member of
the "San Francisco Wunderkinder,"
a group of gifted young musicians
of that city who were studying

various instruments.

After studying with the eminent
Tobias Mattay, an English artist,

and her formal debut at age 1 3, she

embarked upon a course of study
that led her to such places and
teachers as the Curtis Institute of

Music with Isabel Vengerosa; the

Juiliiard School of Music with Josef

and Rosina Lhevinne; in New York
with Alberto Jonas; in Mondee,
Austria with Lhevinne and Paul

Wemgarten; in London with Harold
Samuel and Heinrich Simon; and
with Milan Blanchet, "one of my
most important teachers," in Paris.

"It was a unique educational

experience, which at that time was
generally reserved for a gifted elite.

Aspiring artists then received their

general education from tutors. To-
day it is different as the serious

music student can receive the same
opportunities in the formal educa-
tion structure. Thirty and forty

years ago it was not considered

important fur an applied artist to

have a college education; you were

becoming an artist which occupied

the bulk of your time."

She is certainly a star of inter-

national luster as the artist has

performed in the leading sym-
phonies and in recitals in Europe,

and the Americas. She has often

been referred to as a "musical

ambassador," for because of her

friendly nature, numerous musical

friendships were formed. This pro-

vided the. opportunity for an ex-

change of original compositions,

some of which were written

especially for her.

This was her whole life until in

her late 20's when she met her

future husband, "After awlu'le life

can get to be lonely and you start

to envy housewives. Then once you
get married, you strive for the ideal

situation between your career and
your family.'" Her days as a per-

forming artist are long since over,

but she still manages to travel

much, especially in Spain and Latin

America.

She and her family, including

their one son, Fred Jr., came to CC
last year "because it was the best

opportunity for my husband's

innovative learning programs to be

put to their most effective use."

They almost went to Hampshire
College in Massachusetts but their

love for the West and their acquain-

tance with Professor Elmer
Peterson brought them here. Pre-

viously, she was Artist-In-Residence

at the College of Artesia in New
Mexico.

Miss Sadowsky is quite im-

pressed with the diversity of

cultural events on campus and in

the area. "I honestly think after

teaching, playing, lecturing, and
living in various college com-
munities, that this campus offers a

wealth of the fine and performing

arts," she has commented. "We
have a very rich fine arts center, a

healthy and strong art department,

and some fine summer programs."

Her plans for the future are
indefinite, but she does want to
continue traveling, playing,
teaching, and of course, main-
taining a home life.

nar on Youth and Education

Asia, taking place this week at

University of Wisconsin. Dr. Tucli

will give a paper on "New Froniji

for Japanese Youth."

Political science professor, t

Fred Sondermann, has been no

fied that he has been reappoji,,

to the selection committee of(i

National Endowment for

Humanities. This important
C oj

mittee reviews the applications

the Younger Humanist program

the national funding organizaii,

A paper on Shakespeare's Ii—

titled "Lie Circumstantial and
I

Direct," written by English pr L
sor Thomas Ross was accepted

f

presentation at the annual meein

of the Rocky Mountain Mod;

Language Association in Las Vec

this month. Professor Ross
'

received word that his bo<

"Chaucer's Bawdy" will

published by E.P. Dutton & Co.

early 1972 as part of the Dun
paperback series. The book
modeled on "Shakespear
Bawdy" by Eric Partridge,

al

published by Dutton, which h

revolutionized the reading

Shakespeare. Ross's book de:

with Chaucer's use of the dout

entendre and innuendo for com

purposes and will be illuslraii

with 15 plates selected

medieval manuscripts and i

works of art. The project grew

of a Colorado College class

Ross has worked on it for some

months. In conjunction with
li

book he recently published

article on the subject in

Chaucer Review, published at Pe.

State.

Other recently published facii

include Miss Susan Ashley,

instructor in the history depai

ment, who has a section on "Fran

1814 to 1914" in a new Harpei

Encyclopedia, published thi:

by Harper & Row. A new memb
of the mathematics faculty, Willii

Ramaley, has an article on "Cite

Trips in the Rocky Mounti

National Park" in a recent edilii

of Trail and Timberline a pubtk

tion of the Colorado Mounti

Club.

tees ENCO SERVICE
*TUNE UPS *STATE INSPECTION
* ATLAS TIRES *ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah 230 West Uintah Phone 634-91"5

Mike Stiehl
CONSIDER THESE CARS:

1967 Land Cruiser Soft Top
1962 Jaguar 3.8 Sedan
1964 Ford Station Wagon
1962 Cadillac

I recommend these as each is a very Fine
example ol its type of auto. If interested
m these or any new or used car call me at
634-2822.

BATTENFIELD TOYOTA 18 S. Weber

Has that old apartment got you
down?

TRY

HOMEF1NDERS

Select a house or apartment
from the largest listings in

Colorado Springs.

230 N. Tejon 632-4657

Budget Tapes

and

Records

Our Hair is

Longer
327 N. TEJON
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our Nominated for Watson"Wanderjahr"
, Stan Case '

by Stan Case

This year, another four CC stu-

nts liave been nominated for

Thomas J. Watson Foundation

-ants. The Watson Foundation,

yjch consists of thirty-five col-

leges and universities, was set up in

l%8 to enable college graduates of

"unusual promise" to embark upon

interesting projects of their own

design during their post-graduate

Grants of S6.000 are offered

ele students for this "Wander-

jalir." a year of independent study

and travel abroad not necessarily

involving a foreign university.

The four are Jim Larrick. Terry

Horn, Jennifer Holland and Linda

MaJlory. Jim Larrick, a chemistry

major with a good record in long-

distance running, perhaps has the

most "way-out" proposal; he plans

to compare the abilities of two
different Australian Aboriginal

tribes to build antibodies in re-

action to coldness. Jim, a pre-med

student, says "I'm going to try to

integrate medicine and physical

anthropology. . .to study the re

sponse of the Aborigines to cold."

Work in this area has been spurred

in the past two years by progress in

the study of the immunity system

in rabbits.

His project will involve taking

blood tests of members of both

tribes, one which inhabits the

warmer desert region of northern

Australia, and the other which

occupies colder desert lands to the

south. Provisions, such as a two-

way radio, a Land-Rover or Toyota.

and other desert-expedition neces-

sities must be arranged for. Jim

adds, with a grin, that a female

companion would be helpful, be-

cause "Aborigine women don't

irust Western men."

Terry Horn proposes to work

further on the industrial aspect of

Malcolm Peddles Wares
by Jody Moore

The Student Store is not as

well-known on campus as it should

be. It has a variety of goods that are

of interest to students and serves as

i market-place for those who wish

to sell used goods.

Three years ago Malcolm Ware

set up the Student Store, but he

had a hard time getting it started

since there was some difficulty in

getting the store licensed by the

city and state. Susan Atkins and

Michael Barker took over this

summer from last year's head man,

Jim Bailey and are now helped by-

Don Smith.

Just about anybody can bring

goods in to be sold; that means any

member of the CC community or

friend of the school. Anything used

(excluding clothes) may be brought

in. Articles of art or craft are

encouraged, including leather

goods, pottery works, drawings,

paintings, crocheting and any other

sort of handicraft items. The price

is set by the seller, and the store

takes 10%. The seller is paid after a

sale on this straight consignment

basis.

Advertising for the store is done
through posters which appear in the

three dining halls and Armstrong.

Every week a listing of what is

currently being sold appears on the

posters.

In spite of its useful service to

the college community, the Student

Do Your Own Thing
DRY CLEANING

* 14 Minutes dry-to-dry

* No Shrinkage

* No bleeding of color

* Safe for practically all garments

* 30 Maytag Washers

* 13 Dryers

20% Discount on All Professional Dry Cleaning

801 North Tejon

632-1476

HEUBERGER VW, INC.

for all your needs in

SALES SERVICE PARTS

MOTOR CITY, Colo. Springs 475 1920

Store is having some problems. As

of yet the store has no permanent

location and the tedious process of

gathering up and putting everything

away recurs every night. If it had a

fixed location, students could see it

better as a permanent, existing

establishment and support it.

Considering that the future of

the Student Store is questionable, a

permanent location would be a

considerable asset. There are possi-

bilities that the store will be closed

before Christmas due to financial

reasons. It needs student support. It

can be a service to students wishing

to get merchandise cheap and to

students who have merchandise to

sell. Support it!

her major, sociology, in a Mexican
factory setting. Terry, who lives in

Mexico City and has already done
some field-work there in this field,

wants to deal with an industrial

complex of five factories. She plans

to delve comprehensively into the

interrelationships of the executive,

managerial, engineering, skilled and
unskilled labor parts of the factory

system. Over-all goals in the project

involve determining the pitfalls

which arise in advanced industrial

nations, in the hope that under-

developed nations such as Mexico
may in time avoid the problems.

Jennifer Holland also hopes to

be able to continue her studies in

music and classics. Having dealt

With the speculative, philosophical

side of ancient Greek music,

Jennifer would like to make use of

the Folklore Archives in Athens to

work with the practical side. This

will encompass ancient drama.

dance and speech ("etlmomusicol-

ogy"). The result will hopefully be

an "educated guess" as to the type

of music that was played with

ancient Greek plays, such as

"Oedipus Rex."

At present Jennifer, making use

of a Ford Foundation grant, is at

work reconstructing the "aulos. .

.

an ancient Greek double-reed

pipe."

Finally. Linda Mallory, a senior

majoring in biology, proposes to

spend a year investigating the

"transition between magic and

science" in Gualway, Ireland, as she

plans to study folk medicine and
cures that have been passed down
through centuries of generations in

that country. Linda, who has been

planning and researching the pro-

ject since the first block, hopes to

join a local G.P. as an "apprentice"

and divide her data-collecting time

between field work, as she envisions

accompanying him on housecalls

from time to time, and documen-

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Between

802 North Weber Telephone. 633-2069

I ill Tcu/jUi T/Kuwi

It's time to start planning tor

Christmas break

210 E. Cache La Poudre

Green ^Mountain
Gramery

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,
Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds,
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic
Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans

Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
ier pure foods.

Record and Tape Headquarters

All Regular Hi-Fi and Stereo Records & Tapes

MILLER MUSIC RECORD

AND TAPE CENTER
5 SOUTH TEJON

tary investigation, including what
she hopes to find in the archives of
monasteries.

"I'm interested." she said, "to

see how much of this is related to

superstition and how much is

scientifically feasible." Her pre-

liminary digging has indicated that

there very well may be reason to

believe that some ancient cures are

medically sound. "For instance,"

she explained, "it wa.s the practice

of the Druids of ancient Ireland to

bathe the wounded warriors in a

medicated herb bath , one com-
ponent of which was milk." Audit
ts a fact, she said, that calcium ions

added to the environment of a cell

which has been wounded somehow
initiates the self assembly of micro-

filaments which aggregate in the

vicinity of the wound.

Irish folk medicine dates hack as

far as the Roman era and earlier,

when the famous physician Galen

would learn of Irish methods by

way of the Phoenician trade routes

between the two areas of the world.

"Galen used feces from doves,

goats, dogs, and other animals in his

healing of inflamed and infected

areas," she has discovered. "And
actually, it is a scientific tact that

dung and sewage can contain high

levels of vitamin HI 2, which is

generally helpful in restoring

health.

INTERESTED
IN AN

OVERSEAS
CAREER?

*
MR. BRUCE S. DERKASH

will be on the campus

November 12, 1971

.,1,1, r
i for

advanced study at

IHUNDEBBIRO

GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews may be scheduled at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Glendale, Arizona 85301
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Dearth of Performances.

TW Production Promises Brilliant Season
by David Rollman

My chief criticism of the Theater

Workshop productions, and it

applies to all of them, is that there

is never enough seating and conse-

quently much of the college com-

munity misses the finest and most

creative productions that the col-

lege has to offer. Steve Jobes did an

excellent job with the latest TW
effort, TJie Great Highway, The

play as a whole had a remarkable

continuity and cohesivi

is the mark of a thorough director.

The cast, too, which appeared to

me to be well-cast, seemed to

respond well to Jobes' dramatic

conception.

Rick Lamb, as the Hunter,

carried the burden of the play upon

his shoulders and handled it very

well. It seems to me that after

endless soliloquies, a person's per-

formance could become a little flat,

but Rick retained a high and

which vincing level of intensity through-

KRCC Offers Varied
Classical Music Programs

Classical music programing plays an important part in the KRCC
schedule. These programs offer a wide variety of classical listening

from piano concertos of little known artists, to well known
overtures, chamber music, and operas.

On Monday evenings from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. Mr. Will Frey airs a

fine classical show with interesting and enlightening commentary.
Sunday evening Mr. Phil Ershler is the host for the Cincinnati

Symphony Orchestra program from 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. The
Cincinnati ymphony, known throughout the world for its excellent

musical ability under the direction of Thomas Schippers. offers an
enjoyable and educational program of classical music.

Mr. Russell Folwell, an accomplished musician himself, and
director of the Classical music department, is the host Tuesday and
Thursday from 3:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. These two programs are the

mainstay of the classical listings. Mr. Folwell, as well as airing

traditional classical music, also periodically offers a view of the new
classical music and comments on its possible future.

These four programs provide a well rounded view of serious music
from all periods and under the direction of Frey, Ershler, and
Folwell the music will be both enjoyable and informative.

Radio Smithsonian One of
KRCC Feature Programs

7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., is a two-
fold listing; "How about a Change
of Face?" by Dr. BaJair Rodgers,

plastic surgeon; and "How to Pro-

tect Your Painting" by Charles

Olin, Head Conservator for the

National Collection of Fine Arts

and the National Portrait Gallery.

The second program is one

which originates here in Colorado

Springs. This program, under the

direction of Dieter Hantschel, is

entitled: "The German-American
Cultural Society Show." The half

hour show from 6 p,m. to 6:30

p.m. Sunday is a round-up of the

affairs of the German-American

Cultural Club which also features

news and music from Germany.

Please

Recycle this

Newspaper

out. His performance was certainly

the key to the production, and its

forcefulness carried the audience

tiirough some of the rather anti-

climactic moments that come near

the end of the play. Rick Lewis, as

die Hunter's fellow Traveller, was
very satisfying. He set off the

Hunter well, providing the right

kind of contrast both in appearance

and in the breezy lightness of his

portrayal. This light touch was just

the right ingredient to alleviate the

intellectual weight of the Hunter's

soliloquies.

The finest scene of the play was

the one that took place in the

village of fools, with Bob Dorff as

the Schoolmaster and Al Lyons as

the Blacksmith; the timing and

place of this scene were terrific,

with Dorff and Lyons combining to

present a brilliant portrayal of a

town (and world) gone mad, and

not altogedier harmlessly at that.

Another actor I would single out

for special mention is Peter

Halsband, whose performance as

the Murderer was very appropri-

ately menacing and enigmatic.

Again, his appearance was well

suited to the part; Steve Jobes

seemed to have paid careful atten-

tion to the physical appearance of

his performers, which contributed

immensely to the effectiveness of

the production.

The supporting cast was
definitely up to the performances

of the leads; there were no slack

moments caused by anyone in the

cast. Kara Kellogg and Paul Holden

I would hold forth for special men-
tion in this department, but it is

not easy to single them out. In

terms of acting, The Great Highway
was one of the finest Theater Work-
shop presentations I have ever seen.

There is one suggestion I would
have made for this production,

however; and that is a little judi-

cious cutting from the play. I know

this might offend some purists,
but

some of the sense of anti-dima*

that comes with the nearly eridle^

conclusion of the play might have

been 'avoided by cutting scenes
ot

portions of scenes that either repeal

or pursue less directly the meaning

of the play. If Olivier can do it
j

Shakespeare, I see no reason whv

Steve Jobes can't do it
(„

Strindberg. In any case, Theater.

Workshop is off to a good start thj
s

year, and I hope they can coming
this kind of excellence.

Renowned Spanish Dancer
To Present Lecture-Recital

Jose Greco, renowned Spanish

dancer, will present a unique

lecture-demonstration-recital Thurs-

day, Nov. 4, at the University of

Denver.

Co-starring with Greco will be

Nana Lorca, accomplished inter-

preter of Spanish classical and

Flamenco dance. The two will be

accompanied by Greco's pianist and

lead Flamenco guitarist.

The Greco-Lorca program will

begin at 8 p.m. in the DU Field

House, East Asbury Avenue and

South Gaylord Street. Tickets, SI

for students and $2 for non-

students, are now on sate at the DU
Student Union, 2050 E. Evans Ave.

In his lecture-demon st rati on"

recital, Greco first discusses, then

demonstrates with Nana Lorca the

various techniques and character.

istics of Spanish dances from th[

regions of Andalusia, Aragon,

Basque, Castile and Valencia

Greco first achieved prominence
as partner of the immortal Spanish

dancer Argentinita and later as co-

star with Argentina's famous

sister, Pilar Lopez. Nana Lorca,

graduate of the Royal Conservatory

of Music and Declamation in

Madrid, was soloist with the Pi| a[

Lopez Company and prima
ballerina with the Jose Greco Com-
pany, before she became Greco's

co-star.

Two programs are in the feature

spotlight this week. The first is a

program entitled "Radio Smith-

sonian" and, indeed, it originates

from the Smithsonian Institute. To
many listeners the role of the

Smithsonian and the scope of its

research and contributions to

knowledge are unknown. Behind
the walls of its famous museums are

researches as fascinating as the

space age: there is the technology

of deep-sea diving, the challenge of
revealing the moon's crust through

an electronic microprobe, the

exhilaration of mapping human
progress through learning about
past civilizations. With scarcely an

exception, there are adventures of
discovery and exploration to be

told almost everywhere.

"Radio Smithsonian" is a

broad-spectrum report on man's
activities as reflected by research,

exhibits, and programs at the

Smithsonian Institute.

This week's program, which will

be aired Thursday evening from

]
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2
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Early Music Quart

German Quartet to Perform
Music of the Renaissance

A musical program of special

interest will be presented in Arm-
strong Theatre by the famed "Early

Music Quartet" from Munich,

Germany. The event is sponsored

by Colorado College and scheduled

for Monday, Nov. 8 at 8:15 p.m.

The Early Music Quartet which
records for Telefunken and London
Records devotes itself to the music,

vocal and instrumental, of the

Middle Ages and the Renaissance,

works composed between the

eleventh and sixteenth centuries.

Founded in 1960 by the American
born musicologist Thomas Binkley,

this ensemble has gained world

wide recognition for its authentic

and beautiful performance of this

rarely heard music. The artists have

devoted years of study and training

to recreating this music in the true

spirit of its time. Their instruments

are exact copies of the old ones:

lyra, rebec, vielle, chitara sara-

cenica, bladderpipe, sacbutt, crum-

horns and many others will be

heard in the concert on Nov. 8.

The Early Music Quartet has

never failed to cast a magic spell

upon its audiences and this is well

reflected in superlative press

notices. To quote only a few:
".

. .the effect was one of unearthly

beauty." New York Times. "A
packed house gave Munich's Early

I

Happiness is

DAVE'S , - v"g

PIZZA «
AFTER 5 P.M. I.F'7,"

1
.

FAST DELIVERY RIGHT TO
YOUR DOOR

604 N. TEJON CALL 634-9407

f«^2j&'

Sharing a Pizza

Music Quartet the keenest, most
enthusiastic reception in the Bay

area since Sutherland's appearance

at the Saa Francisco Opera" San
Francisco Chronicle. "One can only

speak of the Early Music Quartet in

superlatives". Washington Evening
Star.

The members of the ensemble

are Andrea Von Ramm, mezzo-
soprano; Richard Levitt, counter-

tenor; Sterling Jones, stringed

instruments; and Thomas Binkley,

wind instruments. Both vocal artists

double on percussion instruments.

The program of the Early Music

Quartet at Colorado College is

entitled: "Avant-Garde Music of

Three Centuries (1300-1600):

Seven Scenes out of the Musical

Past." The explanatory notes pro-

vided by Mr. Binkley start out with

the following remarks: "There has

always been an Avant-Garde; there

has always been protest and re-

action. This program presents the

newest, the most revolutionary

music of its time, some of which

was responsible for major new
developments in the art of music,"

Open Sundays 12 — 5

Women's Liberation

Here (at CC) to Stay
The Women's Liberation Move-

ment is a political movement. Its

purpose, like that of all political

movements, is to recognize, attack

and overcome the suppression of

one group of people by another.

The first step in the organization of

a political movement is therefore

education, raising the political con-

sciousness of those who are

oppressed, that they are able to

recognize their oppressors.

In the Women's Liberation

Movement of Colorado Spnngs.

consciousness raising of local

women is the primary objective.

The meetings are open to all

women and presently the group

consists of women from several

diversified sections of the

community.

Consciousness raising is achieved

by sharing experiences of oppres-

sion and relating them to the sexist

conditioning of consumerism, tire

nuclear family, and other institu-

tions of our white male supremisl

society.

Individual women having diffi-

culty facing the oppression of our

society are able to share and learn

from other women the universal

nature of the oppression of women.
The meetings are closed to men for

this reason; in no other institution

of society are women free from the

presence of this oppression, and

Women's Liberation is the only

political movement in which a

UNICEF Cards
Now On Sale

The 1971 holiday collection of

UNICEF greeting cards are now on
sale at two locations in Colorado

Springs, the Little Folks School at

1320 East Van Buren and at Rastall

Center on the Colorado College

campus. They may be purchased

during regular working hours, Mon-
day through Friday. In addition to

die cards, both locations also have a

supply of the UNICEF calendars

engagement books and note cards.

The worldwide sale of UNICEF
cards is an important source of

income for the United Nations Chil-

dren's Fund which is entirely de-

pendent upon voluntary contribu-

tions from governments and indi-

viduals. Now celebrating its 25th

Anniversary Year as the single

United Nations organization ex-

clusively concerned with the

problems and potentials of

children, UNICEF is currently

bringing health, education and nu-

trition assistance to needy
youngsters in 1 12 countries.

Ranging from a delightfully

naive turn-of-the-century country

Christmas scene by H. Arthur

Haskins-a recently discovered

83-year-old primitive painter-to a

special series of five medieval

masterpieces from the Vatican Art

Collections, the new UNICEF Card

Collection reflects the diverse

national, cultural and religious

sources of support for the Chil-

dren's Fund. Nigerian, Indian, and

American mother-and -child illustra-

tions, a rakish Snowman from

Poland, snow scenes from Germany

and Japan, and sophisticated ab-

stract designs 4»y Vasarely and

Severinifl are also included in the

selection.

woman's political consciousness is

not raised according to the objec-

tives of men.

The objectives of Women's
Liberation at Colorado College are

primarily the insurance of full gyne-
cological care at Boettchcr Health
Center for all students. No woman
should be forced to leave school for

an abortion or to have a baby, nor
should she jeopardize her health

due to inadequate physical care.

Women's Liberation feels that

the ratio of women to men enrolled

at Colorado College should be
equalized. We question the enroll-

ment policies that make it more
difficult for women to get a college

education.

The blatant disproportion of
women to men in the school

faculty should he dealt with by the

college as well. The Influence of
such a predominately male authori-

tative educational system reinforces

the double standards of education

for women and men. This double

standard defeats any purpose of the

education of women,
Among the objectives of

Women's Liberation beyond Colo-

rado College are the repeal of abor-

tion laws, the accessibility of free

abortions on demand, equal wage
rights, alternatives to the nuclear

family, and the destruction of
sexist social roles.

It is important that Women's
Liberation clarify tlte point that

(I if iv is no such thing as a liberated

woman. No woman can be liberated

from the oppression of our

capitalist male supremtst society

until all women are liberated. No
matter how equitable the home life,

African Studies

Convention Set

One thousand individuals with

teaching and research interests in

Africa are expected to attend the

African Studies Association's

annual meeting. November 3

through 6 at the Denver Hilton,

according to the meeting's program

chairman James B. Wolf of the

University of Colorado, Denver

Center.

At the opening plenary session,

Wednesday evening, November 3,

Rep. John Conyers (Democrat,

Michigan) will chair the panel "Re-

sponsibilities of the United Stales

in Relation to Southern Africa" in

which Robert Good, dean of the

Graduate School of International

Studies and former U.S. Ambassa-

dor to Zambia, and John Marcum,

Professor of Political Science at the

Graduate School of International

Studies and editor of the quarterly

journal Africa Today will also parti-

cipate.

Several other subjects from the

over forty sessions scheduled during

the four-day conference are "Suc-

cession and Civil Wars in African

History," "African Women as

Political Leaders," "African Reli-

gions: An Ideology for Human
Liberation," "Nature of Afro-

American Relations," and "African

Liberation Films."

interested Den ve rites may
attend the conference by paying

the $10 registration tee t$5 for

Students.) For more Information,

please contact Mrs. Cynthia Kahn,
332-8CHS.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM

PATT£*$ON "4*" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— IOiOO P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444
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Ski Report Lists

Facilities, Prices
The transformation is nearing

completion, as white joins green

and blue in the color spectrum of

the Colorado high country. Twice

this fall major snowstorms have

blanketed the mountains in white,

but each time mild winds and a

very high sun have melted the

snow. Today the snow appears

permanent and ready to serve as the

provider of a satisfying escape for

humanity. It is from this new con-

sciousness (II) that the gigantic

business known as the sport of

skiing has sprouted.

In Colorado's drive to limit

interstate highway growth in the

mountains the state seems to have

flashed onto the idea of a transpor-

tation system consisting of linked

chairlifts. Thus we have the annual

chairlift and lodge boom in the ski

areas.

Aspen is of course on top, with

Snowmass hatching two new lifts

on an area christened "Elk Camp"

Soccer Team
Loses, 4-2

Seriously hampered by injuries

and experimenting with a new line-

up on attack, the Colorado College

soccer team lost to Denver Univer-

sity last week by a score of 4-2.

The Tigers played an excellenl

game, dominating the first three

quarters but tiring and losing the

game in the fourth. Jeff Jones

started the scoring early with a very

nice 15-yard shot, playing it in the

air on a cross from Dick Schulte.

D.U. evened things up shortly after-

ward on a penalty kick and pulled

ahead in the second quarter on a

CC defensive mistake. After die

half the Pioneers scored again,

although CC continued to show
superior passing and teamwork, but

lacked the final scoring punch.

Finally Andre Cousin scored with a

head shot, fighting a high ball away

from the goalie after a cross from

Larry Weisgal, to make the score

3-2. However, CC could not keep

the momentum going, and D.U.

scored the last goal.

Freshman goalie Tony Visconsi,

filling in for the injured Steve

Wong, played sharply and aggres-

sively and made several courageous

saves. The team as a whole was

pleased with the quality of the

game, though not with the

outcome.

This Sunday the soccer team

plays the Air Force Academy at

home on Stewart Field at 1:30.

Spectators, as always, are welcome,

and admission, as always, is free.

KINNIKINNIK

Poems, black-and-white photo-

graphs, short stories, and art work
are needed. Please turn over all

contributions (include given name
and address) to the receptionist at

the Rastall Center Desk. If you
have any questions or suggestions,

please get in touch with either

Maninei Bertholf or Linda Mallory.

THE EGG HOUSE

KESH FRUIT

216 North Nevada
one block from mathias

and with Ajax replacing the old

single chairlift with a shiny double

chair.

Keystone, the two year old, is

trying to rid itself of the weekend

mass concentration survival school

label, by the addition oi two new

chairlifts and a bevy of new runs.

The adopted child of the Aspen

Ski Corp, Breckenridge. is also

going lo decrease its weekend

hassles with more new runs serviced

by two chairlifts.

Even the isolated haven of

Crested Butte lias two new chair-

lifts on new terrain that will make

skiing there more fun.

Expansion has also taken form

at Winter Park which will un-

doubtedly remain 'the most effi-

cient ski area considering the horde

of skiers who commute there daily.

Steamboat Springs has been

getting a real job done on it by

L.T.V. and has much more lodging,

though in the condominium form,

which lets the Highway House re-

main the best deal in town.

Vail, the man-made creature of

the Rockies, has not added a lift

and will still be outrageously ex-

pensive to bed in, but heaven to ski,

nonetheless.

In an expression of love for

mankind, Vail has not raised its lift

rates this year; rates will remain ai

nine dollars per day and S210 a

season for those planning a semes-

ter off. Nine is a popular number

this winter and will be the fee at

Aspen Highlands and the Aspen

Corporation areas Snowmass and

Ajax. Steamboat will go for S7.50 a

throw while Breckenridge and Key-

stone tentatively will go for

S5.50-6.00.

Opening dates are not only close

at hand, but they have already

occurred with Loveland Basin being

the initial area to open. Arapahoe

Basin will soon follow with its

opening as soon as nature has

supplied enough snow. Vail has

announced a November 16 date for

its commencement while most of

the other major areas such as

Winter Park, Breckenridge, Aspen,

Snowmass, and Aspen Highlands

will wait for Thanksgiving to begin

their operations.

It is apparent that all of the

prerequisites for excellent skiing are

here and whether or not we have

been greened into loving the sport

an astounding winter awaits, for

Bengals Smash Tabor 56-18
The Tigers put it all together last

Saturday afternoon to humiliate

Tabor College of Kansas 56-18 in

the spacious Air Force Academy
Fieldhouse.

The bruising Bengal defense held

Tabor to two first downs in the

first half as an explosive Ernie

Jones-led offense racked up 28

points in the second quarter alone

to push CC to an impressive 6-1

season record.

CC led 42-0 in the third quarter

when Coach Jerry Carle began to go

to his reserves or the score would

have been even more lopsided. As it

was, the Tigers piled up 364 yards

total offense on eight touchdowns

and eight Randy Bobier PAT's.

Ernie Jones led the scoring spree

as he passed for two aerial strikes,

one of 39 yards to George Love and

one of 19 to Kent Mullison for the

final TD of the game. He also ran

for two, one of them a sparkling

88-yard kick-off return.

Don Morrison recovered a

second-period fumble and ran it in

from the Tabor 20 yard line to start

the ball rolling. Minutes later

Randy Bobier scampered 43 yards

down the right sideline to give CC a

14-0 edge.

Then Bruce Kolbezen, who,

along with Ed Smith and Morrison

ruined Bluejay ball carriers all after-

noon, picked off a pass to set up

Jones' TD toss to Love two plays

later.

Spence Johnson pounced on a

Tabor fumble near the half which

was followed by a 1 5 yard scoring

run by Jones before the gun

sounded.

There was no let-up in the third

stanza, as CC drove 56 yards in nine

plays to score the first of three

touchdowns in the period. Bob Hall

carried the pigskin over from nine

yards out to cap the drive.

The other two CC scores sand-

wiched one of Tabor's three touch-

downs after the Bluejays recovered

a CC fumble and went in from the

35. Jim Pogue got credit for one of

them when he stole a Tabor pass

and romped 25 yards for the tally.

Then came Jones' brilliant 88

yard return. After breaking three

initial tackles, he scooted past

blockers and tacklers alike to thrill

the partisan CC crowd and give the

Bengals a 49-6 lead.

The team will close out the 1971

season this Saturday afternoon

when they take on Kansas

Wesleyan, which is rated fourth in

division two of the NAIA ranking;,

Kickoff is scheduled for 1 :00 p.m.,

Washburn Field.

• •• VEIRS
Continued from page 5
Springs can lead to local concentra-

tions of air pollutants which are

comparable with the federal %tw-

dards for the maximum concentra

tions allowed. Any plan to signifi-

cantly increase the density of auto-

mobiles in the Colorado Spring

area should carefully examine and

project the environmental c

quences of this action both in terms

of the public health and in terms of

the quality of life available to the

residents of Colorado Springs.

Men's Liberation.
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Ernie Jones Draws Praise

For Offensive, Defensive Play

p^-r-^

by J'

jl looks as if this is the year of

jie
Tiger, or at least the CC Tigers.

rj; e Bengals with only one

^lieduled game remaining have

jniassec a fine 6-1 record and

•ear to be in fine shape for their

final
game next Saturday. That

attf will pit the Tigers against

udbeaten Kansas Wesleyan in a

that will decide the KCAC
J^nipionship.

Said head coach Jerry Carle of

e
upcoming battle, "This will be

[lie
toughest game of the year.

•nWre ranked 3rd or 4th in the

jjAlA and are tough. 1 can't help

feel it's going to be a tough,

hard-hitting game. . .it should be

Und of a free scoring game; we

i't stop them, but I don't think

they can stop us."

This year one player has been

exceptionally outstanding in both

jiis
efforts and his ability. He is

kmie Jones, a junior back from

Albuquerque, N.M. standing 6*3"

jjh] weighing just 1 78 pounds, who
put together a record that

equals any in the league.

'He's a fine all-around running,

passing back," Carle continued.

'He is
definitely the best back

we've had in a long time. In fact,

he's the most explosive back I've

ever coached. He's unquestionably

explosive every time he gets the

ball."

Bob Ludwig of the Gazette Tele-

graph was quoted as saying, "He's

the best back we\e seen anywhere.

He made Mark Olson of Bethany

look sick. . .he did the same to Bay

Lawrence of Tabor. There's no

comparison."

Ernie's record is impressive. In

98 carries this year, he has totaled

534 yards gross, 66 lost, for a net

total of 468. He is averaging 4.8

yards a carry and 66.9 yards a

game. He has run back three kick-

offs for touchdowns.

Passing, he has 28 attempts. 10

completions, and two interceptions

for 180 yards. He has thrown three

touchdowns including his iwo-for-

twd effort last weekend.

He stands second behind Randy

Bobier in total offensive with 648

yards. He is number one in scoring

this year with 80 points, 13 TD's

and a two-point conversion. Willi

one game remaining he stands a

chance to break the school record

for total points scored in one— „ ^

season. That record of 105 total

points was set in 1928 by Earl

Dutch Clark in ten games. Earl

became an Ail-American and later

an All-Pro.

Ernie Jones is a current Phi-

losophy major, but feels that,

''football is a game of
vengeance. . .1 look at the

opponents this way. . .they're just

like X's on the coach's black-

board."

Nevertheless, Ernie is quiet and

reserved in talking about his

playing. "1 do my own style (refer-

ring to the way he carries the ball).

You do anything you can to make a

move."

He speaks highly of the team,

especially the line. "We have good

material this year. We should be

7-0. Actually it's the offensive line

that deserves the credit, they make

the backs. They don't get recogni-

tion, but they deserve the credit."

Asked if he had considered the

pros, "Heck, I'm only a junior. No,

I've played organized football since

I was nine, but I won't go into the

pros. It takes a funny kind of

person to go into the pros."

Hockey Team Getting Ready

Wf

As this year's hockey season

rapidly approaches a sense ot

guarded optimism can be felt

growing in the team. With each

practice the team gets stronger and

more aggressive. "We scrimmaged

Air Force a couple of weeks ago

and beat them 6-2, but there is no

comparison; we're a much better

team now," remarked this year's

new hockey coach , Jeff Sauer.

Coach Sauer is back to CC after

being assistant coach at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin for three years.

He was a CC graduate and was once

the assistant hockey coach here for

a couple of years.

Commenting on the upcoming

season. Coach Sauer said "We're

awfully young and inexperienced,

but the kids are here to play

hockey. They want to play. . .we've

got the enthusiasm. If we get off to

a good start. . .who knows. I'm

pleased with the team, especially

the forward lines."

Team Manager Dennis Haley

feels the same way. "I think we'll

Are
your

the bottoms of

skis knarpped

Come to the

Mountain Chalet

home of the ski

de-knarrper

iWauttiaw Chalet

226 N. TEJON

make the playoffs. The big game

for us is going to be Denver.

Asked what the team thought of

their new coach, Haley replied,

"There's sort of a new attitude on

the team, gelling together more

than in the past. The guys like

him."

Both Haley and Coach Sauer feel

thai major compelition will come

from DU, Wisconsin, Michigan

Tech., and N. Dakota. "DU is going

to be good since they only lost one

starter," said coach Sauer, "and N.

Dakota has good potential. Wise -n-

si ii and Michigan -well they're

always good. We have a big advan-

tage schedule-wise. Our first three

games are away. . .and our next ten

are here. . .if we get off to a good

All 8T & Cassette Tapes

- buy 2 get 1 free

* Waterbeds starting at

$14.95

* King-size Waterbed, Air

Frame, Water Chair,

2 Air Pillows or 1

Water Pillow - All for

$49.95

All day Sunday - all

the pizza you can eat

for $1.29

Screw-in Blk to Bulbs

for regular fixtures —

$2.50 or 2 for $4.00
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FUND DRIVE

The firsi annual United Fund

drive will be held on the CC campus

from November 3 to November 1 1

.

Each student will have an oppor-

tunity to view a short, informative

movie about the United Fund and

to ask questions about and contri-

bute money to the U.F. via coun-

selors or head residents. Also, each

student will receive a pamphlet

showing the expenditures from the

United Fund to other organiza-

tions. If you don't want to give out

the bread, at least give a few

minutes of your lime to learn about

the United Fund.

LOST- Book entitled A Woman of

Quality, by Stella Hershaw. The

name Madeline Gallagher is written

in longhand on inside front page.

The book was picked up by

mistake when owner's books were

being checked at Inspector's Desk

in Tutt Library.

Reward for return to this Desk.

Sunday, Nov. 4-11 :00 a.m.

The service in Shove Chape! on

Sunday, November 4, will be con-

ducted by Colorado College stu-

dents, Rick Cook and Peter

Lehmann. It is intended that this

service will serve as an introduction

to the chapel for parents visiting

the campus.

Campus Announcements

Visit

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

When you know it's for keeps

Happily, all your special moments together will

be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the

ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality

and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely

styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

TCeeps £tIce °

Ml* from JIOOl >* 10.000 TmtaMii (t.I. A. K PoroCo.

HOW
1 Send n

j
full col

TO
w 20

PLAN
pg. boo

YOUR

pg. Brie

ENGAGEMENT
nrnng Your Engagers
a'l Book gift offer ell f

AND WEDDING 1

nt and Wedding" plui
|

>r only 2if. F-71
j

1 City

j |

[
KEEPSAKE DIAMO nu fm GS. BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201 1

Authorized Jeweler

Wedding Rings

and

KRECISTCtED —

D I ^K iVt O N E> RINIOS
"Under the Marque of the Peak Theatre"

BICYCLE RALLY

There will be a rally of the

Colorado Springs Bicycle Club on

Saturday, Nov. 13. The rally will

begin in front of Rastall Center at,

10:00 a.m., parade through down-
1,

town, and return to Rastall for a

llim in Rastall Room 212.

HISTORY MAJORS
On November 9, 1971 (Tues-

day), at 6:00 the Senior History

Majors are sponsoring a History

BASH. Plenty of free food will be

provided at 115 E. Dale Street,

(Cinda Caine's home). Any majors

or prospective majors are invited to

attend. No R.S.V.P. necessary. For

further information contact Cinda

Caine, D'Ann Campbell, Dee

Tuttle.

••" WOMENS LIB
(continued from page 13)

h ow professional the career, a

woman need only read a magazine

or walk down a city street to get a

taste of what it feels like to be a

piece of meat, to feel die hatred for

women which exists everywhere. As

long as there are women who

struggle for dignity, who are denied

the right to be people, no woman is

liberated.

Colo. Spgs. Women's Liberation

CANDLE SALE

If candles are your thing, then

rush right down to the Kappa house

(the pink sorority house) on

November 4 and 5! All sorts of

candles and candle paraphernalia

will be on sale this Thursday,

7:00-9:30 p.m. and this Friday

10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. The sale is

open to everyone; proceeds support

Kappa philanthrophy projects,

which include two national rehabili-

tation centers. It's a good chance to

pick up some unusual gifts for

Christmas or whatever!

THEOLOGICAL DISCUSSION
The next meeting of the Theo-

logical Discussion Group will be

Monday evening, November I, at

8:00 p.m. John Riker will speak on

Alfred North Whitehead's concept

of God.

The meeting will be held at Dan

Sterling's house: 110 East

Caramillo Street, Colorado Springs.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

For the 1972-73 academic year

the National Council of Alpha

Lambda Delta will award the

following fellowships for graduate

study: the Maria Leonard Fellow-

ship, the Alice Crocker Lloyd

Fellowship, the Adele Hagner

Stamp Fellowship, the Kathryn

Sisson Phillips Fellowship, the

Christine Yerges Conaway Fellow-

ship and the May Augusta Brunson

Fellowship. The amount of each

fellowship is $2,000. Attendance at

a graduate school on a campus

where there is a chapter of Alpha

Lambda Delta is encouraged.

Any member of Alpha Lambda
Delta who graduated in 1969,

1970, or 1971 with a cumulative

average of Alpha Lambda Delta

initiation st andard is eligible

.

Graduating seniors may apply if

they have achieved this average to

the end of the first semester (or

first quarter) of this year.

Applicants will be judged on

scholastic record, recommenda-

tions, the soundness of their stated

project and purpose, and need.

Application blanks and informa-

tion may be obtained from Dean of

Women, Elizabeth Sutherland.

The application form must be

completed by the applicant herself

and submitted to the National

Headquarters of Alpha Lambda

Delta by January 5,1972.

URBAN PROGRAM

Colorado College students

ested in studying urban proble

Chicago during the spring serrie^

must have their application

completed by November 5, 197

The Chicago Urban Semesd
Program of the Associated ColW
of the Midwest, which permits

sti

dents to live in apartments in g,

heterogeneous North Chicago
are;

provides a full semester of lecture

and seminars on current Unite

States urban problems.

Each student also works

time in a social agency or politic,

organization, providing him
first-hand involvement with p

and activity of a complex metjC

politan area. Students receive

hours of academic credit, whit

translates to approximately 31

units of credit under the Colorad

College Master Plan.

Students accepted into
tfi

Chicago Urban Semester Prograr

pay their tuition to Colorado Co

lege and then pay room costs c

$270 directly to the Associate

Colleges of the Midwest. Studenl

arrange personally for their 'foo

costs, which run from betweei

$130 to $170 for the semester.

Students interested in tb

Chicago Urban Semester Program

may pick up additional informati

and applications from Associal'

Professor Robert D. Loevy, Palme

Hall 22-B.

AL'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
115 S. Corona Colo. Spgs., Colo.

Phone 635-4265

Special Rate

To Students

WithCC ID

and

Mercedes Benz

HOLUBAF
• SLEEPING BAGS

• TENTS & RAINWEAR
• DOWN PARKAS, VESTS

& JACKETS

• MOUNTAIN PARKAS

• We are proud of

our exclusive line of

HOLUBAR products -
We invite comparison
with all other brands.

• Come by and see why

!

Also handling equipment by

• Kelty • Sierra Design

• Lowa • Chouinard
• Bass • Jan Sport

• Fabiano • La Fuma

(U.S.G.S. Topo Maps & Dehydrated Foods)

nxAubuJt

131 So. Tejon

634-5279
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Cox,Banned From AFA,Speaks Here
After being "detained" by

authorities at the Air Force

Academy for more than two hours,

Harvey Cox, noted Harvard theo-

logian, and Rev. David Hunter,

Deputy Secretary of the National

Council of Churches,

teacher and interpreter in Laos and

expert on the Laotian air war, and

Rev. Richard Fernandez, National

Chairman of Clergy and Laity Con-

cerned.

The group's original plans at the

Air Force Academy called for Cox

Shove Chapel Sunday afternoon, to speak to an assembly of cadets

Clark earlier tills month.

Organizers then requested that

the group attend Protestant and

Catholic religious services on Sun-

day, and that one person walk out

of the service each five minutes to

signify the continuing deaths in the

Indochina air war. Approximately

protestors arrived late and were not

admitted to the services.

Comments from cadets varied

from "They're communists.
They're all communists" to "1

think its really great they made an

effort to come."

The Protestant
1

service was

Also Included in the program spoil- . pn the moral aspects, of the J00 responded, ranging from small marked by the presence of some

sored by The CC Peace Coalition Indochina War, but a request for children to greying businessmen, seventy scattered sianders, in an

and Clergy and Laity Concerned the assembly was denied by AFA from jean-clad students to citizens attempt to call the attention of the

were Rev. Fred Branfman, former Superintends General Albert attired in coats' and ties. Thirty worshipers to thetr cause. The con-

gregation was jolted by the opening

bars of Jesus Christ, Superstar,"

which nevertheless received loud

applause when concluded. During

the silent prayer one protester, an

elderly man with a deep bass voice,

sang "Kumbiah, My Lord" very

quietly. Afterwards, outside the

chapel, the protestors joined in

"Kumbiah" as cadets were hustled

on by their commanders and Air

Police tried to quietly disperse the

demonstrators from the courtyard.

Meanwhile, Cox, Hunter, and

several others were taken into

custody for passing out "unauthor-

ized pamphlets." Said Hunter later

"Tin's is the first time I've been

arrested for handing out a program

with verses of the Scripture." Those

detained were served with letters of

expulsion from the Academy, de-

tailing possible sentences of S500
fines or six month imprisonment

should they return.

As a crowd, assembled at Shove

Chapel to hear Cox speak, awaited

the release of Dr. Cox and Rev.

Hunter, they heard Fernandez com-

pare the U.S. to a dying dinosaur

and Branfman describe the Laotian

air war as one that makes no

distinction between soldier and

civilian. He likened the war be-

tween the Laotians andithe B 52's

to a football game between Notre

Dame and Regis College of Denver.

Fernandez urged the American

people to "think with their guts

and their feet" rather than their

heads.

After arriving at CC, Rev. Hun-

Design Committee Prepares

Campus-Encompassing Survey

said Hunter, uses "power to repre
ss

social change in the name of j^.

tice." Dr. Cox, the last to speak

discussed the moral aspects of (hj

war. Had h* been allowed to give
j

sertnon at the Air Force Academy

he said, he Would not have coa!

dtmned the military but rather

tried to raise their level of moral

consciousness. He had hoped, Coj

continued, to raise doubts in the

minds of the cadets of the morality

of bombing civilians in an uj).

declared and unjustified war. De$.

pite a morning of harassment by

Air Force authorities, he said he

still felt a concern toward tlit

cadets at the Academy.

One theme which recurred in the

four speeches was that of an unin-

formed or mininformed publi

Fernandez said that most of

"know less about the war than \

know about the moon. And we

don't know very much about the

moon." Branfman referred to the

war as "obscene" because tlie

people at home don't know any.

thing about it. Cox hailed the pub-

lication of the Pentagon papers

major and long overdue step t<m

informing the American publii

the true nature of the war, and

government's attitudes toward n

The general impression led

the speakers was that the Indochina

War is far from over. They em-

phasized that as our government

decreases the use of men, if steps

up the use of machines. By letters.

demonstrations, and committment,

they said, pressure can be put on

the President to end all phases o!

the war. Said Hunter, "Only (hi

power of the people is going li

move Nixon."

A priority list of possible Cam-
pus building, structure and develop-

ment suggestions was distributed to

Colorado College students last

Monday.

and student interest in Dr. Loevy's

research. At the present time, the

1990 Plan is tabled until sometime

in January when further public

hearings are scheduled. The survey

INSIDE THE CATALYST

DENVER ART MUSEUM
P. 7

PALMER MUSEUM
• • • • PP.1 2-13

Campus Design Committee lists two possible suggestions for

Chairman Jack Edwards, Professor ameliorating the problem — either

of Art, proposed at the committee's

October 13 meeting, that a survey

on the subject of campus design

would be most helpful to the com-
mittee's future work. No previous

surveys directed to both faculty

and students had been conducted,

to his knowledge, on the specifics

of needed campus improvements.

As a result of his meeting, two
subcommittees were appointed, one
consisting of Professors Edwards,
Cramer, and Morton to create and

pie closure of Cascade between
Uintah and Cache la Poudre or, if

the Avenue dies stubbornly, per-

haps burial by underpass between

San Rafael and Cache la Poudre.

The second item of the survey

concerns die acquisition of the

Wood Avenue dead-end from the

City. At present, the College owns
all houses on this portion of Wood
Avenue, (and, incidentally, owns
stub-end streets Tejon and San
Rafael, which once belonged to the

distribute a faculty survey, another City.) Obtaining this land, or having

it "deeded back" to tire College, as

it is expressed in legal language,

would allow for these changes: 1)

Wood Avenue could be blocked-off

at the dangerous Uintah-Wood
Avenue intersection. 2) An access

road running east and west from

of student members Ann Boisclair

Bill Milliken. and Roger Oram to

present a student oriented version

of the same.

It was thought by Professor

Edwards mat students, although

somewhat transient residents, might

to the Center is to expand the

lounge area into the patio which

faces Cache la Poudre. Some have

felt that the lounge functions

merely as a TV room, due to its ter Spoke of the misuse of Amer-

alleged small size, and that expan- ican power, and the tacit consent of FOOTBALL FEATURE
sion would give students a better the American people which allows pp "ifl 19
conception and appreciation of. that misuse. He listed four general

»•...».

Rastall as a student union. assumptions held by the American

For the Hub, a poll was taken people which underlie that consent:
LEISURE TIME

last spring, upon which a sub- That the world is divided into two •••••.?. 11

sequent designer's report was based, hostile camps, and that the corn-

However, the renovation has not munist camp must be contained; EL PASO JAIL
occurred as yet. that the U.S. is cast in the role of a •«.•••• P. 3

The next item suggests a snack world policeman charged with

bar in the library. Pros and cons keeping the peace; that what the

include convenience and cleanup U.S. military is doing is distasteful ••••••••••••
problems. but necessary; and that the status

quo must be maintained. The U.S., —

Prof Speaks On Kazantzakis

be more nominally interested in the Wood Avenue to Tenny parking lot

on Cascade would be provided. 3)
Use could be made of parkway-
endowed Wood Avenue as a campus
park and parking lot.

The third item asks that the

pavement be torn out of the ve-

hicle-prohibited section of Cutler

Circle. By so doing the College

campus environment outside of the

dormitory.

Taking the items in the student

survey in order, the first deals with

closure of Cascade Avenue. Pro-

fessor Loevy of the Political

Science Department, and a member
of the Campus Design Committee,

the University of New Mexico, and

Columbia University.

Though he was bom in Ohio,

and received undergraduate and

graduate degrees from Columbia

University, Anton is still very close

to the Greece from which his

parents emigrated. Not only did he

spend the years of World War II in

Greece, as an underground fighter

has been researching the impending would be committing itself more
College traffic crisis since last Jan- fully to the concept of a "walking
uary, especially in regard to Cas-

cade Avenue, which now bisects the

Campus. The City Council's abrupt,

recent consideration of what has
become known as the 1990 Plan,

which includes turning Cascade into

six-lane major arterial on the

campus." It has been suggested,

however, that the expense of this

project may be prohibitive in rela-

tion to the urgency of other needs.

The fourth and fifth items deal

with Rastall Center in general, its

intended function as. a student
order of today's Academy Blvd. by union, and the Hub, respectively.

1990, spurred both administration One specific proposed improvement
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"Kazantzakis and the tragic

sense of life" is the title of a public

lecture by Professor John Anton
tonight at eight o'clock in Olin

Lecture Hall I.

Dr. Anton is Fuller Callaway

Professor of Philosophy and Chair-

man of the Department of Philos-

ophy at Emory University in Atlan-

ta, Georgia. This year he is on

sabbatical leave and is Visiting Re-

search Associate at the University against the Germans, he also returns

of California, Berkeley, where he is frequently nowadays for research

writing a book on the poetry and and writing. He spent the past

thought of Constantine Cavafy, the summer on the Greek islands and is

modern Greek writer. personally acquainted with many of

Anton formerly was Professor the writers on whom he lectures,

and Associate Dean of the Graduate Dr. Anton is the author of four

School at the State University of books and numerous articles. The

New York, Buffalo. He has also most recent are Philosophical Es-

served on the faculties of the Uni- says (1969) and Essays in Ancient
versity of Nebraska, Ohio Wesleyan, Greek Philosophy (1971). He is on

the editorial boards of several phil-

osophical and classical journals, and

is an honorary member of Eta

Sigma Phi and Phi Beta Kappa.

CC students who heard Dr.

Anton speaking informally to oi»

Philosophy Club last year will re-

member him as a lively and

eloquent speaker. Even though a

well known scholar and teacher, he

is provocative and popular in publii

speaking. His lecture tonight should

be of interest to those who knows

great deal about Kazantzakis as wffl

as to those who are only slight!)

acquainted with his work. There

will be a discussion period W
lowing the lecture.

The lecture is sponsored by &*

Leisure Time Committee and W

the Philosophy Department.
Ill

vr
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"Open Annexation"
Moratorium Called for

_ by Fred Sondermann, Temporary Chairman, Citizens' Lobby

One of the major activities of

^e newly-formed CITIZENS" LOB-
during the past several weeks

been the effort to get the City

Council to stop - at least for the

tjme being - the "open annexation

ey" which it has been pursuing

some years. Through argument

hefore the Council, and through a

petition drive among the public, we

have represented the point of view

[hat it is time to call a halt tempor-

rily to this policy, in order to give

the City, its officials, and its citi-

zens an opportunity to pause and

i
take stock of where we are, what

jr options are with respect to

further growth, and how we had

st exercise those options.

The growth of Colorado Springs

terms of population has been

significant. It has averaged 514% per

year, which, when compounded, is

a very fast rate of growth indeed.

Trie Pikes Peak region is said to be

ihe 6th or - 7th fastest growing

metropolitan area in the country.

But the growth in terms of area has

been even faster. Colorado Springs'

original townsite was 6 square

miles. By 1960, it has grown at a

very slow pace, but that pace

quickened, and by January 1 of this

year - 1971 — the area stood at 64

square miles. Since then, in less

lhan a year, 15 square miles were

added, for a total of close to 80
square miles at this time. Two large

requests for annexation are coming

up, so that further growth is clearly

visible on the horizon, unless a

different policy is adopted by the

City Council.

Before proceeding with this

point, I want to make very clear

that the issues of growth and of

nnexatipn are distinct and
separable. We can have a great deal

of further growth — indeed, we can

ZPG Film

WILDERNESS FILM SLATED FOR
NOVEMBER ZPG MEETING

Once Upon a Mountain, an ori-

nal movie and talk by Jerry

Mallett, mountaineer and
wilderness educator, will be presen-

ted at the next general meeting of
the Pikes Peak Chapter of Zero

mlation Growth (ZPG). The
meeting, which will be held on
Thursday, November 18, at 7:30

pjn. in Rastall Center, Colorado

ge, is open to the public. The
fdm is a wilderness study of the

Sangre de Cristo Mountain Range,

showing why it should be
designated as wilderness and discus-

sing man's impact on the land.

The film was made by Mr.

Mallett for the Wilderness Society's

public education program, and is

being presented in an effort to

show how continued population

growth is placing ever increasing

™rdens .on our limited wilderness

resources.

In addition to the film presenta-

tion, annual ZPG elections will be
held to select club officers and
committee chairmen for the coming
year.

ZPG, organized locally during
toe past summer, is a nationwide
organization devoted to reducing
'he nation's population growth rate

,0 zero in an attempt to preserve
the environment, the quality of life

^d our scarce resources. Anyone
in'erested in finding out more
about the organization and its acti-

os is encovaged to come to the
feting or to telephone 632-7743.

double our present population —

within the present city limits!

There is much undeveloped land

within those limits that can be

utilized for that purpose. There-

fore, it simply won't do to say that

anyone who wishes us to re-

examine our annexation policy is

automatically anti-growth.

The point is that, with respect to

areas already annexed, the city is

obligated to provide services — gas,

water, electricity, streets, police

and fire protection, parks and play-

grounds, etc. - whenever and

wherever houses and business

establishments are to be built. And
the related point is that at least

with respect to water, the end of

our present supplies is clearly ap-

parent if we continue to annex

indiscriminately. The Utilities De-

partment, and the City Manager's

office, estimate that we have suf-

ficient water on hand and com-
mitted to service an area of 88

square miles. We are almost at 80
now. The two major annexations

coming up will take almost pre-

cisely half of the remaining 8

square miles that we can furnish,

leaving us with a margin of 4. That

is a thin margin on which to oper-

ate.

The related point is that the

open annexation policy has led, and

will continue to lead, to disorderly

and haphazard development — with

attendant difficulties and also with

attendant greater costs. If you fly

over the Pikes Peak region, you will

note the hopscotch pattern of de-

velopment. Far-away areas are

beind developed before nearby ad-

jacent areas. This poses very great

problems with respect to the fur-

nishing of city services; and it

makes the task of furnishing them

very expensive indeed.

- The expense of growth - espec-

ially of this kind of growth - is

seldom realized by citizens; and

CITIZENS' LOBBY is asking that

this expense by clearly estimated

and publicized - alongside with the

advantages and gains of growth, so

that a balanced and intelligent judg-

ment can be made on the merits or

demerits of each case, within a

framework of general policy which

lives up to our group's sub-heading

"sensible growth."

We are therefore urging the City

Council and our fellow-citizens to

invoke a moratorium on further

annexations, until such time as a

careful and thoughtful study can be

ma de of our potentialities for

growth, of the "optimum" growth

rate and patterns for our area, of

Jail Plans Stir Controversy
by Rich Barrera, Catalyst Staff Writer cause they have not yet been proven ilitation center, The proposed jail,

guilty through the trial process, to be located adjacent to the new
Because of the overcrowded con- courthouse, will consist of five

ditions in the present jail, there stories with two below ground and
is no separation of prisoners accord- three above. The basement levels

ing to the crime for which they
wil1 cont a>n the processing facil-

are arrested. Prisoners claim that
ities

-
s,orage. services, and a tunnel

there is no privacy and that reading
fading (o the courthouse so as not

material is limited. Several social
lo ex P°se prisoners to the out-

workers and community organiza-

tions have said that prisoners "go
insane with boredom."

"Will El Paso County have an

adequate jail?" was the main ques-

tion presented by County Commis-

sioner Stan Johnson at a public

hearing in the city auditorium on

Wed., Nov. 10,7:30 p.m.

Two weeks ago the County

Commission by a 2-1 vote approved

the present plans for a new $3.2

million El Paso County jail build-

ing. The decision saw Commission-

ers Jack Mitchell and James Ross

voting approval with Stan Johnson

casting the only negative vote. Mit-

chell and Ross contended that the

plans were sufficient and construc-

tion should begin immediately.

Johnson argued that the plans were

outdated

In 1967 it was agreed that a new
jail was needed in EI Paso County

An architect was commissioned to

design the new facility in 1967

after a 1965 grand jury declared the

present jail a fire hazard and there-

by condemned it. The existing

county jail was started in 1887 and

is now described as inadequate for

the average of 135 prisoners held

there.

The present jail, located at 226

S. Cascade Ave., has no grounds for

exercise or facilities for recreation,

and no educational programs.

About 80% of the prisoner popu-

lation are presumably innocent be-

side. The ground floor will primar-

ily house the administrative depart-

ments, and die upper two floors

,., ,
will be used as detention areas

I'MSZL °iP"P.°.^ '« approxima,ely 404 prisoners.
new jail, led by Stan Johnson, an ad

hoc citizens committee headed by Ross voted approval for the

Doug Williams, and a number of Prescnt plans in the belief that

individual citizens, centers on the rehabilitation facilities could be

contention that present plans will housed in a separate building,

merely build a "fortress" for con- Mitchell said that all the reasons

finement, rather than an institution submitted by those who oppose

for rehabilitation and correction, the Ja" plans have been reviewed

At 7:30 p.m. tonight in Shove Chapel, El Paso County
Commissioner Stan Johnson and Doug Williams of Logos

will lead a discussion of the current County Jail controversy.

All interested students and faculty are invited to attend!

The Colorado Springs Sun, which

has run a series of articles attacking

the new jail plans, has led the

opposition in the news media. A
statement in an editorial of the

Nov. 2 issue of the Sun reads, "The

design is based on 1967 thinging and

is admittedly designed as a 'fortress'

with the sole purpose of holding

people in confinement, nothing

else."

Cliff Nakata, the architect who

years ago, and that the three
hundred people prescnt at the

County Commissioners meeting do

not represent a consensus of public

opinion. District Attorney Robert

Russel supported Mitchell and Ross

in saying that it is "absolutely

necessary and imperative" that a

new jail is built as soon as possible.

Charlie Bickley, a former El Paso

County commissioner, has also

completed the jail plans admitted sPoken out in defense of the pres-

that the present design is for a

finement facility, not a rehab-

Tutt Library To House
New Paperback Collection
Students returning for the

second semester in January will

find a new paperback book collec-

tion on the first floor of Tutt

Library. This collection is not to be

confused with the old paperback

book trust of last year which will

be discontinued. The problem with

last year's trust was that people

either simply walked out with

books and never returned them, or

replaced books like Catch-22 with

Baseball Heroes of 1968. The result

was that the great variety of books

originally purchased to provide

members of the college community
with light reading material was

quickly transformed into a literary

junkpile. So, the paperback trust

will be abandoned at the end of the

semester.

The new collection funded, with

$250 by the Experimental Grants

Committee, will provide students

and faculty with light books similar

to last year's collection (mysteries,

science-fiction, popular novels, and

current non-fiction) which the li-

brary can't provide in hardback. A
simple two-week check-out system

for these books has been devised by

the library committee. The system

will involve taking the book to the

circulation desk, filling out a special

card with a minimum of informa-

tion (no forms in triplicate), and

then clearing it with the inspector

at the door. This will probably be a

little confusing at first, but the

library committee hopes that things

will be running smoothly in a short

time.

Students and faculty will be able

to submit suggestions of both

authors and titles through a sugges-

tion box which will be available in

the library soon.
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ent jail plans, and has ciriticized

Johnson for his actions. In an inter-

view with the Colorado Springs

Gazette Telegraph , Bickley said

that "Mr. Johnson should realize

that he has gone far enough. . .the

farther he goes the more chance he

(

creates of forcing a costly revalua-

tion of the jail plans." In the same

interview Bickley also attributed all

the controversy over the jail ques-

tion to "mostly a lack of in-depth

news coverage" by the Colorado

Springs Sun.

After the vote was cast in favor

of the present jail plans, Johnson

stated that "the voice of the people

and professional advice have both

been ignored today." Johnson then

proposed to hold a public hearing

in hopes of reversing the decision of

the County Commission.

About 500 persons attended the

hearing and heard Johnson quote

facts and statements concerning the

effectiveness
,
of today's prisons*

,
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Barton Reviews Women's Commission
Dear Sir:

Last week members of the

Governor's Commission on the

Status of Women met with women

of the Pikes Peak region to explain

the work of the commission and to

explore further areas where the

commission could be helpful. Since

concern for women's rights seems

to be at an ail-time high at Colora-

do College, many of your readers

may be interested in the commis-

sion. A frankly Establishment

group, the commission does not

indulge in vehement rhetoric, but it

is working with some effect to

improve the "economic, social, po-

litical and legal status of women in

Color*do."

Blanche T. Copperthwaite of

Denver, former member of the state

legislature, chairs the commission.

She pointed out that the commis-

sion has proposed and lobbyed for

repeal of the so-called "protective"

legislation for women workers.

"Perhaps the legislation was neces-

sary when passed, but its effect

today is to discriminate against

women," she said. The state has

eliminated the "eight-hour-law" for

women in executive, administrative

or professional categories. Before

the legislature, but not yet passed,

are bills which would eliminate the

need for small businesses to provide

separate rest rooms for men and

women and the law which demands

that employers of women provide

couches for the women to lie down

on should they suddenly feel faint.

The commission was also largely

responsible for passage of an "inde-

pendent domicile" act which en-

ables women who reside in Colora-

do to be considered residents of

Colorado regardless of the legal

residence of their husbands. Before

its passage, a woman who had never

lived outside Colorado was forced

to pay out-of-state tuition at state

schools if she married a man from

some other state.

The commission has just com-

pleted a study of discrimination

against women in colleges and uni-

versities throughout the state. "It's

hard to get the facts about admis-

sion policies," said Pauline A.

Parish, associate dean of the Univer-

sity of Colorado and vice-chairman

of the commission. "Schools claim

tiiat they do not keep records of

the information we asked for."

Nevertheless, in a few flagrant cases

of discrimination, the commission

has secured admission of women.

For example, until the commission

intervened, no women had been

admitted to the state school of

veterinary medicine. "They claimed

that women could not handle large

animals," Mrs. Copperthwaite said.

"As if a man could hold down an

angry bull with two fingers!" The

commission was also influential in

ending discrimination against ad-

mitting women to law schools in

the state.

If admission policies aie not

always clear, practice regarding pro-

motion of women on faculties and

in administration of colleges is. Miss

Parish said that the survey just

completed showed thtt about as

many women as men hold the

lowest faculty positions ("Teaching

assistants - the slave labor of the

academic field"), but that the num-

ber of women drops dramatically as

one goes up the academic ranks.

"There are very, very few women
professors in the state," Miss Parish

said. In administration, women
hold "middle-management posi-

tions," she continued. "They are

associate deans but not deans. They

are assistants to directors but not

directors." Only one college,

Loretto Heights, has a woman as

president. "If you want to find

large numbers of women employed

by colleges, you have to look at the

clerks and secretaries," Miss Parish

said.

Although civil rights legislation

may help some women, attitudes

toward sexual roles cannot be legis-

lated. In an attempt to change one

area where attitudes are formed,

the commission has investigated the

portrayal of roles of men and wo-

men in children's literature. The

pattern is set early and continued

late. In books for four to seven-

•year-olds, the mother is pictured in

a "crisp housedress and white

apron," waving good-bye to her

husband as he goes out into the

world. As one member of the com-

mission put it, "Even the animals

reveal sex prejudice: all the tigers

and lions are male; all the ducks,

geese, chickens and pigs are fe-

male." In books for children over

seven, careers for men include

everything from plumber to Presi-

dent, while careers for women are

limited to nursing, teaching, ballet

dancing and motherhood . "Wi til

the teaching profession over-

crowded and Zero Population

Growth a popular concept, about

all that is left for women is ballet

dancing," a commission member

reported. The commission has writ-

ten to publishers requesting changes

jn role portrayal, and is now writing

public school officials informing

them which publishers are willing

to change the roles portrayed for

One project which the commis-

sion hopes to launch statewide is

the establishment of Virginia Neal

Blue Resource Centers for Colorado

Women. Staffed primarily by volun-

teers, the resource centers would

attempt to catalog the talent in

various communities and help

match that talent with existing or

future job opportunities. So far, the

Resource Center has one paid em-

ployee, Linda Carroll, a former CC
student. Centers are being organ-

ized-by volunteer groups in a num-

ber of Colorado cities, but as yet

none has been planned for Colo-

rado Springs.

While I support some of the

goals advocated by the Colorado

Springs Women's Liberation Move-

ment as cited in its letter in the last

issue of The Catalyst, I cannot

believe that invective against

"male supremist society"
j s

answer to problems faced by

men. Perhaps work through va(

committees of the Governor's Q

mission might provide at least

of the answers.

Sincerely,

Ruth Barton

•••ECO-TIP

Use biodegradable,

-phosphate-containing det

gents and cleaners. Soaps sy

as White King Soap and
| Va

Snow and detergents such

Ecolo-G are the best to use.

Writer's Wife's Personal Experience

Leads To Favorable Abortion Viev
Dear Sir

The recent letter on abortion has

prompted me to respond, as a

deeply spiritual person, as a bio-

logist, and as a person married to a

woman with an abortion in her

past.

Chauvanist Enjoys

'Libber's' Humor
Dear Sir:

I found the article of the CC.
Women's Liberation movement in

the November 9th issue to be very

good humor. Keep up the good

work.

I must agree with some of the

ideas expressed but most of the

article was too funny to take

seriously. The section about the

meetings being closed to all men so

the women could discuss equality

of the sexes was highly amusing.

I think I will believe that garbage

when: 1.) A girl asks me out for a

date at her expense (or dutch) 2.)

The movement files for equal draft

status 3.) The liberated women
start paying alimony 4.) They start

signing their articles.

A male chauvinist pig,

Jeff Chism

I am well aware of both sides of

the question of fetal life vs. abor-

tion. As a biologist, I have learned

that life itself is difficult to define,

and the point at which a fetus

becomes a viable individual is the

subject of much concern: Is it when
the fetal brain waves begin? Or,

when the fetus develops his own
digestive and metabolic abilities? Is

a seventh month fetus which could

survive as premature babies do an

individual apart from the mother?

Or, must we wait until birth takes

place?

And, as a deeply spiritual person

who places a type of sanctity in

human life, I have questioned the

principle of the right to live. I don't

believe in the survival of a soul after

death, or before those whose re-

ligions concern these questions, the

points are valid. However, con-

sidering the nature of these points,

I do not see how they should

concern the values of anyone other

than the mother and father of the

unborn. The philosophical and

medical questions should be only

the concern of the parents up to a

point where medical science can

determine the fetus is a viable

individual itself, (as a premature

baby would be.)

I recognize that some will call

for protection of the unborn but

this all reduces to the philo«|i!i
:

and religious beliefs one has m
is a principle of this we do

legislate religion. Rather
i

debate religious beliefs -
wj

everyone has the right to havi

not have — I want to talk abt

fact.

My wife had an unwanted pi

nancy before we were married.

was not my child and it causedl

much hardship and pain. Had it

been for the availability of anal

tion, I would never have been

to marry her. Her emotional heal

I feel, would have been destroj

and the peace we have would nt

have been. I can only say that

we did, what she did, is the rea

why we can be together now.

her very much, and the thou

that the abortion alternative wo

not have been available is

frightening. I fear for those wl

not able to find the alternati

had — because some people cho

to impose their religious tenenti

others. If you do not wish to h

an abortion, that is your rig!

you wish to convince others

wrong, that is your right. B

please, let me have my rights to

happy and to be free from

and heartache.

Name Withheld
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Editorial EditorialjBoisclair Evaluates Campus
Future Designs And PlansHUB

Rastall Center Director Don Snith has announced plans for a

renovation of the Hub, with a cost estimated at between $13,000 and

$15,000. A question night be raised regarding the expenditure of this

kind of money on the Hub when the funds could be put to better use

elsewhere, in Rastall Basement or Palmer Museum for example. Will we

be spending 15 grand to turn a plastic environment into a plastique

environment??

TW

An article appears elsewhere in this issue detailing the plans of Theater

Ifforkshop to' stage a production of "Cabaret" The musical would be per-

forTred, as all TW productions in the past have been, in Theater 32 in

Armstrong Basement Each night during "The Great Highway," TWs last

show, sixty to seventy persons were turned away due to insufficient

seating. "Cabaret" requires even more stage room, and undoubtedly

many wishing to attend will be unable to gain admission. It seems a shame

that the College can not provide a more suitable setting for this fine

(Troup's performances. I would timidly suggest that that setting might

well be Armstrong Auditorium,

COUNTY JAIL

Also in this issue is an excellent article by Catalyst Staff Writer Rich

Barrera, relating to the controversy surrounding the proposed County Jail.

The question of the adequacy of our penal and rehabilitation systems is

too often only raised after a tragedy on the scale of Attica. Now,

while the jail is still in the planning stage, is the time to make your views

known. The meeting
i
in Shove Chapel at 7:30 tonight with Stan Johnson

and Doug Williams will give you an opportunity to do just that . Attend,

and let your voice be heard. Even you may end up in jail some day.

CATALYST, AGAIN

The design of CC campus is

modeled in the tradition of English

and East-coast schools, with ivy-

covered stone structures facing in-

wards toward a grassy Common
(Kwad) graced with venerable oaks.

Not only does this design serve to

remind pioneers of "home" while

emanating academia through every

acorn (bearing a suspicious resem-

blance to pinecones), but lias the

additional advantage of providing a

defendable fortress (wagon-train

style) if besieged by, previously,

Indians, and, in modern times,

Cowboys. (Tiiis also effectively en-

courages our tribe to pow-wow
permanently, in spite of smoke
signals from our blood-brothers.)

Unfortunately, in many ways, tins

design is not ideally suited to the

social and physical environment,

nor to the new academic program,
as suggested by everything in paren-

theses.

In 1958, a plan was drafted to

consider the location of buildings,

but an over-all conception of the

campus as an entity lias never been
drafted. From the 1958 plan, we
gain Rastall, Armstrong, the El

Pomar complex, Loofnis, and
Slocum (to press a point), then the

knowledge tliat such limited plan-

ning is not conducive to excellence

of mind, and a, few justified, but
conspicuously wry, smiles.)

Mindful of these considerations.

Master Plan Paying Off,

Probably To Be Continued
Dean George Drake explained

and evaluated the school's year-old

Colorado College Plan before an

audience of about a hundred

students and parents on Friday,

Nov. 5, and reported that both
The Catalyst is not yet down the drain. Now that the general student morale and aca-

budgetary hassles with the CCCA have been more or less demic performance have improved
resolved, our problems are chiefly ones of staff. We are s jnce the Plan was instituted in

desperate, I say again, desperate, not so much for writers

though we could use a few, but mainly for a number of ded-

icated individuals who know or are willing to learn the nuts and

bolts of putting out a newspaper. Now that The Catalyst is a

biweekly, the question of working on the Catalyst and flunk-

ing out is more or less a moot one. You don't have to spend 30

hours a week with us. Maybe just 5 or 6 every two weeks. We
need layout types, typist types, headline writer types, and sit

and mind the office types. So please stop by the office some

afternoon and have a talk. If you've been down before and

been scared away, we promise that we've reformed and don't

bite anymore. If you've been down and nobody gave you any-

thing to do , we sure have something for you to do now! Or

just stop by with whatever comments or suggestions you might

have, either about the Paper or the College or the Twon or the

World. The Catalyst, Like Ford, LISTENS!

September, 1970.

"The CC curriculum has under-

gone a structural change — it is as

simple as that," Drake said, but

added that under the new system

"it is easier to get at the goals of a

liberal arts education." Instead of

only "communicating hard facts

and knowledge," he said, "we
ought to prepare our students how
to learn for the rest of their lives."

The speech inaugurated this

year's CC Parents Weekend acti-

vities, which included dinners, a

discussion meeting on "Faculty Per-

spectives on Today's Students"

with faculty members and Dean of

Canadian Government Getting iagey:
Increased Indraft of Draft Dodgers

Cag<

Canada is expected to toughen
its immigration policy this fall,

imposing new requirements that

will work against the U.S. draft

dodger, the ship jumper and the

"thousands who come to visit and
decide to stay," according to a

report in the Toronto Dady Star.

Immigration is controlled by a

point system that is related to the

number of jobs available in the

country. The number has dropped
steadily since 1967.

When assessing applicants for

landed immigrant status, immigra-
tion officers award points for edu-
cation (one point for each year),

job-training and experience, profes-

sional or occupational skills, flu-

ency in English or French, age (ten

points for persons between 18 and
35), and the availability of jobs in

Canada, as well as a "personal
assessment" of from between one
and 15 points by the immigration
officer of the applicant's chances of
making it in Canada, and being
valuable to his or her new country.

An independent applicant must
have 50 points out of a possible

100 to be admitted. A person with
relatives in Canada may need only
25 to 35 points.

The screen process is supposedly
aimed at weeding out those with
little or no prospect of finding

work and is expected to be tight-

ened to eliminate some present
rights of appeal against the decision

of immigration officers.

Government officials say the

present system of appeal is "cum-
bersome and iniquitous," according
to the report.

At the end of July there was a

backlog of 6,771 appeals and the

board w as still hea ring cases lodged
early in 1970, according to the

report.

The report aid that those

refused landed im migrant status

would not be deported but would
be given an "exclu ive order.
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It is not exactly clear what the

exact difference between deporta-

tion and an exclusion order is, but
early indications are that, with an
exclusion order, the person would
have greater flexibility to determine
when and how-within a relatively

short period of time-to leave

Canada, and where to go. This
instead of having to depart immedi-
ately for the country of origin.

Government officials believe

that a "substantial number of those

who come to Canada as visitors and
apply for permanent residence are

young Americans," the report said.

In 1970, the government deported

1,453 persons including 581
Americans.

27,899 persons were granted

landed immigrant status during the

first three months of this year.

The government will not disclose

figures on the number of applicants

who are turned down and says that

military obligations in another
country are never considered. So
far this year, Americans form the

largest block of immigrants to

Canada, followed by the English.

Portuguese and Italians.

Student Affairs Ron Ohl, sports

events and a student-faculty con-

cert.

The four goals that Drake inclu-

ded in a successful liberal arts edu-

cation were: (a) "to develop and

furnish the human imaginative

capacity - the marvelous capacity

to look at physical reality from a

different dimension," (b) "to devel-

op critical and honest thought in a

rational mind," in order to avoid

"sloppy, lazy, dishonest thinking,"

(c) "to develop the capacity to

communicate intelligently," and (d)

"to communicate knowledge."

Drake, stressing that there has

always been a great temptation in

the past for professors to concen-

trate on the last aspect and to

ignore the others, stated tliat the

Plan was instituted by the faculty

to restore a balance between the

four goals.

"Under the old plan, the class

environment was locked into a set,

defined schedule, forcing the 'lec-

ture-course' format," he said, in

which the teacher more often than

not became the center of attraction

and the students assumed a rela-

tively passive role. Drake challenged

die parents in the audience to

remember what they learned in

their college lecture courses, ex-

plaining that "it is not a memorable

educational course."

"What is memorable," he said,

"is when you take an active role in

your education. Then you have an

educational event taking place." He

said that it is the duty of a CC
professor to concentrate more on

die approaches to teaching a sub-

ject - "to give an in-depth feeling

of the material rather than cram his

students with facts."

Although Drake admitted that

less actual material is covered under

die Plan that under the old system,

in general, the new approach is

paying off. There have been fewer

cases of "academic failure," he said,

and added that other advantages

brought by the block system will

probably be enough to insure the

continuation of The Plan when the

faculty votes again next spring.

Some of those advantages men-

tioned by Drake were smaller

classes, longer and more frequent

field trips, and the greater possibi-

lities for inviting visiting professors

for a block who would not have

been able to accept for a longer

period of time under the semester-

course system. He questioned

whether "die Plan may be working

too well," however, in tliat under

die present pace, faculty and stu-

dents alike may "burn out" too

quickly.
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Campus Design Committee (nine

student, seven faculty, and two
administrative members, all subject

to the discomfort and dullness in-

duced by monthly meetings in

Rastall, and hence prone to the

aforementioned smiles) is preparing

several alternative fool-proof.

Divinely Inspired, miraculously (if

not Immaculately) conceived, cam-

pus-encompassing suggestions, one

of which will hopefully he chosen

to serve as a guideline in the coming
millcniums. (or at least 10-20

years).

During the past three years,

artists, architects, and designers

have been wandering around cam-

pus, masquerading as narcs, and
Planning. As the culmination of this

virtuoso display of design
technique, the Committee is pub-

lishing a SIR VAY, exemplifying

die uniquely innovative and imag-

inative approach which these sug-

gestions will embody. The SIR
VAY has been stuffed into all

vulnerable mailboxes (off-campus

students can pick it up al Rastall

Desk) with the gleeful expectation

that grand Karma will result.

Issues of urgent importance, in

the eye of the Committee, include

the Cascade Avenue Expressway,

the need for more classrooms, and

an ecologically sound, exhilarating

environment, coupled with student

dissatisfaction with dormitories and

our Student Union (also called

Rastall Center for those who under-

standably cannot make the connec-

tion between name and function).

Moving parking lots to the peri-

phery of campus and a smaller

theatre are also getting shuffled

around. But, as suggested by the

SIR VAY's existence, outrageous

and otherwise new ideas receive a

cherished welcome.

Bike Thefts

Continue
Bike thefts arc continuing at a

constant level during school, holi-

days, and breaks, confirms Bruce

Canfield, Director of the Campus

Security force. Since July 1, a total

of 18 bikes have been stolen, and

only 3 recovered.

Of the 18, Cossitt and Arthur

House have each experienced one

bike then, Ticknor Hall, Rastall,

Armstrong Hall, Sigma Chi and Phi

Gamma Delta have lost 2 a piece,

and Slocum and Malhius each 3.

l.ocal teenagers are often found to

be involved in bicycle thievery, but

generally it is "believed to be a

regular ring."

Canfield would like to see more

student cooperation; individuals

who are hanging around campus

buildings and who look suspicious

should be questioned, and more

bike-owners should make use of the

bike-rcgislration center set up at

Rastall. There, a bike's make and

serial number is reported so that

city officials as well may help in the

search for the bike in case of theft.

This center should be notified as

soon as possible of a missing bike.

At least 8 abandoned bikes have

been picked up on campus, informs

the Director of trie Physical Plant

James Crosscy. These arc probably

bikes which thieves have ridden

onto campus in order to exchange

for better stolen bikes. Last year

some persons were caught, but "we

haven't been so lucky this year."

Surveillance has increased this year,

he adds, and many young people

have been chased- off- dm- campus.

i j .
•

'
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• • • JAIL CONTROVERSY

from guards, wardens, sheriffs,

architects, and penologists. Johnson

said dial the present plans are four

years old and do not meet today's

standards, and fail to take into

account updated rehabilitation pro-

cedures. Johnson went on to com-

pare die audience, as taxpayers, to

stockholders in a corporation, and

asked what the return will be on a

S3. 2 million investment.

Johnson suggested that if the

new jail is built as now planned, the

return on the citizen's investment

of $3.2 million will be more crime.

A jail should not be a breeding

ground for criminals, said Johnson,

but rather a place where offenders

can leam alternatives to crime for

trie sake of leading normal Hves.

Commissioner Johnson also

made it clear that educational and

correctional programs are not ex-

ceptionally expensive since federal

and state funds are available, and

local organizations have volun-

teered their aid.

Before entertaining questions

and statements from the audience,

Johnson distributed a petition pro-

testing the recent decision of the

county commissioners. Part of the

petition reads, "We, do further

demand that the Board of County

Commissioners of die County of El

Paso, allow the taxpayers and resi-

Freshmen Offer First- Semester Perspectives

On Disadvantages Of Master Plan Operations

Pam Colgate

Before my arrival at Colorado

College my attitude toward the

Master Ran ranged between appre-

hension, almost fear, and confident

familiarity. The fear arose from the

rumors I had heard about C.C.'s

having the highest suicidal rate

among colleges because of academic

pressures! Since September I've dis-

missed these rumors as explanations

for any student death which might

have been caused while fording

Nevada; altiiough die students seem

more alert than to walk into

vehicles. My familiarity with the

Master Plan came from having a

similar one month concentrated

study program at my high school

. and from knowing that students did

a minimum of work. I wasn't sure I

perses. Another reason, the major

reason, for feeling dissatisfied is

that, inspite ot concentrated study,

three and a half weeks of study,

does not seem equivalent to that of

half a year. There is a sense of

cramming but not necessarily pres-

sure. This cramming comes from

not having enough time to expand

upon tiioughts and discussions,

since classes have to adhere to strict

schedules to get books read and

papers written. There isn't time or

"allowance for divergence from the

plotted course. However, if blocks

were longer, I tiiink classes would

have more leisurely and congenial

atmospheres and would cover the

same material in detail.

So far at C.C. I feel as if I've

taken time out from life and have

perched in an ivory tower. Besides

giving one the tools with which to

leam, college should also prepare

one to cope with the pressures he

will collide with after graduation.

With one cotirse at a time there is

still pressure, however from only

one source which, to me, is rather

superficial so far as life goes.

My last comment on die disad-

vantages of the Plan is that if a

student gets sick or if personal

problems arise then a third of the

course could be blown, and there
dents of said county the benefit of

expected a minlmum of work and would be only two weeks to catch

a review, evaluation, and updating

of the 1967-68 plans prior to the

spending of tax dollars and thus

avoid the possibility of a heedless

and irresponsible spending of public

funds."

Attorney Norman Palermo was

die only one at the hearing who

questioned Johnson's reasoning,

and asked tiiose who did not agree

with Johnson not to sign the

petition.

The petition is not legally bind-

ing on the commissioners, and there

is no other way to force the reversal

of die jail decision except for the

recall of a commissioner. Tliis pro-

pressures to be. a college education.

After having sounding almost 3

courses, I feel radier emaciated

academically. Part of diis is because

tiiree and a half weeks go by so

quickly; hardly has one learned

n a mes of classmates and their

points of view when die class dis-

up. If such a situation occurred

midway through the course or

around exam time it could mean
failure of die course.

Don't misunderstand me, I'm all

in favor of keeping die plan. It has

a lot going for it, however. I think

it could be improved.

One of the major factors which

caused me to come out to Colorado

College from New Jersey was the

Colorado College plan of the block

system.

All of my great expectations

were fulfilled upon finishing my
first course. I really enjoyed it and I

felt that I learned a substantial

amount in it. People told me that I

couldn't possibly leam anything in

three and a half weeks — but I have

been in courses for six months, and

have never learned a tiling.

As you all probably know —
there are all kinds of critical ques-

tions that people ask about the

system — such as: Do you feel you

can get your teeth into a course in

only three-and-a-half weeks? Do
you really learn anything? How is

the social life — do you meet

enough people in the block system?

Do you have a better relationship

with your professor and other stu-

dents in die class? Don't you have a

lot of time on your hands? Isn't

there a lot of pressure for you to

New Draft Laws Enacted;
Students Now Vulnerable
w Draft Rules

The Selective Service System to-

day released a list of significant

cedure would require the signatures changes j n their Regulations which

of 40% of the registered voters who wiU affect y°un8 men facin8 t,,e

voted for that position in the last
d

,

ra ?"»«" in
,

die fu
,

ture
-
The

, ,. T, . ... changes will supplement the amend-
election. There is nu law prescribing .° ^, £r. _ .

/ 5 ments to the Selective Service Act
initiative procedures lor county

which were xecently signed'into law
issues, nor can die commissioners by ,he pres i dent . The regulation
be forced to call a special election changes are scheduled for publica-

to set the jail question before the tion today in the Federal Register.

voters. They are expected to become effec-

tive throughout die more than

4,000 local draft boards in early

December. Prior to their effective

date, interested persons may submit

their written views on the prospec-

tive Regulations to die Director of

Selective Service.

One of the major changes con-

cerns 2-S student deferments.

• • • ANNEXATION POLICY

the costs as well as the benefits ol

growtii, and of the values which are

to be gained, as well as those which
are likely to be lost, by growtii -
particularly by growth beyond the

optimum point. Such a study has

already been launched by the Pikes

Peak Area Council of Governments;
we are taking steps to involve citi-

zens actively in the pursuit of that

study; we ourselves have under-
taken inquiry into relevant aspects

of the problem. We believe that in

the foreseeable future, there will be
a greater understanding among all

concerned about the most desirable

patterns for the future of our com-
munity - and we trust that, by the

time this understanding comes
about, that future will not already
have been mortgaged through the

continued pursuit of the "open
annexation" policy.

Undergraduate college students

who were not enrolled on a full-

time basis and making satisfactory

progress toward a baccalaureate

degree during the regular 1970-71

academic year will not qualify for

2-S deferments. The Regulations

also will set similar criteria for

students in junior colleges, trade

and technical schools, and
apprenticeship programs.

The establishment of a new clas-

sification - l-H - also is one of the

significant items in the long list of
changes. This classification will be

an administrative holding category,

and men in Class l-H will have

inactive files and will not be con-

sidered for induction unless they

are reclassified I-A. Beginning with

the 1972 prime selection group, a

l-H cutoff number will be set and

with a few exceptions, men with

lottery numbers above the cutoff

number will remain or be placed in

Class l-H for their period of prime

exposure to the draft.

••• ECO-TIP

Take your own brown bags

back to the market for reuse

in packaging your own gro-

ceries. This saves trees (and

money for the market}. Or use

a mesh shopping bag. Don't

require a paper sack for a

single purchase if you can

carry it easily.

learn so much in such a short time'

I can't answer all of these ques-

tions yet, because I've only taken

one diree and a half week course,

and am in die middle of two half

courses. However, they can be an-

swered on the basis of experience at

Colorado College.

Unnecessary information often

stuck into a course to fill in, is

eliminated.

Colorado College is now rid of

exam week, and having to write

four or five papers at once — thus

allowing for better papers and

exams. One only needs to study

one subject for one exam (unless

they're talcing a half course,) and

will not be confused by four or five

subjects and exams. Also, if a per-

son only has one or two papers to

do on one subject, chances are tiiey

would do a better job on them,

than trying to write three or four

papers simultaneously, on different

subjects.

A class can go on a field trip for

a day, or a week or two, without

worrying about other courses.

A student can leave school for

three and a half weeks if sick — or

for other reasons — and only miss

one course — whereas in the seme-

ster system one would fall behind

in all their courses, if sick.

On the question of social life

and relationships, one can get to

know the other students in the class

well, because it is the only course,

(unless the person is in two half

courses) and they see the otiiers all

the time for the duration of the

block. The professor can get to

know his or her students also,

because those are die only students

they're with for three and a half

weeks.

The pressure can be great to

learn a subject in three and a half

weeks — but there is also pressure

to learn four or five subjects at

once in a semester system.

I like to concentrate on one

thing at a time and tend to gel

bored with a semester long class -

die block system is interesting be-

cause it isn't stagnant — it is ever

changing.

Patronize

Advertisers

Knee-Jerk Reaction of theWeek Dept.

•••ECO-TIP

Return coat hangers
cleaners. Boycott any cleaner
who won't accept them.

Local YAF -leadi

more bitter than the national chair-

man about the admission of Red
China into the UN and the expul-
sion of Taiwan. Richard Gross-
mann, chairman of the Denver
University chapter of Young Ameri-
cans for Freedom, called the United
Nations an ineffective, hypocritical
organization, ".

. .which has never
been able to maintain world peace
and has, sometimes gotten itself

into wars, Katanga being an
example."

As examples of UN hypocrisy,
he stated that the UN has imposed
economic sanctions against Rho-
desia because that nation demands
a grade school education and a
minimum annual income of about
S750 of all its voters. At the same
time, UN members such as the

USSR, Albania, and Cuba i

noted for granting their citizens

democratic elections, said

Grossmann.
He cited what he termed further

hypocrisy in the dental of Taiwan's

representation. Taiwan has a popu-
lation of 14 million, which is more
than that of a majority of United

Nations member-states.

Colorado YAF State Chairman,

Frank De Fillipo - a student at

Colorado School of Mines in

Golden - was quoted as saying,

"How can the UN call itself a world

body when it expels one of the

larger and more progressive

nations?"

Ronald F. Docksai, National
Chairman of Young Americans for

Freedom, released the text of a
letter sent to President Richard M.

Nixon concerning the United
Nations vote to expel the Republic
of Taiwan.

Docksai's letter to the President

demanded that:

1) the U.S. slash its 36% annual
subsidy of the UN budget to 7%, a

figure which represents the U.S.
percentage of the world population,

2) President Nixon relieve Secy,

of State William Rogers and U.S.
Ambassador to the UN George
Bush of their duties;

3) President Nixon issue a pub-
lic statement reaffirming the U.S.
commitment to honor all treaties

between the United States and the

Republic of China;

4) the U.S. notify the member
states of the United Nations that, as

a major point of U.S. foreign

policy, that the U.S. recognizes the

government of Chiang Kai-Shek and

the Republic of China as the legit-

imate government of Taiwan and

the status of that government is not

an internal question to be deter-

mined by Communist China.

In releasing the letter to the

President, Docksai stated, "We have

learned over the years the ineffec-

tiveness of the United Nations. The

UN action to expel a' loyal,

founding member is a slap in the

' face to every citizen of every nation

who has ever supported the Uniud
Nations as a moral force. I can only

speak as a student of international

law and a dedicated anti-commu-

nist; I can see no other recourse for

the United States to follow other

than to sever relations with the

United Nations."
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Museum's Design Emphasizes Art
by Eunice McAllister

As if in response to the ideality

of its subject, the project of a new

ar t museum seems to invite extra-

ordinary architectural design. The

new museum housing the Denver

a rt collections, which opened its

doors to the public last month, is

die latest testimonial to that pre-

scription.

The twentieth century has wit-

nessed- an increase in architectural

potential and subsequent inno-

vation in proportion to a decline

and atrophying of creative expres-

sion in formal art. Artists in New
York, for example, have embarked

upon entropic enterprises which

have led them either to the

negation of art or to other forms

which are not purely art. Earth-

work, for instance, is closer in

essence to engineering than it can

ever be to art. As a result, museums

seem to be loathe to relinquish

tlieir dependence on traditional ex-

pressions; or, they mix identities, as

MOMA in New York has done,

becoming film libraries, tele-

communications centers, or what-

ever other medium is in vogue.

However static development of

formal art, it is still the architecture

of a museum which is the con-

sideration that preempts all other

points of judgment. Whatever

acquisitions are on display, are for

the most part a matter of esthetic

history, and unquestionable as

such. But the unique architectural

entity that is a museum pre-

supposes a situation of Art-Within-

Art; it is at once an object in itself,

and a medium whose composition

of an environment will determine

the attitude and light in which its

treasures are seen. Modern artists

have tended to view the museum as

too restricting, and freer archi-

tectural styles have been necessary

to justify the museum as the

natural habitat for their works.

The Denver complex consists

essentially of two six-story towers

eater-cornered and joined by a core

of stairwells, elevator shafts and
balconies. The whole is enveloped

by a technological cage of grey tile,

giving it a single-structure

appearance. This cocoon is studded

with windows of varying shapes —
slits, oblongs, hexagonals, squares -
at seemingly arbitrary points on the

facade. The wall sweeps up a bit be-

yond the roof to form a crenelated

parapet.

Unlike the New York skyline, a

dense cluster of monoliths, each

competing for dominance, Denver's

skyline evokes the Rocky Moun-
tains themselves, serrated and even.

As another microcosm in the chain,

the museum retains its parent

influence; it stands distinctly apart,

yet complements the system.

Critics of the museum have com-
plained that it looks much too im-

posing, like an impregnable fortress;

that it is furthermore physically

ugly, citing the erratic fenestration

pattern as a prime offense to tlieir

esthetic sensibility.

The facade, however, is strictly

utilitarian, and its functions bear re-

sponsibility toward what is within

rather than what it excludes, in

appearance the museum is less like

a medieval bastion than some sort

of modernized pueblo concept.

From any angle at ground level, the

laterals seem to be countless, decep-

tive of the true shape of the

building; like the pueblo at Mesa
Verde, where systematic planning

appears as disorder from a distance,

this trompe d'oeil conceals a very

definitely rational arrangement of

galleries within.

Startling as these structural

oddities might seem, they are by no
means unprecedented. The tradi-

tional museum experience has been

as a horizontal series of connecting

galleries, but recent years have seen

the elimination of rooms and the

introduction of vertical stacking to

create greater volumes of space, air

and light, and to render an illusion

of free movement.

A museum concept like the

Louvre or the New York Met, un-

negotiable in their complexity, is

untenable in today's compact,

specialized museums. The Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum in New
York exemplifies the ultimate in

rhy.thmic composition. A single

spiral ramp constitutes the interior;

the pieces are set along the wall, or

in small alcoves leading off from

certain junctures in the ramp. The
circular theme is carried over as

well to the outside. The Guggen-

heim squats somewhat freakishly

like a huge, white inverted beehive

among the Victorian mausoleums

of Fifth Avenue. However, its dis-

cordance with the environment is a

moot question at best; When archi-

tecture, as art, does not hold

greater responsibility toward its

own content, and attempts solely

to harmonize itself with its sur-

roundings, it reduces itself to urban

planning.

The New York Cultural Center,

tained throughout. Though strictly

angular in every other respect, each
Moor seems lo define a

psychological path which takes the

visitor along in a fluid, circular

sense. Space is broken up by the

or Huntington Hartford Museum,
shows what a good museum
director can do when the architect

has almost, but not quite ruined a

good idea. The building is a slender

ten-story tower occupying a

modicum of space on a corner of

Columbus Circle. Edward Durell

Stone, the Shirley Temple of

American architects, bastardized

the package with his perforated

marshmallow-concrete walls, but

the interior is remarkably cohesive.

The floors are partitioned off by

teak walls which somehow
engender a greater spatiality than

expected. The stairwells between

each level are staggered to allow for

mezzanines which are also utilized

as exhibition space, so that the

effect of the whole is not disrupted.

From an aerial point of view, the

massed, semi-cruciform towers of

the Denver museum are a skeletal

indication of the floor plan main-

placement of an exhibition room at

the center of each floor, and is left

undisturbed at the periphery.

Unfortunately, this integral com-
position does not extend vertically,

in this respect, accessibility of each

level is contingent, but mobility in

this case is at the mercy of two ele-

vators. In a structure where more
than ten floors are involved, ele-

vators are a necessary evil; but they

are time-consuming and repellent,

and hardly capable of accomo-
dating the volume of visitors who
are now milling through the

museum each weekend. There are

stairwells, but beyond the mezza-

nine they are draughty, and, con-

sidering their location, obviously

unintended for major use.

The first-floor plan digresses

from the formula somewhat. The
entrance to the museum is framed

by a steel tunnel which smacks of

airport-terminal exhibitionism. But

the main hall of the ground Door,
otherwise put to mediocre use as

cafeteria and museum-shop space, is

an implosion of tiny balconies, a

partially enclosed staircase, and an
open veranda of the mezzanine
above.

Bui perhaps the single most
successful element in the museum's
construction is its articulation ol

light. Artificial light is achieved by
means of honeycomb-like grids sel

into the ceiling; in the main hall ol

the ground floor, huge pale dis'es,

barely discernible against the white

ceiling, reflect indirect illuminution

from ceiling-la-floor posts scattered

about die area. The windows of the

museum are strategically shaped

and placed so that they mediate
only a diffused form of natural

light. The soft fluorescence and dis-

tilled sunlight combine in a delicate

balance to create an atmosphere
that is open, airy, and humanistic.

Though the permanent collec-

tions of the museum are a bil

sketchy, its new quarters afford

enough space for considerable ex-

pansion. There are obligatory repre-

sentations from a fairly wide cross-

section of antiquity, Egyptian

statuettes, Italian madonnas and
die like; but there are quite a few

acquisitions of special interest, The
third floor houses a very compre-

hensive store of pre-Columbian and

nineteenth century Mexican art; the

survey includes reconstructions of a

Mexican-Indian troje, a chapel and

courtyard, several bleeding Chrisls,

and a few paintings worked with

pure gold. On the fourth floor there

is a modest but exquisite assem-

blage of prints by Durcr, Rouault,

Pink and Blue Penod Picasso, and

an amoebic etching or two by

Dubuffet. The fifth floor, entirely

devoted to the museum's Oriental

collection, is a magnificent array of

specimens embracing the artistic

traditions of several Asian nations;

highlights of the gallery include

poly chromed -wood Balinese

demons, a Nepalese gemslone
panel, an Indian shiva, ancl a set of

elegant, sensuous Indian prints.

Other departments augmenting

the museum's collections include

the American Indian gallery,

dominated by several 28-foot totem

poles, which loom ominously in a

wholly appropriate muted lighting

situation.

. continued on page 23
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Hub Awaiting Funds
ForNewRemodeling

Consideration has been given

over the last four years lo refurbish-

ing the Rastall Center snack bar,

the "Hub." According to Don

Smith, Rastall Director, plans are

now in the final stages and renova-

tions could begin as early as the

Christmas break. Needed now is

approval for the funds, an esti-

mated $13,000-515,000.

"We need a place where people

can go and feel comfortable," said

Smith. "I think this is very

important."

Last year an ad hoc committee

was formed to look into the matter

and come up with some concrete

suggestions for alterations. This

year the committee was reformed,

and several new members added.

With minor changes they approved

the proposals drawn up last year,

and set about finalizing the plans

for presentation to the

administration.

The plans now call for a com-

plete refurbishing of the dining and

service areas. Included in the pro-

posal are new chairs, tables, lights,

drapes, and a screen to separate the

dining and service areas. Wall and

ceiling colors would be changed,

but the "cloud wall" would remain.

The counter would be lowered

for easier serving, and the cash

register placed at one end. The door

in the comer near the beer pump
would be sealed off, eliminating the

congestion caused by students using

the Hub as a short cut to the

Rastall Dining Room.

Hopefully once these changes

are implemented the hungry masses

will be tempted to form some sort

of line that could move down the

counter, instead of having a half

dozen lines attacking it head on.

The whole serving area would

receive a new coat of paint and the

area above the grill leveled off for

new signs. A luxury item, if extra

funds are available, would be a

chilled display case where sandwich

ingredients - cheese, meat, and

greens - could be kept. This way

the student could concoct his own
"Hub" sandwich as he moved down

the counter.

Another item under considera-

tion is some sort of vestibule for

the north door. At the present,

every time this door is opened

during the winter months the occu-

pants of the immediate vicinity

receive a blast of cold air. The

vestibule would be a simple alumin-

um-glass box attached direcdy to

the existing superstructure and con-

taining a pair of outer doors.

The existing chairs are to be

replaced with -wooden "captain"

types. The tables are to have a

wood-finish formica, and those near

the existing mural will be lower,

giving dial area an "open cafe"

atmosphere. Other plans call for

brown stained acoustical tile on the

ceiling, padded vinvl pillars, and
light colored walls.

THE EGG HOUSE

FRESH FRUIT

GROCERIES

1216 North Nevada

one block from mathia:

Another item mentioned in the

plans is new light fixtures. The type

proposed would be of a rather large

chandelier type, but individually

controlled. Students ' desiring more

or less light could simply reach up

and adjust the rheostat.

One further item under consider-

ation is a new juke box, with larger

speakers and a wider selection of

records. It is believed an arrange-

ment can be worked out with the

company for an exchange of the

existing one.

For all practical purposes the

plans have been finalized. In the

next week or so they will be pre-

sented before Mr. Broughton, Busi-

ness Manager for the College, for

approval.

According to Don Smith, "The

total cost will be somewhere in the

neighborhood of $13,000." Asked

what the price would be if the

display case and vestibule were

included, he replied, "I hope it

would be less than $15,000." The

remodeling should begin soon. Said

Smith, "It all depends upon phys-

ical plant's schedule. We might be

able to do some of it during the

Christmas break."

a i^M

The new Wing of the Fine Arts Centi

Junior Year Abroad With Credit:

Good Planning An Essential
Nancy Fulton studied in Paris

last year {Institute of European

Studies), Roger Friskey

Besancon (Knox), Susan Lang

Re ge n s b u r g, Susan Baskett

Munich (Wayne State), and

Margaret Mundt and Kenda North

in Vienna (IES).

There were others, of course. All

received a leave of absence from the

college and earned enough credit to

graduate in '72 with their classes.

The CC Bulletin carries a list of

junior year programs approved by

the college, and there are other

programs sponsored by American

colleges and other organizations for

which credit will probably be ac-

cepted by CC after the student

completes the course.

In some special cases, and after

careful arrangement with his major

department, a student may get per-

mission to enroll in a foreign uni-

versity independently and receive

credit upon examination here.

Good planning is essential. A
student who goes to Dirk Baay

(German Dept.) for advice and

says: "I want to study abroad next

yeaY. What have you got?" — may
be turned down. Materials for most

foreign programs are on file in the

Placement Office. After you know
approximately where you might

want to study, see Professor Baay

and get an application form for

permission from the college, which

is finally granted by the Committee

on Instruction. And, talk to some
of those who returned from a year

abroad this fall!

N.Y. Abortion Patients Not Young, Native
A recent study on New York

City abortion conducted at Eastern

Women's Center shows that 79% of

the clinic's patients are from out-

of-state, with only 7% actually

coming from Manhattan.

The average patient age is 22.5;

however, die greatest number of

patients are ages 19 and 20. The

youngest patient was 13 and the

oldest, 45.

Statistics on marital status show
that 68% of the patients are single,

15% married, 12% separated, and

5% divorced.

Seventy-seven percent of the

women who use the facility to

terminate their pregnancies have no
children. Interestingly, 20% have

had previous abortions before

coming to EWC; 10% being single;

1 0% having been or are married.

These statistics were compiled

from a random sampling of 100
cases drawn from 2,000 patient

records.

*Shoe Repair

*Weejun

*Hiking Boots
* Leather Bags

COLLEGE SHOE SHOP

632-6161 831 " TE,0N

Counselors report that approx- „ „, , _
, , ,. c ., c n Eastern Women s Center per-

imately three-fourths of the c ...
. , . j .. . f forms abortions by vacuum aspir-

patients have used no method of ' F
f_. ,, , , ... , . ,, atjon up to 2 weeks of pregnancy;
birth control, although in the area ,. / , ,,7
c ant* u mrv - * j patients who are over 2 weeks

of 80% have IUD s inserted or
K

. . ..
. .. ft.- lU pregnant are referred to a New

receive prescriptions for birth con- f, T,
t

i

trol pills before leaving the clinic.
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Delivery

Service "Say it with Flowers"
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Paul's Flowers
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Spectacles
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Faculty Perspectives On Students
• • • Oram

page

by Nancy Showalter

A panel discussion followed by a

question and answer period was the

opening event for Saturday's activi-

ties of Parents' weekend. Deans Oh]

and Taylor, Professors Freed and
Sterling discussed changes in educa-

tion and the attitudes of parents

and students toward them.

Speaking of the student, Dean
Ohl said that the individual lacks

interest in joining groups, activities

and in working with other people.

Emphasis seems to be on responsi-

bility to the self, he stated, and any
societal action must be within that

framework.

These attitudes demand changes
in education, he said. Education has
become an idividual thing, sharing

on a one to one level. It is an
exchange on the basis of ideas,

thoughts and feelings - checking
the reasoning process - not simply
giving out information. He said,

"Education is not the acquiring of
information, but of those tilings

which develop a life style."

"Facing the power structure

Plans Proposed For
Foster Home Area
A dramatic rebirth is in the

offing in the basement of Rastall

Center, in the form of a proposal

entitled "The Alternative Situ-

ation" submitted by John Kammer
and Tony Stanton. The proposal is

an extensive set of plans for a

radical remodeling of the former
"Foster Home" area in the Rastall

Center basement.

Its purpose is "to provide an

E. A display area for student art

work.

F. A location for guest lecturers,

class meetings, and group dis-

cussions including club meet-
ings.

G. Supplying a home for the

"Stomped Rutabeggar" Cof-
feehouse, a rebirth of the old

"Foster Home."
In its present state the area

area to perform and display any offers a rather bare and uninviting
creative project conceived by the environment. The area now features
students." a linoleum floor, bare walls, an
A list of several possible uses for immovable stage, and eight flood
this center include: lights. In order to create a more

A. Use for dramatic productions comfortable setting, the help of
by the Theatre Workshop, Jack Edwards, David Hand, and an
and by student playwrights aspiring student architect has been
and actors outside of the enlisted. Some of the renovations
Drama Department. they have proposed are complete

B. Musical performances. painting of the walls and ceiling,

C. Dance Workshop rehearsals- building a movable stage and cat-

and productions. walk, carpeting, and a P.A. system.
D. Providing more suitable envi- j^y are asking for $4,759 .01 to
ronment for the Student
Store.

carry out their plans
.

Custom Cleaners
117K E. Cache LaPoudre/COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80902/633-788

CUSTOM DRY CLEANING
and

SHIRT LAUNDRY

then becomes a problem, because
the student expects significant in-

put on his part. But in validating

that experience, there just doesn't
seem to be much room except
outside the structure to make use
of experiences."

Professor Sterling addressed his

remarks to parental expectations
and the resulting conflicts with
those of students.

"I think it is generally safe to
say that young people have had
many more experiences than I had
at a comparable age. I don't sense a

commitment to finding answers,
though."

Rather, he finds education to be
a continual process and he ques-
tioned whether parents had given

up on that process.

Sterling said, "What's really in-

volved is a continual search. What
does such a process involve? it

demands discipline to seek many
answers, entertain doubts and
questions.

"As parents we have to be pre-

pared to be very open ended. We
have to be prepared to give up our
hopes and dreams which may be
formed on our ideas. We must
accept that some of the old struc-

ture is gone and a new one is in the

process."

Professor Freed sensed a trend
of political inactivity among stu-

dents. "From the outside, people in

the community see students as acti-

vists in political activity, but the
trend has started to run the other
way. It's a return to privatism."

He feels most students view
society's problems as unsolvable.

"The ship is sinking and there's not
much I can do about it."

Dean Taylor moderated ques-

tions, some of which follow:

Parent - "I think you have a

great opportunity to force kids to

take a position. What are you doing
about it, especially witii the new
Colorado College Plan?

Freed - "The return to private

interest was not unreasonable. All
too often the lesson our society
teaches is that fighting doesn't
make a difference."

Sterling - "There's too much
upheaval to do it immediately. The
Plan is too new."

Parent - "This whole discussion
sounds like a discussion of current
events. Is my offspring going to
receive a discipline tomake value
judgments?

Sterling - "1 think that depends
on your offspring. Hopefully we are
trained to help them find that
process."

Ohl - "I do not see four years at

CC as a preparation for making
value judgments once they are out.
We need a real sense of patience to
allow students to make mistakes
and help them discover how the
process comes about."

Parent - "What are the conse-
quences of privatism for the average
student? The emphasis seems to be
on voluntary poverty, etc. Are
those kids typical or are we con-
cerned with them too much?"

Ohl - "Students have a broad
frame of reference here and the
cultural resources seem to be more
important than the financial. The
non-academic program is created
for the student in the middle. There
are very high standards placed on
friendship, but I've been surprised
at the amount of loneliness

around."

Freed - "The lack of interest in

traditional professions is quite
heal tliy."

Sterling -"Why is that search
just starting here? It should have
begun a long time ago. I feel very
sorry that the questions are coming
a little late to make use of the
resources."

Parent - "Do you have any
continuing program of education
for adults who have been out of
school for awhile?"

Ohl - "Only thorugh their

children."

p -f-fJCfffx
-1SALTONES
7 RECORD ROUND-UP ut> N0RTH hancock

Golf Acres Shopping c.n,„

One of The Wilder selections of Popular, Classics
And Budget Classics In The Area

Open Sundays 12-5

Item number seven concerns ad-
ditional attention to crafts areas on
campus, such as the Rastall base-
ment, now often criticised as barren
and unattractive, and an unused
photographic darkroom now used
for storage in Tutt Library. Many
student-photographers are far from
satisfied with darkroom facilities on
campus, and this unused facility has

strong possibilities of fulfilling this

need.

Willi respect to the next entry,
the construction of a small theater,

proposed blueprints have been com-
pleted through funds made
available from a venture grant to

rebuild Cogswell Theatre, located in

the Bemis Hall basement. Objec-
tions to this plan include 1) the

acoustics have been judged unsatis-

factory, 2) it may interfere with
dormitory living, and 3) the new
architecture and materials would
not conform to that of the rest of
the building. Although Cogswell has
not ruled out as a possibility, the
use of Palmer Museum, which has

been criticized as being an incor-

rigible fallow space on campus, or
construction of an entirely new
building to house a theater at the

present site of South Hall, formerly
used as a WWII Naval Training
Center, are being considered as

alternatives. Need for such a theater

has been indicated by those con-
nected with small theatrical pro-

ductions and lectures which
demand a "closer atmosphere" dlan
Armstrong can afford. Moreover,
Armstrong Theater is "booked-up"
for every day to the end of die

71-72 school year.

The next item calls for the addi-

tion of a terrace and cntranceway
at die north wall of Cossit Hall.

Since die new sports center has
been built, greater use of this, the

old gymnasium, has been proposed.

Widi the recent razing of the old

ROTC building and subsequent
landscaping for a park area between
Cossit and Bemis Hall, these addi-

dons would facilitate such leisure

time activities as outdoor concerts
and indoor-outdoor picnics.

The final entry concerns die

present general policy of the Col-

lege to move all motor vehicles

closer to the periphery of the Cam-
pus. Aesthetic beauty and women's
security are two factors to consider

here.

If any of these proposals arc

unclear, eidier Roger Oram at Ex.

373 or Bill Milliken at 471-9477
have offered to try to help explain

them more thoroughly.

ONE BLOCK FROM SLOCUM
PATTERSON "66" SERVICE

6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevado Telephon, 632-0444
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Ecology Action Is Success:

Tons Recycled, Program Full
"We are off and running." and

"everything is up to date," may be

trite phrases to some, but old words

have a habit of accurately desc-

ribing, or "telling it like it is," even

now! Ecology Action at CC really is

"off and running" this year!

Since September, EA has re-

cycled approximately: twenty tons

of newspaper, two tons of card-

board, two hundred pounds of

aluminum, and two thousand

pounds of various colors of glass.

Ecology Action is running in the

black financially, and enjoying the

warmth of good press coverage in

the Springs, as well as on campus.

So far, our activities have been

quite successful, with the Barr Trail

cleanup being the best, other than

the recycling program. Our meet-

ings and nature films have been

revamped this year, time being

economized and content of infor-

mation being in abundance. The

attendance at some of these has

been sparse, due to poor timing or

little advance notice. However, we

are working on this.

EA is "up to date" this year,

thanks to a benefactor named the

CCCA! The $1,100 budget for the

year, which we have been gr-

aciously granted, is already being

put to use. Ecology Action now has

a trailer and an available truck to

use, for the transport of recyc-

lables. Future plans include

purchase of an additional trailer, a

bottle-crusher, a can-crusher, and

audio visual equipment for an edu-

cational program.

For the remainder of the school

year, EA has various activities

planned, i.e, a campus cleanup,

Earth Week activities, additional

meetings, and conservation films.

We will also continue our recycling

program.

HOLD ON FE LLOW
STUDENTS! For any group to re-

main "off and running" and "up to

date" we need your help!

1, Put your recyclables in the

provided containers in:

Mathias, Slocum. and Bemis.

Please sort them!

2. Come over to our Eco-Action

h o use on Saturdays from

9-12 in the mornings, and

have a "smashing time," or a

"shattering experience.'' We

breakers until our devices ar-

rive. Care to bundle a bunch

of papers?

3. Find out about and protect

Your wilderness. Only YOU
n prevent the ravages of

these beautiful areas!!!!

Don't let Aspinall steal your

wilderness, and give it to

mining interests!

4. If you care about preventing

air pollution, then get your

bike and ride with the

Colorado Springs Bicycle

Club on their next rally De-

cember 11th. This is to gain

support for bicycle paths and

racks throughout the Colo-

rado Springs area. Time to be

announced later.

Questions? Contact: John Hawk
473-3981; Peggy Finch ext. 380;

Dave Duba ext. -454; Terry Baird

need can-smashers and glass- 636-7459; Mark Secord 633-0770.

Crecelius Conceives Close Link

• ••ECO-TIP

Refuse to buy products in

non-returnable containers.

Purchase soda pop in return-

able bottles. Pressure your

market to sdll only these. You
pay for the convenience of

throw-away bottles by in-

creased disposal costs and

destruction of the environ-

ment, as well as higher pur-

chase price.

On Wednesday night, November

10, Dr. Daniel Crecelius presented

his essay on "The Course of

Secularism in Modern Egypt" in the

Olin lecture hall.

The 1959 Colorado College grad-

uate gave a history of Egyptian

church-state relations which he

called "organic" because of the

inseparability of the two before the

reign of Muhammad Ali in 1805.

With the rule of Muhammad Ali

came the first abrupt move for

secularism when he assumed that

the power of government could be

extended. The Ulama, or religious

scholars violently opposed all of the

political innovations initiated by

Ali, who fell that the Islamic reli-

gion and its association with the

state was an impediment to

modernism. Here Crecelius stated

that the "policy of permitting

modernism to the state while trying

to isolate it from religion is like

putting a virus in a body and trying

to keep it from spreading."

Crecelius, who received his M.A.

and Ph.D. from Princeton went on

to say that the course of secularism

at that time was determined by

expansion, the disruptive nature of

moves were merely the logical cul-

mination of current trends."

change, and the spread of Western-

ization.

As time went by, the mass of the

people, inspired by the Ulama,
wanted an even secular balance,

while the modernism-bent elites

strove for nationalism, indepen-

dence from England, and liberal

reform. This elite group still has

influence over the masses today.

After the revolution in 1952
which put Abdul Nassar in the seat

of power, many Western observers

felt this move was revolutionary, as

well as his political actions.

Crecelius explained that "Nassar

was not really a revolutionary; his

Today Egypt is ruled by a small

elite class while the majority of the

people are still influenced by clas-

sical religious symbolism and the

words of the Ulama. Crecelius

pointed out that beyond all change,

Egypt remains Islamic. Even though

the sacred law is changed, the

change does not repudiate the

primacy of sacred law. The
theoretical link between law and

religion still exists.

Dr. Crecelius' final point was

that the use of religion will retard

secularism and may adversely effect

national spirit.

"Nj SMOKE SHOP
Hathaway's

i Magazine Store

"A woman is only a woman but a good cigar is a

smoke" - Kipling

Hathaway hath the finest selections of cigars in town.

ERTEL'S PHARMACY

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

GUILD OPTICIANS

Quality- Style- Service

0. HITESHEW, Optician DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418
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Spider Webs And Cocoons
Editor's Note: This is the first in a series of articles by Catalyst Staff

Writer Stan Case on the Leisure Time Program. The series will attempt to

analyze the basic features and philosophy of the program, and the program

gs a whole.

"It just doesn't seem to be

working to have people read about

jf," admits Director of the Leisure

Time Program Don Smith.

Neither have invitations to open

committee meetings been met with

anything more than driblets of re-

sponse. The LT board maintains a

meager membership of some 35,

out of a campus population of

around 1700. Flyers, surveys, and

questionnaires of all colors and

sorts have been heavily distributed,

only to be regarded by CC students

as "junk mail," and more often

than not become one of the main

contributions to campus litter.

Don Smith finds students

"saying things like 'it's too bureau-

cratic,* 'it moves too slowly,' 'it

doesn't do anything anyways,' and

'what it does has no relationship to

the students*. .
." As Matt Dick,

films committee chairman, con-

fides, "You can't get people to

work for something that's not going

to be coming for six months.

There's no way. They've got to see

results immediately, or they lose

interest." He goes on to explain, "I

don't get paid for doing this; I try

and do something that I feel is

needed by the student body. This is

why I work on the committee — it's

a royal pain in the ass for me."

In seeking the source of the

pain, not an overnight cure, we've

got to start in the beginning.

The Leisure Time Program was

instituted with the Master Plan a

little over a year ago. It was in-

tended that the LTP provide a

format of co-curricular activities

which would complement the new

block system, and form with it a

balanced, all-around educational ex-

perience for CC students.

But the debate drags on — how

compatible are the two? Is the LTP

in its present form best suited to

the new block system, or what

would be better? Philosophies are

varied, from the belief that a leisure

program should provide combin-

ations of movies, lectures, etc.

(symposia) which in concentration

parallel the intense style of the

block system, to the idea that

students should simply be offered

opportunities to be entertained and

relaxed. Program Director Smith

perhaps pinpoints the problem in

noting, "One of the things that

people feel is that everything I do is

done in little pieces; I have a course

for VA weeks, and that's a piece, I

go to a fdm, and that's a piece, I

tike pottery, and that's a piece."

Whether oriented towards

academia or entertainment, and

whether tending towards a very

piece-meal leisure program or a

highly unified one, a significant

recent (and hopefully continuing)

development of the LTP's nine-or-

so committees seems to have been

one of integration. As Matt Dick

confirms, "We have taken a very,

very big step from two years ago

where we had a half-a-dozen to a

dozen committees on this campus

who never saw each other, each of

whom had a fairly sizable budget,,

each of whom went its own way.

At least we all sit down in a room

twice a month and look at each

other, anyway. Coordination is

there — it's a possibility, and we're

working towards some type of co-

ordination; it's just going to be a

matter of time and work. .
."

But, as LTP secretary Cindy

The predicament perhaps lies

merely in that no foundation has

been laid for the LTP to grow on in

terms of a comprehensive, defined

philosophy. The organization is

loosely laid out and informal (Matt

Dick: "It's sort of like a supper

we all know how each other

stands"). Great attempts must be

made in the future to define pur-

poses and goals, and then categorize

and allocate responsibilities among

the constituent committees. Ambig-

uity in the division of components

Mike Stiehl

1 would again like to offer my experience

in the auto sales business to you. If 1 can Jigive you any advice relating to the pur-

chase or sale of any car, please call me at

634-2822. I'll welcome the opportunity

to help you. w
\ mBm

BATTENFIELD TOYOTA 18 S. Weber

Fred Fitzhugh and Mat Did

Stone sees, the organization is still

pretty nebulous: "I'm not sure I

can give you an overview of the

system. . .In a way I'm kind of a

funnel for information; things just

kind of go through me on the way

to somebody else. So it's kind of

like a spider web in a way. I'm in

the center of it in an informational

sense, and then there's a lot of webs

and rings that go around, by which

people are in contact with other

people, and the big ones go in to

the center. And in a way people are

still out on their own tangents at

the same time, so I don't know
whether there's really any way that

you can try and consolidate all of

the things that go on in LT; it is in

a sense kind of decentralized. .

."

Ponder Projector Problem*

of the whole structure, and indeed

in the shape of the structure itself,

may be reflected in the not infre-

quent budget reorganizations.

Director Smith attests that "this

year's budget looks different from

last year's, and I'm sure next year's

will look different again." With

regards to any system of checks and

balances, Smith says: "I would

hope that we would get enough

input from students so that they

would say, yah, that's a good Idea,

and this is a lousy idea - this was a

waste of money."

Unfortunately, the input is not

there.

But anyway, without these great

attempts in the future to define

purposes, goals, and to categorize,

We want to talk to you
about a career in law . .

.

without law school.
When you become a Lawyer's Assistant,

you'll be doing work traditionally done by
lawyers — work we think you'll find

challenging and responsible. And
Lawyer's Assistants are now so critically

needed that The Institute for Paralegal

Training can offer you a position in the
city of your choice and a higher salary

than you'd expect as a recent college
graduate. You'll work with lawyers on
interesting legal problems — and the
rewards will grow as you do.

A representative of The Institute for

Paralegal Training will conduct inter-

views on:

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Inquire at Placement Office

for exact location of interview

NOTE: It registration tor this seminar is filled,

come anyway — we'll try to talk to you. Or call us
collect at the number shown below.

The Institute for

Paralegal Training
13th floor. 401 Walnut SI . Phila.. Pa 19106

(215) WA 5-0905

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLECE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada Phone: 471-9200

JEAN SALE

Scoop up on big values in

jeans from famous makers you

know. Choose from button or

zipper front styles in flares

and straight legs in a host of

colors and fabrics.

$4.88

107 South Tejon

. .where the Levi's are!

die Leisure Time Program likely has

little to look forward to. And,

without much future work, we have

to look forward to. After all, any

blame ultimately rests on us, the

students - it is not "dent guys in

die LTP." So what gives?

Well, the block system Is pretty

demanding. The intensity of work

fluctuates, but generally goes at a

fast pace. People find it hard to

anticipate when diey're going to

have time, or when they'll really

feel like doing things.

To secretary Cindy Stone, the

suggestion that in the present

academic system students' energy is

fragmented away is perhaps a

"semi-legitimate argument. . .1

think the block plan in a sense

complicates things, hut i don't

diink apathy is anything new at all.

I can see a kind of trend in student

activity; when 1 first came to CC in

'67 student government seemed like

more of a vital force where people

were willing to put In time and

effort. And then the bottom fell

out of that, and people weren't

willing to do anything on it. And I

diink it's kind of nation-wide -

students kind of turned inwards

and they want. . .to be very

divorced from any kind of super-

structure and large organisa-

tions. .
." Maybe this was well

shown in the New York morator-

ium flop a couple of weeks ago.

She observes dial events like

endowed lectures and more-or-less

traditional all-campus dances have

enjoyed a revived interest, while

activities which involve more vio-

lent and spontaneous reaction have

somewhat declined in popularity.

"I know a lot of professors who

have told me thai reactions in dieir

classes are a little bit discouraging

because they can say anything

they can say, 'well, you're all a

bunch of fascist pigs,' and students

kind of sit there and don't react -

and there's really a lot of effort

being made to get students out of

whatever kind of cocoon they've

withdrawn themselves into. .

."

But, here at CC, really all we can

do is try to deal with the LTP

problem posed by the effects of the

block plan. Don Smith puts it in

simple terms: "I tend to think again

that students are really tied up in

their work; Uicy're tired, and un-

able to put out that energy to try

something new, or to get involved

in a committee and do the kind of

day-to-day routine work dial's

required - which is not so exciting,

but which is necessary if the pro-

gram is going to exist. .

."

Exist, that is, in its present form.

TO BE CONTINUED

• ••ECO-TIP

Don't smoke in public

places - fresh air belongs to

everyone.

RACING & TOURING SPECIALTIES

" EK,0WA
634^733
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Palmer Museum Awaits
A New Lease On Life

Little known and less well cared

for, the Palmer Museum does little

to grace the Colorado College cam-

pus. It rests in a large chamber on

Palmer Hall's second floor in a sad

state of disrepair. The valuable ex-

hibits once displayed there are now
spread throughout the state of

Colorado.

Partitioned offices now encroach

upon the splendid facility. Many of

the old ornate windows sport

broken panes of glass and a moder-

ate rain will set the ceiling adrip

over the tattered displays that

remain.

The most prominent display

that of the skeletal remains of a

blue whale suspended from the

center of the room, this 50 foot

leviathan is known to a handful of

old timers as "Marmaduke."

From his position aloft, "Marm-

aduke" can eye other remaining

exhibits. The skeleton of a 20 foot

sloth is here, as well as a collection

of members of the primate family.

One can also find a life-like,

stuffed bear, an assortment of fowl,

and a host of other rocks, bones,

and skulls. There is also a cross-

sectional cut of a two century old

redwood tree that offers itself up

for inspection.

The doors to Palmer Museum
closed unofficially seven or eight

years ago. The faculty committee

that oversaw operation of the Muse-

um was forced to yield to more

pressing priorities on the campus.

Their pleas for funds could not be

met, thus necessitating major cut-

backs in the Museum operation.

The result was an extensive

house cleaning of the facility. The

nationally recognized Aiken Ornith-

ological Collection and the Warren

Mammal Collection were offered to

the University of Colorado on a

permanent loan basis. As a result,

they are effectively lost to Colo-

rado College.

Various anthropological displays

from the Museum are now situated

in the Taylor Art Museum of the

Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center.

These consist of artifacts from cul-

tures of the southwestern United

States such as Indian rugs and

pottery.

The city dump is even reported

to have been a beneficiary of some

Museum wares.

What remains today is a sad

testimony to the quality of exhibits

that once lay there. Birds perched

without wings, display cases are

cracked and weather damage per-

vades everything. Debris lies every-

where and, worst of all, no one

seems to care.

In view of this and the pressing

classroom and physical require-

ments of the Colorado College Plan,

something must be done. This enor-

mous room must be given new
direction in order that it may better

serve a progressive college commun-
ity.

Dr. Fred Sondermann, who
headed the Campus Design Com-"
mi t tee last year, feels it is time for a

change. He envisions a large com-
fortable lounge and studay area for

both student and faculty use. Such

an area might remain open 24 hi

a day. Others have pointed out that

a defunct fireplace exists in the old

Museum and that it might be

resurrected. A provision could also

be made for coffee and beverages in

the area.

Performance and auditorium

space is hard to come by on cam-

pus. David Hand, manager of Arm-

strong Theatre, points out that one

third of the engagements currently

scheduled in that theatre can easily

be handled in Palmer Museum.

Movies, chamber music and guesi

s peakers can be accommodated

there with appropriate mod-

ification. He is quick to point out,

however, that this type of facility

need not be subject to only limited

use. It can very well double as a

lounge area and be equipped to

handle classes.

In any case, Palmer Museum is

coming under increasing scrutiny-

Many interests on campus speak ol

it with a gleam in their eye, for

they realize it cannot go on as it !$

General College needs can be best

served by the retention of the

Museum as some sort of multi-

purpose area. It would indeed be

sad if the powers-that-be acquiesced

and allowed that once splendid area

to be cut into cubicles resembling

offices, or appropriated it for some

other specialized use.

In any case, Palmer Museums

time has come. In all probability-

General Palmer would hasten W
1 agree.
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'Cabaret' To Be First TW Musical
)c

[Amusements!

by AI Lyons

For the first time since 1967,

the Colorado College campus will

be given the chance to participate

in and to see a production of a

musical. Last Thursday night,

Theatre Workshop voted in the

proposal to produce Cabaret in

February. This will mark the first

time ever that Theatre Workshop

has attempted to put on a musical

production. As in all TW shows.

Cabaret will be presented in

Theature 32, and all production

elements will be handled by CC

students.

Because traditional musical chor-

eography would be difficult on the

Theatre 32 stage, new staging ideas

are being considered. The audience

will initially find themselves watch-

ing the play from within a Berlin

music hall of the 1930's. During the

cabaret scenes, which alternate with

the scenes of the principal story

line, singers and dancers will be

moving around and through the

spectators, hopefully giving more

flexibility lo movement and space

relationships. The audience will be

guided through the entire play by a

boisterous and care-free M.C.

(Created on Broadway by Joel

Grey).

The story itself concerns two

romances; one between a poor

American writer and a cabaret sing-

er, and the other between a sixty-

year-old German housekeeper and

an elderly Jewish merchant. Both

of these plot-lines are set against

the rise of Hitler, and all four of

these characters must reconcile for

themselves the question of what is

Early Music Quartet Shines

On Monday, November 8, Arm-

strong Hall and Colorado College

was graced with a truly profes-

sional, truly musical concert by the

Early Music Quariet from Munich.

The home of this group is mis-

leading, as three of its members are

American, the mezzo-soprano

singer, Adrea von Ramm, being the

only German member. The Quartet

has been together for more than ten

years (with the exception of

Richard Levitt, the countertenor,

who joined the others within the

last three years), accounting for the

group's tremendous rapport and

cogency of musical expression.

The program consisted solely of

music from the Middle Ages and
the Renaissance, with the notable

exception of the last piece on the

program, a "fake," composed by a

friend of the group who teaches at

an American University. The per-

formance of this program was very

musical, as the group demonstrated
a genuine enthusiasm and under-

standing for a tradition not fre-

quently performed or commonly
appreciated today. This music
presents a number of problems in

interpretation, however, since to-

day we have no direct evidence as

to the exact nature of its perfor-

mance, particularly in terms of

tempo. This gave rise to the only

adverse criticism the group re-

ceived; some members of the CC
Music Department felt that the

tempo was taken too fast in the

pieces from the 13th century, and

thereby made some of the rhythmic

subtleties difficult to discern. It

could be answered, however, that

by extending the length of die

piece, the audience would lose in-

terest; after all, not many modern
listeners are aware of the rhythmic

structure of medieval Organum.

It was obvious, however, that

die audience did appreciate much
of the program. The singing was

very expressive, often even tiieatri-

cal, and it was not necessary in

some instances to understand the

words to get the meaning of the

piece. This was particularly true in

one delightful song of seduction

from the Carmina Burana entitled

Tempus est jocundum.

Finally, one could not help but

be impressed by the competence of

die performers; both die singers

had excellent relative pitch, and

often sang at excruciatingly dif-

ficult intervals. I was constantly

amazed by the two instrumen-

talists, Sterling Jones and Thomas
Binkley, whose ability to play a

variety of old instruments with the

skill of virtuosos is the single most

important element in the Quartet's

success.

It was a distinct pleasure to hear

such a. lively and professional per-

formance of music from an often

neglected portion of our Western

musical tradition, done by a group

considered one of the best of its

kind in die world.

most important; their personal feel-

ings or the weight of social threat.

This issue of the individual versus

society, although an old problem, is

given new strength by the Brechtian

structure of Cabaret. The question

is never answered, and audiences

have left with the feeling that the

play has gone beyond Berlin in

1930. As Time magazine has said,

"If the Kit Kat Klub fostered

Hitler, whatever will the (Playboy)

bunnies spawn?"

One of the biggest problems of

presenting the show is one of per-

sonnel. An estimated 50 people will

be needed to put Cabaret before an

audience, and all of these are stu-

dents doing the necessary work in

their spare time. Because of this,

preparations for the play are al-

ready in progress, and a production

staff has been selected and has

started work on the various aspects

of the play. The staff includes: AJ

Lyons, director; Din-Din Smith and

Nancy Sterne, choreographers; and

Paul Fiel and Ed Turley, musical

directors. There is the further prob-

lem of audience seating. Therefore,

Peri:

)j/*l'

the show will run for

mances, in hopes that every,

who wishes to see the play will h,

the opportunity.

Kathy Redman, acting-chain,, L
|

of TW, says that "Cabaret is
p,D

Lr
ably one of the most ambition

a .J b

ic.D

St

is
d

exciting productions that Theai

Workshop has ever attempted,

hoped that any and all CC stuu
en

with an interest in participating a |
attend auditions scheduled tobei

the second week in December. F

further information, consult
{

Catalyst and the TW notices arouj

campus. Actors, singers, dan«

and musicians are needed, and
ai

one with talent, great or small

urged to participate.
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Use a garbage can and not a

disposal because the disposal

waste enters the cities' sewage

lines and is not given adequate

treatment before entering

lakes and streams.
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Amethyst

I have touched a mystery and watched it fade,

Known the spring, and seen it die;

I've taken gemstones that I've made.

Cast them aimless toward the sky.

Butterflies in winter

Seem never to have existed.

And poems of love

Are sung by yesterday's fools.

I am a collector of russet leaves.

Weep, sky,

That I may smile;

Come, snow,

And stay a while.

Hold me, winter, and with your kiss

Freeze the memories 1 miss:

Fading dreams, dying springs.

Amethysts singing of magical feelings

In the night,

In the past.

Touch me, mystery,

That I may live again.

Oliver Donby
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)azzle Productions

|ans More Concerts
pjzzle Productions rides again,

in rhythmic urgency, Colo-
'

College students prepare to

jnt
tlie sky on an all campus

iimiry Cookin"' dinner, fol-

^ by Mad Movies and Magic

|C ,
Dinner will be served at 6:00

Sunday, November 21st, in

2s dining hall to those who
while food still exists. Music

(5 at 7:30 p.m. with Bunker

iderson opening the show by

forming the one original art

i

Country Folk music. Talk of

nker's high reputation extends

beyond the Colorado College

imunity and can be found as a

o among the winds and trees of

Colorado Rockies.

Music, who by popular

mand are journeying down from

iilder to put the lid on the

wing's activities, will follow up

strong support to Bunker's 1971

;ampus debut. Heard by almost

students in previous engage-

its here. Magic Music can be

pec ted to complete the mellow

.fie
created by everyone present.

James, famous underground

iywright and surrealist will also

present his well known spectacular.

Shark Man Meets Sweetie Pie.

On Saturday, December 4th, at

Rastall Dining Area, Dazzle will

unleash Dr. Brockli on the innocent

and unsuspecting College com-
munity to rock away all night long.

Dr. Brocklfs star studded personnel

include such legendary C.C. heavies

as Ken Ormand and Dave Dennard,

who are just two of the fine Brockli

greats. While taking a break from a

hard road tour, and preparing them-

selves for a two week stay at the

"NU GNU" in Vail, Colorado, Dr.

Brockli agreed to appear at the all

College Christmas Rave despite the

energy drain placed on them by
their agents and ever increasing

popularity.

Once again, it's show-time,

everybody! Music and Madness runs

rampant through the soul of the CC
Student Body.

Sunday, November 21st, 6:00

p.m. in Bemis Hall, Country

Cookin', Country Folk and Magic

Music.

December 4th, 9:00 p.m. in

Rastall Center, Dr. Brockli.

"Old age must rage -against the

dying of the light."

Some shapes

are hard to

improve on.

PHIL WINSLOW VOLKSWAGEN
730 N. Circle Drive

Colorado Springs, Colorado 473-1 373
Soles • Service • Parts • Body Shop

CC Players To Present Mime Show
Theatre is the study of man. An

Evening's performance asks an audi-

ence to share in the understanding

gained from that study. And thus

Ecouter, the Colorado College

Players' Fall Production.

Ecouter, an encounter and ex-

posure of man as understood and
projected by the cast, realizes from

the start that communication may
be as hampered by language as

helped by it. A fresh emphasis

evolves as the vehicle for expression

becomes the techniques of classic

and Renaissance mime and
pantomime. Demanding of a cast

clarity and control of movement.
demanding of the audience more
than a casual ear, the silent feelings

and ideas as well as the enhanced

spoken word, take on a whole new
vitality beyond that which we
stumble across in a usual diet of

glib speech and set phrases. The
focus is sharp; the understanding,

particular.

Students Perform
On Friday , November 5 , the

Colorado College Music Depart-

ment presented an evening concert

of student performers as a part of

the Parents Weekend schedule of

events. Participating in the concert

were students of Max Lanner, Pro-

fessor of Piano, Donald Jenkins,

Professor of Voice, and Professor

Earl Juhas, Professor of instrumen-

tal music.

The program began with a

demure presentation of Bach's

"Prelude and Fugue in B Major"

performed on the piano by Pauline

Strong, followed by Marianne

Moore's interpretation of Claude

Debussy's impressionist "Jardins

sous la Pluie (Gardens in the

Rain)." Two high points of the

evening's musicale were Ed Turley's

enthusiastic, rousing rendition of

Aaron Copeland's "Passacaglia" and

. Continued on Page 17
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The production has been devel-

oped and set through rehearsal

improvisation, the cast working on

situations of the Twentieth Century

such as how playful unfriendliness

may mushroom into earnest if con-

fused hostility, or the backhanded

ability Efficiency wields to mum-
mify people (people meaning you

and myself, as well as "them").

These situations in addition to a

larger comment on Twentieth Cen-

tury, the presentation of an ab-

stract idea through mime techni-

ques, the telling of quiet, stone-

silent sentiments through

pantomime, and pantomime with

narration, compose the first two

parts of the show. The third section

has come to be called a Fable of

Man. An originally staged selection

of more than twenty segments of

dialogue and verse from traditional

manuscripts, it suggests a way in

which we've grown over a long

history. Noting nol only ideals

professed and lived by Socrates,

Cassandra, Sir Thomas More and

Beckett, characters also relate the

sympathy of Aegis thus and the

despair of imprisoned Anne Boleyn,

A fable, a comment, an attitude

toward men, particularly and pres-

ently today, Ecouter reclaims the

value of silence and carefully selec-

ted speech to examine our life-a-

day world.

Audiences are invited to share in

the understanding, which has been

sought, and is projected by the

Colorado College Players, under the

direction of William E. McMillen.

Performances begin at 8:20, on

November 18. 19, 20, in Armstrong

Theatre. Reservations are available

at Rastall Center

Folk Singer

Wanted

Town House Lounge

907 Manitou Ave.

Call after 6:00 p.m.

685-9945
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Matthew Shows Sentimentality

And a Happy Ending In Kotch
It's sentimental. . .It's schmalt-

zy. . .But it's good.

Kotch is certainly designed as a

vehicle for Walter Matthau, and he

drives it like a champion. Every-

thing in tliis film revolves around

his portrayal of an old but lively

widower who lives with his son and

daughter-in-law in a rich sub-

urban-type neighborhood in Los

Angeles. Pretty weak on the social

consciousness, eh? Yes, I'd have to

admit that. And the more I think

about die story line, the gooeyer it

begins to sound. But I'll give you a

brief resume of it anyway; I'm

rather ashamed of myself for feel-

ing ashamed of something 1 liked. It

is a sentimental film, but I did like

it.

At any rate, at the beginning of

the movie, we find old Joe Kotcher

in trouble. His daughter-in-law re-

sents his influence on his little

two-year-old grandson, and suspects

(not without reason) that Kotch is

"off his trolley." So she hires a

babysitter, who, as it turns out,

leaves something to be desired. One

night while the parents are away,

and when she thinks that Kotch is

at the movies, she and her idiot

boyfriend engage in an "act of

copulation" on the sofa, which the

old guy discovers, although she

doesn't know it. Kotch is disturbed

and he tells his son Gerald, but he

later regrets this and asks his son to

keep her on, but it's too late. It

turns out that this was not the first

time for Erica (Ricky), the baby-

sitter. It was her third, to be exact.

But somewhere in the first two she

had managed to get pregnant. Well,

so she's off to San Bernardino to

work and enroll in a program for

unwed mothers. Kotch manages to

give her some money before she

goes, but she will only accept it as a

loan. Sound sentimental so far?

Well, you haven't heard anything
yet.

Gerald and his. wife Wilma de-

cide to put old Kotch out to

pasture, chiefly because his gar-

rulousness and eccentricities are

driving poor Wilma to distraction.

After an abortive attempt to get

him to move to Sunnydale - "For
the Sunset Years," Kotch packs his

bags and takes a trip. On his return

he finds his room vacated and a

letter from Ricky, who has gotten
in trouble and can't pay back the

money. So he sets off after her and
finally catches up to her, finding
her at last fired from her job
because of her "condition", and in

.fewaam
NOW SHOWING!

<3~he 9B1

dtewSrdesses
-ja

Admission: Adults 2.00
(No one under 18 admitted)
ID required

Shows Weekdays
6:30-8:10-9:50

SAT- SUN -HOLIDAYS
1:30-3:1CM:50-6:30-8:10

RUSTIC HILLS PLAZA
1305 N. ACADEMY 596 -8700

need of help. So he rents a house in

a desert town and convinces her to

stay with him. The rest of the film

deals mostly with this relationship,

with Kotch being called on to

deliver the baby in a filling station

rest room, Ricky deciding to keep

the child, and a happy ending.

I'll admit to being stunned by

the happy ending. How can you

have a movie about old people that

has a happy ending? Old people are

supposed to be pathetic, right? And
what's more, how can you have a

movie with a happy ending after

Love Story? I was baffled by this

dilemma, but it didn't keep me
from seeing a number of good

points about the movie. FThe

characters were real; nobody was

perfect, and no one was stereo-

typical, either. Wilma could be a

bitch, but she comes to regret her

actions; Ricky wasn't all sweetness,

either; she could be snotty and

stupid as well. But Kotch is the

central character, and if he doesn't

work, the film doesn't. Matthau is

at the top of his form as Kotch,

who really is gabby and exasper-

ating, yet at the same time one of

the rarest of birds: a good man.

As I have said, the social con-

sciousness level of this movie is not

high enough to float a popsicle

stick; but every once in a while

even I get tired of everyone knock-

ing everything, and wlu'le I like

films like Desperate Characters,

which impressed me deeply, I feel

there is a place as well for films that

make no social commentary and

throw no light upon the particular

problems of our times. Kotch is just

an entertaining movie about people,

and I liked it because it provided

some small insight into people, and

because 1 really believe that some-

where, out in the "real world",

there is a story with a happy

ending.

David Rollman

NuggetStaff

Is Needed
The Colorado College Yearbook

'

(sometimes called the Nugget)

needs People — Photographers,

writers, artists, lackeys and staffers

— to put together the 71/72 book.

This year for a change we have

money, and what the Nugget will

look like is up to you. So get off

your tails and do something for a

change!

The format is totally free and,

besides the personal satisfaction,

you get money.

The Nugget office is in the base-

ment of Cutler Hall, and the first

staff meeting is Thursday, Novem-
ber 18th at 6:30 p.m.

-Ben Davis

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations — CALL 633-8619

PIKEB PEAK S BARNES AVE.m» 471-
1566

'A UNITED ARTIST THEATRE
SAT. and SUN. Boxoffice opens 1 : 15 P.M.
MON. thru kri. Boxoffice opens 5:45 P.M.

"TOUCHING ENTERTAINMENT
Mdtthau shows a new dimens
to his art, and
Jack Lemmon proves
his abilities behind
the camera match
those he has
shown out front."

- Judith Crist,
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"NOTCH"

Walter Matthau ina

role onlyhecould
make soexcitingly

different... you'll

start talking abouf it

from trie opening scene

)fc|

«
PETER O'TOOLE
MURPHY'S WAR

CINEMASES
phone: 475-0946

STUDENTS ALWAYS $1.00
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THE REIVERS
— Steve McQueen

HAWAII

A GIRL IN MY SOUP
— Goldie Hawn
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.Mediocrity For Everyone

lew Jagger Movie A Poor 'Performance'
& Flick has a solid reputation

fringing fine examples of cine

art, and new visual experi-

lo the otherwise TV oriented

.goers of Colorado Springs. In

quest for the new and stimu-

_ a few losers are bound to

The PERFORMANCE falls

flatter category,

u one level, the-

pORMANCE has something

veryone: sex for the voyeurs,

nCe for sadists, a little some-

: for Gay Liberation and last

|
t least - Mick Jagger for the

i
boppers. John Wayne and

ycles were absent, thus

tog
an otherwise foolproof

Qula
for box office success.

he story line is uncomplicated.

{the hero) is a shakedown and

[garm man for a London pro-

ion
racket. He likes his job —

well in fact. The syndicate

(jes that he has become too

to bring to his work the

ectivity and detachment re-

by his daily routine. It is the

Snsus that he should be elim-

Chas escapes once, and in

ensuing chase manages a few

reprieve in the basement apart-

[I of Jagger's house. He is recap-

id after some rather unique ex-

ences at the hands of Mick —
we suppose, was done in. THE
1F0RMIST also had a simple

you recall. However, THE
JFORMIST had a few elements

found in PERFORMANCE:
loth technique, good thematic

elopment, and decent acting.

Perhaps the above sentence is

illy misleading. This film did

have bad technique, it just

'l good. Mediocre is the word.

The opening sequence is an ex-

ample. After the credits came a

juxtaposition of shots ranging from

a commuter train to a poster of

Sinatra, intercut with badly lit, out

of focus fornication. None of these

had anything to do with the re-

mainder of the film, nor were they

arranged with any particular

structure in mind/This is surprising

in an English film. Even HORROR
HOTEL could justly be called a

technical masterpiece. One can only

suppose that either the editor was

drunk, or the audience is expected

to be Stoned.

The thematic development is ac-

complished inconsistently — too

much here, too little there, and all

working towards something less

than universality.

Chas is a strongarm man — a

chap who lives by physical strength

and calculated brutality. This was

impressed upon the viewer to the

point of monotony. He takes his

women at his pleasure and with the

expertise born of experience. He is,

in short, die acme of traditional

masculinity an underworld James

Bond.

Upon arriving at Jagger's house,

he meets his female counterpart -

die English Barbarella. Aha. he

thinks, perhaps hiding here won't

be such a bleak proposal after all.

But alas, she only has eyes for

Jagger, an ex-pop star who is in

retirement, and only greets visitors

once his makeup is on, and he has

practiced his lisp. The fourth oc-

cupant is a slight young lass, widi

the body and hair cut of an anemic

Marine.

Chas is drugged, and the role

playing begins. Over a period of a

few days he is subtly led into the
'

feminine appearance, and role, of
Jagger. Once he is properly

'cleansed* of his former prejudices

he is allowed to return. He makes
love to the masculine girl, and they

fall in love. Mercifully, at this stage

he is recaDtured.

Presumably, some form of re-

pentenee is necessary for salvation.

The traditional hair shirt has been

modified somewhat.

The acting in this film, with two
exceptions left much to be desired.

The notable exceptions were the

actor who played Chas, and the

head of the racket. Chas had the

Michael Caine/Alfie air of de-

tachment about him throughout

most of the film. This style and the

way it was used, contributed to the

believability of the character.

Harry, the syndicate boss was por-

trayed as the small-time gangster

with ambition. Cocky with an air of
self-importance, he is the London
equivalent of Dutch Schultz. Jagger

stank. Disdaining any approx-

imation to acting he simply stood

around and struck poses. But he

was cool - he slyly tossed a ball at

Chas to discover whether or not
Chas was the renowned juggler he

claimed to he. Clever, that Mick.

This then, was the PER-
FORMANCE. In contrast to the

accepted norm, the film made no
effort to draw the viewer into its

world. It chooses instead to simply

wash over you like so many other

visual experiences of the day.

Kinnikinnik's Plans Are Explained
Allow me to repeat myself

(without sounding too anxious)

and, in addition, make a few gen-

eral remarks about Kinnikinnik.

The one issue this year, the

spring issue, should distinguish

itself in a number of ways. First, its

physical aspects will be (I hope) an

improvement over the stapled,

often pale look of many earlier

issues. The 'physical* plan will come

with about seventy-six, 7" by 10"

pages, in "soft bound" form; the

paper will be quietly, though de-

lightfully, colored and textured. I

want to stress the physical qualities

of the issue because I think our

creative work, rich amateurishly,

ought to be given a stronger house,

ONE OF THE GREAT FILMS
jg|L OF OUR TIME!

STARTS TODAY
Open 12:45

S LSI) HI 6

THEN S2.00
12 thru 16 SI. 25

KIDS 50 cents
CHIEF

Lock up your women...

hide your money and booze...

Preacherman is coming to town.

ALBERT T.

VIOLAS

STARTS
NOV. 24

PREACHERMAN
PEAK

1

so to speak.

Second, content will be (again,

hopefully) expanded; that is, the

literary spread will be far more

encompassing - bypassing the con-

ventional delimitations of what is

literary at the risk or joy (however

you want to look at it) of entering

nonsense, this spring issue will be

willing to house even die fecund

doodles made on Heineken's Been

bar napkin. Short stories, drawings,

black-and-white photographs, prob-

lem solving in the higher geomet-

ries, back pages of personal and

handwritten letters (from a con-

fidant or a grandfather, say), mu-

sical manuscripts, poems which are

meant, and fecund doodles — all are

welcome.

The tentative deadline for con-

tributing material is February 7. A
board of review will then convene

to decide which contributions will

be taken for publication. I have no

pretentions to editorial compet-

ence, not to mention our small,

standing staff. Consequently, a

board of review will be essential to

the disinterested, judicious sel-

ection of material. Photographers

should see the photography, writers

should see the stories and poems.

FurUiermore, the writers should be

able to explain their choices to the

photographers (and vice versa) to

insure that consensus faces

"foreign" criticism. The board ol

review will probably have to meet

at least three times. These sessions

will be long and hard. (We could

brighten the sessions by meeting in

Hamlin House, perhaps - with its

good chairs, fireplace, and kitchen.)

Layout work and printing will

take us up to our spring break or

Uiereabouts. I can say, at this point,

diat the magazine will be ready for

distribution (provided things go

well) sometime during, and no later

dian, Block 8.

It is no small gift. I believe, to

COPPER^KILLET
"EAT SHOP

FREE DELIVERY TO COLORADO COLLEGE
• T.ied Chicken • Bar-B-Q Ribs

• Mexican foods • Shrimp

Tacos Burritos Enchiladas

CALL US FOR YOUR SUNDAY NIGHT DINNER
OR ANYTIME

phone 471-3300
2918 WOOD AVE.

OPEN DAILY 4-11 ?M. CLOSED MON.

have the opportunity to see one's

work published. Sometimes I forget

that matters could be very differ-

ent. Sometimes I bank on matters

unthinkingly. That we can have a

literary magazine at all is no small

gift.

• • • STUDErTT CONCERT

Barry Hannigan's articulate perfor-

mance of the "Scherzo in B Flat

Minor" by Frederic Chopin. Both

performers were received wi\hgreat

enUiusiasm by the audience. All

four pianists are presently the stu-

dents of Dr. Max Lanner.

The "Etude for Flute and Clari-

net" - an exceedingly modern

piece - composed by Professor

Carlton Gamer of the CC Music

Faculty, was performed by flautist

Mary Lyon and clarinetist Thomas

Hess, students of Dr. Earl Julias.

Mary Lyon also presented a spirited

performance of Paul Toffanel*s

"Andante Pastoral and

Scherzettino" with the accompani-

ment of John Whiteside on the

piano.

"Songs from Winterreise (Wintei

wanderings)" by Franz Schubert

were presented by tenor, William

LaForce to the accompaniment of

Professor Donald Jenkins.

The program was concluded

with a moving performance of

Johannes Brahms' "Name" con-

ducted by Professor Donald

Jenkins.

the

FLICK
FILM CLASSIC THEATER 532 N.Tejon 473 4488

Hasn't dimmed with age

UUOCt
/toe
Evenings at 7:00 and 10:15 P.M.
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Gridders Clinch 7-1 Mark;
Churn Out 460 Yds. In Win

Colorado College's ball-control

offense ran and passed for a season

liigh of 460 yards while the Tiger

defense put the clamps on the

NAlA's leading rusher in combining

for a 31-8 victory over previously

unbeaten Kansas Wesleyan Univer-

sity.

The victory gave CC a 7-1 record

for the regular season, the school's

best in twenty years. And to make
the win more impressive, it came at

the expense of the team who had

the week before clinched die Kan-

sas Collegiate Athletic Conference

championship and had been ranked

fifth in division two of the NAIA
poll.

On the first play from scrim-

mage Freshman Bob Hall raced

tli rough the center of the Wesleyan

,Une for a 65 yard touchdown as CC

grabbed a lead it was never to

surrender. Tailback Randy Bobier

scored the Tiger's second touch-

down of the afternoon on a one-

yard plunge, and Ernie Jones com-

pleted the scoring for the first half

on a four-yard slant off tackle.

Defensively the Tigers offered

Wesleyan almost nothing as full-

back Charles Jessamy, Wesleyan's

candidate for Small College All-

-American honors, was held to a

mere 20 yards for the first thirty

minutes.

The second half also belonged to

the Tigers, as Bobier added a 23-

yard field goal in the third quarter,

and later connected with Neal Staf-

ford on a seven yard touchdown

pass to build the point total to

thirty

At that point Coach Carle

turned the game over to the re-

serves who moved the ball well

offensively, and defensively kept

Wesleyan off the scoreboard un

the final seven seconds of the game.

Hall won the "Terrible Tiger"

award for his 142 yards rushing,

and safety Greg Gibson won the

"Bad Bengal" award for his fine

work defensively.

The victory over Wesleyan might

very well have been the best over-all

performance by any CC football

team since 1943 when the Tigers

were 7-0.

Spencer Johnson

[18] - November 17, 1971 - The Catalyst
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iger FootBall Season Summarized
Spencer J onnson

r
en years from now the record

jb will say that 1971 Colorado

V* football , team

and lost only one while

coming the winningest Tiger

since 1950. What the books

,'t say is that this was also the

I unified, the most improved,

the most precisioned Tiger grid

„ since the undefeated team of

13-

fo be sure, the '71 Tiger squad

also a colorful team as it

aflie the only college team west

jie Mississippi to revert from a

.sel back to the old single wing

pe. But, being realistic, the

jdg"
would have been just an-

i CC joke if the Tigers had not

j on to prove that they could

with it. With this established,

can put things in their proper

fspective and recognize that the

rfe wing was merely the vehicle

the Tigers
1

success, while the

iiy,
the desire to Improve, and

determination to not make mis-

es were the driving factors.

When the Tiger team returned to

school in August for the start of

a-day practices, it was
mediately clear that enthusiasm

i running high. Seniors were

to make their last season their

best, Juniors and Sophomores

nted to firmly establish a win-

tradition, and Freshmen from

tremely successful high school

mis were anxious to prove their

irth in college. Players were at all

lies' encouraging each other, and

Dntaneous clapping sessions were

iquent. But above all, the coaches

& players were each looking for-

ird to playing and beating 'William

well College, which is exactly

lat we did..

Jewell was not the best team we
iyed this year, and our over-all

me with them was far from being

[most impressive of the season,

il Jewell was the team we wanted

to beat more than any of the other

teams on our schedule, and our

victory over them would have to be

considered the high point of our

season.

It was a game that belonged to

the defense, and it was fitting that

the -defense won the game when
Ernie Jones stole a Jewell pass and

raced into the end-zone for the

winning score. It was the first time

the CC football team had won on

the road in 14 games; and the unity

we shared on the bus ride home and

for the rest of the season was

something tremendous.

In the following game with

McPherson the Tiger defense car-

ried the load once again as they

registered their lone shut-out of the

season. CC's offense sputtered

throughout the game; and when

running backs Craig Ehleider and

Rich Hucek were injured. Head

Coach Jerry Carle immediately

made what proved to be the key

decision of the season: He switched

from the proset to the single-wing

offense.

Any s ke p ticism the players

might have had toward this offense,

dating back to the days of Jim

Thorpe, was outweighed by the

desire to beat what we knew would

be a good Claremont-Mudd team.

And shocking them with the old-

fashioned single-wing might just

have been the way to do it.

The offense spent the following

week in the privacy of the El Pomar

Sports Center, hurrying to learn the

fundamentals of a new and

complicated system.

Against Claremont-Mudd, CC
lost its lone game of the season. But

even in defeat there was hope, for

the defense had shown, as Coach

Ed DeGeorge put it, ".
. .a great

deal of character," and the offense

had given every indication that it

would soon be moving the ball with

die consistency that was needed.

Our next victory came against

Friends University in Wichita. It

was a hard-fought contest that

proved we were on our way to

becoming a well-balanced team. On
offense, guard Fred Longhart was

setting excellent examples for the

other linemen with key blocks, and

on defense linebacker Gary Linsin

was proving his value as a leader.

The homecoming game with St.

Mary's found the offense this time

giving needed support to the de-

fense. CC's offense clicked for four

touchdowns, and the offensive line

of Pat Haley, Longhart, Carey

Chamberlin, Dan Conner, and Steve

Paulsen revealed its prowess. They

executed perfect hole-opening

blocks for Jones, Randy Bobier,

and the rapidly improving Fresh-

man, Bob Hall.

In the final three games of the

season against Bethany, Tabor, and

Kansas Wesleyan, the Tiger offense

and defense complimented each

other perfectly. Team pride and

confidence reached an all-time high

as the offense knew the defense

would hold the opponent, and the

defense knew the offense would be

putting p oints on the board.

Against Bethany and Kansas

Wesleyan, the two top teams in the

Kansas Collegiate Athletic Con-

ference, CC scored 66 points and

gave up 22.

The coaches of our last three

opponents were very much im-

pressed by the Colorado College

football team for special reasons.

Naturally none of them were par-

ticularity impressed by our size or

by our speed, but each of them
agreed that the Tigers were a hard-

hitting team that didn't make mis-

takes. And this should tell you

some tiling, because hitting hard and

executing well are really the only

two areas in which a player can

hope to become better. In these

areas every member of the team

showed improvement during die

course of the season.

In Coach Frank Flood's words,

"There wasn't a player on die team

who didn't improve from the time

we played Jewell to when we

played Wesleyan."

Behind most all successful teams

there is a great amount of leader-

ship, and this year's seniors set the

best on-tlie-field examples dial any-

one could hope to expect. On the

defensive line Ed Smith and Dave-

Carle, Uie two biggest players on

die team, were big on stopping the

run and rushing the passer. In the

secondary Greg Gibson and Tim
Para were excellent in their pass

coverage. Offensive wide-outs Dean
Ledger and Neal Stafford were both

highly effective, Ledger in being [he

most tenacious blocker on the

team, and Stafford in making
catches that few people could ex-

pect a converted linebacker to

make. Tailback Randy Bobier had a

world of poise to complement his

accurate passing arm; Craig Ehleider

had the tremendous power needed

to make holes when there were

none; and 145-pound Rich Hucek
thrived on taking punishment from

those who were able to catch him.

Dan Conner improved immensely as

an offensive tackle; and offensive

guard Fred Longhart set Uie most
inspirational examples of anyone

by consistently handling defensive

linemen who often outweighed hint

by us much as seventy pounds.

These are this year's seniors and

their absence will be strongly Felt

next season. But just as they have

led this year's team to its best

record in twenty years, they will be

replaced by a quality group of

players who are already looking to

improve upon that record.

Ruggers Ready For Spring
At the outset of this semester,

the objectives of the CC Rugby
Football Club for the fall were to

recruit new freshmen for the team

and to give everyone a taste of

what's to come next semester

during the main spring season.

These aims were more than

realized in the short season just

ended. Ten freshmen and five new
upperelussmen came out, in addi-

tion to twenty holdovers from last

year, creating two fifteen man
teams plus some. This situation was

a surprise to even the most optimis-

tic preseason speculators,

The club played five games,

competing against the Denver High-

landers, Kansas City RFC, the Uni-

versities' of Kansas and New
Mexico, and Air Force. The ruggers

travelled to Aspen over first break

to participate in the Aspen Rugger-

fest, which this year attracted six-

teen teams from as far away as

California.

With the unexpectedly high

number of players this' fall, to be

Are the bottoms of

your

Come to the

Mountain Chalet

home of the sk

de-knarrpper

MaixntmnQlltnkt

226 N. TEJON

joined in the spring by as many as

ten from the football team, the

club will field two strong teams,

and quite possibly a third. Each

team will have a separate twelve

game schedule, ami scrimmages in

practice to pit them against each

other.

Prospects for the spring also

include the possibility of travel to

some mid- or post-season tourna-

ments. Last year the CCRFC played

in Sun Francisco's Golden Gate
Tournament, the largest rugby tour-

ney in the world, notching a tenth

place finish in a field of twenty-

eight, the highest place won by any

non-California team. The club has

already been asked to play in Hie

St. Louis Easter Rugby Tourna-

ment over spring break, and has

been invited back to San Francisco,

Practice for the spring should

begin in lute Febrt

In clu- ed fo id-March.

•••ECO-TIP

Give usable clothing to one

of the charity organizations

operating a second-hand store.

Buy your own clothing and

furniture there.

Custom Term

Papers

Custom Term Papers

Is this the week you've decided to

buckle down on studies? Dividing

your time between midterms and

term papers only to find the library

doesn't have your references, or

they've already been checked out.

Make your valuable time more use-

ful by leaving the busy work of

term papers to us.

Call 493-4397 in Fort Collins.
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CC leers Drop Opener

At DU Arena--14To3
A relatively green and untried

Tiger hockey squad held off the

powerful Denver University attack

for the first 28 minutes of playing

time last Saturday night and then

with about 12 minutes remaining in

the second period the Pioneers

riddled CC's nets 7 goals in a little

over ten minutes to put the game
hopelessly out of reach. The final

score was 14-3 for DU's seventh

straight win over the Tigers. The

game does not count in WCHA
standings.

It was Coach Jeff Sauer's first

look at this year's team under fire,

a team that includes seven freshmen

and two other juniors who
3!

varsity uniform for the first
a

"It was mostly just a chance f0[

players to get their feet wei

league play," he said after

;

game. "I was pleased with the

of the team in die first and
tf

periods," he said, "but every tj

DU leers About to Tally

Young Hockey Team Faces New Season
Col orado College unveiled a

team, a young, inexperienced team

with a new head coach when its

1971-72 hockey season opened last

Saturday night, with the University

of Denver in the DU Arena.

"When you lose seven regulars,

including a two-year All-America,

you face a very difficult problem of

making replacements," head coach

Jeff Sauer said. "Our replacements,

in mosl cases, are very young and

inexperienced in Western Collegiate

Hockey Association competition."

Among the regulars lost through

graduation was center Bob
Collyard, All-America selection in

1969 and 1970 and leading for

three years, and wing Dale Yutsyk,

both playing with the Kansas City

Blues. Others graduated included

wings Jim Ahlbrecht, Casey Ryan

and Cliff Purput and defensemen

Rob Jacobi and Bob Langin.

Sauer said, however, the Tigers

should progress into "a fine hockey

learn before the season is over."

"Our lines are possibly better

balanced this year," Sauer said.

"We won't rely so much on indivi-

dual players; this will be a 'player'

team." With freshman strength in

the goal and on defense, we should

improve our defensive game, and

experienced forwards will improve

the scoring attack."

On defense, Colorado College

has only one player with much
league experience, All-America can-

didate Bob Winograd.one of the 12

returning lettermen. The others

haven't played much in the past

and the freshmen, of course, are

playing on a college team for the

first time.

"We have a group of promising

freshmen and I feel all will play

during the season, although they

need experience,"
1

' Sauer said.

Returning as learn captain is

center, Jerry O'Connor, who was

runnerup to Collyard last season in

scoring, and other lettermen in-

clude center Wayne Horb, wings

Bill Baldrica, Doug Palazzari, Guy
Hildebrand, Mike Bertsch and Steve

Sertich; defensemen Mike Mallinger

and Gordie Sutherland, and goalies

-SKIS-

Instructor's skis for sale,

call Carl Petterson,

471-1353

Dour Schum and Doug Bellamy,

Adding strength to goal tending

will be freshman Dan Griffin from

North St. Paul, Minn., credited by

Sauer as having "a great attitude for

playing goal tender." Griffin is

quick and skates well. A standup

goalie, he will be "a key man in the

next couple of years," according to

Sauer.

."Freshman Mike Egan, 6-3,

1 85-pound wing from Mahtomedi,

Minn., looks to be a WCHA star

after some league experience and

development," the coach said.

"Freshman Jim Stebe of Duluth,

Minn., has good hockey sense and

plays well on defense, but needs to

improve his skating ability.

"Our three other freshmen need

experience. Pat Lawson, center-

wing from Calgary, Alta., has scor-

ing ability. John Pretty man,

center-wing from International

Falls, Minn., and Bob Gunderson,

defenseman from Richfield, Minn.,

have skating ability and their over-

all play will improve through com-

petition."

This year's squads include junior

wing Harry Allen, who played

freshman hockey but was out of

the sport for a year, and Jeff

Symmonds, a Colorado College

junior playing for the first time

with the Tigers. Allen's hometown

is Excelsior, Minn., and Symmonds
is from Rochester, Minn.

Others back from last year's

squad are goalies Gerry Carmichael,

wing-defenseman Bruce Gallus, cen-

ter Bryan Pye and defenseman Al

Hendrickson.

Although he is head coach for

the first time, Sauer is not a new-

comer to Colorado College hockey.

He was a member of hockey teams

here between 1961 and 1965 as a

college student and was assistant

coach from 1966 to 1968. He
returned to Colorado College after

a year as assistant coach at the

University of Wisconsin.
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seemed to fall apart in the secon

With senior net minder h
Bellamy in the goal, D<

punched in nine costly goai<

of which dribbled in behj

Bellamy off CC stick:

sophomore Doug Palizzari

by AI Hendrickson and &

Malinger popped in CC's only

of the first two periods.

Palizzari who also put in oi

CC's final - period scores and

ted on the other, was high sen.

for the Tigers with three

Sophomore Steve Sertich fired

the remaining Tiger tally.

Other than the second peri

however, the Tigers look

relatively good with fine per]

mances turned in by Palizzari

freshman goalie Dan Griffin w

while' in the nets for the las! twei

minutes stopped the Pioneer onii

again and again, letting

U.S.A. vs U.S.S.R.

U.S.A. vs Czechoslovakia

U.S.S.R. vsCzecholovakia

Tickets: Special 3-game series discount of 10%
Jrice tickets purchased before December

WORLD
CUP
HOCKEY

THE BROADMOOR WORLD ARENA
634-771

1

Hunters
Do your thing with POWER to spore!

Honda 400
PORTABLE GENERATOR

j powet-

2 qts. of

5®
Power to go places where there
Easy to carry 40 lbs. Runs 5 hours or

gas. You can charge your car battery

volt, D.C. circuit. To top it all off,

quiet.

3609 EAST HIWAY ?4 596-5640



CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20

A relatively green and untried

fjger hockey squad held off the

powerful Denver University attack

f r the first 28 minutes of playing'

!ime last Saturday night and then

^th about 1 2 minutes remaining in

the second peiod, the Pioneers

riddled CC's net with 7 goals in a

little over ten minutes to put the

g3
me hopelessly out of reach. The

final score was 14-3 for DU's seventh

straight win over the Tigers.. The

same does not count in WCHA
standines.

It was Coach Jeff Sauer's first

look at this year's team under firs

a team that included seven fresh-

men and two other juniors who

are in varsity uniform for the first

time. "It was mostly jivst a chance
for DU players to get Jheir feet wet
in league play," he said after the

game. "I was pleased with the

play of the team in tlje first and
third periods," he said, "but every-

thing seemed to fall apart in the

second." With senior netminder

Doug Bellamy in the goal, Denver
punched in nine costly goals, two
of which dribbled in behind

Bellamy, while sophomore Doug
Palizzari assisted by Al

Hendrickson and Mike Malinger

popped in CC's only tally of the

first two periods.

Palizzari, who also put in one

of CC's final period scores and as-

sisted on the other, was high scorer

for the Tigers with three points.

Sophomore Steve Sertich fired in

the remaining Tiger Tally.

three goals and picking up 23 saves.

Senior goalie Doug Shum also

did well to hold DU to but two

goals in the first period, although

the potent Pioneer offense is noted

for being strongest in the last two

periods.

Continued on page 23.

Soccer Team Freaks Out
At Carbon Copy Losses

• •• ECO-T1P

Don't throw or put any

thing into streams or lakes.

WHEREAS, as it were, die not-

able Andre Cousin of the C.C.

soccer squad, of the Fighting

Tigers, of, so to speak, the Freak

Jocks of Colorado College, scored

one goal, admirablly assisted by

Larry Weisgal. against the Zoomies

of the North;

WHEREAS, to continue, Timmy
"Bodds" Boddington and Tony
"Tony" Visconsi made manifest an

exceptionally lofty degree of skill

and fortitudinous aggressiveness

while engaged in said contest;

WHEREAS, the Blue Meanies

scored three anyway;

AND,
WHEREAS, the previously

aforementioned party of the first,

Andre Cousin by name and reputa-

tion, again riffled the nets, in a

genuinely velocitous encounter

with our own University of the

State of Beautiful Colorado, shortly

after the receipt of the speckled

spheroid from the likewise pre-

viously aforementioned party of

the third, Tim;

WHEREAS, nobody really

played much of anything worth
mentioning;

WHEREAS, the Recaprical

Rams scored three;

NOW, THEREFORE, ERGO,
and SO FORTH,

WE, the undersigned, concede
the veracity of having been the

unfortunate victims of Lousy Lady

Luck, of having been, as they say,

on the losing end of a geminitic

syzygeny of Association Football

battles during the fortnight past,

three to one and three to one.

Dammitallanyhow.

FIZZ

Monster4 -NorthCrew
Cops I M Football Title

A fantastically surprising score

marked the 4-NORTH vs. Mathias I

freshmen super-bowl game. The

game was climaxed at the same

place that it commenced - at the

Mathias I yard line. The game was

re ffed by one or two close-in dudes

who kept stealing the ball because

they felt left out. Both teams had a

second half-time in the middle of

the second half because of a forty-

five minute decision that delayed

HOLUBAR
"The Store For Those Who Love Nature

Reg. Sale

Down Ski Parkas $65.00 $54.95

Ski Warm-Ups 25.00 19.95

Down Ski Mitts 14.00 12.95

The Finest

Equipment

Available!

Budget Tapes

and

Records

we have longer

hair

327 N. TEJOISI

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-5505

WINTER MOUNTAINEERING

SKI TOURING

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

Free Ski Touring Clinic

Tues. Eve Nov. 30th 7:30 p.m.

131 So. Tejon

634-5279

die game. The lust halt was a romp
over Mathias one, but the second

half was a runaway by 4-NORTH.
The 4-NORTH machine used a

variety of the ijuadruple option and

broken plays. Three perfectly

executed fumbles kept the

4-NORTH score from reaching the

three digit mark.

The classic 4-NORTH offense

had trouble moving the ball a few

times because of their holey offen-

sive line quarterbacked by Eddie

Christ, from Durley, Wisconsin. But

4-EAST was able to move (he foot-

ball and score because of two Lance

Rentzcl style tricks by Murk Van
Lines. Who Hiesler was the

unknown hero in their undefeated

season by mysteriously leading

4-NORTH into, but not in the

Super Bowl game. Frank Furter,

along with Spruce Lowry and Jeff

Arbell made some ringing Cackles in

the flag- football championship

game.

Bob Hall, (From Scrotum Hall)

new to the game, said, "ooh, you

guys play too rough."

Player-coach Mike Hallday

counseled the team on the ethics of

football. Ed Sullivan, alias Greg

Wagner, did not listen to his coach

and was lost to 4-NORTH early in

the season due to smoking too

many beers and catching his leg in a

meat grinder.

The defensive captain, Louie

Luau, made two fantastic catches

for extra points. Fat Rich pulled

flags twenty-three limes only to dis-

cover that they were his own.

The game ball was given to Buzz.

Oh yea, the score was 4-NORTH

27. Mathias 12.

Custom Term

Papers

Custom Term Papers

1) Your key to more fun this block.

2) Over 1,600 papers already

written to choose from.

3) Original papers written to your

specific needs by a staff of 200 pro-

fessional writers.

4) These papers are top quality -

we live by our reputation and want

you for our customer next block.

Call

493-4397

in Fort Collins
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CAMPUS

THEOLOGY DISCUSSION GROUP GAY LIBERATION MEETING

On Tliursday. November 18th at

3:30 p.m. in the W.E.S. Room of

Rjstall Cenier the Theology Discus-

sion Group will hear and discuss a

paper by Jennifer Derry entitled

"The Will to Power and Ontological

Christian Ethics". The paper ex-

plores some Nieizsehean ideas and

relates them to the ethics of Paul

Tillich.

MAIL HASSLES

Recently there has been an in-

creasing number of requests at the

mail window of Central Services to

have the clerk "hand over" pre-

viously boxed mail because the

individual "forgot" his com-

bination. For example, in the past

three days an average of 26 such

requests have taken place daily

within the hours of 9:00 a.m. and

10:30 a.m. These interruptions pre-

ven t mail room personnel from

boxing your mail at an early time

and are the cause of many mistakes

in distribution.

If you have a mail box assigned,

you are urged to use your com-

bination rather than ask the mail

clerk to get it for you. Should you
lose your combination or be unable

to open your lock for mechanica]

reasons, mail room personnel will

be happy to assist you.

WIDENER SPEECH

Warren Widener, recently elected

Mayor of Berkeley, California, will

speak Thursday, November 18th, at

the University of Denver.

Widener will appear at 8 p.m. in

the DU Student Union, 2050 East

Evans Avenue. Tickets, Si.50 to

the public, are now on sale at the

DU Student Union.

Elected on a strong anti-war

platform, Widener aJso campaigned
on a series of family-oriented issues,

including rent control and free day
care centers for the City of
Berkeley. The 33-year old mayor is

a graduate of the University of
California at Berkeley and the

University's Boalt Hall Law School.

Widener's appearance is part of
the University of Denver's 1971-72
lecture series, sponsored by the

All-University Programs Board. The
next lecturer will be James Farmer,
former Assistant Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare and
one of the founders of the Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE), who
will speak January 10th on campus.

There will be a Gay Liberation

meeting on Monday. November 22
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 205 of
Rastall Center.

VET'S TUTORS

SALES— REPAIRS

RENTALS

YPEHWTEH
»UM[YCO ra

105 NORTH TEJON ST.

634-0102

"VACATION SCHEDULE

THANKSGIVING: From 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday, November 24, 1971

through Sunday, November 28,

1971.

NOTE: The east door of Armstrong
Hall will be open Saturday,

November 27, 1971, from 1:00 to

3:00 p.m. for first class mail pick-

up.

CHRISTMAS: From 5:00 p.m.

Tuesday, December 21, 1971

through Sunday, December 26,

1971.

Although Armstrong Hall will be

closed during this period, we have

arranged for the east door of Arm-
strong Hall to be open from 1:00

p.m. to 3 :00 p.m. Thursday,

December 23, 1971 for first class

pick-up.

Central Services will not be open

during any of these vacation

periods. Also, please note that

Saturdays and Sundays are not

n o rmally considered as Official

Holidays.

NEW YEARS: From 12:00 noon,

Tliursday, December 30, through

Sunday, January 2, 1972.

Please
ECOLOGIZE

The &dm Shop
10 East Colorado Ave.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

. Poster Headquarters

• Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room
• Water Beds and Accessories

• Various Paraphernalia

All Standard LPs $1.00 off Regular $6.98
8 Track Tapes $3.98

Good Vibes!!

Do Your Own Thing
DRY CLEANING

* 14 Minutes dry-to-dry

* No Shrinkage
* No bleeding of color

* Safe for practically all garments

LAUNDRY

30 Maytag Washers
» 13 Dryers

20% Discount on All Professional Dry Cleaning

801 North Tejon

632-1476

COMING EVENTS

Colorado College 8:20 p.m Nov
Players — "Encouter"

NORAD Symphonic Winds 8:00 p.

m

Nov
Realism and Abstract Nov
Exhibit

Lecture: David Nes 8:15 p.m Dec.

"Nutcracker Ballet"

--Colorado College

Dance Dept.

-Colorado Springs Dec.

Symphony 8:30 p.m. Fri.

Sunt

hool I

8-2OArmstr
0:
* fc

nver
;

26i

itftner

detail

30 Armstrong

3-30 Fine Arts

2 Armstrong

. 2 Armstrong

The Veterans' Administration re-

minds veterans studying under the

G.I. Bill that they can hire a tutor

at VA expense, if needed, and still

get the full educational allowance.

About 4,000 veterans received

more than 60,000 hours of tutorial

help in connection with their G.I.

Bill educational studies, reports

VA.

VA officials noted that to be

eligible for this benefit (established

by the Veterans Education and

Training Act of 1970), the veteran

must be enrolled under the G.I. Bill

above the high school level on a

half time or more basis.

If the veteran needs tutoring to

pass a required course, VA allows

up to S50 monthly for a maximum
of nine months to pay for it.

These tutorial fees are in ad-

dition to the regular monthly

education check the veteran re-

ceives, and are not chargeable to his

basic entitlement, officials pointed

out.

VA urges veterans interested in

tutorial assistance or education

benefits to contact their nearest VA
office. The VA office for this area

is located in the Denver Federal

Center.

Theater Workshop
-"Cabaret"

Colorado College

Choir ~ Christmas

Concert

CC Symphonic Winds

2:00 and 8:30 Sat.

8:00 p.r

Dec.

Dec.

10-12 Arrmtroi

1 2 Shove

8:15 p.m. Dec. 15 Armstrong

LEISURE TIME FILM SCHEDULE

Leisure Time Film Series

Feature Films

November 23 "Zorba die Greek" (Armstrong)

November 26 "Notorious and Paradene Case"
December 6 "Georgy Girl" (Olin)

December 1 7 "Zabriskie Point" (Armstrong)

Experimental Films

November 16 "Claude, Fiddle Dee Dee, Don't Say Good Night, Tr

Right, Cycles, Chairy Tale, N.Y., N.Y., Help,

Snowman's Burning Down, Barber Shop"
December 1 "Violinist, Notes on a Triangle, Time Past, Free F

Expressway to Your Heart, Airplane Glue, I Love Y

Crystal Vision, Brats"

Time: 7:30 p.m. Armstrong or Olin. 75 cents or Film Se

Ticket

jjjjjj 7a</jfoi 7m^£
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YOUR

YOUTH
For student fares, International

ID's and Eurailpasses Contact
TAYLOR TRAVEL
210 E. Cache la Poudre
636-3871
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Meerschaums ^Savinelli
Petersons Stanwells
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Ben Wade Sasieni

Hilson's' Fantasia

Custom Blended Tobaccos

30 ^. ^tjou (Holoradn Springs

471-9373
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
TEACHER INTERVIEWS

South Orange town Central

jool District No. 1, Orangeburg,

Vork, will be conducting inter-

ns for prospective teachers in

nver on November 24th, 25th,

j
26th. Contact the Teacher

cement Office, Extension 433,

details.

LANDMARKS EXHIBIT

An exhibit on Landmarks of the

[es Peak Area will be on display

Armstrong Hall until December

The exhibit was prepared by the

.dm arks Council under the

(
ection of Mr. and Mrs. G.

frgess, and is being presented in

injunction with the Colorado

allege Environmental Law
miniir-

This exhibit was first displayed

ihe Colorado Springs Fine Arts

'liter October 3 — November 3,

)69. It has been made available to

he Colorado College
[ivironmental Law Seminar by the

[nrose Library and is open to the

•neral public.

The impact of growth in the

Jtes Peak Region is poignantly

lustra ted through a series of thirty

olographic panels. These point

il the price of progress in terms of

langes in man-made and natural

(ldmarks. They also subtly high-

jil tlie critical question of what

{(her price we may incur in terms

landmarks if progress and growth

weed as in the past.

PHILOSOPHY GROUP

The Philosophy Discussion

Group will meet Sunday evening,

November 21, at 7 p.m. In Hamlin

House. (The date given on the

Calendar of Events is incorrect.)

Captain. Michael Wheeler, Professor

of Philosophy at the USAFA, will

read a paper on "John Rawls and

Social Contract Theory."

Captain Wheeler recommends
the following reading: "Justice as

Fairness,"' Vie Philosophical Re-

view, 67 (1958), 164-194; and

"Distributive Justice," in

Philosophy, Politics and Society,

3rd Series, ed. by Peter Laslett and

W. G. Run'ciman (N.Y.: Barnes and
Noble, 1967).

You are invited to attend and

participate in the discussion.

REGISTER BIKES

All students, faculty, and staff

with bicycles on campus are urged

to register them at Rastall Desk.

Bicycle thefts have increased to the

point where extreme precautions

must be taken by each owner.

Registration may not prevent your

bike from being stolen but it may

assist significantly in recovering by

rapid and accurate identification by

our Campus Security Force or the

Colorado Springs City Police. The

registration form takes only a

couple of minutes to complete, so

do yourself a favor and aid in the

recovery of your 15 speed Super

Whizz-Bang should it disappear.

FIGURE DRAWING

STUDENTS
Figure Drawing - Open to anyone

3 afternoons a week;

Always Mondays; other days to

be arranged 3-4 p.m. in 5h3 ole

painting and drawing room
(second floor, Fine Arts Center}

QUESTIONS - ANDY TAYLOR
473-5779

ABANDONED BIKES

Several bicycles unlocked and

apparently abandoned have been

removed by Campus Security. If

you believe your bike may be

among those found please obtain a

Colorado College Bicycle Regis-

tration Card from -the Rastall

Center desk, fill in the data re-

quired, and return it to either

Rastall Desk or the Physical Plant

Office.

When identification is made you

will be contacted and your bike

returned to you. Those bikes not

claimed will be auctioned" to the

highest bidder on a date to be

announced later.

NOV. 21, SUNDAY
11:00 A.M.

Mr. Sam Williams will speak on

the subject of the incarnation.

Green (^Mountain

Gramery-

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds,
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic

Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans

& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure'foods.

POOBAH IS RATED

Vis for extra
EXTRA SAVINGS during our 1st Anniversary Sale!

Sweaters Reg. $22.50 now from $4.99. Leather Pants

$37.50, Blue Jean Bells S2.99 & $3.99, Perma Press

Jeans & Pants Reg. to $15.00 n

very much n

v from $2.99 and s.

<hkf

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

The • Community Study Hall

needs volunteer tutors. The volun-
teer would work with a certain

child one night a week for 1 W hours
(7-8:30 p.m.), either Tuesday or

Thursday, at one of five local

elementary schools. If you are

interested in participating in this

program, please leave your name
and phone number at the Leisure

Time Office (Ext. 337).

Continued from pg 21

The overall picture of CC's

offense could best be termed as

being sporadic, as inexperienced

freshmen and sophomores were

pressed into action to fill the gaps

left by last year's graduates Bob

Collyard, Cliff Purpur and Dale

Yutsyk. Probably the best

coordination came from Pelizzari's

line which also consisted of Serticli

and Brian Pye, although individual

mention must include Mike Bertsh,

Guy Hildebrand, Harrj Allen, Bill

Baldrica and team captain Jerry

O'Connor.

The defensive play seemed
perhaps the weakest area following

last year's graduation of Bub

Langin, Jim Albrecht and Ron
Jacoby. Good DU forechecking and

a general failure by the CC defense

to clear the puck repeatedly set up

Pioneer shots, major reasons for the

9-goal second period.

Passing was frequently poor and.

Lock Up
Your Bike

... ECO-TIP

Don't litter. When you see

others littering, kindly urge

them to stop and become
aware of their responsibilities

to the environment.

YOU CAN HAVE
CLEAN CLOTHES

CLEAN WATER

471-1280
CALL 685-1107

471-9906

HEUBERGER VW, INC.

for all your needs in

SALES SERVICE PARTS

MOTOR CITY, Colo. Springs 475-1920

UNCOMPAHCRE

Save the Uncompahgre - an

effort to PRESERVE the most IN-

CREDIBLE WILDERNESS in (he

United Stales from DE-
STRUCTION.

to Help -Contact at 473-2233,

Steve Mann Ex. 286, Joan Dake Ex.

287. John Koshak Ex. 450, or call

John Stansfield (Sierra Club) at

471-07)2.

obvious lack of "presence of mind"
in most of the CC defensive as DU.
was often able to force CC
mistakes.

Freshman Jim Stebe, teamed up
with veteran, Bob Wlnograd,
however, looked very promising, as

did Gordie Sutherland and Mike
Mali'nger. Wlnograd assisted

Palizzari's second goal,

Sauer has been working mostly

with the defense this week and will

rearrange some of the forward lines

as the Tigers look forward to the

WCHA opener with Notre Dame
this weekend in South Bend. The
game should be "tough" accord-

ing to one team member, ns the

Irish were victorious over powerful

North Dakota hist weekend,

The forward lines for the road

trip will be Palizzari - Serticli

Pye. Allen Baldrica Gary Egan,

O'Connoi Bertsh Hildebrand,

with Wayne Horb, John Prettyman
alternate forwards. Tlie defensive

ranks will include Winogrud
Siebe, Malinger Sutherland, and

Hendrickson -- Callus. Slium will

start Friday night in the nets as the

freshman Griffin will make the trip

as back-up goalie.

•DENVER ART MUSEUM

CONTINUED FROM P.

7

Concurrently, two special shows
have been mounted in the ground
floor galleries. One, entitled
Baroque Art: Era of Elegance, is an

unfortunate choice lor any exhibi-

tion, lei alone an inaugural. While

Aquinas brooded over the number
of angels that could he placed on
the head of a pin, ihe Baroque

ariist restaled the problematic,

seeming to question how many
angels could fii within the confines

of a canvas. Indeed, the Denver
museum has had the misfortune to

acquire the worsi of what is

probably die homeliest chapter in

art history, complete with cherubs,

blue clouds, and swollen sylphs.

The second show, ihe 73rd

Western Annual, is an entertaining

reminder of 60's art, before process

and earthwork signalled their dis-

content with the old forms. Con-

structions in bronze, wood and

plastic, paintings, and ceramic

sculpture comprise me exhibit.

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS -GRAPHICS
PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206'/iN.Tejon

633-6903
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Ayuda Questionnaire
# 9 Y» • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •

During the lasi week or so representatives from Ayuda, Women's Liberation, Dr.

Hugh Rodman and I have discussed the desirability of again surveying our students

about the possibility of special services at Boettcher Health Center. I think the

following questionnaire is self-explanatory. I do hope you will complete it, for our

interest is in providing the best and most appropriate medical service we can within

a reasonable budget. However, we are faced with the need to set priorities and this

questionnaire is designed to help us measure student needs and interest.

After you have completed it, would you please fold it, staple it together, and

return it to me via Campus Mail or by stopping by the Office of Student Affairs. If

you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me, Ayuda,

Women's Liberation, or Dr. Rodman.

RONALD E. OHL
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Answer only if applicable:

Male

Check one: Female

Class Standing: Freshman

Sophomore

Males- 1,3,6,7, 12, 13

Females - AJ1

Junior

Senior

How often in the last academic year did you have a

physical examination?

Zero Once Twice Other

Did your physical examination include

pelvic examination

Pap smear

breast examination

Was the purpose for the above physical examination

routine physical check-up

routine gynecological check-up

particular illness or problem

venereal disease check-up

pregnancy test

contraceptives

Have you ever had a gynecological examination?

Who presently attends to your gynecological needs?

general practitioner

internist

gynecologist

other

Have you ever had a need for a V.D. check-up?

Do you regularly use contraceptives?

Have you ever needed a pregnancy test?

Have you ever needed the services of abortion referral?

Have you ever had an abortion?

Have you ever been referred from Boettcher Health Center

to an off-campus gynecologist?

A. Was the visit for a routine

check-up?

B. Was it for a particular

illness or problem?

C. Was it for a prescription

for contraceptives?

D. Were you satisfied with

the care you received?

E. Did your college insurance

reimburse you for any

part of the fee?

Do you feel that full gynecological services (including

bi-annual examinations

pap smears

pelvic examinations

breast examinations

V.D. check-ups and treatment

pregnancy tests

prescriptions for contraceptives)

should be covered by your college health insurance policy?

Would you be willing to pay a higher health insurance

premium so that full gynecological services might be

offered by the college?

If not, why not?

If such services were provided for by'the college, would
you prefer to visit a gynecologist at the Health Center?

Yes Np or a gynecologist off campus?

Yes No

diai

$6,1

pikes peak center

for human ecology
•Birth Control

•Abortion

•Problem Pregnancy

•Sterilization

in cooperation with

AYUDA of Colorado College 471 222

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH 632-7743
by appointment only

of Colorado Springslocated at: All Souls Unitarian Church, 730 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80902
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Hueberts Await Friday

Decision On Amy
by Dan Boyle

For two years, Barry and Anita

Huebert have been engaged in a

legal battle over custody of their

adopted daughter. Amy.
To date, the fight has been of a

see-saw nature. The case, centered

in Illinois' Cook County, has

drained the Hueberts of between

S6.000 and $8,000. Of this sum,

over $2,000 has been in the form of

gifts from friends.

Two friends, attending a law

school, donated their entire savings;

close friends in Illinois have sent

letters to some of the Hueberts'

mutual friends seeking contri-

butions. And loans have been

drawn against life insurance

policies.

Participants in the battle are the

Hueberts; their counsel, Atty. Leo

Holt of Chicago; Mrs. Paula

Marshall, Amy's natural mother;

Timothy Marshall, the natural

father; the law firm of Sydley and

Austin of Chicago, representing

Mrs. Marshall.

On Friday, the Hueberts' years

of dismay could end. Judge Helen

McGillicuddy of the Circuit Court

of Cook County is expected to

return a decision on the most

recent petitions made in behalf of

the Hueberts,

Last Tuesday, Nov. 23, Atty.

Holt was again in the Circuit Court.

It wasn't the first time he'd been

there in behalf of the Hueberts. In

late November 1969, Amy was the

subject of a six-day trial, with her

natural mother contesting the adop-

tion on the grounds of "fraud and
duress."

According to the Hueberts, on
April 29, 1969, Anita received a

telephone call from a friend who
said she had a friend who wanted to

give up her baby. Anita's friend

asked her if she was interested in

adopting the baby.

"I said we wanted a baby very

badly, especially after this horrible

thing that had happened to us. But

I also said I wanted to check with

my attorney," said Mrs. Huebert.

The "horrible thing" Mrs.

Huebert referred to was a previous

adoption experience.

Three years ago, in Evanston,

111., Barry was a teaching assistant

at Northwestern University. Anita

was teaching in a local pre-school.

Unable to have children after three

years of marriage, the couple

decided to adopt a child.

A PROSPECT
Unsuccessful with local adoption

agencies, they decided to try an

independent adoption, which is

handled by an attorney usually

working with a physician and a

welfare agency. In October 1968,

the Hueberts received a call from

their attorney who said he had a

prospect for adoption — a child

who would be born in March.

This bit of news prompted the

Hueberts to do a lot of planning.

Anita decided to resign her job on
March 1 . There were baby showers.

A larger apartment was found, and

a crib purchased. The baby was due

March II or 13.

On March 11, the Hueberts re-

ceived a call from a physician

telling them the baby they ex-

pected to adopt had been stillborn.

After that experience, the

Hueberts, expectantly, were de-

pressed. The call from Anita's

friend in April lifted their hopes.

She checked with her attorney who
checked with the parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Timothy Marshall of Evanston,

who agreed to go to Cook County
Dept. of Public Aid the next day

for an interview with a case worker

and the signing of consent papers

that would release their child for

adoption.

After the Marshalls signed the

papers, Mrs. Marshall and Anita's

mutual friend went to the Marshall

home where Mrs. Marshall gave her

the baby, clothes, diaper-bag and

formula, which she delivered to the

Hueberts' home. Amy was then 13

days old.

At that point, the Hueberts had

not been given any kind of legal

custody over Amy. They first

would have to be granted tem-

porary custody. That decree was

rendered on May 5. After a six-

month home study of the Hueberts,

a final decree would be granted.

According to Anita, "We
took Amy home and everything

was fine for four and a half

months." In August, the couple

received a call from their

attorney who told them the

Marshalls were contesting the

adoption on grounds of "fraud

and duress."

In late November - two years

ago - the Hueberts went to court.

The trial lasted six days. According

to testimony, on April 29, Timothy
Marshall had told his wife he was

leaving her. Mrs. Marshall then re-

portedly decided she had to give up

her baby because she had a five-

year-old daughter and felt she could

not take adequate care of both.

Mrs. Marshall's lawyer argued

that Paula was distraught, upset,

and didn't know what she was

doing. She testified when she went

to the Public Aid Dept. she did not

know she would be signing papers

giving up their child. Two case-

workers testified on behalf of the

Hueberts, refuting Mrs. Marshall's

story.

ROUND ONE
In January, Judge McGillicuddy

ruled "no fraud and no duress." On
January 29, the Hueberts were

given a final adoption decree

.

Amy's name was officially changed

to Amy Huebert. Barry and Anita

had won round one. The joy was

short-lived as Mrs. Marshall

appealed the decision.

On April 30, 1971, the three

appellate court judges unanimously

ruled to overturn the lower court's

"What the world needs now .

decision giving custody of Amy
back to Mrs. Marshall.

On the last day of arguments

before the appellate court, the

Marshalls' lawyers told the judges

Timothy Marshall no longer wanted

legal representation. Marshall was

later separated from his wife, fie

also filed a petition with the Illinois

Supreme Court saying he wished his

daughter to remain with Barry and

Anita Huebert.

The Hueberts were "completely

surprised" by the appellate court's

reversal. They filed petitions with

the Illinois Supreme Court asking

them to hear the case. The court

agreed to accept amicus petitions

from a law firm representing about

30 private adoption agencies in the

state. They also accepted Timothy

Marshall's petition and papers from

Atty. Holt. In the end, the court

decided not to hear the ease.

Prior to the appellate decision

Mar. 4, 1971 to be exact - Barry

received an offer from Colorado

College. They wanted him to teach

chemistry, lie accepted. At the

time, the Hueberts were winners in

their court battle. Thus, they vehe-

mently deny charges they fled here

from Illinois to avoid that state's

jurisdiction.

When their hopes for a Supreme

Court case were dashed, Atly. Holt

decided to seek a new trial on the

basis of what would be best for

Amy's "health and welfare." That's

what the Nov, 23 hearing centered

on.

The lawyers for Mrs. Marshall

argued a hearing could not be held

on the new grounds since Amy was

no longer within the limits of

Illinois and thus outside the juris-

diction of the court.

Atly. Holt gave Judge

McGillicuddy a 26-pagc brief and

asked the court to vacate the prior

adoption decree.

The judge reserved decision until

Friday.

"We lost the consent battle,"

said Huebert. "We're just concerned

over Amy's welfare. We have several

professional people who will testify

to the irreparable' damage which

will be done Amy were she taken

from our home and returned to her

natural mother."

HARDEST ON ANITA
These years of legal battles have

been hardest on Anita, according to

Professor Huebert. "1 have my
work to distract me. But Anita is

reminded of the problem each time

she luoks at Amy during the day. It

has been a tremendous strain.

Everyday waiting for someone to

knock on the door and take our

daughter away from us."

As for Amy: "She knows she is

adopted," said Barry. "There was

no reason for us to keep that from

her. And she knows there is some-

- thing going on. She knows there is

something wrong. It was especially

evident after we lost the appellate

decision. The house was filled with

gloom. All we could do was try to

convince her it wasn't her fault. .

.

that it was nothing she had done."
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Why the Civic Center??
The S I O-million bond issue

which Colorado Springs voters are

being asked to approve on Tuesday

rendering financial means for con-

struction of the civic center and

revitalization of the downtown area

is of major concern to both the city

and the Colorado College campus.

Paramount is the concern for the

downtown area deterioration and

the increasing trend toward subur-

banization. From an ecological

viewpoint this presents a society

First Reading

dependent upon the automobile,

America's greatest pollutant, to

reach shopping areas, cultural and

recreational facilities.

Further deterioration of down-

town Colorado Springs puts the

college campus in jeopardy of

physical deterioration due to its

close proximity to the downtown

area. Undesirables will undoubtedly

be present, roaming about the cam-

pus at will aJI hours of the day and

night. The downtown facilities

available to students will also

gradually decrease as increased

deterioration takes place.

It's time the people start

thinking about the community as a

whole, not as this being an issue

involving urban renewal, not as an

issue of two percent sales tax, and

not from a minority viewpoint -

whereas the sales tax would hurt

Uie poor more than the rich!

With a very low unemployment

rate, it is true to say the people will

not benefit greatly by increased job

opportunities. However, the civic

center itself with its proposed three

structure building offers equal

opportunity for all citizens to bene-

fit from the recreational and

cultural facilities. Satiating today's

society's cultural hunger is as

important to its growth as meeting

its physical hunger.

First Theatre

According to Donald P. Jenkins,

associate CC professor of music, the

City Council Okays Tax Hike
On Tuesday, Nov. 23 the Colo-

rado Springs City Council approved

an additional one-cent sales tax on

the first reading. Buyers will now
pay two cents out of every dollar

on purchased goods except food

and drugs.

Unanimous approval of the in-

crease in sales tax came after Mayor
Eugene McCleary explained the

uses and purposes of the extra sales

tax. McCleary said the revenue

from the tax hike will help finance

not only the Civic Center complex,

but other capital improvements

such as drainage, preservation of

parks, greenbelts, and airport ex-

pansion. The new sales tax is

expected to provide an additional

$3 million to die city budget for

these capita] improvements.

Opposition to the sales tax did

not come at the city council

meeting, but a public hearing on

the Dec. 7 bond issue election for

the proposed civic center held in

the Little Theater of the City Audi-

torium Tuesday night, Nov. 24 was

well represented by both supporters

and opponents of the sales tax

increase. The public hearing was

sponsored by Concerned Citizens

for a Civic Center and Urban Re-

newal (CONCUR).
Bob Isaac, chairman of CON-

CUR, said the group was not in any
way related to the downtown
business merchants, but that Colo-

rado Springs needs a cultural center

for die benefit of all the people.

Isaac said the Dec. 7 election is the

"most important vote that ever

faced the people of Colorado

Springs."

Gerald Bradshaw, Urban Re-

newal spokesman for CURE, stated

if the bond election is defeated the

federal funds amounting to $5

million could not be appropriated

to Colorado Springs because a com-

mitment has to be made by the city

in order to receive funds from the

De p t . of H ousing and Urban

Development.

The proposed civic center, to be

located in the downtown area at an

estimated cost of $19 million, will

be financed by the bond issue and
die already passed sales tax. The
voters will only be able to vote on

the bond issue, not the sales tax,

because die bonding attorney for

Colorado Springs said it was

PACC House: Gathering
Place For Minorities

"The purpose of the student

minority house? It's a place where

Black students can get together. .

.

you know, since most of the cam-

pus can take off for skiing and
stuff. . .but most of us due to the

financial aspect. . .well, we're just

stuck here" spoke Norwood
Hunter, head of die BSU (Black

Student Union).

"It's more than a minority

house," said Bob Salazar, head of

the Chicano organization MECHA
(Movimiento Espudiantil Chicano

de Aztlan). "It could be a lot more.
The house serves as a place where
we can get away from the rigors of

studying."

The student minority house,

officially known as the PACC house
(Political Action for Colorado Col-

lege), is at the foot of Wood Ave.,

below Loomis Hall, next to the

Beta Sorority. Actually the college

owns the house and pays for all

upkeep and maintenance. It was
donated to the minority students in

1968 when the sorority that was
using it was disbanded. Since then

it has been primarily used as a

meeting place for the Chicano and
Black students. It is not restricted

to these groups, however.

"As long as we know about it,

anybody who wants to can come
down for cards or to attend

meetings," Salazar said. "And if

they have any ideas we would be
more than glad to listen."

"Sure, we don't mind people
coming down here, but it should be
mainly a minority place." remarked
Hunter.

The question was asked why
there should be a minority student

house. Replied Hunter, "The ad-

mi nistration says there are 50
Blacks at this school, but we never
see them. As it is now we hold our
meetings down there the first and
third Sundays in the block. We see

some of them then. We also have
our Black library down there. . .it's

a place where we can go and get

together and stuff. The rest of the

campus has its fraternities and
sororities which aren't exactly the

most receptive to minority stu-

dents. We have the PACC house,"

"The administration gives 38 as

the official number of Cliicano stu-

dents here at CC," said Salazar.

"You don't come in contact with

most of them during your classes so

we meet the first and third Mon-
days of every block for about an

hour, from 6:30 to about 7:30 P.M.

The house serves a need. There is

always somebody down there

playing cards or something. It's a

great boost to morale."

He continued, "I don't think

that it tends to polarize the stu-

dents. The Blacks throw parties

down there and we also would like

to put on some activity. We don't

want to isolate ourselves; but we
should have a place."

No Real Problems
There seems to be no real prob-

lems with the PACC house as it is

set up now. Both the Blacks and
the Chicanos admit there are no
hassles. Says Salazar, "It's our
responsibility to run the minority
house. That's the way it should
be."

There is a financial problem
though. Says Salazar, "We have

some funds (requests granted in the

CCCA budget) but we would like

more. We need pots and pans, a

ping pong table, stuff like that.

"We would like to fix the house
up nice, you know, by buying a

decent music system, not some
crummy one that would have to be
replaced every year. The CCCA
hasn't been totally receptive to our
ideas," commented Hunter.

One of die biggest interests of

the minority students is the

minority student drive. In the past,

funds from this drive have been
used to help pay for the admission
of minority students. Last year it

seems the only people contributing

to the drive were the faculty.

A Failure

As a whole last year's drive was a
failure; it showed most of the stu-
dents have big mouths, but when it

came time to give, no cash.

"The ivory tower set strikes

again," commented Hunter. "It's

pretty disheartening."

So far this year no real attempt

has been made to restart the drive.

According to CCCA president John
Fyfe, a plan of action is being

discussed and he will recommend
that it commence, probably in die

fourth block.

There is one heartening bit of

news for the minority students: five

hundred dollars will be contributed

to the drive by a generous

donor. . if that amount is matched
by the students.

TW People
Entertaining

On Friday

Theatre Workshop performers

will entertain Friday at 2:30 p.m.

when a small section of Colorado

Springs becomes Little London.
The TW people are the first

performers in a series which begins

Friday and is held on Friday, Satur-

day and Sunday for the next diree

weeks. The arts festival is sponsored

by the Colorado State University

Extension Office and Job Creation

Corp.

The arts festival will be pre-

sented in the drive-through
sheltered area of the old Colorado
Commercial Bank, Tejon St. and
Colorado Ave.

The TW presentation will in-

clude a reading of Dylan Thomas'
"A Child's Christmas in Wales."

Festival organizers are striving to

recreate a craftsmen's village. The
festival site will be enclosed and

decorated to resemble an olde

English Village reminiscent of
Charles Dickens and Queen
Victoria.

impossible for the one-cent tax hike

to be included in the bond election.

Even though the additional sales

tax is partially allocated to the

proposed civic center, the new sales

tax will remain in force if the bond
issue is turned down by die voters

Dec. 7.

Strong Campaign
Spearheading a strong campaign

for the passage of die civic center

bonds, Isaac spoke of the many
advantages of a civic center by
referring to the cultural centers of

Wichita, Detroit, and San Antonio.

CONCUR pointed out that if the

Theater-Pavilion-Convention center

is built, the culturally deprived

citizens of Colorado Springs will no
longer have to drive to Denver for

entertainment.

As for priorities, a fact sheet

distributed by CONCUR states:

"die Civic Center rises to head die

list of priorities only because of die

Urban Renewal cash grants and
credits involved."

Opposition to this. point came at

the public hearing when a number
of citizens mentioned that low rent

housing, better hospitals, crime

control, and better care for de-

prived children should have priority

over the civic center project. Isaac

replied that h aving culturally

deprived children is just as bad as

retarded children without food and
shelter.

Student Aid Sought

vs. TV Commercials

College students across the

country are being asked to support

a movement to try to ridicule

irritating and obnoxious television

commercials off the air.

Bill Bentzin, a Minneapolis

public relations man and founder of

the Committee for Rejection of

Obnoxious Commercials (CROC),
launched the campaign Nov. 10 in a

talk to the Mankato State College

Marketing Club in Mankato, Minn.

CROC was formed in September

in Minneapolis, and now has more
dian 1 ,000 members from coast to

coast. The organization hopes to

improve the quality of television

commercials by calling attention to

the bad ones, at the same time

recognizing some of those which

CROC members feel are good.

Main activity of CROC will be a

balloting by members in the spring

to name the "10 Biggest CROCs of

the Year" - the 10 worst TV
commercials of the season. CROC
award winners will be nationally

publicized.

To receive all CROC material

and get on the spring ballot list,

students send $1 to COLLEGE
CROC, Box 1022C, Minneapolis,

Minn. 55440.

proposed civic center affords the

opportunity of Colorado Springs to

have its first and only theatre and

concert center, in conjunction with

providing a convention and sports

facility.

Colorado Springs and Colorado

College have many fine halls, i.e.,

die recital hall at the Fine Arts

Center, which although it has a fine

stage seats only 450 people; Palmer

Auditorium which is not designed

for theatre, concert or ballet; and

Armstrong Hall, here again fine for

plays and theatre, but inadequate

for musical productions.

Recommendations for a per-

forming arts complex in the center

and the basic design was thoroughly

documented in the Theatre Audi-

torium Subcommittee report made

to the executive committee of the

mayor's civic center advisory

council of major importance is to

design a dieatre auditorium concert

hall with extreme adaptability and

flexibility.

The proposal was for a theatre

designed for audience involvement,

the goal being "shared insights." It

is difficult to design a hall requiring

so much diversi ty . Audience in-

volvement can be achieved by a

multi-level designed seating pattern

with varied sight lines and surface

angles whereby the audience can

see each other and itself.

The theatre would be provided

with a movable proscenium arch to

create the same height ceiling over

the audience as is over the per-

formers and which ultimately

creates excellent acoustics. Thrust

stages are also proposed to augment

presentations. It is hoped this will

bring in large symphonic and choral

groups.

Economics

Economic considerations dictate

the hall be so constructed as to be

used as often as possible.

Another important feature of

the proposed structure would be

REHEARSAL SPACE!!! As Charles

Ansbacher, conductor-music
director of the Colorado Springs

Symphony, states: "Palmer Audi-

torium was built in 1941 and lias

served as the only large hall in

Colorado Springs for the last 30

years. It not only lacks greatly in

design for concert performance, but

creates an inconvenience to per-

formers due to its lack of rehearsal

space, dressing rooms and other

general facilities."

The design for the new structure

would provide these necessities.

The center provides for an in

crease in the scope of activities in

all realms. Convention and sports

center speak for themselves. The

cultural center will allow for ex-

posure to a great number of

talented performers and to local

talent by expanding the caliber of

local performances.

David Hand, stage director at

Armstrong Hall, cited the impor-

tance of the project in relationship

to the growing number of CC stu-

dents interested in theatre and

music productions.

For instance. Introduction W

Theatre started witii eight students

and now has a capacity for 25

students in the Block System. This

25 represents a small percentage ol

those applying for the course, l'e

said.

On Thursday at 8 P.M. there will

be a panel discussion on the Whyi

arid Wherefores of the civic cents'

in Armstrong Hall. Prominent pr
"

ponents will explain their view-

points. The public is encouraged to

attend.
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A Dark Cloud
Who can ever give up a child? That's the question Professor Barry and

i-jta Huebert ask themselves every day. Each time the answer is the same

We Can't!

As the legal question now stands the Hueberts are losing. An Illinois

npellate court, located in the infamous Cook county, has ruled that they

Jst return their adopted daughter. Amy, to its natural mother. The court

"llield the mother's claim of "fraud and duress" during the period of the

two and a half years, Amy has lived with and loved the only

nts she's ever known. Professional people claim that to remove her

adopt'

for over

pare

that atmosphere could cause arable damage. Undoubtedly it

would be an extremely traumatic experience.

If it is up to Barry Huebert, Amy will never be taken from their home.

We can't give up our daughter," he repeatedly says.

The court expenses have cost the Hueberts about 58,000. They are not

(althy people. They have had to borrow one third of the money from

family and friends. Loans have been made against life insurance policies.

Close friends have given up entire savings as donations.

Since the appellate court decision earlier this year, the Huebert

attorney, Leo Holt, has not sent a bill for services rendered. He has

aveled to Colorado to counsel Barry and Anita. . .at his own expense. He

as continued fighting the ruling, also at Iris expense.

If the case moves to Colorado, the Hueberts will have to pay for an

attorney's representation. How they will afford it is anyone's guess.

But, they are resigned to continue the fight until the end result is

permanent custody of Amy. After all, they entered into the adoption

agreement with full faith. If - God forbid - they lose this case, they alone

will not suffer. Pandora's Box will have been opened in Illinois. Many

adoptions could be contested by alleging "fraud and duress."

The Hueberts did not ask for this black cloud which has engulfed their

life. We hope the situation will soon be rectified, with Amy retaining her

present home and the parents she loves.

Still A Catalyst
Once again, the Catalyst has a new editor. His motto is: a newspaper

"Of, by, and for the college community."

The Catalyst is interested in all news pertaining to students and faculty

of CC. It wants to know what is going on in fraternities and sororities. It

wants to establish lines of communication between itself and each group,

club or organization within the CC community.

The Catalyst will continue to concern itself with Colorado Springs; but

only to the extent that there is a relevance between the issue and CC.

The Catalyst realizes there are at least two sides to every story. We want

to know all the sides. We are not running a catering service. Therefore, we

will not service just one segment of the college. We will serve all segments.

If you wish to serve as a correspondent for your group, or if you have

ideas for the new Catalyst editorial staff, please contact us today. Ext.

326.

Safety

Valve
Dear Sirs:

I was extremely disturbed to

read that TW's next performance

is to be Cabaret, I do not mean

to say that Cabaret is not

worthy of TW, or that the talent

in TW is not worthy of Cabaret.

But, 1 had the strange idea that

TW was supposed to be a theater

workshop. I thought that it was

supposed to be for students to

experiment with theater, not to

put on a grandiose musical that

belongs on an ornate stage with

a big orchestra.

The article said that this will

be the first time that TW has

attempted to put on a musical

production. 1 honestly hope that

this is also the last time that TW
attempts to put on a musical.

Let's keep TW a "Theater

Workshop."

Mike Allured

Vote On Tuesday
We have heard many pros and very few cons in regard to the Tuesday

bond issue. But, that might be deceiving.

Personally, we wouldn't want die citizens (voters) oi Colorado Springs

to reject the bond issue. In all too many instances, particularly in New
England, have voters rejected opportunities to develop their cities or towns

only to have themselves to blame when their areas begin deteriorating.

It would be a great credit to Colorado Springs to have a facility such as

the proposed civic center within its boundaries. Financially - for the

community - it would be a boon for tourism, especially with the 1
<->72

Winter Olympics not too far off.

Many times one financial drawing card enables the city authorities to

keep the taxes that much lower each year.

But, regardless of your opinions - pro or con - we urge you to vote on
Tuesday. It's your right as a citizen. One of these days an issue will win or

lose by one vote. Your's could be the deciding one. Use it!

The Springs Not Alone
It should be mentioned that Colorado Springs is noi the only town

currently suffering from "county commissioner fever," and it won't be the

last.

In Massachusetts a short time ago a riot erupted in a county jail. It was

then discovered the sheriff - elected by the people - was in a psychiatric

hospital being treated for what his family alleged was pneumonia.

The county commissioners - there are three in Massachusetts counties,

also - preferred to shake their heads and let the matter drop rather than

IjJo.' -U. 1 hill

testtue Halting Beasott
The Colorado College Dancers, tation "Nutcracker Ballet."

under the direction of Norman Performances are Friday at 8

Cornick, are now in full rehearsal p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. and 8

with the Colorado Springs p.m. All tickets are reserved and

Symphony, conducted by Charles may be purchased at the PPAC Box

Ansbacher, for the holiday presen- Office in Colorado Springs Music

FOR SUMMER JOB INFORMATION,

SEE DON SMITH IN RASTALL:
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Last year, many students mis-

sed an opportunity to be con-

sidered for summer jobs with the

government because they ap-

plied too late, didn't realize

some positions required qualify-

ing exams, or weren't aware of

how to apply.

This needn't be the case this

year. The government's yearly

bulletin entitled "Summer Jobs

in Federal Agencies" has been

received at Colorado College,

and is in the Placement Center

located in the basement of Rast-

all Center.

If you think you might be

interested in working with: The

Forest Service, National Park

Service, Bureau of Land Manage-

ment, Veterans Administration

Hospital System, Agency of

International Development,

Dept. of Agriculture Export

Marketing Service and Food and

Nutrition Service, Civil Aero-

nautics Board, National Bureau

of Standards, National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration, Bureau of Statistics,

Office of Administration for

Domestic and International

Business, Dept. of the Army,

Dept. of the Navy, Dept. of the

Air Force, Defense Supply

Agency,

For further information the

person to contact is Don Smith,

Assistant Dean of Student Af-

fairs, in Rastall Center.

Co., 321 North Tejon St. The box

office is open daily from 9 a.m.

The original production was in

St. Petersburg, Russia, in 1892. It

was brought to the United Stales

by the San Francisco Ballet for a

Christmas performance in 1944.

The fairy tale opens with a

Christmas party planned for Clara

and Fritz. Clara is given a toy

nutcracker by her grandfather. She

becomes heartbroken when the doll

is broken and bandages it together,

returning to bed to dream about

the nutcracker.

She awakens dreaming, and finds

the nutcracker has turned into a

handsome prince; and the Christ-

mas tree has grown to gigantic size;

all the toys, too, have come alive.

The remainder of the ballet is held

in die land of the "Sugar Plum"

fairy where a gala celebration is

held for Clara in the prince's

kingdom.

The tale will be the same as that

4n 1892 in Russia except for

innovations and some new per-

formers. It should prove to be a

holiday delight for all ages.

One note of interest: the con-

ductor feels die performance can be

appreciated by children as young as

four and possibly three years old,

depending on their attention spans.

imSt to eipne off...

Ff?£f5 HU5V... reee aio^a. FRC6 ATTICA

.
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Big Reorganization Job Ahead For LTP
Editor's Note: This is the second

in a series of articles by Catalyst

Staff Writer Stan Case on the

Leisu re Time Program. The

series attempts to analyze the

basic features and philosophy of

the program, and the program as

a whole.

For the Leisure Time Program to

be doing a good job - indeed, to be

doing any job, its functional pur-

pose has got to be defined. And
then, the way in which it is to best

fulfill this purpose must be

determined. Now that the LTP has

had a year of-practical experience,

it is vital that everyone sit down

and hash through these problematic

but crucial philosophical questions.

So, why the LTP? The institu-

tion of the CC Plan over a year ago

marked a radical change in the

"all-round educational experience"

for students; not only was the new
block plan inaugurated, but so also

was another integral part of the

package deal - that of the Leisure

Time Program.

The 1971-72 CC Bulletin out-

lines, though somewhat generally,

what we should perhaps take as the

basic purpose for the creation of

the LTP: "The CC Plan strongly

emphasizes a leisure program

encompassing a wide range of

learning opportunities outside

formal courses, plus many recrea-

tional and sports offerings, to main-

tain a balance between social and

intellectual life. This Leisure Pro-

gram is intended to complement
the relatively intense academic

work, providing students with a

wide range of additional oppor-

tunities for informal education and

the cultivation of personal interests,

but all activities within this pro-

gram are purely voluntary."

This can be interpreted and

applied to policy in any number of

ways, and our second question is,

which? The LTP committee, if it is

brave, will attempt to determine

this, in which case a very laborious

process awaits - days and days of
wading through mouthfuls and
filefuls of ingenious ideas, opinions,

and administrative requirements

and restrictions.

(It can only be hoped that the

committee will demonstrate
bravery, since $57,000 of our

money is at stake. But with con-

tinued lack of student interest,

what real stimulation has it to

bother?) At the present moment,

however, we can only get a slight

preview of some theories that may
become involved. .

.

Faculty chairman of the Experi-

me n tal Grants Commi ttee Don
Shearn advocates a leisure program

"directed at improving the intellec-

tual quality of the campus." He

believes any LTP should involve

itself with listening and visual arts

presentations, while leaving more

spontaneous and "goof-off
activities completely to the stu-

dents.

"My first impression was the

idea that the Leisure Time Program

had a summer camp quality of

institutionalized leisure," he

admits, and still holds this view.

"The zest is taken out of your

leisure time activities when they are

institutionalized. .
."

The expectation commonly held

by students that the LTP should

provide all phases of leisure

activities is to Shearn "an awful,

frightful thing." He observes that

students contradictorily expect

much from the institution, yet

seem to not want to go along with

it. But in any case, he believes that

the Leisure Time Committee should

do "no catering to mass tastes."

Programs should be planned by the

qualified few: "Let the elitists, the

specialists doit."

Relaxation Need
Films Committee chairman Matt

Dick, on the other hand, empha-

sizes the students' need for relaxa-

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP

RACING & TOURING SPECIALTIES
19 E.KIOWA

634^1733

SUMMER JOBS - MEN
AND WOMEN

Make Application NOW!
Good Jobs as Summer Camp
Counselors. Write Cheley
Colorado Campus, 601 Steele

St., Denver, Colo. 80206,
Dept. A. Give information
concerning skills and previous
camping and counseling ex-
perience if any. Minimum age

19 before June. Directors of
the camps will arrange per-

sonal interview with persons.

completing our application
form by January 15, 1972
Apply NOW.

HELP WANTED
SI 00.00 weekly possible

addressing mail for firms -
Full and part time at home -"

Send stamped self-addressed -

envelope and 25 cents-
handling, to Blaber Co., Box
12459, AA, El Paso, Texas
79912.

tion in leisure time activities. "The
academic pressures have increased,"

he attests, " - very much so, from

the time when I was a freshman.

And this is not just because I'm a

junior; it's just that the school has

gotten more academically oriented,

and the fact of it that under the

block system we have more time

spent academically, more use of the

academic facilities, more use of the

library, more class time, more study

time put in, than ever before. .

.

There is a need for students to

relax. . .and if they do goof off,

let's give them a place to goof off."

Both the student and faculty

chairmen of the Leisure Time Com-
mittee, Margaret Myers and Pro-

fessor Fred Sondermann respec-

tively, seem hesitant to form many
beliefs or expectations with regards

to the LTP.

"By the time you have a com-
munity of essentially 2,000 or so

people," Professor Sondermann
reflects, "1 just don't think that

you can have a single program that

appeals equally to everyone. That's

totally impossible. By having a

mixed and varied program I would
hope that we would to some extent

hit the great majority," but "the

quantity of participation doesn't

worry me as much as the quality of

the experience for those who do
participate."

Professor Sondermann is in favor

of continually re-evaluating the pro-

gram, and "evaluating programs

against each other," but admits that

in the past, "We haven't done this."

As LTP Director Don Smith puts

it, "We want to challenge people; at

the same time we want to entertain

them." As for the future, "I think

the concern with having two or

|jjj 7aif£n 7/uwtg

Headed for Home?

Let us help with all your travel arrangements

210 E. Cache La Poudre 636-3871

Af HaHiaway's
SMOKE SHOP ANO MAGAZINE STORE

"A woman is only a woman but a good cigar is a
smoke" - Kipling

Hatiiaway hath the finest selections of cigars in town.

&•

'Ike A*t witlitUfWkPttrt."

lotmib.'Eunu % tejmo
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three symposia on various topics, as

well as tooling up so that we can

respond to an event of the import

of the Attica situation, respond

quickly and put something together

— I think that's a step in the right

direction. But 1 can't say whether it

will succeed and I guess I'm not

willing to bet any money as to

whether it will or not. But I'm

optimistic - 1 think that really

might do it - People could focus

for a relatively brief period of time

on a particular issue; it will in some
ways increase the variety."

A Smorgasbord

Having been involved in the

designing of the CC Plan, Professor

Glenn Brooks has firm feelings

regarding the Leisure Time Pro-

gram's role in student life: "I think

the college does have an obligation

to provide some kind of smorgas-

bord of leisure opportunities for

students, not forcing anybody to

do anything, but saying, 'here are a

whole lot of things that you may
never have considered before; there

are a lot of interesting things to do
with your leisure life. . .now we
don't force you to do any of these

things, but, why don't you fool

around with them?"

Professor Brooks believes that

"this is in essence what a liberal

education is. . .
— that a person

cultivates the capacity to make
responsible choices about his life

and thereby becomes a free man -

a liberated person."

. . .There is obviously a big job

ahead for the Leisure Time Corn-

mittee (if it is brave); much re-

defining, categorizing and allocating

of responsibilities need to be done.

While, of course, as Dean Drake

says, "it's a healthy improvement
over what we had before," there are

still a lot of very significant prob-

lems, as Don Smith hints: "1 get the

sense that most people feel there's

something wrong — or not wrong,

are not feeling right about what's

happening in Leisure Time and it's

very difficult to pinpoint what that

Please Vote

on Tuesday

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

YOU CAN HAVE
CLEAN CLOTHES

and

CLEAN WATER

471-1280
CALL 685-1107

471-9906

Free Delivery

Some shapes

are hard to

improve on.

PHIL WINSLOW VOLKSWAGEN
730 N. Circle Drive

Colorado Springs, Colorado 473-1373
Soles • Service • Parts • Body Shop

'•'•'•v.;-'.



"Fiddler:" Unpleasant Surprise
by Owen Kendrick

"Fiddler On The Roof is

currently playing at the Canterbury

West Dinner Theater, in the ball-

room of the Antler's Plaza Hotel.

"Fiddler" is a musical that has

proven its appeal in a record setting

run on Broadway, therefore it was

no surprise that it opened to a

capacity audience. The surprise,

and an unpleasant one, was in the

quality of the performance. 'Dis-

appointing' is perhaps the kindest

description.

"Fiddler On The RooF' is based

on a series of Shalem Aleichem

short stories, which feature the

trials and tribulations of Tevye (Jim

C. Talmadge), a Russo-Jewish dairy-

man. For "Fiddler" to succeed,

Tevye must display all the warmth,
humor, and personality that Zero

Mostel brought to the character in

the Broadway run. Talmadge
demonstrated none of these traits.

It is unfair to expect a Mostel

performance from an amateur, no
matter how talented he may be. It

is fair, however, to expect a perfor-

mance that is more convincing than

that demonstrated on opening

night.

The same criticism that was
applied to Laurence Olivier in

"Othello" is valid for Talmadge ~
he spent too much energy playing a

Jew, and not enough playing Tevye.
His accent was reminiscent of bad
Henny Youngman jokes. The
gestures were not natural - and
used much too often. Tevye is a
man with infinite faith in God, and
in the Broadway performance his

tete a tetes with the Lord provide
much of the bittersweet mixture of
humor and anguish that give the
musical its appeal. Talmadge played
these as poorly timed asides, and as

such, he lost their effect.

SINGING NO BETTER
The singing role was no better.

In the rousing "If I Were a Rich
Man," which introduces Tevye to
the audience, Talmadge tried to

sing in a key that was too high for

both his range and Tevye's
character. Later songs (particularly

"Sunrise, Sunset," "Do You Love
Me?", and "Anatevka") proved to

be no better.

Lest someone thinks (from the

above paragraph) that Talmadge
and Olivier have many things in

common, they need only to look at

Talmadge's performance in three

ICE'S ENCO SERVICE
*TUNE UPS *STATE INSPECTION
* ATLAS TIRES . * ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah 230 West Uintah Phone 634-9 195

Custom Cleaners
17J5 E.Cache La Poudre/COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80902/633-7883

CUSTOM DRY CLEANING
and

SHIRT LAUNDRY

scenes. He displayed none of the

anguish that Tevye felt when his

daughters defied tradition; when
the wedding was disrupted; or when
he and his people are forced to

leave their homeland. At times the

quality of his performance rose to

the level of mediocrity, but sus-

taining it there proved to be
impossible. Talmadge might be a

competent performer in less de-

manding roles, but his ability to

play the lead in "Fiddler" was not
demonstrated in the initial show.

The second key figure in

"Fiddler on the Roof" is Tevye's

wife, Golde (Sharon Forte). Golde's

performance is not as crucial to the

success of "Fiddler" as was Tevye's,

and it's a pity. . .Sharon Forte
turned in the best performance of
the company.

Forte is young, but managed to

mask her youthfulness and con-

vincingly convey a middle-aged

Golde to the audience. She pre-

sented the right mixture of
cynicism, respect, and chicken soup
that composes the stereotyped

Jewish mother.

SOUND SYSTEM
Forte's voice was easily the best

one on stage. She carried "Sunrise,

Sunset," and "Anatevka." To
Talmadge's credit, he didn't try to

overpower her in their duets. This is

not to say that she was excellent.

Her voice lacks the richness and

projection that marks a great singer.

A sound system would have helped

some — but other performers sur-

mounted the lack of amplification

(Patricia Bosworth as Fruma -

Sarah for example.)

The bit players and extras in any

theatrical endeavor can provide the

extra punch that makes the effort a

success, or can add further to the

debacle of failure. In this instance,

they did the latter.

The minor and bit players were
all young. Unlike Forte, they could
not overcome their youth fulness.

The result was a group of 20-year-
old actors trying to play 40 and
50-year-old characters. It did not
work, -

The timing was definitely wrong.
The extras spoke their lines without
regard to the actions on the stage.

The lines came too soon in some
spots - too late in others, and
unconvincingly in all cases.

The music was pathetic.
"Fiddler On The Roof" is scored
for a full show orchestra. Canter-

bury West tried to make do with a

piano, a violin, and drums. The
result was. . .well, awful.

The end result of all this could
be called nothing more than a high

school production, strictly amateur,

Colorado Springs needs a respon-

sible dinner theater to increase the

meager entertainment fare offered.

If "Fiddler On The Roof is any
indication, Canterbury West will

not fill the void.

Please

Recycle this

Newspaper

Detiv

Servi "Say it with Flowers"

For all occasions

From

Paul's Flowers

1524 N. Tejon 632-0164

Transcription

Performance

Tuesday

The premiere performance of a

transcription for band of Stravin-

sky's Symphony in C will highlight

a free concert by the NORAD
"Symphonic Winds" at 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday in Armstrong Hall at Colo-
rado College.

The transcription for band was
made by Sgt Rolf Johnson, Air
Force Academy of the NORAD
Band. The number is in lour move-
ments: moderato alia breve,

larghetto concertante, allegretto

and large e temp guisto alia breve.

Forty-five of the 85 members of
the North American Air Defense
Command Band make up the

"Symphonic Winds," a group which
emphasizes the wind and percussion

sections of the symphony orches-

tra.

Conducting will be the NORAD
Band's associate director, Major
Derek Stannard of the Canadian
Armed Forces. The performance is

sponsored by the Colorado College

music department,

Also on the program is Vivaldi's

Double Concerto in B-flat, for

trumpets and symphonic band.
Soloist will be Airman IC Allan

Eberhardt and Spec. 4 Gordon
Curtis.

Five soloists will be featured in

Concertino lor Woodwind Quintet
and band: T. Sgt. Grady Coyle
(flute); Sgt. LanI Spain (oboe);

Spec. 4 Dave Pickthorn (clarinet);

Sgt. Dan Gress (French horn); and
T. Sgt. John Reid (bassoon).

This is the last block of the first

semester. Don't get ahead of your-

selves thinking about the upcoming
Christmas-New Year vacation.

Study. Don't let this fourth block

become your lost block!

* Tired of Cereal Hambergers

try anyone of Freebees

10 variety of pure-sirloin —
berger and get these special

prices!

* all 5.98 L.P.'s for 2-99
all 4.98 L.P.'s for 2.49

* all 8 track tapes for di . <3 <3

* King size waterbeds for 13.99
new Playboy * every Sunday from 1 1 :00 am to

Feds "H" Heads game is 7:00 pm all the Pizza & Hamberger

in you can eat for "I OQ
Water chairs 5.98

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

GUILD OPTICIANS

Quality - Style - Service

0. HITESHEW, Optician DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418

Muntz 860 car tape deck t£j9.95

At the corner of North Circle and Boulder

Christmas Grift Ideas

Sierra Club Calenders

Studio One Photographs

Gift Books

Sierra Club Posters

Shirts

Mugs & Glasses

Papermate Pen Sets

CC BOOKSTORE

1
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Amy and Friend

^Green ^Mountain
Qrainery
- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds,
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic

Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots 8t Pans

& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure foods.

Photos

by
ED
LEEK

ONE BLOCK FROM S'.OCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M. — 10:00 P.M.

801 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

DON'S
PIPE SHOP

Circle East Mall

597-1506

Tobacconist to Discriminating Smokers

s/ &
**,

Pipes, Tobaccos, Cigars and Smoker's Accessories

Gift Certificates

and

Lay Away
Available

ffe
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. :. . ,
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Hueber

The Hueberts have been in touch

with attorneys in the infamous

DeMartino case involving "Baby

Lenore." That case began in New

York and ended in Florida with the

DeMartinos refusing to turn the

baby over to the natural parents.

"These lawyers have been very

helpful," said Huebert. "They have

given us a few good leads."

If Friday's decision goes

against the Hueberts, it is likely

the battle will continue in Colo-

rado courts. Despite their ex-

treme financial status, the

Hueberts will do anything to

keep from giving up their

daughter.

SALES— REPAIRS

RENTALS

TYPIYPEmvnn

105 NORTH TEJON ST.

634-0102
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Amy's Impossible Dream - To Play

Exploring Dr. Seuss Together

tory...

In the Colorado courts, they

mid argue for Amy's best

:rests being served.

Professor Huebert admitted he

considered going to Florida if

was the only way they could

jp
Amy. He also emphatically

led they will not give up their

ighter.

"How can someone give up their

'ghler," he asked, tears forming
his eyes. "We are all she has ever

)Wn. We love her so. We won't
e her up!"

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In Between

802 North Weber Telephone: 633 2069

•Shoe Repair

•Weejun

•Hiking Boots

•Leather Bags

COLLEGE SHOE SHOP

632-6161 "«n™n

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS -GRAPHICS
PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206% N. Tejon

633-6903

Spectacles

Are Our Specialty

PORTER OPTICAL

716'/2 N. Tejon - 475-0551 (in the rear)

rrrfff\SA L T OJNJE S
RECORD ROUND-UP '

444 NOftrH han<=ock
Golf Acrei Shoppinq Cenlc-

One of The Wilde*.. Selections of Popular, Classics

And Budget Classics In The Area

WESTERN
WEAR

... the perfect Christmas gift!

Surprise the special people on your gift list with a taste

of Colorado; western wear. Lorig's features H Bar C
western clothing for every member of the family.
Authentically styled with the look of today, these

comfortable and casual shirts and pants will be an

asset to any wardrobe. You'll also find a complete
selection of boots and hats to make that outfit

complete. Give western this Christmas!

107 South Tejon

. .where the Levi's are 1
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Should Get a Chance

Residential Group Feels

Pet Plan Will Die
After making a few

modifications, the CCCA approved

the Committee's proposal by a vote

of 5 to 4. It must be understood

that this proposal was based

directly on the results from the

study. Attempts were made to

accommodate as many persons'

views as possible; but, at the same

time, solve the pet problems that

now exist. The following is a

summary of the proposal:

I. No pets will be allowed in

any of the resident halls -

Mathias, Loomis, McGregor,

Slocum, or Bemis (except fish

or turtles).

II. Pets will be allowed in the

smaller houses under
following conditions:

A. They are registered with

the school.

B. There is no more than one

pet per five students.

C. The owner must sign a

contract saying he has

complete care and
financial responsibility for

the pet.

D. Two thirds of the residents

in this house must sign a

contract giving their

approval of the pet.

E. None of the pets will be

allowed to run free on

campus.

F. The owner is responsible

for the supervision of his

pet at a/I times.

G. Enforcement rests with

the Head Resident,
Student Conduct
Committee (with the aid

of the Pet Society), and
Dean Ronald Ohl.

It is realized there are still many
problems this policy may not solve

and that there will be many people

still unhappy with this policy.

However, the Committee believes it

had only one other alternative, and
that was to ban all pets from the

campus.

They also felt it was their job, in

all fairness to those pet owners now
on campus, to come up with some
sort of alternative to that of no
pets. The Committee believes that

after studying the matter, they have

come up with the most practical

proposal, though admittedly it is

not perfect

"CALL". At 1:30 4:00

6:30 & 9:00
"OTHER" At 2:43 5:15

7:43 & 10:13
Adm. $1.50 Military «7 00

He had only

two days to

satisfy them
all . . .

Keep it up
®

You won't

believe it!!!

LIES

The proposal and study are now
in the hands of Provost Stauss,

acting president of the Colorado

College in President Werner's

absence. But the fate of the

proposal looks doubtful, in favor of

no pets for several reasons.

CCCA Divided

First, the CCCA seemed very

divided on the validity of the

proposal, as witnessed by the close

vote. Second, the Administration

has noticed too much negative

response to pets on campus from

the students and they feel most of

the students do not want pets at all.

Finally, it is felt there are bound

to be problems anyway when you

have pets on the campus.

The Committee is hoping it will

be given a chance to have its

proposal put into effect, even if

only on a trial basis.

After two months of work the

Residential Committee has

completed its study on pets in the

resident halls.

. On Nov. 18 the committee,

headed by Raleigh Bowden,

presented to the CCCA for approval

the findings of its study and a

proposal for the allowance of pets

on campus.

The study consisted of a

comprehensive list of pros and

cons: the results from the

Patronize

our

Advertisers

HEUBERGER VW, INC.

for all your needs in

SALES SERVICE PARTS

MOTOR CITY, Colo. Springs 475-1920

532 MTejon 473-4488 Ample Parking
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FLICK FILM CLASSIC

THEATER

DAVID IS A FREAK

earns 5290,000 per year

At 7:00

8:30

10:00

"ONE OF THE BEST AMERICAN FILMS
YOU ARE GOING TO SEE IN 1971!"

— Joseph Gelmis, Nensday

"RECKLESSLY FUNNY."
-Pvietop* CilliiH, Nm Yert«r Uitfrinv

Selected as the official ameriean entry to Ihe Cannes Film'
Festival and awarded the coveted Jury Prize.

IT'S A VERY FUNNY MOVIE!

An Incredible double (e;
Next Wednesday, . - '-'Gimme Shelter,"- and!

,
"The Boys in the Band"

Gilligan's Column

questionnaires sent to the three

larger dorms and the six smaller

houses; results from interviews with

five faculty members, and results

from letters sent to the Humane
Society, the Health Department,

and various veterinarians.

Also included in the study were

proposals and critiques from the

University of Rochester in New
York and Carlton College in

Minnesota, a proposal submitted by

the Jackson House,a statement

from the president of the Student

Conduct Committee concerning

pets in the smaller houses,

intermittent evaluations and

conclusions, and the Committee's

own recommendations.

A Promotion
Sammy K. Williams, who joined

our Religion Department this fall,

has completed all of the

re q u i rements for his Ph.D. in

Biblical s t u dies from Harvard

University. As a result, he will be

promoted to Assistant Professor of

Religion effective today.

As die football season opened, a

tough schedule and some untried

freshmen were the problems the

coaches had to weather. Head
coach Jeff Sauer of the CC hockey
team has had much the same
dilemma, only more so.

With seven regulars, including a

two-year All-American, graduated

from last year's squad, Sauer has

had to fill in many of the holes

with inexperienced returnees and
freshmen. Because of this, or the

vast improvement of the rest of the

league, the Tigers were rated in the

cellar of the Western Collegiate

Hockey League.

The football team, as history

shows, arose from the ashes and

knocked off a 7-1 record and a

possible bowl bid. According to

coach Frank Flood, "there was not

a player who didn't improve"

throughout the season. This spirit

and determination was responsible

for the team's

Opening in Denver, the i

faced the top-rated Pioneers

overwhelmed the CC subs
fo,

goals in the second period i
{

,.

away 14-3. Traveling to
\ f

[o

Dame, yet another two game,
dropped by the scores of 61
4-0.

However, the team
home to face the Universjh

Minnesota. Improvement
jn

hitting, skating, and shooting

apparent in the scores
as

romped twice, 5-2 and $4
determination appeared

t

reaped some results.

The next three weekends
y

characterized by home sets at™ K
the University of Mlmi di

Duluth, University of Wisco

and University of Michigan.
[|

be interesting to see
jf

determination of the hockey
[

will be able to effect a pos

change in the play and record
in

season ahead.
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17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBurney Phone 635-550

copper Skillet
eat SHOP

FREE DELIVERY TO COLORADO COLLEGE
• Tied Chicken . Bar-B-Q Ribs

t Mexican foods • Shrimp

Tacos Burritos Enchiladas

CALL US FOR YOUR SUNDAY NIGHT DINNER
OR ANYTIME

phone 471-3300
2918 WOOD AVE.

OPEN DAILY 4-11 ? M. CLOSED MON.

11(10

yjrd

UNMASKED!!
The "Pitch Doctor"

whose cult lures

Beautiful People

into a shocking

"*?
ritual!

PEAK

SiglflBB Sol Frltd and David Roth praaant^yJQ>^^

BEAlTiriL rMM
LEIGH HEINE-STEVEN VINCENTand SINATAYLOR



Swimmers Face Challenge
by Chuck Slotkin

formidable challenge presents

lo the boys' swim team this

as they will try to equal last

j's
undefeated ledger.

ach Jerry Lear's squad has

i

returning lettermen, in ad-

,

to a promising group of

0sn, which should overwhelm

f the team's opponents. But

the scheduling of dual meets

Denver University and New

;0 State University, CC will

iwo rugged obstacles on the

o an unmarred record.

jading the impressive ranks of

[ans are senior Rob Jenkins,

sophomores Jeff Kinner and

Townley. All three occupied

positions on the NAiA District

am, with Jenkins earning re-

lition in the 50-yard and

yard freestyles. Kinner gained

in the 500-yard and

1000-yard freestyles, while
Townley excelled in the one-meter

and three-meter diving events.

Bob Johnson in the 200-yard

backstroke, John Fyfe in the

200-yard breaststroke, and Pete

Simpson in the 200-yard butterfly.

and the 400-yard medley relay

team of Steve Mann, Jenkins, Fyfe

and Simpson complete CC's over-

whelming representation on the All-

District team. Rounding out the

prestigious ranks of veterans are

Bruce Bistline, Bill Holtze, Walt

Hitch and Jerry Porter.

PARTICULAR PRAISE
Lear has particular praise for

seniors Holtze, Jenkins, Johnson

and Porter. "Continuous swimming
for four years, plus studies, requin

Lear further commented that even

though the practices are "rough and

long," most of the swimmers are

good students. "They are probably

the most admired individuals

among any sports."

The seven freshmen now with

the squad "will provide the strength

needed to complete the season suc-

cessfully," which means undefeat-

ed. Lear feels some of the new-

comers have the potential to blos-

som into leader performers this

season. These include Mike Adler,

Ken Ehuna, Bob Jakes, Steve Long,

Charlie Price, Jeff Rose and Steve

Rosen burg.

The strokers are now preparing

for their exhibition meets with Air

Force and Metro State. No scoring

much effort. It takes a lot of self will be kept; just individual timings

sacrifice, which many kids are un- will be recorded, which will help

willing to make. When they do Lear in evaluating his performers.

make the attempt, it exemplifies

the total individuals that they are.'
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Following these practice meets, the

learmen open their campaign Satur-

day against the AFA junior varsity.

Always competitive, they should

provide the Tigers with an oppor-

tunity to show just how strong they

Do Your Own Thing
DRY CLEANING

i 14 Minutes dry-to-dry

k No Shrinkage
t No bleeding of color

Safe for practically all gan

LAUNDRY

30 Maytag Washers
13 Dryers

20% Discount on All Professional Dry Cleaning

801 North Tejon

632-1476

PIKES PEAK S BARNES AVE.

ii'jri

Sat. and Sun. Boxoff ice opens at 1 :00 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri. Boxoffice opens at 6:00 P.M.

'TOUCHING ENTERTAINMENT. i
Matthau shows a new dimension
to his art, and
Jack Lemmon proves
his abilities behind
the camera match
those he has
shown out front."

— Judith Crist,

MAffNAU

Walter Matthau ina

role only he could
Tiake so excitingly

different... ycu'll

start talking about it

from the opening see

PETER O'TOOLE
MURPHY'S WAR"

Also Bonus Feature

NATIONAL SEER'S

COURTESY CodE
Feet in the bindings, hands grip

the poles - ski! Introducing a

feature column for skiers and
would-be skiers. We offer the

National Skiers' Courtesy Code, the

result of combined efforts:

All skiers shall ski under control.

Control shall mean in such a

manner that a skier can avoid other

skiers.

When skiing downhill and over-

taking another skier, the overtaking

skier shall avoid the skier below
him.

Skiers approaching each other

on opposite traverses pass to the

right.

Skiers shall not stop in a loca-

tion which will obstruct a trail or

loading or unloading area or impede

the normal passage of other skiers

and shall not stop at a point where

they are not visible from above.

A skier entering a trail or slope

from a side or intersecting trail shall

first check for approaching down-

hill skiers.

A standing skier shall check for

approaching downhill skiers before
starting.

When walking or climbing in a

ski area, skis should be worn, and
the climber or walker shall keep to

the side of the trail or slope.

All skiers shall wear safety straps
or some other devices to prevent
runaway skis.

Skiers shall keep off closed trails

and posted areas and shall observe
all traffic signs and other regula-

tions as prescribed by the ski area.

Note: The above Code is the result

of the combined efforts of national
ski organizations including United
States Ski Association,National Ski
Areas Association, Professional Ski

Instructors of America and the
National Ski Patrol System, Inc., so
that you may enjoy skiing more.

Hoopsters Open Tuesday

Lock Up
Your Bike

With better height, good speed

and a stronger defense, the Colo-

rado College basketball team ex-

pects to turn in a better record

during its 1971-72 season than it

did last year, when it finished with

an ll-o.

"Our prospects this year are very

bright." coach Leon "Red"

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada Plione: 471-9200

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

Oftjp lillagj? Jmt

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619

PLEASANT VALLEY

11

[SI

phone: 475-0946

STUDENTS ALWAYS $ 1.00

CALL THEATRE FOR FEATURES

TWO THEATRES UNDER ONE
TOP FILMS

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA

Busby Berkeley's "GOLD
"FOOTLIGHT and DIGGERS
PARADE" OF 1935"

This season's schedule, beginning

Tuesday, Dec. 7 and ending

Wednesday, Feb, 2.1, includes 19

games with nine teams. The Tigers

will play in the Mines-Metro

Tournament Dec. 10-11 in Golden
and the tltli annual Christmas

Holiday Tournament Dec. 29-30 in

Chicago.

Colorado College won the 10th

annual holiday tournament last

year in its new El Pomar Sports

Center. Participants each year in

the event in addition to Colorado

College arc the University of

Chicago, Grinnell College and Knox
College.

tastlack lias a 13-man squad.

including seven lettermen, lined up,

and may gain a couple of good
prospects later from this year's

I football team.

I Reluming to the varsity alter a

year's absence arc lettermen Jerry

Young and Joe Boyd, guards. Both

lettered as freshmen, with Young
placing second in scoring.

Lettermen Ken Anderson, Brent

Lanier and Paul Romano, who
started for the Tigers last year, give

the Bengals experience up front,

Jim Barnosky and Clark Nelson give

this year's team good depth.

Two transfers, six-foot guard,

Paul Gagou, from McCook Junior

College, and 6'4" forward John

Geocamis, from Harvard, are strong

candidates for starting positions.

Both have the experience and abili-

ty to become fine ball players,

Eastlack said.

Freshman Dave Long, a good

shooting left bander, is due to sec

considerable action,

Reluming lettermen arc: Ken

Anderson, 6*2", Brent Lanier, 6' I",

Jim Barnosky, 6'3", forwards; Paul

Roniane, 6'5", center, and Clark

Nelson, 5'I0", Joe Boyd, SMI",
and Jerry Young, 6'0", guards.

Freshman on the team are Dave

Long, 6'3", and Bill Silverman,

6'0". forwards, and Sieve Howard,
5' 10", and George Robb, 5*10",

guards.

No. 30th at King St.

THE EGG HOUSE

FRESH FRUIT

1216 North Nevada

; '-iuj. f. uni mathias
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CC leers Look To Win 3 and 4
CC leers lake on the Univ. of

Minnesota (Duluth) Friday and

Saturday nights at 8 p.m. in

Broadmoor World Arena trying to

boost their winning streak lo three

and, hopefully, four.

The leers startled the Minnesota

Gophers - as well as their own
followers - last weekend coming

home to win their first two events

of the 1971-72 season, after a

rocky start at Denver and Notre

Dame.

At the 1:21 mark of the first

period in Friday's opener, Steve

Sertich took a pass from Gordie

Sutherland and slapped it into the

nei putting the Tigers ahead 1-0.

Sertich broke over the blue line

drawing the Minnesota defense to

his left as he passed to the streaking

Doug Palazzari. Sertich then raced

to the goal, took a perfect pass

from Palazzari and scored.

Goalie Doug Schum had a shaky

first period as the Gophers tallied

twice, leaving the ice with a 2-1

lead. The Gophers never again hit

pay dirt.

Schum was in the groove for the

rest of the game, ending with 39

saves, 1 8 in Ihe final period.

At 11:05 in the second stanza,

Wayne Horb took a pass from

Palazzari. beating Gopher goalie

Dennis Erickson on his glove side,

tying the score. Five minutes later.

Sertich put the Tigers ahead to

stay. The game was extended out of

reach in the final period on goals by

Mike Bertsch (8:21), and Palazzari

(14:41).

With a 1-2 record in the WCHA.
the CC icers entered the second lilt

Saturday with over 2.000 fans on

hand at BWA.
CC played pressure hockey

repeatedly rushing Erickson at the

Gopher net. The strategy payed off

when Bertsch put the Tigers out in

front at the 9:57 mark in the first.

Jerry O'Connor look a pass at the

Minnesota blue line and fed Guy
Mildebrand at the left of the goal.

Hildebrand then slipped the puck

to Bertsch, who slipped it in.

Al 15:18, the Gophers' Doug

Peliier scored a short-handed goal,

knotting the count at 1-1.

Sertich (1 :35) and Palazzari

(17:28) kept the Tigers in the

match in the second period, which

ended in a 3-3 tie. Scoring two for

the Gophers was Mike Antonovich

(12:20) and (19:15).

Sertich scored first. As he raced

the lefl boards, he flipped the puck

through Minnesota defenseman

John Thoemke's legs at the blue

line, skirted the Gopher, picked up

the puck and hit with a 25-foot

wrist shot.

Palazzari gave the Tigers a

temporary 3-2 lead when he picked

up a loose puck at the Minnesota

blue line, moved to (he left, and

shot a oO-footer off Erickson's

skate.

Antonovich's second tally came

as Schum was stickless in the Tiger

cage, having lost his stick moments

earlier in a collision as he tried to

thwart a Minnesota rush.

' Two quick goals in the final

stanza pushed the Tigers to a 5-3

lead.

Palazzari scored on a 40-foot

slap shot from outside Ihe left face

off circle at 3:14, and Bertsch

tipped in Hildebrand's slap shot on

a CC power play at 6:42.

The Gophers' Mike Polich

brought his team to within one

with a goal at 13:01. But, it was

too late.

The wins were the first for new
head coach Jeff Sauer.

One bright spot for CC has been

the Palazzari-Sertich-Pye line,

which neited six goals last

weekend. Adding to the offense are

Horb-Baldrica-Allen line which

scored the tying goal Friday. Not to

be forgotten are the

Please
ECOLOCIZE

Charatan W. O. Larson's
Comoys Dunhills
Meerschaums ^Savinelli
Petersons Stanwells
Jobeys Parker
Ben Wade Sasieni

Hilson's' Fantasia

Custom Blended Tobaccos

3D ^. Ptjou Colorado Springs

471-9373

Jim Stebe

Berlsch-O'Connor-Hildebrand line

which scored three in the series,

and goalie, Schum, who had a

two-night total of 70 saves while

giving up only six scores.

During this series, the overall

team play of CC improved. The

squad appears to be hitting harder

and more often. The skating is

faster and more determined.

Over 5,000 fans turned out to

watch the two ice thrillers, and
many were still hoarse as of

Monday morning.

For a period by period summary

of the action see page 1

1

Budget Tapes

and

Records

we have longer

hair

327 N. TEJON
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FRIDAY
FIRST PERIOD

rORING:-l. CC, Sertich

Ljri, Sutherland), 1:21.2.

Antonovich (Blais,

u^e). 3:16. 3. M, Anderson

-j shelstad), 17:34.

jfjALTIES: None.

WES: Erickson (Minn.) 10;

|(CC)H
SECOND PERIOD

c0RING: 4. CC, Horb

.jjari, AUen), 11:04 S. CC,

H (Baldrica, Sutherland),

ENALTIES: 1. M, Peltier,

ference, 9:16 2. CC,

gari, elbowing, 12:28.

AVES: Erickson (Minn) 8;

(CC) 10

THIRD PERIOD
SCORING: 6. CC, Bertsch

(Hildebrand, Palazzari), 8:21 7.

CC, Palazzari (Pye. Mallinger),

14:41.

PENALTIES: 3. CC,
Palazzari, highsticking, 2:34. 4.

M, Butters, highsticking, 5:58. 5.

CC, Hildebrand, holding, 12:07.

SAVES: Erickson (Minn.) 8;

Schum(CC) 18.

SAVES FOR CAME:
Erickson (Minn.) 10-8-8:26;

Schum(CC) 11-10-18:39.

SCORING BY PERIODS:
CC 12 2 5

Minn. 2 2

Cash for Used Books

Dec. 16 only

CC. Bookstore

:of 10%

purchased before December

WORLD
CUP
\hockey

THE BROADMOOR WORLD ARENA
634-77! 1

SKATES: CCM and Bauer
Reg. $19.95 - $39.95 but. .

Special discounts to CC
students.

i]<t N. Tejon 636-3348

"tryihing for Evwy Sport"

Minnesota Goalie Tries to Stop a CC

Hunters
Do your thing . . . with POWER to spare!

Honda 400

- PORTABLE GENERATOR
^m Power to go places where there is no power.

1

Easy to carry 40 lbs. Runs 5 hours on 2 qts. of

gas. You can charge your car battery on its 12

volt, D.C. circuit. To top it all off, it's super

Si®

3609 EAST HIWAY ?* 596-5640

Score
SATURDAY

FIRST PERIOD
SCORING - I. CC, Bertsch

(Hildebrand, O'Conner) 9:57. 2.

M, Peltier (Thoemke) I5:I8.

PENALTIES - M, Erickson

(interference) 3:12. CC,
Palazzari (slashing) 4:22. CC,

Stebe (elbowing) 11:10. CC,
Allen (highsticking) 14:18. M,

Antonovich (highsticking)
14:18, M. Butters (elbowing)

14:32.

SAVES - Erickson. M. 7.

Schum,CC,7.
SECOND PERIOD

SCORING - 3. CC. Sertich

(Hendrickson) 1:35. 4. M,

Antonovich (Blais) 12:20.5. CC,

Palazzari (Sertich, Winograd)

17:28. 6. M. Antonovich
(Thoemke) 19:15.

PENALTIES M, Thoemke

(elbowing) 9:22.

SAVES - Erickson. M. 8.

Sebum, CC. 10.

THIRD PERIOD
SCORING - 7. CC. Palazzari

(Sertich, Pye) 3:14. 8. CC,

Bertsch (Hildebrand, Winograd)

6:42. 9. M, Polich, (Anderson,

Carlson) 13:01.

SAVES Erickson, M, 8.

Schum.CC, 18.

SAVES - Erickson, M, 24.

Sebum, CC, 31.

SCORE BY PERIODS:
Minnesota 12 14
Colorado College 12 2 5

CUSTOM
TERMPAPERS

All we sell

is time, a

precious

commodity

493-4397

in Ft. Collins

IMH^,
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COLORADO SPRINGS FINE ARTS CENTER
LEAVES FROM SATAN'S

BOOK, the 1918-1921 silent

Scandinavian film directed by

Carl-Theodor Dreyer.will be shown

Tuesday at the Fine Arts Center as

part of the current series of world

classics produced in the period

1910-1930. Time: 3 and 8:30 p.m.

Modeled in part on
"Intolerance," this film tells the

CATALYST OPENINGS
Cutler Board Chairman, Ed

Winograd, announced today that

the following positions on the Cata-

lyst staff will be vacant second

semester.

Business Manager - pav approx.

S250
Circulation Manager - pay

approx. S75

Office Manager - pay approx.

S75

All those interested in applying

for these positions should contact

Ed Winograd at 475-0159.

story of religious and political

persecution in three ages: the

Spanish Inquisition, (he French

Revolution, and the Russo-Finnish

War of 1918. Here, however, the

stories are told consecutively rather

than concurrently as in D. W.
Griffith's American film.

The film's photography forecasts

the distinctive functionalism and
beautiful composition of the same
director's camera work in "The
Passion of Joan of Arc" and "Day
of Wrath." It shows also Dreyer's

long preoccupation with the darker

side of life, his fascination with

cruelty and death, and his

anguished compassion.

Outdoor Recreation Committee

of Leisure-Time is sponsoring a ski

week in Aspen Jan. 2-9. This is the

third week of Christmas Vacation.

The cost is $92.50 for one week's

lodging plus a one-week lift ticket.

J€UJ€LRY
I13EAST .;i

PIKES PEAK -M
AVI. .Es

Authorized Jeweler

Wedding Rings

and

REGISTERED

t> I y\ M O rvl D RINGS
"Under the Marque of the Peak Theatre"

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will

be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

In.,

tovif TO PLAN
new 20 pg. boo

YOUR
let. "Pla

pg. Brid

ENGAGEMENT

i'Bool. g

U

i(Io
,

tiVr
9
alM

1
ANO WEDDING 1

fit and Wedding" plus 1

>t o»l» 2if . F-71

ND RIN GS, BOX 90. SYRACUSE N.Y. 13201 1

The only additional cost is for

meals. A minimum of 25 persons is

necessary in order for the program

to carry on as planned. A $25
deposit must be made on or before

Dec. 9. For more information, con-

tact David Sondheimer, Ext. 375.

"SOME ODYSSEYS"
The Classics Department at

Colorado College has announced a

series of lectures titled "Some
Odysseys" which will be open to

the community at no charge. Owen
Cramer, assistant professor of

classics, will give the talks which he
describes as "informal and
unscholarly tea-time lectures." All

of them will be at 4 p.m. in Room
259 of Armstrong Hall. The dates

and titles of the lectures are as

follows:

Thursday, Dec. 2: Greek Music,

Greek Dance and Greek Epic: A
Causerie starting with Odysseus

among the Phaeacians.

Tuesday, Dec. 7: Epic into

Ly ri c : Archilochus invents the

personality.

Tuesday, Dec. 14: Ezra Pound's
ancient music.

Thursday, Dec. 16: George
Seferis and the burden of Ancient
Greece.

CABARET TRYOUTS

Initial tryouts for the February
TW production of Cabaret will be
held on Monday, December 6 at

7:00 P.M. and on Tuesday,
December 7 at 3:30 P.M. and at

7:00 P.M. All those interested in

participating as a singer, dancer, or

actor should prepare a song from
any Broadway musical to be pre-

sented at one of these times. This
song may be either a solo or duet,

but no more than two people may
sing at any one time. Tryouts will

be conducted in Theatre 32, unless

otherwise posted. Sign-up sheets

may be found on the bulletin board
outside Theatre 32.

RASTALL CENTER
NOW HAS SKIS

The L.T.P. has purchased 10
pairs of cross-country skis for

students to use on a rental basis.

They can be had for 50 cents a day
and reservations can be made for

them at Rastall Desk 1 week ahead.

A manual for waxing can be
obtained for the asking when the

skis are rented.

Questions?

Sandy Jones - Peter Barker:

6354581
Rastall Desk - 324

All German-speaking stud-

interested in living in the Max if.

House next semester are urge<j

get in touch with any membe,
the German Department as

Services Sunday at 1 1 a.m.

be led by students Nancy
Gill

Criswell Davis. The themes
"Celebration" and "Communii

Please Vote

Miller Music Co.

Record & Tape
Center

14 South Tejon 633-3866

Refrigerators

* ideal for college students

* compact — 2 cubic feet

* only $69.00 - Dec. Special

Parkhill Meats

2714 E. Platte Place

phone 473-2893

l4o-fJULfioK>
Camping
Mountaineering

Ski Touring

TOURING SKIS - BOOTS
POLES - WAXES - BOOKS
PACKS - MAPS - RENTALS

Sale

Ski Parkas $54.95
(Down filled)

Ski Mittens $12.95
(Down filled)

Ski Warm-ups $19.95

THE STORE
cF̂OR »

WORTHWHILE MANY
CHRISTMAS IDEAS
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There May Be A Civic Center Afteral
by Rich Barrera

The Dec. 7 bond issue was

soundly defeated but the civic

center may be built anyway.

The city bond issue, which along

with the sales tax would have"

financed the proposed new civic

center lost by a final tally of 9,352

to 5,605. The combined votes

totaled approximately 40 percent

of the registered voters of Colorado

Springs.

In spite of very strong campaigns

in support of the civic center by

Concerned Citizens for a Civic

Center and Urban Renewal
(CONCUR), the Colorado Springs

Urban Renewal Effort (CURE), and

the Colorado Springs Sun
newspaper, many veteran voters

plus an amazing number of new and

young voters showed up at the polls

to turn down the general obligation

bonds that would partially finance

the T h e a t re -Pavilion-Convention

Center complex that was to be

located in the downtown core area.

In addition to the support by

CONCUR and CURE for the civic

center, the Colorado Springs city

council was represented by the

optimism of Mayor I. Eugene

McCleary 's prediction that the "go"

bonds would be passed by the

citizens.

Speculation that the civic center

would be built regardless of a

negative vote started when Mayor
McCleary, in an interview with the

Gazette Telegraph newspaper, said

that if the city council still feels

thai the civic center is the top

priority then the one cent hike in

the city sales tax would be

committed to the civic center

project.

Mayor McCleary televised a

personal plea for the passage of the

bond issue on Monday, Dec. 6, the

day before the election. McCleary

said the voters should "consider

seriously the importance of this

election and its future impact upon
Colorado Springs." The telecast

over the three local stations

apparently had no effect in view of

the election results.

After the no go was delivered at

the polls the Mayor said "it's hard

for me to understand how people

can vote against something that is

good for their community."

Sales Tax

Now that the defeat of the bond

issue is something of the past,

Mayor McCleary and the city

council will turn their attention to

the increase in the city sales tax.

Even though many citizens have

contended that the defeat of the

bond issue would mean the defeat

of the sales tax also, the general

feelings of the city council is that

the tax hike is an issue distinct

from the bond issue, and that the

sales tax is needed for capital

improvements other than the civic

center.

Councilman Dick Dodge is th,

only one that has indicaied ser

reservations towards the sales
ta*

increase in light of the margin
of

negative votes over yea votes in i^
bond election.

One thing that is now certain

however, is that the defeat of \C

civic center bond issue will delay

any eventual building of a civic

center in Colorado Springs.

Trips Home Getting Expensive;

SEAA Already Has Used $1,000

DRAFT DEFERMENTS

Yoang men who wish to drop

draft deferments in favor of 1-A

classifications may still do so. local

boards will continue to grant these

requests even though the young

men continue to meet the con-

ditions for which the deferments

were granted. Six categories are

included: J -S, high school students;

;
2-A, occupational deferments or

vocational/technical students; 2-C,

agricultural deferments; 2-D,

divinity students; 2-S, under-

Vietnam
Is Topic

For Column
This is the first article of a series

in the Catalyst concerning news
related to US involvement in

Southeast Asia. The articles will be
written by the editors of the

resource center being developed by
the Colorado College Peace
Coalition, which was recently

formed as an educational
organization to increase discussion

and involvement with relating to

the United States and Southeast
Asia.

General subject areas will

include actual events in the war, the

protests at home, the upcoming
election, draft news, book reviews,

and discussion of basic issues. The
articles will appear beginning next
semester.

One of the initial CCPC ideas

was a resource center furnishing

information in the form of
specialized publication open to

students like a library. This concept
changed over time as it was decided
that a column in the Catalyst would
reach more persons.

The resource center would be
primarily be for a group of editors

who will review the information in

the CCPC subscriptions, and
determine items of most interest

and merit. Information will usually

be that not carried on the general

news media, or not widely known.
The resource center will be open to

all students at announced times.

Questions: contact Andy Wilson,
Dave Sherman, Clyde Smith, Kevin
Collins.

graduate college students; and 3-A,

hardship deferments.

This policy was instituted in late

1970 and was of particular interest

to young men with random se-

quence (lottery) numbers above the

highest RSN called Tor induction.

By dropping their deferments at the

end of the year, they became part

of that year's prime selection

group. On January 1, they were

placed in a second priority position.

Because of this, they are not sub-

ject to induction until the man-

power supply in the first priority

selection group is exhausted; a

development likely only if a major

national emergency occurs.

The policy was reaffirmed in a

Local Board Memorandum sent this

week by Draft Director Curtis W,

Tarr to all 4,000 local draft boards.

Registrants who desire to take ad-

vantage of the policy in 1971 must

have been born in 1951 or earlier,

have RSNs of 126 or above, and

not be a member of the extended

priority selection group. Moreover,

they must submit their request in

writing.

HUEBERTSLOSE
ADOPTION CASE;
WILL FIGHT.

Tuesday morning, Dr. Huebert,

chemisty professor at CC, was
informed by the Cook County
District Court, in Illinois, that he

and his wife, had lost their battle to

retain legal custody of their

adopted two-year-old daughter,

Amy. The decision was to be

handed down last Friday, but Judge

M cG i I licuddy decided that the

court would need more time, hence

the delay. Dr. Huebert informed

the Catalyst that "An additional

battle will be fought with the

Illinois courts and it will be a very

costly battle, indeed. In order for

the courts to take Amy they will

have to get a Writ of Habeus

Corpus. We will be fighting that."

Dr. Huebert is now in contact

with the media. Several of the

students have offered to act as

i n termediaries for contributions,

one in particular. Rich Buscho, Ex
355 has offered to act as a contact

for people who wish to give

contributions to the Hueberts.

Minority students would prefer

to ride with other minority

students, and that is also a limiting

factor to the ride situation. So, the

SEAA finds itself with hundreds of

dollars of requests for travel money
and a pittance of $2,000 for their

armual budget.

Some would think that perhaps

Christmas vacations do not

constitute an emergency. More

people are likely to think that way
after Christmas when they find

there is little m0ney left in the

SEAA fund for medical or family

emergencies. But what happens to _

the student who is sitting on the

front steps of Mathias on December

18 with no way home?
The SEAA Board who researches

the validity of all requests is

composed of one 'black, one

Chicano and one white student.

Only students on financial aid may
apply to the board Tor funds,

Margaret Shaw, acting- president

of the board in the absence of

Bertha Trujillo remarks that the

emergency aid fund should be a

fund to aid students In their trips

home, "Students do need aid in

going home; this includes foreign

students, they're part of the

student body. Most of the

applications are for Christmas. It's

not the idea of us trying to fund

students' trips home for

Christmas."

This year the SEAA has funded

five students for their trips home.

Even though the Association

maintains a policy of paying only

one half the student's fare, the

SEAA has already given out its

entire budget, for the first semester,

or $ 1 ,000.

. Students were given money on a

first come firsi serve basis although

some of the $ 1 ,000.00 was used to

help pay doctors fees, not covered,

by the school insurance, a pair of

lost glasses, and a plane fare home
for one foreign student.

The problem is simply one of

bare economics with a few rumors

tossed in that give it racial

overtones. Students on scholarship

are given $3,400' of the $3,900 the'

administration feels it costs a

student to be at Colorado College

for one year. The remaining $500 is

to be made up by the student or by
his parents.

This remaining S500.00 must

include transportation, I

clothing, fees, supplies, personal

needs, insurance, and any medical

needs that school insurance doe;

not cover. Perhaps scholarship

students could get jobs on campus
but these are usually handed out on

a first come first serve basis too and

the Plan does not permit much
room for outside jobs.

It's that time of year and tht

kind of block where the

overwhelming feeling is "I just warn

to go home" and for those who

find it financially difficult to go

home anytime, Christmas vacations

can create real emergencies.

^The Student Emergency Aid

Associa<ion, unfortunately, has

found itself in the position of

financier for those students on aid

who cannot find a ride home.
Of course, even catching rides

can amount to some expense. There

is always gas and food expenses lo

be shared not to mention possible

car repairs or a night in a motel due

to bad weather. And then you can

always hitch-hike, but bad weather,

luggage and the law are often

detrimental to this mode of travel.

CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER IS CHANGED LITTLE

by Beth Can
The campus health picture seems

to have changed little in recent

years, which is good or bad de-

pending on your experience with

college health care. There is in the

air, however, a sense of dissatisfac-

tion with the present care. Those
concerned with changing it, in at

least one aspect, have circulated a

questionnaire which, if returned in

great enough numbers, will indicate

the need or lack of it for gyne-

cological services within the health

program. Some would say that the

number of abortions among stu-

dents is adequate enough indication

of the need. Certainly there is some
education to be done on the subject

of birth control methods.

Ayuda is a student organization

which hopes to meet the needs of

students with questions about birth

control, venereal disease, basic

anatomy and the more immediate

needs of abortion referral and preg-

nancy testing. The knowledge of

the people involved is focused on
accuracy, immediacy and privacy.

Their office in room 122 of Mathias

(behind the desk) is open with at

least one staff member present

from 3-5 p.m. Monday through

Friday, 7-9 p.m. Monday through

Thursday and 1-3 p.m. on Tuesday
and Wednesday. They also have an

outside phone line, 471-2212,

which should begin service this

week. Anyone with a question or

who simply wants to rap or read

about services available is welcome
to stop by.

Ayuda will be working closely

with a newly formed service in the

community - the Pikes Peak
Center for Human Ecology. At pre-

sent the center is quartered in the

basement of All Souls, Unitarian

Church, one block south of the

college on Tejon. The center's

emphasis will be placed on coun-

seling in the areas of abortion,

adoption, sterilization, VD and
pregnancy testing. The details of

op t i ons available to a woman
undergoing a problem pregnancy

will be outlined in a confidential

interview and her chosen solution

carried out quickly and in co-

operation with competent, under-

standing professionals.

While working to liberalize Colo-

rado abortion law, encouraging that

the decision be made by the woman
.with the advice of her physician,

the center can refer a woman out-

of-state, in a week's time at most,

for a safe and relatively inexpensive

abortion. The hope of such opera-

tions will exist in the city itself, and
in all communities, to provide safe,

convenient and reasonably priced

abortions for all.

Rev. Orloff Miller is the present

director of the center, devoting

approximately the third of his time

to it. He has been active in abortion

counseling for the last four years,

well as in the Clergy Consultation

Service on Abortion, a national

referral organization. Included on

the Steering committee of the

center are physicians including an

obstetrician-gynecologist and 3

urologist, nurses, school counselors

marriage counselors, clergy,

attorneys, members of lh f

psychiatric profession and faculty

and students from CC.

. The center has working relation'

ships with Ayuda, Zero Populate

Growth, Pikes Peak Family Coun-

seling and Mental Health, the

Paso Medical Society and Planned

Parenthood.

The center hopes to serve all of

southeastern Colorado and is

member of the Rocky Mountain

Birth Control Institute, a statewi*

organization. Long term goals

the center include an eventual foc^

on human sexuality throup1

seminars and the like. ThoS

interested in helping the center w

availing themselves of the servio5

offered should make a note of ^
phone number, 632-7743, or ci

on Ayuda for more information
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See You In January
In three days, two in some instances, CC students will be homeward

bound. Hopefully, all will have safe journeys. See you bright and early,

ready to battle the second semester on Monday, Jan. 10, 1972.

The Catalyst wishes each and every student, faculty member and their

families a merry Christmas and a healthy, prosperous New Year!

Congratulations
On Tuesday, Dec. 7, the voters killed the bond issue which would have

given Colorado Springs an opportunity to build a civic center.

Congratulations to those of you who braved the bitter cold and snow to

vote.

We just hope the death knell hasn't been sounded for The Springs. .

.
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Safety Valve
Wanted Clearer Huebert Story

Wrong Numbers
Vandalism has repeatedly struck the CC campus this first semester.

Bikes, skis, sound equipment and telephones. All of these have found their

way into the possession of a new master.

That last item, telephones, is one of the essentials of life. Many students

suffered due to the irresponsible actions of a thief or two.

We hope the culprits are apprehended, and prosecuted.

For anyone who picked up the

December 1 Catalyst, volume 3

number 11, the story concerning

Professor and Mrs. Huebert and

their adopted daughter Amy must

have not gone unnoticed. The
entire front page is devoted to the

story under the title "Hueberts

Await Friday Decision On Amy."
On page three under the title "A
Dark Cloud" the story is continued

and all of pages six and seven,

except for advertisements, are

devoted to the story. The Catalyst

devotes more picture space to the

story than any other issue or report

by a good deal.

I found the story interesting in

so far that it was informative; the

situation provoked my interest in

that such a situation could occur

and be of such a see-saw nature. I

wish more had been reported about

past decisions of this nature; the

case of "Baby Lenore" in Florida

was mentioned but only to the

extent that this was a case where

the adopting parents didn't lose the

child. I also wish the story had
more political reporting in a clearer

manner, rather than resorting to a

story in which so much first hand
anguish and emotional content is

given the upper hand. The story

had the makings of an informative

and politically relevant situation for

people to ponder over with the

added attraction of it occuring so

"close to home."

OnT.W.
Editor, the Catalyst:

Mike Allured's narrow
conception of What Student

Experimental Theatre Should Be

(Catalyst, 1 Dec.) struck, in

rapid succession, amusement,

amazement, disgust and finally

the proverbial terror into my
heart.

"Let's keep TW a 'Theater

Workshop,'" he paternally

concluded his brief epistle. In

order to accomplish this

admittedly important aim, TW
must bar the "grandiose musical

that belongs on an ornate stage

with a big orchestra," and make

the slated production of Cabaret

last venture into music

theatre.

I shall not argue with

As it is, the story is so loaded

with emotive language and appeals

for sympathy that it best belongs in

True Confessions or a Wednesday
afternoon T.V. soap opera. The
pictures with their trite captions

must be the worst part. A friend of

mine would not read the story,

after having looked at (he pictures,

presupposing what kind of article it

would be. The article as a whole
must be considered as an attempt
to produce "more heat than light",

that is it is not so much concerned
with asking for solution aS with

appealing to emotion. Example:
"How can somehow give up their

daughter," he (Professor Huebert)
asked, with tears in his eyes. "We
are all she has ever known. We love

her so. We won't give her up!"
Now, it should be asked, what
purpose can this have? It conveys
the fact that Professor Heubert
wants very much to keep his

adopted daughter. But being of

such an extreme nature it will color

the case in such a way as to distract

from a close scrutiny, or perhaps

from any scrutiny at all, (If, indeed,

scrutiny is not intended the article

is ultimately reducable to a story

for which we can all have a good is

not intended, the article is

ultimately reduceable to a slory for

which we can all have a good cry
about.) If such tactics are used in

good faith, perhaps Mrs. Marshall,

the natural mother,

One more point regarding the

article is a factual one. The Catalyst

writes, "He (Professor Heubert)
emphatically stated they will not
give up their daughter." If (he

ability for the Hueberts to keep
possession of their adopted
daughter is in jeopardy, do (hey

plan to attempt some son of

political exile or even something

more ambitious?

The article, such as it is, should

provoke a fair amount of
resentment from students who lake

The Catalyst seriously. If the paper

is truly writing for Us constituents

il will write in such a style that it

thinks appropriate in the interest of

(he readers. If it writes articles that

call for such gut emotional appeal

and little scrutiny as the one noted

a type of resentment should follow.

MORE EDITORIALS ON PAGE EIGHT!!!!

Allured's mislabelling of
Cabaret, nor point out that a

musical does not necessarily

entail an elaborate setting and

50- piece orchestra. I only

suggest that (a) he read the play,

(b) recall that director Al Lyons
plans to stage Cabaret in

much-maligned theatre 32,

hardly the epitome of the ornate

stage.

He was quite correct in saying

TW is "for students to

experiment with theater." I fail

to comprehend, however, his

apparent contention that the

musical does not constitute true

"theatre." Surely he considers

music a valid ingredient of the

stage. If not, he has just cut

Euripides, Shakespeare, and

Brecht from the list of playable

playwrights, for they all used

music in their drama. Surely he

cannot consider music as having

no experimental role in theatre.

If so, he has disregarded such

productions as Tommy, Hair,

and MaratjSadt\ which are all

musical, theatrical, and to some
degree, experimental. If true

"theatre" is only to be

nonmusical, whal do we have

left to fit the definition?

Chekhov la n dinner parties?

Shavian parlor conversations? If

TW can explore only Allured's

advertised brand of theatre, it is

left with a considerably

narrowed range of possibilities.

Hardly the soul of
experimentation.

If anything, the musical, with

the added elements of dance and

music, offers more chances for

the student to experiment on

wider dramatic terms. If Allured

truly desires TW to experiment

with drama - all types of

theatre he only contradicts his

hopes by omitting the musical

from the TW repertoire.

Maria Novelly
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Closure Of Cascade Ave. Heads Survey Returns
Editor, the

Closure of Cascade Ave. was

the front runner in the surveys

returned to the Campus Design

Student Survey committee,

according to results filed by Ann
Boisclair. Bill MiJliken and Roger

Oram.

A total of approximately 400

surveys were returned to the

Campus Design Student Survey

Subcommittee. Of these, 325

were tabulated. Of the 75 that

were not tabulated, 30 were

improperly completed the

remaining 45 were received only

after the tabulation had taken

place.

The completed surveys were

fed into the computer. The

horizontal lines reflect the

proposals as recorded on the

Campus Design Priority List.

Their sequence should not be

confused with that of the Final

Assigned Priorities.

The vertical columns
represent the priorities (one

through ten) that students could

assign to various proposals. For

instance, die first proposal under

the 2nd priority shows that 33

students feel that the closure of

Cascade is the 2nd greatest

priority on campus. The figure

in parentheses indicates that the

33 students represent 10% of

those responding.

A total of all the responses

and division by the number of

surveys tabulated renders the

following results in terms of

overall priorities:

1st priority - Closure of

Cascade Avenue
2nd priority - Attention to

people/bicycles while moving
the automobile to the periphery

3rd priority - Landscaping

Cutler Circle

4th priority - Closure of

Wood Avenue/Uintah
intersection

5th priority - New emphasis

on Rastall Center as student

union

6th priority - Attention to

craft areas

7th priority - need for an

additional small theatre

8th priority - Renovation of

the Hub al9,

9th priority - Doorway and
terrace at Cossitt Gym

9th priority - Doorway and
terrance at Cossitt Gym

10 priority - Snack bar in

Tutt Library

General Remarks

It appears that many students

approached the Campus Design
Priority List with an attempt to

derive some kind of balance
bdtween what is possible and

Students who have not received

their November Veterans
Administration Educational check

before leaving for Christmas

vacation should provide their Post

Office with a temporary forwarding

address so that checks may be

forwarded.

SALES— REPAIRS

RENTALS

105 NORTH TEJON ST.

634-0102

what is feasible on the Colorado

College campus. Specifically,

many students seemed to shy

away from projects that would

require large sums of money and

thus be accomplished at the

expense of a number of smaller

but equally important projects.

Many students look forward

to the closure of Cascade

Avenue, but they also feel

that this may be an

unrealistic goal. Accordingly,

many of them assigned their

'

1st priority elsewhere. If
everyone who favored this

step had indicated it on the

priority list, the Cascade

proposal would have scored

substantially higher than it

did.

Many of the same sentiments

came to bear as students

evaluated the Cutler Circle

proposal. Some form of

landscaping there would be a

good deal more aesthetically

pleasing, but why not apply the

available funds to constructive

efforts than destructive efforts

they ask. This proposal too,

could have ranked higher than it

did.

At the time the Tutt Library

snack bar idea was entered in the

survey, it was envisioned as a

vending machine-type facility.

The nature of the comments on

returning surveys confirms the

suspicion that this proposal was

not clealy written. Most students

envisioned something closer to a

cafeteria being proposed for the

library.

Cossitt Gym

The Cossitt Gym proposal

would have been received in a

more favorable light had it been
presented more clearly in the

survey. The Subcommittee feels

that this is the type of project

students can enthusiastically

support, judging from the tone

of their other remarks. It was,

however, difficult to convey the

potential merit of the project in

the necessarily limited space on

the Priority List.

The response to the Campus
Design Priority List was
reasonably strong in view of the

relative complexity of the

material it p resented. Any
survey on this campus that

brings even 350 responses has

done well, not to mention a

difficult one that returns 400.

Because of the distribution of

the Priority List by Central

Services to all on-campus

students, and the difficulty in

reaching those off-campus, this

survey does not represent a

cross-section of Colorado
College students. It is almost

certainly weighed towards

freshmen with only minimal

response from seniors.

Winter Concert
The Winter Concert by the

Colorado College Choir, an annual

holiday tradition in this region, was
held last Friday in Shove Chapel,

1000 N.Nevada.

The 1 10 voice choir was
accompanied by the Colorado

College-Community Orchestra. Also

participating in one of the works
was the 30 voice Boys' Choir from
the First United Methodist Church,

conducted by Charles Margason.

Donald P. Jenkins, associate

professor of music, is the conductor
of the Colorado College Choir.

The concert program included

works from the 17th through the

20th centuries. The earliest work,
"Miserere" written by Jean-Baptiste

Lully in 1664, opened the concert
followed by the "Te Deum," an
impressive and exuberant work by
Josef Haydn.

"Nanie" by Brahsm, a graceful

and nostalgic piece, opened the

second half of the concert. The
Boys' Choir was featured in the

final work, "Psalm 150" by Alberto

Ginastera. Ginastera is a

contemporary Argentine composer
and his "Psalm 150" is written

especially for a boys' choir, chorus
and large orchestra and is a richly

tex tu red , dramatic and lyrical

composition.

Visit .

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

^y 7cu/£n 7?ia<M£

BEST WISHES FOR
THE HOLIDAYS

210 E. Cache La Poudre 636-3871

Custom Cleaners
11714 E. Cache La Poudre/COLORADO SPRINGS. COLORADO 80902/633-7883

CUSTOM DRY CLEANING
and

SHIRT LAUNDRY

"The Cyclery": Good
Shop For Honest Repairs

By Gary Pasternak

A good bike shop has come to

the Springs. Bringing down the cost

of cycling, remaining honest and

fair, and still staying alive as a

business are the aims of "The

Colorado Springs Cyclery," located

at 13 E.Bijou.

The people are patient,

knowledgable, and nice. Dave

Granger, who runs the shop and

does most repair work will discuss

anything with anyone from filling

tires to proper wheel truing.

"The Cyclery" is not only a

good place to ask questions and get

honest, understandable answers but

it's a good shop for repair work.

Their prices are as low or lower

than other shops. The business is

new and stock is low on some parts

so a few prices can't be as low as

bigger shops. As business picks up,

stock will increase and prices will

go down.

The shop will soon have one of

the finest machines available for

truing wheels. A large stock of rims

and spokes is on the way and they

will be equipped to handle all wheel

repairs. If your wheels wabble or go

'blip-blip* when braking then you
may need them trued. Wheels on

new bikes are hardly ever true

because of shipping so ask the store

where the bike was bought if they

trued the wheels.

There are many repairs that

people can do themselves. With the

proper tools the bike doesn't need

to go to the shop every time

something goes wrong with it. Dave

recommends "anybody's bike

book." A possibility for the future

is classes on bike mechanics at the

Free University.

The stock of new bicycles is low
— a few Gitanes, Sprinters, and

Oxfords. A shipment of Italian

bikes in the $120-$300 price range

is expected by the end of January.

Dave believes them superior to

French bikes in that range.

If it's bikes on your mind then

drop in and check out the

"Cyclery." In these disheveled

times a little honesty is always

appreciated.

Lock Up
Your Bike

Cascade Pharmacy
Prescriptions, Rentals on Crutche

I North Cascade Avenue

and Wheelchairs

Telephone 632-2614

COLORADO SPRINGS'

TRULY FINE RESTAURANT

©tjr Htliag? Jtm

217 East Pikes Peak Avenue

For Reservations— CALL 633-8619

''Spectacles >

Are Our Specialty

PORTER OPTICAL

716K N. Tejon - 475-0551 (in the rear)
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Infamous 444th UMKR Hockey Club Lost To "Nut Squad", 6-0
By Hat Trick Hollihane

On Sunday, December 5, the

Famed 444th UMKR Hockey Club

skated its first "B" League game
sustaining a 6-0 loss at the hands of

the "Nut Squad," a militant, radical

right-wing - left wing Hockey
Organization. During the Post

Came Wrap-up at "The Hub,"

coach Mark Mathewson, of the

444th lamented over his loss.

"1 don't feel the game was a

total loss as we learned quite a bit

about our personnel, and about

areas needing improvement,"
confided the head mentor. "We
actually did come out on the short

end of the stick, but we weren't as

badly pucked around as we had

expected to be. We need to develop

an offense, and 1 suspect a defense

would be of some help, also."

"We have a fine goalie in Jerry

'Aswan' Wyncoup, who allowed

only 6 goals and 150 saves. I would
approximate that 150 saves as I lost

count at 95 seconds into the first

period when I had recorded 31

shots on Wyncoup. Our offense

never got into high gear at all

during the game; we did manage to

fire two fine shots, one of which

was accidental, at the opposing

goalie.

"Techniques we need to work

on, I feel, include backward skating

for the defensemen, and some
stable forward movement — with

the ability to turn and stop - by
the offense."

HIGH STANDARDS

When -asked about recruitment

methods, Mathewson candidly

replied", "As you know most of our

players were drafted during the '67

and '68 seasons. We also have a few
tree agents, but our standards

remain quite high; our motto is *we

want to join you if you are good
enough to get in'."

"We are a young, inexperienced

team, and most of my boys have

never really skated before, and a

few had never handled a hockey
stick before tonight's game. I'm

proud of my troops — they are a

fine ice unit - and such men as

Owen 'Ice Kracker' Kendrick, Jay

'Frost Fanney
1

Maloney, Phil 'Fast

Blades' Brady, George 'Pistaccio'

Hamamoto, Kip 'No Miss' Norcross,

J.D. 'Dexterity' Neal and Paul 'The

Stick(?)' Liggitt, are hard to find,"

boasted the bearded coach. "We'll

get our share of victories this

season."

With those forceful words coach

Mark 'The Hun' Mathewson closed

out the interview. These last words

conjure up a variety of complex

questions. Will the 444th
cheerleaders maintain their

voluptuous volume? Will the

defense learn how to ice the puck?
Will the offense ever leave the

defensive zone? Will Liggitt ever

learn to skate? Will Owen
Kendrick? And what of Jay

Maloney? Finally, will Honnen
rink?

Due to the unfortunate and
unexpected loss inflicted upon
coach Mathewson's fighting unit,

both C. Hector Berritt,
commanding, and the Hun will

address the local Red Light Club
this Monday evening.

ONE BLOCK FROM S'.OCUM

PATTERSON "66" SERVICE
6:00 A.M.— 10:00 P.M.

601 North Nevada Telephone 632-0444

Welcome
CC

Students

17 East Kiowa Evelyn & Miles McBumey Phone 635-5505

HEUBERGER VW, INC.

for all your needs in

SALES SERVICE PARTS

MOTOR CITY, Colo. Springs 475-1920

Winant Volunteers
Photo by Ed Leek

The Winant Volunteers are

Americans over the age of eighteen

who spend the summer in Britain at

their own expense.

Named in. honor of John G.

Winant (former Ambassador to

Britain), groups have been crossing

the Atlantic every summer since

1948. It all started when the Rev.

P . B . Clayton visited America

seeking volunteers to come to

London and help relieve the severe

shortage of social workers in the

immediate post-war period. The

program has grown steadily -

London. Liverpool. Manchester,

Bristol, Sheffield, Newcastle and

Glasgow have all welcomed
Winants. By 1969 more than 1,100

volunteers had served in Britain,

1959 saw the beginning of the

Clayton Volunteers, British

counterparts of the Winants, who
spend the summer in American

cities.

In some placements, the work is

largely structured, as in a

settlement house. In others,

Winants are more on their own and

encouraged to create imaginative

new programs. They work, meet

people, share with teenagers, young

children, old people - on
playgrounds, in clubs, day camps,

settlement houses, neighborhood

associations. Agencies recognize

that volunteers need to relax and

have time to sight see. At the same

YOU CAN HAVE
CLEAN CLOTHES

and

CLEAN WATER

471-1280
CALL 685-1107

471-9906

time, Winants recognize a desire to

give themselves fully to the people

they come to serve.

Winants live near their work. Ir

private homes, in hostels, or in

settlement houses. With families or

with young people from Britain and
elsewhere. Volunteers do not

expect luxury. Food and
accommodation are adequate, if

simple. Sharing ideas and getting to

know the country through living

there are key parts of the summer,

The volunteers travel together

on a regularly scheduled airline, at

specially reduced group rates. The
Winants usually leave New York

during the third week in June and

return during the first week in

September.

At the end of the summer,

Winants have two and a half weeks

free to travel anywhere. The cost,

including air fare, food and

accommodation, and the "tourist"

weeks at the end, averages about

S600-S700. Financial aid, to the

extent of air fare. Is available from

the New York office.

Applicants are urged to

investigate other sources of

financial aid which may be open to

them.

The deadline for applications is

March 1. For further information

and application forms, call: Sally

Campbell, 312 K Columbia, 80907,

632-9796.

Budget Tapes

and

Records

we have longer

hair

327 N. TEJON

THE CAT ALYSI „ , L-d hi

weekly from the Hrsl w ck in

Sep (en Bur to the second 1 eeh in

May e lion*. Pu hlished

by Cutler Publication!!, In ., Box

2258 Colorado Springs, Colo.
80901 . Phono <- 03) 173-7830.
urrke hours IS p.m. Monday-

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS -GRAPHICS
PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206'/. N. Tejon

633-6903
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Renaissance

SAMMY WILLIAMS IN SHOVE

By Stan Case

In the present period, when the

percentage of Americans who are

members of church institutions is

on a non-precedented ebb, when

college chapel attendance is

nonmandatory. and when "young

people" seem so wrapped up in

individual cocoons (ones of inner

search, or apathy?) - in this period,

it isn't hard to understand why

Sammy K. Williams, minister of

Shove Chapel, is confused.

Faced with a handful or so of

CC students at 11:00 a.m. every

Sunday, Sammy has been spurred

to look more closely at his job and

goals. "I'm uncertain of the role of

chaplain, of the minister of Shove

Chapel here at CC," he admits.

"I'm not sure if the chaplain is to

be mainly just here in case some

needs of the students aren't being

met by churches in the community,

if he should attempt to get some

program, so that he can say the

chapel really has a going program."

"'I lend now to think that what 1

should do next semester is find out

what interests or needs are not

being met by what's already going

on, and seeing what we can do to

meet those things." . . .And that is

i lot.

Religion Professor

Professor in the religion

department, Sammy came to the

college for this year to conduct

Sunday morning services in the

place of Professor Burton, who has

taken a year's sabbatical in

England. This is no doubt part of

the problem; "I feel really

temporary,"

Observing that the student's

religious life is becoming more and

more centered around the desire to

determine personal values, and to

discuss and share in small, informal

group gatherings, the Chaplain

hopes that he can "institutionalize

that interest."

"1 plan to. . .become aware of

what the students themselves are

doing," Sammy explains. "I'd like

io inaugurate some kind of

discussion group or discussion

groups under the auspices of the

chapel next semester in case there

are students who have some interest

or need that's not being

met. . .Now that the subject matter

for discussion in these groups

would be is quite up to the students

who feel that they have some

interest. Some students may like to

engage in a serious study of

particular biblical texts; some

students may like to meet to

discuss some books that are hot and

interesting at the present time that

are related in some way or another

lo 'religious issues'; some students

may like to get together and simply

have a rap session that ranges from

here to there. . .

"

He would like to experiment

with the services next semester, to

possibly arrange for discussions

between racial groups, to hold

Sunday evening suppers, and

evening services.

College House

With similar informality in mind,

the local Catholic and Grace

Episcopal Churches have within the

last two months turned a grandiose

Victorian-style house at 601 North

Tejon into The College House. With

many rooms which are excellently

furnished for meetings of any kind,

for private study or leisure, it is

open from noon until 5:00 p.m.

and from 7:00 p.m. onwards.

Sister John Miriam, Father

Alcuin Adrians and Father Bob

Thompson, all of whom have had

much experience in working with

young people in educational

settings, manage this "house of

Christianity" with the assistance of

several deacons. They encourage

anyone of college age to drop by

and rap or relax.

While a very successful program

of liturgy services is being run, and,

as Father Bob expresses, "We hope

to get some nationally known

people around," Father Alcuin

emphasizes: "It's the students'

place; it's their house, it's not ours

— we're simply present, at times,

and we have a volunteer staff thai

just keeps the place
going. . .Whatever evolves

students' initiative to

extent."

To summarize the House's

purpose, Sister John, a nun and

teacher of microbiology, explains:

"All of us are very much aware thai

in college years young men and

women are searching and

re-examining and questioning the

values that they've taken for

granted all their lives. And I think

college years are a very exciting

time, but sometimes a very hard

time, in which you try to orient

yourself toward what kind of values

ill be
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mi Religion

'ie
going to live by. Obviously

,ffer
Christian values here, and

.|d
hope to support the

fling
of Christian people of any

onl
jnation. . .and we'd hope in

- we could to be available

3ny kind of help or support or

lU]us
as far as searching out

questions might come about."

^ther Alcuin notes with

lldence that "In the past we set

Catholic place and let

iybody else do their own thing.

,ve hope to broaden this

tiling into an ecumenical

Ijiry which offers, to many
oininations in the city, the use

I"
ihey wish to use it. . .

"

Smaller Groups

With such movement towards

[all denominational integration,

iups seem to be taking a smaller

] more informal form. Individual

jiession and participation are

der the spotlight.

A Quaker Society of Friends

up gathers each Sunday at 10:30

Ten or fifteen students meet

a few faculty members and

ispeople at the Hamlin House.

Four students meet Mondays at

10 p.m. in Rastall 205 to share

their thoughts with each other and
an advisor, a CC grad. For thi

gathering, as for others, it

emphasized that "everyone

welcome."

A Baptist Student Union house

has lately sprung up on the

southwest corner of San Miguel and

Cascade. Students, the number of

which fluctuates around ten,

participate in an 8:30 worship

service, attend an evening dinner

and choir practice. They can

convene in the coffee house, which

is open on Saturdays, and watch

football on TV. Mrs. Gurney, who
runs the house with her husband,

says that everyone is invited to visit

or take part in activities.

Campus Jews have not banded

this year, but plans for a Hanukkah

dinner celebration may materialize.

The local synagogue is not having

much luck in attempting to

organize classes in Yiddish.

Campus Christians in

comparison are quite active.

College-age groups, at the local

Congregational, First Presbyterian,

and First Methodist Churches.

receive weekly about a dozen

students each from CC. A few

informal bible discussion groups

meet weekly, with on average a

dozen participating. Every morning
at 8:15 in Loomis five or six

students meet for fellowship, when
thoughts are shared and songs sung
to guitar. Finally, in the last two
Sunday evenings Advent services

have been celebrated by students;

these very successful and
well-attended all-student gatherings

have been by candle-light, in an

Indian-style pow-wow ring on the

floor of Shove Chapel.

THE FINISHING TOUCH

Liz Lawrence, cabinet-member

on the Seekers, a First Presbyterian

college group, is looking forward to

organizing a Christian House, "a

place where Christians could grow

together as a family, but most of all

for a meeting place where students

would know that they are welcome

any "time."

Pers i-Centered

Freshman Martin Walton, who
has led the two Advent
celebrations, would Ice I

"incomplete" living in such a

house: "A Christian," he believes.

"needs to be not <>/ the world, but

in the world. I feel the Christian's

life should have a balance between

association with the world and with

fellow Christians. ...While all

Christians have a common calling,

God has bestowed upon them

different gifts and different ways

with which to fulfill that calling."

No doubt, with differences in

kind and degree, we all feel this

calling. Because we are different,

everyone has a unique perspective,

a special way of approaching life, of

creating values.

Perhaps the trend towards

smaller group gatherings, and the

sprouting of religious houses, "open

to everyone," in a way tries to lace

this.

As Sister John reflects: "Above

all, we're not institution-centered;

w e 're people, w c '

i e

person-centered. ...Anything that

has value in life is part of what

we're concerned about, because

religion isn't just a

compart men t . . I would say

anything that concerns the students

would concern us, because it's part

of their life."

AN INFORMAL RAP

3T0S BY MIKE ALLURED

JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP

AC1NG & TOURING SPECIALTIES
!
E

- KIOWA
634^1733

Christmas Gift Ideas

Sierra Club Calenders

Studio One Photographs

Gift Books

Sierra Club Posters

Shirts

Mugs & Glasses

Papermate Pen Sets

CC BOOKSTORE

Some shapes

are hard to

improve on.

PHIL WINSLOW VOLKSWAGEN
730 N. Circle Drive

Colorado Springs, Colorado 473-1373
Sales • Service • Parts • Body Shop



Vkitinn Prr»foccnr Jane Rosenthal Comment
Visiting rroreSSOr Huebert Situation
Editor's Note: In order to

acquaint CC students with their

professor the following column will

appear in each issue. The articles

will be authored by the professors

themselves.

by Robert M. Ormes

It's a cliche that teaching is the

best way to learn things. 1 decided.

in our permissive atmosphere, to let

students in a creative writing course

work on poetry as well as stories

and essays. 1 had my doubts about

the wisdom of this because I've

seen a good deal of student poetry

which is pretty flimsy - stuff that

often justifies being called poetry

by little more than using unjustified

lines. Stuff the writer will tell you

he writes only for himself. And

even if some of the writings have

what mighi be called merit, I felt I

would not recognize it. (I would

certainly have failed several

recognized poets I have become

very fond of since, I wouldn't have

become fond of them except for

the fact that I'm an English teacher

and felt bound to spend the time it

took to understand what they were

saying.) Nor have I had much
confidence in being able to offer

very useful criticism, or leaching

anyone how to go about writing

poetry.

There were arguments on the

other side, however: One, some
students' real desire to write poetry

made me think it would be

something to experiment with; two,

it would introduce some variety

into the kind of assignment I give,

which students are told they may
take or leave, but which are

designed to prime their pumping

systems when they have "nothing

to say," and three, (very cogent

with me) it would cut down the

volume of reading and introduce

more variety into the reading, even

if the problem of criticizing became

more complex.

The results have been more

happy than otherwise. In addition

to the anticipated lesser volume and

greater variety, 1 have experimented

a growing respect for the styles of

nearly all those who wrote verse.

These styles are nothing I've had

anything to do with helping to

create. But by becoming acquainted

with them I've come to appreciate

NOW PLAYING

*Wild Gypsies

*Code Name - Raw Hide

both rated (x)

THEIR MISSION

IMPROBABLE
CRACK THE SEX

TRADE! .

Call theatre for times

Starts Sunday
*Sweet Bird of Aquarius
* The Perfect Arangement

both rated X

esthetics of choice in each. I have

even been able to function as a

teacher in some cases, by

suggesting, now that I understand

the writers' purposes, further

avenues of development along lines

congenial to them. There has been

improvement, too, Writers of

poetry have taker some of the same

hints as are applicable lo story

writers: for instance that the unity

of a piece often depends on a

rigorous adherence to a fully

imagined point of view adopted by

the writer, or that concreta must

replace or at least accompany

generalizations.

There have been some happy

imitations of conventional forms -

a couple of pretty good sonnets,

and by one person who had read

nothing of Blake, a fine addition

for his "Songs of Experience."

Writers of poems have worked into

longer, more developed poems;

writers of prose have taken to verse

for occasional variety. And the

teacher has found in a good deal of

the poetry a form of very satisfying

communication with students.

My judgments of things have

become more liberal in that I no

longer think of wrhing and merit in

terms of punishability or

professional promise, but more as

the students do themselves - as

doing their thing in this world in

which we are driven to find mental

health in non-practical pursuits.

Affluence has raised the value we

put on creative activity; I wonder if

it hasn't raised the level of the

activity too.

Please

Recycle this

Newspaper

by Jane Rosenthal

Jane Rosentiial is a CC
,

student. She is a persona/ friend

of Professor and Mrs, Barry

Huebert. She has a better insight

into their emotions than most of

us, since she is an adopted child.

The following are her

comments:

I feel that the whole
mythology concerning
childhood and motherhood is

oppressive to everyone especially

the adopted child and the

adoptive mother. This is brought

out particularly in cases of

contested adoptions where the

so-called natural mother receives

custody, because of an accident

of birth, of the life of another

human being.

As an adopted child the term

natural m o t h er has always

disturbed me. It implies that

there is something unnatural

about the mothering of an

adoptive parent. In many cases,

the act of conception and birth

are clearly unrelated to the

actual parent-child relationship.

If we can only love children

that are a part of us,

biologically, then we can never

relate to them as separate,

unique individuals and they

remain more like property than

people.

Motherhood is not the act of

birth only. More important, it is

walking the floor at night,

nursing hurt thumbs, staying up

with a child who is scared of the

dark. It is knowing favorite

songs and stories, likes and
dislikes. It is always being there

in the emotional sense, to

provide an atmosphere of love

and security in which a child can

grow.

That a court can give a child's

life into the hands of a virtual

stranger after three years — in

some cases more — is indicative

of the way in which we regard

children. Who has the right to

take anyone away from someone
they love and need? It is as

though we feel that children's

attachments and needs are less

vital and pressing than those of

adults. . .or that they get over

their hurts more quickly.

The number of adults in this

country who still bear the scars

of their childhood tells me this is

not so.

As a child, I never wondered
about my biological parents.

That concept never had much
meaning to me. I knew who my
mother was. Had I, at the age of

three, (and three year olds
are

lot older emotionally than
mo,

adults are comfortable thinltjjj.

been taken away from the oty

parents I had known, for reasoj

I couldn't comprehend

placed in the home of a toij

stranger, I probably would \L

felt the hurt and bewilde

and the sense of abandon^
all my life. Is blood attachmej

really worth all that damage^

don't think so.

The crimes committed agair^

children. This is one of t|leiI

There must be something wecj

all do to try and help prevent
i

Hallando Support
Dear Editor:

I am a recent Colorado

College graduate and am now
working here in Colorado
Springs with an organization

called the Hallando (ay-an-do)

Program. Most of our work is

with teenagers of the Colorado

Springs area, and our scope

ranges from individual
counseling to experimental

theater. Having been a rather

typical Colorado College student

myself, I know just what it is

like to sit for four years and

philosophize about the problems

of the world but not do a damn
thing about it. O.K. The
Hallando Program needs people

to volunteer a little of their tiiq

to help with some
programs. Not only would you

efforts be greatly appreciated
bj

us, but also you might find

very interesting and reward^

(positively reinforcing
psychologists) experience.

Thank you and please call

at 471-7381.

Dave Gerber

Coordinator

Hallando Program

311 East Platte

St.

copperSkillet
eat SHOP

FREE DELIVERY TO COLORADO COLLEGE
• . ied Chicken . Bar-B-Q Ribs

• Mexican foods . shrimp

Tacos Burritos Enchiladas

CALL US FOR YOlJR SUNDAY NIGHT DINNER
OR ANYTIME

phone 471-3300
2918 WOOD AVE.

OPEN DAIIY 4-U ? M. CtOStO MON.

532MTejon 473-4488 Ample Parking

"W. C. FREAKS" - HERE IT IS!!

W. C. FIELDS

One

Anc

PLEASANT VALLEY

CiNEM&ra
phone: 475-0946

STUDENTS ALWAYS $1.00
CALL THEATRE FOR FEATURES
TWO THEATRES UNDER ONE
TOP FILMS

LOVE STORY

!

WOODSTOCK

Call theatre for next feature.

kthNo. 30fn
at King St.
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Colorado College Swimming Team Schedule
1971-72

4
Sat. Air Force Academy — JV. Here 1:30 p.m.

10
Fri. Western State College Here 7:30 p.m.

fi
Sat. Western State College There 1:30 p.m.

n Sat. Eastern New Mexico Univ. Here 1:00p.m.

i» Fri. Denver University Here 7:30 p.m.

j
Wed. Adams State College There 7:30 p.m.

4
Fri. New Mexico State Univ. There 7:00 p.m.

II
Fri. Adams State College Here 7:30 p.m.

17.
Sat. Colorado School of Mines There 1:00 p.m.

18 Fri. Metro St. and Kearney St. Denver 2:00 p.m.

?5 Fri. Univ. of Northern Colorado There 7:30 p.m.

9-11 Thur. Western Invitational AFA 8:00 p.m.

18-19 Fri. &Sat. District High School Meet

AtCC
Feb. 18 7:00 p.m.

Feb. 19 9:00 a.m.

CC Swim Team Wins Pair

ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE

December 16-19, 1971

i p.m. - Arm. Great Hall. President's Reception for

Seniors Graduating in December and their parents.

- Arm. Th. Film "Zabriskie Point" 75 c r Series Ticket.

- Broadmoor. Hockey vs. Michigan State Univ

3:30 p.m. - Broadmoor. Hockey vs Michigan State Uni

Tickets: Faculty & Staff • SO cents at Rastall. Students - CC I.D.

'tee Bus: Leaving from Southside of Rastall at 7:15 p.m.

All events open to the public free of charge unless otherwise indicated.

i^ggfil
«J RECORD ROUND-UP '^ north hakgock

Golf Acrei Shopping Center

One of The Wildest Selections of Popular, Classics
And Budget Classics In The Area

by Chuck Slotkin

The Tiger swim team, continuing

where they left off last season,

swamped this campaign's fust two

opponents, the Air Force Academy
JV's, 68-44 and Western State,

70-43. Receiving victorious

performances from both freshmen

and veterans. Coach Jerry Lear was

more than satisfied with the squad's

early season form.

In the opener against the A.F.A.

junior varsity, the Bengals were

never on the short end of the

scoreboard as the Tiger Tankers

overwhelmed the Zoomies
throughout most of the meet.

Officially, they placed first in nine

of the thirteen events with Rod
Townley, and Rob Jenkins, each

leading the field in two events.

In addition to merely finishing

first, Townley set new pool and

school records in the one and three

meter diving. His point totals of

292.10 and 299.90, respectively,

easily eclipsed his old marks set last

year. In the three meter event,

A.F.A.'s Terry Symens gave

Townley, a sophomore, his keenest

competition to date, amassing a

total of 296.75.

Jenkins, in what has become

commonplace during his collegiate

swimming career, stroked his way
to victory in both the 50 and 100

yards freestyle with times of 23.3

and 52.9, respectively.
Commendable efforts for early

season, they were not his best times

in those events.

Pete Simpson, in the 200 yard

butterfly turned in his usual

superlative display in that heat,

placing first, three seconds ahead of

his nearest rival with a time of

2:11.9.

In the only individual event he

swam, Jeff Kinner, last year's

leading point scorer, paced his

competitors in the 1,000 freestyle

with a time of 11:25. CC's Jeff

Rosenburg took second with a
11:52.1 timing.

Also registering firsts for the

Tigers were Bill Holtze in the 200
freestyle with a two minute fiat

mark. Bob Johnson in the 200
backstroke at 2:15.3, and the 400
medley relay team of Steve Mann,
John Fyfe, Pete Simpson and Jeff

Rose with a time of 3:55.6.

Western State

Against Western State, they

displayed the same depth shown a

week earlier. After dropping the

first event, the medley relay, one in

which they are not supposed to

lose, the Tigers caught fire and set

five new records. Ted Ebuna, a

freshman, set a new school record

in the 200 individual medley with a

time of 2: 10.

Pete Simpson broke his own
record in the butterfly with a time

of 2:10.7, while Jeff Kinner also

broke his record in the 1,000

freestyle, his time being 10:55.

Townley, who slill has enormous
potential, reset his two diving

marks.

Lear commented, "I was real

happy with the team's
performance. After losing the first

event, they took it to them; for this

early in the season, they swam
extremely well." It was an overall

team effort, and demonstrated that

this edition of the Learmen have

the same spirit as last year's

aggregation.

This was the last meet before the

vacation, after which the Tigers will

immediately engage Western State

in a return meet at the latter's pool.

BEST OF LUCK
TO HARRY SMITH
AND AL LYONS

Teacher Exams

Boots

I

J2

s.

I

ihe

pirotttautfltyata

633-0732

226 N. TEJON

The National Teacher
Examinations will be administered

on Jan. 29, at Colorado College

which has been designated as a test

center.

According to Mrs. Harriet Todd,

recorder, college seniors preparing

to teach and teachers applying for

positions in school systems which

encourage or require the NTE are

eligible to take the tests. In

addition, the designation of

Colorado College as a test center

for these examinations will give

prospective teachers in this area an

opportunity to compare their

performance on the examinations

with candidates throughout the

country who take the tests, Mrs.

Todd said.

Last year approximately

I 16,000 candidates took the

examinations which are designed to

assess cognitive knowledge and

understanding in professional

education, general education and

subject -field specialization. The
examinations, which are prepared

and administered by Educational

Testing Service of Princeton, New
Jersey, are limited to assessment of

those aspects of teacher education

that are validly and reliably

measured by well constructed

paper-and-pencil tests.

Bulletins of Information
describing registration procedures

and containing Registration Forms
as well as sample test questions may
be obtained from the Registrar's

Office, Colorado College or directly

from the National Teacher
Examinations, Educational Testing

Service, Box 911, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540.

BETTER LUCK

IN SEMESTER 2

I

?
Q

I

HI'S fNCO SBRVICE
*TUNE UPS *STATE INSPECTION

*ATLAS TIRES

Next to College on Uintah

.*ATLAS BATTERIES

230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

THE HARNESS BOOT

For the action-minded

man of today, Long's has

a complete selection of

harness strap boots.

Choose waxhide or

polished leather from Frye

or Acme. Lorig's experi-

enced boot fitters assure

you a perfect fit. Pick up

yours now!

107 South Tejon

. .where the Levi's are!
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leers Lost Pair; Meet Michigan State Next
After losing a pair to Wisconsin,

the CC leers will try to even their

Western Collegiate Hockey
Association record this weekend

when they meet Michigan State

University at Broadmoor World

Arena.

The Tiger record now stands at

3-5 in league competition and 3-6

overall.

This weekend's games will be

Saturday at 8:15 p.m. and Sunday

at 3:30 p.m.

Saturday night it looked like

another victory for the Tigers as

they entered the final stanza

holding a 3-1 lead. They had kept

coach Bob Johnson's icers on the

boards for two periods. But, the

third was a disaster.

The defense made three cosily

errors giving Wisconsin breakaways.

Both clubs were short-handed for

the opening minutes. A Tiger shot

on goal was stopped just as the

Badgers went to a man advantage.

Stan Hinkley blocked the shot,

passed to Gary Winchester for a

solo drive which ended with the

score narrowing to 3-2.

Two CC defenders were caught

on the boards at the 6:06 mark.

The result: goalie Doug Schuni got

decked and Dean Talafous scored,

evening the match.

At 14:01, Jim Young, who
coach Johnson felt "played his best

game for us in three year," got his

own rebound and scored the

winning tally.

In the first two stanzas it was all

Colorado College. Wayne Horb
picked up the first goal at 2:26 as

the puck stayed in Badger territory

for the entire time.

The scored was tied at 5:40

when Wisconsin's Bob Shaughnessy,

assisted by Hinkley, slid one

through the crease.

Horb put the Tigers out in front

once again at 9:09 using a power

play. Mike Bertsch passed from the

corner to Bob Winograd at the

point. Winograd shot on gaol with

Horb deflecting it about ten feet in

front.

The only Cc score in the second

period came off Bill Baldrtca's stick

at 7:58.

In Friday's loss, the Badgers

hastened to a three goal lead early

in the first period. That game found

the Tigers badly outplayed for the

first time in WCHA competition

tliis year.

Throughout the match, Cc was

unable to apply much pressure. The

only goals were by Doug Palazzari

late in the first and Harry Allen in

the second.

The final score was Wisconsin 7,

CC 2.

The two defeats had to be

hardest on coach Jeff Sauer who
last year was an assistant coach at

Wisconsin.

"We should have won (the

Saturday night contest)," said

Sauer. "But the mistakes the last

period gave away everything we had

skated for."

Two weeks ago. the Tiger icers

skated to a series split with

M i n n e so t a -D u I u t h. CC lost a

heartbreaker Friday, 6-5. But they

rebounded strongly in a team effort

to win, 8-2, on Saturday.

The eight goals was the largest

offensive production for the Tigers

this season, and tied the best

offensive mark in the WCHA for

the year. The two bulldog goals

were the least given up by the Tiger

defense this year.

Besides this weekend's tilts,

during the holiday break the icers

will meet the University of Notre

Dame at home Jan. 7 and 8.

Saturday's Ice Box:

SCORE BY PERIODS
Wisconsin 1 4-5
Colorado College 2 1 0-3

Miller Music Co.

Record & Tape
Center

14 South Tejon 633-3866

|
Dec. 27 - U.S.A- vs U.S.S.R.

Dec. 28 - U.S.A. vs Czechoslovakia

Dec. 29 - U.S.S.R. nCzecholrnralc.il

Tickets: Special 3-game series discount ot 10%
on all price tickets purchased before December

CUP
HOCKEY

Snow Plow
Editor's Note: A regular ski

column, a la snow plow, will begin

with the first issue of 1972.

SKI REPORT

L'Hiver est arrivee! Winter has

arrived and so have the French. The

surge of French equipment in the

past few years has culminated this

year in their dominance of ski

technique, and next season French

could well be skiing's official

language. Throughout Colorado's

Rockies skiers have been seen

struggling with the new French

horn technique as well as the early

season snow.

Unfortunately snow has been

the main problem so far this year.

All of the major areas have opened,

but most of them will require a

substantial snowfall in order to

attain prime conditions. Steamboat

Springs was forced to postpone its

Thanksgiving opening due to this

widespread dearth of snow. The

conditions at Aspen range from

horrendous to very good, with

Snowmass possessing much of the

poor conditions and Aspen
Highlands sharing a large amount of

the good with Ajax. However, the

new Elk Camp section of Snowmass
will be fantastic when it gets the

snow and the long, tree speckled

runs will then be magnificent for

the powder skier. Even the early

season ski areas of Arapahoe Basin

and Loveland Basin have

experienced poor starts and are just

recently fulfilling their reputations

as heavy snow areas. Poor Keystone

has begun this year where it sat last

year, without enough snow to

capitalize on its great potential.

Breckenridge has been blessed with

sufficient snow to provide

enjoyable skiing, but the amount of

town expansion has been below

expectations. Out of all these

problems Vail arises as possible the

finest in snow conditions. The early

opening of Lions Head gives Vail an

immese area of high skiing terrain

which greatly enlarges the

abundance of good snow.

Reservations for the holiday

season have soared ahead

year's pace throughout the stat

the large ski areas it
will

exceedingly difficult to
|

reservations for Dec. 20 thi

Jan. 3. However, for skiers wit

any reservations but with a
|

spirit, lodging can be found,
j

is of course the celebrated Dor

Vous in Aspen and The R0o

Vail which always seem to hay

empty bed at the busiest
(j

Steamboat Springs and Cii

Butte represent other possibi

in last minute lodging; The R ;

Ears Motel in Steamboat and

Ore Bucket Lodge at Crested

are two places which may still

holiday season vacancies. If
y

persistent, a bit of luck a

mellow attitude will turn up

sort of sleepable housing.

Bonne chance mes ami

joyeuse Noel.

V

Do Your Own Thing
DRY CLEANING

* 14 Minutes dry-to-dry

* No Shrinkage
* No bleeding of color
* Safe for practically all garments

LAUNDRY

* 30 Maytag Washers
* 13 Dryers

Coloi

lock m
hird

lines-

1

In a

ijers di

penirtg i

Joe B

20% Discount on All Professional Dry Cleaning

801 North Tejon

632-1476

14t3^jul)[Wo
Camping
Mountaineering

Ski Touring

TOURING SKIS -BOOTS
POLES - WAXES - BOOKS
PACKS - MAPS - RENTALS

131 So. Tejon

634-5279

Sale

Ski Parkas $54.95
(Down filled)

Ski Mittens $12.95
(Down filled)

Ski Warm-ups $19.95

THE

THE BROADMOOR WORLD ARENA
634-7711

STOR E p^„FOR
..

WORTHWHILE MANY
CHRISTMAS IDEAS 31
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Colorado College cagers defeated

(ockmont, 102-84, to capture

fijrd place honors in the

Jines-Metro tournament last

iwrday Night.

In a Friday night game, the

fcers dropped one to Metro in the

jening round of the tourney.

Joe Boyd was top scorer in the

ATTRACTING A CROWD

win with 21 points, pacing a

well-balanced CC attack. Four

other Tigers hit double figures.

Ernie Jones, who added the

rebound advantage along with

Boyd, scored 15 points, while Clark

Nelson, Jerry Young and Paul

Gagnon each added 14.

Brent Lanier returned to the

^s#
Hathawag's

Smoke Shop and magazine store

"A woman is only a woman but a good cigar is a
smoke" - Kipling

Hathaway hath the finest selections of cigars in town.

aconoco
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N.Nevada Phone:471-9200

ttltmiieri

Charatan )«. 0. Larson's
Comoys Dunhills
Meerschaums «a>Savinelli

Petersons Stanwells
Jobeys Parker
Ben Wade Sasieni

Hi Ison's' Fantasia

Custom Blended Tobaccos

3D fit. ££tjcm tUolorado Springs

471-9373
'-.'-.''. ;.

lineup for the first time this year.

He added six points to the CC
totals in Saturday's play.

The Tigers low have a season's

record of 2 and 1. The box scores:

CC(I02)

FG FT TP
Romne 2-2 2

Jones 7 1-1 15

Andsn 3 2-4 8

Nelson 5 4-6 14

Boyd 10 1-5 21

Young 6 2-5 14

Gaon 4 6-8 14

Long 1 2-2 4

Brnky 1 0-0 2

Geris .2 0-1 4

Lanier 3 0-0 6

Totals 42 20-35 102

Total Fouls: CC 25: Rockmont 23

Rockmont(84 .

FG FT TP
Clark 1 2-2 4

Dexter 5 2-3 1

2

Corant 7 3-6 17

Adams 4 2-4 10

Austin 7 14-19 28

McAlas 5 3-4 13

Score by lerio ds:

CC 64 38-102

Rockmon t 36 48-84

GOALIE DOUG
Last weekend I attended both

of CC's home hockey games, the

first games I had ever seen.

Having heard so much about
how hockey was a major
intercollegiate sport here, 1 was
all prepared to enjoy it, rumors
as to its violence notwith-

standing. But the combination
of u n b e

1

ievably poor
sportsmanship by the rooters

with what seemed to me the

gratuitous pugnacity of the CC
players gave me a very
uncomfortable time, both
nights. How can booing the

Minnesota players, from the very

first second they made their

appearance, possibly be
justified? Or chanting "sieve" at

their goalie, who played a pretty

good game, as far as 1 could tell?

Or booing the referees' decisions

when they called .penalties* 'on

CC players?

It may be that I am wrong in

judging the CC players more
violent than their opposites; but

1 certainly shared the look of
bewilderment at the latter when
they became engaged in fights

seemingly without warning or

reason. In any case, the lust for

blood, both by rooters and
players, seemed to bring out the

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard. Soft and In-Between

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

Hunters
Do your thing . . . with POWER to spare!

Honda 400
PORTABLE GENERATOR

Power to go places where there Is no power.

Easy to carry 40 lbs. Runs 5 hours on 2 qts of

gas. You can charge your car battery on its 12
volt, D.C. circuit. To top it all off, it's super

3609 LAST HIWAY 24 596-5640

SCHUM AT WORK
worsl instincts in everyone; and
I for one regard such a display of
bad sportsmanship and just plain

bad manners as uncivilized in the

worst sense of (lie word.
II 1 am mistaken about what I •

,

experienced, perhaps someone
would wish to clarify things for

me. At the moment, however, I

I'm pretty disgusted, for whal '.

that's worth to anybody.

Edward Bauer -

Dep't of German

FIRST PERIOD
SCORING: I. CC, Horb (Anen)

2:26; 2, W. Shaughnessy (Hinklsy)

5:40; 3. CC, Hoib fWinogragJ,

Berlsch) 9:09.

PENALTIES: W. Winchester

(tripping) 7:31; CC, Slebe
(tripping) 11:05; W. Ilinkley

(high-slicking) 13:26.

SECOND PERIOD
SCORING: 4. CC. Baldrica

(Berlsch) 7:58.

PENALTIES: W. Ilinkley

dripping) 2:10; W. Rotsch
< tripping) 14:11; t. Ilinkley

(tripping) 18:30; CC. Winograd

((ripping) 19:03.

THIRD PERIOD
SCORING: 5, W. Winchester

(Hiukley) :41; 6. W. Talafous

(Johnston) 6:06; 7. W. Voting (UN)
14:01; 8. W. Winchester (Young)

19:51.

PENALTIES: CC. Winograd

REWARDING SUMMER
in Colorado mountains
counselling children, Rid-
ing, backpacking, ecology,
many outdoor programs.
Write now: Sanborn West-
ern Camps, Florissant,

Colorado 80816.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
TRAFFIC COMMITTEE NEWS MADRUGA,

SCHOLARSHIP HEAD
CC's Student Traffic Committee

has released the following

statement pertaining to

unregistered cars on campus;

"There has been some lack of

understanding in some students' .

L.--J, ,., .„ »u„ ;„,„«,!»„.„ «f The scholarships are an important
minds as to the importance ot ^^ nf (hn ^
campus motor vehicle registration

Dr. Herving Madruga, associate

professor of romance languages at

Colorado College, has been named
to head the scholarship committee

of Alliance Franchise of Denver.

this year.

"Tliis notice concerns those who
. have failed to register their vehicles,

in inking it unnecessary or

troublesome, but have nevertheless

driven or parked on campus

properly, and have thus received

parking or registration violations.

These shall be enforced!

"The unscrupulous owners or

operators will be discovered by

telephoning the various state traffic

bureaus for identification by license

plate number. The owners or

operators of these unregistered

vehicles will be charged ( fie

, additional long distance telephone

. bill.

"For those unregistered people

Who would prefer to avoid

succeeding fines, please get in touch

with Campus Security immediately

for registration purposes.

Registration will cost you nothing.

"Long distance telephoning will

begin Jan. 15."

PENOLOGY SYMPOSIUM

During the early part of
February, a three-day Symposium
on Penology and the Correctional

System will be held at CC. Partici-

pants will include Thomas Murton,

former director of the Arkansas

penal system and now a professor

at the University of Minnesota,

Warden Wayne Patterson and

prisoners from the Colorado State

Penitentiary at Canon City, state

legislators, and local officials.

Anyone interested in working on
the Symposium's Steering Com-
mittee should contact either Prof.

Bizzarro at Ext. 234 or Mark
Mathewson at 47S-264H.

part of the Alliance Fram
they are offered specifically (o

those who intend to teach French

in the Rocky Mountain area.

Those interested in learning

more about the awards can obtain

this information from Professor

Madruga. Applications will be

accepted until January 17, 1972.

EUROPEAN SUMMER

Ronald t. Ohl. dean of Student

Affairs, has been asked to

investigate (he possibility of pulling

together a group of Colorado

College students who woidd like to

fly to Europe this summer.

He reports: special rates are

available, and if this group would

like to go as a tour then there are

special rates available on hotels, etc.

For further information, drop

by Rastall desk for a memorandum
or contact Dean Ohl.

WITHDRAWAL
PROCEDURE

If you are planning to

withdraw from school or to

transfer at the end of this

semester please make an
appointment in the Office of

S tudent Affairs in order to

complete your withdrawal from
Colorado College,

RAMSEY CLARK

Former U.S. Attorney Gen.
Ramsey Clark apparently realizes

the importance of ecology.

A recent release sent to The
Catalyst pertaining to the Law
Students Civil Rights Research
Council was typed on 100%
recycled paper.

MCCLEARY
ANNOUNCES

Mayor T. Eugene McCleary

recently unveiled the sculptor's

models of the official Colorado

Springs Centennial Medal.

CC's Cutler Hall, the oldest

private institution of higher

learning in the Rocky Mountain

West with 'continuous existence,

erected in 1878, is one of the

highlights on the medal.

The medal is on sale in several

downtown locations, including the

Chamber of Commerce.

COLORADO SPRINGS
MUSIC THEATRE

A new season was opened
recently of the Colorado Springs

Music Theatre. Opening night,

"Hi-lights of Broadway," was at the

Merry-Go-Round nightclub

One of the many hi-lights

(excluding Don Quixote's inability

to keep his false moustache on) was
seven year old Camille "Cami"
Bruski.

The next Music Theatre
production may be a full-length

musical. .

SORORITY RUSH

Sorority Rush for those

unaffiliated women who are

interested in participating will be

held during Block 5, January 19,

20, 23, 24. Panhellenic would like

to know now, for planning

purposes, the number of girls who
think they would like to attend

rush. If you are interested please let

us know by returning the form to

the designated box at Loomis desk

by Wednesday, December 15.

THEATRE 32

Because of Theatre 3j
much-maligned limited seatij

capacity, Theatre Workshop %&
all those who wish to attend

future TW productions to sjgj,

for reservations at Rastall Desk
as soon as possible before

p f0,

duction dates. This includes the

December production, Streett

Named Desire and the February

production, Cabaret, and
future shows.

"Nutcracker" Balle

Was Delightful

WOMEN'S LIB

thoFor

believe in

opporlunii

Offer you
for our Ti

males who profess to

Women's Liberation, an

y (o act out your beliefs:

services for child-care

csday night meetings, or

The annual "Nutcracker"
presentation proved a delightful

success, attracting a capacity crowd

of old and predominantly young
viewers.

The classical ballet was
presented in Palmer Auditorium

under the diiection of Norman
Comtek with the CC Dancers and
orchestration provided by Charles

Ansbacher and the Colorado

Springs Symphony.
In two acts, four scenes and a

prologue,* the ballet was based on
E.T.A. Hoffman's tale the
"Nutcracker and the Mause King"

(1816). Norman Cornick's
choreographic interpretation
presented a complete performance
delightfully portrayed by the well

executed ballet of the young

dancers.

The colorful array of costum

and scenery created a real fairy h;

for the audience to becon

absorbed in.

Musically, the performance w

superb, with a whimsical, lyric

mood artistically portrayed by ||

wind instruments. The tone

tempo created added interest toil

fascinating array on stage.

The ballet moved aloi

well-developed and smoothly wit

all members performing
well-drilled precision.

Highlights drawing ovatioi

included the entrance

Nutcracker prince and the !repa

dance, which drew an except

warm audience response.

B.L

take a child to the zoo,

movie, or to the park.

Call Linda 471-4263.

)r to a

SHORT STORIES.
BLACK-AND-WHITE
PHOTOGRAPHS. POETRY
DRAWINGS. ESSAYS. MUSICAL
MANUSCRIPTS. DOODLES.
PLEASE HEED FEBRUARY 7

DEADLINE.

* Tired of Cereal Hamburgers

try anyone of Freebees

10 variety of pure-sirloin —
burger and get these special

prices!
r> r\r\

* all 5.98 L.P.'s for 2.99
* all 4.98 L.P.'s for 2.49
* all 8 track tapes for 2.99
* King size waterbeds for

— new Playboy * every Sunday from 1 1 :00 am to

Feds "N" Heads game is 7:00 pm all the Pizza & Hamberger

in you can eat for 1 OQ
Water chairs 5.98

Muntz 860 car tape deck 29.95

At the corner of North Circle and Boulder

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

GUILD OPTICIANS

Quality - Style - Service

DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

Phone 636-3418

Green (^Mountain

Grainery
- Natural Foods -

WHOLF. Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,
Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds,
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic
Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans

& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure foods.

13.99
The &dm Shop

10 East Colorado Ave.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

• Poster Headquarters

• Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room
• Water Beds and Accessories

• Various Paraphernalia

All Standard LPs $1.00 off Regular $6.98
8 Track Tapes $3.98
Good Vibes! I
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Death of a Species"^ BY CHARLEY MACNIDER !

We are dying in an environment we have created ourselves. Even in the microcosm of existence that we call Colorado College, we are

killing ourselves. We poison the other living things around us by ignoring them, and yet we forget that there are other types of pollution

besides the kind we inflict on nature. We are killing each others' chance for a fuller existence by our overt interest in ourselves. If we
cannot come to grasps with ourselves and others, how can we possibly learn to deal with the crimes we commit against both our brothers

and the Earth?

We have just returned from three

weeks of pleasuring ourselves. The

odds are that we will continue now

lliat we've returned to the Ivory

Tower of intellectual pursuits. We
feel that our problems are much

greater than those of others. This is

not bad in itself, but when we allow

ourselves to be so overwhelmed by

our own affairs that we ignore the

test of our existence, it becomes

serious. Certainly, it is important

for us to get an intellectual

education. If we didn't think so, we

wouldn't be here.

There is, however, more to our

education than what comes from

books. Education of a more

important kind comes from our

relationships with each other and

the world around us.

A Lesson

There may be something to learn

from sitting around and pleasuring

ourselves inside the fortress we

exist in. The students at Colorado

College are given certain

protections from the law while they

are on campus and have food and

shelter provided for them. We are

left with only the opportunity to

learn for ourselves.

Some of us take the challenge

and others ignore it, doing only

what is necessary to remain inside

the walls. If we choose either

course by itself, we are killing our

chance to learn about each other.

There may be education in sitting

around listening to music and

polluting our bodies, but the

chances are that whatever is learned

may soon be forgotten.

To preach about community
spi rit on a college campus is

considered quite gauche by many,
but perhaps that's what we need

more of. We have allowed ourselves

to drift into small exclusive groups

which do not interact with any
other groups on campus.

We have become enmeshed in

cliques which do not contribute a

damn thing to anyone, except

maybe security for those who feel

the Herd Instinct strongly. The
sense of responsibility for our

fellow man has disappeared in

proportion to the increase in our

self-centeredness.

At Fault

This problem is difficult because

we can blame no one but ourselves

for it. The Administration is not at

fault, the city is not at fault, WE
ARE!! While we preach love and

brotherhood, we do not take it for

our own doctrine. We just don't

care anymore. Someone will take

care of any problems that arise.

One of these days, that someone

won't be there. It is our world as

much as THEIRS, but they care

more and are more involved, hence

it IS their world. We gave it to

them. We at Colorado College are

supposed to be reasonably

intelligent: but how smart can we
be if we think that we needn't

contribute to mankind's common
existence?

Look at yourself. What have you

done for someone besides yourself

recently? Look around you. What
have any of us done for the

betterment of our mutua
existence? If you are willing to be

honest with yourself, you will see

that few of us have contributed in a

meaningful way either to the life of

the school or the life of the Earth.

Ecology is a very popular subject

these days. Why isn't the

preservation of understanding and

compassion between men so

popular? It would seem that people

are happy to talk about things until

they come close to their own
hearts. It is more difficult for us to

learn about each other than to learn

from a book, but that doesn't mean

that we shouldn't try.

The most important thing that

most of us will do while we are on

the planet Earth will be to enrich

the lives of others. To do so, we

must give our time and energies to

others. As a community and as

individuals we are not doing so.

Give Life

Even if we feel that we cannot

contribute to the whole in a

massive way, we can give to each

other as individuals. Instead of

playing poker or getting high, we

can talk to each other, exchange

ideas, hopes, and maybe learn

about people. If we want to, we can

give to the life of the community

by getting into things that we like

and that others like. Trying to

change things that we don't like

about our existence at this place is

not as much of a drag as not trying

at all. Even if the efforts fail, the

feeling of having tried should be a

rewarding one.

It seems ironic that a college

newspaper should have to publish

anything like this, because if we are

to believe the American Press, we

are the ones who should be

preaching the word to everyone else

in the United States. The press at

large has, as usual, overstated the

case of the activists and has

forgotten the majority of students,

the silent majority

.

Certainly, no one can force us to

THE CATALYST is printed bi-weekly from the first week in September
second week in May except for vacations. Published by Cutler Public

Box 22S8. Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901. Phone (303) 47;
:e hours 1-5 p.m. Monday-Wednesday.

get involved in anything we don't

care to do. The question is whether

we can afford to be so choosy as to

exclude ourselves from most

everything. Hopefully the answer is

obvious. If not, this commentary

has failed to make us think about

ourselves.

We can continue to be more

concerned with our comforts than

with our chance to accomplish

something which may be

worthwhile. If we do, we cannot

expect our environment nor our

relations with other men to get any

lor our parents and grandparents.

Try getting involved In

something with other people,

something that will last for you and
them for more than a few minutes;

Don't let yourself die without
taking the chance.

better. If we do not, the world will

be a better place than it has been

GETTING IT ALL TOGETHER



Accused Slayer Pleads Insanity
John W. Auld, 32, of 1428

Cooper St., the accused slayer

of Colorado College freshman

Anne Marie Heider, pleaded

innocent by reason of insanity

Jan. 7 in District Court.

Judge Hunter D. Hardeman

ordered Auld sent to the

Colorado Psychiatric Hospital

in Denver for psychiatric

testing. The case was

continued to Feb. 1 1 when

medical reports will be

completed.

Miss Heider, 18, a resident

in Loomis, reportedly was
abducted while walking on
San Rafael St. following a

fraternity Christmas party.

She was alone at the time. Her
screams attracted ar least two
students and a CC professor,

who apparently gave police a

description and license

number of the truck into following day with her body kidnapping. On the murder
which Miss Heider was half in and half out of Auld's charge — if convicted - he

thrown. truck. She had three bullet could get life imprisonment or

Neither Auld nor his truck wounds in her body and had the death penalty. The kidnap

were located until Dec. 13 been raped. The truck was charge carries a maximum
when the defendant was found parked on Rampart Range penalty of 30 years in prison.

Road, nine miles west of

Colorado Springs.

Auld has been indicted by
the El Paso County Grand
Jury. He is charged with first

degree murder and

lying by the side of a road
with an apparently
self-inflicted bullet wound in

his head.

In Auld's Truck

Miss Heider was found the

Battle For Amy Continues
by John Howard

During the last few weeks

concerned citizens from the

Colorado Springs community and

the state of Colorado have raised a

total of SI,700 to help Colorado

College chemistry professor Barry

Huebert and his wife Anita in their

battle to retain possession of their

adopted daughter, Amy.
With the cooperation of the

First National Bank of Colorado

Springs and various other business

organizations, a special Amy
Huebert fund has been established.

Donations received by the bank

and other businesses, including the

Colorado Springs News publications

- the Sun and radio Station KSSS

are forewarded to this fund

Additional donations are also

being collected in the Denver area

by the United bank of Littleton.

In December of last year the

Hueberts were informed that the

Cook county court in Illinois had

found them in contempt of court

by an e a r 1 1 er ruling for not

returning the child. They were

given until January 3 to answer to

these charges or face a warrant for

their arrest and a possible $75 a day

for each day that the child was

retained.

However, as of January 3 the

Illinois courts decided to allow an

appeal to be heard should the

Hueberts return to Illinois.

Restraining Order

Meanwhile Colorado District

Judge. Jolin Gallagher, has issued a

temporary restraining order against

the Illinois courts and the

Marshalls. This restraining order

prevents Mrs. Marshall from taking

custody of Amy until all legal

appeals are exhausted.

Should further appeals in

Colorado favor the Hueberts, Mrs.

Marshall would be powerless to

take custody of the child as long as

the Hueberts remained out of the

state of Illinois. \
The next scheduled hearing will

be in April. Until then the Hueberts

will attempt to carry on life as

usual.

As a considerate gesture their

Chicago attorney, Leo Holt,

to continue his services without

pay. But the Hueberts are already

many thousands of dollars in debt

and the future promises more debts

without the certainty of their being

legally able to keep their daughter.

Donations to the Amy Huebert

fund can be made by sending a

check directly to the Amy Huebert

fund care of the First National

Bank of Colorado Springs. The
fund will be used to defray court

expenses.

12th Annual Varsity Show Rules

CC is all alone in third place in

WCHA standings after Monday

night's 7 to 1 win over Michigan

Tech. The goalie Dan Griffin,

finished the game with 36 saves. His

performance was matched by the

defensive team of Bob Winograd

and Jim Stebe.

for partici-

Rules have been received for the
12th Annual Varsity Show compe-
tition, sponsored by Broadcast
Music, Inc. Deadline U
pants is June 30, 197:

The rules are:

I. The musical comedy or revue
must have been presented in the
1971-1972 college year under the
auspices of an organization or club
which is a recognized student
activity of a college or university in

the U.S. or Canada.

2. The music and lyrics must be
the original work of students who
have not reached their twenty-sixth

(26) birthday by June 30th, 1972.
3. To enter the competition the

following must be submitted:

a. Lead sheets with lyrics of
all songs. (Full piano part is nor
necessary)

b. Demonstration record or

tape of all songs. (Songs only -

no dialogue)

c. Script, if available.

4. All material submitted will be

returned when the judging is com-

pleted.

5. All works will, of course,

remain the property of the authors

and composers, or their assignees.

6. Due care will be used in

protecting all manuscripts received

from applicants, but each applicant

specifically releases all persons,

associations and corporations, and
each of their representatives on the

contest committees or otherwise, as

well as the judges, from any and all

claims and damages arising out of

the loss or destruction of submitted

compositions, however caused.

Awards: 1. A prize of S500.00

Southwestern Studies

New For 1972-73
A new program in Southwestern

Studies is being developed at Colo-
rado College with initial implemen-
tion scheduled for the 1972-73
academic year. The planning phase
of the program is being funded by a

one year grant for 527,052 from
the National Endowment for the

Humanities and is under the direc-

tion of associate professor of
English, Joseph T.Gordon.

to die composer(s) of the best

music.

2. A prize of $500.00 to die

writer(s) of the best lyrics.

3. A prize of S500.00 to the

organization or club which spon-
sored die winning show. If the

awards for music and lyrics are

given to different shows, then the

award to the clubs will be divided

accordingly.

If, in die opinion of the judges,

the quality of the entries does not
warrant the awarding of any prizes,

the amount not awarded shall be
added to the awards for the

following year's competition.

All entries must be postmarked
no later than June 30, 1972.
Announcement of winners will be
made no later than October 15
1972.

All correspondence should be
addressed to:

Allan Becker

Broadcast Music, Inc.

589 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

The major pnorities in getting

the program underway will include,

according to Professor Cordon, Ihe

implementation of a Southwestern
studies curriculum at Colorado Col-
lege, the development of the
college's Tutt Library as a resource
center on the Southwest, the re-

cruitment of minority faculty mem-
bers to teach some of the course
offerings in the program, and the
recruitment of minority students
from the Southwest.

In developing a Southwestern

Studies curriculum, the planning

calls for the establishment of new
courses and die altering of some
current courses in the disciplines

essential tothe study of the South-
west, namely, anthropology,
geology, sociology, history, litera-

ture, language and biology. It is

hoped that for next year at least

one course dealing directly with the

Southwest will be available in each
of the nine blocks into which the

academic calendar at Colorado
College is divided and that some of
these courses will be inter

-disciplinary in nature and taught
by visiting experts.

In setting up a resource center
on the Southwest, die plans include
the maintenance of a bibliography
of materials on the area that are

currently available in both Tutt
Library and the Taylor Museum in

the Fine Arts Center which houses
one of the nation's finest codec-

dons of colonial Spanish and Mexi-

can Art. There will be further devel-

opment of a bibliography of mater-

ials on the Southwest and their

repositories as well as the current

periodical literature available. An
up to date catalogue of organiza-

tions and individuals including the

leaders, goals and methods of

operations, working in and on the

Southwest will also be prepared, as

will a catalogue of programs and
courses on the Southwest that exist

in American colleges and universi-

ties.

According to Professor Gordon,
the program that is ultimately

envisioned would be both an inter-

disciplinary and interracial/cultural

study of the Southwest encom-
passing its land, its people, die

relationship of land and people and
die racial and cultural relationships

of the red, brown, black and white

ESSO
GRANT
The Esso Education Foundation

of New York has awarded Colorado

College a grant in the amount of

$2500. R. L. Lindauer, Jr., of

Denver and Marvin Kosel and

Wayland Parker of Colorado

Springs, made the recent

presentation to James H. Stauss,

executive vice president and
provost of Colorado College.

The Colorado College grant is

designated as a Presidential

Contingency award. Grants in this

category will total 5375,000 and

will go to 137 private colleges and

universities. Under the terms of the

grant, the president of each

institution will be asked to use the

funds for unbudgeted items or

activities that he believes will

further his institution's educational

objectives.

people who populate the region.

The rationale for such a program

says Gordon is that "historically,

artistically, culturally, in every way,
the Southwest is as rich as any
academic subject presently being

taught in any college or university.

Also, student and faculty interest in

the subject is high, and this kind of

area studies program will fit

perfectly with the flexible structure!

of the Colorado College Plan. And
finally, we are fully convinced of

the educational legitimacy of the I

subject."

Professor Gordon invites anyl
persons interested in helping withl

the development of the South-I

western Studies Program or whol
would have information that would!
be useful to the planning of the I

program to contact him at Colo-f

rado College, Armstrong Hall,

phone -473-2233, ext. 231.

After being found, Auld

was treated for his gunshot

wounds in St. Francis

Hospital. He was later

transferred to the County Jail.

He is being represented by

Public Defender Atty. Brian J.

Mullett.

Memorial services for Miss

Heider were held in Casper,

Wyo., where she and her

parents were residents before

moving to the Denver suburb

of Greenwood Village. She

was the daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Richard J. Heider.

Circle K
CC's Circle K Club has begun

a program to help combat theft

on the Colorado College campus.

The organization, affiliated

with Kiwanis International, has

purchased two inscribing

machines and for 10 cents per

item is marking bicycles,

cameras and other valuables with

the owner's social security

number.

^ Circle K president Steve

Mann says the inscription

business is good. He hopes to

eventually mark property of

individual homeowners and

private businesses.

Funds raised by the project

will be used for community

service activities.

Dems' Vote

Drive Tonite

El Paso County Young

Democrats will sponsor a voter

registration drive tonight in Rastall

Center.

Danny Wood, vice president,

said speakers will include Bob

Maytag, chairman of El Paso

County Democrats; Stan Johnson,

county commissioner, and Prof

Fred Sondermann, head of the

Citizens' Lobby for Sensible

Growth.

Wood said the registration drive

will be aimed at the 18 to 21 year

old voter in an attempt to get them

to register and affiliate with the

Democratic party.

The open session will be held ir.

the W.E.S. Room 2 1 2 in Rastall.

innikinnik is now receivini;!

laterial for the spring issue. Plea$e|

: offerings t

eceptionist at the Rastall Centerl

Jesk (Sandy Jones, Max Kade 204.1

is collecting the photography). "1

have any questions of!

[suggestions, please get in touch!

with either Marriner Bertholf *"|

Linda Mallory.
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A Challenge
If the commentary on page one shook you up just a little bit and you

decide that you would like to do something constructive, we at the

Catalyst would be happy to employ your services. We need people to write

news and sports stories. If you think you are the executive type, we need a

sports editor.

We think that we can serve a useful purpose in the life of the College

and if you want to help, put your name, extension number and what you

want to do on paper and submit it to the Catalyst Box at Rastall Center.

And if you think that the dissertation on the first page was merely for

our own benefit, you had better look quite carefully at yourself before

you do anything at all.

More CCCA News
In the future. The Catalyst will have in-depth stones on the actions

taken or not taken by the CCCA. Until now, all news on this governing

body has come two weeks after a meeting.

This was due to conflicting meeting dates and newspaper deadlines.

Thanks to the cooperation of CCCA, we will have the news on time. They

have agreed to change their meeting nights to the second and fourth

Tuesdays of the Blocks.

The Catalyst at all times will tell it like it happens. Watch us!

Our Sympathies
The Catalyst extends its sincerest sympathies to the family and friends

of Anne Marie Heider.

THE CATALYST"
I Editor-in-Chief: Dan Boyle

I Associate Editor: Charley MacNider

News Editor: John Howard

Feature Editor: Stan Case

Layout Editor: Barbara Boyle

Photo Editor: Open

Sports Editor: Open
! Business Manager: Gil Rogers

I
Circulation Manager: Jeff Parsley

Comptroller: Patty Hughes

Critics: Dave Rollman and Owen Kendrick
|

Staff: Open

First Major Changes

For Fine Arts Center
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The Colorado Springs Fine Arts

Center has undergone some major

changes, the first in its 35-year

history. An expansion project,

begun over a year ago was officially

completed on November 3rd as

members, public officials, and

donors participated in dedication

ceremonies. The opening continued

through Sunday, November 7th,

with an open house and tours. The
half million dollar project includes

the addition of a new east wing, the

remodeling of galleries, and
improvements 5, studio. Extensive

remodeling of the north wing's first

floor has converted it into a large to

the art school.

The new wing is the central

feature of the expansion program.

It joins with the existing building to

form a rectangle which completely

surrounds the interior patio. This

enables visitors to walk around the

entire building without going out-

side or turning back.

Consisting of two stories, the

new east wing contains galleries and

administrative offices on the first

floor. The second floor now pro-

vides for a substantial expansion of

the Colorado College Art Depart-

ment facilities. These classrooms

and studios continue on the second

floor of the north wing, eliminating

the need to use both floors of that

wing for the art department as in

the past. The second floor wings are

adjoined in the northeast corner by
a large sculpture studio. Extensive

remodelling of the north wing's

first floor has converted it into a

new gallery, opens into a window-

lined hallway facing the patio.

There are also changes in the

large gallery which, like the other

main part of the new building.

Renovation of the former executive

offices created a gallery of Western

Americana which will contain the

Honen Collection of Charles M.
Russel's bronzes and other
western-oriented paintings and
sculptures.

This expansion and remodeling
project has increased the gallery

area by 100 percent, which makes a

more comprehensive exhibition

program, with particular emphasis
on the Fine Arts Center's own
collection, possible. One of the

project's major objectives was to

free gallery space for permanent
exhibition of the prestigious Taylor

Museum collections of South-

western and Indian art, including

the famed Sanctus.

Through the Ages," surveys the

history of art from ancient Egypt
through modern France. This ex-

hibition will be shown through
January 11th. The other inaugural

exhibition, "One Hundred Years of
Painting in the Pikes Peak Region,"
was organized to observe the Colo-
rado Springs Centennial celebration

next year, and will be open through
November 30th.

All this was made possible by
the major grant from the El Pomar
Foundation and several smaller

grants, including 528,500 from the

Boettchei Foundation foe equip-

ment and furnishings.

This has been a big year for

improvements to the FAC. Perman-
ent installation of the Taylor

Museum exhibits In the large south-

west gallery and adjoining smaller

gallery were completed and opened
to the public over the summer. This

is the first time in 30 years that a

significant portion of the Taylor

Museum has been displayed perm-

anently. Also completed earlier this

year was an enlargement of the

library located in the northwest

corner of the main building, in-

cluding the addition of a reading

room and a slack area.

Marking the opening are two
exhibitions which include repre-

sentative selections from the FAC's
permanent collections. One show,

"Realism and Abstraction in Amer-
ican Art," traces those themes

through the 18th, 19ih, and 20th

centuries.

HELP STAMP OUT APATHY

NEWS. . .NEWS. . .NEWS

The Youth Citizenship Fund says 36 percent of the newly enfranchised
youth voters have already registered. The announcement was based on
telephone samplings in 102 cities or counties. Officials voice confidence
that 60 percent of the young voters will be registered in lime to vote in the
November presidential elections.

Gov. John Love and State Rep. Robert Jackson are on different sides of
the 1 9 76 Winter Olympic controversy. Love favors the games being held in

Denver saying "the return on our investment will be considerable.

Meanwhile, Jackson says the "games will cause great environmental
damage. " Jackson further insists the publicity "will accelerate our already

out-of-control birth rate problem.

"

In the "so What Else Is New" Depl., President Nixon announces he will

be a candidate for re-election. He joins fellow GOP stockholders Rep. Paul
N. "Pete" McCloskey of Calif. and Rep. John M. Ashbrook of Ohio in the

race for the nation's top spot. Also in the "battle" are about a dozen
Democrats, excluding Sen. Edward M. "Ted" Kennedy of Mass., and New
York Mayor John V. Lindsay.
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CC People In 1-25 Group
Artist Alliance: 1-25, composed

of more than 60 of Colorado's

leading professional painters,

sculptors, potters and
photographers, was organized at a

meeting which probed the position

of the artist in American society

and concluded with the

determination to raise I-25's

collective voice in support of the

arts and artists of Colorado.

Bill Burgess of Colorado Springs

acting chairman of one of the

catalyst groups of artists from

many points in the state who
worked for almost two years to

identify, locate and finally bring

together for the first time many of

their professional colleagues,

commented, "Artists Alliance: 1-25

will be a cultural force in the public

interest. We plan to cooperate with

groups already in existence, but the

main thing is thai we express our

political consciousness in an

organized way."

Artist members from Colorado

College are: Art Professor Bernard

Arnest, Asst. Art Professor Mary

Chenoweth. Asst. Art Professor

John T . Ed wards and Assoc.

Professor James N. Trissel,

chairman of the art department.

1-25, taking its name from the

major highway that links Colorado

from north to south, established

several priorities for group and

individual efforts. The group's first

action has been an immediate

protest letter to the Denver Art

Museum, voicing objections to

outdated entry standards and
inadequate judging for the

upcoming Colorado Biennial Show;
in addition, nearly half the

members voted to individually

boycott the show.

Angelo di Benedetto of Central

City, a well-known exponent of

public and environmental art and
recently artist-in-residence for the

city of Yonkers, N.Y. gave the

keynote address. He pointed out,

"Art is one of man's most normal

civilized occupations. The
contribution to society that we can

make as artists, is enormous. But

we must realize that we have to sell

ourselves as well as sell our art.

Americans only buy what they feel

is being sold to them, and while we

have the freedom to do as we want,

die public must have the freedom

to accept or reject."

Di Benedetto, involved in

educating civic groups to the value

of environmental and urban art in

public places as integral parts of

public building, parks, and

highways has already shown 240

color slides of outdoor art created

by Coloradans to 21 city councils

in the East and will soon be

showing similar materials in

Chicago.

1-25 plans to expand this kind of

activity by developing its own art

index of members* work, and will

encourage the enactment of a

Colorado law similar to New York

Stale's which stipulates that a small

percentage of the costs of any
public construction be set aside for

the incorporation of original art

created for public enjoyment.

Expressing the change in

Colorado's art climate in recent

years, Edward Sajbel of Pueblo

described the creation of the new
Pueblo Art Center and said, "Even

the 'Own Your Own' art show

couldn't have happened five years

ago."

The group agreed that

membership in 1-25 would require

the sponsorship of two
currently -accredited members.

Standards for sponsorship would

include professional commitment

and level of professional
recognition achieved.

Although last weekend's meeting

included many art department

faculty members of private and

state schools, colleges and
universities, an equal part of I-25's

eventual membership is expected to

be non-affiliated with teaching.

1-25 will - be independent and

self-funding, circulate its own
newsletter, organize its own indoor

and outdoor exhibitions, encourage

the further integration of art at all

levels of education, work to bring

more art to underprivileged urban

and rural areas, and strive to have

more artists elected to the

governing boards of museums

throughout the state.

The group hopes to provide

consulting services to any civic

group or private organization

contemplating art purchases or

exhibitions, and plans to lobby to

improve environmental design on

local and state levels.

A combined grant from the

Colorado Council on the Arts and

Humanities and the National

Endowment for the Arts made this

first Artists Alliance: 1-25 meeting

possible.

The second official meeting,

self-funded, will be held in

Colorado Springs in January.

For those males who profess
i

believe in Women's Liberation, an

opportunity to act out your beliefs;

Offer your services for child-care

for our Tuesday night meetings, or

take a child to the zoo, or to a

movie, or to the park.

Call Linda 471-4263.
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Cranston Wants Reform In U.N.
Senator Allan Cranston (D„

if.)
has introduced a resolution

lling upon the Nixon
inistration to take the

getting the Unitednative

(o "modernize and reform''

organization. Senator
lions

it

felons action comes in the

,

e of the UN decision to expel

jonalist China and admit the

j n I a n d regime. UN
reiary-General U Than I has

£j
member nations to propose

ext July ideas for possible

ir ier
revisions.

Cranston has assembled a

partisan coalition of Senators

agree that the system of

lesentation in the UN needs

.^mental revision.

He stated that the principle of

one nation-one vote in the General

Assembly is "totally unrealistic.""

One possible alternative, he said,

would be to allocate one vote for

each 5 million in population, with a

floor of one vote for each member
nation and a ceiling of perhaps 30
votes for nations with 150 million

pe o pie or more. These would
include the U.S., Soviet Russia,

China and India, each of whom
would have equal voting power.

Included in the list of
co-sponsors for Cranston's Senate

Concurrent Resolution 45 are

Colorado's Senators Gordon Allot!

and Peter Dominick.

The following is the text of the

Cranston resolution:

"Whereas the United Nations
General Assembly voted on
December 1 1, 1970, to request the

Secretary-General to •'invite

Member States to communicate to

him. before 1 July 1972. their

views and suggestions on the review
of (he Charter of the United
Nations" (General Assembly
Resolution 2697 (XXV)). Now,
therefore, be it

RESOLVED by the Senate (the
House of Representatives
concurring), that it is the sense of
the Congress that -

(I) The United States should
continue in its historic role of
providing world leadership in

working for modernization and
reform of the United Nations, and

toward the establishment and
preservation of a civilized family of

nations in accordance with the

highest aspirations of mankind.

( 2 ) The President is hereby
requested to initiate high-level

studies in the executive branch of

the Government to determine what
changes should be made in the

Charter of the United Nations, to

promote a just and lasting peace

through the development of the

rule of law. including protection of

individual rights and liberties as

well as the field of war prevention.

The President is further requested

to report to the Committee on
Foreign Relations of the Senate and
the Committee on Foreign Affairs

of the House of Representatives

The &dmi Shop
10 East Colorado Ave.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

• Poster Headquarters

. Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room

• Water Beds and Accessories

• Various Paraphernalia

All Standard LPs $1.00 off Regular S6.98

8 Track Tapes $3.98

Good Vibes!!

HEUBERGER VW, INC.

for all your needs in

SALES SERVICE PARTS

MOTOR CITY, Colo. Springs 475-1920

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830N. Nevada Phone: 471-9200
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Wishes you a happy New Year and Welcomes you
back to School

V/

210 East Cache La Poudre St.
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and
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471-1280
CALL 685-1107

471-9906
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CITY AUDITORIUM

tfomte

GENERAL ADMISSION

presented by PROGRESSIVE PROMOTIONS

SOUTHERN COLORADO
BUDGET TAPES AND RECORDS, 1NCORPORA TED

before June 30, 197:, the results of
such studies.

(3) The Government of the

United Stales should take the lead

in calling for a conference to review,

the United Nations Charter in

accordance with article 10« of the

charter, not later than 1974.

The new Regulations also will

establish time limits lot personal

appearances. Each registrant will be
entitled to such time for his

personal appearance with his local

board as is reasonably necessary for

a fair presentation ^f his claim.

Normally, 15 minutes will be
deemed adequate for this purpose.

He also will be allowed to bring up
to three witnesses to the meeting

The same criteria will pertain to a

registrant who elects to meet with

ins appeal board, except that he

will not have the light to bring

STUDY
ABROAD

Students interested in the CU
foreign study programs in France

(Bordeaux), G e r in a m y
(Regensburg), and England
(Lancaster and East Anglial should

apply immediately, The deadline is

January lx Ai Easl Anglio

University there are openings for

the study o\' mathematics,
chemistry, mid physics For more

information see Dirk Baay. AH

Lock Up
Your Bike

THE EGG HOUSE

THE HARNESS BOOT

For the action-minded

man of today. Long's has

a complete selection of

harness strap boots.

Choose wa xhide or

polished leather from Frye

or Acme. Lorig's experi-

enced boot fitters assure

you a perfect fit. Pick up

Jmigb
107 South Tejon

.where the Levi's are!
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CC leers All Alone

In Third Place
CC's leers have been astonishing

everyone. They gained a split with

Notre Dame's "Fighting Irish" last

weekend, and just before Christmas

swept a two-game series from

Michigan State.

On Monday night, the Tigers

played without the services of

senior goaltender Doug Schum.

who got into a hassle with a referee

in Saturday's tiff with the Irish.

The referee had waved off an

icing call because a Tiger skater did

not attempt to play the puck.

Schum voiced his protest in vivid

terms for what he called "a series of

calls made during the whole series."

After head referee Ron Vannelli

gave Schum a 10-minute
misconduct penalty, which carries

an automatic two-minute major,

Schum continued his show of

discontent and was slapped with a

10-minute game misconduct

penalty.

According to Western Collegiate

Hockey Association rules, the

10-minute game misconduct

penally prevents a player from

playing in the next scheduled game.

Freshman goaltender Dan
Griffin was in the nets for CC for

the remainder of Saturday's match,

and started Monday night.

Last Friday, the Tigers tipped

the Irish 6 to 5 in overtime at the

Broadmoor World Arena.

As they did against Midiigan

State, the Tigers came from a third

period deficit forcing the game into

sudden death.

Hat Trick

Wayne Horb gave CC its first hat

trick of the season plus the win

over the Irish at 2:01 of the sudden

death period. Taking the puck on a

pass from Gordie Sutherland, Horb

moved to a two-on-two with Guy
Hildebrand. He skated to center ice

and slipped a tally past screened

goalie Dick Tc

Besides Horb's three, other CC
goals were scored by Hildebrand at

6:48 of the first, Bob Winograd at

1:53 of the third, and Doug

Palazzari at 16:20 of the third.

Horb's goals were at 17:13 of

the first, 8:54 of the second, and

2:01 of sudden death.

The Tigers are at the University

of Wisconsin Friday and Saturday.

They return home Jan. 19 for a

one-game match with Air Force

Academy. They hit the road again

for a six-game schedule.

Please

Recycle this

Newspaper

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

GUILD OPTICIANS

Quality - Style - Service

D. HITESHEW, Optician DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEA R

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418
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Hathaway's

"A woman is only a woman but a good cigar is a

smoke" - Kipling

Hathaway hath the finest selections of cigars in town.

^Green ^Mountah
Grainery*
- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts
Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds^
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic
Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans

& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure foods.

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Between

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

o rrrrrriSALTONES
eTRECORD ROUND-UP u" N°",H HANc°«

Golf Acre* Shopping Center

One of The Most Complete Selections of Popular,
Classics and Budget Classics In The Area

Oereinspagiert...

Sniiei'lnnteti

YDienev Schnitzel

(Joulnsh Siifj|.ic

14o^jul)Wo

•lay's Bicycle Shop
19 East Kiowa Rick Wage CC Class of 64
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Nowthere'sacourse
thatpays$100amonth.

In our Advanced Course the monthly sub-

sistence allowance has just been increased. From $50 to $100.

One hundred dollars every month for 10 months of the school

year. To spend on room and board, dates and ball games.
To save for grad school.

But Army ROTC means a lot more than more
money. It means management and leadership experience that

you just can't get anywhere else. The kind of thing that can
land you a better job, and move you along faster once you
get it. It means a commission as an officer and everything

that goes with it. The prestige, the pay, the chance to travel,

the experience.

Now ROTC looks

even better. For the money
you'll earn today. For the person
you'll be tomorrow. See your
Professor of Military Science,

or send the coupon for

information.

Army ROTC.
The more you look at it,

the better it looks.

Jhc-Cauilvst - -Ja-.ua.ry 1.2, .W72 •, [71



January Calendar Ba"Jes

Highlighting this month's CC

Calendar of Events is a two-day

program on "Sex Roles."

On Friday, Jan. 21, at 7:30

p.m., the topic will be "Emerging

Sex Roles and Alternative Life

Styles." Taking part in the program

will be Professor Glenn Gray,

philosophy; Dr. Elizabeth Null,

social psychologist at Southern

Illinois University; Mrs. Marjory

Daley, associate dean of students at

Grinnell College, Iowa; and

Professor Jane Cauvel, philosophy.

The program will be in Armstrong

Hall.

On Saturday, Jan. 22, in

Armstrong Auditorium a panel will

discuss "The Modern Man and

Woman - Who Are They?"

Speakers will include Dr. Erika

Freeman, co-founder of the

International Association of Social

Psychiatry; Prof. Cauvel; Dr. Null;

Dean Daley and Jack Carter,

biology.

Other January events are:

Thursday, 8 p.m. in Olin I,

"Canadian Perspectives on the New

China," speaker: Mrs. Ruth

Mallory, China Expert, Canadian

Embassy, Washington. D.C,

Tuesday, Jan. 18, 8:15 p.m.,

Armstrong Auditorium, concert,

Guillermo Fiereus, classical

guitarist.

Wednesday, Jan. 26, 8 p.m.,

Armstrong Auditorium, "Sweetness

and Light," Satirical Theatre.

Saturday, Jan. 29, 9 a.m. and 1

p.m., Armstrong Auditorium,

Seminar on Black Education,

featuring a lecture by Mrs. Evie

Dennis, Community Specialist for

the Denver Public School System

and Mrs. Tony McCann, chairman

of United Parents Association. A
panel discussion will follow.

All events are free and open to

the public.

Thefts
CAMPUS SECURITY IS

YOUR SECURITY

by Stan Case

The Campus Security Force is

for the benefit of CC students, and

they should actively use it, the

message seems to be in talking with

Security official Bruce Canfield.

In recent instances of theft early

notification of this force (ext. 347)

could have produced better results.

Among other things, music

systems, skiis, and of course bikes

have been objects of thievery lately.

The abduction and consequent

murder of a CC coed last month

was not initially brought to the

attention of the Campus Security

until an hour after the incident.

Over Christmas vacation,

.Canfield explains, problems were

minimal. There was one attempted

break-in, but the person was scared

off by Security guards on duty.

Nine stranded bikes were also

picked up (not stolen) on campus,

ones which students are urged to

look al if theirs is missing.

Sondermann
"Story" In Book

Dr. Fred Sondermann, professor

of political science at Colorado

College, has been anthologized in a

recently published book, "We

Wanted to be Free" (Refugees'

Own Stories) by Frances Cavanah.

Dr. Sondermann, who fled his

native Germany in the late 1930's

returned to his homeland in 1969

after an absence of 30 years. He

kept a journal of his visit and a

chapter in the book which is titled

"Refugee's Return" is an account

of that visit.

In describing his return to

Germany, Professor Sondermann

also reveals the story of the flight

from Germany he and his parents

made, and their arrival in New York

in 1939 with one suitcase apiece

and four dollars in German marks.

The story of a "Refugee's Return"

was first presented at the Temple

Beth El in Colorado Springs and it

later appeared in the Colorado

College Magazine.

"We Wanted to be Free" is a

book of true stories about people

who escaped. Some of the refugees

and exiles whose stories appear in

the edition include Pablo Casals.

Maria Trapp, Hans Habe and to

Enrico Fermi.

Many, like Dr. Sonderm
ani

wrote their own dramatic
'lull

for the book and Miss Cavanah
h

provided an introduction for ?*.

chapter. The book is principaji

concerned with those recent arriva

who have enriched the country

which they fled.

The book, which is a company

volume to the popular book, "W

Came to America" also by ]y;,

Cavanah, will be used in many
ty

schools as a text in civics.

TRULY STEP OUT
~~~

OF YOUR MIND

A n On tology Class is being

offered as a Free University Course

with instructor Bob Ewing.

Applied Ontology describes the

creative experience of Life. One

basic aspect of this is the Truth

characterized by design and control

through which the animating force

of Love expresses. Herein is the

triune nature of man's expression;

Love, Truth, and Life. This class

simply clarifies the already existam

d that those participating

may know themselves, revealing (hi

true qualities of Being, "the Trulh

of Love," consistently.

Among our guest speakers art

Dr. Bill Bahan and Richard Cable

instructors at the Universal

Institute of Applied Ontology: poet

and author, Ted Black; and George

Emery, an international speaker.

The Free University Class is held

every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.

Room 121 of Palmer Hall.

SALES— REPAIRS
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CC Receives $7.5-Million

COLORADO COLLEGE'S BANK BOOK INCREASED MEASURABLY LAST SATURDAY WHEN FORMER DEPUTY DEFENSE SECRETARY
DAVID PACKARD AND HIS WIFE GAVE CC $7.5 MILLION, THE LARGEST SINGLE GRANT IN OUR COLLEGE'S 98 YEAR HISTORY
THE GIFT CAME AT A TIME WHEN MANY COLLEGES THROUGHOUT THE NATION ARE CONTEMPLATING CLOSING THEIR DOORS

WITHIN THE DECADE DUE TO A'LACK OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT, PARTICULARLY FROM ALUMNI.

Fortunately - for CC - this

wasn't the case with Packard,

whose late parents (Sperry S. and

Ella Graber Packard) were

graduated from CC in 1902. Sperry

Packard served as a trustee of CC

from 1920-24.

The grant to CC consists of

156,000 shares of Hewlett-Packard

common stock valued at

approximately $6.8 million at the

termination of the trust. It has

since risen in value, and at the close

of the stock market last Friday was

valued at $7.6 million.

The gift is part of some S18.8

million in capital gains on Packard's

holdings of Hewlett-Packard stock

which he placed in trust for the

period of his governmental service.

Other gifts announced from the

fund to date include $2.6 million to

Stanford University and $2.2

million to Wolf Trap Farm Park for

Performing Arts near Washington,

D.C.

The announcement followed a

special meeting of the CC board of

trustees at which the board

formally accepted the gift and

adopted a resolution citing Mr. and

Mrs. Packard for "an immeasurable

act of generosity which not only

h e Ips to assure the future of

Colorado College, but expresses an

extraordinary confidence in the

liberal arts college as a vital part of

higher education."

Approximately $6 million of the

gift will go into endowment for

scholarships and for faculty and

library support. Between SI million

and $1.5 million will provide new

music and art facilities on the

campus.

Challenge

The trustees accepted the gift as

a "Centennial Challenge" to be

matched by S7 million in additional

endowment funds to be raised by

CC's centennial year. 1974.

(Endowment is the term used to

describe investments which earn

income annually to support a

college's educational programs.)

Current market value of the CC
endowment fund is approximately

$14 million.

President Lloyd E. Worner. who

announced the Packard gift at a

special press conference in Olin

Hall, characterized the gift as "the

kind of support which encourages

us in the liberal arts colleges to take

new reassurance that our distinctive

kind of education is in a position to

Mishap Amplifies Cascade Closure

BY RICH BARRERA

Tuesday, Jan. 11, a Colorado

College student was hit by an

approaching vehicle while crossing

Cascade Avenue.

Miss Stephanie Cunningham,

apparently suffering only minor
injuries, was struck by a van while

she was on the crosswalk between

Armstrong Hall and Rastall Center.

Miss Cunningham stepped into the

crosswalk after another vehicle had
slopped to let her pass, and was
'hen hit by the speeding van in the

next lane.

The van left 74 feet of skid

Farks. The driver of the van
received a traffic citation from
police.

This unfortunate incident again

raised and amplified the proposal

'°r the closing of Cascade Avenue
between San Rafael and Cache la
p°udre to vehicular traffic.

The closing of Cascade would
^e two purposes; (1) to eliminate

pffic hazards that may and do

college campus.

It is true that the markings of

the crosswalk on Cascade are quite

faded, but it is still legally a marked

crosswalk, and the law reads that

"Where traffic control signals are

DAVID PACKARD.

tlourish as never before."

Worner said the added

endowment would provide a firmer

base for CC's continuing programs

to obtain funds for special projects

and to sustain the Colorado College

Annual Fund aimed at helping to

make up the difference between

what is charged in tuition and what

it actually costs the college to

educate its students.

Packard rded an

h on orary degree of doctor of

science at the 1964 CC
commencement. He joined the

board of trustees in 1966.

Before entering governmental

service, he was chairman of

Hewlett -Packard, a leading

ma nufact uter of electronic

equipment, which has a plant in

Colorado Springs. A native of

Pueblo, Packard resigned from his

position as the defense

department's No. 2 man on Dec.

I I. citing "strictly personal

reasons."

Three days after he resigned,

Packard telephoned Woruei Idling

him of the proposed gift. Worner

learned more of the grant at a

dinner with the Packauls on Jan.

I l.in Washington, \)C.

Participating in the conference

were Russell T. Tutt, president, El

Pomar Investment Co.,' and

chairman of CC's board of trustees;

Robert M. Blaik, president. Blaik

Oil Co. in Oklahoma City, and

member of the board of trustees;

Geiald H. Phipps, president Gerald

H. Phipps Co. (Denver) and owner

of the Denver BroilCOS, and

President Woruei.

Among the officials at lending

was Colorado Springs Mayor T.

Eugene McCleary. who told the

font. Pg. 12

not in place or in operation the However, the greater percentage

driver of a vehicle shall yield the of cars do not stop, and students

right of way, slowing down or have to wait for all traffic to pass

stopping to a pedestrian crossing before proceeding to cross.

the roadway within any marked As for integrating the campus by

crosswalk. . .

"
closure of Cascade, the main college

result

(2)

injun to students, and
to beautify and unify the

organization concerned with thai is

the Campus Design Committee

(faculty committee), chaired by

Prof. John T. Edwards of the Art

Department. Student members

include Bill Milliken. Ann Boisclair,

John Howard, Roger Oram, Paul

Skan and William Boddington.

Cont. Pg. 12

DODGING THE TRAFFIC

CATALYST

EXPANSION MEETING

The Catalyst is expanding!

We 've outgrown the

darkroom facilities in Cutler and

are now situated in the library.

If you want to become part

of the expansion program. The

Catalyst is liaving a reception

Friday night at 6:30 in the

offices in Cutler basement.

Of course, there will be

refreshments. .

.
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A Chance To Work For Your Candidal.
CC students may work for the department. You may drop the

candidate of their choice - in the course in which you are enrolled

Presidential sphere - and gain after your acceptance in the

credit for it under a new course Election Field Work course."

entitled "Election Field Work." Student internships in the

According to J. Douglas Mertz, Presidential primary elections of

chairman of the Political Science Spring 1972. Post-campaign written

Division: analysis required. Grading on a

"The course is offered for Credit basis. 1 unit. Permission of

students interested in Field work in Department of Political Science

the Presidential primary elections in required.

the spring semester of 1972. The Political Science
"Presidential candidates often Department at Colorado College is

do not decide to run in particular offering a General Studies unit

state primaries until the last during the spring semester 1971-72

minute. Between now and spring, in Election Field Work. The course

personalities may drop out and be is designed to permit students to

added to the list of Presidential participate for one block in an

aspirants. These factors make it academically meaningful way in the

impossible to take registrants for spring Presidential primaries.

the course now. Students accepted into the

"If you are interested, Register course will negotiate their own
in courses for all blocks in the campaign jobs with bona fide

Spring. When a primary in your Presidential candidates running in a

state or a candidate you are selected list of state Presidential

interested in working for becomes preference primary elections. The
an assured fact, then follow the block chosen for the field work will

detailed instructions in the attached depend on the particular state in

course description and apply for which the student wishes to

enrollment to the Political Science participate. In some cases,

New Faces On Campus
A lot ol new faces have been

noticed this semester by native

Colorado College residents. Their

presence is due to the yearly influx

of Summer Starts, Transfers, and

returnees from leave.

The Summer Starts are those

students who took their first

semester in an eight week period

beginning in June. They return the

following January to complete their

second semester. During this eight

week period they complete the

equivalent of three blocks worth of

credit, or roughly the load of the

First semester.

Transfer students are students

who transfer to the Colorado

College from schools and colleges as

different from CC as possible. A
college different from the Colorado

College could be defined as a large

university, a junior college, or a

school that speciFied one religion or

sex. According to Richard Wood,
Director of Admissions at CC,
Colorado College is a large

supporter of the transfer idea and

supports the junior college

program.

There were a total of 550
transfer applications noted by the

admissions office this year.

According to Maxwell Taylor,

Asst. Dean of the College, this

Figure represents an increase in the

number of transfer applications

over last year. "I think the

Colorado College plan has made a

positive impact. It is attractive to

prospective transfer students." This
year most of the transfers seem to

completing the course will require

the student to work over into a 4'/l

day break, spring vacation, or

summer vacation. Students also will

be expected to work Saturdays and

Sundays just prior to primary

election day in the particular state

chosen.

Keep A Diary

Students in the course will be

required to keep a diary of their

personal impressions of the

campaign experience. If possible,

students are expected to interview

the various candidates and other

participants in the primary election

campaign in which they have

participated. A written analysis of

the particular Presidential primary

(minimum length - 7 pages, double

spaced, typewritten) as well as the

diary must be submitted for credit

to be given for the course.

The written analysis will be due

30 days after the date of the

Presidential primary in which the

student worked.

Students interested in

participating in this course must

negotiate their own campaign jobs.

Students should contact the

Presidential candidate, or his

campaign manager, or the campaign

manager for the Presidential

candidate in the particular state.

They should state their desire to

have interests in the humanities,

though selection does not hinge on
a shortage of students in a

particular Field.

Considering those students who
a re leaving, Dean Taylor said,

"There has been an upswing in the

number of students who want to do
other things. This includes the male
student who has received a high

lottery number and is no longer

under pressure from the draft."

One innovation rather unique at

the Colorado College is its

withdrawal plan. "We do have this

formal withdrawal plan that I think
the students should be made aware
of," said Dean Taylor. "Under this

plan a student can formally

work in the campaign and show a

copy of this course description. If

accepted by the Presidential

candidate (or other appropriate

campaign official), the student

must submit a letter from the

candidate (or appropriate official)

indicating that he has read the

requirements of the course and can

and will use the student in his

campaign for the full 3M weeks of

the block. Wherever possible, the

letter should be written on official

campaign stationery and addressed

to: Robert D. Loevy, Department

of Political Science, Colorado

College, Colorado Springs,

Colorado, 80903.

If you are interested in taking

this course, you should pick the

appropriate block and state primary

and candidate for whom you wish

to work. You should begin

negotiations with the candidate (or

appropriate official) as soon as

possible in order to guarantee

yourself a position in his

organization for the particular

primary. Once you have obtained

the letter guaranteeing you a

campaign position, submit it to the

Department of Political Science.

Keep in mind that Presidential

candidates often do not decide to

run in particular state primaries

until the last minute, so be ready to

face the prospect of picking y
candidate and state primary at tL

last minute also.

The following schedule lists
the

blocks, states, and dates when
this

course can be taken. The schedule

will be subject to change due to the

fact that many states may chai.

their primary dates at the lajj

moment. Students should

officially register for the cow*
until they are positive that the

particular state primary is going
|

be held and that their candidate
is

going to definitely run in that state

primary:

Block six, state, New Hampshire

election date, March 2 (tent.)

Block seven, Wisconsin, April 4

Block eight, Alabama May 1
Indiana, May 2; Ohio, May 2; D. of

C, May 2. Block nine, Oregon, May
23; California, June 6; New Jersey

June 6; New York, June 20.

Students wishing to work
in

Presidential primaries other than

those listed above should meet with

Robert D. Loevy, Palmer Hall 2;

in order to work out the

appropriate block in which the

course is to be taken.
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Nugget Meeting - Monday
January 31, 3 p.m. in basement of

Cutler Hall.

withdraw from the college for a

particular reason and reapply at a

later date directly through the

deans. Under this plan we guarantee

readmittance and the student

Victims Of Pacifism
For the third consecutive year

President Nixon heads the list of
men Americans admire most. Is it

any wonder? The man says of
himself: "I rate myself as a deeply
commuted pacifist, perhaps
because of my Quaker heritage

from my mother. But / must deal
with how peace can be achieved
and how it must be preserved. . .IfI

lived in another country that

wanted to be sure and retain its

right to self-determination I would
say: Thank God that the United
States exists in this moment of
history.' We are not bent on
conquest or on threatening others.

But we do have a nuclear umbrella
that can protect others. This is the
moral force behind our position.

We could be a terrible threat to the
world if we were to lose that
restraint.

Some confusion becomes
apparent when one realizes that
more bomb tonage has been
dropped on Indochina since
President Nixon took office than

|2) - January 26, 1972 - The Catalyst

the total dropped during World War
II and the Korean War combined.

And bombing is on the increase.

In North Vietnam the average

number of raids per month was six

until recently. In November it

climbed to fourteen. In December
there were atleast twenty-seven

raids.

BOMBING

Bombing is likely to increase

even more drastically. Defense

Secretary Laird has stated the 1968
bombing halt agreement is no
longer in force. It is also common
knowledge that restricted bombing
as employed under Johnson had
little effect upon North's ability to

mount offensives in the South.
Either the Administration is not
heeding prior experience, or it in-

tends to remove restrictions in

the hopes of having some effect.

The plan is both long range and
tied to immediate problems and
political restraints. The possibility

of a major offensive during the

election year is growing, and the

results upon the image of Vietnam-
ization should the South suffer are

clear.

The President really has few
moves he can make. He cannot

stage another Cambodia, and the

South Vietnamese have told him
they don't intend to return to Laos.

So the gist of his public policy is

constant withdrawal and bombing
to prefect Americans who remain.

It is openly stated that the US will

not abandon the Saigon
Government, but the point is not
stressed.

The consequences of such a
policy are obscure to most persons.

The reason for this is that Nixon is

trying to hide the fact he is playing
to win in Indochina. He is trying to

have people accept the illogical idea

that we can withdraw from the war,
without abandoning Saigon, and
without fighting. It is illogical

because the North intends to win
also, and they intend to win using

the POW's, because that is all they
have. We cannot withdraw without
prisoner release. We cannot get

prisoner release without

wouldn't have to reapply like ill

the rest of the students through the

admissions office. Readmittance is

of course subject to

convenience, but usually there is no

problem."

This semester's enrollment will

be close to 1800 if a few students

who did not return for the fifth

block show up for classes in the

sixth. This number includes 50

Summer Starts and 45 transfer

students.

According to James Johnson,

the college registrar, the college is

trying to reduce its enrollment.

"We reached an all time high this

year with 1831 students." These

are students who took at least one

course this year. This high was

largely attributable to a low

attrition loss last year.

abandoning Saigon. Then for the

President to ask for release of
POW's is to ask for Hanoi to

surrender. The true posture of our

negotiations is, de facto,

unconditional surrender in the eyes

of the North Vietnamese.

The true Nixon policy is veiled

by the public policy. In his recent

CBS interview the President said

that the negotiators for the North
refused to exchange prisoner release

for troop withdrawal. Now the

North has said complete troop

withdrawal amounts to our
abandonment of Saigon in their

eyes, but of course the United

States has never offered such an

exchange.

NIXON A PACIFIST

What is now apparent is that

Richard Nixon really is a Pacifist.

He has pacified the American

people. US Troop casualities are the

lowest in years. Negotiations are

underway. Everything is being done
for the POWs.

But at what cost? In simple

dollars the air war alone has cost in

excess of $33 billion. It continues

at a rate in excess of $5 million a

day.

More and more it is machine

against machine. The North

Vietnamese have built a series of

anti-aircraft missile stations. The

missiles on US planes used to

destroy the missile stations cost

$35,000 each. Their use is

increasing.

In all of this one can see many
casualties. These are the obvious,

though sometimes hidden, victims

of activity our country calls

peacemaking, victims we prefer to

stay hidden.

Yes, war is bad.

But the question begs — if it is

because Nixon has pacified us,

silenced our questioning, and

provided a soothing
business-as-usual atmosphere, are

we in our conscious, moral

existence any better than war

itself?

The war continues, though

wound down, not because there are

too few demonstrations, but

Com. Pg. 5



A Fortunate Gift
Colorado College was indeed fortunate in receiving the S7.5

jllion from the Packards.

Students — present as well as future — should benefit most.

rne Administration has said $6 million will go to endowments;

(,6
remainder to an art and music center, faculty salaries and

jbrary support.

Of course, one reason for the gift was Packard's close

elationship with CC through the years. We would hope another

jason was the uniqueness of CC. By this we mean the block

ystem and pass-fail choices.

If the Packards had read about the average CC student's

apathy — devil may care attitude — they might have had a

[hange of heart. . .

Library Hours

Andy Loewinger, in a Safety Valve letter, has the right idea.

Why not open the library for longer periods Friday, Saturday

and Sunday?

The Catalyst wholeheartedly supports the petition currently

being circulated. We urge each member of the CC community to

do likewise. We shall all benefit by the initiative shown by Mr.
Loewinger.

In this, and all campus efforts, Ut Omnes Unum Sint, That
All May Be One. And, In Unity There Is Strength!
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The Catalyst did not forget to cover the mini-symposium on sex. Nor
d we forget the fraternity-sorority rush. We will have pictures and stories

in these and other topics next issue

A Letter To The Editor:

1 have jusi returned from the

Friday night "Alternative Life

Style - Emerging Sex Roles"

panel discussion and I feel like

j um ping up and down and

shouting. Did anyone share with

me the surreal feeling of being at

a place where we were supposed

to communicate, learn,

understand, or experience
Alternative Life S tyles and

Emerging Sex Roles" and

discovering no hint of a

vibration of anything new or

emerging?

We listened to three

university teachers and one

administrator (Quite a spectrum

of lifestyles!). There was only

one member of the panel who
was within twenty years of age

of the majority of the audience.

There was no one from Women's
Liberation, from Gay
Liberation, from a woman's
collective, from a non-nuclear

family, from an ex tended

family, or from any of the

spiritual and political communes
in the area.

The medium is the message.

If you stopped listening to the

words for a second, what were

we experiencing? We were

experiencing the old style - not

alternative. We were all isolated

from each other, facing front.

We were vicarious observers,

tittering at sexual innuendos,

watching the performers on

stage, making them nervous and

anxious for approval. All of us,

not. looking at each, other, with

no feelings being expressed or

communicated, were content

merely to listen.

What the "alternatives" deal

with are things such as relating

with people, getting in touch

with emotions, and forming

communities in which we help

each o ther fight false

consciousness. In these

communities we will

de-emphasize the leader-follower

trip and we will get high

together.

Safety Valve
What the old style deals with

in part is head-tripping, feeling

lonely, and listening to

"experts." We headtrip ourselves

out of trying any scary
alternatives. Can we justify a

doctor-lawyer-teach er-

businessman lifestyle? Can we
justify a "creative mother and
housewife" of the nuclear family

lifestyle? Can a hip variation on
this theme bring happiness or

fulfillment? I don't really know
the answers to these questions. I

do know that it isn't much of a

change if all that happens is that

the man does the dishes, the

woman takes a career, and we
substitute "person" for "man"
in our vocabulary.

I heard it said that the

purpose of the symposium was

to "educate, not alienate."

Alienate whom? Certainly it did

not alienate the Gazette-

Telegraph, Educate whom? Is it

education to hear and
experience the reality we live

with every day? The message is:

"There are no alternatives,

women have a problem, men
better start doing the dishes,

people ought to seek individual

solutions, and it is a super-bad.

communist no-no to form a

community - a movement -

and help each other recognize

and fight false consciousness."

The message is: "Don't worry

about the causes*. If you are

unhappy it is your fault! Feel

guilty! Don't be angry! You can

find happiness and warmth in

this frozen wasteland without

changing the temperature."

PS. It is also the old way to

write letters to the editor. Well,

it is hard to be pure.

David Hollenbach

SEE COED STORIES ON PAGES 8 & 9

Editor, The Catalyst:

Again, on January 13, Tutt

Library conducted yet another

one of, its routine surveys. Had I

not recently discussed with Dr.

F aga n , the director of the

library, the possibility of

extending what I considered to

be rather restrictive weekend
library hours, I would not have

been disappointed. However,

having suggested that, at the

least, some attention be given

the issue in what was the most

recent survey with no apparent

result, I am now only further

assured of the necessity for

student action.

There has been a certain

amount of student sentiment

expressed on this issue; but,

hitherto, nothing of any
organized nature.

For this reason a petition is

presently being posted in the

library itself, now through

Sunday. The petition calls for an

extension of the library hours on

the weekend until 10 p.m. for

both Friday and Saturday

evenings and for a 12 noon

opening on Sunday for an

experimental period of at least

one month. This particular

petition embodies three

interrelated sections, each of

which will require special

endorsement for the three

weekend days they represent -

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

The completed petition will

be presented first to the CCCA
and, then, in turn, to the

Administration. Endorsement of

any of the three sections will

add to its impetus and is thus

urged.

I hope that anyone with

questions, help, or suggestions

will feel free to call upon, me
since I will consider any

response favorable and helpful.

Sincerely Yours,

Andrew Loewinger

Room 236Mathias

X471
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Visiting Professor

by John A. Simons

Perhaps the most significant

difference between the five years I

spent studying in graduate school

and the less than one year I have

spent at Colorado College lies in my
increased contact with people. In

graduate school one is chiefly

responsible to oneself for learning a

particular body of material and for

writing a particular number of

research papers about the material.

Basical ly this is a rather

cut-and-dried situation, unless, of

course, you have a Dr. Mabuse for a

dissertation adviser (I didn't).

This is not to say that graduate

school is easier than college

teaching. It is simpler, though not

easier because the student gets

rather tired of sharing his more

arcane thoughts with only his

advisers or himself. Bui because the

burden falls primarily on oneself,

degree work becomes perforce a

lonely undertaking. Mosl of my
fellow grad students couldn't have

cared less about what I was wriiing.

They were doing their own theses

and neither knew about rioi

interested in my area of

specialization, modern American

poetry.

What they did care about as we
rounded (he turn and moved into

the stretch run of our grad careers

(the equestrian conceit continues in

a moment), was how many pages I

had churned out in the space of a

week or so. It was like the old

children's game. Kentucky Derby,

in which each child chose a'

particular horse and spun the dial

lo see how many furlongs he would
advance per spin. In grad school the

only difference is that we spin

ourselves. The race is to be the

swiftest and I can remember a

number of Silky Sullivans still

languishing in the stacks of

Regensiem Library al [he
University of Chicago. A steady
diet of writing, tennis and murder
mysteries kepi me in the Citation

category and I was able to finish

my dissertation in less than a year.

PRIVATE

Writing is of necessity a private

experience. This privacy is

compounded by the fact that most

of a student's friends are doing the

same thing he is doing within the

same department within the same

walls. This breeds, ironically a kind

of intellectual claustrophobia which

tends lo increase the sense of

loneliness the writer has to begin

with. Perhaps the graduate student

has too much in common with his

peers. He doesn't want to become

involved in their problems because

they're loo much like his own.

All of this serves as a kind of

prelude to the central thrust of this

essay, which is thai graduate

schools, because of their extreme

homogeneity, lend paradoxically to

isolate their student bodies.

The situation has been different

for me at Colorado College. Here I

have had a chance to relate to

others, students and faculty, on a

wider variety of levels. The block

system, I think, encourages a more
informal approach to teaching and

inter personal relationships. This

does not make teaching any easier.

On the contrary, it makes ii more
difficult because ii lacks a more

definite structure,

The teacher must be as open to

new student responses as he is to

his own more familiar opinions.

There is time for this kind of

intellectual interplay within the

classroom because a class can meet

as long as it wishes. But it also risks

becoming too loose, too baggy, too

digressive, so that the teacher must

try to find some mean or middle

way (Aristotle is alive and well and

living in Chicago) in his approach to

classroom discussions.

My major objection to CC
students is not their fault. It

reminds me, in fact, of what I have

been criticizing about graduate

education in general, i.e., that

students have too much in

common, that they have fewer

opportunities to learn from each

other because they share already

too many experiences.

Al CC the question is more of an

economic and social nature. Our

students lend all too often to

reflect the same ethnic, the same

professional backgrounds.
Consequently, as (hey themselves

have told me. I hey are distressed in

finding so many students like

themselves. This brand of

homogeneity breeds, unfortunately,

the same kind of ennui and

disinterest 1 discovered among
English graduate students at the

University of Chicag

Safety Valve

Editor:

Your commentary on page

one of this week's Catalyst is to

be commended and let's have

more of them. I am new on the

CC campus and have been most

interested in observing the

reactions of the students. Your
observation regarding the
students excluding themselves

from personal involvement was
brought to my attention
recently. I was having dinner

with two students. While the

three of us were eating at one

table two other students sat

down with us. There was not so

much as a smile exchanged

throughout the meal.

By now you know that I was
shook up by your article. Best

wishes for a successful year with

the Catalyst.

Jane Dzwons

I would like to compliment

the editors of the Catalyst t0r

their editorial "Death of a

Species." They presented a

problem that all students serving

on college committees have long

been aware of. The membership

of these committees has never

been large, mainly due t

student apathy, and as a result

of this, those people who do

serve have to carry a tremendous

amount of responsibility and do

a lot of work which benefits

many other students.

While there is definitely a lot

of work to be done outside the

college, there are also a lot of

committees and organizations

within the college community
which are in desperate need of

people who would be interested

in carrying out the work
involved. As a case in point, this

semester many committees are

going to start planning for next

year's events. They would

welcome any interested

newcomers and perhaps all the

YOU CAN HAVE
CLEAN CLOTHES

anil

CLEAN WATER

III 'S ENCO SIRVICt
TUNE UPS
•ATLAS TIRES

•STATE INSPECTION
•ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah 23 Wes l Uintah Phone 634-9195

Are Our Specialty

PORTER OPTICAL

716'/S N. Tejon - 475-0551 (in the rear)
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The Sugared Next TW: "Cabaret"

Mule
Need some place to go after

you've finished that million page

term paper, for Sunday night meal,

r really just anytime? There is a

new alternative in "The Springs."

"The Sugared Mule" at 711

North Tejon, is a restaurant opened

with the purpose of providing

college students with a place to eat

good food at reasonable prices,

drink beer, or just rap in almost a

completely non-commercial

atmosphere.

A very wide range of food is

being offered - everything from

sub marine sandwiches (grinders,

hoagies, etc.) to various health

foods and complete dinners.

There is more. "The Sugared

Mule" will also provide a general

place to just meet people, debate,

to either see or participate in such

things as folk singing, one act plays

or readings, or to simply stop in

and visit. Local craftsmen and

artists will also be welcome to

exhibit their various wares.

Normally The Catalvst does not

report on a grand opening of any

restaurant, but as you can see, this

is no ordinary restaurant. "The

S uga r e d M ule" should swiftly

become the crossroads of Colorado

Springs, where all at one time or

another will meet and have a good

time. Gil Rogers

The Principia College School of

Government has invited two CC

students to its 34th Annual Public

Affairs Conference set for April

12-15. This year's topic will be

"What Can Students Do in

Changing Schools?" For further

information - if you're interested

in journeying to Elsah, 111. —

contact Prof. Robert Loevy.

Save 10% on every purchase

at the

Bicycle Center

withCC ID card

Gitane • Raleigh • Clubman
American Eagle • Stuer • St. Etienne • Magneet

1515 South 8th Street • 632-2374

Theatre Workshop will open the

musical Cabaret the first weekend

after the break in Theatre 32 in

Armstrong Hall. Eight p.m.

performances will run Friday,

Saturday, and Sunday, February

II, 12, 13, and Tuesday and

Wednesday, February 15 and 16,

with an afternoon performance on

Sunday, February 13 at 2 p.m.

Admission is free but because

seating is limited to 75, persons

interested in attending are urged to

reserve seats at Rastall desk

beginning Monday, February 7, the

first day of the 6th block.

Set in pre-Nazi Germany,

Cabaret is based on John Van

Druten's I am a Camera. Fred Ebb's

lyrics and John Kander's score

catch the decadence yet also the

last extravaganzas of the era. Steve

Jobes playes the role of the MC and

Barb Kerr takes the part of the

Cabaret girl Sally who becomes

involved with the visiting American

writer, played by Chris

Coppersmith. Al Lyons directs the

60-member cast and production

staff. Din Din Smith and Nancy

Stern choreograph the dances,

including one by a gorilla, while

Paul Feil, assisted by rehearsal

accompanist Ed Turley, is musical

director.

Posts Open
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There are (or will be) two

openings on the Cutler Board of

Publications. These two spots will

be filled by an at-large student

election Wednesday, Feb, 9.

The first post will be a one-year

term to be filled immediately. The

second, a six-month spot, will begin

September.

The top vote getter will get the

first spot, and the runnerup, the

second.

For further information, contact

Cutler Board Chairman Ed
Winograd.

The famous French literary

critic and historian, Jean-Paul

Weber, has been invited by the

Public Lectures Committee to

s pe ak at Colorado College on
"Sartres Flaubert." The lecture (in

English) will be given on Monday,

January 31st at 8 p.m. at Rastall

208. All are invited.

STUDENT STORE
HAS NEW HOURS

The Student Store has new

hours.

It is open noon to 4 p.m.

Monday through Thursday. Bring in

any items that you would like to

sell.

The Student Store is particularly

interested in any arts and craft

items that you have created; such as

pottery, candles, leather goods,

belts, macrame, knitting, jewelry,

crochet, painting and photography

Miller Music Co.

Record & Tape
Center

14 South Tejon 633-3866

Levis

107 Sooth Tejon

. .where the Levi's are!

BELL BOTTOM JEANS

Lorig's has the biggest selection of famous Levi's bell

bottom jeans around. Choose from hard-wearing blue denim,

colorful Sta-Prest® fabrics, and many other exciting jeans.

VICTIMS OF PACIFISM

because we prefer not to think

about it. We cannot let Nixon deal

with the problems raised by peace

and war for us. It is a problem for

individuals.

In supposing that it does not

really affect us the war
demonstrates the deep wounds that

it inflicts upon us, Some casualties

are more hidden than others.

On Monday, January 10, around

10 p.m. a CC student, Robert

Dorff. and a friend were robbed

while watching TV in their room
located on the first floor of Mathias

Hall.

There was a commotion in the

hall and when Rob went to the

door five persons pushed their way
past him and into the room. There

was a comment about a gun and

one of the five said he had one and

would like Rob and his friend to

hand over all their cash.

The thieves tied with about $97.

The gun was never actually seen.

All five o( the thieves were

black, between the ages of 21 and

25. and were non-students. The

Investigation was turned over to the

Colorado Springs Police Dept.

In view of the rising number of

thefts and the increasing number of

non-students roaming the halls,

Lance Haddon, Director of Men's

Housing, held a meeting with those

students concerned by the security

problems.

In the meeting it was decided all

the side doors to Mathias Hall

would be locked at 9 p.m. and that

non-students and visitors must have

authorization or an escort to enter

the residence area ol the dorm.

campus events for next year

won't have to be carried out by

the same small limited group of

people that have done them In

the past. In this way it would be

possible for new leadership to

e merge in the col lege

community.

The college has given these

committees funds. What they

now need are students interested

in accepting responsibility.

Matt Dick

Chairman, Leisure Times

Films Committee

Student Coordinator,

Rastall Center Board

DIANE'S TAX SERVICE

$4.00 and up

435 North Union

Across from ENT
471-3409
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Education Said Worthwhile
BYMERRSHEARN

The Colorado Springs
Community School is just one of

several hundred new schools started

in the United States in the last

three years. These schools have

begun because we want a different

education for our children.

We opened our own school in

September, 1969, because we were

convinced then, as we are now, that

it is important for parents and

teachers to seek alternatives to

public education which too often is

stodgy and oppressive; we wanted

to experiment with new approaches

and materials, to educate teachers

differently and to find a more

humane and interesting way to

educate children.

Eleven students and a few

teachers, all but one unpaid, began

working together in the Unitarian

Church basement. There was almost

no red tape but a very real shortage

of money. We just began.

Our aim was to capitalize upon

the natural curiosities of children

wliich we felt would flourish in a

positive situation. We felt less

concern for what children learned

than whether, by pursuing their

own 'avenues of interest they

wouldn't enjoy and become excited

by the process of learning itself.

With an atmosphere of informality,

the freedom to move and talk.

the children all loved school.

Studies which evolved
several interested adults at hand, spontaneously from their own
and a vast array of events, activities interests, such as a thorough study

choose from, we of early man with Elaine Freed,
and materials

fell confident that something good
was bound to happen.

Something Good
Something good did happen to

the children in the school - but not

always along the lines we

were enormously successful, while

accomplishment in basic skills did
not amount to enough.

The childn
i were given, without

preparation, a "free" system which
equired little of them but offered

nticipated. From the beginning, gigantic quantities of attention

choice and opportunity. But total

freedom is a hoax. After two years

we knew we were right in starting

the school but that some
assumptions had to be clarified and
changed. We had heard all of the

total freedom arguments: 1) how
children will be beautiful,

compassionate, creative and curious

if left to their own devices, and 2)

how wrong it is to impose adult

standards and values on children to

provide robots for the system, etc.

First-hand experience told us
that these arguments are harmful
nonsense: children require, and will

demand, guidelines and those must
be explicitly defined and fair and
recognizably necessary. We would
like the children to develop into

tough, resourceful and
compassionate human beings with a

high appreciation for humor and a

high level of competence in many

areas. This requires deliberate

manipulation of their environment.

Our aim now, after two years, is

to keep the joy and alternativ es

while fostering concentration:

self-development, facility and

confidence. For example, we have

expanded Linda Eichengreen's solid

reading program with the younger
children to include the older

students in a more sophisticated

and creative and independent

Photographs of the school interior - by Elaine Yaffe
Photographs taken on field trips - by Steve Rokicki



ere we had little math before,

phD candidates from the

rsity of Kansas Human

(lopment program, Sallie Rule

f,7)
and Chuck Salzberg work

L jsrith the students in a highly

dualized and effective

jieniatics program. Mornings are

,led to informal but structured

$ stressing language arts and

hematics for all students.

Afternoons

ifternoons tend to be more

die.
For example, this block,

students from a class of Doug

j's are engaged in tutoring,

jing studies and observation as

of their course work. Under

supervision of Lynn Pederson,

her staff member, they are also

ling mini courses in such things

pjppetry, dance, rocketry and

.live writing. Right now Libbie

iren {CC 1970) is working on a

[parative anatomy program for

childre n. (A fairly

hjsticated science program is an

!0jng event throughout the year

jding animal experiments and

iction.) John Reinitz assists in

nee and specializes this year in

star-gazing sessions. Robb

ott (CC 1970) runs the shop

invents field trips in searches

ilue lions.

he Community School has had

ties with the Colorado College

three years now. Student

iers, student volunteers and

Ity are familiar and helpful

n the school. And
nmunity School children are

i
frequently crossing campus on

way to the swimming pool

iere Marshall Griffiths coaches

m he's not teaching reading),

jping for a picnic on the quad,

ading to advertise some event or

sibly to visit the physics or

logy labs.

CC Students

[lis hard to estimate the number

mm hours given the Community

School by Colorado C
students. They have been coming -

regularly and on whim - since we

began. Some students fit in

wherever they are needed while

others assume responsibility for

specific items. This- year, some of

the volunteers are Sue Keating,

Cam Holzwarth, Shelly Smith, Bill

Edmundson, Darryl Koropp, Louis

Larimer, Mary Lubchenco, Liz

Schiff and Deborah Adams.

URGENT PRIORITY: LANGUAGE
The survival of the school

depends upon the energy of such

pe pie. In turn, we recognize that

we offer a unique opportunity for

those interested in teaching to try

their hand at it before committing

themselves to that field.

Self-examination for the staff

never ends, of course. At this point,

however, it is gratifying to feel right

about what we are doing. Now we

are turning our attention as well to

SOPHISTICATION
research and a sound
teacher-education program which is

relevant to any kind of education.

We would like to see some of our

own materials published. We are

interested in helping some parents

to construct a home-life more
compatible with what their children

are doing in school.

It is our extraordinary good luck

to have attracted excellent teachers.

Considering that our tuition is very

low {S500 per year), that half ol

the students pay no tuilion and

that salaries are either nothing or

ridiculously low, this is indeed

fortunate. We have seven lull-time

and five part-time teachers for 40

students which provides a very

agreeable teacher-student ratio.

The Calalysl - January 26, 1972 - [7]
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New Wind For Freshman Coed Housing Option
by Stan Case spring, and emphasized in next

fall's housing policy."

The issue is this: should Director of Men's Housing Lance

freshmen be given the option of Haddon attests: "My feeling is that

living coeducationally? Discourse freshmen want coed living more,

on the subject flies freely again as and perhaps would benefil from it

abi

rJnge

a coed situation in September "for relationships with both sexes, and of last year shows
the large majority of freshmen it's because of this necessity for whelmingly" that upperclassm^L'de
would be a better experience." group interaction with both sexes not want to change the s er|

j

Ray Petros, head resident of that first semester coed housing is I

prospects of large-scale reevaluation

of the freshman housing

arrangement flutter in a new wind.

While no one can deny there is a

diversity of attitudes among

students, the vast majority seem in

some way or another to be in favor

of extending this coed option to

the only class at CC presently

without it. But this is nothing new.

What may be new is that another

year has gone by, another twelve

months in which the administration

has had time to soak in the idea, as

administrations do, ever so slowly,

but surely. Allowing freshman to

live coeducationally is not nearly so

radical an idea as it probably was

two years ago, or even last year.

A STALEMATE

The student body and
administration can, in their

diversity and complexity, be very

confusing. Each mass can easily

confuse the other, as perhaps last

year's efforts concerning the

freshman living situation exemplify.

The freshman counselor staff in

March of 1971 compiled a

Residence Hall Proposal which

made provisions for this year's

freshmen to reside in Slocum and in

Loomis coeducationally. Since

places in smaller dorms were made
available in the proposal to

freshmen desiring single-sex areas,

now-Mathias head resident Lynne

Eisaguirre reflects that the plan was

logistically perfectly feasible. Yet

the plan was not implemented, and

Lynne recalls how confused and

"frustrated" the group was in

finding this.

In thai he is the main link

between student body and
administration. Dean of Student

Affairs Ron Ohl has been the focal

point of the issue. Last year's

proposal, he emphasizes, would not

have worked: "The seniority

system as it exists now gives

priority of choices to
upperclassmen. And as long as

upperclassmen have first choice and

are unwilling to live in large

numbers in Loomis and in Slocum,

space for freshman living

coeducationally is practically

limited."

Last year the counselor group
was on diplomatic terms defeated;

but on a very human level it was a

stalemate. How so many hours

could be spent in discussion

between the counselors and the

Dean, with so much
disappointment and resentment

resulting, is a story that in itself

would no doubt be interesting, but

not constructive to our present

purposes.

EYES ON SEPTEMBER

With eyes on September and
even before, the general feeling on
campus about extending the coed
option to freshmen is one to be
optimistic about. Expresses CCCA
President John Fyfe: "] am hopeful
that coeducational housing will be
at least considered for later this

more, than upperclassmen."

Carl "Poodle" Herman. Slocum
head resident, believes that entering

coeducational J ackson House,

affirms: "1 think that the first

semester freshman attempts to

anchor himself in the college by

scrambling for a wide variety of

think more reasonable.'

THE DEANS

To Dean Ohl, wishing to remain

by the principle that "no student in

coming to campus will be forced to

living within a coed or a

twenty-four visitation area - you
can't as an institution say that the

rights of a minority are less

important that the rights of the

majority," there is one solution. It

lies in "changing the basis on which

room selection takes place on

campus for upperclassmen
students." But, he admits, this

looks difficult, because a poll taken

as part of a computer analysis of equitable resolution of the

the new college plan in block five question." Dean Sutherland

system.

Coed housing? - "1
think

now, and will be," Dean Suth
f

explains, "the pattern in c

housing of students in b

America." Though she has

been at CC for a semester,

Sutherland's in terest

involvement in the area of

housing may be of key impon

for the freshman cause in the

future.

She recognizes that "there

many elements inherent
in

whole question of coed hoti

not the least of which
consideration of the most prac

use of the present facilities,"
jj

very hopeful that "there will j

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Between
802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

Green rJMountain
Grainery
- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Muts
Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds'
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic
Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans
& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure foods

NEW
CROSS COUNTRY

RENTALS

•SKIS
• BOOTS
• POLES

SKI RENTALS
• Fiberglass or Motol Skis
• Step-in Bindings
• Humanic 5-buckle Boots
• Poles

$5.50 Friday thru Monday

ALL 25% OFF

Also Lang Boot

RENTALS

hart
METAL-FIBERGLASS

Open
• o.m.-6 p.m. 636-3348
Fridays 'til 1 1 9 North Tejon
»j»0 p.m. "jyeryrnlna For {very Sporr"
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Land Cruisers

New or used available

CALL MIKE STIEHL
at

BATTENFIELD TOYOTA, 634-2822

(ritw-mema(2J)
^*-*/ill I0'-TfJ0N <7I-7S«X J

BUrlNV At 1:31) •1.00 6:30

and 9:00 P.M.

"MONET" AT 2:40 5:10 7:40

and 10:00 P.M.
ADM, }2. 50 MILITARY S2.00

-

ENDS SATURDAY!

"MAKING THE BLUE FILM"
COLOR RATED X COLOR

"SHOOT OUT AT BEAVER FALLS"

STARTS SUNDAY!

"TWO FOR THE MONEY"

COLOR an(J RATED X

"BUNNY AND CLOD"

_532N.Tejon- 473-4488 Ample Raj

DAILY: 6:30. 8:20, 10:00 - SAT-SUN: END!

1:16, 3:00, 4:45, 6:30, 8:20, 10:00 FEI

THE ACCLAIM CROWS EVER) DAY FOR OXE DAY'!

"BRILLIANT.. .A beautifully made Mm."
-Judith Cml, NBC TV

"A virtually perfect film... EXQUISITE. "
— Playboy

"BEA UTIFUL, careful depiction wonderfully played.
-Penelope UiUiatt. The New Yorker

"A beautiful and EXHILARATING experience!"
— ( hristian Science Monitor

"A SINGULAR experience...DARING'"
-Richard Schickel, Lite Magazine

k mm
ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYIVS

ONEDAY
Fantasia

GOT PEOPLE STONED I"

1940
SEE FOR YOURSELF

FEB. 16. 1972



Coed Housing...
listening to students, and viewing

the situation from the parents' side

and from other angles. While she

expects that not all deans and other

a dministrations working on the

study might be in agreement, in the

end, "from all our considerations

will come the very best offering

up with."

ntly working with other

jnistrators on a study which,

ing other things, considers many

abilities for freshman living

.

3(!
ge merits. The study will lead

3 recommendation made to

jjdent Worner.

Sutherland believes in the

portance of working with and

ISSUES ABUNDANT

Perhaps one paragraph of a 1969

poll evaluation well sums up the

feeling of many: "Both men and

women expected that through coed

housing they would share living

e x periences. They would study

together, do laundry together, share

happiness and frustration and, most

important, be able to talk without

social barriers about the things that

really count. It would allow men
and women to become better

friends, rather than merely datable

material."

As simple as it sounds, issues

remain abundant. Are freshmen

really like the upperclass "men and

women," or are they still

adolescent enough in nature that

living co-educationally would bring

moral decay to the youngest class,

and disgrace to the college?

Some upperelassmen recall

sentimentally the good old days

when they could frolic with "the

guys" or "the gals" on their wing,

without the hassles of having the

other sex around. Should freshmen

be deprived of this one year of real

freedom in their life?

Security might be hindered

because a mixture of the sexes

could make it easier for strangers to

sneak unnoticed into dorms.

Many observe that going coed at

mid-year would not work because

freshmen become attached to their

rooms and wings. Being
transplanted during the year could

be uncomfortable.

One last controversy is based on

the allegation that freshmen need a

year of adjustment to college life

before entering into a

coeducational environment. But

(his assumes that a single-sex

'Wt. 1ML u
environment, and not a coed one, is

natural and most comfortable, as

Ray Pelros points out: "I Hunk the

argument that freshmen have to be

prepared for a semester (or for a

year) to accept coed living is

presumptuous, in assuming a

naivete on the pari of freshmen

concerning the opposite sex.

Secondly, this period of

'conditioning' may produce
negative effects in that it may cause

o v e r a n t i c i p a t i o n and

The &dm Shop
10 East Colorado Ave.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

• Poster Headquarters

. Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room

• Water Beds and Accessories

• Various Paraphernalia

All Standard LPs SI.00 off Regular S6.98

8 Track Tapes S3.98

Good Vibes!!

(Oereinsfwuert...

out

Smierbrntcn

YY)iener Schnitzel

(^otilosh Suppe

overreaction. . .so that coed

housing seems to be a much more

traumatic thing than it actually is."

COOPERATION

With a big potential for student

participation In the planning of

residence arrangements, freshman

Rick S a pi i has organ i/ed ;i

M a t h ia s -based Fresh man
Commit tee on Coeducational

Housing. The group. In an effort to

provide evidence from all sides that

giving the housing option to

freshmen will improve the all-round

educational experience at CC. has

u n d e r t ak e n campus-wide
petitioning. It is in the process

getting support from the faculty,

and has sent letters to all freshman

parents for theit views (the

committee urges all freshmen to

write their parents to ask for their

support in gaining the option.)

The group aims to become

involved in admhiislratlonal

reeva I nation of the residence

situation, and lo help in working

out new practical logistic schemes,

CCTA President John lyl'e

probably speaks for many when he

remarks: "I enihttsiaslicallj support

t lie Freshman Committee on

Coeducational Housing and hope

ilui theit efforts will be token

seriously when the results are

formalized."

Though freshman efforts in the

past have been blighted wilh

failure, the near future definitely

looks brighter, lime is still ticking:

but maybe only very softly now in

the background, Moving to the

forefroni are perhaps patience,

open-imndedness. a desire for

cooperation and understanding. . .

on the part of both sides. That is. if

there need be sides.

]0foeit!

WINTER HOUSE
BAWUIAN KKSTAl RANT

SKI BROADMOOR

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS- GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

IMOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206% N. Tejon

6336903

._,-. M.?£££J4jfjPJtffy
The) jialysi Jj



Basketball
by Allan Medina

The Tigers of CC were defeated

84-79 by New Mexico Highlands in

a basketball game played al CC.

The game was evenly played

throughout the first half with the

Bengals leading 44-41 at half time.

The start of the second half

continued with even play for the

first 10 minutes, then CC hit

another of their cold spells and

Highlands held a 10 point lead with

5:14 left in the game. The Tigers

tried to come back and cut the lead

to 3 points with :55 seconds left,

but a New Mexico stall held the ball

and scored a last second shot to

account for the final margin of

84-79.

by Allan Medina

Metro State defeated the CC
roundballers 85-72 in a game
played at El Pomar. The ball game
was a close game all through the

first half, with the score ending up
44-44.

At the start of the first period,

the Bengals came out cold and did

not score a point for almost five

minutes. During this time the

Roadrunners scored 10 points. This

quick Jen point lead forced the

Tigers to play catch-up ball.

At one point CC, led by the

good hustle and defensive play of

Jerry Young, Joe Boyd, Ben
Goode, Brent Lanier and John

Geocarris who had replaced the

starters, pulled within one point of

Metro with a score of 67-66. At this

point the Tigers got cold again and

this plus some last minute
desperation fouls allowed Metro to

pull ahead to the final margin of
85-72.

BY ALLAN MEDINA

The Tiger Basketball Team
broke the century mark in

defeating Concordia College
102-91.

The first half was a tight battle

which saw a close score all the way
ending up 42-40 in C.C.'s favor.

The second half showed the Tigers

superiority of play as they were
never behind. The Bengals coasted
to the easy win by shooting figures

- Jerry Young with 3 1 points, Paul

Gagnon with 28 points, Ernie Jones
with 22, and Ken Anderson with 1

6

points.

Lock Up m

Your Bike

<#?;*- ^

JS;

tRNIH JUNhS iHUVVi MIS l-UKM

rrrrrriSALTONES
t) RECORD ROUND-UP '«< north hancock

Golf Acres Shopping Center

One of The Most Complete Selections of Popular,
Classics and Budget Classics In The Area

Maxidtes
CANDLES, PIPES & POSTERS

232N.TEJON

BY ALLAN MEDINA

The CC Tigers cooled the high

flying Zoomies of the Air Force

Academy with a big 12-4 win at the

Broadmoor World Arena. For the

Bengals it was their highest output

in any one game this season.

The Tigers showed their

superiority by scoring three goals in

the first period, four in the second

and five in the third. The CC icers

were led by Bryan Pye who came

up with a hat trick, Bill Baldrica

who scored two goals, Mike Bertech

and Wayne Horb who each scored

1 and had three assists, Steve

Sertich, Bruce Gallus and Harry

Allen each had one goal, Gordie

Sutherland had the only unassisted

of the game, while Bob
Winograd scored one goal and had

two assists.

Doug Palazzari, while not

scoring a goal, played a big part in

the scoring with an unbelievable

five assists.

The Zoomies led only once in

the game, at the very start when
they scored on a powerplay. But

set

,B

eC

j

pei

and

CC came back with a goal k thin

Baldrica on assists from Bertsch
a r.

\id
,r

O'Connor. The Tigers then took
i]

earn'

lead on a powerplay goal by Hq
;

assists from Winograd
ari

# w

Bertsch. Then Winograd took a
pa |

Si' 1 '

from Horb and put it in the Falq J n,at

net for a 3-1 lead. Air Force can

back on a powerplay and put

score at 3-2, which is how the
[j r [

30

Motperiod ended.

Good Defense

The teams came out and boj forth

played good defense in the secJ \ ser

period.

With 7:09 gone in the seco* first

period, CC freshman goalie
fj.

L
r tii

[e
tb

Griffin was hit in the head with

puck and was knocked out. He

the ice under his own power

was given five stitches. Griffin c;

back to the game four minutes
lai

(

with the score 3-3. Air Force ha

managed a goal against Carmichs,

Griffin's substitute, with

minutes gone in the period.

With four minutes left in

second period, the deluge for

started - CC scored four
j

before the end of the period.

JANUARY SALE

MUCH OF OUR WINTER

STOCK HAS BEEN REDUCED! L

Hied

a W
series

In
tlie

led u

the F

k and

(by

Gu;

The

;as a;

it to.

a
Wish

back

210

Sport Jackets

Originally 80.00 Now 40.00

Trousers

Originally 35.00 Now 17.50

Sweaters

Originally 18.00 Now 9.00

Leather Coats

Originally 140.00 Now 80.00

ftfje Vestment, lib.

•»-

103 E. Pikes Peak 634-1062

Jay's Bicycle Shop
19 East Kiowa Rick Wager CC Class of 64
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HOCKEY (Continued)

,
scored by different players,

t Bertsch, Pye, and Sertich.

i,e CC scoring continued in the

j
period with two goals - by

^d Baldrica - within 2:19 of

lliird period. The Air Force

£j
their final goal at 7:27. Then

i-arne on strong to score three

e
goals in a five minute period.

a were scored by Allen, Pye

Sutherland, to account for the

|
margin of 12-4.

C accumulated eight penalties

\ the Zoomies had six. Griffin

30 saves while Carmichael had

Morrison had 30 for Air Force.

[orth Dakota swept an eight

t
series from the CC icers in

games played in North Dakota.

f,rst night CC was defeated 8-7

.ertime and Saturday the Sioux

ned the Tigers 4-2. The Tigers

j led at any point throughout

series.

the first game North Dakota

ed with only 26 seconds gone

the period. The Bengals came

( and tied the score at 1-1 on a

by Harry Allen on an assist

Guy Hildebrand.

;he roof then fell in on the

ets as the Sioux came up with

:
goals to raise the score to 4-1.

first was on a powerplay and

the next two off the face-offs.

The string of scores by the Sioux

was broken when Doug Palazzari

took the puck alone into the

Dakota zone and faked out the

goalie to get an unassisted goal and

make the score 4-2. North Dakota

then scored with only seven

seconds left in the period and the

period ended ND-5, CC-2.

For a while it appeared North

Dakota would keep up their high

scoring, when they scored with

only 1:14 gone in the second

period. Then CC came up with a

powerplay goal by Mike Bertsch on

assists from Wayne Horb and

Palazzari. But North Dakota

seemed to be trading goals and at

8:24 they scored again to make the

score 7-3.

That was the end for the Sioux

during regulation play and the start

of the Tiger rally. The Bengals came
up with two powerplay goals by
Winograd from Hildebrand and

Bertsch and Pye from Palazzari and

Sertich. At the end of two periods

the score was 7-5.

The third period was all CC as

the Tigers scored the only two goals

of the third period. They were by

Jerry O'Connor from Sertich and

W i nograd and Hildebrand from

Allen. At the end of regulation time

the score was tied at 7-7 after a

brilliant comeback by the Tigers.

The Tigers found it was to no avail

as North Dakota scored at 2:08 of

the overtime period to win 8-7.

Second Game
The second game Saturday night

was another win for North Dakota

4-2. One of the keys of the Sioux

victory was CC's inability to score

on the powerplay, although they

had six opportunities. CC was

forced into defensive play as they

were plagued with four first period

penalties. The Sioux came up with

a goal at 13:05 and another at

14:12 for a 2-0 first period score.

The second period saw the

Tigers score their first goal by

Bertsch on assist from Hildebrand

and Palazzari. In the second period

CC goalie Dan Griffin made a

couple of saves on one-on-one and

two-on-one situations. The
remainder of the second period was

hard fought and absent of any more

goals and the score ended 2-1.

The Sioux upped the margin to

3-1 at 8:12 of the final period.

North Dakota kept up good

pressure to prevent CC from

generating any offense. The Tigers

again cut the lead to one point at

17:28 on a goal by Hildebrand with

an assist from O'Connor. But the

Sioux scored again at 18:36 for the

final 4-2 tally.

IB 7ay&n TrMWti
v/

-*.v, -

Wishes you a happy New Year and Welcomes you -^JJ.

back to School

210 East Cache La Poudre St.

The victories allowed North
Dakota to shoot into third in the

WCHA standings and dropped CC
into the second division with a 7-10

record.

CC students interested in special

summer charter flights from Denver

to Europe should contact Prof.

Madruga (ext 234). Round trips:

from S275 to S32S.

Skiing
CC's women's ski team

demo nstrated almost total

domination of the Central

Intercollegiate Alpine League racing

at Winter Park, Colo., Friday and

Saturday (1/14-15), winning both

slalom and giant slalom events

despite the temporary absence of

last year's league champion, Ann
Hopkinson, who was participating

in a race in Aspen,

The absence of downhiller John

A. Lorant, also in Aspen, and a

streak of bad luck deprived the men
of victory, but they made a fifth

place in the giant slalom and third

in slalom.

The Tigers will participate this

weekend at Steamboat Springs in a

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada Phone: 471-9200

four-run slalom event.

Friday results were:

Women's Giant Slalom - Nancy
Fisher. Colorado College, 2:18.93;

Beechy Yewer. University of
Denver, 2:24,63; Chris Kleine,

University of Colorado, 2:30.19;

Mary Barnes, Colorado College

2:38.59.

Women's Teams - Colorado
College, 4:34.52; University of New
Mexico, 5:02.29; University of
Colorado. 5:06.43.

Men's Giant Slalom - Tim
Hinderman. Colorado, 2:04.36;

Mike Adams. Colorado College.

2:08.52; Larry Brooks. New
Mexico, 2:09.23; John Willett,

Colorado College. 2:22.22; Steve

Zovell, Colorado College, 2:28.89;

Mark White, Colorado College

2:48.24.

Men's Teams - Colorado State

University, first, Colorado, second;

New Mexico, third; Colorado

Mines, fourth; Colorado College,

fifth; Metro Stale, sixth; Denver,

seventh; Regis, eighth; Colorado
Mountain College, ninth; Colorado
Alpine Campus, tenth.

Saturday's results:

Women - I. Nancy Fisher,

Colorado College; 2. Chris Kleine,

Colorado. 3. Lori Clark. CSU;
4. Mary Barnes, CC.

Women's Teams - I. Colorado
College; 2. Colorado Stale
University; 3. Temple Buell

College.

Men I. John Brooks Cottam,
UNM; 2. Larry Brooks, UNM;
3. George Foster, Colorado;
4. Dan Gregory, CC; 5. Tomrtl

Bullard, CC; 13. Eric L. Feder, CC;
16. Tom McMalion, CC.

Teams - I. UNM: 2. CSU;
3. CC;4. Regis.

SKI TOURING

HOLUBAR
1 31 SO. TEJON

634-5279

M
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Students who wish to be

recommended for teaching

certificates must apply to be

admitted to the Teacher Education

Program. A student should

complete the tentative application

form during the sophomore year.

Prior to February I of the junior

year a student should complete the

application form and the form

requesting a student teaching

assignment.

A very important meeting for all

students who plan to student teach

during the l«72-73 academic year

will be held on Tuesday, February

1, at 3:15 p.m. in Armstrong Hall

300.

All 1972 June graduates
required to take the GRfc Advanced

Test must have their applications

received by Educational Testing

Service in Berkeley, California, no
later than February I, 1972, for the

February 26th test date. This is the

last test date offered that will

guarantee the results for June

graduation. The Registrar's Office

can supply you with registration

forms.

SALES— REPAIRS

RENTALS

ISypewiuteh
105 NORTH TEJON ST.

634-0102
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PACKARD (Continued from Page 1)

conference the proposed art and

music center will be a great asset

for both the city and the college.

As was stated earlier, the gift

came at a time when many colleges

are undergoing financial difficulties,

some of which could force these

institutions to close.

Research

James A. Colbert, of ihe Boston

(Mass.) Bureau of the Holyoke

{ Mass .
) Transcript -Telegram

recen tly researched an article in

regard to the college financial

plight.

The following is a text of his

findings:

An amazing number of the

colleges on which campus
demonstrations have been staged in

a manner which displeased the

graduates of the institutions will be

forced to close down in a relatively

few years.

That flat statement is based on

information obtained during calls

and conversations with officials of

colleges and universities where

demonstrations and disorders

occurred.

Students who participated in

those protest demonstrations and

sit-ins and (he professional agitators

who promoted them may have

made it more difficult for boys and

girls now in elementary schools to

go to college when their turn

comes.

Many of the colleges and

universities now operating in

Massachusetts will be closed down

in the next few years.

The reason is that graduates by

the thousands, displeased by the

disorders at their colleges, have

stopped the yearly contributions on

which their alma mater depended

for its very existence.

Tuition fees at most colleges do

not meet operating expenses. Such

institutions depend upon the

donations from wealthy graduates

to enable them to make both ends

meet.

Colleges and universities now
operating at a deficit can only do so

in the hope that their well-to-do

SUGARED MULE THE SUGARED MULE THE SUGARED MULE THE S
j

grads will forgive and forget and get

back into the habit of giving.

Slump

That has not happened yet on
any large scale. Many graduates

themselves have been hurt

financially by the slumping stock

market. Officials at most colleges.

while asking not to be identified,

declare that the picture is not

improving.

Such educational giants as

Harvard. Yale, Dartmouth and

M.I.T.. with their huge
endowments, are in no danger of

being closed down, but that is not

true of some of the smaller

universities.

When Boston College officials

tried to charge higher tuition fees in

order to raise the money they

needed to continue in operation,

the students demonstrated against

them and the move was dropped.

Time will tell whether those

officials paid too high a price for

campus peace.

State officials must face up to

the hard fact that a crisis in higher

education will explode in

Massachusetts in the next few

years, and until it is overcome

fewer boys and girls will be able to

go to college.

The problem of state officials is

that it will take time and will cost a

lot of money to overcome that

crisis.

It will develop after parochial

schools have closed down in

wholesale fashion because of the

financial inability to keep going and

have sent city and town school

costs soaring to astronomical

heights.

Unless something occurs to

change the picture, only a few

p ar oc hial schools in well-to-do

parishes will be able to continue in

operation in Boston beyond this

year. Boston is cited only because it

is the biggest city in the

Commonwealth, and its problem

will be the biggest. It will be shared

by most other communities.

They will not have the necessary

schools to house the pupils who
have been attending parochial

schools and will be faced with a

choice of double sessions or buying

the parochial schools.

CASCADE (Continued from P a

SURVEY
Last November the commiii

Now Open at 711 N. Tejon S
(l'/j blocks south ofC.C.) >

What do we have? BUD on rap

Light or dark

T
An unusually fine blend of

natural foods,

homemade breads and meats.

T
And an atmosphere of cordial,

binding friendship.

Rapat • THE MULE

"

1 1 a.m. to midnight. Closed Monday.

ns jhi tmh ganyons mL nnw cmivgns am jnnw aaavons am

submitted a survey to the stud*

body in the form of a Cam*

Design Priority List. The total
of

the responses and division by I

number of surveys tabul
a)

rendered the following result;

terms of overall priorities:

1st priority - Closure

Cascade Avenue

2nd priority - Bicycle

moving the automobile

periphery

3rd priority - Landscaping

Cutler Circle

4th priority - Closure of %
Avenue/Uintah intersection

5th priority - New emphasis

Rastall Center as a student uni

a similar poll of the faculty

taken with the majority voting

closing of Cascade as the numl

one priority.

Considering the seemim
overwhelming consensus toward

closing of Cascade Avenue on
i

part of the student body and

faculty, both the Campus Desi

Committee and the colle

administration have app|j

maximum effort in order to do

Cascade.

The problem arises from the fs

that Cascade Avenue belongs tot

city, and more important the Pit

Peak Area Council of Governmen

has designated Cascade Avenue i

major artery in the Metropolii

Area Transportation Plan of 199

The college submitted

resolution to the PPAC

recommending the amendment

the 1990 Plan by providing eith

an underpass in place of Cast

designating Nevada Avenue as l

major artery in this area. The id

of an underpass is unlikely becau

of the great expense involved, n

the use of Nevada is st.

questionable.

F

Kinnikinni
Kmnikinnik will be receiving

material for the spring i;

through the first week of Block

six. This deadline (perhaps

seems early) is necessary. It will

allow for a few essential blocks

of time prior to the five oi

weeks the printer will need. The

Kin nikinnik staff must have

sufficient time to select "pieces'

of literacy; those prospective

selections must then be given

handsome
, paginal home;

allow us to do justice to these

preliminaries, please heed the

deadline.

EGG HOUSE

1216 North Nevada

2 houses north of

Mathias Hall
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Black Education:

Prison Reform Colloquium
To Capture Spotlight

A colloquium on Prison Reform

and related issues) will be held at

Colorado College for three days

Bginning, Monday, February 14.

Several inmates from the Canon

)ijy penitentiary, city and state

officials from various agencies

;oncerned with law enforcement,

ind attorneys -and citizens

interested in the problems of

prisons will participate.

i The major speaker will be

Thomas Murton, the man that

Governor Winthrop Rockefeller

hired in 1 967 to correct the

Arkansas penal system.

All of the colloquium events are

open to anyone interested, and

jhere will be no charge for

admission. The events are being

planned by music professor Michael

Grace, Spanish professor Salvatore

Bizzarro and student Mark

Mathewson. It is sponsored by the

Leisure Time Program.

The schedule of colloquium

events is as follows:

Monday, Feb. 14-4 p.m. -

Armstrong Auditorium — "The

November Prison Strike at Canon

City." Three inmates from the

penal institution will tell their

versions of what led up to the

strike, what went on during the

strike and its aftermath. Professor

Bizzarro will introduce them.

Monday, 7:30 p.m. — Shove

Chapel — "Reform or Revolution,"

lecture by Thomas Murton. Murton

received much national attention

for his public disclosures of the

nightmare conditions he found in

the Arkansas penal system. He took

drastic steps to reform and correct

toe system and in 1968 was "fired

for stepping on the wrong toes."

His talk will be followed by a panel

discussion that will include two

Canon City inmates, local attorney

Greg Walta and Father Steve

Handen.

Tuesday, Feb. 15 — 4 p.m. —

Armstrong Auditorium - A highly

^claimed documentary film on

^itary prisons titled "The Brig"

will be shown. Mark Mathewson
"ill lead a discussion of the film

following its screening.

Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. - Shove

Chapel — Wayne Patterson, the

Warden at Canon City, will talk on

the November strike, followed by a

discussion on the general problems

of prison administration. Panelists

will include Patterson. Carmen

Muniz from Denver who is

interested and involved with the

women's prison in Canon City; Al

Baldivia, an ex-inmate who is

working with the Chicano

community in Denver; James

Rhinehardt, director of the

Colorado Springs Human Relations

Commission; and James Bertagnolli,

Colorado Springs attorney who is

working with other attorneys in the

area of problems in the prisons-

Wednesday, Feb. 16-4 p.m. —

Armstrong Auditorium - "The

Community Process. " A wide

ranging discussion of every aspect

of the legal process from the time

of arrest to imprisonment. Douglas

Williams, director of LOGOS, will

chair the panel. Other participants

will be probation officer from

Colorado Springs, Jack Livingston;

assistant director attorney, Bill

Hybl; Gerald Fabiano from the

State Division of Criminal Justice in

Denver; Richard Webster, assistant

public defender in Colorado

Springs; and two inmates from

Canon City.

Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. - Shove

Chapel - A general discussion of

the problems of prisons with John

F. Needham, director of United

Press International in Newark, New

Jersey and a member of the

negotiating team at the recent

New Hours
At Library

Effective the week of February 7,

the hours at Tutt Library will be

extended as follows:

Friday 7:45 AM to 10:00 PM
Sunday 12:00 noon to

12:00 midnight

This action was taken as the result

of the student petition and the

recommendation of the CCCA.

These extended hours will be in

effect for the next two blocks while

a survey of usage will be made.

The block break hours will

remain unchanged.

uprising at the Rahway State Prison

in New Jersey; Joe Johnson who

was imprisoned for refusing

military service and is now an

activist in the peace movement; and

two Canon City inmates.

Receptions will follow each of

the evening sessions so that

students may have an opportunity

for more informal discussions with

the colloquium participants.

The Canon City inmates who

will appear in the events will be on

campus all day on Monday and

Wednesday and arrangements are

being made for them to speak to

various classes.

Time Keeper

No one goes before his

time—unless, of cnurse, the

boss leaves early.

-Record. Columbia, SX.

Symposium Topic

BY JOHN HOWARD

On Saturday, January », Black

students, school officials, and

parents concerned about the state

and quality of Black education in

the Colorado Springs school system

held a symposium in Armslrong

Hall.

A panel of nine members.

including students from Mitchell

and Palmer High Schools in

Colorado Springs gave their account

of the state of Black education in

White-dominated schools. The

panel was headed by Toni
McCahnn, head of the United

Parents of Northeast Denver and

narrated by CC's Norwood Hunter.

After statements from each

member concerning their

experiences, the panel took on

questions from the audience. One

point that was instantly raised by a

parent was: why, that in a school

with a high percentage of black

students is there such a low

percentage of Black counselors and

instructors.

Mr. Holms, a representative of

School District 1 1 in Colorado

Springs, answered by saying that

there is always talk but no action.

"They don't make anywhere near

the effort they claim to." He went

on to say that not only was the

Colorado Springs school district

guilty of not hiring qualified Blacks

for counseling and teaching roles,

but was quite often guilty of

tokenism - the practice of hiring

unqualified Blacks just because

they are Black to meet federal and

local pressures. "These people

aren't real. . .no wonder qualified

Blacks go elsewhere."

Holms then cited a case where a

local High School had hired a Black

instructor who just happened to

have a police record for trafficking

drugs - just because he was Black.

This man he said was later released

for the same offense, but without

any sort of damnation or mention

of the offense on his record. The

man was later rehired by another

school.

Another topic that was raised

centered on the ability of a White

instructor to teach Black History to

Black students.

A student in the audience

demanded to know how a White

teacher could leach her Black

history and Black pride having

never been or having never lived as

a Black.

Along this line it was noted thai

Black students often received the

poorer selection of classes and were

often placed in the lowest Hacks

a public school program designed to

place students with others of Iris

own scholastic capabilities

because they didn't receive the

proper counseling. The reason

stated for this lack of proper

counseling was that most o\ the

counselors were White and that

most Blacks wouldn't go to a White

counselor for personal advice.

HUMOROUSLY
Other topics brought up

included the need for curriculum

changes and the need for Black

leaders to get together with parents

and students if they were to he

heard. On the humorous side it was

noted that in one of the local High

Schools a PTA meeting was

dismissed due to the fact that

outraged parents so outnumbered

the faculty delegation.

One member of the audience.

Rev. Proby of the First Baptist

Church of Colorado Springs, razzed

the people in attendance for not

getting together. He said thai unless

Black people got their heads

together they would never be

heard. In connection with this he

said that he would soon be

publishing a Black paper where

Black thoughts and news could be

aired.

In concluding the symposium

Mrs. McCahnn delivered a fiery

oratory on the status of a Black

student in today's White-dominated

public schools. She said that the

present system was surpassing the

Black population by forcing Black

children to learn to read, write and

think as While children. She staled

that institutional and IQ tests were

based on White ideas and concepts

and to force such tests on Black

children was a conspiracy on the

Black population. She stated that

when a mixed student body was

given a test relevant to Black people

- ail the White children failed.

VOTE AT RASTALL

THOMAS MURTON

Women's Libbers Where Are You?
On Friday, Jan. 28, the Catalyst

held a reception for prospective

writers and editors. Out of the two

dozen persons who showed up

there were but two women.

We feel that it is unfortunate

that there were so few ladies there.

The staff is made up of almost

exclusively men. We cannot help

but have a certain tone to our paper

that would be slightly offensive to

the ladies of the Women's Lib.

It has been demonstrated that

the best way to get a new concept

across to the majority of people is

through mass media. It seems

apparent that the Women's Libbers

are not thai interested in educating

the masses of Male Chauvenists in

this school.

We are not allowed to cover any

of their meetings or to give their

ideas the publicity that they

deserve. Thus it would be

appropriate if they would write for

us in order to get their ideas

published in a form that they

would approve of.

The lack of publicity can help

no one, especially the ladies

themselves.

We think the ladies could write

for us without submitting their

principles to our principles. We

would like any female of any

political affiliation to work for us.

We think that they could make a

significant contribution to the

quality of our paper and it would

be a very satisfying thing to do.

We do not and will not edit

anything that is not in agreement

with the political affiliations of the

editors.

If it has to do with the life of

the school we will print it, as long

POLLS OPEN

NOON TO 6PM
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Education - 100:

Good Experience Peace Coalition Speaks
BY GARY PASTERNAK

If you think college is a strange

place these days, just talk to one of

the 60 people from CC working as

college aides in area elementary and

junior high schools.

Originally the idea of CC
student, Joe Barrera, the program

has the official title of Education

100. One-quarter credit is given to

people who contribute 30 hours of

their time in one semester.

One-quarter credit isn't a whole lot

of credit, but thirty hours isn't a lot

of work.

Most people participating in last

semester's program said that the

rewards from watching someone

learn and helping in someone's

learning experience made it all

worthwhile. Learning isn't a

one-sided affair and when you leave

the kids and the school you can't

help being changed in some way.

You grow as much as the kids do.

The program's main idea is to

give the kids individual attention,

and to see if the aides get along

with kids and enjoy teaching. Some
aides work with one or two kids.

tutoring them in math, science.

English, etc. Others work with

whole classes, sometimes taking

over the teaching of a large group.

There are four schools in the

program. Bristol and Steele

e le men tary schools, and North

Junior High School are in the

Colorado Springs Public School

System. The Community School,

run by Mrs. Freed and Mrs. Shearn

and including seven paid teachers.

also utilizes college aides.

The main problem from last

semester was a feeling of frustration

among the aides. The teacher-aide

rapport wasn't always successful.

The big change this semester is for

better teacher-aide communication,

hopefully resulting in more
meaningful work for the aides.

Ironically, the school that

requested the most aides is the

school where frustration was felt

the most - North Junior High. It's

possible that the educational

system is more stifling at North

than at the other elementary

schools.

Many teachers still request the

need for aides, and though it's too

late to receive credit, the Education

depa rt merit will place any
volunteers with a teacher at an

elementary or junior high school.

Working in the public schools

guarantees exposing one to

experiences most of us haven't had.

If you're interested in taking the

time to help someone else and to

take yourself through some

changes, then come by the

education office, second floor of

Cutler.

Last week several members of

the CC Peace Coalition visited local

draft board No. 8 in El Paso

County, and talked in Denver with

Colonel Fred Obitz. the State

Director of the Selective Service

System. The primary purpose of

the visits was to check the

possibility of setting up a table at

the local board which would make

available information about legal

alternatives to the armed forces.

Secondary was the desire to

understand the workings of the

d raft board operation and the

minds behind it.

Locally, we confronted the

executive secretary with our plans

for the resource table. Information

would be made available clearly

explaining conscientious objector

status; physical, and hardship

deferments. The names and

addresses of community draft

counselors would also be included.

The draft board felt adequate

information on alternatives was

already provided. What examples

did they show us? The
classifications on a draft card.

Previously, a CCPC member had

called asking about draft

registration alternatives. As one

alternative to the armed forces, he

was advised he could enlist! These

responses reaffirmed our belief in

the Board's complete inadequacy in

matters of counseling and

information concerning
alternatives.

Although both secretaries we

spoke with were willing to

cooperate by talking with and

listening to us. they felt they could

not permit us to supplement their

literature. We were referred to

Colonel Obitz,. He flatly refused to

allow non-government employees

to dispense information in the draft

board offices.

This obstinate refusal ended the

immediate implementation of an

information table but led us to

concentrate on our second purpose

- trying to understand and be

understood by a differing opinion.

Colonel Obitz was not willing to

"philosophize" on any possible

connection between his job and the

deaths of young men in the military

service. The same evasion and

re fusal to discuss responsibility

appeared at the local offices.

We tried to make them aware of

the responsibility each individual

carries — in his job, his words, his

actions. We felt the responsibility

for the loss of lives through war

cannot be placed on some higher

official in the bureacracy. but is

directly related to a job in a

selective service office where a man
receives his first encounter with

military service. When we pointed

out that their office channels men
to kill or be killed in combat, they

asked us to consider the number of

men in their files whose lives have

been preserved due to a deferment

or CO. classification.

The dialogue continued and a

t ransformation took place. The

defensiveness about their position

was dropped, and was replaced with

pride blind belief in "the men in

Washington," in the defense of this

country, and most of all in ""the

system." They could not see our

interest in making changes as an

expression of faith or hope for this

country — only as a threat.

Unfortunately we were not able to

bridge this lack of understanding by

Arts Festival

For Women

Women in Colorado Springs have

important contributions to make to

the arts. For this reason, Colorado

Springs Women's Liberation is

sponsoring a festival, including

plays, films, art displays, poetry

readings and other happenings to

increase the public's awareness of

women's talents, problems and new
ideas about themselves.

All Souls' Unitarian Church will

house the events starting at 8:00

Friday, February 18 and continuing

at noon on Saturday. At any time,

several events will be occuring

simultaneously.

Art displays will be up during

the whole festival, and films, A Day
of Plane Hunting, Make-Out, My
Country Occupied, and She's

Beautiful When She's Angry, will be

shown continuously on Saturday.

Workshops will consider subjects

pertinent to women, such as day
care centers, a Colorado Springs

women's center and starting a

Women's Liberation group. Plays,

directed and presented by women,
will be Every Woman and What
Have You Done forMe Lately?

The public is invited to come
free of charge to the Unitarian

Church, on the corner of North
Tejon and Dale Sis., any time

during the festival to see and hear

ideas presented in a most
entertaining way. Continuous child

care will be provided.

For information about exact

times, call 634-7666 in the morning
and 471-4263 in the afternoon.

Exchange Deadline
Is February 25

Professors Michael C. Bird, provides the traditional large

Foreign Student Advisor, and Dirk

Baay. Chairman of the German

Department, have announced the

opening of applications for 1972-73

for the exchange programs between

Colorado College and the

Pae ,ogische Hochschule (a

tear s college) at Goettingen. The

program is a one year exchange

program in which a Colorado

College student attends the

educational institute .and the

University at Goettingen while a

student from Goettingen attends

Colorado College. Both students

receive tuition and room and board

scholarships from the host

institution.

Students may apply to go to

Germany on these programs by

securing from Professor Baay or

Professor Bird application forms

which describe the procedure for

applying. Students must be in good

standing in Colorado College, must

be able to speak and write German,

and must demonstrate a sense of

their purpose and goals in spending

a year in Germany. Applications are

reviewed by a student-faculty

selection committee and the

decision will be made in March.

Deadline for submitting
applications is Feb. 25.

Previous students have been

majors in many different fields, and

the program is not limited to

German majors. Goettingen is a

well known intellectual center in

Germany with extensive programs

in literature, theology, philosophy,

social sciences, and natural sciences.

The educational institute provides a

residential center and a program of

courses with relatively small

enrollments whereas the University

lecture programs.

During 1971-72 Miss Annette

Scholing is the exchange student at

Colorado College from Goettingen

and Martha Emelity is the Colorado

College student in Goettingen.

Further information on the

program may be obtained from

Miss Scholing or Dr. Baay.

In addition to the Goettingen

exchange, there is a good possibility

that the exchange with the

Universitat Regensburg in Germany
will be continued. In this case, a

second student will be selected

from those applying. Henry Doyle

from Colorado College is studying

there this year, and Inge Spornraft

from Regensburg is at Colorado

College this year.

PHI BETA KAPPA

VISITING LECTURER

The annual Phi Beta Kappa
visiting lecturer at Colorado College

will be Dr. Froelich Rainey,

director of the University Museum
and professor of anthropology at

the University of Pennsylvania.

Professor Rainey will be on
campus next week and will give two
public lectures, the first on
Thursday, Feb. 10 at 8:15 p.m. in

Armstrong Auditorium and the

second, Friday at 3:30 p.m. in Olin

Lecture Hall One. Thursday, his

topic will be "An Archaeologist

Looks at the Modern World" and
on Friday he will discuss "The
Excavation of Greek Sybaris"

which is an example of
contemporary research in

archaeology. Both events are open
to the community without charge.

Costa Rican

Vacation Anyone?

The Costa Rican Development

Studies Program of the Associated

Colleges of the Midwest is now
accepting applications for either

semester of the academic year

1972-1973.

This program consists of a

period of study, research, and living

in one of the more open societies of

Latin America - Costa Rica.

Participants study the

development process and its

problem in a unique Latin

American Country located in the

humid tropics. They establish their

own personal relationships for the

Costa Ricans by living and working

among them.

This intensive examination of

Costa Rica within the liberal arts

perspective also encourages

participants to seek out

relationships between their studies

and their image of the future.

The program is designed to

encourage the application of the

intellectual skills and disciplinary

tools by more intensive use of those

skills and tools through carefully

designed field research projects

within certain disciplines and by

bringing the analysis and
perceptions of different disciplines

together to examine the process of

growth and development in the

rapidly changing society.

The formal program includes

orientation, the seminar on

development, field research and the

biological and social sciences,

Spanish language study, and living

with Costa Ricans. Prior knowledge

of Spanish is not a requirement for

acceptance into the program.

Students from Colorado College

currently in Costa Rica on this

program arc Dan Hinman and John

Tresemer.

Application materials and

further information on the program

can be obtained from Mr. Bird in

Palmer 108. Deadline for

applications (for the fall semester)

is February IS.
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Western
Religion
Dr. Joseph Pickle, associate

professor of religion, will give a

series of public lectures in

conjunction with his course,

Religion in the West. The lectures

will be held every Tuesday evening

and will be at 8 p.m. in the WES
Room (212) of Rastall Center.

Anyone may attend and there will

be no charge.

The general title of the lecture

series is "The Forms and Functions

of Heresy in the Christian

Tradition" and they will focus on

questions of the nature and

function of heresy.

The dates and titles of each

lecture are as follows:

Feb. 15, Gnosticism: The Great

Heresy

Feb. 22, The Development of

Conciliar Orthodoxy

Feb. 29, Saint Augustine and the

Decline of Heresy

March 7, The Reformation and

the Legitimation of Heresy

March 14, Sectarianism and the

Revival of Heresy

March 21, The Secularization of

Heresy

March 28, The Future of Heresy

OPENING THE BOOK OF LIFE
On Thursday, Feb. 10, the

Ontology Free University Class will

present a two-part lecture series

entitled "Opening the Book of

Life" Part I, with speaker Robert

Ewing. On the following Thursday,

Feb. 17 Ewing will present Part II

The Ontology Class is held in

room 209 of the Rastall Center

each Thursday evening at 7:30. The

public is invited to attend.

r
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Visiting Professor

BY VAN B. SHAW

There's A Draft

Well, now you know. We're, of course, speaking of the male

r students who are draft age. Were you satisfied? Wonder if

|sSo called "fair" system will ever end. . .

Transportation 1990

progress. City servants (elected officials) sat up and took

notice at a recent meeting in regard to Transportation Plan

iijgO. When a CC representation and many, many more voiced

his
opinions, the city councilmen said someone must have made

.mistake. Maybe now they'll get down to brass tacks, and begin

taking
^eps which will ease our problems rather than add to

[hem- Cascade Ave. simply MUST be closed!

Janet Lynn In Japan

Miss Janet Lynn, a CC freshman, represented the United

States in the Olympic games in Japan. The Catalyst

congratulates her on her superb effort.
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During the time that I have

taught at Colorado College there

has been a significant change in the

attitudes of at least a minority of

students about the discipline of

sociology and some if its major

concepts.

Many of these changing attitudes

center about three decidedly

overlapping areas of concern: (1)

criticism of the conception of

sociology as a scientific discipline as

opposed to its possibilities as a

humane study, (2) criticism of

sociology as essentially

conservative, as a supporter of the

status quo, as opposed to its

possibilities as an agent of social

change, and (3) criticism of what is

viewed an obsessive need or drive to

categorize people as opposed to the

now popular demand to look upon

people simply as people.

Any one or combination of

these is, of course, too large a

subject for satisfactory

consideration in an essay of this

length. Instead, I have chosen one

concept which is basic to a great

deal of what sociology has to offer

and which is often a source of

student disgruntlement and disdain.

Furthermore, the examination of

this concept is related to all t hree

of the general criticisms listed

above. I refer to the concept of

social class.

"TURN OFF"
Introduction of the concept of

social class into any discussion has a

t e n d e ncy to " turn off some

students. One of their more

common responses is "I don't

believe in social class," thereby

dismissing the subject from further

discussion.

If the student means he does not

believe in the existence of social

class then I must accuse him of not

living in a real world. There are real,

objectively verifiable, indisputable

differences among groups of people

in such things as wealth and

income, power, education, prestige

and occupation. Since this is the

essence of what the sociologist is

talking about when he speaks of

social class, it is a bit difficult for

him to close out whatever issue is

being discussed with the "I don't

believe in it" stance.

If, on the other hand, the

student means "I don't believe it

should exist," he is on firmer

ground and totally within his rights.

But under no circumstances does

this mean, as the student often

seems to suggest, that the

discussion should now end.

There is a wide variety of stances

about social class in sociology

.

Some feel it is a functional requisite

for the maintenance of society;

others disagree. Some maintain it

should be attacked and destroyed:

others view this as nonsense.

A classless socie ty is not an

unknown ideal in sociology. Most

sociologists would certainly prefer

to find a means of social

organization that would reduce the

extremes of social class and its

unfortunate consequences of

poverty, ill health, denial of

opportunity and general

debilitation for a substantial group

of citizens. But closing out the

subject of social class by either

denying its existence or stating that

one doesn't "believe in it" seems to

be the surest way of perpetuating

it.

PAIN, GUILT
Since most of the students at

Colorado College come from what

are usually designated as middle or

upper-middle class families, I

sometimes wonder if the dislike of

considering the concept of social

class and substituting the "1 don't

believe in it" idea might be linked

to the pain and guilt the students

would feel if they really confronted

it. Perhaps such a statement

precludes the necessity for them to

admit that, just maybe, they are

enjoying a status they did not earn;

that they can rest more

comfortably if poverty, disease and

squalor can be kept at arms' length.

The problem is further

confounded if, in the process of

discussion, the adjective "lower" is

added to the concept. Some

students react as if one were calling

other people nasty names, as

though the modifier makes the

whole concept a perjorative

judgment.

Whatever the student may

choose to believe, lower social class

means to the sociologist simply that

a group of people has less of those

t hings which are the objective

measures of social class position

(wealth and income, power,

education, prestige) than do other

people.

Although I find it difficult not

to feel it is "too bad" that some

people must suffer malnutrition,

poor health and powerlessness to

control their own destiny, there

may be, at the same time, an envy

and/or respect for certain qualities

and characteristics of lower class

people. (The white collar is a good

bit tighter and more uncomfortable

in some ways than is the blue collar

or no collar at all.)

continued on page 1
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Coed Housing Gains Support

A victory for the
coed-housing-option-for-freshmen

cause seems imminent now that the

CCCA and freshman parents have

given iheirvote of confidence.

The CCCA has formally

recommended to the Residence

Committee and college as a whole

that the housing option be offered

to all students at CC, Secondary on

the list of residence priorities would

be the seniority system, by which

the upperclassman has the right to

first room choice.

Parents of freshmen by more

than three to one are favoring the

extension of the coed option to

freshmen, as questionnaires which

the Freshman Committee on

Coeducational Housing has sent to

all freshman parents show.

CCCA: A BOLD STEP
Spurred by the outspoken Joe

Simitian, the CCCA took a bold

step in supporting the coed option

cause in its January 25th meeting.

A motion was carried by five to

zero, with four abstentions, that

the CCCA recommend a general

plan for the implementation of a

housing s c heme based on an

optional system for all classes.

The plan first calls for that

estimates be made, on the basis sf

past surveys, of the number of men

and women on campus who desire

single-sex housing, and that places

be made available for them. It then

stipulates that the rest of the

campus shall be made coed. In this

recommended plan special emphasis

is placed on the provision of next

year's freshmen with opportunities

for coeducational living on an

oplional basis.

IMPRESSIVE RESULTS
The Freshman Committee on

Coeducational Living has received

some impressive results in seeking

student and parental opinion

concerning extension of the coed

option lo freshmen.

In a period of a few days 765

signatures were collected at

mealtimes from the whole

on-campus student body. Of the

approximately 500 freshmen on

campus, 385 signed the petition

also in support.

As of February 5th, the

Committee had received 309 replies

from freshman parents, whose

opinions were solicited by mail late

in January. To determine parental

views about giving freshmen the

housing option, they were asked:

"Would you consent to your

son/daughter living in a

Flea Market East

Every Fri., Sat., Sun.

10-5

Anyone can come and sell or just come and see the many
miscellaneous items for sale indoors heated parking & snack
bar - admission 25 cents. Take Interstate 25 to Exit 55 then
V: block East

751 So. Santa Fe Ave.

, Colo 382-5269

coeducational dormitory if he/she

so desired?"; 265 parents said

"yes," and 81 said "no." Parents of

male freshmen on the whole were

more enthusiastic about coed

dorms, but not overwhelmingly so.

Some samples of parental

comments follow:

THOSE WHO SAID "NO"
"I believe the idea to be only a

short-sighted demand of young,

immature persons who reject

traditions - but know not what

they do!"

"Not appropriate for freshman

girls."

"I Corinthians 6:18. 'Flee

Continued on page '— »

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N.Nevada Phone: 471-9200

tYB

Long's has the widest selection

of flares in town. Choose from

dress and casual styles in many

exciting colors and fabrics.

Stop by today!

LEVI'S
BELL BOTTOMS

107 S. Tejon

where the Levi's are!

Wellspring

Set in Colorado

Springs, a

psychotic killer

decides to rid

Western America

of 4 million

people by
poisoning t he

water supply. The

Pentagon wishes

this suspenseful

novel was never

written.

$.95

APOLLO BOOKS
Available at the College Book Store, Rastall Cent

The Ultimate Weapon

Army training

from the draftees

point of view. An
absorbing, brutal

and shocking novel

that bitterly

condemns Army
training. If you are

about to be drafted

or know someone

that is, this book is

must reading.

S.95

THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
a specialized agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace

and

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY
a non-profit non-politkal organization dedicated

to helping students to help themselves

offer

$ 6 value study abroad
New 19th Edition
Each copy is trilingual

in English, French and
Spanish

Paris, Franc
644 Pages

Si. 50 value

The most complete scholarship directory in the world lists more
than 234,000 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in more
than 129 countries or territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of
study, financial assistance, HOW, WHEN ANO WHERE TO
APPLY! Reflects the latest scholarship approach costed by
financial need! ,

VACATION STUDY ABROAD
Each copy is trilingual in English, French and Spanish

More and more Americans are. flocking overseas for summer
vacations, and an increasing proportion is young Americans' With
the price war now raging on overseas airfares, record-breaking
numbers of young Americans will surge across Europe this
summer! VACATION STUDY ABROAD tells how cuali-ied
people will go free! Provides information on short courses,

schools, scholarships and travel grants available
and other young people and aaults

abroad during their
500 organizations in

S 5 value

all

for

only $6

each year to students, teachers
planning to undertake study or tn
vacations. These data were provided bv son
54 countries!

STUDENT AID SOCIETY r

"Your reference service

saved me much valuable
time which I put in on
other subjects Result: 5
As and I B.

"

CN. Ann Arbor, Mich

"The Vantage Point" is a
book put together by S
ghost writers and edited
by LBJ. Your reference
service is almost like my
own personal ghost writer.

'

LC. Gainesville, Fla.

"The 3 reference books
of which every student
needs personal copies
are Study Abroad, a
good dictionary and
thesaurus. I got a $10,000
4-year scholarship from
Study Abroad.

"

AH, Berkeley, Calif.

mbership dues. Services offered:

irnrng scholarships worldwide!

xotic lands!
rvice

Drafts term papers, essays, book reports, theses, eic.
frequently using primary sources available only in the
Library of Congress! We do not actually write the finished
assignment since that would deprive the student of valuable
educational experience and defeat the very purpose for
writing for oneself in the first place. We will provide
background information and bibliographies which rank
with such tools as the College Outline Series and encyclo-
paedia reference services available only with expensive sets.
Limit of one draft at small additional charge, per semester
per student in good standing. We cannot answer any
question which we feel requires the advice of a doctor
lawyer, architect, engineer, or other licensed practitioner,
nor can we advise concerning your financial investments.
Neither can we undertake market research or surveys or
provide home study c

Student Aid Society, PO Box 39042
,

Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 20016
I Gentlemen: I enclose $6 for Study Abroad,

J

Vacation Study Abroad and annual dues.

) Name

I City, State_ Zip-



COED STORY cont.

fornication.' Education without

wisdom is of no value; therefore,

^e option of coeducational

housing for upperclassmen should

be removed. It is not wise to place

temptation before any person

regardless of age or knowledge."

"I find coed housing unwise,

unwarranted and totally

unacceptable."

"In fact strongly feel college

administration has abdicated its

responsibility in allowing open

visitation."

"1 would prefer that my

freshman son or daughter not live

in a coed dorm because they have

so many adjustments to make and

need some sex friendships before."

"Immature and just a fad."

"Freshmen should not be given a

choice; rather they should abide by

the rules of the college."

"We feel it adds unnecessary

strain on both sexes. Ihe open

morality among the young today

seems to have some profound flaws.

We know a number of young who

have truly suffered from it, and

think coed dorms encourage

cohabitation."

"Maybe, if I could pick the girl."

"An unnecessary pressure."

"Something like this should be

known before we choose a

college!"

"The transition into the

complexities of college life negate

the need for radical innovations."

"Based on my experience, sex

education should be delayed until

completion of formal education."

THOSE WHO SAID "YES"
"I believe coed halls are a wise

step forward."

"It might contribute
substantially to the conservation of

human energy if the males now

populating female dorms were

resident rather than transient."

"After all. they're adults, at least

legally!"

"We must learn to trust our

children, give them the best

guidance we can, and hope they

will lead wholesome, healthy,

lives."

"We wish to register strong

disapproval of coeducational

bathroom facilities, however

Handbasins. showers, etc., should

be entirely separate for the ease and

convenience and comfort of

coeducational student living."

"I can't see why it's necessary -

but it seems to be the fashion of

the moment."

"My daughter has been living in

Cascade Pharmacy
Prescriptions, Rentals on Crutches and Wheelchairs

Dl North Cascade Avenue Telephone 632-2614

^fiS Authorized Jeweler

Wedding Rings

and

J€UJ€LRY
113EAST -;:

PIKESPFAK -/Z

REGISTERED

DI>SK^C3MD RINQS
"Under the Marque of the Peak Theatre"

You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,

because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee gives

written proof of a perfect

engagement diamond
of precise cut

and superb color.

There is no finer

diamond ring.

TCeep>sa-lee

Trade Mark Reg. A. H. Pond Co.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send n

Nime—

ew 20
or folc

pq. booklet,
:' and +4 pg.

'Pi a

Brid

nning Your Engageme
j Book gift offer all (

nt tnd Wedding
sr only 2Sf*.

" plui

5-72

Addrctt

City— Co

KEEPSAKE DIAMO »4D RIN

Zip

GS, BOX SO. SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201

lj|# login T/uwd?

Be our Valentine. Sweetie Pie-

Come and see us next time you fly.

210 E. Cache LaPoudre

THE SUGARED MULE THE SUGARED MILL THE SUG UtED MILL THL S
;

/Voir Open at 711 N. Tejan
(1H blocks south ofC.C.)

What do we have? BUD oil tap 2

Light or dark

T
An unusually fine blend of g

natural foods,

homemade breads and meats. O

A nd an atmosphere of cordial, 3J
binding friendship,

Rapat "THE MULE"

1 1 a.m. to midnight. Closed Monday.
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a coeducational dormitory at

Radcliffe for two years, and it has

worked out extremely well."

"We thought there would be

coed dorms after Christmas. They

are old enough to handle this

situation."

"However, it might put the kid

in a precarious position sometimes.

He has the opportunity (perhaps 1

should say temptation) for free

heterosexual interaction, which

even his or her parents do not

have."

"We believe it is good to be with

the opposite sex during the entire

day. Enhances understanding."

"Yes, but 1 hope he would have

the good judgment not to."

"It seems to me that it is a much

more normal living arrangement."

"I think it's so nice that you

want the thoughts of the parents. I

believe the students will do the

right thing in all situations."

"I would consent, but think it

would be a mess, knowing how the

men's dorms look!!!"

"But I would much piclei thai

he did not, I think both men and

women need an opportunity to

escape from each other from time

to time."

"This usually works out well

when you can separate men and

women on different Hoots or suites

- not living door-to-door
."

"No objections so long as the

males and females don't occupy the

same room."

"This is overdue!"

"We do not feel morals are

affected by propinquity,"

"A more natural, normal

atmosphere. Better way to know

others than standard daring

system."

"We hope there will always be a

'one-sex' dorm if she so chooses."

"At age eighteen I trust David to

drive a car and vole intelligently.

therefore he should be able to live

in a coeducational dorm."

"We've never favored segregation

of any kind."

"If they are old enough to go to

college, surely they should be able

to decide on this issue."



"STEVE MASTER OFCEP.EMOI

Cabaret Opens
What good is silling alp,

room?

Come here the music play.

Life is a cabaret, old chum.

Come to the cabaret.

The fragile yet hypnotizing

world of the Cabaret will come to

life again when Theatre Workshop

opens the' musical this weekend in

downstairs Theatre 32 of

Armstrong Hall.

Performances begin at 8 p.m.

Friday, Saturday, Tuesday, and

Wednesday, February 11, 12, 15

and 1 6 at 8 p.m. and at 2 p.m. and

8 p.m. on Sunday. February 13.

Although admission is free and

the public is invited, because of

limited seating capacity, persons

interested in coming MUST make

reservations at Rastall desk as soon

as possible.

The first musical to be done at

CC in five years. Cabaret is loosely

based on John Van Druten's/cmo

Camera and Christopher
Isherwood's Berlin Stories. Set in

pre-Nazi Berlin, the action

alternates between a cabaret where

Kit Kat girls tickle the customers'

fancies and various fiats and shops

in the city while a bizarre and

clown-faced Master of Ceremonies

smiles coolly over all.

POST WAR
The background of post-war

recession and the beginnings of

Nazi power plays an integral role in

Cabaret . Director Al Lyons
comments that the Nazis' "gradual

encroachment that people

accepted, found especially in the

attitude of Ernst Ludwig" provides

a springboard for character

development in the play.

Steve Jobes takes the role of the

MC while Barb Kerr plays the

cabaret girl Sally Bowles who
becomes involved with a visiting

American writer, played by Chris

Coppersmith. In the original

Broadway version, the role of the

MC played by Joel Grey was quite

small. Grey, however, imaginatively

enlarged the character until it

became an important figure in the

entire action. Kathie Simpson and

Rob Dorff play Fraulein Schneider

and Herr Schultz. Melinda Smith

plays the friendly and available

Fraulein Kost and Stoney Shelton

plays Ernst Ludwig.

Cabaret's music and lyrics by

John Kander and Fred Ebb include

the title song "Cabaret," and

"Tomorrow belongs to me." Paul

Feil is musical director and is

assisted by Ed Turley, rehearsal

accompanist and pianist.

Most of the dancing takes place

in the cabaret itself and is done by

the Kit Kat girls. When asked aboui

the dances, choreographers Nancy

Stern and Din Din Smith replied,

"the cabaret numbers provide the

atmosphere of the "whole play.

'Two Ladies' and the Gorilla dance

especially emphasize underlying

meanings and reflect a painful sort

of humor."

Although Nancy and Din Din

have each had up to 16 years of

dance and performance and will

appear as dancers in Cabaret, this is

their first full-length show to

choreograph. Says Nancy, "This is

an opportunity we have always

wanted and we appreciate the

chance to try such a production."

Adds Din Din, "The biggest

challenge has been the limited space

in 32. The dancers themselves have

been amazing. I've never seen kids

work so hard."

Since winter vacation, rehearsals

have been quite extensive and have

frequently been video-taped in

order to perfect the dance numbers.

[6] - The Catajy^t v February 9, 1972. ,T
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CHRIS COPPERSMITH (CLIFF).
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TheMcCloskey Candidacy
BY GARDINER VINNEDGE

Congressman Paul N. "Pete"

McCloskey is a third term

Republican Congressman from San

Mateo, California, who is running

against President Nixon in the

Republican primaries.

The basis for his challenge is the

war in Indochina, which he has

opposed from the beginning of his

public career. But McCloskey is

more than a one issue candidate- He

is concerned about the peoples" loss

of faith in the government, about

Nixon's attitude toward the judicial

system, about the environment, and

perhaps most of all, about the

Southern strategy which Nixon

thinks will get himself reelected,

and which McCloskey believes is

contrary to the public interest and

will ruin the Republican Party.

Many Republicans agree with

these views and so do many of the

new voters. Pete McCloskey is

running in the Republican primaries

to give these voters a chance to

make their opinions known now, in

the primaries in New Hampshire in

March, in Oregon in May, in

California in June, and in party

CINEMA 70
NOW SHOWING

caucuses in Colorado and the rest

of the country in between. There is

no point in waiting for the

Democrats. The President must be

pressured now.

BACKGROUND
McCloskey does not expect to

win the Republican nomination: he

hopes to force the President to end

the war in Indochina and to

abandon the Southern strategy. But

McCloskey does have the

background to make a fine

President. He was first elected to

Congress in 1967. defeating Shirley

Temple Black and ten other

opoonents in a special election. He

has since been reelected twice,

winning with 79% of the votes in

1970. He is a Korean War veteran,

and a winner of the Navy Cross, the

Silver Star, and the Purple Heart.

He is a former commander of the

Counter-Insurgency Warfare School

at Camp Pendleton. He is a lawyer

and the author of a textbook on

the Constitution. He is married and

has four children. He will be 45 this

year.

McCloskey's concern about the

Indochina war led him to write a

series of five, letters to President

Nixon urging him to stop the

CONT. P. 12

Cinema 70
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COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

GUILD OPTICIANS

Quality — Style — Service

a. HITESHEW. Optlci.n DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418

Miller Music Co

Record & Tape
Center

14 South Tejon 633-3866

TODAY AT 1:30 3:30

5:30 7:30 S 9:30 PM
ADM S2.50 MILITARY S2.00

MMHMHMRB

[AN ASTONISHES NEW APPROACH]
| IN PRESENTING YOU
P. WITH THE OLOE5T PROFESSION

IN THE WORLD...

-JflrF

FREE PARKING IN REAR!

the

FLICK
532 N. lejon 473-4488 Ample Parking

a film by FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT

the wild child
|G|«E£» Unrted Artists

IHUH-AUI
4T"V FILM

&o2T±
The loveliest, bubbliest bauble of the season!

-^JUDITH CRIST, NBC TV {Today Sho«,
DAILY: "WILD CHILD": 7:004 10:15|SAT-SUN: "WILD": 3:45 7-00"BED& BOARD": 8:40 ONLY

[
1 0. 1 5 "BED": 2:00 , 5:15, 8

NFXT "Tr WALT DISNEY'S +

attraction ranfasia
THE

ULTIMATE
:XPERIENCE

'RECKLESSLY FUNNY!''

SSSElSSSi
VMllOS fOBMAN FILM

,

TONIGHT

AT 7:15
j
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE IN COLOR

ONLY! !

TONIGHT

AT 9:00

ONLY!

Si

* THE GREATEST ACTION
PROGRAM EVER ASSEMBLED!
Warren Beatty Faye Ounnawoy

"BONNIE AND CLYDE"
In Color TONIGHT AT 7:00 P.M. ONLY

Plus!!!
STEVE McQUEEN AS TONIGHTAT

"BULLITT" S>:00 P.M. ONLY!

" ... The Picture With The CAR CHASE!"
In Color Rated M

JERRY LEWIS "\^ 'CINEMA
Security Shopping Center - 392-3757

STARTS THURSDAY - 6 DAYS ONLY
NIGHTLY AT 6:30 and 9:04

SAT. & SUN. MATINEES AT 1:00 & 3:32

AIRPORT IS TOP FLIGHT ALLTHEWAY!

'George Seaton has scripted and
directed a sure-fire hit!"- t>°>, ,•,

.R0S5HUNT(R-««io.AIRPORT
BURT LANCASTER - DEAN MARTIN

JEAN SEBERG JACQUELINE BISSET

GEORGE KENNEDY HELEN HAYES

VAN HEFLIN MAUREEN STAPLETON

BARRY NELSON LLOYD NOLAN

DANAWYNTER BARBARA HALE

mm*

COMING ATTRACTIONS
.MEIR0-G0LDWYNMAYER e»ES™s A CARLO P0NII PR0DUCTII

DAVID LEAN'S FILM of boris pasternaks

DOCTOR 7MIVAGO
SI. 25 STUDENT DISCOUNT CARDS AVAILABLE!

Complete the Below Application

Submit at Box Office

I Represent That I Am A College Student And
Currently Enrolled at ;

1 Hereby Make Application For A Student Discount
Catd. Subject To The Rules of The Jerry Lewis Cinem:
Security. Colo.

(NAME

(MAILING \DDRESSI.



Tigers Lost Nos. 8,9,10 On Road
road jinx is still sitting

on the shoulders of the CC

They lost their 8th, 9th and

jnsecutive road games last

411 three were four point

and the losses will make

into the WCHA play-offs

|y difficult.

e first game the Tigers were

1 by Michigan Tech. 6-5.

ty in the first period was

luggish on the part of both

teams. Michigan Tech. scored first

at 9:30 but CC came back and led

2-1 after the first period on goals

by Sertich, and Hildebrand. Sertich

was assisted by Palazzari and

Hendrickson and Hildebrand was
assisted by Horb and Alien.

In the second period CC took

what appeared to be a safe 3-1 lead

on a goal by O'Connor from
Baldrica. But only 34 seconds later

Tech. intercepted a CC pass in front

of the Tiger goal and slipped the

puck by Griffin for any easy goal.

This also gave Tech. the

momentum.

Michigan scored two more goals

in the second period for a 4-3 lead.

Doug Palazzari tied the score at 4-4

when he put in the rebound of

Mallinger's attempt from the blue

line at 1:22. The huskies then

scored on a shoulder high shot that

caught the upper corner of the CC

tff'S fNCO
UNE UPS

iTLAS TIRES

SERVICE
*STATE INSPECTION
* ATLAS BATTERIES

to College on Uintah 230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

GREAT FOODS . . .

Stevenson Produce, Kraft & Land-o-Lake Cheese,
Sinton Dairy Products, Swift Packaged Meats - Frozen
food — chilled fruit and vegetable juice.

The Egg House

lg1216 North Nevada

2527 W.
Colorado

636-2280

Open
9-6 Mon.
To Sat.

Green ^Mountain
Gramery*

- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans. Nuts,
Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds!
Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic
Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans
& Juices & Dairy Products, Herbs &
other pure foods.

net for a 5-4 lead. Then the Tigers

evened things up again at 14:35
with Horb getting the goal and

Palazzari and Hildebrand getting

assists. But with only 36 seconds

left to play Michigan Tech. scored

to hand the Tigers their fourth loss

by one point in the last live games.

The Michigan Wolverines dealt

the Tigers two losses, in two crucial

games, 7-5 and 9-6.

The first game Michigan jumped

&VO

MMK^ I!

SKI TOURING

HOLUBAR
131 SO. TEJON

634-5279

M
O
U
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off to a 3-0 first period lead.

Sertich slatted the CC rally at :40
o( the second period, on a

short-handed goal with an assist

from Palazzari, Horb then cut the

margin to one with a goal on assists

from Hildebrand and Palazzari.

Then Winogtad lied the score with

assits from Berlsch and O'Connor.

But then the Wolverines came to

life and scored two mote goals to

make the second period score 5-3.

With just 39 seconds gone in the

thud period. Michigan once again

stretched their lead to three poinls.

Pye then scored for CC and the

score went to 6-4. Then at 5:50
O'Connoi scored on a pass from
Berlsch lo pull within one at 6-5.

But Michigan scored at 6:45 and
held on for the 7-5 win.

The following nighi Michigan

again dealt CC a damaging blow
downing the Tigers 9-6, despite a

strong effort by Palazzari who had

two goals and three assists.

EARLY LEAD
The Tigers look an early 1-0 lead

on a goal by Sertich on assists from
Pye and Palaziari. The Wolverines

came back with two goals before

Berlsch scored the second CC goal

on assists from Palazzari and
Sertich,

Again Michigan came back with

a goal for a 3-3 first period lead. In

the second period each team scored

one goal. The Tiger goal was scored

by Palazzari on an assist from
Sertich. The third period was a

wide open period with seven goals

being scored, four by Michigan and

three by CC.

The Tigers fust goal was scoicd

by Baldrica on an assist from

O'Connor. Palazzari scored CC's

second goal of the period

unassisted. And the last was scored

by Pye on an assist from Palazzari.

The Tigers next game is on the

road Friday at Denver University.

•• PIZZA«»«««»»«»«
;

PIZZA AFTER 5

3.2 Miller Beer Dark anil Light ;
Mon. & Lues. w
Ueer Days ^

1 2 oz. glass 20« *
pitcher 90t

• FUN I

t 1967 MGB Roadster •

I Reconditioned motor »

J radials, extras.

JJust call 4/3-2233 Ext. 320.
; or 635-7559

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS -GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206'/i N. Tejon

633-6903

THE GREAT EARTH
DAY BICYCLE RACE

APRIL 29TH
$1,000.00 PRIZES

CONTACT
JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP

19 E. KIOWA
634-4733
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Tiger Sport -Lights
three firsts. Coach Hinson

BASKETBALL

The Colorado College first-half performance by one

roundballers dropped iwo more scoring 71 in the second half,

games on the road to Colorado Scoring for the Tigers was led by

School of Mines and New Mexico Ernie Jones with an impressive 34

Highlands. points while Paul Gagnon pumped

In the first game played at Mines in 26. Anderson scored 13. Lanier

in Golden, the Tigers were defeated 10. Nelson 5. Goode 4. Howard 3,

1 16-90. Mines jumped off to an 8-0 Long 2, while Geocarris and

lead and controlled the game the Romane each scored one to rouno

rest of the way. Mines led at the out the scoring.

half 50-38 and then outscored CC

66-52 in the second half.

Colorado College in the losing

effort, had four men in double

figures led by Jerry Young with 23.

then Paul Gagnon and Brent Lanier

both scoring 20 points. Rounding

out the scoring were Nelson with

six, Romane four. Geocarris three,

and Anderson with two.

In the second game played in

Las Vegas. N.M., Highlands hit the

bucket for 141 points while

allowing CC 99. Highlands had

seven men in double figures while

CC only had four. The Cowboys

jumped off to a decisive 70-41

half-time lead. They bettered theii

Gal Sw

BY CHUCK SLOTKJN

The CC girls swim team under

coaches Miss Betty Young and Bill

Hinson were defeated by an

experienced University of Northern

Colorado aggregation 77-32. The

CC girls were no match for the

Greeley squad as the latter used

slat

each of the girls' times were o^

Two of these top performan;
eighteen swimmers to CC s eight.

, ,. ~„ . „fCilT l

^ 6 were the efforts of Sue Turner H
Also, "the girls team is more a

flrst triumph came in the 50
group of girls who enjoy swimming

freestyle with a .17.4 marlt „
ihan a highly competitive organized

the second one in the , 00 ,

varsity team," according to Miss
freestyIe witn a ! :04 tirning ,

Young. But she adds, "There are remain ing flrst was recorded']

some truly excellent swimmers on Ann Marie Hain in the 0[]e ^
the team." wjth the unbeatable total

Although they registered only 2,5 20

YOU CAN HAVE
CLEAN CLOTHES

and

CLEAN WATER

471-1280
CALL 685-1107

471-9906

% £

THE SENATOR AND THE RADICALS:
HUBERT JOINS BUG-OUT BRIGADE

Vietnam "is our greatest adventure, and a

wonderful one it is."—Vice President Hubert
Humphrey quoted in the Washington Daily
News, Nov. 1, 1967.

ERTEL'S PHARMACY
"DOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Between

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

j rrrrrr iSALTOINES
7 RECORD ROUND-UP r

'"' N0R™ HANC0«
Oolt Acres Shopping Center

One of The Most Complete Selections of Popular,

Classics and Budget Classics In The Area

A hundred acres of new trails and two new double chair lifts. No lift lines! Gladed
powder skiing for the Hot Dogs. A ski school for the Bunnies, specializing in the
short ski method (Head-Way Graduated Length). Special student tickets available
at your college ski club. Give Keystone a try . . . you'll like our ups and downs!

<-• '•.» ' '•- ." Sit.,

enjoy life

TRANSCENDENTAL

MEDITATION

as taught by

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Visit

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

Everyone has a potential for increased awareness. Transcendental Meditation

(TM) is an easily learned, natural and systematic technique that allows any
individual to realize their full mental potential. Research at Harvard ana

UCLA has shown that during the short period that a person practices TM a

state of rest is experienced that is deeper than gained over a full nights sleep. At
the same time the mind rests in a state of expanded awareness. The result is:

increased creativity, greater learning ability, and a more relaxed enjoyment of

INTRODUCTORY LECTURES
This lecture is a pre-requitite to receiving personal instruction in the technique

Feb. 10 8:00

Second Introductory Lectures

Rm.212 Rastnll Center FREE

<9> J»Y's BicYcle SIkh» /O
19 East K*^^^ ^-^
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Boy's Swim Team Streaking Along
BY CHUCK SLOTKIN

f
CC boys' swim team.

Do to victory over Western

3nd Eastern New Mexico

tfsity. raised its unmarred

j io 4-0. Displaying their usual

n, many Tigers contributed

iboth successes.

3 return meet against the

, rn Staters, whom the

Learmen handily defeated before

winter vacation, they were again

too weak to post a real challenge to

the potent Tigers. Of the thirteen

events. CC took nine while

swimming the other in exhibition.

That means they entered swimmers
in certain events for timing only.

with no points for finishing being

tallied.

Highlights of the meet included

sophomore Jeff Kinner setting a

new Western State pool record in

the 1 .000 yard free style with a

time of 11:03.5. Rod Townley.

another sophomore, who lias only

been diving seriously for a few

years, defeated small college

All-America Scott Mills at his home

pool in the one meter diving.

In the six re q uired dives.

Townley bested Mills. 175-170.5,

and in the six optional dives, he

edged the Western Stater

242.S-225.65. Coach Jerry said it

was b v fa r one of his best

perfoi

Bruce Bistline, in his stellar

performance, of the campaign to

date, splashed to victory in the 200

yard backstroke with a mark of

2:15.1. And Ken Ebuna and Jerry

STUDENT STORE SPECIAL WINTER SPORTS
SALE

RASTALL LOUNGE, TOMORROW ONLY
FEB. 10 12:00-4:00 P.M.

i skates, camping, and hockey

onable prices on these winter sports items that

We have Scott Poles, new Hart Camaro's, Head G.S.'s, Molatar Boots,

Lange's, Head's, White Stars, tents, sleeping bags, hockey sticks and

Check the Student Store Sate out!

The &olmL Shop
10 East Colorado Ave.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

• Poster Headquarters

• Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room
• Water Beds and Accessories

• Various Paraphernalia

All Standard LPs Si .00 oft Regular S6.98

8 Track Tapes S3.98

Good Vibes!!

When spring fever strikes, it's cool to relax and browse
at the Chinook, one of America's finest personal
bookstores.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
210 NORTH TEJON STREET • COLORADO SPRINGS 80902

PHONE 635-1195

CANDLES, PIPES & POSTERS

Ma(UCfi@
,

8232 N. TEJON

44 Days in Europe

Summer 1972

June 30 - August 14

13th Annual

EUROPEAN ART AND ARCHITECTURE SEMINAR-TOUR

21 Days at Oxford

(Numerous visits in England)

23 Days of Travel on Continent

(Extended stays will be made in Rome, Florence,

Venice and Paris)

4 hours academic credit available

Robert P. Ashley
Dean of the College

Ripon College

Ripon, Wisconsin 54971

ran one-two in the 200 yard

individual medley with times of

2; 13.3 and 2: 16.3 respectively.

Both squads were at a

disadvantage as several swimmers
were suffering the effects of colds

and the flu. But the excellent

conditioning and depth of the

Tigers allowed them to turn the

meet into a rout.

Eastern New Mexico

In a relatively closer meet, the

Bengal natators paced by Klinner's

two firsts in the 1.000 and 500

yaid freestyles over the solid

competitor) of Mike Eckhart,

defeated ENMU, 69-42. Registering

eight firsts and eight seconds, the

Tigers' depth proved too much for

the visitors. CC was never headed as

the 400 yard medley relay team of

Steve M arm, John Fyfe, Pete

Simpson, and Ken Ebuna easily

took that opening event with a time

3:56.5.

• • •
VISITING PROI (Cont'd)

It is probably sociology, more

than any other discipline, which has

used the term non-judgmen tally

and which has tended io insist that

class position is not a function of

innate or individual inadequacy.

Social class differences are

certainly not going to disappear by

pretending, ostrich-like, thai they

aren't there. And one seldom

becomes an effective agent of social

change in an arena in which lie is

the least knowledgahle contender.

OTHER APPROACHES
There are other approaches, but

this article grows lengthy. To return

to my first statement of student

disdain for certain sociological

positions, it seems to me that the "I

don't believe in social class"

approach is a disservice to the very

causes being espoused.

The study of social class as such

( 1 ) has more possibilities of

"humaneness" than does ignoring

it. (2) is more likely to lead to

change than if it is ignored, and (3)

does not need to lead to pcrjorative

judgments.

WATCH FOR:

NEVER MAURY 1

VIRGIN, STANLY

Apollo Rooks
CC Bookstore

'1971 FORD PINTO-

Excellent condition

Just call 597-71 11

DIANE'S TAX SERVICE

$4.00 and up

435 North Union

Across from ENT

471-3409
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".
. .the Nixon administration has

been able to surpass even the

Johnson administration in

untruthfulness. . .in concealment,

deception and news management."

Furthermore, this deception

extends not only to the public but

also to the Congress which is

supposed to help govern.

Stopping the bombing and

ending the war. and restoring faith

in the government are the main

objectives of the M cC loskey

campaign, but there are other

issues. The whole Southern, which

has led to Haynesworth. Carswell,

the attempt to gut the Voting

Rights Act, and the move lo limit

the HEW civil rights appropriation.

is also a target of McCloskey's

efforts.

ENVIRONMENTAL RECORD
McCloskey's record on the

environment is especially good. He

is a member of the Sierra Club, and

was national co-sponsor, with

Senator Gaylord Nelson, of the first

Earth Day in 1970. In Congress he

was a sponsor of the Clean Air Act
LJ (=.*=*=.[.

y

+D=.[l ^1 D d
". '.=Od[*+0®*C®**C®*0«! I! + f ]Q70. and the National

MCCLOSKEY CONT.
bombing and to negotiate a

withdrawal from South Vietnam

based solely on the release of our

prisoners of war. Each of these

letters was ignored.

Then, in the Spring of 1971, he

made his third trip to Indochina

and by talking to villagers and

officials uncovered, "a deliberate

pattern of deception and

withholding of accurate news of the

situation there, particularly as to

bombing policies in Laos and to the

search and destroy and

counter-terror Phoenix program in

Vietnam."

Further convinced that the

Nixon administration was wrong in

its policies and was deliberately

misleading the public, McCloskey

declared his candidacy last July.

Having seen its horrible effects

in Laos, McCloskey insists that the

President stop all bombing
immediately, something which

Nixon despite his peace plans, has

refused to do. McCloskey would

then negotiate a withdrawal solely

on the basis of the release of

American POW's.

Deeply intertwined with the war

is the question of government

candor. As McCloskey puts it.

Environmental Policy Act.

In the last year, McCloskey's

progressive voting record has

included opposition to the SST, the

Lockheed loan, the CBS contempt

of citation, and a two year

extension of the draft, and support

for the Mansfield Amendment and

of the repeal of the Tonkin Gulf

Resolution. He has supported

President Nixon's welfare reform

package and the wage-price freeze.

McCloskey is a strong

Republican, but he identifies with

the moderate wing of the party

which includes such men as

Senators Javits, Percy, and Brooke,

rather than the "Southern" wing

Reagan, Agnew, and S t r o

Thurmond. His aim is to prove
if,

the moderate branch of the pan

which has not written off
(

|

young and minorities, is
j|

dominant branch.

Why McCloskey? Because
tf

most effective and immediate w-

to prove to President Nixon that h

policies are wrong is to sup po

McCloskey now.

"ping tr
If you are interested in help

McCloskey campaign, pl ea ,

contact Gardiner Vinnedge

McGregor Hall, ext 373.*

^y= .=^®@ »CC*°-+*»=.]l/]n=-[-+-K+. ®[:tD®DM"]]*
it

J ?.]*=*[.=.[^^C*j®i®hteO*[oMni •]]' rf .]*=*[*K°0 Y

I .y/.^YY -.77/7 % I
The 1 1 n ,

„.->/,,,,

Gi! Rogers Show tlpm-Jam

Megahertz All Request Saturdays

473-2233 Ext. 335

"%• The pipe draws wisdom from the

lips of the philosopher and shuts

up the mouth of the foolish.

HaHiaway's

Select your pipe from us. We'll never tell!

127 N. Tejon St. 632-1441

THACKERAY

E MUSIC MAKERS
HO NORTH TEJON

!i!i! Si! COLORADO SPRINGS. COLO.

CARE APOLT WHAT WE SELL

D0 Y7®oo \fa°wmff} csOnrecscsfy

(§®noG(3i7 WM\ 1Mb ®
§[°X2)DQg©l7Cl<o] fe^7 ODq®

S®raDuQLT[K}® 0® SfoGO
DXikKSBDcikM?

- I

8
records, tapes,

zap comics,

posters,

imports.

'Mi

BUDGET TAPES & RECORDS
327 North Tejon

PIZZA
AFTER FIVE O'CLOCK

DARK

AND

LIGHT

3.2 BEER

604 NORTH TEJON

PLEASE TRY OUR
n 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 H tl tp| ZZA> ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 H ll

fci
Mnmfcu

This Coupon Is Good for

1/3 OFF on
ANY SIZE PIZZA

F5"5
I WILL THANK YOU,

I MY FAMILY WILL THANK YOU, & MY
I CREDITORS WILL THANK YOU!

Offer

EXPIRES ON THE 20th of Feb.
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Vote For CCCA
This Friday

Elections for positions on the and alienate and,
.
consequently,

-CA will be held Friday from 8 militate against the satisfaction of

„ to 7 p.m. in Rastall Center. basic needs for affection,

•[here are 12 seats on the board self-expression, sexual fulfillment.

1(1
four students will be elected and respect."

within each of the three A sophomore, Russ Curry is a

sions — Humanities, Social

•ience, and Natural Science.

Campaigning for the seats are 28

(students, excluding Dan Brown,

has withdrawn from the

ection.

jhc Catalyst has profiled each of

1(
candidates. In alphabetical

Itder. their resumes follow:

Mike Adler, a freshman and a

ididate in Natural Sciences, says:

|« Hie past, the CCCA has not had

le respect of the student body

ecause the members have not done

id enough job of seeking issues

,(
importance to the majority of

candidate in the Social Science

Division. He says: "If the CCCA

can practically apply their

judgment and discretion to the

situations confronting them then it

can rid itself of the rhetoric that

JANET LYNN'S USA SHOWING HER POISE

Janet Lynn: A Study In Fulfillment

now keeps them from reaching

clear and exact decisions. It is upon

this basis that all governments must

order to avoid ambiguous

],e student body. I will bring up and temporary decisions that can

he issues which have not been

nought up in the past. Besides

major items, I will also bring up the

minor things which annoy students,

feel the CCCA can be an active,

respected student government. I

will try to make it less formal and

more reDresentative."

Kaleigh Bowden, a sophomore

Natural Science candidate, says,

"Having been a member of the

CCCA for a little more than a

semester, I have come to see not

only why the CCCA is like it is but

1 have become aware of the

potential that is at its disposal if it

would only take advantage of that

potential. I must honestly admit I

have found my job very frustrating

at times because I can see what

needs to be done but it always

I
seems to get done in such an

ineffective way, if it gets done at

all. 1 really believe that no CCCA at

all is far better than an organization

which goes through the processes of

doing something, but in actuality

does nothing at all."

Philip Brady is a freshman

candidate in the Humanities

Division campaign. He did not

submit a statement.

John Carper, a freshman, is a

only continue to hamper the

effectiveness of the CCCA. In the

end, I can propose only one ideal of

my own - to not merely critically

analyze the policies at hand, but to

offer constructive criticism that can

only check the stagnation of a

liberal education."

A sophomore candidate in the

Humanities Division, Dave Drake,

states: "Basically, I believe the

CCCA has been too cautious and

too concerned about its

relationship with the parents and

alumni of this school, and also

equally concerned about its image

in the general Colorado Springs

community at large. In my opinion,

more attention and support should

be allowed towards campus

organizations and to student

involvement in the community. But

I also believe this can only be

accomplished if the transition can

be made from the current 'high

school style' control by the

administration to an organization

which has the authority to pass and

veto its own proposals, without

consent of a limited group of men

in our administration. I hope you

will seriously consider my ideas and

candidacy from the Humanities

Division for a seat on the CCCA."

A junfor, John Fyfe, is a

candidate for reelection from the

Social Science Division. He says:

"As past president of the CCCA, I

feel I have some experience in

student government and its

responsibilities to the campus

community. I'd like the

opportunity to give guidance to the

new members and their chairman.

The potential of a student

candidate in the Social Science government is great, but must be

Division. He says: "I propose the tapped to be worth the effort. What

establishment of an on-campus is needed is a student body

'Society for the Exploration of interested in a diversity of areas,

Interpersonal Relationships.' This influential in decisions by all facets

organization, if established (or. if I of the college, and concerned with

am elected, that is) will provide whatishappeningaroundthem.lt

opportunities for students to step is that need which is the challenge I

"utside their everyday roles which am determined to meet."

coerce lem into superficial, Prudy Hawthorne is a

impersonal frames of mind; isolate sophomore candidate in the Social

BY STEVE WICKES

A wild cheer came up from the

packed crowd in Makornanai Arena

in Sapporo, Japan. The Swedish

judge had just awarded American

figure skater, Janet Lynn, the

highest mark possible and the

spectators agreed.

Television viewers around the

world marveled at the performance

they had just witnessed, but

perhaps nowhere was there as much

excitement as on the Colorado

College campus where the petite

blond is enrolled as a freshman.

Coming into the finals on the

night of Feb. 7. Janet was already

fourth. After winning a spectacular

first place in the free skating half of

the competition, she took over

third place and captured what was

to be one of the few medals

brought home by the U.S. from the

1 1th Olympic Winter Games

Determination At Six

Janet, the daughter of Mr. and

Mrs. Florian Nowicki of Rockford,

Illinois, started her skating career at

age six with the same optimistic

Science Division. She says:

"Student concerns should be

recognized. I would support such

proposals as the Head Residents are

now developing on the subject ot

our campus security system. But

above specific concerns, I'd hope to

make the CCCA decisions more

representative o( the entire student

body. With concen traied

organization and effort, we, the

students, could more effectively

fight for these concerns. 1 urge

everyone to actively participate in

Friday's elections."

A junior, Susan Hazaleus is a

candidate in the Natural Science

Division. She did not submit a

statement.

Howdy Jones is a sophomore

campaigning in the Humanities

Division. He states: "I am not a

politician in the stereotyped, sense

of the word, and I will not attempt

to formulate a concrete rhetorical

platform at this time. I view the

CCCA as a viable means for

accomplishing student, faculty and

administration goals, whether it has

served that purpose up till now or

not. And I further see it as a useful

determination which has been her

trademark ever since. She dropped

her surname at six, just in case she

should become a skating star.

As it turns out, she was not

being overly cautious. Janet Lynn

first appeared in the U.S. National

Figure Skating Championships

when she was nine. At fifteen, she

won the senior ladies title, and

since then has returned each year to

successfully retain her U.S. title.

The high-powered enthusiasm of

the crowd in Sapporo, although not

new to Janet, was certainly well

deserved. In return for spontaneous

applause early in her performance.

Janet responds with a spectacular

performance, which seems to strain

at the limits of her sport, and also

with that beaming smile which

makes the crowd feel all so

important. Herein lies a fulfillment

of the essence which serves to

perpetuate spectator sports.

Crowd vs. Grading System

Last year at the world title

competition in Lyons, France.

Janet skated the spectators into

means of communication and

cooperation for each campus

member. In order for the CCCA to

truly succeed in any facet, however,

the issues and topics must be dealt

with openmindedly, honestly, and

with as little prejudice as possible.

Such an approach will be the basis

for my involvement and

contribution as a CCCA member"

Owen Kendrick is a junior and is

campaigning in the Social Science

fcL©
Division. He did not submit a

statement.

Vernon King is a sophomore

campaigning in the Social Science

Division. He says: "My primary

objective in becoming a member of

the CCCA is to represent the Black

students on the CC campus and to

bridge the relationships between

the two groups; to answer some ol

the questions that might arise

within the CCCA relating l" the

Black Student Union. I was active

in student government thiouglioul

high school and feel it is very

important to have a diversity of

well represented individuals in any

form of student government."

emotional excitement. When the

audience did not sec hei on any ol

the winner's blocks, they feverishly

booed. Although she had clearly

been the most dynamic free skater

and had, in fact, received (wo 6.0s,

the conipulsary part ol the

competition also counts fifty

percent.

Janet Lynn was fourth; the

booing picked up momentum and

t u t n e d into a c h ant,

"Lynn-Lynn-Lynn," the French

demanded. The American skalci

took a poised ringside bow, and

there was an ovation Miss I vim,

according to the New York /»»•»

"has the movie st.u quality that

brought Una luinci off .i drug

store stool."

And Janet lias done a lot more

than sit around drug stores lor the

first eighteen years ol hei life. In

fact, if excitement had been ,i

criterion used in the 1 lih Olympic

Winter Games at Sapporo, Trixi

Schuba, the master of figure skating

compulsaries, would have been haid

pressed to win the gold.

The Catalyst wishes Janet 1 ynu

unnecessary good hick in this year's

World Competition in Calgaiy,

Alberta, March X through 1
1 ,

and

eagerly awaits her return to CC.

thereafter.

Paul Liggilt is a junior and Is

campaigning in the Social Science

Division. He did not submit a

statement.

A freshman, Andrew Loewinger

is a candidate in the Humanities

Division. He says: "There are,

doubtless, matters which are amiss

at CC; however, the nature of them,

even excepting their solutions, is

for many a vague and distant tiling,

[f there is one purpose of the CCCA

which is to be considered primary,

it should be this: to make publicly

explicit all of the major issues

which it confronts and. luthermorc,

to rally, if necessary, the student

around those major issues which it

has found itself stymied by. There

are. to be sure, many matters. All

such are exemplary of the fact that

CC does, potentially, hold still

further prospects - ones which, as

of yet. have scarcely been realized."

Mark K. Malhewson is a

sophomore and a candidate in the

Humanities Division. He slates:

"Due to all the uncool rhetoric

being rhrown around and a certain



Packard
Implications

On the evening of Feb. 7 a

meeting was held in Olin 1 for a

slide presentation. Following was

an informal discussion about the

implications of accepting a S7.5

million grant from David Packard,

ex-Secretary of Defense and of the

Hewlett-Packard Corp.

The increased role of technology

and automation in the Southeast

Asian War was the subject of the

slides. It was cited that more bombs

have been dropped during the

Nixon administration than were

dropped during World War 2, and

that while Nixon has been in office

over three million people have been

killed in Iftdo-China.

Nixon is "only making the war

less visible," the slide preientator

said. The goal is to "replace

wherever possible a man with a

machine." General Westmoreland

was quoted as having said: "Our

army that now remains in Vietnam

is in a state of collapse. . .near

mutiny." It was viewed that since

the "public wants peace," the

"army won't fight," and the

"enemy won't lose," the army has

only to rely on technological

warfare to "show" rebellious

factions that America aims to

defend freedom and democracy in

the world relentlessly.

Some of the slides GI's had

taken themselves in Southeast Asia;

others showed magazine
illustrations and drawings done by

Laotian refugees. Workers at a

Honeywell plant were shown
producing machinery for warfare.

Military men were shown in

computer rooms directing pilotless

bombers according to data received

through intricate and expensive

sensory equipment. Peaceful and

green village settings were displayed

to contrast strongly to bomb and

bullet-torn fields, farms, towns, and

their former inhabitants.

"CLEAN"
It was emphasized that the

soldier, the factory-worker and the

American tax-payer could remain at

an equally clean and comfortable

distance from the fighting. A craft

has been devised ar great expense

which can emit 5,000 machine-gun

bullets per minute; it catches

people "like rats in a flood." Field

transmitters which sense potential

targets of attack and relay

coordinates to the local military

base have been extremely

modernized; the Honeywell

Corporation has devised gadgets

which look like bright tropical

flowers, and which simulate animal

defecation.

One type of bomb now emits a

leaf-like material which blows

freely in the wind ard burns any

human flesh it comes in contact

with.

After slides a long informal

discussion ensued in which many
ways of dealing with the situation

were brought up. Everything from

returning the S7.5 million to

Packard, to spending a portion of it

in the anti-war cause, was
mentioned and considered; but in

terms of working out a plan of

action the meeting was
inconclusive.

GLF: Still A Topic

Grant In The News
There have been a lot of rumors

around as to the disposition of the

$7.5 million the college received

last month from David Packard,

The gift was given to the college

by Packard free from restrictions as

to its eventual use. Control of the

funds was placed in the hands of

the college board of trustees.

At a recent meeting of that body

it was announced a decision had

been made te set aside an

unspecified amount - up te $1.5

million for a new Arts and Music

building.

The remainder of the gift was

earmarked for the college

endowment fund and win be used

to provide scholarships, help in

homy dewiopmeflt, and promote
faculty ^4#itfl©pment, which
^adtsMqa^rweflrtlv

.

An *miowm*wt fund is *tt»m or

pri nc ipal qji which tnterfcj* is

earned lo provide an jA^ual means,

^> by *4iWt.th*|^eg9f*an s^fcort'"

This principal can beljeldin variotiT

fojem* including
_
stock, land, and

notes or bonds.

Since the Hewlett-Packard stock

is in a low-income earning form,

there will have to be some
conversion to a form that yields a

higher rate of return. With the

addition of the Packard gift CC's

endowment fund will total around
S20 million.

No specific plans have been

made as to either the location or

the content of the new building. It

was brought up in a faculty meeting

in December that the music

facilities at CC were not as strong as

those at the other ACM
institutions, though student interest

in thie field was as great.

It was recommended that the

music department be moved out of

the third floor of Armstrong Hall

and relocated in another area that

could be specifically modified to

the requirements of that particular

department. At the present time

However, the college does not have

a building that can be effectively

modified to meet the needs of that

department.

Another item under
consideration for inclusion in the

new buttling would be some sort of

SfMti theater that could be used for

small -theater prutkictioas 'and

lectures. Siich a theater would

p*65ibhiH»t<o»tween 400 and 500

e.flttk, l*&H|*n theopacity .of the

tear "fell, bm m&fcj£i0f tt*T Hfe
i theater in the bavement of*hal ,

, buHding.
" As « result of Mr. jEfcckard's gift

the college is in a much better

position to maintain its pursuit of

high quality education. However,

receiving this gift does not mean
that the financial situation of the

physical plant will change. In the

next few years it may be necessary

to increase the tuition and other

fees related to providing the basic

educational needs and facilities,

though this is not looked upon with

favor with the administration.

On Tuesday, Feb. 8, the

Colorado College Campus
Association met for discussion on

the following topics: the Gay

Liberation Front, the Student

Emergency Aid Fund, the Student

Minority Fund, a revised pet

proposal, and the upcoming CCCA
elections to be held on Friday.

The GLF issue was placed on the

agenda by CCCA President John

Fyfe at the request of the

Administration. It was felt by

various members of the

Administration that action taken

on Dec. 14 of last year was a bit

hasty and that all the possible legal

and moral implications had not

been considered.

Since that time college President

Worner, has been inquiring of local

officials as to what implications and

restrictions were acquired when the

GLF was officially chartered by the

college. President Worner's main

concern is, "How this issue would

set with the various college

constituencies."

The re were seve ral quest ions

brought up for diseussion at the

meeting concerning the charter of

the GLF. These included: Does the

GLF have the automatic right to a

charter by the college? Is the GLF
really a viable campus organization?

Will the CCCA and/or the college

be liable for prosecution as a

consequence for sponsoring the

GLF should any of its members be

prosecuted? Will chartering the

GLF set a precident so that, in

effect, any sort of group or club

could expect charter.

Present Law
Under the present law a person

participating in or attemptinj to

procure a homosexual relationship

in Colorado Springs can be

prosecuted under the folluwing

laws: '

40-2-31 Crimes Against

Nature

The infamous o*yae
against nature, eithef with

man or beast, or any other

iwnatural carnal copulation

'^MBTmitl^i per^ alius or per os.

j>or in &*iy ;faher way
,

Whatsoever (fall subject 'the

o-rfehder to be imprisajied in '-

the penitentiary for a term of

not less than one year and

not more than fourteen years.

(2)

The solicitation of any

unnatural carnal copulation

shall subject the offender to

confinement in the county

jail for not less than thirty

days or not more than two

years.

40-7-35 Conspiracy

If any two or more

persons shall conspire or

agree, falsely and maliciously,

to charge or indict or be

informed against, or cause to

procure to be charged or

indicted or informed.against

any person for any criminal

offense, or !shaJl agree,

conspire, or cooperate to, or

to aid in doing any other

unlawful act, each of the

persons so offending, shall on

conviction, in the case of

conspiracy to commit a

felony, be confined in the

penitentiary for a period of

not less than one year, nor

more than ten years, and in

the case of a conspiracy to

commit a misdemeanor, be

fined in any sum not

exceeding one thousand

g dollars, or imprisoned in the

i county jail not exceeding one

year or both such fine and

imprisonment.

However, most of the present

legal problems will be Eradicated

by a new law that will go into

e ffect on July 1 in Colorado

Springs. This law almost eliminates

a prosecution on consipiracy in

relation to Homosexual behavior

and permits a homosexual
relationship between consenting

adults in private. The age of an

adult is defined as any person over

the age of sixteen years.

But the present problem

remains. As it stands now the GLF
is chartered by the college, but has

been asked to meet off campus. At

the next meeting of the council the

administration will be atVed to

present its final decision and the

reasons for that decision.

"SOUNDS OF BLACKWfcSS"

Jazz, rhythm and *kues,

spirituals, rock, poetry and drama,

will all be part of "Sounds of

filackn$»s, " a full -'-i "i«h)i ni li i

production at t^glorado College

Saturday and-Sun*flV
) .Fe

,b, 26 and

27. Perform a'fices wul i^egln at 8

p.m» .

"Sounds in Slackness" depicts

the complete black experience and

portrays all aspects of black

culture. Each year, the most

talented students in music, drama
and dance at Langston University

put together an original production

incorporating all the arts and take it

in tour throughout the nation.

They have received high acclaim for

their originality and
professionalism.

Issues By
Carter

BY CHARLES CARTER

A talk given Feb. 8 in Armstro
fl

Hall by Peter Camejo was excellej

On the posters advertising |k

event he was called a "not6
political philosopher" and

"political theorist," but such is ^
necessarily ambiguous title

thi

such a person would require.

His talk was of economic)

political science, sociology, as we|

as philosophy (in a loose sense)

The general topic has
beet

discussed before by people

equally vague classifications such
j

Karl Marx, Thorstein Veblen, am

Friedrich Nietzsche, and u
j

extremely hard to tell "where
QJ

hell they stand" in relation
t<

"popular" issues.

Whether they talk of "alienatej

labor,'' ''conspicuoui
consumption," or "the art o

mistrust," what Peter Camejo has^

common with these othei

gentlemen is the drive to tab

nothing for granted as well as beire

generally unci assiffable.

Each talks of people, thei

actions, and their values, and is in
:

position of being extremely

unpopular. These persons can look

at societies as onlookers with
j

startling amount of impartiality

They often promote at first a sens

of levity - of laughter - but ona

fathomed tend to promote a sens

of heavy seriousness and almost

depression.

The audience at Armstrong
(;

small one, which was really tot

bad) was continuously brought I

laughter through the course a

Camejo's speech. The sense d

heavy seriousness is brought to bear

when you realize he is talking about

changing people's life styles, value;

and. even perspectives on life.

Camejo was representing Tk

Socialist Worker's Party and then

candidates, but this was only i

secondary aspect of his talk Hu

main theme was exposing tin

goings-on in the U.S., and to i

lesser extent in the world, and to

show how unnecessary and

ridiculous people act.

The mstnitream of the talk dtali

with capitalism and the unnecessary

restraints it makes upon people.

Capitalism necessarily correlate!

with a host of cultural traits - tht

ingrained idea of private property

being the njost obvious. The then*

of the correlation of cultural traiu

and differing methods of

commodity distribution is prevalenl

'in much sociological theory, and

CiflRjo's conceptualization tfjj

very acute. That what we may

p*f#ivc^£jl66ea»ary is only t\»

pjcodtf'c*.'**? habit and til

by-product of-«he economics in uK

was well revealed.

iS ^roujics ....

^^notibjHptftiofi mBtis talk w*

vdevotetF^iid. American *politi»

Although, his idea of the complex

"secret K<1Tonspiracy bf national

politics was. 1 thought, a bit to*

much, 1 thought that his revealinl

the non-difference of political

platforms was marvelous. Also hu

pointing out the fallacious

arguments in political speeches ft,jS

good.

In semantics class (Philosophy

105) 1 remember reading politic

speeches and analyzing th^

according to the fallacies (fM
cont 'd on page 12
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A New CCCA
jtalyst Editorial

The Catalyst feels a number of present members of the

CCA are not fulfilling most of their responsibilities to their

,1,5.
Having given each candidate space in this issue to voice

j
S
/her concerns, we urge the student body to support the

jlowing candidates in Friday's elections:

In Humanities: Dave Drake, Howdy Jones, Andy Loewinger,

urk Mathewson and Roger Oram; Natural Sciences: Raleigh

lWden, Kelsey Cook, Sue Hazaleus, Dennis Mitchem and Paul

jlinen; Social Sciences: Russ Curry, Vernon King, Chris Parr,

b Salazar and Joe Simitian.

Of course, you by now have realized there are five endorsees

each division. You can only vote for four of these. But, if

mi vote for four of those mentioned, we are sure to have a well

lanced CCCA representing OUR needs throughout the next

ar.

If you disagree with our endorsements, that is your

rivilege. . .just as it is ours to support those who we feel will do

,e best job for the entire student body.

Bangladesh
Students World Concern, "an international student

rganization dedicated to the eradication of social injustice,"

eeds students to coodinate a drive for the people of

angladesh on the CC campus. Those interested, or for further

iformation, contact Robertamarie Kiley, South Pointe Plaza,

arising, Michigan 48910.
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Dear Editor:

I would like you to read this

letter with the thought of

possibly putting it into your

newspaper, as it might result in

helping some people.

I have become acquainted

with a seemingly very simple

idea. Many churches and

organizations give away food to

the needy around the holiday

season. The idea that has

become known to me is that

churches and other organizations

plant fruit trees. Fruit trees can

be bought for very reasonable

prices, and in a few years they

bear a tremendous amount of

food that can be given away

fresh or preserved. There are

many social organizations that

would readily distribute the

fresh food; preserved food could

possible be given to overseas

programs.

I remember last year at

college, someone was speaking

about a town in southern Illinois

that needed food and clothing.

Well, one of my friends came to

me and told me about some

seemingly unused pear and

walnut trees that were growing

in our college town. By the end

of that day, with the permission

of the land owners and with the

help of a few others, we had

picked about 1000 pounds of

black walnuts and pears which

were sent in cars that were

headed for the troubled area.

I think someone now plans to

suggest to the student senate

that instead of buying the usual

concrete bench or building a

statue, it would be possible to

purchase a few hundred dollars

worth of fruit trees to help the

campus and the needy in our

college town.

There seem to be so many

little things that one can do

individually or collectively to

help things out.

Thank you,

A Friend

Safety Valve
Dear Editor:

I was elected to CCCA as a

minority representative last

October. Recently, I have

decided to resign from CCCA
because during my 3 and W
month 'visit.' 1 have found that

my effectiveness in representing

minorities has been totally

meaningless, and 1 feel I have

not been granted equal
treatment by members of CCCA.

I do not feel they would have

dealt with me as an intelligent

human being unless a question

concerning either Chicanos or

Blacks arose, and since that

situation did not present itself, 1

was totally ignored. Little

incidents such as failure to add

my name to the attendance lists,

failure to send me agendas and

minutes of CCCA meetings lead

me to believe that this club is

definitely discriminatory.

Due to my absence in

November because of a Ford

Venture Grant research study in

Mexico City, 1 have in the past

abstained from voting on certain

issues of which 1 felt I had

insufficient information. When I

finally did vote on the Pet Policy

issue I was notified by John

Fyfe that, without any further

discussion, my vote would be

retracted. 1 can only assume by

this action that some members

of CCCA feel 1 am incapable of

arriving at a mature decision.

CCCA elections will take

place next week, and I should

like to strongly recommend that

any single minority student

refrain from applying for a

position on this board, since it

has been my experience that no

one minority person can hope to

be treated decently in dealing

with CCCA and therefore,

cannot be an effective delegate

of his people.

Joyce Lujan

Dear Editor:

Apparently my course 7th

block is only listed by name and

number. Perhaps your readers

would benefit by a fuller

description,

MAN AND WILDERNESS. A
consideration of attitudes

towards "untamed" nature and

the practical consequences in the

past, the present, and perhaps in

the future of these attitudes and

changes in these attitudes.

Generally, examples will be from

the Colorado Rockies.

The course will be a

seminar-each student will have

to give a paper on something.

However, most of the time the

format of course will be lecture.

There will also be a one-day trip

to Rocky Mountain National

Park Mar. 21 which will visit

several other places of interest

on the way. We will discuss a

little about a lot of topics, but

what 1 know most about is the

"Good Roads" movement In

Colorado. Thus, while we'll

discuss the beaver trappers, gold

miners, loggers, and other

interesting characters, 1 will talk

most about roads and trails in

Colorado.

This course will not be a

t on our environment.

Thanks,

William C. Ramaley

Asst. Math Prof.

VOTE FRIDAY

CCCA

ELECTIONS

tOHV 90

OJ0£ A
MASfC?

i see troth,



CCCA Elections

&®
naivete regarding what me
administration will and will not

allow a student government to

attain - if you like the picture, or

know me, please vote for me, I'll do

the best I can for you, no rhetoric

— just action!"

A freshman, Dennis Mitchem is a

candidate in the Natural Science

Division. He says: "Before I came

to CC, I wondered what it would be

like when 1,600 specially selected

students came together. Some of

the results are pretty good. But in

the area of campus government,

apathy and mediocrity seem to

prevail. There are two basic reasons

for these: 1) no one seems to get

excited about anything - they're

afraid they won't be cool; 2) most

people have become passive,

worried only about what affects

them directly. Upperclassmen

reacted to the freshmen coed

housing by saying, 'it'll never

happen' or 'if we couldn't have it,

why should you.' As idealic as CC
is, problems DO exist - the quality

of campus life could be better. I

hate to admit it, but I'm excited

about making things move, acting

and doing, I'll probably mellow in

awhile; but I'm ready toad now!."

John Neff is a junior candidate

in the Humanities Division. He did

not submit a statement.

A junior, Roger Oram is a

candidate in the Humanities

Division. He states: "The CCCA
seems to be experiencing a

renaissance. Last year the elections

were listed on the back page of The

Catalyst under 'announcements'

and an elected candidate receiving

20 votes was a rarity. Presumably

this year the council is receiving

better news coverage and it appears

that about twice as many students

are running for office. This is

reassuring. I am running again

because I would like to see the

council through one more year

before 1 go. The council's main

function, as I see it, is to charter

and allot funds to various clubs and

organizations. I feel there has been

some misuse of funds by certain

organizations this year, and should

I be re-elected, I would like to

research the possibilities of issuing a

set of alternative budget proposals

for student referendum."

Christine Parr is a candidate in

the Social Science Division. She

says: "I'm running for a position on

the CCCA with no particular goal

to amend specific policies as a

platform for election. I've been

very interested in the charters and

rules in question this year such as

coed housing for freshmen, the pet

policy, chartering of Women's

Liberation and chartering of Gay

Liberation. The work still goes on,

and I would like to be part of it as a

member of the CCCA."

Dick Reeve is a candidate in the

Humanities Division. He says: "As a

younger member on campus, being

a freshman, I look for greater

student interest in a wider diversity

of things. I feel the CCCA offers

the best channels bv means ol

REWARDING SUMMER for ophomore
and older i olkge men in Colorado
mountains cc tinselling child r n. Riding,
backpacking, ecology, man outdoor
programs. Wi ite now Sanborn Western
Camps, Horn sant, Colorado 80816

PRELAW STUDENTS

THE LSAT REVIEW COURSE

Maximize your LSAT score

by taking review course

taught in Denver by practicing

lawyers.

Course for April 8 LSAT
starts March 27.

For complete information,

call today 573-1021, or write

P.O. Box 2799, Denver 80201

.
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which this goal can be achieved, t

urge all students to take advantage

of the many opportunities CC has

to offer as a unique, small liberal

arts college. I want the CCCA to be

more representative of the student

body. By doing so, it will lead to

greater interest by the student body

and therefore more respect by both

students and administration."

Steve Rosenberg is a freshman

candidate in the Natural Science

Division. He says: "The CCCA for

quite some time now has been

looked down upon by the student

body. I believe this stems from a

couple of problems: 1) the student

body is not informed of the powers

the CCCA has, and (2) past

members have lacked the initiative

to work and make use of these

powers. After this year, I will have

three years remaining as a CC
student. Therefore, I would

consider myself willing to work

harder to improve conditions on

the CC campus. I will also strive for

greater interest by students in the

CCCA. For with greater support the

CCCA will have more control,

which in the long run will be

beneficial to the CC students."

Robert Salazar is a junior

candidate in the Social Science

Division. He states: "To be

effective, the CCCA should be

representative of the entire

constituency which it encompasses.

I feel my presence on the CCCA

0©
would this objective to a

Division. He says: "My work orm,

freshman committee for
c

housing has encouraged

convinced me to run for the CCx
I am convinced that in the area

campus government all need notfc

futile. I hope that I may have s0r.

effect on our situation, and t i

honest, I enjoy participating

committees such as the CCCA.'

Mark Schmidt is a sophoi

candidate in the Hu manitj:

Division. He states: "I suppose \k

biggest problem facing the CCCAi
student apathy. There is an airnas

complete lack of interest in studen

government. Here at CC, due to
|

small size and close person;

greater degree than would
otherwise be possible. I am a

representative of a group, which in

the past has had no significant voice

on the CCCA , that no other

candidate can realistically

represent: the Chicano students of

CC. Our interests are truly distinct

in some ways from other groups on

campus, yet they are not so

parochial that we fail to consider

the interests of the entire college

along with ours. What is good for

CC can undoubtedly be good for us

too."

Paul Salmen is a freshman

candidate in the Natural Science

relations among students, faculty

and administration, we havt

golden opportunity. We have the

chance to cooperate among the

three groups, and genuine studen

involvement in the making
(

college policy. By far the mosi

important thing I want to do on thi

CCCA is to try to move towards the

degree of student involvement
ij

college policy-making 1 have

cont'd on page 5

LCfS ENCO SERVICE
TUNE UPS *STATE INSPECTION

.ATLAS BATTERIES* ATLAS TIRES

Next to College on Uintah 230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195

THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION
a specialized agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace

and

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY
a non-profit non-political organization dedicated

to helping students to help themselves

offer

$6 value study abroad
New 19th Edition . Paris, France, 1972

" Each copy is trilingual 644 Pages
in English, French and
Spanish
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larship directory in the world lists more
!u ,A- 0a0 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in morethan 129 countries or territories! Tells who is eligible, fields of
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HOW, WHEN AND WHERE TOAPPLY Reflects the latest scholarship approach costed byTinancial need!

$1.50 value vacation study abroad
. Each copy is trilingual in English, French and Spanish
More and more Americans are flocking overseas for summer
vacations, and an increasing proportion is young Americans! With

numhlr? ZF"
"°W ,a„9'n 9 ° n overseas airfares, record-breaking

numbers of young Americans will surge across Europe thissummer! VACATION STUDY ABROAD tells how qualified
people will go free! Provides information on short courses
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scholarships and travel grants available

each year to students, teachers and other young people and adults;»"» '° undertake study or trairim
y

ab
9
road

P
dur,ng The

54 rat ™ W8re provided ^ some 50° organizations in

S 5 value STUDENT AID SOCIETY membership dues. Services offered:
Scholarship information service.

Answers questions concerning scholarships
Travel service.

Plans interesting tours to exotic lands'
Reference Service.

all

for

only $ 6

•rldwide!

"Your reference service
saved me much valuable
time which I put in on
other subjects. Result: 5
As and 1 8.

"

CN, Ann Arbor, Mich

"The Vantage Point" is a
book put together by 5
ghost writers and edited
by LBJ. Your reference
service is almost like my
own personal ghost writer.

"

LC, Gainesville. Fla.

"The 3 reference books
of which every student
needs personal copies
are Study Abroad, 8
good dictionary and
thesaurus. I got a SI0,000
4-year scholarship from
Study Abroad.

"

AH. Berkeley. Calif.

Drafts term papers, essays, book reports theses etc
frequently using primary sources available only in the
Library of Congress! We do not actually write the finished
assignment since that would deprive the student of valuable
educational experience and defeat the very purpose for
writing for oneself in the first place. We will provide
background information and bibliographies which rank
with such tools as the College Outline Series and encyclo-
paedia reference services available only with expensive sets
Limit of one draft at small additional charge per semester
per student in good standing. We cannot answer any
question which we feel requires the advice of a doctor
lawyer, architect, engineer, or other licensed practitioner

'

nor can we advise concerning your financial investments'.
Neither can we undertake market research or surveys or
provide home study courses.

j
Student Aid Society, PO Box 39042

,
Friendship Station, Washington, D.C. 200161

I Gentlemen: I enclose $6 for Study Abroad,
j

j

Vacation Study Abroad and annual dues. I

I Name . I

I City, state.
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Elections Cont.
described. I think it's possible, and

if
elected I would devote as much

lime as I have in the pursuit."

joe Simitian is a sophomore

didate in the Social Science

He states: "During thisDivision.

year on the CCCA, I have

become concerned over approach as

Weli as issue. What has increasingly

iturbed me is the approach taken

by some students and

itjrninistrators. . .it has been an

3
pproach based on deceit and

dishonesty. It is an approach I

don't like. I believe in an approach

^at encourages cooperation but

l0 t in one that involves

ibdication. . .of responsibility,

abdication of one's principles,

indeed, abdication of personal

integrity. I believe in an honest.

straight-forward approach to

campus issues. I know if this

approach is given a chance, and

fought for, it can be every bit real

and one hell of a lot better!"

Jim Stenseng is a junior and a

candidate in the Natural Science

Division. He says: "As a CCCA
member 1 have done my best to

represent the students on this

campus. If re-elected, I will vote as

my experiences and the experiences

of those students who talk to me

suggest. I can't be more specific

than that, because who can say

what the CCCA will be doing a year

from now. Generally, most of you

probably don't care whether I am

elected or not. However, I would

like the job, and ask you to vote for

me for that reason."

Charles Vogel, a freshman

Natural Science Division candidate,

states: "Petitions have been

ineffective in terms of bringing

about change in campus policies

and even in eliciting a response.

Being a freshman counselor, 1 am
aware of the need for changes in

freshman living and dorm security.

The CCCA seems to be the most

direct and effective route for

change. I can only promise to use

my discretion in terms of

representation."

Those are the candidates. Now -

on Friday — it's up to the student

You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,

because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee gives

written proof of a perfect

engagement diamond
of precise cut

and superb color.

There is no finer

diamond ring.

TCeep>scilce8

(

==«
,

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

L
.KfiSPSAKl .DIAMOND RIN.G5. BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N.Y. 13201

_

body to name the new CCCA
members. Do it!

As I believe that political

promises and statements

purpose, on the whole, are a lot o

bullshit, 1 will merely say tha

anyone who wishes to know my
views on anything whatsoever may

call me at Ext. 380.

Susan L. Hazaleus

Statement for CCCA elections

• • •
Theatre Workshop will hold a

me e t i ng tommorrow, Thursday,

Feb. 23 at 6:30 p.m. in the green

room outside Theatre 32 in

downstairs Armstrong Hall. On the

agenda are two board elections,

discussion of the spring production,

and possibly a make-up workshop.

• • •

Peace Coalition
Makes Progress

THE GREAT EARTH
DAY BICYCLE RACE

APRIL 29TH
$1,000.00 PRIZES

CONTACT
JAY'S BICYCLE SHOP

19 E. KIOWA
634-4733

By Andy Wilson & Glenn Williams

As anyone who reads anything

at all about international events

knows, the United States is still

very much involved in Indochina.

And yet. even those who know

better have begun to look for more

pressing problems in group

discussions of Toffler's Future

Shock. "1 was disillusioned with the

protest movement back in '69,"

expresses a common feeling among

many people. Anyone may read

this and repeat it verbally or

mentally, but does repeating it

excuse you from your
responsibility?

GET INVOLVED?
"] would like to get involved,

but there is nothing I can do." It

comes as an excuse from some, or

lack of information from others.

One of the purposes of the CC
Peace Coalition is to provide things

to do, so to speak. In other words

there are things to do, but most

people need to have some
organization provided for them, an

institution in which to work. As a

coalition it is open to everyone
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to the war in Indochina,

and as such provides some

organization for those who want to

act.

BORING METTINGS?
There are a number of persons

who have attended CCPC meetings

once or twice, and not returned. It

has seemed that they either felt the

meetings were too boring, or not

worth the time. Possibly some felt

time was being wasted, and went

out and accomplished something.

The general consensus of the

regular attendees is that the

meetings are boring, but important.

The reasons: activities such as

anti-war demonstrations at the Air

Force Academy, Shove, in Denver,

the Draft Board Local, and a

resource center for this Catalyst

have been planned, executed, and

reviewed. S peakers have been

brought to the Campus. Also,

Coalition members get together and

exchange ideas.

PROPRIETY OF ACTION?
One of the recurring topics of

discussion has been the question of

action and Inaction: What action is

reasonable? What does it

accomplish? What are the goals thai

action can help us reach?

One wonders whether these are

the unanswered questions which

have caused many to take a leave of

absence from their activity, either

physical or intellectual, or both,

within the anti-wai movement. Isil

the reason some never were

nlved" •y ( IklfiC

The Agent Orange Affair Beware of the Cat

by James L. Watson by Roger Sherman

A nameless
horror -founded in

sec ret scientific

government
research. Dr. Robert

Marsh is pitched into

a super power
struggle to develop

and deploy the

ultimate destructive

weapon.
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APOLLO BOOKS

What happens

when tolerance ends

and one man decides

that he's had enough

of the spoiled young

hippie kids? Its

message is clear. It

speaks of today. A
book for everyone,

young and old alike.

$.95
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Campus Reflections

inc

Ski Parka Sale

All Ski Parkas

Reduced

20%

Mountain Chalet
226 North Tejon

633-0732

GREAT FOODS.

Stevenson Produce, Kraft & Lake-o-Lake Cheese,

Sinton Dairy Products, Swift Packaged Meats — Frozen

food - chilled fruit and vegetable juice.

The Egg House

p- M 1216 Morth Nevada

When spring fever strikes, it's cool to relax and browse
at the Chinook, one of America's finest personal
bookstores.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP

V
210 NORTH TEJON STREET • COLORADO SPRINGS 80902

PHONE 635-1195
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Fyfe Leaving CC
For Blocks 8,9

announcement

EDITORIAL COMMENTARY

jolm Fy fe is in ^ interesting

n for this Friday's CCCA

ons. John Fyfe is the

jnnan of the CCCA, but he is

up for re-election. John Fyfe is

running the CCCA Elections.

that seem a little odd to you?

to us also, so we asked Mr.

3 few questions the other day

got some very interesting

inters.

Fj
is t of all, there were some odd

ogs
going on concerning the

of the election. The fact that

candidate was running the

Dn, the fact that there were to

10 places of voting, and the

ihat John Fyfe was either

to count or supervise the

mting of the ballots, all these

ap seemed a little strange, so

reporter from the Catalyst

led Mr. Fyfe to ask him about

jg tilings. On the first and third

mis, Mr. Fyfe insisted there was

reason he should not be able to

iicipate in, or even be in charge

lire election process. When this

suggested that this was

iher without precedence, Mr.

ft
inquried as to whether this

iorter was implying that he was

i honest man, and he implied

he would enjoy employing

olence against this reporter's

if it were so. He changed his

nd about it when he considered

bad publicity it would produce.

lis reporter assured Mr. Fyfe that

/as not trying to blacken Mr,

's character. Mr. Fyfe then

ed to con tinue with the

esiioning.

When asked about the reasoning

hind his having two voting places,

Fyfe again became excited. I

:d him about how he intended

prevent duplication and he had

immediate answer. In a later

iwersation he had decided that

lies would be punched in their ID

ids when the voters came to the

ills. Besides being rather an

nane idea in my mind, there are

me problems with the idea. First

all, laminated plastic cards with

ties in them tend to fall apart.

Many of us who have paid S5 for summer will make up for his

new ID cards can testify that it is absence. I certainly hope so, but 1

true. Secondly, think of the social doubt it. The problems have to be

problems that would arise. On this dealt with in the presence of the

campus, it seems to be very whole student body, not during the

important that one not participate summer when a very small

in things like CCCA elections. Just proportion of regular students are

think of the ostracizing that will here (no offense intended towards

Traffic ticket appeal ' hearings

will be held in room 203. Rastall at

7:00 p.m.. Feb. 28.

Anyone wishing to make a

personal appointment with the

chairman of the Traffic Committee

ma\ do so by contacting Roger

Oram at McGregor 25, X373.

SHE'S SO HEAVY
THURSDAY NIGHT

The Ontology free university

class will present guests Jerry

Kvasnicka and Maureen Varisco

with a musical rock commentary

entitled, "She's So Heavy." It will

be Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the

W.E.S. room of Rastall Hall.

occur. When your friends see that

hole in your ID sometime in the

future, they will know immediately

that you are an untouchable, an

undesirable element of our society.

They can never be seen with you

again. On the other hand, if more

than half of us vote in this election

then us outcasts will have company.

There are some candidates in

this election who have expressed

concern about how the election will

be run and how the votes will be

counted. They want a fair election

and so do I. They want to know

how any duplication and ballot box

stuffing will be prevented. I hope

and believe there will be none, but I

summer starts). Those of us who

were here last year remember the

uproar caused by Joe Simitiaifs

departure from campus after his

election as President of the

Freshman Class. Mr. Fyfe saw

virtually no relationship between

this and his planned departure. 1

do.

This article may appear to be

part of a personal vendetta between

Mr. Fyfe and myself. It is not. We,

the student body, elected this man

and he was voted Chairman of the

CCCA by his peers. He is obviously

not a despised man. There can be

no doubt that he has shown

considerable immaturity in dealing

Dr. William A. Fischer, professor

oi geology at Colorado College, will

be the guest speaker at the U>72

meeting of the Colorado-Wyoming

Paleontologists.

The meeting will be at the

Colorado School of Mines on March

2 and Professor Eischer will speak

on "Trace Fossils of the Ordovician

Maiding Sandsmne."

HUEBERT HEARING
CLOSED TO PRESS
(Story in next Issu^l

t'd fr< page 3

Som Coalition mt

that these problei

would like to be assured of it. This with the press and the students oi

is most assuredly not implying that Colorado College. It is something to

Mr. Fyfe would even consider be thinking about on Friday

anything of the sort, but that

someone might. The subject of two

voting places was brought up in last

night's CCCA Meeting by Raleigh

Bowden. The meeting ended too

late for the results to make this

issue. I personally hope that there is

only one voting place. The plan is

to have one poll in Armstrong and

one in Rastall. If nothing else, as I

suggested to Mr. Fyfe, L hope that

the Armstrong polling place is

moved to Mathias. This would be

much more convenient for the

students in that heavily populated

part of the campus. However, as 1

have said, I do hope that there is

only one polling place, because the

disadvantages outweigh the

advantages.

Concert
The Warsaw String Quartet on

its first tour of the United States

will give a concert in Colorado

Springs on Sunday, Feb. 27, at

8:30 p.m. at the Fine Arts Center

Theater.

The concert will include

Beethoven's String Quartet opus 18

no. 6 and Schubert's String Quartet

opus 161 in addition to the String

Quartet by the Polish composer

Witold Lutoslawski who is one of

the most respected of the modern

composers working today.

Student tickets are S2 and are

available at the door. Adult tickets

are S4.50 and may also be

Back to Mr. Fyfe. Ignoring the purchased through the Colorado

fact that he did not respect my Springs Symphony at 633-1602.

right of inquiry, there is something

else that would prevent me from

voting for Mr. Fyfe. The main

reason is that he will be absent

Eighth and Ninth Blocks this year.

He claims that his work during the

embers think

e the cause of

general malaise in the Movement.

Others are in complete
disagreement, voicing the concern

that apathy has increased through

the political trickery perfected by

the current Administration. Those

who feel action, is necessary have

waged the campaigns mentioned

above, with small numbers. Those

who feel the time has come for a

re-examination of action, and

search for a new medium

appropriate for today's opposition,

have begun work on a "seminar."

with even fewer persons. There has

even been reconsideration oi the

seminar as a medium foi exploring Rastall

Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

Combine accredited study with

educational stops in Africa, Aus-

tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000

students from 450 campuses have

^V already experienced this interna-

' tional program. A wide range ot

financial aid is available. Write

now (or (ree catalog:

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC12, Orange, Cal. 92666 _

hi ihe Colorado College Peace

Coalition there are persons with all

kinds of ideas of whal lo do, and

various concepts of whal the

problems really are. Us only

structure comes out of dialogue and

the various structures the groups sel

up among theii participants.

Anyone interested in supporting

activities, getting his activities

publicized, working on individual

ideas, discussing problems, or

anything they think is relevant

should come to our general

meetings. These are usually held as

luncheons in Rastall. They are

announced on the CCPC board m
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Cabaret: A Paradoxical Musical
BY STUART STEVENS

It seems thai musicals serve the

peculiar function in American

society of renewing the common

man's faith in the state of the

world. After watching Lintc Abner

or Oklahoma or Hello Dolly or

/ 776, one is convinced thai

everything can't be so bad after all

and the good old days may be back

again. Everybody enters smiling and

exits bubbling with enthusiasm for

all those pretty boys and girls.

Great. Just like the circus.

Cabaret is a paradoxical musical.

Obviously amidst all the laughter,

the kicking, the loud songs there is

something more than a few laughs,

a few tears and a good time.

Cabaret is redeemed from the

Broadway junkpile by its vital

quality of self-parody. Just when all

the pomp and the pageantry is

becoming hypnotic, the M.C.

appears lo remind the audience thai

maybe something is a bit, well,

different about the musical.

Around the M.C. the show revolves,

and through the M.C. the vital idea

is subtly conveyed that everyone,

like Ihe show's characters, lives his

life in a pleasant, illusionary

cabaret, and only for a few (lucky?)

persons will all the cabarets ever

close.

Fortunately for Theater

Workshop the crucial role of the

M.C. fell into the particularly

capable hands of Sieve Jobes. From

beginning to end, Jobes raised the

quality of the performance with a

rare combination of sincerity,

power and ability. As a result of his

success in mastering a unique role,

hopefully mosl audience members

were jolted out of their viewing rut

and forced to wonder, "What the

hell is going on?" Without this

essential jolt Cabaret is a pleasant

illusionary failure.

Director Al Lyons devised an

excellent stage-house setting that

permitted the myriad of dancers,

waitresses and actors to perform

with a maximum of efficiency.

Only a few times, as during the

party in Schultz's shop, did I get

the feeling that there were just too

many damn people on stage.

CONGRATULATIONS
Along with Lyons, the

choreographers. Din Din Smith and

Nancy Stern, deserve
congratulations (for both utilizing

well a limited amount of space and)

for making a lot of non-dancers

look good. Rarely did the

choreography get repetitious, and

often it provided the excitement

that accelerated the show away

from the doldrums. Far and away,

Nancy's and Din Din's ribald and .

hilarious duet with Steve Jobes was

the evening's best number.

The actual acting leads were for

the most part a disappointment.

Kathie Simpson, an excellent

actress did certainly an adequate

job as Fraulein Schneider, but

rarely did she connect with the

audience with the full force of

which she is capable.

The main trouble was that in

most musicals, including Cabaret,

the rhythm of a character's speech

is climaxed by a song; the dialogue

is rising and falling action with the

all important climax contained

within a song. Kathie's singing voice

especially when hampered by a

German accent is just not very

good, so that the occasional,

excellent audience rapport

established by her powerful acting

ability would be lowered or

destroyed by the inferior quality of

the soncs.

As her counterpart, Herr

Schultz, Rob Dorf succeeded not

only in Ihe easy task of creating the

audience's sympathy for a German

Jew in 1939 but also in the more

difficult job of cultivating audience

empathy for an old, kind man

attempting to break out of his

loneliness through love. Rob,

though no better an actor or singer

than Kathie, succeeded where she

failed primarily because his voice

matched his character better than

Kathie's suited Fraulein

Schneider's. Thus, the drop in

intensity experienced during

Kathie's songs was not a major

problem with Rob. and he was able

t o maintain a more consistent

energy level.

As Sally Bowles, Barb Keir was a

most pleasant surprise. Never losing

character, she flashed little

moments of sensitivity into a role

that can be easily faked by any

method actor. Again, she

experienced the same difficulty as

Kathie with the weakness of her

voice. Her range was better than

Kathie's (as suits the role) but she

undeniably lacked ihe vocal power

to stun an audience. Subsequently,

her solos were weak though she

m an aged through her power! ul

stage presence and acting ability to

carry the role.

A POTENTIAL
Barb's domineering stage

presence emphasized her leading

man's, Chris Coppersmith's,

weakness. In the role of the

American writer, Cliff Bradshaw,

Chris was limited by a lack of

acting experience that resulted in

an ineffective stage presence. Only

toward the end of the performance

did he stabilize for a few moments

and powerfully project his

character. H owever, his voice

showed, despite a bit of shakiness, a

potential that excelled his fellow

actors.

In lesser roles, Stoney Shelton

performed well as the young Nazi,

Ernst Ludwig. His flexibility and

relaxed air contributed heavily to

the quality of his performance.

Melinda Smith as the whore,

Fraulein Kost, was good and, like

Stoney. with work could develop.

Another actor with definite

potential is Paul Hebron. As Max,

the Cabaret owner, his ability was

not tested, but he projected a stage

The &d(M Shop
10 East Colorado Ave.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

• Poster Headquarters

• Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room
• Water Beds and Accessories

• Various Paraphernalia

All Standard LPs $1.00 off Regular S6.98
8 Track Tapes S3.98

Good Vibes!!

Study in

Guoddajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a

fully accredited University of Arizona

program, will offer, July 3 to August

12, anthropology, art, folklore, geog-

raphy, history, government, lancu^e
and literature. Tuition, $160; board

and room, $190. Write Office of the

Summer Session, University of Ari-

zona, Tucson, Arizona 85721.

presence which could be the

foundation of a powerful actor.

Lyons put together a smooth

show. Costumes were impressive,

lighting by Maria Novelly never

faltered, Ed Turley and friends

were excellent, Robin McComas's

makeup was good - everything,

and there was a lot, was organized

and executed efficiently.

Still there is more to drama than

nice lights and pretty costumes.

Only in a few instances in Cabaret

were the actors confronting

themselves and the audience with

the gutlevel emotional intensity

that is good drama. Effective

acting, powerful acting, is

fundamentally a balance of pain

and joy that is the antithesis of the

elaborate trappings of musicals.

Cabaret, like Marat Sade h^

many tricks to stun and wo ft

audience that it is difficult

director, actor and audience
i

past the glitter and gold to find]

which is worthwhile. At times

show was no different than

Rockefeller Center Follies, dur

certain scenes between Cliff
s

Sally, they could have been Da

Mae and Little Abner and ain't
ii

so sweet?

Yet there was always the \\

and always the self-parody, and

once, the magnitude of mu$j

inanity was justified.

L
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A feast of a film!"
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Peckinpah Review
BY STUART STEVENS

for the past couple of weeks,

|

rado Springs has witnessed a

cineramic coincidence as three

iovies
by Sam Peckinpah have

hVed in various theaters. Any one
'

t
j,ese three movies, "The Wild

fetch," "The Ballad of Cable

ogue," or "Straw Dogs" is

l0
wcase enough for the pure

p
\ver Peckinpah can muster and

combined the result is

rtiamite - il knocks you straight

„your ass.

The three movies are extremely

versified in their story line,

tiling,
and mood, varying from the

force of the American West to

ie
quiet countryside of England.

e i,
behind this diversity is a unity

,f
thematic concept that results

idly from whatever is Sam

eckinpah. This thematic unity is

ally the problem of

maintaining self-respect and

ntegri ty when pressured by outside

;. Around this question

eckinpah constructs with delicate

inesse the turmoil, emotion, and

arbitrarily found within an

ndividual of this world and almost

jbitrarily missing in the world of

Hollywood. In his movies, the main westerns a la "Butch Cassidy andAYUDA POLL
characters find themselves in a

place or time in which they don't

belong and can't significantly

change. The setting for both "The

Wild Bunch" and "The Ballad of

Cable Hogue" is the turn of the

century American West, scene of

extreme conflict of lifestyles;

conflict in "Straw Dogs" is between

the ethics of a cerebral math

teacher and a base, sensual world.

A mixture of many influences,

Peckinpah himself feels this friction

of time and purpose. Openly he

curses all that composes Hollywood

and modern movies and yet movies

are his chosen media. Throughout

his career he has struggled against

the slick, faceless money men he

despises who none-the-less are

essential to the production of any

movie. After making in the early

60's a few low-keyed westerns, two

of which, "Guns In The
Afternoon" and "Ride the High

Country" were definite artistic

successes, Peckinpah ran into a

difference of purpose with

producers while directing "The

Cincinnati Kid" and "Major
Dundee." The producers wanted

him to create smooth, enjoyable

Green (^Mountain

Grainery"
- Natural Foods -

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit & Fish, Seaweeds,

Fresh Stone Ground Floor, Organic

Fresh Vegetables, Books, Pots & Pans
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other pure foods.
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the Sundance Kid" a nauseating

combination of Robert Redford's

big croch and Burt Bacharach's

poor taste. He was fired from "The

Cincinnati Kid" and denied editing

rights for "Major Dundee."

Subsequently, he was black-balled

from Hollywood and for four years

subsisted by ghost writing western

scripts. Finally due to the influence

of friends, he was able to acquire

financial backing to make "The

Wild Bunch." Though not a

traditional success, its impact

enabled him to proceed with "The

Ballad o\' Cable Hogue" and most

recently "Straw Dogs."

Critics have been forced to

admit Peckinpah's talent, yet they

have absurdly denied him proper

recognition as a major film artist,

primarily because of the violent

nature of his films. The critics so

far haven't realized that Peckinpah

uses violence as a tool to heighten

the intensity of his character

development. Placed against a

violent background, Peckinpah's

characters are forced to act and live

in a world that ain't all fun and

games. Peckinpah believes that each

man must acknowledge and deal

with the primitive qualities of his

nature.

Peckinpah has taken his violent

attitudes about the movie industry,

about intellectuals, about modern

society and channeled them into

magnificent, sensitive achievements.

Perhaps with "Straw Dogs" people

will realize that he is not just

another Western director. He's good

- one of the best.

Ayuda and Women's Liberation

have released the results of a

campus survey taken several

months ago regarding the attitudes

ol the CC community on birth

control, treatment of venereal

disease and abortions.

A total of 359 surveys was

returned to the organizations with

questions answered. This included

218 women. 1 14 men and 27 in the

miscellaneous department.

Question One: How often in the

last academic year did you have a

physical examination' zero, 30

men. 31 women; once, 64 men, 1 17

women; twice, 13 men, 59 women;

other, six men. 15 women.

Question Two: Did your
physical examination include;

pelvic examination. Yes, 1 16

women. No, 80 women: Pap smear.

Yes, 91 women. No. 99 women;
breast examination. Yes, 130

women. No, 64 women.

PURPOSES
Question Thtee Was ilk-

purpose for the above physical

examination: r o u I ine physical

examination, 68 men, 1 19 women;

routine gynecological ^heck-tip, 59

women; particular illness oi

problem, 18 men, 44 women;

venereal disease check-up, two men,

three women; pregnancy test, eight

women; contraceptives. 60 women,

Question Four: Have you ever

had a gynecological need: Yes, 131

women, No, 84 women.

Question Five: Who presently

attends to your gynecological

needs: general practitioner, 69

women; internist, 10 women;

Visit . .

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours - 7 A. M. to 2 P. M. - Closed Saturday

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR

NEXT TO COLLEGE ON NEVADA
830 N. Nevada Phone: 47 1 -9200

threads: dirt cheap.

gynecologist, 96 women, other, 13

women.

Question Six: Have you ever had

a need for a V.D. check-up: Yes, 13

men, 13 women; No, 100 men, 205

women.

Question Seven: Do you
regularly use contraceptives: Yes,

27 men. 87 women; No, 79 men.

131 women.

Question tight: Have you ever

needed a pregnancy test: Yes. 26

women, No, 192 women.

Question Nine Have you ever

need the services of abortion

referral: Yes, 15 women, No, 201

women.

ABORTIONS
Question Ten: Have you 6V01

had an abortion: Yes, eight women,

No, 199 women.

Question Eleven: Have you ever

been referred from Boettchei

Health Center to an off-campus

gynecologist: Yes. 22 women, No,

194 women.

Question Eleven: A) Was the

visit for a routine cheok-up, Yes, six

women. No, 24 women; 11) Was it

for a particular illness or problem,

Yes. 14 women. No. l6women;C)
Was it for a prescription foi

contraceptives, Yes, 14 women, No,

18 women; D> Were you satisfied

with the care you received: Yes, 20

women. No. 12 women; E) Did

your college insurance reimburse

you tor any pail of the fee Yes, six

women, No, 25 women.

Question Twelve: Do you (eel

that full gynecological services

(Including bi-annual examinations,

pap smears, pelvic exams, breast

exams, V.D. check-ups and

t re at me nt, pregnancy tests,

prescriptions lor contraceptives)

should be covered by your college

health insurance policy: Yes, 99

men, 191 women, No, II men, 24

women.
Question Thirteen: Would you

be willing to pay a higher health

insurance premium so that lull

gynecological services might be

offered by the college: Yes, 91

men. 176 women. No, 15 men, 35

women.

Question Fourteen; If such

services were provided by the

college, would you prefer to visit a

gynecologist at the Health Center:

Yes. 138 women, No, 55 women,

Indifferent, eighi women.

A STATEMENT
Accompanying the results Wit

the following statement by Ayuda

and Women's Liberation:

"For the past two years Ayuda

has been trying to determine the

needs of students for birth control,

treatment of venereal disease, and

abortions. Our objective is to

educate the Boettchei Health

Center and the decision-makers "I

the administration as to these

needs, and to perpetrate a decision

to include gynecological services

among those already offered by [he

Health Center, cont'd on page 12

ARTIST SUPPLIES

PRINTS -GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART
GALLERY

206% N. Tejon

633-6903
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Tigers Split

DU Series

SWIMMING ACTION

The CC Tigers splil a 4 poinl

series with the University of Denver

Pioneers. The first game played at

DU Arena was won by CC 9-7 while

the next night at the Broadmoor,

DU avenged their loss of the

previous night 13-4.

The win for the Tigers at the DU

only getting one shot on the goal

before the defense would clear the

puck out of the CC zone, and this

accounted for the winning margin.

The following night at the

Broadmoor World Arena it seemed

that Lady Luck had turned her

head the other way as DU downed

Arena was the first win on the road CC 13-4.

this year and the first time in 15 The game started with both

years Colorado College had teams playing a hard even game,

defeated DU on Denver's home ice. The whole first period was

The game opened fast and hard characteristic of this kind of play,

on the part of both teams and CC Denver scored two goals in the

came up with the first goal of what period while the Tigers couldn't

proved to be one of the Tiger's manage to get one past the Pioneer

most exciting games of the year, goalie.

The goal was scored by Guy The second period began with

Hildebrand with an assist accredited the Tiger's Bertsch scoring only

to Harry Allen. The Pioneers came 1:31 into the period. Bertsch was

back with 2 goals to take a 2-1 lead assisted by Hildebrand and Horb.

at 9:12 of the first period. Steve For a few moments it seemed as

Sertich tied the score at 2-2 on an though CC would pull a second

assist from Bryan Pye at 10:09 of period rally as they did the night

the period. This was the first of 4 before. The thought of a rally grew

goals scored by Sertich in the upset when Jerry O'Connor, the Tiger

win by CC. Denver came up with captain, tied the score at 5:01.

one more goal to take a 3-2 lead at O'Connor was assisted by Bertsch

the end of the first period. and Baldrica. But then the roof fell

The Pioneers opened the second in on the Tigers, especially on the

period with 2 straight goals, defense. DU tallied seven straight

jumping to a 5-2 lead. At this poinl goals in the remainder of the

it seemed that the Tigers could do second period. The CC defense

no wrong as Bertsch scored at 9:26 which had shined so brightly at DU

on assists from Horb and Winograd. fell apart, over-skating the puck and

DU then managed another goal letting DU gel some 1 on Land

before the Tigers hit the nets for 4 even 2 on 1 breaks against goalie

straight goals, all coming in a four Dan Griffin,

minute period. The first of these The third period continued in

was scored by Bob Winograd from much the same way as the second

Jim Stebe. Sertich then connected period had proceeded. The Pioneers

for his second and third goals of the placed 4 more in the nets while CC

night, the first being an unassisted could only manage 2 points, never

threatening the DU lead. Scoring

for the Tigers were Hildebrand

assisted by Horb and Winograd and

Bertsch also assisted by Horb and

Winograd.

The split tied Colorado College

with Notre Dame and Michigan for

seventh place in the WCHA
standings.

goal and receiving assists from

Southerland and Hendrickson on

the second. Mike Bertsch ended the

scoring in the second period with a

goal at 17:28 on assists from Bill

Baldrica and Jerry O'Connor

All Defense

The third period was all defense

by the Tigers even though (hey

scored two goals. The first goal was

by Baldrica with assists from

Bertsch and O'Connor. Denver then

managed to get their only goal of

the third period. Sertich. who had a

super night at Denver then scored

an unassisted goal, his fourth goal

of the night.

The Tigers did a great job on

defense in helping goalie Dan

Griffin make 46 saves in the game.

23 in the third period. Denver was

IRONING
SJi.OOa untile 1 1

:

P
Dor il In Wrei
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I.ANGt. COMPETITION
SKI BOOTS

l%K
Olympic Model

Si/e»\l S50. or best ofl

phone 471-4758

jMj leu/An Tm^d

PICK UP YOUR FREE COLORADO SKI BOOK

210 E. CACHE LA POUDRE 636-3871

Swimmers 10-1

normally an entrant in ty
backstroke, swam the 100 yeaJ
freestyle. While taking third again..

Kearney, he finished just behind

Tiger Rob Jenkins, who was edged

out by Kearney in this event.

Against Metro State, CC only |

managed 75 points. They cam

primarily as a result of ten fi rs

and four seconds. In this set
<

times, Jenkins and Mann
ri

one-two in the 100 free.

Swim Coach Jerry Lear w;

unduly content with the mei

results. "The whole team did a firJ

job," he commented, "I was real

proud of the team and jj

performance."

BY CHUCK SLOTKIN

Displaying their usual

effectiveness, depth, and versatility,

the Tiger swim team upped their

record to 10-1 by virtue of victories

over Metro State College of Denver

and Kearney State College of

Nebraska. At the double duel meet

held at the Olympic sized pool at

Celebrity Lane Pools in Denver, the

Tigers compiled scores of 75-37 and

89-23, respectively.

In a double duel meet, three

teams compete against each other

simultaneously, with each squad's

times and diving scores tallied on

separate score sheets against the

other two squads. CC dominated

both competitors as a combination

of excellent performances and weak

rivals.

The 89 points accumulated

against Kearney State was the

highest point total. CC has put

together versus one squad in at least

two years. They splashed their way

The most challenging meet
i

to twelve firsts and eight seconds, the season will take place thjjl

Sophomore standout Jeff Kinner, Friday night as the Bengals swjJ

won the three distance events: the against the University of Northern

1,000, 500 and 200 yards freestyle. Colorado. Lear expects a tough

The 1,000 and 200 came back to struggle as "they have a very strong

back, but his endurance saw him team this year. It is also extremely

through the latter event. Bob difficult for the visiting aggregation

Johnson, Pete Simpson, Ken to win at Greeley's home pool."

Ebung, and John FyFe turned in Lear further adds, "it will take a

their regular victorious feats. They complete team effort all the way,

recorded times of 2:13.83 in the with a lot of luck. They are not too

200 yard backstroke, 2:09.02 in likely to forget last year's one poini|

the 200 yard butterfly, 2:11.29 in loss to CC." Barring sickness <

the individual medley, and in the injury, it should be the best swim]

200 yard breaststroke. Steve Mann, meet of the campaign.

RECORD ROUND-UP
1444 NORTH HANCOCK

Golf Acres Shopping Center

One of The Most Complete Selections of Popular,

Classics and Budget Classics In The Area

WE HAVE A
SALE

SOME ITEMS REMAIN

505UQFF

^v Jay's Kicyclc SIioii /v.
^^ 19 East Kiowa Rick Wager CC Class of 64
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CC,Minn. In Tie
fhe Colorado College Tigers

Ui a four point series with

^mesota winning the first game

i and dropping the second 6-3.

The Tigers opened the scoring

g|h Mike Bertsch getting a

jjigluer with only :24 seconds

one in the first period. Bertsch

'reived an assist from Bob

Iftograd. Minnesota came back

n
j lied the score late in the first

eriud
and the period ended 1-1

.

The Tigers came on the ice for

t
e
second period fired up and

.jdy as they scored four goals in

^ period while not allowing one

(jpnesota goal. Palazzari opened

l,t
scoring at 7:17 with assists

[oni Bertsch and Hildebrand. Steve

ctich then scored an unassisted

oil on a break-away. Hildebrand

ken gave CC a 4-1 lead with assists

Ui Horb and Allen. Then about 6

^utes later Hildebrand again hit

Ije
nets on assists from Winograd

nd Bertsch.

The 3rd period started with the

score 5-1. Minnesota then scored a

goal at 9:25 to move the score to

5-2. At 11:25 Doug Palazzari

scored his second goal on assists

from Pye and Southerland to

account for the final tally, 6-2.

Saturday afternoon the Tiger's

scoring machine never got going as

Minnesota defeated the Tigers 6-3.

The Tiger power play failed 8 times

to score, while Minnesota's power

play goals proved to be the

difference.

Once again CC started the

scoring with a goal by Bryan Pye

with an assist from Palazzari. But

the Golphers came up with three in

the period for a 3-1 lead at the %nd

of the 1st period.

Minnesota came up with one

quick goal and another late in the

period to take a 5-1 lead before

Palazzari scored on a pass from Pye

to bring the score to 5-2 at the end

of the 2nd period.

It appeared for a few moments
of the third period that CC might

come back as Southerland scored at

1:45 to make the score 5-3. But

then a defensive mistake cost the

Tigers their change when a Golpher

intercepted a pass and skated in on

Schum, all alone to make the score

6-3.

miaous SALE

Wrangler thinks Americans

spend too much for clothes.

And Wrangler's doing
something about it.

They're giving you
what's so hard to get

these days. What
you pay for.

WJ60RS
Wrtm*i.it,.r th* "W" ia Mnt.

"Ml -•-

;
,

<"-.
-

;

-1*""

its«»el Shopping Cent
prings, Colo. 80901

iee'sclothing; inc

oKrfaoYp'fSn^s, Colo. 80901

LORIG'SINC
107 So '>.,, ^.outh Tejon „„„„.
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

J,C. PENNE A .
The Citadel Shoppin*
680 Citadel Drive Ea_.
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

CO. INC.
ig Center

Hoopsters

Win
The CC basketball team put the

finishing touches on their '71-72

road season with a 99-80 win over

Metro State. Metro had twice

defeated the Tigers earlier in the

season.

Colorado College led by 3 at

half-time 45-42, but put on a big 54

point production in the second

half.

Leading in scoring for the Tigers

was Ernie Jones with 22, Paul

Gagnon had 21, Jerry Young hit foi

18, while John Geocarns and Brent

Lanier rounded out the double

figure scores with 14 points each.

Other scoring were Ken Anderson

with eight, and Steve Howard with

two.

LEISURE TIME

OUTDOOR
RECREATION COMMITTEE

Leisure Time - Outdoor
Recreation Committee is planning a

ski trip for next break to

Steamboat Springs. If you are

interested in going, there will be a

meeting in Be mis Lounge, Thursday

ai 6:30 p.m. Space on this trip is

limited so please come to the

meeting if you want to go!!

CUSTOM
TERMPAPERS

All we sell

is time, a

precious

commodity

|93r4397 \H

!W^

CC Beat AF
The CC Tigers soundly defeated

the Air Force Academy 11-3 in

what was almost a repeal

performance of a 1 2-4 Zoomie loss

to CC earlier in the year.

The Tigers got off to a 3-0 lead

in the first period and coasted the

rest of the way while still playing

good hard hockey.

The first CC goal was scored by

Steve Sertich with assists from

Palazzari and Pye. Baldnca scored

the second goal of the night and the

first of his hat trick for the night.

Baldnca was assisted by O'Connor

and Hildebrand. The final goal of

the period was scored by Doug
Palazzari on assists from Allen and

Stebe.

Domination

The Tigers continued to

dominate play in the second period

coming up with four straight goals

before allowing Air Force to score

their first goal of the night. CC
scored another goal and allowed Air

Force one more to end the period

8-2.

Baldrica scored the first two

goals o( the period completing his

hat trick. The first on an unassisted

goal and the second' on an assist

from Southerland. The freshmen

line of Egan, Lawson, am!

Gunderson then came on strong

with Egan scoring the goal with

assists from the otlici two

freshmen. At 15:48 of the period

Mike Mallinger scored unassisted

for the fourth straight CC goal, Air

Force then came up with their fust

goal of the night. Palazzari then

came on to score his second goal of

the night with an assist from Bryan

Pye. The Falcons closed the scoring

in the second period to make the

score 8-2.

The Tigers opened up the third

period skating hard and fast and

jumped to a 11-2 lead. Air Force

came back with a goal with less

than two minutes left in the game

to account for the finil 11-3 tally.

Sconng for CC in the third period

were Harry Allen, Bryan Pye and

Sieve Sertich (the second for

Sertich). They were assisted by

Baldnca and Winograd, Lawson and

Sertich, and Palazzari and Pye

respectively.

BASEBALL

Baseball Coach T*ny Fruca has

announced that there will be a

meeting February 24, fur all thote

interested in trying <wt for the

baseball te*ai. The nuetiiig will be

held at 3:30 p.m. in tb* Astro-turf

room at El Pomar Sports Center.

DIANE'S TAX SERVICE

M
S4.00andup

436 North Urn - n

- Ayross tr©l»j&*T

471 3400%

Miller Music Co.

Record & Tape
Center

14 South Tejon 633-3866



Issues
cont'd from page <*

informal logic) tliat were used. This

is a revealing technique in which

one can understand how politicians

swaj people, wha! ihey seem to say

and what they really say, and the

merits and non-merits of their

proposals. {By the way. our class

found that Spiro Agnew speeches

scored highest in the use of

fallacies.)

a»n'J /rampage 9

"Last October Ayuda and

Wo men's Liberation approached

Dean Ohl with the suggestion that

the present exclusion of

gynecological services at the Health

Center exhibits serious negligence

to the medical needs of the

students.

"He responded with the opinion

that the school could afford such

an addition to the Health Center

only if the students were willing to

pay higher insurance premiums or a

slight hike in tuition.

"Ayuda and Women's Liberation

were asked to. write up a survey

that would determine the attitude

of the student population towards

the issue. The Dean's office

distributed the survey, but refused

to pay for olT-campus mailing of it.

Thus the returns ol the survey were

minimal.

"It is evident thai any

interpretation of these results

would suggest that those students

who responded desired

gynecological services at Boeticher

Health Center and were willing to

pay for [hem.

OHL'S RESPONSE
"Dean Ohl's response was that

the number of returned survey

sheets was an insufficient

measurement of student opinion.

Maintaining still that the school

cannot afford "special medical

services" such as routine

gynecological care for all students,

he has proposed a plan for next

year in which those students

already paying for health insurance

would have off-campus visits to

local gynecologists paid for in part.

This year the Health Center is

trying to meet students' needs by

reimbursing portions of some

students' gynecological bills.

''For those who need
information concerning local

gynecologists, and/or birth control,

the Ayuda office at 122 Mathias is

open Monday through Thursday

from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. The

telephone number is 471-2212."

The Colorado College Foreign

Student Association is sponsoring

an International Day on March 24.

The festival will consist of an

exposition from 1 1 a.m. to 6 p.m.,

a dinner, and a Ball. If there are

individuals on campus who are

willing to set displays on various

foreign countries, their assistance

will be very welcome.

For more details, contact Gloria

Westtand at ext. 491.

announcement
IMPORTANT NOTICE

Anyone interested in earning

their Red Cross Water Safety

Instructor qualification will have

two opportunities to do so. Miss

Betty Young will hold her W.S.I,

class blocks 7 and 8. Class will be

held two or three times a week

from approximately 3:30-5:30.

Mr. Jerry Lear will hold an

equivalent class blocks 8 and 9 on

Monday and Wednesday nights

from 7 to 9 p.m.

In order to be eligible for the

course, your Senior Life Saving

Certificate must not be expired.

Registration is on the first come,

first saved basis. If you have any

questions concerning W.S.I., please

contact Miss Young or Mr. Lear at

X343.

RIDE YOUR BICYCLE!!!!!!#

Theatre Workshop has begun

a search for new dramatic

material by sponsoring

playwriting contest open to all

CC students and faculty.

The two top entries will

receive cash awards of S50 and

S25 and the opportunity of

public performance or reading.

Submitted plays may be of

any length, genre, or theme, and

must be original unpublished,

and heretofore unperformed

Selected members of the CC

faculty will act as judges.

TWO copies of the completed

script should be turned into

Rastall desk on or preferably

before Wednesday, April 12, the

first Wednesday after spring

vacation.

For purposes of fair judging,

the writers are asked to put their

names on the cover sheet only of

each script.

For more information, call

Rick Lewis, ext. 470, or Paul

Feil, ext. 356.

THESE ARE THE FACTS: BiMh Control Pills have caused birth defects!

Sponsored by the Committee to halt the Killing of Unborn Babies.

GENESIS 1

him; male and female he created them.
"And God Messed them, and God

"When you're playing with birth control, you're playing with death."

SPECIAL

2SHUREMIKES
FENDER SUPER REVERB AMP

I DORIC Transistorized Stand-up
Portable Organ Excellent Condition:

Jlf°J only S39S.O0

AND

ORGANS

10

have dominion over the fish of the sea
and over the birds of the air and over
every living thing that moves upon
the earth." J^And God said, "Behold,
I have given you every plant yielding
seed which is upon the tace of all the

|>7 earth, and every tree with seed In Its

*. fruit; you shall have them for food.
? 3°And to every beast of the earth, and
I to every bird of the air, and to every-
5 thing that creeps on the earth, every-
thing that has the breath of life, I have
given every green plant for food." And
it was so. 31And God saw everything
that he had made, and behold, it was
very good. And there was evening and

was morning, a sixth day.

S25. REWARD
information leading to the retu

of missing blue

1971 350 HONDA CL
Bike Id.: CL 3502032051

;ase contact Stan Case. X472

FREEBEES loves you

LOVESYQULOVESYOULOvJ
.OVESYOULOVESYOULOV rf"

OVESYOULOVESYOULOV
J_

MUSIC MAKERS
110 NORTH TEJON

EUROPEAN SUMMER SESSIONS 1972

FLORENCE: Renaissance Florence: July 1-August 11; $800

LONDON : London: June 23-A ugust 4; $800

PARIS: The Revolutionary Tradition in Paris:

July 1 -August 11; $800

LACOSTE: Studio Arts: July 1-August 12; $1,000
(Southern France)

Program costs cover tuition, room and board (except Paris -

where breakfast and lunch are provided), and planned

excursions.

Language study (Italian and French) offerred. Programs open to

all under-graduate men and women. Laeoste studio art program

open to all with interest or background in art.
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New Security Policy Sweeps Campus

BY JOHN HOWARD
A new security policy was impli-

cated last Wednesday affecting

the larger residence halls on the

CC campus. (This policy was re-

quested by the residence staff in

order to curb the rising number of

thefts and moles tings that have re-

cently plagued the college.

Briefly, the new policy states

that all students and non-residents

risiting a dorm other than their

own will be required to leave some

sort of identification, preferable a

college ID, at the desk before en-

tering the living area.

Visitors will then have to be

escorted by a guest during their

stay in that residence hall. This

policy will be stricdy enforced in

Loomis Hall and enforced and en-

couraged in the other living halls.

According to Jim Crossy, direc-

tor of security, and Barbara Maier,

director of Women's housing, the

new policy is not a crackdown on

student freedom by the adminis-

tration, rather a measure designed

(<i protect the students and their

belongings from thieves and mo-

lesters.

Since the beginning of this se-

mester the CC campus has been

plagued by thefts. Everything

from wallets to stereo speakers and

skis has been stolen. For some rea-

son the thefts have increased tre-

mendously in the last few weeks.

There has also been more bother-

ing of co-eds this semester than

last.

Most of the problems come not

from CC students, but from stu-

dents from other schools wander-

ing the campus. GIs from nearby

bases, and students from the local

high and junior high schools.

While security is a problem

taken care of by the campus secur-

ity staff, the most effective action

Counselor
Applications

Available
The application and selection

process for prospective freshman

counselors for the school year 72-

73 is about to begin.

Counselor applications will be

available Thursday at Loomis, Slo-

cum, Mathias, Bemis and Rastall

desks. On March 13 a general

meeting will be announced for all

interested students concerning the

selection process.

Two counselors will be present

to give their impressions of the

Outward Bound session, which all

counselors are required to attend.

Candidates will be informed of

"cut" dates.

Applications and recommenda-
tions will be due on March 21.

They should be turned in to the

Director of Men's or Women's
Housing.

This year's counselors will assist

'n application evaluations and in

interviewing applicants. Between
March 22 and April 14 letters will

be sent to all candidates with

names of the counselors with

whom they are to initiate inter-

views.

The Director of Men's or Wo-
men's Housing will conduct final

interviews, and selection letters

will "be sent between May 1 and
May 5.

can and must be taken by the stu-

dents of this college.

Students are asked to lock their

doors whenever they leave, as well

as at night. They are also request-

ed to use only the front doors

when entering the residence hall

after 6:30 p.m.

The side and back doors of all

the residence halls will be locked

at that time from the inside, but

due to fire regulations they must
be able to be opened from the in-

side. Students are asked to leave

these doors closed and not to jam
them with any objects of any sort.

Students are also encouraged to

leave their wallets and other valu-

ables such as keys in the locker

rooms whenever using the squash,

racketball or gymnasium facilities.

They are urged to report any

non-student or suspicious persons

wandering the halls or grounds.

This is especially true of the junior

high students that roam the hall

seeing a so called "big brother."

To help the security staff, stu-

dents are asked to report immedi-

ately all stolen items, especially

wallets and keys. They are asked

to carry their IDs with them when
visiting odier residence halls or

when walking the grounds late at

night.

Without student cooperation the

security program is doomed from

the start At the present, campus
security is a serious problem and
it is hoped that the new policy

will solve that problem.

If it should not, it may be nec-

essary to implement another policy

that would bite deeply into stu-

dent freedom. Should the present

policy work, it may in time be

possible to relax this policy and

replace it.

Students are encouraged to dis-

cuss this problem with councilors

and staff, Those with any ques-

tions, ideas, suggestions, and criti-

cisms are encouraged to talk to

either the director of men's or

women's housing. Both have ex-

pressed a desire to hear what the

students have to say and are ready

to make changes in the policy after

it has been tried for a couple of

weeks.

Circle K Battling Theft
The Colorado College Circle K

Club has begun its second semes-

ter anti-theft program. The object

of the program is to register stu-

dent's valuables with a metal en-

graver. They will have their So-

cial Security Number or other

identification engraved into what-

ever they consider valuable at 10c

an item. This is not a money mak-

"Portrait in Darkness"

Sounds of Blackness
Story Inside

ing project and the cost covers

only the metal engraving tools.

If you want your bike, stereo,

camera, etc., protected sign up on

one of the Anti-Theft posters. You
will also be given a sticker to put

on your valuable, warning people

your valuable has been registered

and thus reduces the chance of

robbery.

Security Check

500 Cast Ballots—

No Freshmen on CCCA;

8 New Faces Join Board
CCCA elections were held two

weeks ago with over 500 students

turning out to cast their ballots.

Four veteran members of the

board were returned to their posts,

These were: Raleigh Bowden, John

Fyfe, Roger Oram and Jim Sten-

seng.

The eight new members are: Sue

Hazaleus. Charles Vogel, Dave
Drake, Mark Mathewson, John

Neff. Vernon King, Bob Salazar

and Chris Parr.

Of those elected, five are soph-

omores and seven, juniors. There

were no freshmen elected.

One veteran member ol the

CCCA noted the reason there were

no freshmen representatives was

probably due to the fact they are

not known on campus, the rest —

sohpomores and juniors - having

been around at least a year longer.

(The first official meeting ol the

CCCA was held last night alter

the deadline for this newspaper.

Beginning in our next issue and

continuing in everyone thereafter,

we hope lo have indeplh coverage

of each meeting including roll call

votes.)

CC Graduate to Teach

Philosophy in Block 7
Miss April Crosby, who gradu-

ated from CC in December 1969,

will return to offer a philosophy

course in Block 7 this spring. The

course is entitled Philosophy L03

Topics: Man and Society and will

be concerned with Plato, Hobbes,

Mill, and Thoreau.

Miss Crosby assisted the CC
Philosophy Department in teaching

while an undergraduate and has

been a graduate teaching assistant

at Vanderbilt University for the

last two years while working on

her doctorate there. She has com-

pleted all the requirements for the

degree except the dissertation, and

is highly praised by the Depart-

ment at Vanderbilt for her able

teaching.

Man and Society will deal with

classic and modem theories of the

relations and oppositions of indi-

vidual and state, the meaning of

community and of the nature of

man, individual and social lights,

and the problem of civil disobedi-

ence. At this time there are still

openings for enrollment and the

Philosophy Department recom-

mends the course to the favorable

attention of students and advisers.
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White Camel Entertainers

CCPC Describes "Summer Soldier'
BY BEATA GRANT

The term is "summer soldier."

There's a lot of them around.

Vocal, dedicated, active, they

fought when the going seemed
good—when victory seemed possi-

ble. They marched in demonstra-

tions and gathered enrnasse in pro-

test of the Vietnam murders.

That was in '68 and '69. Before

the delusive headlines about troop

withdrawal and Viemamization,

about Nixon's "peace" plan. Now
come a few jabs in the slowly atro-

phying social conscience . . . hey,

man, the war isn't over, it's being

escalated. It's being dehumanized,

that's all.

More bombs—and frigliteningly

murderous bombs at that—and less

soldiers carrying guns. Makes it a

bit easier for the more sensitive

soldier as it reduces the need for

face-to-face contact with the enemy
thus making it a little easier to

kill. And death counts rise—not of

Americans, of course, but Vietna-

mese, usually civilians, usually in-

nocent But who really cares much
about them—it was our boys we
were worried about, and they are

coming home.

Summer soldiers for peace: the

people who emphatically agree —
war is wrong. Killing is wrong.

Vietnam is wrong. And then that

great heavy leech of a word—BUT
. . . But what? But what can we
do? Demonstrations had little or

no effect? We tried? Tried what?
Tried to step out of ourselves for

a moment looking back at this

thing we call an individual and
honesdy evaluating it's relationship

to what we believe in, or what we
say we believe? Tried to become
what we sigh and wish so fervently

others would become?
This is no sermon as I would be

the first to include myself in the

congregation of misled sheep.

One can be anti-war, or one can
be for peace. They are not always
the same thing. Anti-war move-
ments many times are content with
the lopping off of dead branches
and rotten fruit, but when the war
in question recedes, however de-

ceivingly, into the background,
they lay down their pruning tools

and go on their way.
Those who are sincerely commit-

ted to the achieving of peace hack
at the roots, even if it means long-

years of finding them in the first

place. These roots, and call them

what you will—power, violence,

greed, monev—grow deep, make no

mistake about it. They grow deep,

but they are not completely un-

touchable. We are the ones who
seminated this great war tree, it

is we who must extricate it. I am
not so sure we will be able to do
so for very long. I am not so sure

it will not grow to such proportions

as to defy any attempt and up-

rooting. But we still have a chance,

and here the old question raises its

near-redundant head, "How do we
do this?"

Again, there are as many
answers as there ever were, but I

submit an old suggestion for re-

appraisal. While we continue hack-

ing away at the roots of the old,

why not play Johnny Appleseed
for a while and disseminate a few
of our own seeds, plant a few new
trees. A few seeds of communica-
tion, as it were. How about con-

sidering alternative ways of life,

ways that do not stem from such
values as are based on such tilings

as competition, making money, in-

dividual progress at the expense of

others, uninvolvement and non-

commitment, intolerance, etc., etc.,

etc. A general apathy does more to

man the war as well as to keep the

rich, rich and the poor, poor than

any colossal power structure.

Daniel Berrigan, a winter, all-

time soldier for peace, puts it this

way:

"The opposite of love is not

hate, it is indifference."

It seems to me that we, all of

us, should think about this very

seriously, taking it out of its in-

tellectual context and somehow
(I've faith it can be done) making
it something tangent to our lives

and subsequently the lives of

others. Robert Silverman

Canadian Pianist Here Tonight
Canadian pianist, Robert Silver-

man, will play a recital in Arm-
strong Theatre tonight at 8:15.

This concert is part of the Colo-

rado College Performance Series

and is offered to students and the

general public free of charge.

Silverman won the $5,000 first

prize in Canada's prestigious com-
petition, the Concours Jeunesses

Musicales, and was honored by be-

ing invited to perform twice at

EXPO 67. He has been a winner in

virtually every other important

Canadian competition, he won first

prize in the Allied Arts Piano Coin-

petition last spring and has receiv-

ed awards in the Rio de Janeiro

Van Cliburn, Busoni and Viana da

Motta international competitions.

At Fine Arts Center Thursday Night
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Fair Representation
Elections are over for another year. The end result is

what we feel is a well-balanced CCCA. The only pitfall is the
lack of representation from the freshman class. But, this can
be alleviated by the freshmen taking an active part by voic-

ing their opinions of issues facing the CCCA.
We have heard from several students regarding the arti-

cle written in criticism of the actions of John Fyfe. In explan-
ation, let us say this: it is and will continue to be the policy
of The Catalyst editor to demand that his staff come up with
all the news. This includes getting direct answers from stu-
dent representatives.

In the editor's opinion, John Fyfe was absolutely out of
line in refusing to answer several questions posed to him by
Catalyst Associate Editor Charley MacNider. Any person who
is elected to any office at CC has a responsibility to his con-
stituents. When questions are directed to him, answers are
expected.

John Fyfe's ability as a campaigner was proven in this
last election. He evidently commands respect from his fellow
students. We commend him for this.

At the same time, let it be known that we will be keep-
ing an eye on each CCCA member. We wish the new board
success in each of the matters brought before it. All we ask
is firm, honest, fair representation in return.

U.S.A. Still Free
A new security reform venture is underway. And it is

unbelieveable!

We can't blame the security people for being uptight
over recent vandalisms, etc. on the CC campus. But we CAN
blame the authorities for their lack of foresight as far as the
student body is concerned.

As nearly every critic of the proposal has pointed out,

our integrity is being undermined. Officials have gone so
far as to state the majority of the blame cannot be placed
on the heads of CC students. Rather, they say, it's the work
of outsiders.

Then why punish us ? Freedom of assembly is a Constitu-
tional right. That freedom is guaranteed, and the law doesn't
state wc must relinquish our ID cards first. As far as we
know, Colorado Springs is still a part of the United States of
America. And the U.S.A. is still free, isn't it?

Safety Valve
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Charley MacNider
John Howard

Stan Case
Barbara Boyle
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Dear Editor,

When I entered OC last fall, I

believed it was a fairly progressive

school, based upon a firm commit-
ment of mutual trust and respect

between students, faculty and the
administration. As the year has pro-

gressed, I retained this belief al-

though I have developed some
questions as to the priority placed
on this trust.

Now, however, it seems that I

was wrong. The new security regu-
lations issued on Feb. 29 are the
most flagrant dismissals I have
ever seen of the existence of any
trust in the students on the part
of the administration.

Admittedly, a new security poli-

cy seems necessary, due to some of
the incidents which have occurred.
But the one just issued seems the
worst possible one which could
have been devised.

I object to the new regulations
for two reasons: (1) a minimal
number of students were consult-

ed in the preparation of these reg-

ulations. Only the freshman coun-
selors and head residents (who, as
I calculate it, constitute 2. some-
where around two per cent of the
student body) were consulted.
Surely the students who live under
these regulations should have some
say about them!

Much more importantly, (2) the
regulations themselves deny any
administration trust of the stu-

dents. It seems to me that check-
ing IDs after a certain hour is a
good idea. But once the identity

of a CC student is known by die

security guard, that student should
be trusted and allowed to enter the
building without further constraint.

The application of such restric-

tions as the escort policy and leav-

ing IDs with die guard are not
just inconvenient; they deny trust

in the students, and are insulting

to our personalities, They assume
either that we are still children who
are incapable of taking care of our-

selves and therefore must be kept
track of, or that we are not worthy
of the administration's trust, and
so must be watched to make sure

we don't do anything wrong.

I take both of these allegations

as personal insults and refuse to

act as if they were true merely for

the sake of convenience, and I be-

lieve many other CC students feel

the same way.

I therefore request that the ad-

ministration suspend the new se-

curity regulations and draw up a

set which treat the students of this

college with trust and respect their

acceptance to this school implied.

1 urge all students of Colorado

College and all parents who re-

ceive this newspaper to write to

President Lloyd Womer, c/o The
Colorado College, expressing dis-

may at the new regulations and

urging correction of the defects I

have outlined.

By accepting a student here, the

administration admits that he or

she is a responsible human being.

It is time for administrative poli-

cies to take this fact into account.

-Richard Lewis

(The following letter was writ-

ten to Lance Haddon, director of

Men's Housing in response to the

new security regulations. It is re-

printed at the request of the writ-

er).

At approximately 10:32 this eve-

ing, successive waves of amuse-
ment, shock, terror and total dis-

gust swept through me. I had just

read the recently distributed "Se-

curity Procedures." At first I

thought that this was an amusing
copy of the security procedures at

CC during the 1940's - trying to

show us how ridiculous it was at

that time.

Immediately following that, I

was stunned with the realization

that these procedures were meant
to go into effect nowl

With these new "Procedures," if

I want to visit a friend in Mathias
during the day, I have to go in die

front door, leave my I.D. at the

desk and go up and visit. When I

want to leave, 1 have to go back
to the front desk and pick up my
I.D. I might not mind quite so

much if there was any reason for

this, but there appears to be none.

Will this stop someone from rip-

ping something off? No, I could

still rip it off and put in my car

then go back to the desk and pick

up my I. D.

Why do I need an esort at night?

If I am up in my room on the

fourth floor and ask someone to

come over to help me with my
work, I can see no reason why I

should have to come down four
flights of stairs and bring him up.
Does he need someone to hold his

hand?

It seems to me that the admin-
istration at CC fails to realize that

we are in a progressive time. We
have adopted the Master Plan
which is a very progressive aca-

demic plan, but we can not end
there. WE can not have students
living in an academic situation de-
signed for 1972 with a social situa-
tion designed for 1942.

I ask you, no-I beg you and the
administration—to put a little faith
in the students here at CC, for it

was you who chose us. feeling thai
we were intelligent enough and
mature enough to go to Colorado
College.

Thank you,

Michael Allured

Fund Raising

Swim March 17
A fund raising drive for Multi-

ple Sclerosis will begin on March
17 when swimmers start a 100
mile swimming marathon at Sch-
lessman Pool. The marathon relay
is expected to Inst 48 hours, The
Circle K Club is running the event
in cooperation with Swimming
Coach Jerry Lear. Most members
of the boys' and girls" teams will

participate. More swimmers are
needed and Coach Lear hopes that

some faculty members will partici-

pate. If you can swim a length ol

the pool you can help. Please con-
tect Steve Mann at X280. Booths
will be set up in Rastall Center
next week for persons wishing to

McCammon to Speak
Robert W. McCammon, M.D.,

will address students on the Colo-
rado College campus in Olin 1 at 8
p.m., March 13. His talk, titled:

"Foods, Fads, and Fat and Facts
in Healthy People," is one of a
series being given this academic
year at more than 80 colleges and
universities, sponsored by the
American Medical Association

Council on Foods and Nutrition.
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Meet Your CCCA Board

Bob Salazar Dave Drake John Fyfe

A SKI TOURING

131 SO. TEJON
634-5279|T-h>tui>-ciA.

,JPI0UNTXTNELUINU m^.

Susan Hazeleus Vernon Kinp

I CASCADE PHARMACY
i Prescriptions, Rentals o i Crutches and Wheelchairs

j 801 North Cascade Avenue Telephone 632-2614

'And That"s lhe Jackass that Pushed Me In'

.LL HEOUEST
473-1333

Artist Supplies

PRINTS — GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART

GALLERY
206> 2 North Tejon

633-6903

Pre-Law Students :

THE LSAT REVIEW

COURSE

;;Maximize your LSAT score by*
staking review course taught in*

CDenver by practicing lawyers.;:'

Course (op April 8 LSAT J
storts Morch 27 J

>For complete information, t
J call today 573-1021 or

f
write P. O. Box 2799, %

i Denver, Colo. 80201 . j

>-:-->***-x--;--i-+-i"r=+*+-;-*+->-;--s.-!..i.

When spring fever strikes, it's cool to relax and browse

at the Chinook, one of America's finest personal
bookstores.

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
( )

V
210 NORTH TEJON STREET • COLORADO SPRINGS 80902

PHONE 635-1195

JW Palais

i VV\^V^ V̂̂
^BBSataaflaa*

REWARDING SUMMER . . .

for sophomore and older college men
In Colorado mountain! counselling

children. Riding, backpoclting, ecology,

Wrile now:

Sanborn Western Camps,

Florissant, Colorado 80816
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WINTER HOUSE
BAVARIAN RESTAURANT

SKI BROADMOOR
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ColPMPo

RANK
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CCCA Continued

Mark Mathewson Roger Oram Christine Parr

IRONING LEE'S ENCO SERVICE
$3.00 a bundle (12 pieces] . TUNE ups . STATE INSPECTION

DOROTHY WREN
J

. ATLAS TIRES • ATLAS BATTERIES
728 East Cuchorms * Nei(t t Colleqe on Uintah • 230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195 J
Phone: 473-0298 }

y
-:

THINK HAMBURG!
FOR REALLY RELEVANT EDUCATION ABROAD

THE RIPON COLLEGE INTERNATIONAL

STUDY CENTER, 1972-1973

APPLY NOW !

WRITE: Professor J. f. Hyde, Jr.

Chairman, Department of German

and Director, ISC

Ripon College

Ripon, Wisconsin 54971

Hidden away from the center of town Whisper softly to only your very best friends

At the corner of North Circle and Boulder

LP Sale all the time

Raleigh Bowden Jim Stenseng

(continued on page 10)

SEND TODAY FOR
FREE CATALOG ON

YOUR SEMESTER

AT SEA

Academic Credit.

Financial aid available.

WCA, Chapman College, Box CC11, Orange, Cal. 92666

THF Sl'l, Mil L) Ml 1 I Till Sl'llARl I) Mil I till Sl'liAKH) MULUTHIi S

i

Cl
>

"The Sugared Mule" fi

ED STABLER

BEEZY & TAYLOR

Exploring the Eiscr.ce of Voice, S

Folk Song, and Guitar.

i
Fri. & Sat., March 10-11 Q

8:30 P.M.

71 I North Tejon

634-9346

"BUD" ON TAP

ISOc cover)

Rap at "THE MULE"

i am. 3inn aaavons jni nnw aagvons nu aranw ciiavons am.

IN THE HEART

W. offer a development! allornolivo in undcrgraduote educotion lor ihoi.

who want to offoet the structure ond priorities ol our society.

Programs In the ortr, eommunieoiions, video, orbon studies, social sciences,

mental health, community development, education, basic human problemi,

political sciences, law, environmental iclenre, etc.

Our sliding scale tuition onebles students to attend who might otherwise be

unable la atford a quality education.

A concurrent work/study program helps students lind meoninglul jobs to

support themselves and complement course work ond individual and group

Wo leel that college ond universities must respond to the needs ol the com-

munities the! surround them and not |ust to their own needs.

Our campus is located in three areas: Washington, Columbia ond Baltimore

We are now considering applicants lor Summer and fall, 1972.

CONTACT: ANTIOCH COLLEGE
Anne Bernstein, Coordinator of Admissions

805 North Charles Street,

Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Telephone: 301/752-3656
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Complete Black Experience'
BY STAN CASE

Black vibrations flowed beauti-

fully and powerfully at both

Langston "complete Black experi-

ence" productions.

Drum and bongo beats sweep-

ing up like undertow, soft gospel

leading up to fiery soul-singing,

and emotion-packed recitations

formed a strong melange which

twice won standing ovations.

Opening with a couple of church

gospel songs with piano and some

heavy-shoe blues, the Black plight

in dealing with a new and strange

western land and culture was re-

called.

Transition in the performance

into rock and soul music reflected

the development of new styles and

feelings in Black music. Imagina-

tive renditions of some pieces from

Isaac Hayes, Aretha and Sly and

the Family Stone were played.

While the colorfully Roben in-

terpretive dancers perhaps lost

some effect with the Santana back-

ground-music so very low in vol-

ume, the semi-poetic orations to

the moving beat of a blusey base

,+++++.;.*+*j.+++.!.*++.M-+*+++-H-**'

The QcU&xq Shop
10 East Colorado Avenue

Colorado Springs, Colorado

| • Poster Headquarters

• Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room

* Water Beds and Accessories

% • Various Paraphernalia

All Standard LPs $1.00 off Regular $6.98

8 Track Tapes $3.78

Good Vibes 1

1

PLEASANT VALLEY

CINEMAS
IMM MID 01 HOT CBUUM
i«UMHMraHft-li«T9tli«
IBS MK STUraiT! AND MMTUT SI.00

METRO-
GOLDtVYN MAYER

A BURT KENNEDY
PRODUCTION

FRANK SINATRA
GEORGE KENNEDY
BOTE DAVIS IS

Bunny
O'Hare

W! GIVE YOU

MQUK*
TOlAMOmr

Shelly Winter. It

MA BARKH-She Added 13
NoKht* to Her Machine Gun

'BLOODY
MAMA"

4>
"©ID OVER!
(^^ "(•llKliCCRCrScn is amazing.'

J—* -„.,„.„, ,„,.G.„™» «.»„».„

S«^ " Arthur Garfiinkel

p^p^p^ is superlative."
—Joflift C"sl. Nen Vorti Maganne

Ann Margrei

is absolutely superb."

Jack Nicholson is brilliant."

SEE ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINEE
ANN

MARGRET...
SHE'S THE

TALK OF THE
TOWN!...

"Concentration"

guitar created gripping peaks in

the production.

One girl spoke of a beautiful

brown body, dancing freely and

gazing into the pure waters of a

remote African shore to see the re-

flection of her grace and beauty.

This image has for long been brok-

en, while the Black woman has

been able only to peer at her re-

flection in a pale of dishwater.

Someone else told a story which

lie has written. It was one in which

an observer of his Black brothers

ind sisters rioting and looting in a

Southern town suddenly finds him-

self on his journey after life.

This Black man walks down the

road, expecting that he is ap-

proaching heaven, and comes to

where the road diverges; to the

right runs a wide road, above
which hangs a sign saying "whites

only," and to the left leaves a

small, rugged road.

He takes the left, and after

walking for awhile discovers that

many Black brothers and sisters,

but only a small minority of whites,

have also chosen the true path to

heaven.

It can be hoped that the many
who missed the production of

"Sounds in Blackness" will some-

day try to see it, or something like

it. For everyone, "for heaven's

sake" the opportunity is there!

Theatre Workshop's now fa-

bled meeting to decide on the

Spring production, will be
held tonight, March 8, at 6:30

P.M. in the greenroom next to

Theatre 32 in Armstrong Hall.

2527 West Col

Green Mountain

G r a i n er

y

_ NATURAL FOODS —
WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit and Fish, Seaweeds,

Fresh Stone Ground Flour, Organic

Fresh Vegetables and Juices, Dairy Pro-

ducts, Herbs and other pure foods.

— Books — Pots — Pans —

the

FLICK
532 N. Teton 473-4488 Ample Parking

Daily: CASABLANCA. 8 30 ONLY
OK KID, 7:00-10:10—ENDS March 14

NITE OF THE LIVING DEAD" LIVES!

AdRlFf
m by Jan Kadar

See It and TRY

TO FORGET ITI

STARTS MARCH IS

ARRESTED IN BOSTON MAY 5, 1920

6£n£ma/2lj
I7IJU 1IJDN *>\ »I3> S

GRAD" at 1:30, 3:35, 6:20 4 1:45

"lOVf ot 2i«, S;03, ?M
19:55

ADM. $2.50 -MILITARY $2.00

<W

B-cSS--
1:00, 2:45,4:30
6:15,8:00,9:45

.

Adults $2.00

CINEMA 70
FREE PARKING
3500 E. Hwy 24

PLUSI FOR ADDED
ADULT SHOW VALUE

SHE WAS AN AVID

LEARNER OF CO-ED

NIGHTTIME

GORMITORY

EDUCATION!

In

Color

THE
COLLEGE

GRHDUHTEiFMHeWn Mni I

TW Presents

White Camel

This Friday
The White Camel will make hfe

mysterious appearance this Friday

Saturday, and Sunday evenings
at

8 when Theatre Workshop presents

the annual coffeehouse theatre. For

the production, TW has moved
from its usual location of Theatre

32 to Bemis Dining Hall.

The White Camel program this

year includes two one-act plays,

"Scars" by Jeffrey Goodman, a Uni-

ver. of California student, and
"Marriage Proposal" by Anton
Chekhov.

"Scars," a tragic-comedy written
in the style of Sammuel Beckett, is

directed by Bob Dorff and features

Bobin Beeds and Peter Halsband
in its two-character cast.

Cynthia Brown directs "Propos-
al," a farce set in late nineteenth
century Bussia. Its cast includes

Paul Hebron, Doug Tishman and
Maria Novelly.

Actors take to the small balcony
of Bemis Dining Hall to enact
Bobert Service's "Shooting of Dan
McGroo," directed by Jon Neale.

Cast includes Mark Mathewsmi,
Phil Brady and Bussell Folweli
Mel inda Smith adds a touch of

poetry with her version of "Lil' Or-

phan Annie," and Ed Turley incor-

porates a touch of classical music
into the evening with Chopin's
"Fantasia Impromptu,"

A series of Walt Kelly's "Songs
of the Pogo'" alternates with the

various segments of the evenim; s

entertainment. Tom K. Barton, as-

sisted by David Bollman and Bar-

ry Hannigan, directs the Pogo en-

semble in "Go Go Pogo," "The
Keen and the Quing," "Lines upon
a Tranquil Brow," "Beloved Old

Dog Tray," and "The Hazy Yon."

The White Camel Coffeehouse

Theatre, to be presented by Thea-
tre Workshop this weekend, March
10 to 12, at 8 each evening in

Bemus Dining Hall, is free and
open to the public.

STUDY IN
GUADALAJARA,

MEXICO
The Guadalajara Summer School, <

{ fully accredited University of Ariiorx

|
program, will offer, July 3 to August]

inthropology, art, folklore, geog-l

rophy, history, government, language
i

literature. Tuition, $160; b

,
$190. Write Office of the

ion, University of Arizona,

i 85721.

Pianos

Organs

Music

Books

MUSIC MAKERS
110 North Te|on

Colorado Springs. Colo.

TEL. 633-2219

/, "WE CARE ABOUT WHAT WE SELL
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Campus Reflections...

Awakeness
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leers Lose Bid for Playoff Berth

Roman Pony Scores

S

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours — 7 A.M. to 2 P.M. — Closed Saturday

Lock up

your bike

MOUNTAINEERING

131 SO. TEJON
634-5279 >ho-tuiHiA.

^WJUU I AlNEERINS7"CM%

50,000 JOBS

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAREER OPPORTUNITY

PROGRAMS

The National Agency Of Student Employment Has Recently

Completed A Nationwide Research Program Of Jobs Available To
College Students And Graduates During 1972. Catalogs Which
Fully Describe These Employment Positions May Be Obtained As
Follows:

( ) Catalog of Summer and Career Positions Available
Throughout the United States in Resort Areas,

National Corporations, and Regional Employment
Centers. Price $3.00.

( ) Foreign Job Information Catalog Listing Over 1,000
Employment Positions Available in Many Foreign

Countries. Price $3.00.

( ) SPECIAL: Both of the Above Combined Catalogs With
A Recommended Job Assignment To Be Selected For

You. Please State Your Interests. Price $6.00 .

National Agency of Student Employment
Student Services Division

"35 Erkenbrecher

Cincinnati, Ohio 45220

BY ALLAN MEDINA

CC icers, through little fault of

their own, lost its bid for a post-

season WCHA playoff berth. The
tension lasted until Saturday night.

CC had done all they could,

they had won their last game
against Duluth and they were as-

sured a spot in the playoffs if

either Notre Dame or Michigan

Tech lost their Saturday night

game. But, unfortunately for CC,
both teams did win, and playoff

hopes faded until next year.

In their series with Denver, once

again the Colorado College Tigers

split a four point series. The first

game at DU was won by DU by a

score of 13-2, but the following

night, CC came through with per-

fect play to gain sweet revenge

with a score of 9-6.

The first night the game was
close at the end of the first period

with the score 3-1. As in all the

games in the Denver-CC series,

the second period told the differ-

ence as DU outscored CC 4-0. In

the third period, DU hit for six

more redlighters for their tally of

13 points. Scorers for CC were
Palazzari in the first period on an

assist from Gordie Sutherland and
Winograd Hit in the third period

with assists going to Steve Sertich

and Doug Palazzari.

Saturday night at The Broad-

moor World Arena, the Tigers put
together the ultimate in perfect

play, downing the Pioneers 9-6.

The game was the 100th meeting
between the two teams and CC
took the game in grand style. The
Tigers hard fore-checking and a

potent offense forced the Pioneers

into many mistakes.

Winograd opened the scoring

with assists from Bertsch and Pal-

azzari. Doug then scored aft<-
f

Denver managed two goals wifj,

an assist from Winograd. Hi!de.

brand then closed the scoring
f

the first period with assists fron)

Winograd and Bertsch.

The second period went much
the same way as CC once again
outscored DU 3-2. Pat Lawson,
freshman wing, opened CC's scor-

ing in the second on assists from
Horb and Bertsch. Two minutes
later Bertsch hit a redlighter with
an assist credited by Stebe. pa |.

azzari then collected his second
goal of a hat trick with assist;

from Seritch and Pye.

Palazzari then opened the scor-

ing at 1:44 of the third period to

collect his hat trick. Me was assist-

ed by tlorb and Bertsch. Steve

Sertich intercepted a pass and
scored unassisted. Winograd then

shot home his second goal of the

night to account for CC's final

score of 9-6.

CC-DULUTH
The Tigers split a series with

Minnesota Duluth losing the first

8-5 and winning their final WCHA
game 10-4.

The Tigers were only in the

game the first period of the first

game as they didn't seem to want
to play. Bertsch opened CC's scor-

ing after Duluth had already .scor-

ed one. Bertsch was assisted by

Hildebrand and Winograd. The
Tigers then took their only lead

in the game on a goal by Horb
with an assist given to Palazzari.

CC failed to score in the second

period but managed three in the

third period. Horb scored the first

with assists from Allen and Hen-
drickson. O'Connor hit the second

CC goal of the period with assists

(continued on page 9)

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

GUILD OPTICIANS
Qualify — Style— Service

B. HITESHEW, Optician

27 East Kiowa Street

DESIGNERS OF FINE EVE WEAR

Phone 636-3418

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC

— COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR —
Next to College on Nevada

830 North Nevada Phone: 471-9200

OA lilil Lr Equipme
BASEBALL

Shoes by
Riddell, Wilson, Adidas

8.95 to 18.95

Gloves by
Rawlings, Wilson, Spalding

8.95 to 29.95

Caps, Sox, Undershirts

Warm-up Jackets 6.95

Bats

Open
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Fridays
Til 8:30 p.m

pment
TRACK

Shoes by Adidas, Puma

8.95 to 19.75

Ankle Weights 7.95

Heel Cups 1.00

Warm-up Suits 19.95

Vaulting Poles

Discus

I 19 North Tejon — Telephone 636-3348

"Everything for Every Sport"
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CC Hoopsters Lost Pair

To Marymount College
The CC basketball team finish-

ed their 72-73 campaign on a sour

note losing their last two games

t,,
Marymount College.

The first score was 113-90 and

,he following night, 112-86.

Marymount ran its season record

t„ 29 and 0. Colorado College

played well both nights but fell

to the superior height and ability

„f the Spartans.

For the Tigers. Jerr> Yoi

the scoring, hitting 29 and
spectively. although the st

night Ernie Jones hit 21 to

CC game high.

Other scores were: Paul G;i

20 and 13; Lanier 11 and
Jones seven and 21; Anderson

and nine; Nelson four and
Geocarris five and two;

five and two; Coode tw

two; and Howard two.

g led

10 re-

-eond

Pogue Leading Trackman
CC's track I

tv. pre pr

[Joth meets were held at Colorado

School of Mines, and both were in-

doors.

In the first meet, CC placed

third out of four teams and in the

second they placed fourth out ol

five teams.

Thus far. the leading scorer is

lias participated Jim Pogue with 10% points. J

ctice meets. participates in the high jun

broad jump and the 440 vard n
Second high scorer is Jim L;

with 9U points.

Other scorers and prospect

Eddie Wilson, CC Stalwart

Man,
da 111.

Mullii iid Bergen

Hockey . . .

(continued from page H)

from VVinograd and liertsch. Th
final Tiger goal was scored m
assisted by Wiiiograd.

Thr Tigers pinned on all the

bd in routing Duluth 10-4 in th

second game of the series.

Palazzari opened the scoring ;

:17 of tlie first period and tin

was the onlv goal of the first pel

iod for CC lis it ended 1-1, In ih

second period CC had two goal

by Pye and Horb and one by ih

tlehrand for a 6-3 second peiio

score. Wavne Horb then complete

his hat trick at 3:12 ol the thii

period. Immediately following. Pa.

azzuri scored his "second goal <.

(he game. O'Connor then score

ididates anticipated to do well c.*,:«..«:««
.. , * swimming

—

when the regufai season opens are: "

UNC Beat Tankers, 57-56
Although the Final score was no! brake six CC: school rec

indicative of a successful linish to proved not enough tn

tor the Tigers before Palazzari a season, the CC's swim team's 57- home team,

completed his hat trick with a goal 56 loss to the University ol North- Jell Kilmer again wi

;.l 11:01. ern Colorado was the Tigers best mg light lor 111. Tigci

Tins coupled with the superior performance of the campaign, he broke Ins own mill

play in the nets by Dan Griffin, Swimming in Greeley's pool as the 100(1 and -50(1 sard

left tin ire at 10-4. (went; point nark ol 5:09.

irds, but it

upset (he

s (he lo.id-

nutatois as

ks ill boll;

, liroslslcs

in (he 5110

yard event also set a new Greeley
pool record,

Freshman Jell Hose also set new
t C school and Greeley pool marks
in the 200 sard tree. His time was
1:51.1 and it broke Kinner's old
school record. Ken Ebuna and Pete

Simpson, who have consistently

broken their own school records
throughout (he season, did il again.

Ebuna, another freshman, decreas-

ed his time in the 200 individual

medley while sophomore Simpson
whittled down his time in the 200
butterfls

Coach Jerrj Lear was extremely
proud ol the team's performance.
"When sou come up against a

team like Greele) with an estab-

lished squad (hat has (he Hocks
Mountain Conference crown, year
alter sear, and a large student

body, ami perform like (lies ilul is

impressive."

I In- squad performed .a peak
level.' continued Lear, "but Gree-

ley came up with (he breaks al kev

instances that enabled them tn iviii,

Willi a hllle more luck, we could

have pulled it out."

i uminenling on the overall sea-

son ol tin- Tigers, Lear was verj

pleased. Thc\ finished the season

Willi ., Hi.2 mark with the first de-

feat al the hands ol DU, Then
competition was the toughcsl ever,

luil il is a tribute to the team dial

could compete on least all equal

level with the bigger schools.

Authorized Jeweler

Wedding Rings

and

__ _ liGISTEIIO -,IIOIITIII •

D I ^K »* O l-» O RII-4QS
"Under the Marque of the Peek Theatre"

{
Teas Coffee

} Organic Breads

Nanny's
22 East I

Phone 471

J

Organic Grains

22 East Bijou

Phone 471-4383

Miller Music Co.
Record & Tape

Center

Dried Beans)
14 South Tejo Phone 633-3866

i,.i,«„«,,,

CLIMBING

%-VrxAAjJtHJj^
'^WOOnTTSlNlERINb, Ifm

§k <sg0\g$r

socultivateyour
warclrobeduring
oursiorewide
sale, ctothing, bed-
spreads,canoes,
and thousands or
other items from
10to70percent
off! nowat all

Matidk's
232 N.TEJON

You can choose Keepsake
with complete confidence,

because the famous
Keepsake Guarantee gives

written proof of a perfect

engagement diamond
of precise cut

and superb color.

There is no finer

diamond ring.

Keepsake '

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pq. bookie

KEEPSAKT DIAMOND SINGS, BOX CO, SYRACUSE,
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Campus Announcements sPencer to Head Challe°ge

Intermedia Festival

There is an inter-media festival

scheduled at CC from May 8 - May
13. An inter-media festival encom-
passes all fields. Proposals have

been turned in representing Art,

English, Music, Drama, Biology,

Physics, Sociology, Dance and Psy-

chology.

There are funds available to fi-

nance proposals initiated by the

students. But those proposals need-

ing funds must be turned in to the

inter-media box at Rastall desk by

Wednesday (today). Or proposals

can be represented in person at the

Inter-media meeting today in

Room 208 at Rastall.

-Anthony Stanton

Religion Dept.
The Religion Department has

added an extra course to be offer-

ed during Block 8. It will be

taught by Mr. Sam Williams and

will be a repeat of his course

"Jesus and the Gospels" which was
offered in Block 5. Using the tools

of critical scholarship, the course

will attempt to discover what can

be known of the historical Jesus

and his message; a second empha-
sis will be a comparative study of

the different pictures of Jesus pre-

sented by the four gospels.

The present resurgence of" inter-

est in Jesus makes this course time-

ly and important to those who wish

to enter intelligently into discus-

sion of basic Christian affirmations.

It is expected that enrollment will

be small, but anyone who is inter-

ested is invited to join the class

without delay. The course will be

officially entitled RELIGION 112:

INTRODUCTION TO BIBLICAL
STUDIES.

New Courses
Two new additions have been

made in the course schedule for

the 1971-1972 school year.

Block 7 - Geology 104 -Earth
Resources. A consideration of some
critical earth resources: water, stra-

tegic metals and fossil fuels, their

rates of consumption and reserves,

and predictions for their future.

Sequence Number GY 104 1716
— 1 Unit — Shoffner.

Block 8 - Religion 112 - Intro-

duction to Biblical Studies.

Sequence Number RE 112 1811

-1 Unit - Sammy Williams.

Max Cade House
Any student interested in ap-

plying for a room in the coed Max
Kade German House is requested

to have his or her application in

to Lance Haddon no later than

April 10. For further information,

please contact Lance Haddon.

Ontology Class

This Thursday, March 9th the

Ontology Class will be having a

very special gathering, Lloyd

Meeker who has spoken recently

on many university and college

campuses throughout the country,

and is an instructor at the Univer-

sal Institute of Applied Ontology

will be our guest. "The Mist and

the Crystal" will be the title of his

talk.

Included in Thursdays presen-

tation will be the Sunrise Folk

Group. W.E.S. Lounge Thursdav,

7:30 p.m. is where it's at.

A hundred acres of new trails and two new double chair lifts. No lift lines! Gladed
powder skiing for the Hot Dogs. A ski school for the Bunnies, specializing in the
shurt ski method {Head-Way Graduated Length). Special student tickets available
at your college ski club. Give Keystone a try . . . you'll like our ups and downs!

BACKPACKING

"r-h>iui>^/\-
^IIUUN IAINEERINC7m%

131 SO. TEJON
634-5273

records, rapes

zap comics

posters,

imports

Waleh for Specials!

Budget
Tapes & Records

327 N. Tejon

473-0714

William I. Spencer, '39, hi

been named by the Board of Trus-

tees to head the Centennial Chal-

lenge campaign to match the gift

of Mr. and Mrs. David Packard
with $7 million in funds for endow-
ment. Mr. Spencer, a Colorado

College trustee since 1967, is pre-

sident and chief administrative of-

ficer of the First National City

Bank of New York and its parent

holding company, First National

City Corporation.

President Womer commented,

"This challenge to enlarge our en-

dowment represents an opportun-

ity unequaled by any event in the

history of Colorado College. We
asked Mr. Spencer to chair this

program because of his talent, en-

ergy, and dedication to the future

of Colorado College." He continu-

ed, "The College is grateful for his

willingness to lead in so important

an effort."

Mr. Spencer, who joined the

second largest bank in 1951, be-

came a senior vice president in

charge of the special industries

group in 1959, was promoted to

executive vice president for the

specialized industries division in

1965, and to the leadership of the

operating group in 1968.

He is a member of the Colorado

College Board of Trustee's Devel-

opment Committee.

CCCA Continued

Charles Vogel

p rrrrrri
rirSA L TO N E S
7 Record Round-Up 1444 North Hancock

Golf Acres Shopping Center

One of The MOST COMPLETE SELECTIONS of Popular,

Classics and Budget Classics In the Area

Qp 7a^n T/uum£

Come see us about

cycling through Europe

this summer.

210 East Cache La Poudre St.

FLEA MARKET EAST
Every Friday, Saturday and Sunday — 10-6

SNACK BAR

Numerous miscellaneous items for sale, including

New 8-Track Stereo Tapes available for S2.99.

INTERSTATE 25 TO EXIT 55 AND 1/2 BLOCK EAST

FOUNTAIN, COLORADO 751 SO SANTE FE AVE " 382-5269

EUROPEAN SUMMER SESSIONS 1972
FLORENCE: Renaissance Florence: July I -August II; $800

LONDON: London: June 23 -August 4; $800

PARIS: The Revolutionary Tradition in Paris:

July I -August I I; $800

LACOSTE: Studio Arts: July I - August 12; $1,000
(Southern France)

Program costs cover tuition, room and board (except Paris —
where breakfast and lunch are provided), and planned excur-

sions.

Language study (Italian and French) offered. Programs open to

all under-graduate men and women. Lacoste studio art program
open to all with interest or background in art.

SARAH LAWRENCE COLLEGE
Bronicville, New York 10708
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International Day
Is This Friday

The second annual International

Day will be this Friday.

Last year the foreign students

at CC decided on an International

Day to thank people of the college

for their hospitality and to share a

part of their native culture with

the college community.

The Foreign Student Association

hopes to make International Day a

tradition at Colorado College. This

year there will be an exposition in

Cossit consiting of displays, native

dances, films, and slides. These
will be shown continuously from

11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

At 7:15 there will be a dinner of

various exotic dishes at Bemis din-

ing hall. The tickets were limited

in number; and, have been sold

out. With the help of Mrs. Opper-

mann, Mrs. Bird, and other faculty
wives, the dinner promises to be a
great success.

After dinner there will be coffee
and dessert in Bemis Lounge. From
there, those who wish can proceed
to the ball at The Broadmoor. Blue
Mist will be providing music from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. There are still

rickets available for the dance
from any foreign student or at

Bastall desk. The price is $1.

All in all, this coming Interna-
tional Day promises to be a suc-
cess. Feel free to drop into the
exposition at any time — and come
to the dance. (There will be trans-

portation from Rastall at 9 p.m.)
For those lucky and smart enough
to have gotten hold of dinner tick-

ets, look forward to some good
food!

CCCA Retiree Miller

Discusses GLF Charter
Editor's Note: The following

review was compiled from an

interview Catalyst Feature

Editor Stan Case had with

long-time CCCA representa-

tive Les Miller, who retired

this last election. Les' per-

spective offers some valuable

insights into the easily confus-

ing GLF Charter issue.

It was routine business for the

CCCA, with hours and hours of

charter proposals to pour through.

Finally, late last semester, the

GLF charter came up.

Prerequisites for such charters

are: (1) the organization must have
some worthwhile function on cam-
pus, and (2) its membership must
be open to all for at least a few
meetings. At a Dec. 14 meeting,
it was decided that the GLF ful-

filled necessary requirements, so

the charter was granted with a

vote of 12 to one.

But it was different this time.

Provost James Stauss, present to

represent President Lloyd E. Wor-
rier, stated the CCCA can legally

only recommend to the administra-

tion that a group be chartered. Re-
flects Les Miller: "It was strange

because, in the memory' of the peo-
ple on the council, it had not hap-
pened before . . . We never asked
them for a final approval of any
other charter."

Surprised and slightly frustrated,

the CCCA considered action im-
mediately upon returning from
Christmas vacation. "We instructed

John Fyfe to take all of the char-
ters for all of the clubs to Presi-

dent Worner ... for his approval,
n order to insure that the GLF
was treated no differently from
the rest of the clubs."

But it was.

The president, after a consid-
erable amount of time, expressed
no specific position as to the
GLF's status. Nearing the end of
their session, the CCCA at a Jan.
*-~ meeting decided to demand
that Womer reply in a day's time.
But as it turned out, Womer was
™ be away on business for the
next week or so, so an emergency
meeting was to be held "as soon
K the charter was rejected." John

Fyfe would meet with the Presi-

dent as soon as was possible,

"I couldn't believe," Les recalls,

"there had not been a half an
hour or an hour, since we had first

recommended the chartering of the

GLF, when Womer could meet
with us and discuss the charter."

A small morning meeting was
finally held. At the next CCCA
meeting John Fyfe relayed to the

representative body the president's

message; he would come to the

next meeting to make a statement

concerning the GLF charter.

On Jan. 22, in the Armstrong
board room Womer was present

with college lawyer, Prof. Douglas

Mertz. After explaining that he had
conferred with many people on the

GLF subject, the president said

that, especially until the more lib-

eral laws could come into effect

later this year in Colorado state,

it would be unwise for the college

to sanction a club in some way re-

lated to the committing of criminal

acts. In other words, Warner saw
the problem as parallel to the sanc-

tioning of a group of outlaws

planning to rob a bank.

To go around the tricky legali-

ties, a small clause was affixed to

the charter. The charter was then

sent to Womer, and read as fol-

lows:

"The sole purpose of the Colo-

rado College Gay Liberation Front

is to offer an opportunity for the

college homosexual community to

meet and discuss the problems

which a member of a minority

group faces in day to day living

within society at large. It is also

hoped that the organization will

be able to open channels of com-
munication with the community
which will help dispell many or

the myths and prejudices which

plague the homosexual in today's

society."

Now it was the president's turn;

he offered to provide a place for

college members of the GLF to

meet (but no subsidies). He
brought in a new line of attack,

pointing out that his veto of the

recommended charter was "not a

repudiation of free speech or free-

dom of expression," but "simply an

affirmation that the preservation of

St. Patrick's Day at Murphy's
individual rights does not extend
to the sanctioning of aberrant ac-

tivities . .

."

These "aberrant activities," in

addition of being of dubious legal-

ity represent a threat to the insti-

tution's continued existence as a

congenial place for learning. If

nothing else is to be learned from

the past several years of tumult

on campus, it is that lesson."

Small Hassle

After a small hassle over mem-
bership and voting privileges, Pre-

sident Worner then complained

that a chartered GLF group on

campus would not be favorable to

the college's financial health.

Days before the present CCCA
entered office, and after the old

group had overwhelmingly passed

the charter another two times to

reaffirm their feeling, one last

charter was sent to Womer for ap-

proval. Through letters to mem-
bers of the CCCA, it was rejected.

Les assents that "it was pure

delay, the whole way through."

But why? Even with this perspec-

tive, it is hard to judge. It is com-
monly thought that money is an

important factor; obviously, admin-

istrators are strongly influenced by

it, particularly in this institution.

But perhaps also of key impor-

tance is Lloyd Womer himself.

Pulled between powerful outer

forces of money and financial

growth, of student, parent and

alumni opinion, and of personal

hang-ups, the man is understand-

ably in a tight spot. Can ignorance

be the only reason for such an

idea that homosexuality is "aber-

rant?"

Yes, most all hope seems to lie

with Womer. Ideally, he will come
to recognize homosexuality as a

significant aspect of every human's

life, and will take the risk of a

few possibile short-term financial

sacrifices to make this college a

more progressive and admirable

example to society.

For the GLF, for our sake,

"President Womer is going to have

to have a change of heart."

Many Courses this Summei
The Summer Session Office lias

scheduled a summer and released

the 1972 Summer Catalog. All re-

gular Colorado College students

should receive a catalog through

the mails, on or off campus. He-

quests for additional catalogs or

replacements can be addressed to

the Summer Session Office in Arm-
strong Hall.

A variety of courses air avail-

able this summer. Of special inter-

est to most students are the Insti-

tutes. Continuing its successful

Tiger Pair

On WCHA

All Star Team
The WCHA All-stai team was

announced last Wednesda) and
Colorado College, who finished in

an 8th place tie with Notre Dame,
came out on top

Doug Palazzari and Bob Wino-
grad were named to the first team.

Palazzari was one of the top

point getters receiving Jiff points.

Doug was also honored as the

Most Valuable Player in the WC-
HA. Doug added these two honors

to his title of the WCHA's lead-

ing scorer.

The only other player for CC
receiving honors was Mike Bertsch

who was voted an honorable men-

tion to the WCHA all-star team.

Rounding out the honors collect-

ed by the Colorado College Tigers

was Coach Jeff Sauer who was

named WCHA coach of the year.

Sauer in his first year as head

coach at CC beat out his old boss

by one vote.

Our congratulations to these

players, coach Sauer and the whole

Tiger team. As we look back on

the season, you deserved every

honor possible.

tradition of Undergraduate Insti-

tutes, the Summer Session will

again oiler six Undergraduate In-

stitutes. Each Institute is design-

ed to include a series of integrat-

ed courses .mil Held work led by

several prnlesui.s in a lei dis

eiplinary examination of ;i p.utieu

lar topic, Colorado College stu-

dents earn 3 units lor participation

in an Undergraduate Institute, Tui-

tion lor these seven to eight-week
Institutes is only $-150.

The Ecosystems Institute will e\

amino the ecosystems of the Pikes

Peak region from the perspectives

<>t ecology and geology under the

tutelage ol Pioles.sors Beidleiliau

and Fischer, A fourth Urban Stud
les Institute, led by Professor

Loevy, will study the problems of

the emerging megalopolis from the

purviews of urban design, politics,

literature, and national implica-

tion. The Film Institute returns

this summer for its third showing,

led by Professor Vcm Bailey oi

Carleton. He will be assisted by
Robert Fresco, film maker, writer,

and winner of an Academy Award,
with much experience and many
credits in cinema.

A highly rewarding class in

photography led by Ben Ben-

Schneider last summer has served

as inspiration lor this summer's
Photography Institute. It will pro-

vide students with photographic

experience from basics through in-

dividual projects, and Benschnei-

der will be assisted by David Rob-

ertson, an experienced commercial

artist and photographer from the

Rochester Institute of Technology.

Professor Pickle will direct the In-

stitute. Beyond Politics; Contem-

porary Utopian and Apocalyptic

Movements, which will examine

recent cultural and counter-cultur-

al movements in which political

and religious sensibilities have fo-

cused on the problem of the fu-

ture. Alan Jones, Professor of His-

tory and American Culture at Grin-

nell, will assist with the Apocalyp-

( Continued on page icvcn)
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Secretary Draws a Blank

CSPC Takes
Strong Stand

BY JOHN HOWARD
Two weeks ago about three doz-

en members of the Colorado

Springs Peace Coalition (CSPC)

gathered in the draft board office

of local board 8 located about two

blocks south from Slocum Hall on

Nevada. The mission of this group,

including CC students, faculty and

members fro mthe community, was

to express their opposition to the

Vietnam war and the selective

service system (SSS).

After a brief confrontation with

the office secretaries, in which the

CSPC convinced them that they

were not going to leave until they

had their say, spokesman Dave
Drake (CCCA President) read a

prepared statement.

Briefly, the statement read that

CSPC had assembled in the office

to publicly express their opposition

to the war and the SSS. which

they said was forcing young men
into a system that was inhumane,

using them and modern technology

to subjugate other nations and

their people.

The statement continued by say-

ing that trials were presently be-

ing conducted to prosecute individ-

uals, notably Philip Berrigan and
his seven followers, from doing

what they felt was morally right

for the continuation of this country

and its society by promoting resist-

ance to the SSS. To these people

the CSPC gave their support.

The CSPC concluded by de-

manding recognition and the estab-

lishment of an anti-draft center.

They demanded the right to dis-

tribute anti-draft literature in the

office, and the posting of a list of

draft counselors in the office.

When Drake had concluded,

members from the group attempt-

ed to talk to the office personnel

in order to clarify their demands
and the content of the statement.

Their actions were not antagonis-

tic, but the secretaries seemed
only concerned with clearing the

office, least induction be interrupt-

ed. Calling the coalition members
"vagrants," "hippies," and making
statements as to where such peo-

ple belonged, they demanded that

the group immediately leave the

office.

Seeing that the secretaries would
not listen and that they had not

the authority to grant them their

demands, the coalition members
started singing. This seemed only

to infuriate the office personnel.

After several more trite remarks

they called the police.

When the police arrived, they

were polite and seemingly sympa-
thetic to the coalition. They said

their duty called for them to clear

the office if the office personnel

demanded. After allowing for a

brief meeting by both the staff and

the CSPC, the police informed the

coalition members that they would
have to leave.

Unwilling to leave before some

of their demands were met, the

coalition finally obtained permis-

sion to set up a table outside the

draft office from which they could

distribute anti-draft information. A
meeting was scheduled with state

SSS director Obtiz and board offi-

cials to discuss the coalition's de-

mands. The office was closed that

day at 11:05 a.m.

In the interim period from Tues-

day to the Wednesday of the fol-

lowing week coalition members
manned tables outside the draft

office. One member was reported

saying that in that span they had

turned away between 20 and 30

prospective draftees who said that

they would consider the literature

before registering.

The meeting with Obitz was
scheduled for Wednesday night at

7:00. The eleven board members
were to meet with an equal num-
ber from the coalition to discuss

demands made by the coalition.

The press, which included the lo-

cal media, the Catalyst, and the

CC Free Press were allowed to at-

tend.

At 7:15 it was announced that

the meeting would have to begin

without three members from the

board. These included two blacks

and a chicano. Also missing was
state director Obitz who was said

to be in Washington. The state

had not bothered to send someone
as a replacement, therefore board
director Schacht assumed charge
of the meeting.

Recognizing that the meeting
would probably lead nowhere be-

cause Schacht at the start admitted
that he had not the power to au-

thorize any action and that the

results from the meeting would
have to be forwarded to Obitz

whenever he returned, the CSPC
nevertheless proceeded with its de-

mands.

Peter Lehmann stated that the

draft board was not doing its duty
as a public office and demanded

that the following items be im-

mediately provided.

All forms and literature used

by the SSS should be made pub-

lic information.

Opening of the draft board

up to the community by includ-

ing in its membership an eigh-

teen year old, a black, and a

chicano.

A list of draft counselors ap-

proved by the CSPC to be post-

ed, as well as information as to

content and location of the anti-

draft board.

In addition the CSPC de-

manded to be allowed to set up
a table inside the office, man-
ned by volunteers, to provide

information on alternatives to

the draft, both legal and extra-

legal. Should anv of the items

not be fulfilled, the CSPC de-

manded that the office be clos-

ed until such time as they were.

Lehmann concluded by saying

that the coalition was disappointed

that a state representative was not

present and that they would con-

tinue resistance to provide opposi-

tion toward the abolishment of the

SSS.

The discussion that followed, as

destined, got nowhere. Several

members of the board, including

two newly elected women — this

was their first meeting — appeared

sympathetic and somewhat con-

cerned that there was a complete

lack of information on alternatives

to the draft.

About halfway through the

meeting one of the board mem-
bers demanded that a tape record-

er brought by one of the local

radio stations be turned off. He
said that he would walk out should

the recorder remain on; his reason

stated that such a tape could be

doctored. The rest of the board

voted to sustain his action, so for

the sake of continuing the meeting

the recorder was shut off.

Rudy Schwer, a Denver lawyer

helping the coalition, pointed out

that there was no literature cur-

rently available on CO's or other

alternatives such as deferments

and that none had been available

since September 23 of last year.

He said that it was the board's

legal duty to provide that infor-

mation and if the board would
not or could not they should let

volunteers from the coalition as-

sume that role. He said that while

there was no law that could de-

mand that such action be taken,

it was their duty.

Schwer said that the law, in de-

manding "equal justice" be given

to all people, implied that alterna-

tives information must be provid-

ed.

Schacht responded by saying

that he had been informed that

the literature had been printed in

Washington, but that they had not

received it. Futhermore he had no

knowledge when they would re-

ceive it. He said that he could not

authorize the coalition to pass out

information that had not been ap-

proved by the state office inside

the board office, but finally con-

sented to letting the coalition keep
their tables outside. Should any
coalition try to put a table up in-

side he would have the police re-

move it.

Major Wells
Given Medal

Major Virgil R. Wells, Colorado
College Military Science instructor,

was presented the air medal and
first oak leaf cluster to the bronze
star at a recent awards ceremony
upon his arrival at the college.

He is presently assigned as an

assistant professor in the Military

Science Department Both awards
are for meritorious service in Viet-

nam, where he last served as an
S-3 advisor in the Binh Dinh Pro-

vince with COORDS.

GLF Replies

To Worrier Veto
The following is a partial re-

ply to a public statement made
by Pres. Lloyd Worner con-

cerning the chartering of the

Gay Liberation Front at the

Colorado College.

We the members of the Colora-

da College - Colorado Springs

chapter of G.L.F. hereby answer

Dr. Womer's derogatory state-

ments concerning his second rejec-

tion of the C.L.F. Charter on the

CC campus.

All of the quotes below are di-

rectly from Worner, the Colorado

College Bulletin (C.C.B.) and an

article by Faubion Bowers appear-

ing in the February 12th issue of

the Saturday Review pp 23-28.

According to the Colorado Col-

lege Bulletin "The College's funda-

mental commitment is to offer the

best possible liberal arts education

to a select body of undergraduates,

and through contact with each of

the great areas of knowledge: The
Humanities, the Social Sciences,

and the Natural Sciences, the Col-

lege hopes to inspire an attitude

of inquiry and creativity in each

student, and to encourage him to

think, to analyse, to compare, and

to arrive at independent judge-

ments. Ultimately, each student's

college experience should prepare

him to use his liberal education

with independence and self confi-

dence all his life, for personal en-

richment and pleasure and as the

foundation for professional special-

ization."

"SPECIAL INTEREST CLUBS,
REFLECTING DIVERSE STU-
DENT INTERESTS, EXIST
WHEREVER STUDENTS HAVE
THOUGHT IT WORTHWHILE
TO PROVIDE AN INSTITU-
TIONAL STRUCTURE FOR
COMMUNION OF LIKE
MINDS." (Underlining and capi-

talization for emphasis by G.L.F.)

"Colorado College . . . seek(s)

to graduate men and women whose
contact with a broad spectrum of

human ideas and ideals has equip-

ped them to think with imagina-

tion and discipline, to act with

integrity and decisiveness, and to

live as mature, constructive mem-
bers of society."

Work with Faculty

"Students at Colorado College

govern most of their own activities

and work closely with faculty and
administration in setting policies

affecting student life."

"A full range of the performing

arts, special interest clubs and or-

ganizations, student publications,

. . . are integral elements of camp-
us life. The College encourages

freedom of expression through an

independent student press, student

and faculty forums on controver-

sial issues, and programs represent-

ing widely ranging viewpoints."

Worner is now convening a

special committee to look into the

"proper role of non-campus indi-

viduals in student's activities, and
allocation of student facilities by
outside groups. " (Womer) These
student activities and allocations

have existed for many years with-

out problems or need for review,

why now Womer?
In an arm twisting tactic, Wor-

ner told the C.C.C.A., "I very

much hope this special committee
can bring to us proposals which
will help to eliminate the need for

actions such as mine today." What
happened to the special interest

groups that students think worth-
while that the C.C.B. advocates?
In other words, minorities mean
nothing and this action on the part
of the president shows the inef-

fectiveness of the C.C.C.A. Thii

is not leading to "independent

thought and judgment" which the

college supposedly fosters.

To quote Womer further, "This

is not a repudiation of free speech

or freedom of expression, it is sim-

ply an affirmation that the preser-

vation of individual rights does not

extend to the sanctioning of aber-

rant activities, (then what are in.

dividual rights?) in addition of be-

ing of dubious legality represent a

threat to the institutions continued

existence as a congenial place for

learning." How can congeniality

exist in the face of dictatorship?

"If nothing else is to be learned

from the past several years of tu-

mult on campus, it is that lesson
"

All the tumult that Womer refers

to came from straight (i.e. hetero-

sexual) organization. No homosex-

ual organizations were at the mot
of campus violence.

Dr. Rosenfels

Modem enlightened though re-

futes every statement Womer has

made concerning homosexuals. Dr.

Paul Rosenfels has recently pin-

pointed homosexuality as "essential

to the creative process." EnglancV

Dr. Eustace Chesser deals sympa-

thericallv with the subject in THE
HUMAN ASPECTS OF SEXUAL
DEVIATION (jovially retitled for

America STRANGE LOVES),
while the estimable psychiatrist Dr.

Judd Marmar advances his scholar-

ly paraphernalia by noting how
what was once called "perversion

(what Womer refers to as aberrant)

has become "deviance," and soon

this alternate way of sexual gratifi-

cation will merely be dubbed "var-

iant," in other words an alternative

life style as valid as any. Dr
Douglas Freed, professor of psy-

chology at Colorado College, at a

recent symposium said that he can

no longer include the topic of

homosexuality in his course titled

"Abnormal Psychology."

No less a respected magazine

than SATURDAY REVIEW on

Feb. 12, 1972 devotes several

pages to an article favorable to

homosexuality.

"A decade ago the respected

American Law Institute proposed

legalizing homosexuality. Over the

years, phobic laws have gradually

been eased in some states—Illinois.

Connecticut, Colorado (note: Colo-

rado in which Colorado College ex-

ists, this law becomes effects e

July 1, 1972) and Idaho. Hawaii

is soon to follow suit. California

has approved employment of

homosexuals as school teachers. It

is almost as if Americans are try-

ing to catch up with Europeans.

For instance, France has function-

ed for close to two centuries under

the Napoleonic Code, which does

not penalize homosexuality. Eng-

lish law on the subject today is

even more lenient. Germany in

1969 celebrated the abolition of

anti-sodomy laws. In Denmark,

homosexuals may now legally

adopt children."

"Dr. Marcel Saghir of the

Washington University School of

Medicine in St. Louis, Missouri,

says, "Neurotic illness is not sig-

nificantly different between homo-

sexuals and heterosexuals, provid-

ed they are of similar age and

socioeconomic status." In other

words, there are no significant dif-

ferences in homosexual and hetero-

sexual men, except for sexual lean-

ings.

Mayor Lindsay

"New York's Mayor Lindsay last

May declared "Antihomosexual

(Continued on page bIi 1
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Internal Control?
It's true. The Catalyst WAS censored. That is, one of our

ads— the second this year— offended certain members of

the Cutler Board of Publications, our directors.

Chairman Ed Winograd, recently elected chairman of the

Honor Council, suggested persons connected with The Catalyst

could be brought before the Honor Council for violations if

anyone connected with CC availed himself or herself of the

Custom Term Paper services, and was caught doing so.

We, the immediate staff members, challenge this state-

ment. Alas, the censorship (or as Prof. Christopher Griffiths

so aptly put it— "it's just internal control") is history.

And that's apparently where The Catalyst is headed

into history. At least that's the tone of Roger Oram's letter

this week.

As outgoing editor (and I believe I AM outgoing), I

would propose a few changes be made if The Catalyst is to

continue to exist, much less actively serve the students.

I firmly believe the next editor should be given all powers

of censorship. He, and he alone, should decide what appears

in the newspaper. He should be held responsible for ALL
contents. The CCCA should include this as one of their prere-

quisites to granting any aid. Of course, this would take a little

initiative and lots of courage.

I am fed up with complaints that this newepaper is con-

trolled by the administration. It's simply untrue. Were this

the case I wouldn't remain as editor-in-chief for very long

since I am not one who likes to be dangled on a string by any-

one. I only wish those who were concerned—those students

—

had come to me to change The Catalyst's format. It could and
would have been done.

We want to be THE student newspaper. And, if given the

opportunity, we'll prove it. We ask The Free Press to meet
with us to discuss the possibility of joining forces with the

ultimate goal being to serve each and every student in the CC
community. — Boyle

Letters To The Editor...

THE CATALYST
Editor-in-Chief _ Dan Boyle
Associate Editor Charley MacNider
News Editor John Howard
Feature Editor Stan Case
Layout Editor _„_ •_.._ _.. Barbara Boyle
Photo Editor Mike Allured

Sports Editor . ... . Allan Medina
Business Manager - Gil Rogers
Circulation Manager Jeff Parsley

Comptroller Patty Hughes
Staff: Photographers — Dewey Bidwell, Eric Buetens,

Rich Barrera, Chuck Carter, Maria Novelly, Chuck
Slotlcin.

Dear Editor,

President Women letter of Feb.

22 to COCA vetoing recognition of

the Gay Liberation Front (circula-

ted to the faculty Feb. 25) is on
the face of it so unreasonable and
illogical that his claim to support
free speech and freedom' of assoc-

iation must sound hypocritical to

those faculty and students who
known him only a short time.

As one who has been strongly

supported by \Vomer in the exer-

cise of his own free speech on sev-

eral occasions in the face of opposi-

tion from "college constituencies,"

I am happy to offer testimonial

that he puts his money where his

mouth is. His record of speaking
freely himself i s particularly

staunch during the evil days of Joe
McCarthy.

Concerning GLF, I think he is

mistaken. If the criteria he applies

to recognition of GLF — bad record
on other campuses, dubious legal-

ity, threat to the institution's con-
geniality to learning—were applied

to BSU, to MECHA, to fraternities

and sororities, then none of them
would have been chartered. Each
of those "movements" have been
associated on other campuses with
violence, with intimidation of fac-

ulty and students, with the dilution

of academic standards, and (in the

case of fraternity initiations) with
wrongful death of members or

pledges. Intercollegiate athletics

also come up guilty on several of

these counts. GLF's constitution

does not advocate the performance
of illegal acts in any case, but com-
munication to dispel myths and
prejudices.

I want to urge the President,

and the special committee which

he promises to appoint, to do a

thorough job of examining the cri-

teria and procedures for chartering

campus organizations. Certainly

the President would have difficulty

defending a College stamp of ap-

proval on organizations whose aims
he personally disapproves of (and

which no doubt many alumni and
other "constituents" would disap-

prove of). I hope the committee
developes criteria for chartering

which will take the College out of

a relation of support from any or-

ganizations whatever except those

which are directly related to our

primary business.

President Worrier acted with
statesmanship a year or two ago to

relieve the College of formal re-

sponsibility for the student news-
paper, without simply abolishing
the newspaper. That long step in

the right direction deserves an-
other.

Paul Kutsche
Professor of Anthropology

Dear Editor,

Wednesday evening after die
last issue of the Catalyst I receiv-

ed a phone call from a "Big
Brother" on the campus who said

he was somewhat concerned over
my statement in that issue that

related a possible connection be-
tween thefts and those elementary
and junior high students who seek

the aid, advice, and companion-
ship of CC students.

I realize that paragraph of the

article could be construed as mali-

cious toward these youngsters, but
I assure you that was not the in-

tent. Rather, I had hoped to warn
this student body of the potential

danger of leaving doors open or

unlocked when unfamiliar people
of any age are in the halls.

I will not rescind what I said
for it is true that some of the pet-

ty thefts that occur, especially in

Slocum, are caused by groups of

these youngsters wandering the

halls. I feel that the students

should know this fact. However,
I am not saying that the majority

of these kids are here for illegiti-

mate purposes and that we should

only be concerned when they are

in the corridors. One must be
somewhat wary of every stranger,

no matter who he or she might lie.

I would like to say that I appre-

ciate the caller voicing his concern.

I feel that those students who are

acting in the capacity of a "Big

Brother or Sister" are preforming

a much needed service to this com-

munity and I strongly support it.

—John Howard
News Editor

Dear Editor,

I would like to put forth some
remarks and questions about the
College newspaper. I have no par-
ticular ax to grind, but recendy I

have had serious doubts about the
collegiate value and quality of die
Catalyst

The school newspaper (I use this

name loosely with regard to Cut-
ler Publications "Not-for-Profit

Corporation" status) as any other
organization, has had its ups and
downs, upon which students have
displayed Varying opinions; but
much as die CCCA, of which I

am a member, has been criticized

for its ineptitude and has subse-
sequently tried to make adjust-

ments in its procedures, so should
concern be generated to examine
the functioning ability of the

school newspaper.

A newspaper staff that advises

its readers to recycle a newspaper
which has questionable merit in its

semi-unspoiled state suffers a cer-

tain credibility gap. Howboit, die

intention of this letter is not to

disparage the staff, which would
hardly enhance my chances of pub-

lication, but to suggest some die

difficulties under which The Cnt-

alyts has been operating and to

question some of the basic premis-

es of its operation.

If I may be permitted to say so,

it has been a very trying year for

this newspaper. There have been

three principal editors to date and
a major change in format — tiiat

of a bi-weekly to accommodate the

alleged hardships for a newspaper
staff under the block plan. The
Catalyst unfortunately, has been

unable to make a satisfactory re-

covery.

In spite of these hardships, how-

ever, I would like to ask something
basic of the student body: Would
you want to see the newspaper dis-

continuedP Few students take an

active interest in its publication. Or
do you suppose it serves some vital

function to College life?

Then ask yourself this disere-

( continued on pugo 4)

A Spelling Lesson
There's a slogan that follows every newsman around: "I

don't care what you say about me; just spell my name right."

Roger Oram should take note. We spell our name as The
Catalyst, not Catylist.
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Oram Wants Answers
ing. Two editors have resigned

tionary question: Is a journalisti-

cally mediocre newspaper worth

publishing?

These are the questions which

the CCCA should discuss at its

next meeting, on Tuesday, March

28 at 3:30 p.m. in the Armstrong

boardroom. Budget hearings for

the various clubs and organiza-

tions, including the newspaper,

who receive funds from the CCCA
will be held during Sth block for

next year. I happen to be budget

sub-comittee chairman; but these

are your funds - §10 per semester

per student by this year's rate.

What do you think?

If you should decide the news-

paper need not be continued, the

answer is verv simple. No money

could be allotted and presumably

no school supported newspaper

would be published.

If however you think the news-

paper is worth continuing there

are some other items I wish you

would consider.

The complaint has been that

newspaper work under the Colo-

rado College Plan has 1:

exorably fatiguing and time con

I

and a weekly paper has been

abandoned in favor of a less-de-

manding bi-weekly.

Does a bi-weekly suffice?

First, it is no foregone conclu-

sion that Cutler Publications will

receive funds for continuing The

Catalyst at CC. Any other group

such as the Free Press is welcome

to petition the CCCA for money to

publish a newspaper. I would find

it somewhat odd, I confess, if the

CCCA should fund two news-

papers. But this is not fully incon-

ceivable either, providing the in-

vestment does not interfere signifi-

cantly with other financial obliga-

tions.

Cutler Board thought at the be-

ginning of the year that an over-

all raise in stipends for The Cat-

alyst editor and staff positions

would increase interest and partici-

pation in the newspaper. But the

desired effect has not occurred

;

the stimulus apparently is not

strong enough to attract students

to the work and frustration to be

encountered in the basement of

Cutler Hall.

Academic credit for the editor,

monetary recompence for a "se-

mester-off" as editor, journalism

classes (both regular and adjunct

courses) and a small journalism de-

partment have been suggested by

various people to improve the

quality of the school newspaper.

With varying degrees, these sug-

gestions, if implemented would

supposedly contribute more in-

ducement to students to partici-

pate in the "school newspaper."

Most professors and students

familiar with these ideas regard the

possibility of a journalism class.

( continued on page 5
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Letters to Editor
(Continued from page (our)

less so a department, as inconceiv-

able and some consider it antithe-

tical to "liberal arts"' education,

however ambiguous, which implies

journalism, as a skill or trade, has

no place here.

But is this necessarily true?

Drama, Dance, Education, Ac-

counting, Computer Science are

courses offered here on campus. Is

there so much less to be learned in

journalism? From a practical stand-

I can tell.

Furthermore, isn't the sometimes

dubiously referred to Reserve Of-

ficers Training Corps still a legiti-

mate department capable of grant-

ing college credit? I am not pro-

posing, certainly, that the college

begin a policy of second-rate
courses, but it does not appear that

ROTC, for better or for worse, will

be vacating the campus in the
near future. Journalism, I presume,
can be taught with some intellec-

al appeal — at least enoug
point. it is not S( far. emoved that appro ich the standard of Military

Visit

J' s MOTOR HOTEL
Restaur

NEW RESTAURANT
ant Hours — 7 A.M. to 2 P.M. — Closed Saturday

:- .;-;•+++;*++ ->-!•-:- •:-•:- •:>•:- *+*++++***

Miller Music Co.
Record & Tape

Center

14 South Tejon " Phone 633-3866

Science.

Naturally, the college cannot

specialize in all subjects; but is

journalism, not only in light of

"saving" the newspaper, something
tli at should be more seriously con-

sidered? Would there be those

who would be interested?

The analogy has been made by
one former member of The Cat-

alyst between Theater Workshop
and the Drama Department to the

"school newspaper'" and a propos-

ed journalism department; one
supports trie other. At the present

time. The Catalyst is standing pre-

cariously on one leg, as it were.

Do you see the relationship a sup-

posedly revitalized, nearly credit-

dependent newspaper could main-

tain itself and with a small journal-

ism department?

This journalism "department"
could, of course, be organized up-

on informal lines, in which a stu-

dent would not be permitted to

major, as in the instance of Fresh-

man Seminars.

Perhaps such an idea is indeed

implausible. Would you take a
journalism class, and concurrently
-work on die newspaper? Even if

it is solely on an adjunct course
basis?

If you have comments or ques-
tions upon what \ have written, I

would appreciate your response.

The CCCA will consider the fate

of a primarily Colorado College

newspaper in the very near future.

Roger Oram
25 McGregor Hall, x373

Sports

Rugby
Rugby is on again. The rugby

team has played several games and
the sport seems to be on the rise

in popularity with the students.

There is an A and H team and
a C team is in the process of be-
ing formed. There are IS players

on eacli team.

The A team has won one game
and lost 3, beating the Colorado

Full speed ahead
fora great buy.

Men's 10 sp*ed racer features front and rear caliper handbrakes, twin

shifter*, side pull brakes and racing style handlebars for sure grip

and good control. 21" Gold frame ond 26" wheels.

See Penneys Catalog lor complete selection ol

bicycles and accessories.

JCPenney
The values are here every day.

Citadel Shopping Cenler

10 A.M. - 9 P.M. M-F, 10 A.M. - 6 P.M. Sat.

12 Noon -5 P.M. Sun. 597-0050

Springs Grizzlies and losing to Air
Force, Boulder and Queen City.

The li team has lost- all three
games they have played, dropping
two games to Air Forte and one
to Queen City.

Baseball
The Colorado College baseball

team has started practice with 19
persons out for the team. They
have played two practice games,
one wuh the Air Force Aeademj
and one with Adams State College
of Alamosa. The Tigers wove de-
feated in both contests but all

looked promising tor the upcoming
regular season.

Watches Found

In El Pomar
Several watches have been

found at E! Pomar Sports Center
in the last few months. If you have
lost one, it may be claimed at the

office on the first Floor.

^y 7ky£n lm<M£
•SNlAPli \

HAVE A CHEAT

SPRING BREAK

210 East Cache La Poud.c St.

LLC1W0'

JEANS
FLARES

Shop LORIG'S

for the largest

selection of Levi's

in town. You'll

find bells,

flares, and

straight leg

jeans in blue

denim, corduroy,

and many hand-

some Sta-Prest

fabrics.

Jsw*
. .where the Levi's are!
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CC Musicum on Sunday
The Colorado College Colleg-

ium Musicum. sponsored by the

CC Music Department- will present

its first concert of the year on Sun-

day evening, March 26, at 8:00 in

Bemis Dining Hall. The Collegium,

under the direction of Prof. Mich-

ael Grace, was founded in 1970

and is devoted to the performance

of music from the Medieval, Ren-

aissance and early Baroque Eras.

The group consists of 16 singers,

eight recorder players, a harpsi-

chordist and percussionists.

The program on Sunday will be-

gin with four French chansons

from the 16th Century. One of

these, "L'Alouette," by Clement

Jannequin, exemplifies the charac-

ter chanson of the period with its

onomatopoeic imitation of bird

calls. The chansons will be follow-

ed by three sacred motets by Jos-

quin des Pres, the established mas-

ter of the mid Renaissance. This

GLF Continued
(Continual from page l»o)

policies are arbitrary victimiza-

tion."

"W. Dwight Oberholtzer of the

San Francisco Council of Church-

es, following the lead of the

Luthern and Unitearian churches,

has stated that a Christian ethic

should be concerned with God's

will and with how this God ap-

pears to the homosexual who must
live with his imperatives. Homo-
sexuals as a group are no more
moral or immoral, religious or non-

religious, selfish or unselfish, sen-

sitive or insensitive, sexy or unsexy,

loving or unloving than heterosex-

uals as a group." The Roman
Catholic Church is now permitting

homosexuals to be buried in con-

secrated ground, by no less author-

ity than the Pope.

The above statements and quo-
tations of respected and accepted

authorities refute and repudiate

Worner's entire premise for deny-

ing G.L.F. its charter. His argu-

ment is full of hot air and full of

holes, passe notions and typically

dated "puritanical"' thinking.

Womer in his "research" of the

request for this charter, met with

faculty members and "others" with-

out ever having a member of G.L.-

F. present for questioning and an-

swering. Worner has never attend-

ed a G.L.F. meeting, although he
was invited several times, each
time he declined due to a "previ-

ous commitment." This is analog-

ous to repairing an internal com-
bustion engine without ever having
seen one or knowing what one is.

No Acceptance

We do not accept his rejection

of our charter because it is an ar-

bitrary decision made over the

heads of the majority of the C.C.-

C.A. which proves the ineffectual-

ity of the C.C.C.A. and should
prove to them how much the col-

lege values their existence.

Let this be a warning to all par-

ents who plan on sending their

young adults to Colorado College,

because the school policy as set

forth in the bulletin is proven to

be a total lie in the matter of the
rights of students to govern them-
selves in this respect.

Artist Supplies

PRINTS — GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART

GALLERY
206^2 North To[on

633-6903

music of the renaissance church

will be performed by the singers

and instrumentalists.

Following intermission, the in-

strumental ensemble will perform

three 16th century arrangements of

a then popular melody, "Fors seu-

lement," two 16th century canons,

and a suite of dance melodies from

the 17;h century collection, Tabu-

latura nova, of Samuel Scheidt.

The concluding portion of the pro-

gram will bring the singers and in-

strumentalists together for the per-

formance of four madrigals by

Claudio Monteverdi, the pioneer of

the musical Baroque. Two of these

madrigals, including the celebrated

and virtuosic "Zefiro toma," will

be performed by soloists, the re-

maining two by the full ensemble.

The program is open to the pub-
lic and free of charge.

Ertels Pharmacy
OOC'S PLACE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Bptwecn

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

rrrrrri
r=A LTONES
/Record Round-Up 1444 North Hancock

Golf Acres Shopping Center

One of The MOST COMPLETE SELECTIONS of Popular,

Classics and Budget Classics in the Area

I Student Store Sales
j

I MOTORCYCLE HELMET $10.00 $
+ QUEEN SIZE WATER BED with 2x10 frame, padi and liner S2S.00 *

f GUITAR with case $50.00 *
* ZITHER with cole $60.00 *

J CAR CASSETTE SYSTEM with Speakers $35.00 J

j LAVA LAMP $10.00 +
i- COFFEC POT $ 2.00 t

| SLEEPING BAG PAD $ 5.00 J
| RCA STEREO SYSTEM $35.00 t
t FISHING SPINNING REEL $10.00 I
;• SMITH CORONA TYPEWRITER $75.00 J
* Head GS $25.00 J* +

j STUDENT STORE OPEN: 12:00-4:00

£ Monday through Thursday

i +

j We have Enlarged our Facilities so Check the Student J
Store Out.— LET US SELL YOUR ITEMS. j

-t i
j • SAVE UP TO 50% ON YOUR TEXTBOOKS.'

J
4--i--f--i--i--j"i--f"i--t—:—I--I—:—i^—j--i^—j—E--}--t--j--i—J--I--I—j-_j-^._j—j—j

—

i-_j.^..j.^.^..j.^.^.^—j--*--;—j^—J--I--: :-

™eBROADMOOR
WORLD ARENA

Spring Ski Specials

TABOR GRAND HOTEL
Lfladville, Colorado

WEEKENDERS
One Night Stand

Total cost for two

Includes:

I night's lodging for two Bottle of champagne
Steak dinner for two Continental Breakfast for two

2-day SKI COOPER tow tickets for two

Same package for single, or one additional person— $20

$10 deposit required.

$3Q00 (tax included)

TWO-NIGHTERS

Total cost for two — *JQ '"''"'
(tax included)

'"dudes: Steak dinner for two

2 nights' lodging for two Bottle of champagne
Continental Breakfast for two {both mornings)

3-day SKI COOPER tow tickets for two

Same package for single, or one additional person — $30
$10 deposit required.

Effective dates now through April 2. 1972

EASTER EXTRAVAGANZA

95 per Pers°n

(tax included)

Beginning March 28:

5 Day Holiday

5 nights' lodging

Steak dinner

Split of champagne

Beginning March 30:

3 Day Holiday

3 nights' lodging

Steak dinner

Split of champagne

A deposit of $20 required

Effective through April 2,

$49
Continental Breakfast each morning

Easter Eve Buffet, rock band follows

4-day SKI COOPER tow tickets

$0195 Per Person

«# I (tax included)

Continental Breakfast each morning

Easter Eve Buffet, rock band follows

2-day SKI COOPER tow tickets

1972

About the Skiing
Here in Colorado's high country winter's yards deep base is

crowned with the fresh powder snows of spring, undaunted by
the bright sunshine that sends you home with a great ski tan.
Ski Cooper. Ski cross country. Bring along a snowmobile or
rent one. If you want to see how the other half lives, Vail is

only 40 miles away. Or take in nearby A-Basin or Keystone.

About the Hotel
This is no ersatz Swiss chalet — it's a hotel with character,
left over from the 1880s when silver was king and pack mules
were tied at the hitching posts out front where you see sports
cars parked today. The whole scene is being refurbished under
new (young) ownership. Good beds. Good food. Good booze.
Good service.

SEND MONEY AND MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS TODAY

PI., ,e<e s (olio

ONE NIGHT 2 NIGHTS 3 NIGHTS Q 5 NIGHTS

No of persons

Date and expected time of arrival

Enclosed is deposit of $_
ray bill.

which will be credit to

Name

» Address

B
City state Zip

Mail to: TABOR GRAND HOTEL (formerly The Vendom,

J Leadville, Colorado 80461.

J
Master Charge and BankAmericard accepted.

Hotel).
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Many Courses

se Institute. A science and Anti-

Science Institute will review the

history of science and technology'

to consider the growing polariza-

tion of opinion, both within and

beyond the scientific community,

concerning the very trustworthi-

ess of science as a significant de-

scription of reality and of its appli

cation as an agent of human pro

cress. Professor Rabbin, the Direc

tor, will be assisted by Dean Sal

ter of Knox and several additional

science scholars.

Limited

A limited number of advanced

undergraduates will be admitted

to rliree new Institutes offered this

summer. The Southwest Studies

Institute will study the prehistory

history, ecology, and the arts o

the Southwest to gain an apprecia-

tion of its diversities of people, en

vironments and problems. Two In-

stitutes in the teaching of art wil

emphasize development of the re-

sources and skills necessary for

teaching Advanced Placement
studio art and Advanced Place-
ment art history in high school.

Hanya Holm, long recognized as

one of the foremost choreographers

on Broadway, will return this sum-

mer for her thirty-second Dance
Workshop. In addition to teaching

a comprehensive program in dance.
Miss Holm will again direct an
opera performance and her excit-

ing Dance Concert. Opera returns

again this summer under the direc-

tion of Professor Don Jenkins. The
Colorado Opera Festival will per-

form Ravel's THE SPANISH
HOUR and THE CHILD AND
THE SORCERERS, Mozart's

DON GIOVANNI, and Prokofiev's

THE LOVE FOR THREE
ORANGES. In conjunction with

these performances, an Opera
Workshop and an Apprentice Sing-

er Program will enable students to

earn credits under the guidance of

an accomplished faculty while par-

ticipating in the operas.

All additional offerings are list-

Brand New 1972 Stereo
Componeni Systems. AM-FM Stereo
radio. Jacks for headphones, tnpc. etc.
Complete with Gerrard turntable, and

United Freight Sales
123 South Wahxalch

Just received four brand new 1972
nationally advertised

Sewing Machines
(yuir-itti W zig-zag. make button holes.
etc. k 9.95 cash or terms.

Jnited Freight Sales
123 South Wohsatch

ed in the Summer Session Catalog.
During the summer, there will be
a large number and variety of cul-

tural events on campus including
the opera festival, chamber music
and symphony concerts, film festi-

vals, theater, lectures and exhibi-

tions. It promises to be another

at Colorado College.

Hercules

Manitou
is the next production by the Colo-
rado College Players. It is the

story of Hercules, a young black

boy, and his travels back through
time with the ghost of William
Penn to learn about his heritage.

At that time the Indian word for

god was "manitou.''

The play is an original by A.

Jean McMillen, a Colorado Col-

lege faculty member. It is based

on an actual liistorical incident.

Performances ore Friday at 7;30
p.m. and Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
and 2:00 p.m. in Armstrong
Theatre. Tickets, at $1 can be re-

served at Rastall Center or pur-
chased at the door prior to the

show. Rastall Center 473-2233
ext. 324.

,

CASCADE PHARMACY
Prescriptions, Rentals on Crutches and Wheelchairs

801 North Cascade Avenue Telephone 632-2614

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC

— COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR —
Next to College on Nevada

830 North Nevada Phone: 47 1 -9200

fllS
0041 BAJVaEM

THESE ARE THE FACTS Birth Control Pills have caUsed birth defects!

Sponsored by the Committee to halt the Killing of Unborn Babies.

AND

ORGANS

m

GENESIS 1

him: male and femate he created them.
"And God blessed them, and God
said to them. "Befruitful and multiply.
and Ml the earth ana surJdue W, and
have dominion over the fish of the sea
and over the birds of the air and over
every living thing that moves upon
the earth." "And God said. "Behold,
I have given you every plant yielding
seed which Is upon the tace of ?.ll the
earth, and every tree with seed In Its
fruit; you shall have them for food.
Jt>And to every beast of the earth, and
to every bird of the air, and to every-
thing that creeps on the earth, every-
thing that has the breath of life. 1 have
given every green plant for food." And
it was so. ''And God saw everything
that he had made, and behold. It was
very good. And there was evening and

'
, a sixth day.

B
t playing with birth control, you're piny lug with dcutlt."

FOR RENT
a June 15 - August IS, I

R apt., (Wood Ave. on <

ionable. Call 633-0480 aftci

FREEBEES loves you

LQVESYOULQVESYOULOV
.OVESYOULOVESYOU
.OVESYOULOVESYOU
ESYO
ESYO
ESYO

MUSIC MAKERS
110 NORTH TEJON 633-2249

'We Care About What We Sell'

The &dtm Shop
10 East Colorado Ave.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

• Poster Headquarters

• Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room
• Water Beds and Accessories

Various Paraphernalia

All Standard LPs $1.00 off Regular S6.98

8 Track Tapes S3.98

Good Vibes!!

&m&'&Zl£A
ILOVE!
_OVE<
-OVE!

liiilL

1111
liim

eiMNim
JIM M, 1150

ONe. of THG
CMSS-yWfiRRHXS
Sie/)KS Pi

BOOGiH ON

THE MWOW
OF THi FIRST

/?£C6 RDJ
Sro.~-

*\ IN THL

BoKHOOp

DAVES PI%2AAFIER
60-4- N TEJON $W3P , Joj& i

BEER REDUC- 20*£lA-*«r* \

\ TU•7fSZ 3.T MON.S
>UCED-

Jt.S <J0<r
tf^
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Campus Announcements

CP Openings
Prior to CCCA budget meetings

for the 1972-73 school year. Cut-

ler Publications will be interview-

ing and selecting students for sev-

eral positions.

The spots open include editor of

The Catalyst. Nugget and Kinni-

kinnik; comptroller; and business

manager, also for the Catalyst.

Applications are available at the

Rastall desk. Interviews will be set

up on or before the Wednesday af-

ter Spring vacation.

Momaday Coming
The English Department, with

funds from Ford Venture and the

Southwest Studies Committee, is

sponsoring a four day visit this

week by N. Scott Momaday, au-

thor of the Pulitizer Prize-winning

novel. House Made of Dawn. In

addition to visiting several classes,

Mr. Momaday will be present at

a reception and informal discuss-

ion in Bemis Lounge, 3:30, Wed-
nesday, March 22. Students who
have studied his novel in classes

here are especially encouraged to

attend, but all students and faculty

are welcome.

French House
Where are you going to be liv-

ing next year? The French House
is taking applications from inter-

ested students who wish to take

advantage of this co-ed French
speaking atmosphere. Contact
Marcel! Rabbin, x234.

Texaco Gives
Colorado College has again

been selected as one of the pri-

vately financed colleges in the

United States to receive an unre-

stricted grant under the Aid-To-

Education Program of Texaco, Inc.

Dr. Lloyd E. Womer, president

of the college, received the check

from Texaco Division Manager, H,
B. Rainbolt of Denver.

The grant, in the amount of

$1500, is awarded for the fourdi

consecutive year to Colorado Col-

lege, which is one of 300 colleges

and universities included in Texa-

co's program of educational sup-

port.

Passover Seder
On Sunday, March 26, at 7:30

P.M. there will be a Jewish Pass-

over Seder for all those who wish

to come. The Seder will be held

in Hamlin Hall. You must reserve

space now by leaving a message

with Professor Sondermann in

Palmer, Room 35.

Honor Council

Seven persons have been elected

(o the Honor Council from a field

of 25 nominees to replace gradu-

ting seniors.

Those selected were Rich Camp-
bell, Markie Jourdan, Sue Benson,
Patty Coughlin, Felix Martinez.

David Herbert, and, alternate Greg
S clila gel.

2527 West Col.

636-2280

Green Mountain

Gr a i ner

y

— NATURAL FOODS —
WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit and Fish, Seaweeds,
Fresh Stone Ground Flour, Organic
Fresh Vegetables and Juices, Dairy Pro-

ducts, Herbs and other pure foods.— Books — Pots — Pans —

RGgNW
R*GKllP)6upBlKk.

DoFvfH US!

Gflvfeniently oegfed byo«r

ftUPMPo
a>MMei«W.
[RANK

(St)
EP.1Q.

UnMtti

A hundred acres of new trails and two new double chair lifts. No lift lines' Gladed
powder skiing for the Hot Dogs. A ski school tor the Bunnies, specializing in the
short ski metfiod (Head-Way Graduated Length). Special student tickets available
at your colleoe ski club. Give Keystone a try . . . you'll like our ups and downsl

|

fllrUfet
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Harrisburg Continues in Many Forms
BY PETER LEHMANN

"It was a simple dinner party.

We had whisky before dinner, red

wine during dinner and cognac

later . . . We talked about the

Vietnam War and what we could

do about it . . . Another big idea

was that of a citizen's arrest of

someone like Nixon or Laird as

war criminals ... If we're going

to do it, let's do it in a non-violent

way . . . Why not arrest someone

like Kissinger? He is not likely to

have as much security as Nixon or

Laird . . . Someone said, "This is

ridiculous. We're all getting drunk!"

This, according to Eqbal Ah-

mad, was the birth pangs of what
has come to be known as the plan

and trial of the Harrisburg Seven.

April 1st, 1972.- A sunny and

warm afternoon in Harrisburg, Pa.

About 8,500 people from across

this nation had gathered at the

steps of the Pa. capitol to bear

witness to and to hear about the

ever-increasing destructiveness and
violence of the Nixon Administra-

tion aboard and of it's attempts at

repression at home. The moral out-

cry of seven women and men
against a foreign policy which can-

not be allowed or even tolerated,

and the Nixon administrations dec-

laration that such outbursts of

mural passion cannot be tolerated.

ALL HAD A STORY
While not all of the Peace Move-

ment heavies came to tell the story,

many did indeed show up. Father

Daniel Berrigan, brother of one of

the defendants, Daniel Ellsberg, of

the Pentagon Papers affair, Fania

Jordan, sister of Angela Davis, Rev.

Ralph Abemathy, and Sister Eliz-

abeth of the Harrisburg Seven all

spoke. The afternoon was kicked

off by that fiery Congresswoman

from New York, Bella Abzug. They

all had a story to tell. From dif-

ferent angles and different levels

of commitment they all told the

same story. Anger, sensitivity, mor-

al outrage, and a desperate need

to change the lives of all Ameri-

cans was the fountain from which

all thosese people told their separ-

ate stories. The afternoon might

have been subtitled: how to keep

life human, so that the walls will

not come tumblin g down ! There

was also some singing and a mar-

velous performance of the Bread

and Puppet theatre, which brought

to all of us in attendance there the

meaning of what the Passion story

is really all about. Later that eve-

ning a Passover Sedar was cele-

brated in a city park and the fol-

lowing morning, Easter Sunday,

the resurrection came to life once

more. And yet two things were

especially impressive about these

days, and I'm not sure exactly

why. First, perhaps it was the

uniqueness of that trial, people

were sombre and serious and paid

attention to what was being said—

not the usual cocktail-social after-

noon, which the Peace Movement
has done a marvelous job of creat-

ing. And secondly, in what is cer-

tainly a remarkable secular age,

listen to what had motivated the

people were, for once, willing to

moral outrage of these defendants,

even to the point of accepting the

story for the sake of our story.

And so Easter made life human
again.

DELIBERATION
During the Holy Week Activi-

ties the jury was in deliberation. As
was plainly evident they were hav-

ing a great deal of trouble decid-

ing this case. Finally after 36
hours, they decided to convict

Father Philip Berrigan on a minor
charge which carried a major sen-

tence. Berrigan was convicted of

having smuggled a letter out of

prison; the penalty is up to ten

years in prison. The jury went
back for more deliberation. Finallv

CC Rafters Meet ^Challenge
))

TED LINDEMAN
Spurred by the Challenge of the

White Water, and mainly by the

Outdoor Recreation Committee's

agreement to pay for raft rental,

17 CC students spent five days of

Spring vacation navigating the can-

yons of the Rio Grande in and
around Big Bend National Park.

Five cars of rafters left the cam-
pus Wednesday and Thursday fol-

lowing block's end, and the various

travelling parties included in their

itineraries such Meccas as White
Sands. Carlsbad Caverns, and the

Artesia, New Mexico oil fields.

Through no few miracles of per-

sonal whim and vehicle abuse, the

entire expeditionary phalanx con-
verged on a single Park Ranger
station at noon that Sunday, to be-
gin what would surely be the odd-
est week-long orgy of canned food,

sourdough pancakes and home-
made crunchy granola in the his-

tory of modem eating.

By dark Sunday Evening the

rafters were wallowing in confus-
ion and in the dust of the Rio
Grande bank as they inflated by
lung ("Oh, we think it's easier than
a hand pump . . .") the fleet of

Terlingua Tom, a picturesque rog-

ue from up the road.

Verticle-walled Mariscai Canyon,
Monday's target for the CC navy-
in-exile, provided many a fine

photograph and water fight. And
the few members who knew what
they were doing found an oppor-
tunity to educate the novices in

such basics as forward, reverse,

left, right, and how to avoid rocks

you can't even see. A marvel to

the whole group was the versatil-

ity of the basic Sea-King cheap-

balloon-class raft, which was able

to fold in half, eject one or all of

it screw, or spring a multitude of

floor leaks, all without apparent
human intervention.

Colorado Canyon, short on walls

but ong on rapids, was the source
of countless adventures Tuesday
and the moniing hours of Wednes-
day. Certainly precious to each
rafter's memories will be the sav-

age attack on Magic Boat by a

hooked 18-inch catfish. The victim

of a set line, the beast first thank-

ed Theresa McGuire for lifting him
from the water, by sinking an inch

and a half of dorsal barb in her
wrist Theresa's initial reaction was
to bleed all over the boat and lob
the lunker back into the middle of
the single-layer floor, which he
proceeded to perforate with those

same novel barbs until Ray Petros
slew him with a paddle. The crip-

pled boat completed the day's

float (with fingers held over all the
major leaks), and the bloodthirsty

fish became a meal for several

crew members.
From the standpoints of natural

beauty, quality of rapids and camp-
ing spots, and turkey vulture pop-
ulation, the finest canyon was
Santa Elena. This float trip began
Wednesday afternoon, and the first

campsite was Juan Valdez's jack-

ass pasture. Thursday saw the
group roar down delightful rapids
into the narrow high-walled wilder-
ness canyon. A long day of jabbing

at rocks, battling currents, and por-

taging over, around, and through a

primordial rockslide, ended at a

verdant campsite on the American
bank.

A tired, sunburnt, but still en-

thusiastic crew completed the San-
ta Elena float before noon Friday,

emerging once again from the riv-

erside jungle into the forbidding

Texas desert which for two days

had been several hundred feet

above them. The rafters agreed
that for a trip that "just grew" and
a more various group than would
be likely to form for any other rea-

son, this had been a remarkable

Fur Trading

Comes to End
With the recent publication of

the ninth volume of "Mountain
Men and the Fur Trade of the Far
West" the extensive historical pro-

ject on trapping and fur trading
in the early West comes to an end.

The project is under the editor-

ship of Dr. LeRoy R. Hafen, for-

mer State Historian of Colorado,
and the nine volumes include sev-
eral chapters by Colorado College
history professor, Dr. Havey L.
Carter, and by Mrs. Janet Lecorap-
te of Colorado Springs, also a not-
ed historian.

The volumes are published by
The Arthur H. Clark Company,

they reached a decision on April

5, 1972. They were deadlocked.

The jury found Berrigan and Sister

Elizabeth McAlister guilty on six

counts involving smuggled letters

in and out of prison, but could

come to no agreement on the con-

spiracy count, which was the heart

of the court's case. Berrigan and
McAlister face maximum sentences

of ten years for each letter-smug-

gling count. The jury voted 10 to

2—only two holding out for convic-

tion.

Reactions were mixed. Chief

prosecutor William Lynch specu-

lated that we would never drop
these charges. Sister Elizabeth said

she had a reserved faith in the

American people. The judge was
obviously disgruntled.

APPEAL

What happens now? Defense at-

torneys claim they will appeal the

convicitions of Berrigan and Mc-
Alister. They said further that they

would argue, during a May 2nd

post-trial hearing with judge Her-
man, the question of discrimina-

tory prosecution with respect to the
letters.

So Harrisburg continues, not
only in Pennsylvania but in many
forms. The shoddiness and pre-

judice of a judge in a court-room
will not stand forever against con-

science; for if it does, "the walls

will come tumbling down."

News
Magnate
BY GOMMINY GRASSO

Yesterday, at the CCCA me
ing, Gil Rogers, Catalyst Busin
Manager and a cc free press foun<j.

er, formally requested before
thfCCCA that the cc free press L

recognized, and then announce
his resignation from the cc f^
press.

Amidst dozens of bemused aid

bewildered faces, Mr. Rogers wm
on to say that his paper was

<fe

finitely not at any time going
t5

seek financial aid. He added
thai

the ultimate goal of the cc hn
press is "to be an alternative

.

not a substitute (to the Catalyst)"

Gil ended his brief talk, after

which came a short question-and

answer-period, with the announ«.

ment of resignation. The reason fa

making it, he afterward explained,

was that the new editor wa
the time unavailable, it was a

'

sonal favor." Gil believes that hb

time has become more valuable,

and that he can better serve thf

Catalyst.

Readers—do you really belie

that is the reason?

Urges Support

For Farmworkers
BY JUAN VALDEZ

In recent weeks actions tai

by the Republican party have t

gun to attack a non-violent groi

of organized farm workers- tl

action will not be tolerated by tl

public.

President Richard M. Nixon a

pointed Peter Nash as Gener

Counsel to the National Labor Re

lations Board. In recent yea
NLRB has specifically stated tlu

farm-workers were not covered W
der present labor legislation

Peter Nash has said that the farm-

workers are suddenly covered us-

der those clauses taking away tl

secondary boycott. Thus Pet'

Nash has put the the restricts

clauses on the farm-workers with-

out allowing them to be covei»

under beneficial parts of tin

The boycott has been an ixitn-

cate part of the United Fain

effectiv'

Glendale, Calif., and include 284
articles contributed by 84 scholars.

A tenth volume, which will be an
mdex to the series, will be pubish- „,,

, „, „.„, ,

ed later. The project was begun Workers Unjon d
in 1965. . , . , . y-

,

weapon against big business. MM

The 284 articles are biographi- the Republican party is yieldin

cal sketches of individual's engag- to pressurers of big business and i

ed in beaver trapping and fur taking away the boycott. After

trading with the Indians prior to

the American settlement of the
Far West, and as such they con-
stitute an invaluable record of the
earliest history of this part of the
United States.

Dr. Carter's con-
tributions include sketches of Ca-
leb Greenwood, one of the first

boosters of California; Ramsey
Crooks, right hand man to John
Jacob Astor; Robert Stuart, dis-

coverer of South Pass; Russel
Famham, who comes home from
Oregon by walking across Siberia;

and Hoback, Reznor and Robin-
son, an inseparable trio who ex-

plored the Snake River country.

Professor Carter has contributed
37 sketches to the entire series and
Mrs. Lecompte has contributed 32.
In addition the two authors collab-

orated on one article.

most effective grape boycott the

Union was ready to begin a

tensive lettuce boycott, when m
ruling by Peter Nash was de:

"

It is of the utmost important

that the people of this coluiO1

stand together to protect the Faitt

workers Union. If the Republic*1

party is allowed to do this to p*10 '

farm-workers, we know no group

will be safe.

If you support the Farmworkf1

Union, please write to:

Senator Rober J. Dole, Chain"-*-"

National Republican Committee

310 1st Street, S. E.

Washington, D.C.
The Farm-workers Union n^

your help. Please write a letter W
mediately. If you desire more n

formation, write me:
Juan Valdez
P. O. Box 1012,

Alamosa, Colorado 81101
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An Experiment
Most of the material contained in this issue of The Catalyst
strictly experimental in nature. The articles are products ot

jrmer members of the other campus newspaper.
The Catalyst has today changed its format to include fea-

ure t.v'Pe stories, including some excellent material written by
oreign students and some very good photos taken bv John
toward during International Day and while on a raft exneri

nee r i the Rio Grande.

The editor is still the editor and reserves the right to edit
naterial submitted for publication. The editor also is still the

nan
ultimately responsible for the final outcome of this news-

ier.

We urge the student body to share their feelings with us

n
regard to this issue. If they —the majority—likes the for-

nai, you will see more of it. If the majority would rather see

ess
feature material and more news, that will result from the

.

esponses.

In any event, by trying something new—something which
!0U |d have been done without the unnecessary fuss and bother

,f a revolution—we hope we are succeeding in providing CC
itudents with a student newspaper in the strictest sense of

if the words.

International Day
Just befoie Spring vacation, many students on this campus

iijoyed the events described as International Day. Through
he efforts of our foreign students, we learned of various por-

ions "f their homes, their traditions, their lives. We thank all

hose who participated in the festivities. It's a shame more
tudents couldn't have taken the opportunity to meet their

breign counterparts. Maybe next year . .

THE C
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Mouthin' Off
BY CHICK CARTFR i

First semester this year I wrote

a "letter to the editor" which was
critical of an article written bv the

editor of the Catalyst Dan Boyle.

The article I found so lacking was
"Huberts Wait Decision on Amy"
and my article was printed in the

next issue of the Catalyst. Shortly

thereafter I received notice from
Mr. Boyle that my criticism was
well taken and that I should per-

haps write for the Catalyst if 1

found it lacking. 1 took him up on
this and proposed to write a col-

umn for the Catalvst which would
be called "Issues." Mr. Boyle ac-

cepted and I submitted articles for

every issue of the Catalyst for a

period of time.

The first issue in which my col-

umn was to be printed had too

much relevant material in it, ac-

cording to Mr. Boyle, and my ar-

ticle was therefore not printed. The
second issue which was to contain

my column came out again without
my article because, as 1 found out,

two-thirds of it had been lost. I

wrote another article for my col-

umn which was printed in the next

issue as proposed but with "edi-

torial" changes in it, My original

article was split into shorter para-

graphs, had various changes in

wording, and was abruptly cut off

in the middle of the second to last

paragraph.

It did not bother me much that

the Catalyst had bungled concern-

ing my column, but what was in-

excusable was the "editorializing"

of my last article. Because of that

the meaning of my article was not

understandable and consequently

was only space filler. It came to

mind then that that was the trend

in policy for the Catalyst- to fill

space in a twelve page paper and

i somewhat disregard content or
principle.

By this time in the year the Free
Press had come out with its first

issue and I was told that my ar-

ticles would not be "editorialized"

in it. 1 therefore wrote an article

under the same column title "Is-

sues" which was printed in the

second issue. Although my article

was not manipulated as in the

Catalyst it became obvious that I

might as well have had my article

printed in a comic book. The first

two issues of the Free Press were
merely anarchic freewheeling and
had no policy or principles cither,

on the contrary less than the Cat-

alyst which at least reported up-
coming events and "matter of fact"

happenings well.

Stan Case, Peter Lehman, and 1,

who were connected with the

papers and managed to see eye-to-

eye on the total situation, coordi-

nated our efforts to make construc-

tive policy for the third issue of

the Free Press, This was a demon-
stration of our efforts for a con-
structive school paper, Support for

our efforts was easy to find and
several members of the Catalyst
staff backed the effort and against
Mr. Boyle. We took our grievances
to court so to speak, that is to the
CCCA, and in the last CCCA meet-
ing before spring break a settle-

ment was made. Dan Uoyle agreed
to let the three ol us set policy,
at least to a degree, for the Cat-
alyst. The Free Press was not rec-

ognized bv the CCCA, and there-

fore would not become fundable,
and it is expected that the Catalyst
should proceed with a new orien-

tation along the lines of the third

issue of the Free Press,

Tins issue of the Catalvst repre-

sents the outcome of the whole sit-

uation and it should be understood
that Mr. Boyle is now not in com-
plete control of policy, Comments
about this issue would be much ap-

preciated from the student body.

CCCA Meets Saturday
Within the next week the C.C.C.

A. will lie forming committees that

deal with several aspects ill student

life on campus. The committees to

be formed and the number of stu-

dents on each are: the Academic p.

Program Committee (3 students) Center, at

the Admissions Program Committee the varioui

(4 students), the Athletic Hoard (2

students), the Bookstore Committee
(2 students), the Campus Design

Committee (5 students), the Cradu-
ate Fellowship Committee (2 stu-

dents, the Library Committee (2

students), the Traffic Committee (4

students), the Student Conduct
Committee (5 students), the Resi-

dential Committee (7 students), and

lembui

/ill he

I student to the Student Aid Cl

mlttec.

An informal meeting will

held on Saturday, April I

the W.E.S, ro

hteh time >n

the various committee
sent to discuss the

committees with in

dents. Please plan to al

meeting if you would like to >

on one of the committees. Mo
the students will be appoints
or by Tuesday, April 18, For
there information contact CI

Vogel, CCCA, roprcscnlntiv

Ext. 447.

3:30

istall
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id tills

st til
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Start yourown spring celebration with Tyrolia, California

white wine and natural fruit flavors. The new wine
that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that's as

light and bright as that first spring day. With the
crisp, clean taste of oranges, lemons and flowery
spices. Drink Callo Tyrolia, the wine of spring.

And celebrate!

Torolia
California White Winn K, NaN.ral Fruif PlawnrcCalifornia White Wine & Natural Fruit Fla-

Callo Vineyards. Modesto, California
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CCCA Confab Review
BY STAN CASE

The meeting Tuesday before

break was lengthy, and at the

most cleared up a couple of messy

issues.

Jim Stenseng first told of a

meeting of the campus security

committee, at which ideas were

discussed concerning the keeping

of donn doors shut by counselor

check-ups and by safetv alarms. Ot

course, these won't work.

Roger Oram then gave the Bud-

gel Sub-Committee report. Com-
mitments from CCCA members to

participation in the budget hear-

ings were sol 'cited. Roger explain-

ed that letters had been sent to

campus clubs remind'ng them of

charter hearing dates this block.

and informing them that budget

reports must be submitted bieni-

ally, at the end of the fourth and

seventh blocks.

There was mention of an in-

crease in student fees to the CCCA,
and then discussion on revisions of

the CCCA by-laws, which repre

sentalive Raleigh Bowden is work-

ing on. Questions concerning repre-

sentatives' roles in budget hearings,

and representative's responsibilities

when absent from school for a per-

iod of time (John Fyfe is still eager

tn have this cleared up before he

leaves for Europe this month),

pend on the nature of the new by-

laws, if they are adopted.

INTERMEDIA FESTIVAL
A person, unidentified, who is

involved in the planning of the

Intermedia Festival summarized

some of its purposes. The festival,

called "Inside Out," he said is de-

signed to give students the oppor-

tunity to "express talents outward-

ly," and is to spotlight the "rela-

tionship between man and man's

hallucinations." Thousands of dol-

lars have been gn nted for the

Funding if original ideas Fin the

program, one vvhicl in part aims

"tn take issue with s( me ni the

fragment Ition that ha s iieci rred

with the master pla o ei tlu last

couple til vears.

President Worner, no doul>t lire-

stnt for the CC F rec Press pro-

ceedings, at this po nt made .•tear

that Jim Pearsons dei til had no

relation o the festi al' , fund "g-

py to move that consideration of

it be postponed until ttie meeting

scheduled for the first Tuesday fol-

lowing vacation.

it was decided

eting time to 3:00
]

-Oh y

move the

m. It seemed Olllv sensible to slide

things a half an hour earlier, with

so many conflicting meetings and
the always prompt 5 o'clock desire

for dinner. After so much talking,

this had a real ring of action.

But if there is any truth in the

idea that "the amount of time re-

tiuired to complete a job is pro-

portional to the amount of time

available to do it in" (or however

Parkinson put it), this change may
do little to increase the efficiency

and effect of our "government!"

Action not alw

gress.

pro-

VANQUISHED TIME

momentarily captive of encroachments ol ubiquitous impressions
my eyes descry a man defying physical description due to

his rectilinear proboscis He appears pleased as to the taste

of his wife's now multilated ear.

grunting noises of satisfaction resound in this building,

naked in sublimits'.

His earless wife weeps in fear of paralyzing laughter. Her
hair is stained with warm blood which has formed a scab on hei nee
normally pearl white, the bench dutifully supporting them, testifies

to the credibility of their pitiful existence.

Their child squat in the endless comer, lacing wall ponders
mortar . . . omnipotent mortar occasionally smashing

bis timorous skull against mortar satiated by the

crumbling pain ot the Mortar.

Ah primitive modernity, creating a collage of pristine vacuity
confused with plenum.

i calculatingly turn around, take three precise steps and spit

a viscous clot of horror unto the concrete shoes clearing
niv- fleshy gums of the insipid taste ol insanity.

And in a rage of uncontrollable tears 1 run in mediocrity,

swallowing joy of flight knowing I to play flute to

this descend of buffoonery

Presently clutching a bottle of whiskey, 1 pour the

liquid afflatus over my previously anoited head.

CYBERNETICS
Can the world

of man
and guns

.ind instant

Cybernation

change
a man so much
that he knows
not the Truth

from the Lies

Can
this happen

to l

..dor til.

FREE PRESS
The last twenty-or so minutes

were more exciting ones, bearded

Will Fray, speak ng for the Free

Press, explained the need and want
for a true "platform for student ex-

pression." He cited censorship as

a major cause for student discon-

tent with the Catalyst, an accusa-

tion upon which Worner, Ed Win-
ograd (Cutler Board President),

and Dean Old quickly pounced.

Any form of control practised by
the administration over the Catalyst

they assured, was only to insure

strict compliance with the federal

and state laws.

With the Free Press' failure in

attempt to receive recognition, and
funds, the Catalyst's wound was
made public. Problems which led

three of its editors to resign seem
also to have instigated the Free

I'ress, but all is apparently resolv-

ed. Charles MacXider, represent-

ing Editor-in-Chief Dan Boyle,

said that, except (or the hierarchi-

cal structure, all would he com-
pletely flexible to change. A few
resignees and ex-Catalyst writers

seemed satisfied, (We base now to

watch the results.)

CROQUET
By now, CCCA members were

obviously itching to lease, so when
Gardiner Yinnedge's proposed
Rocky Mountain Croquet Associa-

tion at last came up, all ss'ere hap-
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Discover the World on Your

SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February

Combine accredited study with

educational slops in Africa, Aus-
tralasia and the Orient, Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna-

tional program, A wide range ol

financial aid is available. Write

now for free catalog:
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\jOQ[S OT \Ju6TCOTlbU¥¥ltjllMJ By G0MMINY CRASSO it is obviously a drug song:

BY STAN CASE
Where expansive prairie country

meets the great Rocky Mountain

wall to the west, a March drought

was again broken by a brief yet

powerful snowfall.

From the north grey skies spread

like great glaciers, steadily and

ominously. The peak, towering

landmark of the prosperous area,

at moments became shrouded by

dark clouds. Shoppers hurriedly

left the town sidewalks, soldiers

marched briskly off of cement

fields, students flocked to indoor

recreations, and farm laborers kept

to the fields — ready to run for

the sheds, waiting.

The snow came. Flake by flake,

then a few, drifted onto choppy

soil and ruffled grasses. By evening

icy torrents whipped at cringed

faces, and batted at windows,

When electric lights were switched

off, guests of mad speckles roved

invisibly. They darted through

door cracks, and funnelled through

frigid rifle barrels; they flew on

empty drill fields, through still-

open dorm windows,

... No sun arose. The campus

and surrounding community lay

anesthetized in inches upon inches

of snow; it was piled up in parking

lots, pathways, and against dining

hall doors. Stray frisbees, tanfas-

tic tubes and beach chairs were

smothered. The four snarling flag-

pole tigers faced outward, as al-

ways — with bloated white afros.

VACATION
With one last burst of exuber-

ance, students piled their bubble-

gum and beer-stained books in

comers. They grappled with lug

nuts and snow-tires, bundled skiis.

boots and other belongings into

trunks and luggage racks, then left.

In an irregular trickle cars pull-

ed out onto Cascade and Nevada,

heading away from campus. They
webbed the vicinity: from the

Greyhound bus station, to the local

airport, by highway north to Den-
ver, and farther, spreading slowly,

erratically, yet as if strung to the

eyes of the CC flagpole tigers —
eyes staring to the north, south,

east and west, away and beyond,

over fierce, toothy grimaces and
under the striped flag.

GOLDEN LAND
Well loaded, our orange VW

clumsily headed for Cheyenne,
where highway 80 stretches to-

wards the west. The west! Califor-

nia, golden land.

The trip? It was freaky. Over
twenty-four hours straight. Through
cowboy country, icy roads. Greasy-

burgers. Sad. Podunk, Utah. Soft

moon, hanging full over black,

night Nevada hills. Miles upon

miles of white dashes: low-beam,

high-beam, low-beam . . . Can't

sleep. Shit.

At Reno it was good-bye to our

driver. He drove on to a ski resort

and we "hit the road:" sat in the

morning sun, stuck out thumbs be-

low an "S.F." sign. And along

came another VW— this time, a

blue one. With a student inside.

We putt-putted over the pass

and down into California, slipping

gently into a warm bath, green

and lush. The multi-lane freeway

cut through miles of fruit fields,

through boggy rice-paddies, for-

ested by signs, by huge plants.

WINE-TASTING. SAVOR CALI-
FORNIA - SUNNED GRAPES
COCA-COLA. Tiny red Porsches,

big red trucks. The sky is a blue

bowl with fuzzy brown edges. Let's

get a chocolate milk-shake-thick,

cool, soothing.

800,000 children under 16 work in

fields. Over 400,000 of them be-

tween the ages of 10 and 13. (Sen-

ate Subcommittee on Migratory

Labor 1970).

I'm sleepy ... so sleepy,

the maternal and child mortality

rate at birth is 120% higher than

the national average. Influenza and

pneumonia 200% higher. Tubercu-

losis and infectious diseases 260%
higher. The accident rate 300%
higher, the farm laborer has an

average life expectancy of 49 years.

(Senate Subcommittee on Migra-

tory Labor 1970).

800 workers are fatally poisoned

by the misuse of pesticides an-

nually, approximately 80,000 suf-

fer other effects annually. (Food

and Drug Administration 1969.)

To Bach's Toccata we sipped

tree-top apple juice.

Alone,

Between walls

and pondered our paper

scribblfngs.

Grapes bleed. Frosted,

sprinkled with dead bugs.

Brittle fingers suck in.

Papers stacked;

glasses wiped, plopped

on last month's letters,

Stray pen

Dead box,

three knobs.

New trombone: a steel

sky-scraper,

standing, nestled

by thick drapes.

We shall clean the windows
this Sunday.

Lettuce, green, low
. . . stooping, bending

crawl and pull

One more sip, and
my brains may squirt

octapus legs,

spaghettied eye-balls

burst,

skin bubblings

melting.

Callus

I propose to

masturbate with the world

daily,

the average yearly income for a

family of four is §2,700. if wages

were doubled and the entire in-

crease passed to the consumer, she

would pay only a penny or two

more for a head of lettuce, a stalk

of celery or a dozen oranges. (U.S.

Dept. of Labor 1970) Actually

UFWOC has asked only 1/5 in-

crease.

Dear Saga;

could you please have a salad

bar sometime (ie. like a sand-

wich bar) with bowls of let-

tuce & trays of; carrots, hard

boiled eggs, cheese, celery, cu-

cumber, onions, meat chips,

and tomato? It would be yum-

my. Thank you. P.S. Bacon

pieces too!

Good Idea. Thanks,

Coming up soon. Fred

They came.

To the towns, to the fields.

tightening,

peeling

Screw your heads on

straighter, cogs.

I am hungry.

I AM HUNGRY the girl said.

She spread her legs and cried.

Now, now. Nournish your

body.

"Open wide." The nozzle slunk,

into her mouth.

SUCK me
suck

stoned babies lay gurgling oil

—rows of oozing noses

PLEASE, plug

yourself in here.

You are next.

OK?

Miss Black

Colorado
Beauty Pageant
Afro Enterprises, in conjunction

with the national Miss Black

America Beauty Pageant will host

and sponsor the third annual state-

wide Miss Black Colorado Beauty

Pageant. The pageant will be held

in June.

To become a qualified contest-

ant a young lady must be between
the ages of 18 and 25, a high

school graduate, unmarried, never

had an annulment nor any child-

The deadline for all entries and
applications will be May 1, 1972,

Anyone interested in participating

or wishing further information on
tickets and applications may call

355-2812 or write to: Miss Black

America Regional Headquarters,

2363 Clermont Street, Denver.

Colorado 80207.

Artist Supplies

PRINTS — GRAPHICS
\ {

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART

GALLERY

206% North Te|on

633-6903

alking down the hall

the third floor of Mathias when all

of the sudden a sweet aroma of

super-dope caught me nose. My
warm nostrils followed the scent

until they came upon a room, the

door of which bore an autograph-

ed picture of my friend and hero,

Donny Osmond.

I listened with anticipation to

the door when suddenly my ears

heard the voice of Donny, from his

latest album, "To You With Love."

Immediately my body rushed into

the room and confronted a neat

looking chick being musically en-

gulfed by my idol. I sat down be-

side her and listened.

it is obviously a drug song

'Hey little John:

gonna do next

Dropping your homework
for Mary-Jane ..."

"Sit Down, I Think I Love Yt

the last song on the first side
i

written by the famous Steve St

This version is sort of jazzed y

bit. A great try at a great song.

"A Little Bit Me, A Little B
You," first song on the second

sirj e

was written by the vocalist Nb]

Diamond. The Monkees did M
song in about 1968; Donny

haj

vastly improved on it for 197;

"Do You Want Me" is an

mond Brothers effort—which r

The first cut.

When," which h
been written by
very sweet ballad

girl growing up
boy-friend. This,

best cut on the ei

ny at his sinceres t

"Little Bit,'

seems to be just

nice song, but is

material \v

"I Know You
appens to have

Joe South, is a

which tells of a

faster than her

probably, is the

tire album. Don-

unfortunatelv,

a filler. It is a

not the power
11 used to.

"Go Away Little Girl" was ori-

ginally done in 1962 by Steve

Lawrence, and Donny re-does it,

I might say, with considerable im

provement. This tune was penned
by the skillful hands of the immor-
tal Gerry Goffin and Cowle King.

Surprises you, doesn't it.

"Hey Little Johnny" is definite-

ly material to compete with Mi-

chael Jackson. If you listen closely.

meaty
that it was totally written and p^
duced by the Osmond Broth

sounds it.

"Bye, Bye, Love," if you remem.

ber, was first performed by th(

Everly Brothers back in the ]a te

fifties. Donny does a great rem

tion of this unforgettable tune,

"I'm Into Something Good," a

other rerun, was originallv n,

formed by the Herman's Hermits

and is another song which wa

written by Carole King and 5m
Croffin. An extraordinary job.

"Standing In the Need of Love,

last cut of the album, is Donny
attempt at soul. Something th

Jackson 5 are far superior at. Wei

everybody has his own field.

Utterly amazed at what 1 ha

just heard, I asked the chick, still

stitting next to me, "How would

you like to come up to my roi

and listen to some David Cassid

JDl

Visit...

J'S MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours — 7 A.M. to 2 P.M. — Closed Saturday

CASCADE PHARMACY
Prescriptions, Rentals on Crutches and Wheelchairs

801 North Cascade Avenue Telephone 632-2614

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC

— COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR —
Next to College on Nevada

830 North Nevada Phone: 47 1 -9200

2527 West Colorado Av

636-2280

Open 9-6

Mon. to Sat.

Green Mountain

Gra i ner

y

— NATURAL FOODS —
WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit and Fish, Seaweeds,

Fresh Stone Ground Flour, Organic

Fresh Vegetables and Juices, Dairy Pro-

ducts, Herbs and other pure foods.

— Books — Pots— Pans —

9 rrrfffy
,!SALTONES
^Record Round-Up 1444 North Hancock

Golf Acres Shopping Confer

One of The MOST COMPLETE SELECTIONS of Popular,

Classics and Budget Classics in the Area
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(Aurora Photo]Migrant Lad

CCPC, In Retrospect

Scenic Rio Grande

Riddle of the Week!

What's Blue and

Sits in the corner?

A Baby in a baggie.

submitted by Arnold Zitts.

FOB SALE:
t Van— Iniulaled wi

ola-b*d comb, cabi

BY WUFF AND LEVIATHAN
In retrospect, the Colorado Col-

lege Peace Coalition has been an

active organization this year:

speeches, symposia, sponsorship of

demonstrations, and Catalyst arti-

cles. But it is no mistake that the

Peace Coalition has really reached

few persons on campus. In some
ways the action has served no pur-

pose than its own, activity for ac-

tivity's sake.

The problem here is very com-

plex. Some of the fault lies with

the students here, the remainder

belongs to the ineffectual plans of

the CCPC itself. In general, die

attitude of the campus as a whole

tends to prohibit responsible in-

volvement in the contemporary is-

sues of the day. And it is not clear

that the campus ought to have

some sort of immediate involve-

ment in the hasslings and discus-

sions of these issues.

PLEASANT VALLEY

CINEMAS

NEW YORK FILM CRITICS

TRIPLE AWARD WINNER!

BEST
SCREENPLAY

BEST
SUPPORTING ACTRESS

ELLEN BURSTYN

BEST
SUPPORTING ACTOR

BEN JOHNSON

COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents A BBS PROOUCTION

THELAST
PICTURE

SHOW h

":«OTHY BOTTOMS/JEFF BRIDGES/ELLEN BUFISTYN/BEN JOHNSON

Starts FRIDAY!
Daily

$1.50 HI

then $2.00 I CHIEF
Ope,

12:4

504 parking refund after 6:00 pn

6 BLOCKS NORTH OF

WEST COLORADO AVENUE
ON NORTH 30IH STREET

ADULTSS1.50Underl2 50t

STUDENTS & MILITARY JI.00

COMING FRIDAY: "THE GODSON"

These problems, furthermore,

are not particular to our campus.

Nearly everywhere, appropriate

political activism and appropriate

participation of persons in such

activities are the real paramount
questions. However, it may be

said fairly that there is less discus-

sion of these questions here than

in most places of intellectual pur-

suit.

Should the campus be involved

in die contemporary issues, and if

so, to what degree? The CCPC had

diese two questions in mind as its

primary considerations at its incep-

tion, and predictably, no answers

have been found, The necessity of

talking in some formal matter

about these primary considerations

has remained in the shadow of ac-

tivism, amid amorphous structure,

Everyone within die Peace Coali-

tion bears equal responsibility for

diis shortcoming.

The tenor of our times is closely

connected "here, Without a doubt

fewer persons actually concern

diemselves with die issues them-

selves. We all tend to detach our-

selves from die most pressing prob-

lems with increasing ease. Vietnam

is continuing, and the air war is

documented as the most horrify-

ing, appalling perpetration of atro-

cities in the course of die entire

war. One single anti-personnel

bomb can do, and has done over

and over, more murder than My
Lai. That air war continues, and

quite bluntly we have all shut up.

The War is missing from our

daily concerns, or more truthfully,

it is missing from our discussion

and thought for there is no ques-

tion but that we all are implicated

whether we choose to entertain the

notion or not. There is a great deal

of worth still in the ancient phil-

osophers' implicit value of thought;

the act of thinking is good in itself.

And thought can best be attained

through talk, but the right kind

and manner of talk. Such thought

and talk makes us human.

Apparently we all, those who

act, and those who do not, have

forgotten how to talk about such

matters as Vietnam, and there ex-

ists no easy solution to finding the

right way to talk about such mat-

ters. In fact, finding the right way

to talk is the primary issue still as

regards our thought and/or partici-

pation in activism.

Thus it is the present interest of

the Peace Coalition to approach

this general situation with some

kind of a forum for talking about

"how to talk," in addition to the

more tangible issues in need of

discussion. We will be setting up

a Seminar which will utilize rele-

vant reading, and which will work

as an "experiment" in talking.

Soon applications will be avail-

able to those who are interested.

It is our deep hope that many of

you will take interest. For details

call either of us at the following

number: 632-1392.

7
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Catch up
on your

Patchwork
Personality eyes the potato-toe balancing

the chunky stacked heel in funky shades of

suede. This open-throated two-lacer is sure to be
a shoe-in with the new longer-jacketed suits.

Personality.
Howard's, Circle East Mall, Colorado Springs. Colo.

FMGdW
RACKUPX^RBlKEr.

DoFWiTH US!

G#feniently ocgtedbyour

tolkiipwindov//^

ColPMPO

(RANK /

FD.IQ

.I^ATKia^sqASO^j
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ISSUES
G.W.F. Hegel, the early 19th century German philoso-

pher, contended that natural beauty is inferior, that is,

less beautiful than that of human art. Hegel felt that

what may seem to us an outrageous statement was valid

since obsolute spirit, geist, found its most explicit devel-

ment less in nature than in man. If one is to disagree

with Hegel's outspoken assertion the discrepancy must,

of course, revolve around one's conception of the beauti-

ful, not memerly the 'aesthetic experience' which, for in-

stance, a sunset may offer. Actually underlying and pre-

cluding the 'aesthetic experience' is the value of the beau-

tiful: the experience itself simply transcends what the

value of the beautiful stated explicitly can convey.

For Hegel 'the beautiful' is, again, the most explicitly

represented development of geist, absolute spirit, in sen-

suous and humanly graspable form. However, 1 should

like to establish a different value for 'the beautiful' here

_that it finds its value for each individual in his rela-

on of the object and, hence, experience of beauty to his

,vn life. Now, Hegel's conception of 'the beautiful' and

ours are, in the realm of human art, not at all at vari-

ance. However, 'the beautiful' as a learning as well as an

aesthetical experience, as I have just defined it, is not

restricted, as is Hegel's definition of 'the beautiful,' to

the beauty only of human creation, regardless of how

strong a bond the common plight and struggle of man

has been in uniting him together in aesthetical valuation

and experience. Indeed, the strength of such an anthro-

centric conception of beauty is reflected in the weakness,

which Hegel here seems to suffer, of belittling the sig-

nificance of natural beauty.

Behind the "beautiful' sunsets, mountains and rivers

which help compose natural beauty, there is an unknown

force, Some would consider it a weakness or 'leap of

faith' to attribute it to God; I would stop short of such

an attribution and call the beauty of this mysterious me-

chanism divine. Just before entering Salt Lake City on

nu way west this break I could see the transcendent

glow of a full moon upon the darkned mountains. For me
it was no wonder that the Mormons eventually settled

in the land in which they did. The texture of a mountain

the fine detail of a plant: all that in nature which

ght be considered beautiful is significant inasmuch

it points to something greater than ourselves. This

consequent ever-present possibility that we consciously

lack offers us an opportunity to grow and realize our-

selves: for it is only through -possibility that we fulfill

r freedom.

As Holderlin, a contemporary poet of Hegel, had said,

e are a sign that is not read ..." By thus being for-

ever open to possibilities of beauty in nature as well as

those which Hegel emphasized in man, we open ourselves

up to an aesthetical experience in which we come closer

to realizing, along with 'the beautiful' ourselves or, for

Hegel, geist. An 1835 entry in his Journals by the Danish

philosopher Soren Kierkegaard expresses the signifi-

cance, not absolute importance, of man and nature — a

truth about the sublime which Hegel's system unfortun-

ately did not permit him to see: "then all at once I felt

how great and how small I was; then did those two

mighty forces, pride and humility, happily unite in

friendship."

Taylor Travel

If you like

Give us

to fly

a try.

COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE

210 East Cache La Poudre St.

The &okm Shop
10 East Colorado Ave.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

• Poster Headquarters

• Visit our Fabulous Blacklight Room

• Water Beds and Accessories

• Various Paraphernalia

Wading Anyone?

SALE
HOLUBAR

SALE STARTS

SKI TOURING
EQUIPMENT

ONLY

"hho-iuJb-u/i-

131 SO. TEJON
634-5279
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International Day Festivities

435 North Union

Across from ENT

471-3409

Dean Ohl Frugs
The Eyes Have It!

-——

*

Brand Now 1972 Stereo, ton |

cut systems, AM-FM stereo r lit

jacks for headphones, tapes. :.

Complete with Oerrard turn- Mi

and 4 speakers. $79.95. U Id

Freight Sales, 123 So. Wahsa ll

"~ J ul

CLASSIFIED ADS for all shl-

dents in tile Catalyst are $1.00 for

one this size and 15t for eaeh ad-
ditional line. Ads ear

off at our Rastall Ce
lie dropped

nter box and
ads are payable in a Ivanee.

FOR SALE
1963 VW CAMPER BUS

.j. CALL ROGER AT

corner of No. Circle and Boulder

Open Noon to ten . . . or more.

this coupon worth
50 cents on our large pizza
(expires April 20th)

Play pool or foosball while

waiting for the BEST PIZZA
in town to come bubbling
from the oven.

Waterbeds _ _ _ $) 5.95

8 Track Tapes 3,99

—BUY THREE . . GET ONE FREE!-

Reg. $5.98 LPs 3.99

Ask
about our

DAILY SPECIALS
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Beyond Weber Street

MECHA Explained
BY BOB SALAZAR

Colorado College now has 46

jfijcano students enrolled here

Me just three y i the nu

k-r v. 10.

What brought about this change

nd what is the obligation of the

Jmcano students to the groups

,fto worked to enable them to

ome here?

sure these questions have

asked before but 1 doubt if

answers have been given to

hem. My aim here is to do just

hat: provide some answers.

Tlif first question is quite easy

respond to; three years ago sev-

ral Chieano students decided they

ild like to help get more Chi-

i students enrolled here. The
dministration was then approach-

ed and proved to be amendable to

he idea. Recruiting of Chieano

tudents then ens-jed. Consequent-

tlie following year 17 Chieano

[reshmen were admitted and en-

rolled and each year thereafter a

sizable number of Chicanos has

rame here.

This year, in the same vein,

MECHA, the Chieano student or-

ation, has met with the col-

administration to discuss the

prospects for increased numbers of

Chicanos coming here in the fu-

iure, The meetings proved to be

I'ery constructive and as a group

ive are satisfied, at this point, with

lilt was accomplished.

MECHA has recruited Chicanos

roni various areas of the state. In

Colorado alone there are hundreds
of Chicanos academically and psy-

chologically qualified to attend an

iistitution such as Colorado Col-

ege. We do our best to find as

nany of these students as possible

nid then work with the admissions

|ffiee to get them accepted.

So, as you can see, the gains

liicli have been made in numbers

•: :-+**+++++++> :«*•**-> :- -:- •>*+ -:-

of Chicanos here was accomplished
through the efforts of 1) the con-

cerned Chieano students and 2)

the college administration.

Perhaps now I should comment
on just who is considered a Chi-

eano. The statement was made
earlier this year by a student to

the effect that - I don't like to be
labelled - in response to a letter

from MECHA which invited him,

as a Chieano, to assist in various

endeavors. Well, MECHA didn't

label anyone as a Chieano; you
are what you are! Any person of

Spanish and Indian ancestry living

in the United States is a Chieano

whether they like it or not. This is

a plain and simple fact.

This then leads me on to answer-

ing the second question; what is

the obligation of new Chicanos

here?

First of all, we believe that each

person, as an individual, has in-

terests which he will wish to pur-

sue here whether it be athletics,

student government, the school

newspaper, etc. We want Chieano

students to be involved in all as-

pects of the college life. We, as

our culture and experiences are

different from those of the majority

of the students here, that we have

something to offer you and want

to do so through interaction. How-
ever, we also feel that a Chieano

student who comes here has the

moral obligation to )1 be a Chieano

and 2) be a member of MECHA!
Now- just what does this mean?
Well, it means that he be proud

of his heritage and not attempt to

masquerade as an Anglo; that he

interact not only with the college

majority group, but with his fel-

low Chicanos; that be have a com-
mittment to help other Chicanos

whether it is through recruiting

students, helping the farmworkers

union, etc.; and that he intends to

eventually help out in the Chieano

community with what he has at-

tained here and not possess illu-

sions of using CC as a catapult to

send him to his personal Utopia. In

other words, we ask that he see

reality and do something, in his

way, about it. Each Chieano can

help out in a way which is not

antithetical to his personal beliefs

but first he must have the commit-

ment to search for that way.

As chairman of MECHA this

year I have been pleased to see

more Chieano students here be-

come involved in someway to make
the future look brighter for other

Chicanos. Of the 46 Chicanos here

there are now 25 involved in ME-
CHA. What about the other 21

you may ask? Well, all I can

answer to that is that these 21 stu-

dents either prefer not to be con-

sidered Chicanos or )1 are not con-

cerned with the issues and prob-

lems of their people and thus out

of touch with reality 2) egocentric

3) have failed to yet make the com-
mitment to be a positive factor in

relation to their people or 4) just

used the Chieano movement as a

lever to get in here and now intend

to sail off to their personal utopia.

Rut let's face reality right now; if

these 21 had not been Chieano

only 3 or 4 of them, at the most,

would have been admitted here.

This fact in itself should serve to

stimulate them to get involved as

Chicanos.

Sure, these 21 have been invited

to MECHA meetings, etc., but

"vou can lead a horse to water hut

you can't make him drink."

At times some ol these 21 have

criticized things we do or don't do

but to them, and all like them, I

say I) if you intend to criticize be

sure of your facts and then have

something constructive to offer as

an alternative (mere talk is cheap)

and 2) if you are not involved even

minutely, then you don't possess

the right to criticize.

Capitalist
vs.

Socialist
BY JAVIER A. ALDAZ

A friend of mine asked me to

write an article. "It can be any-
thing you want," he told me, "and
hopefully it will be published in

the Catalyst."

I thought of that lor a while and
decided to write something about

capitalist propaganda vs. socialist

propaganda. You see, somehow
what I call socialist fever has come
to me, -and today's issue for me is

that of socialism - if somewhat
idealized.

So I decided to analyse myself

and clear up the "why's" as to how
come the socialist fever has struck

me like a cancer. Therefore, for-

getting the idead of capitalist pro-

paganda vs. socialist propaganda,

1 turn mv attention to mv self-an-

alvsis.

FOREICN INTERESTS
Many of us saw in foreign cap-

ital a great hope for our country

(Mexico). Rut what have foreign

interests done to Mexico? It is

well-known by almost everybody,

that the United States of America
in 1847 stole 51% of Mexico's

land. A price of 30.88 dollars was

set by the U.S. government to be

the value of a square kilometer of

Mexican land. Mexico, in selling

51% of its land, should have gotten

47,942,082 dollars at that time; the

Mexican government onlv received

15 million.

There are nine islands of the so-

called Archipelago of the North;

those nine islands were not in-

cluded in the Guadalupe Treaty

(which postulated the transaction).

so in theory they are still Mexi-

can; only in theory, because the

U.S. has not recognized the Mex-

ican .sovereignity upon those is-

lands. They are:" Santa Cruz, San

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE
* TUNE UPS • STATE INSPECTION

• ATLAS TIRES • ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah • 230 West Uintah " Phone 634-9195

Ertels Pharmacy
802 North Weber Telephone: 633-2069

NannJ S Coffee, Tea, and Spices
22 E. Bijou— Downtown— 471-4383

10% DISCOUNT TO COLLEGE STUDENTS WITH ID

WE HAVE: Fre shly roasted coffee. We grind the whole bean ourse ves.

Coffeebeans in stock include: COLUMBIAN
MEXICAN
GUATAMALAN
HOUSE BLEND
BRAZIL
KONO
KENYA
ESPRESSO
FRENCH ROAST
MOCHA

WE HAVE: 65 k ndst fspic es Including: DARIELLING
JASMINE
OOLONG
P1NHEAD GUNPOWDER
CEYLONESE
KEEMUN
LAPSANG
SOUCHONG ami OTHER TEAS

'8 kinds of dry beans 35 different kinds of herbs on order.

Organic peanut butter Also fresh baked beans.

Organic grains Srenola, coffee grinders, different CO fee and tea apparatus.

Nicolas. AnaeapRrt, Santa Barbara,
Santa Catlina, Farallones. San Mi-
guel and Sun Clemento.

Alliance For Progress did not ac-
complish what it wns supposed to

have accomplished. We said to

ourselves - Alliance For Progress
has failed, but the foreign capital

is succeeding in industrializing our
country and is taking Mexico,
therefore, out of underdevelop-
ment. Let us then keep our faith

in foreign capital. So we kept hop-
ing; do not ask me for what.

In 1969 a scholarship was given
to me. LASPAU (Latin American
Program of American Universities)

is the name of the program that

supports me and some 915 other

Latin Americans studying in the

U.S. This program got some of its

funds from Alliance For Progress

and also from the Agency for In-

ternational Development. LASPAU
requires us to return to our coun-

tries to teach, helping in this way
(supposedly) Latin America to

overcome underdevelopment.

QUESTIONS
So here I am; an underdevelop-

ed idealistic Mexican in Colorado
College. I have the op[>ortunity to

live in a different society, and to

live in the powerful U.S.A. Here
1 have the chance to meet people
of different ideologies; I get to

read books I would never have bad
the chance to read in Mexico. Peo-

ple, books, the U.S. system, and
the intention of LASPAU to make
a teacher out of me— these things

have made me think a hit more
about the system in Latin Ameri-

ca, and particularly In Mexico.

So [ started asking questions

that have been asked for years by
various persons of various ideolo-

gies. Questions that only very re-

cently have been carefully answer-

ed, questions such as: Mas foreign

capital taken Latin America out of

underdevelopment r* Do Lalin

Americans really want to get out

of underdevelopment by means ol

foreign capital and foreign indus-

tries in Latin America? Why is il

that Latin America is underdevel-

oped;' Some experts in answering

the last question believe that Latin

America is underdeveloped he-

cause ol the U.S.A.

IDEAL COMMUNIST SYSTEM
Well, if capitalism is not the

answer to many of the questions

brought up by Latin Americans,

then what is? There you go; imag-

ine an underdeveloped idealistic

Mexican, finding out that most (if

(continued on page 12)
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Need School Coverage

1 Top >0 — 8-track tapes
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1 Contact
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1 Lake Erie International, Inc.
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Chewing the Cud
"Infinite growth cannot be sustained by

finite resources ... All our concepts in

economy and sociology must be urgently

thrown to the waste basket . . . We must

switch without delay from a concept of ex-

pansion in quantity to a concept of expan-

sion in quality." —Jacques-Yves Cousteau,

in U. C. at Berkeley Charter Day Address,

April 6, 1972.

"As we conclude despoliation of the land

we regale ourselves with the promise and
potential of the seas. This is what the

frontier has always meant to us — an escape

from consequences. Because we know so little

about the oceans there are no limits that

reason can put on our expectations. Indeed,

because we are so ignorant, we are hope-
ful." —Rienow, in Moment in the Sun

"We have the materials now. And the faster

they're made into machines the sea can't de-

stroy, the faster the relief for the one bil-

lion underfed people of the world. —Inter-

national Nickel, in Scientific American,
September 1969.

"... It will never be possible for men to

obtain more than a fraction of their food
requirements from the ocean." —R. Revelle,

September 1969.

"We know that, in the evolution of vertebrates,
the bond of personal love and friendship was the
epoch-making invention created by the great con-
structors when it became necessary for two or
more individuals of an aggressive species to live

peacefully together and to work for a com-
mon end. We know that human society is built
on the foundation of this bond, but we have to
recognize the fact that the bond has become too
limited to encompass all that it should: it pre-
vents aggression only between those who know each
other and are friends, while obviously it is all

active hostility between all men of all nations
or ideologies that must be stopped. The obvious
conclusion is that love and friendship should
embrace all humanity ... I believe in the power
of human reason, as I believe in the power of
natural selection." —Konrad Lorenz, in On Aggres-
sion.

"India spoke for mankind when its representative
challenged the criminal rubbish on our side about
using the atomic bomb 'only in defense against
aggression.' Both sides in every war always claim
to be aggressed. Menon uttered what may prove to
be the prophetic epitaph of our civilization when
he said use of H-bombs would prove 'suicide for
those nations who used them, genocide for those
against whom they were used, and infanticide for
posterity." If there is still a peace movement
left in America, this must be its platform."
—I. F. Stone, in "First Call for a Test Ban,"
November 1954.

"Population control is the only answer " Dr
Paul Ehrlich, in The Population Bomb.

Springtime Baseball
ALAN MEDINA

The Colorado College Baseball

team dropped two games to the

Rockbusters of the Colorado State

Prison at Canon City last Saturday.

The first game the Tigers were de-

feated 13-3 with Dean Ledger
credited with the loss.

The Tigers, who had not practi-

ced for two weeks, started off on
a home run by Doug Palazzari.

The Tigers then picked up two
more runs in the second inning but
some errors which can only be
credited to a lack of practice

caused the Tigers to lost ground
and the Rockbusters who wound
up with the 13-3 victory.

The second game was much
closer as the Tigers went down
11-8. Jim Hendricks was the los-

ing pitcher for the Tigers, Doug
Palazzari again led off the game
with a home run. The Tigers scor-

ed two runs in the first inning as

did the Rockbusters. The two
teams matched runs until the sixth

inning when the score was 8-8 and
the Rockbusters scored three more
runs for the final score of 11-8.

A Good Cut

For the European Traveller
Address of American Youth Hostel Association:

20 West 17th Street,

New York, N.Y. 10011
membership cards $8 for 18-20 year-olds

Address of British Youth Hostel Association:

29 John Adams Street
London, England WC2
International youth hostel

membership cards 25p ($5.40) for students
A student ID card is imperative.

(1) photostat present school ID
(2) enclose photo

(3) enclose $1.25

(4) self-addressed, stamped envelope
Send to

:

Council on International Educational Exchange
777 United Nations Plaza
New York, New York 10017

For Hoestays (about $15 per person per weekend.
>r $30 a week's visit)

Write

:

Tourist Hospitality Service
119 Oxford Street
London, England W.l
Universal Aunts
39 Walpole Street, King's Rd., S,W. 3
London Tourist Board
Private Accommodation Bureau,
170 Picadilly,

London, England W.l

Socialist fever . .

.

(continued from page 11)

not all) of his country's problems-
problems like underdevelopment,
hunger, a political monologue or
almost eternal "dialogue" of the
government with the "people"
through the unique political party,
PPI, pouultion, murders, bad dis-

tribution of capital, monopolies,
murders, political prisoners, etc. —
are due to the infiltration of foreign

Did He or Didn't He?

(especially U.S.) capital; and from
this concluding that Mexico's in-

dustries, capital and some of Mex-
ico's land are not really Mexican.
What would you think would hap-
pen to this Mexican? ... He would
catch socialist fever.

It is time for me to define so-

cialist fever. What do I mean by
this term? I mean dreaming about
an ideal communist system well
established in one's countrv. Al-

ways dreaming about and j

the problems of a society badly ®

fluenced by a very negative pfl

gress (that of capitalism) is "I*

a symptom of socialist fever.

This is very natural, I w°

dare say, for if capitalism roe

striving for profits no matter wl»J

and putting aside the most esstf'

tial human values, creating tN
problems I have mentioned. ^
have no choice but to catch soc'1

ist fever.

The Catalyst April 12, 1972
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Shirley MacLaine

Here for AAcGovem
BY RICH BARRERA

Shirley MacLaine, the noted ac-

tress, spoke on behalf of Senator

George McGovern, D-S.D., Fri-

day, April 14 at 1:00 p.m. in Be-

mis lounge. She was in Colo-

rado Springs on Friday after speak-

ing for McGovern in Denver. She

was on the Colorado College Cam-
pus for approximately an hour and

a half.

The program began with two

foil: guitarists singing songs of pro-

test and satire. Then there was a

serious plea from two McGovern
supporters for all students to assert

ihe power they have as voters, es-

pecially at local precinct elections.

With Bemis lounge and surround-

ing areas completely packed with

students and professors, a short

five-minute film of McGovern's life

mid attitudes was presented. The
film attempted to seriously depict

McGovern's poor childhood days,

his career as a bomber pilot dur-

ing World War II, and his later

discontent with dishonesty in po-

litics; but a few of the more dra-

matic parts of the film drew chuck-

les from some of the students at-

tending.

After the film, Shirley MacLaine
was introduced. With an easy but

sincere tone she spoke for thirty

minutes on the merits of George
McGovern and the need for a pres-

ident such as McGovern.
MacLaine mentioned some of

the highlights of McGovern's
record:

The fact that he has opposed the

Vietnam war since 1963, and has

outlined a program for the econo-

my to revert to peacetime with in-

dustry concentrating on non-pollut-

ing production rather than war pro-

duction.

His statements that he would ap-

point a woman to the supreme
court and to a cabinet post; and

His commitment to see the elim-

ination of penalties for marijuana,

which may eventually lead to its

legalization.

MacLaine also mentioned that in

McGovern's view, abortion should

be a decision between the woman
and her doctor.

Shirley MacLaine, 37, has a six-

teen-year-old daughter in Switzer-

land while her husband, Steve

Parker, permanently resides in

Japan. MacLaine has been travel-

ling around the country at her own
expense since January supporting

and raising funds for McGovern,
the man she is convinced will be

the next president.

MacLaine, who has starred in

such movies as "The Matchmaker"
in 1957 and "The Apartment" in

1960, has turned authoress and has

written a book entitled Don't Fall

Off the Mountain.

What Ever Happened to Fire Drills?

Enter-Inter:

Multi:

Media

Inter

:

J.F.M.

Multi:

Media:

J.F.M.

Multi

:

Media

:

Inter:

Media:

J.F.M.

Inter

:

Media
Multi

:

Media

Where's the light switch?

How do I know. It's dark in here?

(who is asleep) : Don't turn on the light I'm

asleep.

Don't worry the fire drill bell just rang*.

*: The Inter-media Festival promises to bring
back all the excitement, noise, heroes and drama
of the old fashioned fire drill.

Far out.

Directions? Confusion?

*
: We promise to make the entire campus
aware of all staircases, fire exists, trampolines,

open windows, intercoms, and astrixs.

Fire out.

: Get it?

There's more light outside than inside.

Inside? Outside?

: No one will have to stand outside, with
their arms at their sides outside. Now they can
clap their hands. One hand.

You know what . . . the light's been on all this

time.

... for five days. May 8-13. And nights.

Far fire out.

Is that you or a white sock?

Junior Fire Marshall

TW Rehearsal

TW Comedy This Weekend
The cynical Jacques, the disre-

spectful Touchstone, and the wise

and witty Rosalind will again roam
the Forest of Arden this weekend
when Theatre Workshop presents

William Shakespeare's As You Like

It. Performances are at 8 p.m. Fri-

day, Saturday, and Sunday, April

28-30, and at 2 p.m. Sunday, April

30 in Bemis Dining Hall. Admis-

sion is free.

Following precedents set by
Elizabethean theatre, director Rob-
in Reeds has staged As You Like

It simply, using a bare minimum of

stage properties and only a sugges-

tion of fifteenth century costum-

ing,

A pastoral comedy, As You Like

It has a complex array of charac-

ters, action, confusions, and phil-

osophy. Set in a forest, the play al-

lows banished dukes, world travel-

lers, country bumpkins, clowns,

court ladies, and shepherds to min-

gle freely, unhindered by social

hierarchy. The conglomeration of

types, further complicated by some

of the characters being in disguise,

is basis for much of the laughter

in As You Like It.

The cast includes Rich Lamb,
whose Orlando is madly in love

with Rosalind, played by Judy
Hansen. Her confidant, Celia, is

played by Din Din Smith. Robin
Dorff takes the role of Touchstone
and Paul Schwartz that of Jacques.

Candy Wanlass and Paul Hebron
represent the shepherd faction

while Kathie Simpson plays a rath-

er dense country girl. Al Lyons
plays both the evil and the good
Duke. By special arrangemen t.

Lance Haddon takes a cameo role

in the production. Others in the

cast include Stony Shelton, Rick

Lewis, Gaiy the Dodge, David
Rollman, Doug Tishman, Pete Kos-

cumb, Paul Feil, Tim Quinn. Cos-

tuming is by Mary Lambert.

"Proceed, proceed: we will be-

begin these rites, As we do
trust they'll end, in true de-

lights."

RCB Changing Rastall
Last Fall a Campus Design Com-

mittee survey revealed that stu-

dents and faculty were interested

in seeing that the Rastall Center

become more of a student center.

That is just what a group known
as the Rastall Center Board (RCB)
is attempting to do, convert the

Rastall Center into a place that

can be utilized by students, faculty,

and campus organizations. Under
the direction of Don Smith, Direc-

tor of the Center, a committee of

seven, including the two secretar-

ies who work the desk during the

day, and five students, work to see

that the center provides the nec-

essary items and atmosphere so that

students can obtain the most use

of the center's facilities.

Past activities that the members
of the Rastall Center Board have

sponsored include the 30's night in

the Hub before Christmas. On that

Friday night, the Board provided

those who visited the Hub with

music from an all female vocal

group singing ragtime Christmas

tunes to the accompaniment of a

swinging pianist, Allen Bentson.

While the musicians did their

thing, the members of the board

served free popcorn and beer at

a reduced price.

Because the draw that night was
triple the normal for a Friday

night, RCB decided to change the

theme and throw a 50's night at

the beginning of this semester in

connection with a dance in the

dining room. Last weekend, they

again worked in connection with

the dance and provided pizza for

those who were seeking a mo-
ment's rest.

In addition to working in the

Hub the members of RCB have
sponsored other activities includ-

ing keeping the television lounge

open late for those night owls who
wanted to watch Creature Fea-

tures, or a Sherlock Holmes movie.

The board also lends a hand to

the New Student Week which us-

ually includes an all-campus picnic

and a dance. They will also have

a hand in the planning of the multi-

media festival planned for the

next break.

Since the beginning of this se-

mester the members of RCB have

been meeting with the heads of

the various campus organizations,

Fraternities and Sororities, mem-

Chicano

Aivareness

Activities
BY BOB SALAZAR
MECHA Chairman

I was truly amazed when 1 first

came to Colorado College to find

out how many of the students here
were totally unaware of the Chi-
cano population and its problems
in this country. Newsweek maga-
zine had called us the "forgotten"

minority of America but it was
really just a matter of time until

11 million people made their pre-

sence known. In the past two In

three years the voice of the Chi-

cano community has resounded
throughout this country, particu-

larly in the southwest.

Tho primary purpose of "Chi-

cano Awareness Week" is to bring

a better understanding of our cul-

ture, problems, and aspirations to

the Colorado College community.
We feel that "awareness" on the

part of others concerning our sit-

uation is a must if constructive de-

velopments are ever to lake place.

In this vein, four days of events

have been scheduled beginning on

April 30 and concluding on May
3. Featured will be a Chicano din-

ner, a Chicano dance troupe, films

about Chicano concerns, and two
prominent Chicano speakers: Len
Avila of the United Farmworkers
Union (Cesar Chavez' organiza-

tion) and Reies Lope/ Tyerinn, na-

tionally known founder of the Ali-

anza movement in New Mexico
who gained prominence for his

rule in the courthouse raid al

Tieira Amauela, New Mexico.

MECHA hopes that all of you
can attend at least a couple of the

events and especially urges you
to slay and hear Mr. Tycrina even

though his appearance here is on
May 3 which is the beginning of

the block break. It is an oppor-

tunity, which you may never again

get, to hear one of the most elo-

quent and moving speakers this

land knows.

A complete schedule of events

follows:

Sunday, April 30-
Chicano Awareness Dinner, in

the park area behind Cutler I fall

from 5-8 p.m. $1.00 with CC-ID
and $2.00 without. Advance tickets

on sale at Rastall Desk.

Monday, May 1—

"Decision At Delano" and Tyeri-

bers from the Saga Food Service,

and others, in an attempt to relay

information on what the Center has

to offer to these groups. They have

also placed a bulletin board on
the wall as you enter the north

doors so that students' with com-
plaints and/or suggestions may
make them known. It is hoped
that students will use the Board

rather than complain and do noth-

ing, for how can the center respond

when it -doesn't know what the

students want.

The board meets very Tuesday
upstairs in the Rastall Center at

noon for lunch. All students inter-

ested in working with or on the

Rastall Center Board should get

their lunch and go upstairs. If you
want to get involved, attend a

meeting.



CCCA Recap
BY STAN CASE

The following is a brief review

of the CCCA meeting held the first

Tuesday after vacation, and the

meeting held one week ago.

First Meeting:

Raleigh Bowden reviewed a

number of CCCA by-laws, the pro-

posed amendments of which were

ratified together, by a vote of 10

to 0.

The proposed Rocky Mountain

Croquet Association, represented

by the articulate Gardiner Vinn-

edge, won a charter, with the stip-

ulation that membership be open

to all CC students.

The Colorado College Dirt and

Grease Motorcycle Club's charter,

as presented by John Lingner, was

tabled. Doubts pervade most mem-

bers attitudes as to responsibility

concerning motorcycle accidents,

and Professor-lawyer Mertz was to

be asked to look into the legalities.

Sally Oosterhaus read the char-

ter for the Dance Workshop, and

the vote for it subsequently passed

unanimously.

The controvesial Christian Sci-

ence charter was introduced by

Meredith Flynn. Many members

questioned: can we charter a group

whose officers are required to be

registered with the Christian

Science "Mother Church" in Bos-

ton? —is this discriminatory? The

problem was tabled so that

thoughts and further information

could be organized.

The GLF issue finally re-surfac-

ed. Representative Dave Tyner re-

called how the previous CCCA had

twice overwhelmingly affirmed

their support for the chartering of

the Gay Liberation, and President

Womer's much-publicized letter of

reasons for rejection was read.

Chairman Drake related how easily

CU has gotten recognition for its

GLF club, without the legal hang-

ups harped on by Pres. Womer.
Dave also read a letter sent by the

student president of Carleton Col-

lege which expressed the positive

educational values of the club's

function at that college. Chris Parr

initiated the idea of sponsoring an

educational symposium with the

Front, since Womer remains ve-

hemendy inclined to veto the char-

ter, and Roger Oram's subsequent

motion was passed. Politically, has

the last step been taken?

Roger Oram presented the Bud-

get Committee Report. It seemed

clear that, either the CCCA need-

ed more funds to allocate to the

many clubs on campus, or some
would have to remain non-funded.

Ray Petros formally resigned

from the Student Conduct Com-
mittee, at a time when its chair-

men customarily do so. John Ling-

ner was unanimously accepted as

the new chairman.

The CC Free Press asked for

recognition— it had recently been

incorporated, explained Gil Rogers

of the Press. The paper is "an al-

ernative, not a substitute," Rogers

said- Dean Ohl raised the point

whether it was realistic for one

corporation, the CCCA, to "recog-

nize" another, the Free Press. It

was tabled.

Second Meeting

The first item under new busi-

ness was the Dirt & Grease Motor-

cycle Club, tabled from the week
before. Having talked to school

lawyer Mertz, Dean Ohl expressed

that "the only difficulty {legally)

would be if they had a meet."

Chartering the club was otherwise

feasible; a motion to charter passed

with 10 in favor.

Two members of the Christian

Science Club presented a revised

charter proposal before the CCCA,
which emphasized that all students

in the club who were "active mem-

bers" must be members of the

"Mother Church" in Boston-in-

stead of just officers. Officers were

thus to be elected only from these

"active members."

DiscriminarJonP—Roger Oram ar-

gued that the CCCA should, to be

consistent, continue to recognize

on-capus "selective" clubs, such as

"Cap & Gown," and should not set

precedent with every new charter

proposal. Raleigh Bowden counter-

ed that each one should be con-

sidered individually. Bob Salazar

pointed out that they were walking

in bad territory when the legiti-

macy of clubs' selectivity on bases

of race, color or creed was being

debated.

The vote dramatically went

against the club's being chartered,

6 to 5. A last minute attempt to

create a tie by Chairman Dave

Drake-he casted a vote in favo--

of chartering-was made futile by

Mark Mathewson's subsequent re-

versal in vote, from for to against.

The action may set precedent for

future charter-seeking groups, and

for the re-evaluation of many al-

ready-chartered clubs.

John and Kay Robinson then

read a letter to the CCCA, asking

for its endorsement of Senator

George McGovem for the presiden-

cy. "He has a great sensitivity to

social change," John said, "com-

bined with a sense of what it takes

to be involved in the political pro-

cess. In short, he is a man who
neither romanticizes the potential

for change, nor becomes so en-

slaved to an ideology of change

that he denies himself the freedom

to think, and to be self-critical.

Members of the CCCA, how-
ever, felt that they had not the

right to speak for their constitu-

encies in terms of political views;

the request for endorsement was

tactfully tabled. A committee was

set up to run a referendum vote

on campus to determine the politi-

cal views of students.

The Delta Epsilon Society, the

purpose of which is "to stimulate

interest in scientific research and

achievement among its members,"

was chartered by a unanimous

vote.

Further plans were next laid

down for the proposed Gay Libera-

tion Symposium; to be held early

next year, the symposium will focus

on bisexual and homosexual topics,

the main thrust being at informing

and educating students and admin-

istrators on the Gay Liberation

movement.

During newly-appointed Treas-

urer Roger Oram's Budget Com-
mittee Report, Dave Drake made
a surprizing and sobering state-

ment; "We are $2,000 in the hole—

our financial advisor has made a

mistake (in financial figuring)."

The CCCA went on to worry about

how to cut down in the funding of

clubs, and finally decided to desig-

nate divisions—political, education-

al and religious—by which club

activities should be funded. All

purely social, leisure time activities,

clearly could not be funded by the

CCCA.

Before the meeting closed, Bob
Salazar asked the group to consid-

er requiring a small fee from stu-

dents for the Student Minority

Scholarship Fund: contribution-

campaigns simply had failed to

drum up enough money, Salazar

said. CCCA members felt that this

would not be a viable means for

fund-raising, and asked Bob to be-

come fund-raising chairman, in

hopes that a more fruitful cam-

paign could be undertaken this

year.

On this note the second of two

"extraordinary meetings" ended.

German
Abroad
Program

In the past two years of German

study abroad during block 8 and

9 classes were held in Munich

during the entire time. Require-

ments were German 101/102, with

201/202 conducted in Germany,

Past experiences and the flexi-

bility of the block plan will allow

some variations for the academic

year 1972-73. Following is the ten-

tative course outline submitted by

Professor Wishard.
Prerequisites have changed

slightly. Students are now requir-

ed to complete German 101, 102

and 201 before going aboard. Ger-

man 202 and 305 will be conduct-

ed in Austria and Germany.

The eighth block will likely be

spent in Austria in a small castle

along the Danube. The castle, so

the legend goes, was built by

Mephisto for Dr. Faustus, hence

the name "Faust-Casde." It is now

a Pension where the group can

stay at a very reasonable rate. A
classroom will be available there

also. There is ample opportunity

for hiking and excursions to nearby

Salzburg and other cities.

The next block will be spent in

Munich. By this time the second

semester of the university will be

in session, allowing students to

audit classes there. Room and

board will be available at the

YMCA, but some help can be ex-

pected in placing individuals with

German families.

Classes will be conducted at the

Y on a regular basis. Weekends

will be free for individual or group

travel. One weekend will be set

aside for a trip to East and West

Berlin. Hopefully, a performance

at the Brecht Theater, the Berliner

Ensemble, can be included.

Instruction ends May 25. Stu-

dents who want to travel or work

in Germany during the summer

can receive some assistance with

job placement or living accommo-

dations. Cost is estimated at $600

for round-trip air-fare from New
York to Germany and room and

board for two blocks. A refund of

about $125 is made by Saga Food.

Incidentals are not included in the

total. Decisions on admission to

the program will be made in the

fall of 1972. For further informa-

tion get in touch with Professor

Wishard.

Grants
Colorado College has received

a grant from the Research Corpora-

tion of New York for $4,495 for

a research project on the mathe-

matical investigation of the non-

Darwinian evolution hypothesis.

The principal investigator on the

project will be assistant professor

of mathematics at the college, Dr.

John M. Karon.

Two Colorado College seniors

have been named recipients of the

prestigious Thomas J. Watson Fel-

lowship grants. The grants, which

carry a stipend of $6,000 were

awarded to Jennifer Holland from

Ho-Ho-Kus, New Jersey and James

W. Larrick of Englewood, Colo.

Pottery Workshop:

An Experience
"A total ceramic experience!"

That is how Opus 4 Coordinators,

Jim Melton and Walker Dalton,

describe their Summer Pottery

Workshop. "We offer an unusual

opportunity to people of all ages

and all walks of life to work to-

gether for three weeks to explore

a common interest—pottery."

Located in the foothills of the

Rockies, in Morrison, Colorado,

their rustic camp is now being pre-

pared to house and board over 100

artists, craftsmen and students ar-

riving in June for the program.

"We think Morrison will provide

the quiet, restful setting desirable

in any artistic endeavor. Yet it is

still accessible to Stapleton Airport

where many of our students will

be arriving."

The workshop will encompass

every aspect of pottery — from

throwing pots on the potter's wheel

to building kilns; from mixing

clays and glazes to marketing the

final product. The course has been

designed to fulfill college require-

ments and credit is available if de-

sired. Of special interest to the

group will be lectures and demon-
strations by Paul Soldner, interna-

tionally known potter.

Coordinator, Jim Melton esti-

mates that over 4,000 pounds of

clay will be used during the pro-

gram. "And if each student made
only 5 pots a week, almost 2,000

pieces of pottery could be turned

jut in three weeks. However, this

is a workshop and not a factory.

Only a few of those pots will be

saved and fired. Most will be melt-

ed down and recycled as soon as

they are turned on the wheel."

More than 100 hours of class

time has been set aside for prac .

tice on the potter's wheel. First

invented nearly 5,000 years ago,

it remains a central tool in modem
ceramic art. Over 50 of these

wheels will be available for use

during the program, some driven

by electricity and others powered

by kicking a large flywheel.

The staff for the program in,

eludes highly trained potters and

college instructors from Illinois,

Arizona, and California, as well as

local Denver potters. Each will

bring his own unique experience to

the program, giving the courses a

range and variety unavailable else-

where.

Classes and workshops are sched-

uled from 6 to 10 hours a day,

allowing students ample opportun-

ity to learn from each instructor.

Only 24 hours of class per week

is required, but most students will

elect to spend more then the re-

quired amount of time perfecting

their techniques in workshop ac-

tivities. Certainly a gathering of

such scope should prove to be a

stimulating, as well as an educa-

tional experience.

The first program begins June

19. Information is available from

Opus 4, 791 South Corona, Den-

ver, Colorado 80209.

Job Market Rather Bleak
Graduating seniors are finding

the job market in this country

rather bleak at the moment Some
of them are taking advantage of

opportunities offered by the Fed-

eral Republic of Germany, where
the picture is indeed much bright-

er.

Several possibilities are open to

to a student interested in working

or studying in Germany. The Na-

tional Carl Schurz Association in

Philadelphia provides assistance for

short-term summer employment.

There are also German-American
friendship societies such as the Ko-

lumbusgesellschaft which assist

students wanting to work in Ger-

many; they will also place them
with German families in a variety

of arrangements.

Teachers are urgently needed in

many parts of Germany, especially

science and math graduates with

advanced degrees or training. Sal-

aries are generally excellent and

on occasion travel expenses are re-

imbursed. A sound knowledge of

German is essential for such em-

ployment even though some lan-

guage training is offered.

There are also a number of pos-

sibilities for studying in Germany,

independently or through one of

the many university programs in

the U.S. Some are for the summer
only, others for a semester or for

one whole year. Undergraduate and

graduate scholarships are also

available to qualified applicants.

The Colorado College, for instance,

offers two full stipends every year,

one for a year of study in Gottin-

gen, one for a year in Regensburg.

The German government also

grants a number of DAAD gradu-

ate fellowships for study at a Ger-

man university. These provide tra-

vel expenses, fees and a monthly

living allowance.

It is not necessary to major in

German for any of these programs;

however, a good command of the

German language is essential.

Many Americans abroad have been

severely limited and disappointed

because of an insufficient language

background. Two years of study

(101 through 201 or better) are ab-

solutely essential. Anyone contem-

plating working or studying in

Germany should avail himself of

the opportunities for German lan-

guage study at CC and discover

the satisfaction of speaking a for-

eign language well.

For additional information on

any of these programs, including

the CC abroad program during

blocks 8 and 9 next year, see Pro-

fessor Wishard.

Peace

Coalition
BY STAN CASE

The Colorado College Peace Co-

alition last Friday sponsored a

slide-show, which was presented

five times between 10:30 and 3:00

P.M. in Armstrong Hall. The pro-

gram, for which many classes were

shortened or cancelled, brought

home the horrors of the recently

escalated air-war over North Viet"

nam.

The day of slide-shows and dis-
|

cussion concurred with a nation- I

wide moratorium on "business-as-

usual," backed by the National i

Students Union, and aimed af

awakening Americans to invisible

Indo-Chinese "hell."

Viewers were reminded of the

Seminar on War Issues, which $ I

soon to begin, and were given in'

formation about war-related prod-

ucts produced by IT&T and others

One leaflet read: "ITT makes

Wonder Bread, Morton's Frozen

Foods, Profile Bread, Twinkift

Hostess Cupcakes, and . . .
dead

people."
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Human Endeavor
During the work of putting out our last issue, we at The

Catalyst found out once again the difference between human
and mechanical assistance.

Most of the students by now must be aware your news-
paper is being printed at Peerless Graphics rather than a

combination production by Casyndekan, Inc. and the Canon
City Daily Record. For the editorial staff it has been a ter-

rific change of pace!

For three to four decades the folks at Peerless had been
putting together CC's newspaper. We're glad to have them
back as our associates.

To be more explicit in our reasoning: just prior to our

last issue Bob Erickson's (the Peerless boss) brother went
into a coma and subsequently died. The entire Peerless crew
was taken by surprise. Instead of succumbing to their grief,

they worked as hard as ever to put out their products and
live up to their commitments.

When The Catalyst came out according to our set sched-

ule, the man at the Peerless helm was none other than Bob
Erickson. We thank him for his dedication and tireless efforts

on our behelf.

Stay on Hand
Due to a tightness in schedule, MECHA's feature speak-

er—Reies Lopez Tyerina—will be at CC the Wednesday which
marks beginning Block Break.

Mr. Tyerina's talk, on "Chicano Awareness," will be one

of interest to all CC students. We at The Catalyst urge all

students to delay their journeys at least until the end of our

guest's talk.

Letters to the Editor
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Dear Editor:

In the article on a recent CCCA
meeting, Stan Case stated that The
Colorado College administration

intervened in the affairs of The
Catalyst "only to insure strict com-
pliance with the federal and state

laws." The statement is in error.

Student editors are responsible for

compliance with federal and state

laws; neither administrators nor

faculty members check material in

the newspaper before it is pub-

lished. Since the formation of Cut-

ler Publications, Inc., several years

ago, no member of the college ad-

ministration has attempted in any

way to influence or check what is

published in the student news-

paper.

A number of students seem to

be confused about the function

and purpose of Cutler Publications.

Perhaps I can clarify a few points.

Cutler was organized and incor-

porated diree years ago to provide

a way for a primarily student

group to control student publica-

tions. The board of directors is

composed of seven students and

two faculty members. Editors of

The Catalyst, The Nugget, and
Kinnikinnik are members of the

board, as is die business manager

of The Catalyst. Two other student

members are elected by CC stu-

dents. These students may not hold

staff positions on any of the stu-

dent publications. Their function is

to represent the student body at

large—to try to make student pub-

lications responsive to student de-

sires. The chairman of die board

is a student selected by the board.

The two faculty members are also

selected by the board.

Far from being set up as a

board to "censor" student publica-

tions, Cuder was organized to

protect freedom of expression by
students. As an independent cor-

poration, Cutler assumes legal re-

sponsibility for material in its stu-

dent publications. Thus a primarily

student board has both authority

over and responsibility for certain

student publications. Before the

establishment of Cuder, Colorado

College was legal publisher of die

"student publications." Obviously,

this could create problems, since

anyone legally responsible for a

publication needs some control

over it. President Worner had no
desire to control student publica-

tions, and therefore helped work
out a system whereby students

could assume responsibility for stu-

dent publications.

Sincerely,

Ruth Barton

Dear Editor,

Elie Wiesel is a presence. A man
who represents a generation, a

people. He is a survivor and chron-

icler of the Holocaust ... He may
represent death to the living, but

that is where the tragedy lies — he

is a product of history which has

made his experience a source of

malediction,

1 spent 3 days listening to the

man and writer at die Brandeis

Camp Institute in Southern Cali-

fornia, in early February, through

a Ford Venture Grant,

As an established novelist, Wie-

sel explained that dirough his

work he tries to put meaning in

experiences that should not have

meaning, that often times he did

not write widi words, but against

them. The Holocaust has a kind

of cosmic magnitude reaching be-

yond human comprehension. There

have been very few artists to

emerge from this period The time

seemed to negate the very founda-

tions of art How does one explain

his own existence in light of six

million murders?

Wiesel talks of his life as it has

been vibrated in its close contact

with death. His personal view of

mankind is pessimistic. "Men have

not learned from the past," he says,

"as the surviving Jews are living

proof of man's complicity. Judaism

can teach mankind the art of sur-

vival by its very example."

He hastened to add though, that

Judaism in its present form needs

new direction. He stressed the

need of imagination to keep Juda-

ism a growing, vital way of life.

He spoke of the joy of Hasidism,

which he considers to be a tolerant

cult that reaches toward the crea-

tive spirit of men in their relation-

ship to their God. "Anyone who
has fervor is a Jew," he said. The
aesthetics of Judaism are of para-

mount importance and he proposed
that the new direction should come
from the coercion of Jewish poets,

artists, writers, musicians, and lay-

men rather than the Rabbinate.

"There is litde room for imagina-

tion in intellectuals and philoso-

phers."

Despite his experiences, Elie

Wiesel is beyond bitterness or hat-

red. He remains a conscience; he
asks the questions. He asked,

"Does it seem significant that there

are 6 million living Jews in Ameri-
ca today?" His life is a continual

experience for the six million of

World War II. His frail stature,

thin face, and hollow eyes are

weighted widi significance and he
can waste no words.

The effects of the Holocaust on
the Jewish pyscho have shaped a

new philosophy of existence based
on and around the era. A genera-

tion removed, I found Elie Wiesel's

presence enough to make mo be-

lieve in the extraordinary capacity

of human experience, and as die

Talmud says, " a question remains

a question," merely to ask myself

why.

-Lily Khanazi, x260

Dear Editor:

I returned to Colorado College

this fall after a year's absence

from school. Since my return I

have participated in endless dis-

cussions about what is wrong with

Colorado College and CC students,

I cannot count the number of stu-

dents who complain that there is

never anything to do.

Two weeks nfter my return, I

became a member of the Leisure

Time Program Committee. Many
of us on the committee arc aware

that there is something wrong with

this campus, and wo have been

trying to figure out some way to

make this campus come alive. I

have heard endless criticism of the

work we on LTP are doing, and

I would be the first person to agree

with much of it. I personally have

been seriously thinking of quilting

(Continued on vw I)
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LETTERS CONT.
Continued from »nB r 3)

the committee for several months.

My reason tor wanting to quit has

been an incredible frustration with

the apathy and beauracracy 1 have

faced. There have been numerous

LTP meetings in which we have

been unable to do anything more

than talk- because there have not

been enough people present to en-

able us to vote on a measure. On
the other side, we have tried to get

interested students to come to us

with ideas, or better yet, to come
to us and volunteer to work. Con-

tinually we have been unable to

get any response from students not

<>n our committee.

Leisure Program is now finish-

ing the process of reorganizing the

committee structure for next year.

We are also working on next years

budget proposals. We desperately

need people with ideas, and peo-

ple who would be willing to get

on our committers and work. I per-

sonally have my doubts about

whether it is possible to get peo-

ple moving at CC. Everybody sits

around, complains, goes to hockey

games, gets stoned and complains

some more.

If people would stop complain-

ing and get moving, things might

start happening again. I am ask-

ing—challenging anybody at all on

this campus. Next time, instead ol

complaining about how bad things

are, do something about it. If you
think that Leisure Program or

some other group is doing a bad

job, get on the committee and help

us make it better. Don't be afraid

to stick your neck out and get in-

volved with something, We need

people, people who are not afraid

to get involved, people willing to

make a commitment. Anybody
who is willing to get involved, see

Don Smith at Rastall Center, or

call me at ext. 375, and I guaran-

tee that you will be given a chance

to help make CC what you would

like ir to be.

-Da\id Sondbeimer

Dear friends and fellows;

I have your name with a list of

enclosures (below) as a party in-

terested to some extent in the con-

tinuing struggle for hangla Desb

relief,

Having spent sonic time in

Washington D. C. with Tom
Hamilton (president ol Students

World Concern, known to sonic of

vou). and being mv self committed

to some lines of action, but being

enough out of touch with the con-

cerned communities about Colo-

rado lo make difficult immediate

involvements, 1 send this letter lo

introduce myself and to avail mv

-

self of the opportunity to both en-

courage vim in whatever efforts

suggesting further possibilities.

Can you inform me of what is

already being done to mobilize

vour various areas to action? Also.

would it be worth our while to

meet on a dav after Easter and

FLEA MARKET EAST
Every Friday, Saturday and Sunday — 10-6

INDOORS - HEATED - PARKING - SNACK BAR
ADMISSION: 25c, Everybody welcome

Numerous miscellaneous items for sale, including

New 8-Track Stereo Tapes available for $2.99.

INTERSTATE 25 TO EXIT 55 AND 1/2 BLOCK EAST

FOUNTAIN, COIORADO • 751 SO SANTE FE AVE, • 382-5269

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC

— COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR —
Next to College on Nevada

830 North Nevada Phone: 471-9200
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ed efforts among all of us? Like

a day of demonstrations, or chal-

lenges to churches, various appeals

to conscience?

Toms suggestion of getting 5'<

of the American public to contri-

bute 33 cents a dav for 6 months

is seeming out of reach to me. but

is it surely unthinkable? 1 am not

a big organizer, but I would not

shy away from an attempt to at

least do something concerted and

see what conservative Colorado

can come up with.

It's still roundabout 10,000/day

dying over there, little self suffic-

iency, and skimpy funds from us

rich guvs over here.

Please respond quickly, even

if it be that vou can't do am thing.

Thank vou verv much for your

attention.

1 am sincerelv vours.

Sam [obnson'

815 \. Hover

Colorado Springs, Colo.

80903

Dear Editor:

There have been many predic-

tions about the future concerning

droughts, famines, and such, Pre-

dictions such as these have always

existed, though nsuallv never find-

ing themselves coming into being.

Hut now more than ever could one

imagine a revolt !>v nature, in her

Irving U» tell us the nved for bal-

ance and barinonv.

Last summer I was invited to

share m the harvesting ol some
fruit trees, 1 w.,s amazed to see

the vast quanlih ..I fond that was
given Iron, these Ion, hers. The
pears, apples, and peaches that

were picked thai dav would have
been enough lo last a lamilv for

maiiv mouths in a needed situation.

I think about ihe mam families

welfare lo help in their living. And
1 think about that for two or

three dollars apiece, fruit tiers

could be given t .
. ihem through

their welfare payments or some
governmnil help: and in a lew
years not onlv would these trees be

an excellent source of food and

nutrition, but they would also add
some beauty to the sometimes

coarse surroundings.

Some friends of mine in college

arc planning to ask their student

senate if for one year they could

use their class money for planting

a small fruit orchard to be used

to help the needy of their town,

while also giving the students

something good and free to eat.

Churches could do something

similar, in either giving certain

families these kinds of trees or in

planting their own.

1 spoke to my lather about plant-

ing some trees on our property

and he grouched out something

about fruit rotting and the lawn
mower, extra expense and care . . .

but ya see dad. they are very

strong trees and almost completely

sell-sustaining, and agencies do ex-

ist that would readily take what-

ever fruit we couldn't use to give

away fresh or |o preserve; for still

most of the world is hungry.

Thank vou,

D. Ladinsky

In your final essay for the

course, you made a feeble attempt

at tying the works we read to-

gether, but you soon gave up, say-

ing that you reacted strongly, and

also positively, to most of the

works, but that you found it im-

possible and perhaps unnecessary

to make a considered, orderly state-

ment about them. To this, I want
to respond at some length because

your remarks touch on some funda-

mental questions of education, and

because you do not stand alone in

your attitude. There are many stu-

dents who feel as you do, even if

they do not always have the cour-

age or the despair to express it.

If we are here for anything at

all. it is to leani to articulate what
we leel and think about ourselves

and the world as we perceive it

through art. history, science, etcet-

era. Thai is what education is:

searching for things and articulat-

ing them. For without articulation
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we suffer two debilities: the searcli

remains vague and the results arc

not communicated and therefore

not tested. Education is based on
these two assumptions, that the

search is worthwhde when it is

pursued in a disciplined way, and
that communication is both neces-

sary and possible.

In your own culture there are

two expressions that seem to me to

indicate a corruption of these prin-

ciples: "grooving" and "sending out

vibrations." To groove on some-
thing is to experience it primarily

in relation to oneself and therefore

to deny the larger significance j|

may have in a general human con-

text. It also implies a tendencv to

look beyond the object to oneself,

to use the object in order to experi-

ence the self, and therefore to miss

seeing what the object really is and
how it means. I am not making n

case for cold objectivity. I am say-

ing that we get to know ourselves

only by looking at the world oul-

side of us, and that means study-

ing it rather than grooving on it.

Similarly, "vibrating" is not com-
munication. If we arc to communi-
care anything besides pure emo-
tions, we must use words—some
times many words— to express what
we have seen and thought. Vibra-

tions are for lovers (in the broad-

est sense). Words (and other sym-
bol systems) are for people who
want to communicate perceptions

about something outside them-
selves. Of course, those perceptions

may include very subjective no-

tions, but they are notions aboul
something that is perceived from
some distance. Even love does not

live long on vibrations alone. Love
too, needs to perceive the objeel

that is loved and then must find

some way of giving utterance to

what is perceived. "I love you" is

more than saying "I love" — and
more meaningful, because it im-

plies a going out toward the ob-

ject and the establishment of a re-

lationship. And in the intimacy ol

such a relationship, that mav be
enough.

Hut when you say, "I love James
Joyce," you have made a public

statement not to but about some
thing. The natural response is

"Why"? The question demands an

answer, the articulation of reasons,

probings, insights, implications.

That is the bare bones of educa-

tion as I see it: to perceive, to ex-

amine, and to speak or write. And
1 hope that we can preserve and
live those principles, even in an

age in which we often experience

the inadequacy, the surfeit, and the

corruption of mere words. Yes, I

share the temptation to sit by the

river and occasionally grunt and
unintelligible syllable that is to ex-

press all we feel and know. Hut il

we are human, we want more.

-Dirk Houy

CONT. FROM PAGE ONE
na" to be .shown and Len Avila,

United Farmworkers, to speak on
"today's Chicano concerns." Olin 1

at 7 p.m. (no charge)

Tuesday, May 2—
"Ballet Feista Bonita" perform-

ing various traditional Mexican
dances in the park area behind
Cutler Mall. At H p.m. (no charge)

Wednesday, May 3—
Heies Loptv. Tyerina giving lea

hire lecture for "Chicano Aware-
ness." Shove Chapel at H p.m.

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA

5 wks. $350 inclusive, London de-

partures. Small group camping

travel (ages 18-30), Also Europe,

Africa, India.

Write: Whole Earth Expeditions.

Ltd., U. S. Agents tor Transit

Ltd., Box 1497, K. C, Mo. 64141
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CC Schedules

Southwest

Studies

Dr. Drake Announces . . .

Dr. George A. Drake, dean .if

Colorado College, has announced

the faculty promotions, tenure de-

cisions and sabbatical leaves that

were approved by the college's

Board of Trustees at their March
4 meeting. All decisions are effect-

ive with the start of the 1972-73

academic year.

Seven members of the faculty

were granted tenure. Thev include

„„ for sis weeks, from June 20 Robert M. Armstrong, assistant

l
July 27. and eight hours ol professor „l English, Owen Cram-

,-edit will lie granted upon torn- er assistant professor of classics;

ietion. Anthony J. Frasca. assistant pro.

The Southwest program will be lessor of physical education; Keith

comprehensive study of four in- Kester. assistant professor of ehein-

;nelalcd elements of the South- istry; Jerrel Lear, assistant prof

;est; its ecology, the prehistory of sor of physical educatii

from its earliest human Xusvak. assistant pro!

Colorado College will, for the

irst time, offer an Institute in

Jnuthwest Studies during the 1972

rummer Session according to the

it-an of the summer session. Dr.

;ilberl Johns. The institute will

istr.l cheology.

th<

n-cupatioi

,
description and

,iStory. and a semi

if the Southwest.

The institute is especially ap-

nopriate for elementary and scc-

mdary and junior college teachers

rim are currently teaching courses

,n the Southwest, or who are in-

nested in doing so in the Future.

Enrollment will be limited.

Directing the institute will be

llariannc L. Stroller, lecturer in

mthropologv at Colorado College

Mid director of the college's year-

rround Southwest Studies Institute

yhich was established last fall.

Dther members of the faculty will

„ Jack l;. Carter, professor ol lii-

ilogy, Linda S. Nnwak, lecturer in

llltlnopology, Arthur Pettit, assist-

„,l professor ol history and Val R.

I'cirs, assistant professor ol phys-

Gliest instructors will include

ics-eral distinguished Southwestern

irlists who represent a variety of

thnic traditions. They will lecture

md give demonstrations or per-

nrinances. In addition. The Colo-

ado Springs Fine Arts Center will

Imve a series of changing ex-

lil.ils coordinated with the insti-

lute.

field trips will also be a part of

[he course including short excurs-

ions to inspect local examples ol

southwest eco-systelns and a week

lung ield trip led by the institute

Faculty to visit the Navajo, Hopi

aid several Bio Grande Pueblo

reservations. During the week the

(roup will also sisit archenlogical

iites at Chaco Canyon and llande-

lier, several areas illustrating par-

ticular Southwestern habitat types,

coal strip mines and the Four Cor-

ners power plants, and Santa he

md Spanish-American villages in

northern New Mexico.

According to Dean Johns, the in-

stitute will be designed to explore

The rich diversity that character-

izes the Southwest ... a diversity

that includes land forms and phys-

ic. il environments, the peoples ol

the Southwest - Indians, Ilispa-

iins ami Chicanos. anglos and

Macks; a divcrsitv ol histories

thousands ol scars old that con-

front the present with models of

in-existentence. as well as the con-

flicting ethnic demands and com-

mon problems ol urbanization ami

environmental pollution and e.\-

Isllnl

undelgr

s, gradlll

as apply

iologs; William C. Champion,

chemistn ; Mary Alice Hamilton,

biology; Hers ing Madruga. ro-

mance languages; and Alexev

Malyshev. Russian. Mary Cheno-

s\-eth svas promoted to associate

professor ol art. Frank Flood to

associate professor of physical ed-

ucation, and Stephen Scott from

instructor to assistant professor of

Sabbatical leaves ss-ere approved

for all or part of nest sear to ten

members of the facultv, including

Dirk Haas, professor of German;
Charles Hordner. associate profes-

sor of physics; Owen Cramer, as-

sistant professor of classics; Doug-

Michael las Freed, professor of psychology;

ol until- Timothy Fuller, assistant professor

ropology. and Sarah T. Simmons. of political science; Mars Alice

assistant professor ol romance lang- Hamilton, associate professor ol

uages. biologv; Aleves Males shes. assoe-

Promoted to the rank of lull pro- iate professor ol Russian; Michael

fessor svere Alvio Bnrderman, sue- N'owak. assistant professor anthrop-

ology; Harold Polk, professor ol

engineering and Sarah Simmons,
assistant professor ol romance
languages.

The lienezet Rotating Fellow-

ship, svhich is ass arrled each sear

to a member ol the faculty or ad-

ministration was Risen to Robert

Wood, director ol admissions (or

use during the first semester ol

1972-73.

Twelve faculty svere granted

leases ol absence loi pail ol next

sear under the sponsorship ol the

College Science Improvement of

the National Science Foundation
(COS1PI grain program, flies me
Charles Hordner, plivsics. Richard
Bradles. phssks; Ronald Capen,
biologv; William Champion, chem-
istry; Jellies ISichcngreon. psych-

ologv; James Linlersnii, Innings:

Hairs lluehert. Chemistry; Humid
limes, chcmislrv; Edward G. Lan-

ger, physics; John Lewis, geologs

.

Richard Pearl, geologs and David
Roeder, mathematics.

'Fiddler' Opening
flic premier performance ol the

him. "Fiddler On The Roof," in

Colorado Springs will he held to-

night at the Cinema 71) theatre al

S;00 p.m., sponsored by Temple
Shalom. Donation is .$5.00 per
person and wine and traditional

Jewish sss'eets (cheesecake ami
strudel to name a less) will be
served.

Temple Shalom is the result of a

merger this sear ol two congrega-

tions, Temple Beth-El and ll'nni

Israel. The funds raised will be
used lor the Religious School and
be put loss-aids the Building Fund.

Tickets lor this gala premier are

available dnsvutown at Bains. Le-

sines, /ales, Tile Mulhrrrs Bush
and The United Bank ol Colorado
Springs; Circle Fast Shopping
('enter al Don's Pipe Shop; The
Citadel at Hallows Western Wear;
ami at both the Chiel and Cinema
71) theatres.

THIS SPACE

RESERVED FOF

the

FLICK

THIS SPACE

RESERVED FOF

THIS SPACE

ftSERVED FOR

e*nema{2l)
insure™ .n.rs.j^V

Vs MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours — 7 A.M. to 2 P.M. — Closed Saturday

Ertel s Pharmacy
The eight ei

in.o be gradual

credit. In most

ttree candidate

credits to their Master of Arts m
Teaching degree program at Colo-

rado College. Tuition for the in-

stitute is S400 which will include

Iransportation costs for all field

trips. Further information and ap-

plication forms lor the Southwest

Studies Summer Institute can l»e

obtained by contacting Dean of the j
Summer Session, Colorado College. ,j-

Colorado Springs (80903) or by %
calling 471-2233. est. 431. '.:'.•:.-:-:
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"DOCS PL4CE"
; Hard, Soft and In-Between

Telephone: 633-2069

COLORADO SPRINGS OPTICAL

GUILD OPTICIANS
Qualify — Style — Service

D. HITESHEW, Optician • DESIGNERS OF FINE EVE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-341 8

™Broadmoor
WORLD ARENA



Reflections
BY CHUCK CARTER

In the course of a sociology

class entitled Elementary Social

Behavior we studied slightly what

may be called hetero-sexual or

courtship behavior. A book Inter-

personal Attraction dealt with many
theories of interpersonal interac-

tion and inter-relation in under-

standing human behavior— similar-

ity, propinquity, rewards and the

like. Having built up an arsenal

of theories to account for behavior

in given situations the last chapter

turned to courtship and love.

Studies employed by the authors

did not fair very well in accord-

ance to the knowledge of interper-

sonal attraction, the whole business

of courtship and love was some-

what baffling. One very interesting

note from the book concerning

courtship and love was—"From the

evidence it appears that "intelli-

gence" and "personality" are not

better predictors of liking than

physical attractiveness." Not a very

enlightening proposal is it.

I can remember Glenn Gray in

the women's liberation syposium

this year saying how sex often gets

in the way of meaningful relation-

ships and I took this to heart. But

instead of any prudish implications

that such a statement might en-

gender I choose to think of "sex"

to mean all of the petty and un-

reasonable aspects of courtship re-

lations that makes it seem like a

game. A game is something with

no internalized consequences, it

simply is a passing of time with

little or no real meaning, it needn't

be seriously thought about. That

this is often the case in heterosex-

ual relations seems true; that this

is of terrible consequence seems

also true.

The importance of touching, eye

contact, and the like is of great

importance to Sartre if one is to

incorporate another in a meaning-
ful relationship and to dissolve the

situation that he calls "hell as other

people." The whole sense of touch

is the most important aspect of

reality for Sartre. To make a game
of hererosexual behavior, in the
light of Sartre's philosophy, seems

Trivia

Revisited
BY FREDERICK TAYLOR

and Action Comics

This past Sunday Olin Hall was
jammed full with a crowd of peo-
ple who came to see the final

round of CC's Second Annual Tri-

via Bowl. What the people saw was
a hard fought match between a fac-

ulty team, "The Ancients," compos-
ed of Professors Yaffe, Fuller, Scott,

and Boderman and the "Hub
Club" team of Jim Martin, Bob
Combs, Owen Kendrick, and Rob
Kaspar. These two excellent teams
were challenged by the mc's fast

talking Tom Griffin and boisterous,

often controversial Rick Tharp to

produce obscure facts about tele-

vision, sports, music, movies, com-
ics and things in general. This
final match was the culmination of
three days battle spread over last

week in which the original starring

16 teams were eliminated down to

these two final teams.

The powerful Hub Club team
demolished three teams in making
the final and it seemed as though
they would do the same to the

game, determined faculty team
who won three very close matches
to make the final. However, it

turned out to be a very close

match all the way with the lead

changing several times. At half

time, the Hub Club led 135-80.

to be the most horrible contradic-

tion. To have the chance for the

most meaningful of relations and to

treat it as a game—the locker-room

syndrome—is really "missing it

"

What to do? There was a small

ad on the last page of the second

issue of the free press that read,

"Girl Needs Boy, leave name and

... at Rastall desk." It came to

mind that if this ad was sincere

and the word "need" was in earn-

est that this constituted a really

marvelous piece of advertising. At

first such an open attempt to se-

cure a meaningful heterosexual re-

lationship might seem rather unro-

mantic, somehow unnatural or con-

trived. But if one is aware of the

unnecessary manipulative game
playing that goes on as if reality

depended on it such a scheme

seems very "romantic" over and

above normal courting procedure-1

"boy meets girl and so on." The

word romantic includes such

themes as—change, transcending

social norms, and feeling and love.

If in the ad the word "need" is

meant in earnest this would take

care of feeling and love, the fact

that such is not the usual courting

procedure would include the first

two themes. Therefore, the ad be-

omes a very romantic proedure.

Then, the faculty rallied to go

ahead 145-135. Not to be ruffled,

the poised Hub Club with Bob
Combs leading the way surged

back in front, 235-185. Showing

the form that enable them to make
the finals, the faculty again rallied

only to fall short 235-210 as the

match ended. As evidence by the

wild responses of the audience,

this was the most exciting match

of the Bowl and was not decided

until the last question. It was a

fitting conclusion to the enthusias-

tic competition of the week.

We are sure that all the teams

as well as all the people who at-

tended the matches give their

thanks to the people who made it

all possible. The Leisure Time
Committee gave trophies for the

winning team and books for the

second place team. It also cover-

ed expenses for running the tourna-

ment. The CC Free Press has ar-

ranged for each member of the

winning team to receive steak din-

ners and all the beer they can

drink at the Sugared Mule. Tom
Griffin who organized the whole

thing, Rick Tharp, Dave Nielson,

Scott Kirches, Bob Fukuda, all

whom gathered and typed out

questions which were used and in

general kept things running dur-

ing the matches, and finally Sigrid

Bower for her far-out posters.

—Written by Bob Fukuda

Cranston Wants
P.O.W. Listings

Senator Alan Cranston (D.,

Calif.) has demanded that the Nix-

on Administration give the nation

regular "up-to-the-minute counts

of American airmen who are shot

down and are fortunate enough to

be taken prisoner rather than killed

in the course of the current air of-

fensive over North Vietnam".

"The Pentagon has been making
public what I assume has been an
honest count of our men who un-

fortunately are killed or wounded
each week," Cranston said.

"But in light of the emotional
and political importance which
President Nixon and the nation

have attached to our prisoners of

war, I believe the Administration

owes us an up-to-date accounting
of the additional numbers of Amer-
ican airmen taken prisoner, or list-

ed as missing in action, as a result

of our stepped-up air activity,"

Cranston said.

According to the State Depart-

ment, 463 American servicemen

were being held prisoner in Indo-

china as of June 5, 1971. Thev in-

cluded 378 POWs being held in

North Vietnam and another 85.

held captive by the Vietcong. The
State Department also listed 1,160

men as Missing in Action, some
or all of whom may be among
those held prisoner.

Movement Children

"How many Amer can POWs
and MIAs are there n >w?" Crans-

ton demanded.

BY BONNIE POUCEL

Joseph Adelson, in a recent ar-

ticle (New York Times Magazine,

March 19, 1972) about 'Women's
Lib," brought up the matter of

"... the place of the child and

child-rearing in the mind of the

movement ..." His general con-

clusion is that: "... it seems to

have no place at all."

Through women's liberation,

many of us are trying to free our-

selves from the old need for male
approval. If you have children

you care; you care a lot. When
men make statements putting the

quality of your motherhood into

question, it hurts. It helps keep
us in line. Adelson fell right into

that trick.

In our Colorado Springs/Co l<j.

rado College consciousness raising

Taylor Travel

If you like to fly

Give us a try.

COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE

210 East Cache La Poudre St.

i Miller Music Co. j
+ +

Record & Tape
! Center $
+ +
•i- +
{ 14 South Tejon * Phone 633-3866

The

EGG HOUSE
1216 North Nevada

Best

bet for top shoe
on campus!
Personality's smart earth-walker has a new slant on the slightly

oblique bump toe. Struts on thick piecrust sole and shines

in great new color combinations to complement swinging skirts.

Personality.

Available at:

Howard's, Circle East Mall, Colorado Springs, Colo
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(Continued from rjajrc *ix)

group, there isn't a meeting where

children, child-raising, child care,

children's needs, parenthood, so-

cialization, etc. doesn't come up.

It's so complex, so immediate, so

pressing. We have come to view

child-care as a collective responsi-

bility. Women without children

try to relieve the women who are

mothers. It is an effort which ben-

efits us all, women and children.

Which brings me to the men.

How do they fit in? Where there

is a man present in the home, he

can share child-raising responsibil-

ities. But several in our group are

single mothers. How can we in-

volve men in our children's lives.

Last fall, we placed an ad in

the Catalyst requesting volunteer

men for babysitting during our

Thursday night meetings. We re-

ceived several responses. They

worked out beautifully. Unfortun-

ately (or fortunately) two of the

three became so involved in anti-

war meetings that they were un-

able to continue. One, Ed Joyce,

is still coming regularly to sit with

children. I have been amazed at

how well he's taken over (my chil-

dren have overtaken many an un-

wary babysitter in the past), amaz-

ed, but most of all grateful.

Now, of course, we have become

more active and occasionally will

have two or three different meet-

ings to attend in a single week.

And our concern For our children

doesn't alter. We need more men
who feel capable of sharing this

concern, men who are able to ac-

cept one evening's worth of collec-

tive child-care responsibility per

week.

Too bad we can't offer this pos-

sibility to Adelson who is so clear-

ly concerned, (call: 635-5952, 475-

7212, 471-4263, 632-7743).

Head Start Spring Fair
Over 200 Head Start child-

ren will be the guests of the

Colorado College sororities

and fraternities at the Ruth
Washburn Cooperative Nur-

sery School's annual Spring

Fair,

This year's fair will be held

Saturday, April 29th from 10

a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Colorado

College Ice Rink. The Fair is

open to the public.

For the young and the

young at heart there will be

pony rides, a magic show, a

cake walk (you could win a

cake!) a bean bag throw, live

animals to pet like a goat,

lambs and ducks, and booths

of games to play. A play will

be produced by The Commun-
ity School.

Adults can have their hand-

writing analyzed by Sherry

Modeer, certified grafoanalyst,

who will be highlighting ma-

jor personality traits. Plants,

homemade baked goods and
handmade items at the bouti-

que will be for sale. Hot dogs

and drinks will be for sale at

the refreshment stand.

The proceeds from the fair

will go into the Ruth Wash-
burn School's building fund.

Brand New 1972 Stereo, comp OI1.

ent systems, AM-FM stereo radio

jacks for headphones, tapes, etc.

Complete with Gerrard tum-tabls

and 4 speakers. $79.95. United

Freight Sales, 123 So. Wahsatch

Just received four brand new
1972 Singer Sewing Machine]

All are equipped to zig-zag, make
button holes, etc. $49.95 cash w
terms. United Freight Sales, 123

South Wahsatch.

IfotuJtaA.
Register April 24 - May 6 for

FREE Giveaway

Sportif TWELVE
NEW
PRODUCTS
GIVEAWAY!
^- HOLUBAR

k
<* ROYAL PACK

CKUP)6URHK&.
L DoFWiTH US!

,

J Conveniently Wed byo«r

COPRAPO
OoMMBRJlW.
BANK

ICEb

ftriMM\

HOLUBAR PRODUCTS
Santa Fe Sleeping Bag
Rocky Mountain Sweater
Big Horn Vest
Contour Pack
Royal Pack

WOOLRICH
Ladies Alaska Shirt

Mens Stag Shirt

SPORTIF
Ladies Hiking Shorts
Mens Pants

VASQUE
Gretchen II Boots
Hiker II Boots

tsH
N

\ I o-Ejx&oa.

131 SO. TEJON
634-5279

Your Free 1972 Catalog
Is Now In

REGISTER NOW!

Vasque
HIKER II
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BASEBALL
The Colorado College Baseball

feam now holds a record of 1-4.

fhe Tigers dropped games to Air

force, split a double-header with

Mines, and losing to Denver Uni-

versity and Southern Colorado

State College.

The first game the Tigers were

defeated by Air Force 16-2. The

Tigers were plagued with errors,

sloppy play and poor hitting. The

Drily hits Colorado College receiv-

ed was a home run by Al Hen-

drickson, singles by Doug Palaz-

zari. Mike Mallinger, and Ben

Goode.

The Tigers then started off a 4

game weekend with a win in the

first game of a twin-hill with Colo-

rado School of Mines, 5-1. The

winning pitcher was Rick Hermit.

The Tigers scored in the first and

Mines scored in the second. The

score remained 1-1 until the 6th

Artist Supplies

PRINTS — GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART

GALLERY
B 206% North Tejon

B 633-6903

inning when the Tigers erupted

for two runs for the final tally of

5-1. In the night cap of the twin

bill Larry Draper was credited

with the 10-0 loss.

Saturday morning the Tigers

traveled to Denver to play the Pio-

neers of Denver University. The
Pioneers defeated the Tigers 15-2.

The problem of finding ample
pitching was again another great

factor as Jim Hendrix. the Tiger's

starting pitcher, was rapped for

five hits including back to back

home runs before he was pulled.

Larry Diaper, who pitched only

the night before, came in relief and

between the two, they gave up 14

earned runs.

Sunday, the Tigers were again

defeated, this time 9-1 by SCSC.
The losing pitcher was Wayne
Horb who did a fine job in his

first start of the season. The Tigers

played one of their better games
despite the implications of the 9-1

score. The game which went quite

fast was well played by both teams

with most of the runs being earned.

The Tigers' next game will be

tonight (Wed.) at 7:00 against D.

U. at Memorial Park in Colorado

Springs.

TENNIS
The Colorado College Tennis

Team has been busy on their home
courts playing three matches. The
Tigers were defeated by the Air

Force Academy and University of

Northern Colorado but came up

with a victory over Metro State

College.

The top singles winner is John

Silver and the top doubles team is

composed of Charlie Vogel and

Mike Flache.

TRACK
The Colorado College Tiger Track

Team has been busy participating

in two home meets, one with

Western State and Chadron State

the other being the Colorado Col-

Invitational. Eight teams par-

ticipated in the CC Invitational.

In the first meet, scores for CC
were: Marcus 3rd Mile Run, Chris-

tianson 3rd Javelin. Van 2nd Inter-

mediate Hurdles and Hurt 2nd
220 yard dash.

In the CC Invitational, the top

scorers for Colorado College were

Jim Pogue, Mark Van, and Mark
Bergandal.

GOLF
The CC Golf Team participated

in a triangular meet at the Air

Force Academy losing to the Fal-

cons but defeating Panhandle

State College. The Falcons topped

CC 17%-1H and CC defeated

Panhandle llMi-e^.

SOCCER
The Colorado College Soccer

Team, "The Cleats," now holds a

record of 2-0 with wins over the

LACROSSE SCHEDULE
April 29 D envev Lacrosse Club Home
Maj 3 A r Force Academy Away
May fi C immerce City

Lacrosse Club Home
Mai 10 U liversitv of Denver Home
May 13 Colorado State University Home
Mav 20 Commerce City

Lacrosse Club Home

SOCCER— (cont.)

Air Force Falconeers ai d the Ilor- shot.

nets of Colorado Springs. The second game the Cleats

The first game of the spring shut-out the Hornets 4-0. Dick

season the Cleats downed" the Fal- Sehulle and Jim Terra! each pick-

coneers, 4-2. Hen Nitk \ lead with ed up another goal in this game
2 goals. Jim Terrell scored the with Andre Cousins and Larry

third goal and Dick Schulte scor- Weisgftl scoring the other two

ed the fourth goal oi a pe mlty goals.

Classified.

ENJOY THE SUMMER at Garde ol ihe

Gods Club and Kissing Cam 1 Pool.

Free room and board in return or baby

sitting, Summer morning class s okay.

Call Mrs. Berrey al 475-729B

NEED HELP WITH TERM-
PAPERS 3THER REPORTS? Experl

lyplng s my service. For Inf jrmalion

call 63

5 p.m.

3-8379

lo 9

Monday through Sunday,

FOR SALE; 1970 FORD MAVERICK.

14,700 miles. Excel an. con ilion. $1550.

Call: Prof. Boyce, e XL 234 Dr 635-1460.

REWARDING SUMMER for sopho-

more and older college men in

Colorado mountains counselling

children. Riding, backpacking,

ecology, many outdoor programs.

Write now: Sanborn Western

Camps, Florissant, Colo. 80816.

"SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
IN ALASKA"

information send S1.00 lo.

P. O. Box 11307

FOR SALE 1964 LAND ROVER, 88

Wago n, 44,000 miles 3 doo rs, 7 passen-

gets. 8 spe eds torv ard. S2.000. Excell-

ent r nning conditio n. Call Prof. Boyce,

ext. 234 or 635-1460.

en|oy In

TRANSCENDENTAL

MEDITATION

as taught by

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi

Everyone has a potential for increased awareness. Transcendental Meditation

ITM) is an easily learned, natural and systematic technique that allows any

individual to realize their full mental potential. Research at Harvard ana

UCLA has.shown that during the short period rh a , a person practices TOla

state of rest is experienced that is deeper than gamed over a full nights sleep At

the same time the mind rests in a state of expanded awareness The result is.

increased creativity, greater learning ability, and a more relaxed enioyment ot

INTRODUCTORY LECTURES
This lecture is a p re-requitite to receiving personal mstructiorMnthetechnique

April 27 - 8:00

Second Introductory Lectures

Rm. 212 Rastall Center - FREE

Authorized Jeweler

Wedding Rings

and

__ _- HEGISTEltD i

l> I >N. fwi O M D RINQS
"Under the Marque of the Peak Thoatrn"

When you know

it's for keeps

You can choose Keepsake

with complete confidence,

because the famous

Keepsake Guarantee gives

written proof of a perfect

engagement diamond

of precise cut

and superb color.

There is no finer

diamond ring.

I

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90
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Start yourown spring celebration with Tyrolia, California
white wine and natural fruit flavors. The new wine
that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that's as

ight and bright as that first spring day. With the
crisp, clean taste of oranges, lemons and flowery
spices. Drink Gallo Tyrolia, the wine of spring
* And celebrate!

Tyrolia
' Califnm\a \WU.ta V\/:.... a ki_. r i-_. -. .-iCalifornia White Wine «, Natural Fruit Flavors

Gallo Vineyards Modesto, California
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Students Ignoring Strike Meeting in Armstrong Hall

CC Reacts to Haiphong Mining
BY DAN BOYLE

Frankly, Dan, he scared me."

That was the reaction Monday

night of Associate Editor Charley

MacNider to President Nixon's an-

nouncement on the mining of Hai-

phong Harbor. Charley wasn't

alone in his thoughts. Other stu-

dents said they felt the action

might bring us to the brink of an

all-out war.

As soon as the President finish-

ed speaking, there was talk of an

immediate student strike of all CC
classes on Tuesday, and through-

out the week. Support for this ap-

parently dissipated, since classes

continued as scheduled. But in

many instances, professors limited

classes to discussion of Nixon's lat-

est plan.

Students gathered Tuesday

morning for a meeting in regard

to steps to be taken concerning the

development. Following the meet-

ing, they were to gather at the

local Draft Board in an attempt to

close it as a war protest. Plans also

included a march in downtown
Colorado Springs and showing of

films relating to the Vietnam strife.

Professor Bizarro, of the CC
Spanish Dept., immediately prepar-

ed a statement deploring Nixon's

action and sought backing from

other CC faculty and administra-

tors.

In his speech heard by the na-

tion on radio and television Mon-

day night, Nixon ordered American

military forces to block off North

Vietnam's weapon supply by min-

ing its harbors and bombing rail

lines. In the opinion of many Unit-

ed States officials, the new phase

of the war risks a confrontation

with Moscow and Peking.

Mines were dropped by airplanes

into Haiphong harbor late Mon-

day night. They will be automati-

cally activated at 6 p.m. Saigon

time Thursday (8 a.m. our time to-

day).

The President said all countries

having ships in North Vietnamese

ports had been warned of the U.S.

action and were given three day

light periods in which to safely de-

part from the Haiphong waters.

Following the three day light per-

iods, the mines would be automa-

tically activated, and ships or ves-

sels entering or leaving the harbor

would do so at their own risk.

Once the mines are activated, they

become lethal on contact.

President Nixon further stated

the new military action will end

ONLY after American prisoners of

war are released or accounted for,

and after there is an internationally

supervised ceasefire throughout all

of Indo-China.

"The risk that a Communist gov-

ernment may be imposed on the 17

million people of South Vietnam

has increased (in the last two

weeks," Nixon said.) And the lives

of 60,000 Americans still in the

war zone were "gravelv threaten-

ed."

Nixon's talk was reminiscent of

words spoken in October, 1962 by

the then President John F. Ken-

nedy when the United States took

steps to stop the establishment by

Russia of a missile base in Cuba. At

the time Kennedy said, "To halt

this offensive build up (of missiles),

a strict quarantine on all offensive

military equipment under shipment

to Cuba is being initiated."

But, there are some grave dif-

ferences between that action taken

a decade ago and President Nixon's

action Monday night. For one thing

the Soviets were building missile

sites some 90 miles from American

soil. The Russians were then con-

sidered likely aggressors against

the American continent. South

Vietnam is 10,000 miles away.

There is no immediate threat to the

United States.

Early Tuesday morning, the So-

viet news agency Tass branded

the U.S. as the aggressor nation.

But they quoted President Nixon

at length concerning troop with-

drawal within four months after of-

fensive actions cease in South Viet-

nam and said the President made

it clear that action was not taken

against any other nation other than

North Vietnam.

Sen. George McGovern, leading

Democratic contender for the pre-

sidency, hastened back to Wash-

ington where he told the Congress

that it was time the U.S. Congress

acted to end the war. He blasted

Nixon for his socalled drastic mea-

sures without consulting members

of Congress.

Alabama Gov. George Wallace

all but endorsed Nixon's policy.

Initial reaction from congression-

al authorities, according to United

Press International, was applause

from the hawks and opposition

from the doves.

It was not immediately known

Minority Fund

Benefit Concert

This Sunday
Sunday, May 21, in the Arm-

strong theater from 7:00 to 10:30

p. m. there will be a benefit con-

cert for the Colorado College Stu-

dent Minority Fund. A one dollar

donation will be asked at the door

for the three hour show at which

it is hoped enough money can be

raised to support the enrollment of

more minority students at CC in

the coming years.

The performance will include

music and comedy by CC students

as well as locals. Musicians include

Animal Farm, with Robbie Kaplan,

and Billy Hoke (Remember Camp
Windowpane?), George Spehar,

Rob Wheeler, John Goss, Bruce

Neuman, and others.

The local talent will be lead by

the Accidental Life Improvisational

Theater group - the same group

that has won such acclaim at the

Sugared Mule.

The concert is sponsored by the

Colorado College Campus Associa-

tion and those students interested

in seeing that the racial minorities

are properly represented at Colo-

rado College. It is hoped that many

will attend.

what the effect action would have

on President Nixon's scheduled

trip to Russia this month. Russian

officials were not expected to com-

ment on the step-up and blockade

for a day or two.

"We shall do whatever is re-

quired to safeguard American lives

and American honor," Nixon said.

Nixon continued: "I have con-

cluded that Hanoi must be denied

the weapons and supplies it needs

to continue the aggression. In full

coordination with the Republic of

Vietnam. I have ordered the fol-

lowing measurers:

"(1) All entrances to Nortli Viet-

namese ports will be mined to pre-

vent access to these ports and

North Vietnamese naval operations

from these ports.

"(2) United States forces have

been directed to take appropriate

measurers within the internal and

claimed territorial waters of North

Vietnam to interdict delivery of

any supplies.

"(3) Rail and all other commun-
ications will be cut off to the max-

imum extent possible. Air and na-

rr

trie

val strikes against military targets

will continue.

"These actions are not directed

against any other nation. Countries

with ships presently in North Viet-

namese ports have- already been

notified that their ships will have

three daylight periods to leave in

safet>'. After that time the mines

will become active and any ships

attempting to leave or enter these

ports will do SO at their own risk."

The United Nations Security

Council was immediately informed

of Nixon's decision in a letter from

U,S, Ambassador George Hush.

Nixon did not mention his plan-

ned trip to Moscow, scheduled to

begin in just two weeks, but he

clearly referred to it when he said

the U.S. and the Soviet Union

"have made significant progress in

our negotiations in recent months."

"Wo are prepared to continue to

build this relationship," ho said.

"The responsibility is yours if we
fail to do so."

The last sentence was seen as a

challenge to the Soviets to talk

(continued on page 3)
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"La Dada," a new improvisa-

tional theatre group comes to Colo-

rado College, complete with comic

and dramatic spontaneous impro-

visations, mimes, pantomines and

street attire.

The group, led by Michael Bar-

ker (and misled by numerous oth-

ers), will perform both "The Zoo

Story" and improvisations May 16

and 17 at 8:00 p.m. in Rastall

Basement (the ex-Foster Home).

Admission is free, but reservations

must be made at Rastall desk be-

fore the performance.

For those who like to eat, "La

Dada" will be performing at The

Sugared Mule on Sunday, May 14

and Friday, May 19. Sunday after-

noon at 3:30 improvisations will

be performed for a cover charge

of fifty cents. Sunday evening at

8 and Friday evening at 8:15, both

improvisations and "The Zoo

Story" will be shown for a cover

charge of seventy-five cents. Reser-

vations for all shows should be

made at The Sugared Mule by

calling 634-9346.

"La Dada," formerly Rastall

Theatre Group has been working

together since Christmas. They

have been attempting to dig into

themselves through sensitivity, en-

counter and psychodrama in order

to become a cooperative improvisa-

tional troupe. Their approach to-

wards theatre is above the ordin-

ary.

The group and the performances

have been made possible by two

experimental grants, by the use of

Rastall Centers rooms for rehearsal

and by Rastall Center Boards fund-

ing of theatrical equipment.

"La Dada" consists of a varied

troupe of actors and actresses.

Michael Barker who, in addition

to leading the improvisational

group, will play Jerry in "The Zoo

Story," directed and produced

"Collage," another improvisational

theatre troupe which was at Colo-

rado College last summer. Michael

has acted in numerous shows in-

chiding "The Tempest," "Dr. Faus-

tus," "Under Milkwood," "Marat

Sade" and a dramatic adaptation

of Richard Brautigan's In Water-

melon Sugar. He has directed "The

Sandbox" in California and is cur-

rently writing a full length play.

Stuart Stevens, who will portray

Peter in "The Zoo Story," wrote

the winning play, "Small Doors,

Yet Other Worlds," in the Theatre

Workshop playwriting contest. He
(Continued on page two)



Alleged Murderer
Found Legally Sane
A seven-man, five-woman Dis-

trict Court jury Friday found John

Auld legally sane in the kidnap-

murder of Anne Marie Heider.

Judge Hunter Hardeman will set

a trial date on Tuesday.

Miss Heider's shot, sexually as-

saulted body was found Dec. 14

in Auld's truck on the Rampart

Range Road, nine miles west of

Colorado Springs. She had been

abducted Dec. 12 from the Colo-

rado College campus, where she

was a student.

The jury took two and one-half

hours to bring in the verdict

against the 32-year-old construc-

tion worker.

Auld took it without emotion.

The sanity trial was not his idea.

He has said he is ashamed of his

act and feels he should be punish-

ed.

After the verdict was read, Dist.

Atty. Robert L. Russell said he

would seek the death penalty.

The slain coed's father, Dick

Heider, who was present for the

trial als. commented brief-

"I'm glad justice has run its

course. I don't see how the verdict

could have been otherwise."

In final arguments Fridav, Asst,

Dist. Atty. William Hybl said Auld

showed a conscious awareness dur-

ing the entire episode, Dec. 12,

that he exercised con trol every

time it was necessary.

He cited control in picking Miss

Heider, who was walking alone,

and passing up those with compan-

ions, in attempting to divert the

attention to another spot on the

campus when challenged by a pro-

fessor, and in driving to a secluded

spot to commit the rape.

The shooting was the act of a

rational man, he said, because the

girl was screaming. He wanted to

keep her quiet.

"Rut the attempt at suicide was

the most rational behavior of all.

He knew he was guilty, and he

was ashamed."

Russel recalled Auld had thought

LA DADA . . . continued from page one

has also acted in "The Sandbox,'

"Waiting for Godot" and "Daeda-

lus to Say" by Mike McCleery.

Karin Wood has been seriously

involved in the theatre for some
years. She has played in "Brecht

on brecht" and has worked with

numerous community theatre
groups, including the Colorado

Springs Civic Theatre, a Black

Reperatory Theatre, Canterbury

West and "Collage." Karin will be

attending the California Institute

of the Arts for theatrical training

next fall and hopes to enter pro-

fessional theatre.

Peter Knowlton has appeared in

numerous productions including

the Colorado Springs Civic Play-

ers' version of "Child's Play." A
writer in his spare time, he has

performed at both the Men's and
Women's Colorado State Penitent-

iaries, has acted in several theatre

workshops and presented the

"Theatre Marathon." He also was a

member of "Collage."

Currently apprenticed to Alexis

the Magician in Los Angeles is

Suzanne Atkins. In addition to net-

work in television on such shows
as "Leave It to Beaver," she has

starred in "Romeo and Juliet,"

'Bell, Hook and Candle" and "He
Died with His Boots On." Suzanne
has participated in several theatre

workshops in Los Angeles and act-

ed for "Collage."'

Clyde Smith, an experienced

light and sound man, has appeared
in many shows at the Lycium Sum-
mer Theatre in Missouri and at

Wake Forest University. Thev in-

clude "Of Mice and Men," "Inherit''

the Wind," "The Rainmaker" and
"The Man Who Came to Dinner."

Two other former members of

the experimental "Collage" theatre

group are Cynthia Merrill and
Whit McGinley.

Cynthia has played in shows
such as "Spoon River Anthology,"

"Under Milkwood" and "Marat/
Sade." She has appeared at the

Contemporary Arts Foundation in

Oklahoma City and with Canter-
bury West. She studied ballet for

about seven years and presently is

learning modem dance.

After living in an artistic com-
munity in Big Sur, California, and
studying in Santiago de Campas-
tella, Spain, Whit began his serious

theatre career with "Collage." Hav-
ing previously appeared in such
shows as "Dan and the Dictionary"
and "Hiawatha," he has since been

seen in "The Hercules Manitou."

He currently is rehearsing for

"Small Doors, Yet Other Worlds."

Serving in a directional capacity

with "The Zoo Story," and acting

in the improvisations is John Odell.

John began acting in "Ivory Tow-
er" by James Yaffe and his list of

credits has been growing ever

since. He has played in Shaw's

"Ring Around the Moon" as well

as numerous original plays. John
has worked in stock and profess-

ional theatre and was Technical

Director for the Opera Theatre of

New York.

Pianist for "La Dada" is John
Munger, who has performed piano

concerts in Cambridge, Massachu-

setts. He also founded an exper-

imental theatre group at Harvard
which is still in existence and he
has participated in almost every

theatre group in Colorado Springs,

excluding the Civic Players. He has

worked with the Colorado Springs

Music Theatre and stage managed
the Colorado Springs Opera and
was a member of "Collage." At
present John is rehearsing for the

Colorado College Dance Concert.

In addition to the performances
at Rastall Center and at The Sug-

ared Mule, "La Dada" will appear.

(it Cragmor University in Dwire
Hall on May 20 at 8:15 p.m.

If you see some strange-acting,

oddly-clad characters around in

the near future, they are probably
"La Dada's" street theatre. See
them at one of their performances.
They will not disappoint you.

"Spoon River 9 '

Is Tonight
Tonight in Armstrong Quad,

near Palmer Hall, Theatre Work-
shop in affiliation with the Inter-

Media festival, will present Lee
Edgar Masters' "Spoon River An-
thology." Performance is at 10
p.m. and is free.

Directed by Al Lyons and with
a cast of over 20, the play explores

the lives and thoughts of inhabit-

ants of the small town of Spoon
River. Although the anthology is

in poetry, this production at-

tempts a concentration on the
characters themselves as they re-

turn one by one to life and speak,

in most cases, directly to the aud-
ience. The effect is one of remem-
brance and at the same time imv
mediate reality.

about rape a long time and said on

Dec. 12 "finally his plans had
come to fruitation."

Then he called on the jury to

"bring back a verdict that will give

him back to me."

Public Defender Brian Multett

used all the same examples the

prosecution did, to make his point

that Auld was insane.

He said Auld's carrying through

of the crimes, which he stood a

good chance of being caught at

every tum were not the acts of

a rational man.
He also disputed the statement

that an attempt at suicide was
logical. "Man's No. 1 basic urge

is self preservation," he argued.

—Reprinted courtesy of the

Colorado Springs Sun.

"Fantasticks"

Opens Next

Wednesday
A play, striking in its simplicity,

will open next Wednesday evening
when Leisure Time presents "The
Fantasticks, A Parable About
Love." Performances are at S p.m.

May 17, 18, 19, and 21 and at

2 p.m. May 20 and 21 in Arm-
strong 300. Reservations can be
made at Rastall Desk and admis-
sion is free.

Written by Tom Jones and Har-
vey Schmidt and based on a "sug-

gestion" by Edmund Rostand's

"Les Romanesques", "The Fantas-

ticks" is an unusual musical. Its

cast is small — two lovers, their

fathers, an old actor, the man who
dies, the narrator, and a mute.
The scenery is minimal — a

cardboard moon for the night or

a stick to represent a wall, invites

the audience to use their imagina-

tions.

Only a few songs require chore-

ography. But the songs themselves,

together with the remarkable

Jones libretto ("Son, you need
pruning") and the characters, des-

cribed as "realistic and at the same
time stylized too," are in need of

few trappings.

Songs include "Try to Remem-
ber," "Soon It's Gonna Rain," "It

Was You," "Plant a Radish" and
"Rape." Choreography ranges from
Vaudevillian to ballet and is by
Din Din Smith.

The cast includes Adrienne Cox
and Stony Shelton as the girl and
boy, and Robin Dorff and Paul H.
Hebron as the two fathers who
simultaneously plan their children's

lives and battle gardening methods.
Robin Reeds and Doug Tishman
play Henry and Mortimer, two
aging actors who flit in and out of

the play at appropriate moments.
Al Lyons takes the role of the nar-

rator, who further takes the role

of a Bandit, and Maria Novelly
plays the mute.

Musical direction and accomp-
animent is by Barry Hannigan,
who is also producer of the "Fan-
tasticks."

When asked if the "Fantasticks"
was affiliated with any existing

dramatic organization on campus
such as Theatre Workshop or La
Dada in Rastall, Maria Novelly
replied, "No, not at all. Actually
some of us were just sitting around
talking about the show and decid-

ed to do it if we could get some
money from Leisure Time.

"Leisure Time came through
and the show was born. This show
will probably be different from
what CC may have become used
to because the cast is working to-

gether on the show instead of

under a director. This places a

heavier responsibility for creativity

on each actor involved. The results

should be exciting and interest-

ing."

U.S. Drug
Arrest CC
TUCSON, Ariz. - A Colorado

College senior, wanted by Teller

County authorities on charges

stemming from a drug raid there

Monday night, was arrested here

Friday by U,S. narcotics agents on

a federal drug sale charge.

James Burke, deputy director of

the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, Denver, told

The SUN Peter Douglas, 23, sur-

rendered here Friday. Burke said

agents in Arizona and Colorado

had been searching for Douglas
since June 1971.

Douglas was charged with il-

legal sale of narcotics under a fed-

eral indictment issued in Tucson.

A former student at the University

of Arizona, Douglas moved to

Colorado Springs and enrolled at

Colorado College last year.

Al Gentry, chief deputy district

attorney for El Paso and Teller

counties, said awarrant also was
issued by bis office charging Doug-
las with "keeping a common nuis-

ance," a felony which carries a

maximum penalty of 2-15 years

and/or $10,000 fine.

Elvin Gentrv, chief deputy dis-

trict att, is one of Colorado's nar-

cotics laws which is used to file

charges against a person respons-

ible for maintaining a place where
illegal drugs are used but who
does not have actual possession of

narcotics.

Agents

Senior
Douglas allegedly rented the u\ ({

resort Camp Wanaka near Colo-

rado 67 and Paint Pony Road
which Teller County sheriff's de-

puties and other area lawmen
raided Monday night.

Officers said they confiscated

about $750 worth of marijuana and
hashish, 40 tablets of "speed", two

packets of suspected heroin, and
a quantity of LSD and mescaline.

About 150 persons were at the

camp at the time of the raid, ac-

cording to deputies.

At the time of the raid, Under-

sheriff John Lawler said Douglas

had been taken into custody and

charges were pending.

He was released, however, and

fled the state before formal charges

were preferred.

Gentry said Douglas was the

only person charged in connection

with the incident, He said no one

individual was in possession of any

illegal drugs at the time of the

raid.

He said his office would lodgp

a "detainer" against Douglas in

Arizona so that he could face

charges in Teller County after dis-

position was made of the federal

charge,

Lawler said an earlier report

that "all the charges are dropped"

was incorrect. The warrant againsf

Douglas was not filed until Fridav,

—Reprinted courtesy of the

Colorado Springs Sun,

DU Multi Media III
On May 19, 20 and 21, the

Multi-Media III Project of the

University of Denver will present

"Initiation," an original three-act

multi-media drama, at Red Rocks
Amphitheater beginning at 8:00

p.m. Tickets are $2.00 General
Admission and can be purchased
at the United Bank of Denver,

May D & F, DTR Sound in Little-

ton, University of Denver Student
Union Box Office, CSU Box Office

in Fort Collins, the Record Center
in Boulder and all Budget Tapes
and Records Stores in Denver,
Boulder, Fort Collins, and Greeley.

Multi-Media III is a non-profit

co-operative community effort
which draws its support from in-

dividuals and corporations in the

entire Denver area as well as the

University of Denver. Multi-Media

II, in May of 1971, was made
possible by the support of 42 cor-

porations and 100 individuals who
donated an incalcuable amount of

goods, services, time and talent.

The current production has so far

enlisted the support of 19 corpora-

tions and about 120 individuals.

The list includes, among many
others, D. H. Overmeyer Co. who
has donated the use of a ware-
house; KVOD-FM who is provid-

ing a sound recording studio, Kerry
Good of Good Designs who is pro-

viding his services as a structural

engineer; San Francisco artist Ed-
die Pickett who designed the en-

vironment on which "Initiation"

will be presented; and United
Bank of Denver which is acting as

a ticket outlet and providing pub-
licity,

The techniques used in "Initia-

tion" are quite innovative making
it one of the most exciting new
forms of dramatic art ever created.

The environment on which the pro-

duction will be presented is made
of inflatable vinyl with nine wood-
en stages and seven screens built

into it. All projectiors and consoles
will be housed within the environ-

ment. Projections on the screens

and stages will come from two

lasar projectors, as well as carou-

sel, overhead, and movie pro-

jectors. The environment itself is

lit from behind and within as well

as above and outside giving it ;i

glowing, living appearance. Special

costumes for the dancers in the

production are made of mylar, thus

affording numerous exciting possi-

bilities for using lasar projections.

The script for "Initiation" con-

cerns a man's search to discover

himself and bring harmony to his

environment. Various segments of

the man's personality, unconscious,

and emotions are personified and
appear on accessory stages inter-

acting with the total man. The
stages and screens in the environ-

ment are forms for dramatic pre-

sentation with the physical move-
ment, visual imagery and lighting

interacting with each other and
complementing the dramatic con-

ception.

Honors Convocation
The sixteenth Annual Honor 1

!

Convocation will be held on Tues-
day, May 16, at 10:30 a.m. in

Shove Chapel.

The college family formally re-

cognizes the outstanding perform-
ances of students at the Honors
Convocation. The honors are pre-

sented in three areas: the all-col

lege awards, the individual depart-

mental awards, and the athletic

awards.

The Colorado College Choir and
Acme Productions will perform
APPAREBIT REPENTINA DIES
by Paul Hindemith. Music will also

be provided by organist Dr J-

Julius Baird.

This occasion also gives students

the opportunity to view the color-

ful spectacle of the faculty parad-

ing in their caps and gowns.

Classes will be dismissed at

10:00 a.m. this Tuesday. Please

Come.

The Catalyst May 10, 1972 [2]



Wornout Scrapegoat Letters to the Editor
As could have been predicted, CC students flocked to the

local draft board to protest President Nixon's latest Vietnam
action. It appears, the first place we think of protesting is

at the Draft Board. Don't you think it has become a rather

worn out scape goat?

Remember Suez Crises?
There is little doubt we are not closing in on World War

3. But, President Nixon certainly is sticking: the neck of the

United States out internationally. Our current money system

is in poor enough straits without our President adding to the
aggravation. We should remember that Nixon was Vice Presi-

dent in 1956 when Eisenhower was returned to office with a

plea to the people of the nation to rally round the flag. The
reason for rallying? Another crisis — that one in the Suez

Canal. Wonder if President Nixon will soon issue another

rally round the President cry ?

Only Justice
Gratifyingly, the alleged slayer of Anne Marie Heider was

found sane by a jury of his peers. He will now stand trial for

Miss Heider's murder. We can only ask for justice.

CC Reacts
while their ships were blocked out

of the port of a friendly nation or

to cancel the summit.

In terms unusually emotional for

him, Nixon pleaded with the North

Vietnamese to arrange a peace set-

tlement at the Paris bargaining

table.

"Your people have already suf-

(continued from page 1)

fered too much in your pursuit of

conquest," he said, directing his

words at Hanoi.

"Do not compound their agony

with continued arrogance. Choose
instead the path of peace that re-

deems your sacrifices, guarantees

true independence and ushers in

an era of reconciliation."
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Editor,

"I guess we're some of the few

people who can get excited about

turning on a water spigot.*' This

statement was made by a member
of Young World Development, the

organizing body of the Walk for

Development. The people of the

Mexican village of Zapotitan, how-
ever, were probably happier than

we were when the portable water

system was finally completed. This

was one of the many successful

projects, both domestic and for-

eign, that the Walk has funded.

On Saturday, May 13, the 3rd

annual Colorado Springs Walk for

Development will be held. Most
people get excited about Walk day
itself — the hundreds of people

walking 30 miles together. But

often people overlook the projects

themselves, which are the reason

we are walking, Therefore, I'd like

to explain the projects to be fund-

ed by the '72 Walk.

Of the 421/>% of the funds for

U.S. projects, "$4500 will go for

equipment and medicine needed by
the Colorado Springs Free Clinic,

which provides free or reduced

medical aid to those who cannot

afford it. The remainder will go

to the Colorado Migrant Council,

which administers to the health

and educational needs of migrant

workers in Colorado.

Of the 421/2% SomS t° foreign

countries, $2600 will go to Heifer

Project in Mexico, This project

provides high-quality livestock and

trains small farmers to obtain

greater income and high-protein

food from each animal. The rest

will fund International Voluntary

Services in Algeria. Our money will

be used to train volunteers and
send them to teach people how to

better care for animals and to help

with agriculture.

15'/r of the funds will go to the

Freedom from Hunger Foundation,

centered in Washington, D.C. for

their national educational program

on hunger and development.

The local Walk committee, com-

posed of high school volunteers,

has carefully chosen these long-

range, self-help programs. They
are projects designed to maintain

human dignity and respect for the

culture of the people. They are

self-sustaining programs that will

eventually be carried out by the

people they are for, without further

Walk funding. Only by these

methods will the poor be free to

escape the endless cycle of pov-
erty. We have talked extensively

with projects personnel. Since we
have visited all 3 domestic projects

and Heifer Project, and worked
closely with them, we have become
personally involved with those we
are helping. We have become
friends.

The 72 Walk needs help from
the community right now. We need
financial contributors, publicize™,

food, paint, medical supplies, and
most of all, walkers. If you can
help us out or wish more informa-

tion, call our office at 475-WALK
or come by 1702 E. Pikes Peak.

Barbara Tuttle

Walk for Development

Boob Tube*

Oi
BY M. McLUHAN

You may viddy him taping his

way across the quad real horror-

show, or you can see his home-
made, homespun video tapes for

the opening ceremonies of the

world-wide Philo T, Fanisworth

Memorial Day video workshops. In

memory of television's unsung in-

ventor and in the spirit of the In-

ter-Media Festival, Video Free CC
will present videofreek/author Al-

lan Frederiksen Uiis Thursfri Satur-

day around and about our campus.
CC's Master Boob Tube, located in

Rastall Center, will be transformed

/liberated into a groove tube as Al-

lan plugs his videotapes into our

master monitors on Friday after-

noon, May 12. He is the creator

of the Whole Earth Catalogue —
like, utility-oriented, Community
Access Video (Nowels Publications,

Menlo Park, Calif., 1972 $3.00), a

book dedicated to "
. . . those peo-

ple who will use the information in

this book to create alternate multi-

sensory informational / experience

feedback networks with video in

their own communities," The young
author is presently active in the

struggle to free his own cable TV
company in Santa Cruz, California

for community-oriented program-

ming, According to recent FCC
rulings, cable TV systems must

provide at least one channel for

community use (without charge),

on a first-come first-serve basis,

but many, like the Santa Cruz sys-

tem, are reluctant to do so because
of the zero dollars-and-cents pro-
fits that come with free commun-
ity airtime. Frederiksen will be tot-

ing his personal Portapac (portable

video camera/recorder) and tapes
as CC at this time has no portable

video hardware. The committee for

Experimental Student Grants re-

cently rejected a proposal by stu-

dent Ralph Henderson to buy a
portable video camera/recorder,
stating that there was not enough
money left in their budget to fund
the project, although most seemed
to agree that it was a good idea.

The proposed "Videorover II" sys-

tem, made bv Sony, retails at $1,-

500.00. In his book, Allan states

that "community feedback systems
using 1-2 inch videotape equip-

ment . . . will increase global man's
ability to discover alternative ways
of dealing with his environment.

"This will be the theme of Ins vis-

it. Frederiksen will be a guest of

Video Free CC at 1430 N. Nevada
(635-1633). If you're interested or

not, contact us.

"We are all robots when uncriti-

cally involved with our technolo-

gies."

TW Playwrite

Contest Winners
Theatre Workshop will present

the winners of the playwriting con-

test at 7 p.m. on May 23 and at

8 p.m. on May 24 and 25 in Thea-
tre 32 of Armstrong Hall, Admis-
sion is free and the public is in-

vited.

This year's winners to he pre-

sented are Stuart Stevens' "Small

Doors Yet Other Worlds", and
David Rollman's "The Flagellant."

"Small Doors" will bo presented

May 23, both will go on the boards

May 24, and "Flagellant" will he

produced May 25,

"Small Doors", set in an Ala-

bama small town and at Harvard
University, concerns the problems

of the paradox of what is sincerely

planned and what is ultimately ac-

complished, particularly within a

certain group of people. Directed

by Steve Jobes, the cast includes

Jim Moody, Meredith I'lynn, and

Whit McCinley.

"The Flagellant," according to iis

author, is "loosely based on an in-

cident in fourleenth century

France." Directed by Professor

Tom K. Barton, its cast includes

Gary Dodge, Mary Lambert, Caro-

lyn Cook and Doug Tishman.
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IMF Is In Progress
The Colorado College campus -

both indoors and outdoors—has be-

come a festival of the arts, It be-

gan Monday and continues thru

Saturday. The first annual Inter

Media Festival (IMF) is taking

place. Colorado's most distinguish-

ed resident artists, Angelo di Bene-

detto is directing and coordinating

the entire week's events.

The IMF is many things, music,

art, sculpture, dance, lectures,

theatre and happenings that defy

specific description. Many events

are planned, others will happen

spontaneously, some will take

place only once, and others will go

on everyday.

Throughout the week, singers,

dancers, actors and works of art —
some stationary and some movable

—will be found in both traditional

and unusual settings. The public is

welcome to come to the campus for

all events, at no time will admis-

sion be charged, and it will be pos-

sible to come on campus almost

anytime from mid-morning through

the evening hours and find one or

many events taking place.

The IMF is primarily a potpour-

ri of the talents of Colorado Col-

lege students and faculty, though

several well known artists will also

be on campus giving their own
presentations during the week.

Some of the major events for

each of the remaining days include

the following:

Today! A "Vertical Curve and

Swim Meet" complete with an

imaginary swimming pool in the

central quadrangle at 1 p.m., will

be conducted by student Benson

Shaw who describes it as a "study

in control;'" History professors Tom
K. Barton and William Hochman
will recreate the famous Lincoln

Douglas debates at 2 p.m. in the

Tutt Library Garden; In the eve-

ning will be a jazz concert, the

Theater Workshop will give Read-

ings from the Spoon River Anthol-

ogy and student Tom Reynolds will

give Tarot card readings.

Thursday: A Tyrolean Traverse

will be set up outdoors with any-

one permitted to participate; a

physics movie, folk dance and the

puppet show will all be presented;

the evening performance will be a

production of the operetta, "Down
in the Valley" presented by the

theatre, dance and drama depart-

ments at the college. It will begin

at 8 p.m. in Armstrong Theatre

taxi Fall,

"year

elect Bregenz,

Austria! Wagner College's

European Campus

Apply now to experience one of the most

exciting 'year abroad' programs available,

centrally located among Europe's finest

winter sports areas.

Live with an Austrian family • No language

requirement for admission • Learn German by

using it • Independent travel and organized

excursions throughout Europe • Skiing and

ski instruction • Fully accredited

CURRICULUMS INCLUDE:
Art, Art History, Economics, Education,

English, Languages, History, Music,

Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology and
Physical Education.

WAGNER COLLEGE
BREGENZ STUDY PROGRAM
Wagner College

Staten Island, New York 10301

(212)390-3107

HOLD IT!

You can't leave for the summer

without stocking up at Chinook!

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
210 NORTH TEJ0N STREET • COLORADO SPRINGS 80902
PHONE 635-1195

and will run for three nights.

Friday: A jazz ballet is schedul-

ed plus a repeat of the Tyrolean

Traverse and the puppet show.

There will be a solo dance recital;

a performance of the play, "The

Golden Road," a lecture on medi-

tation by Yogi Bhajan, and out-

door movie and dance and the sec-

ond performance of "Down in the

Valley."

Saturday: Yogi Bhajan will start

the days events widi an early

morning meditation session for all

who wish to participate. A "Chalk-

In" which aims to temporarily re-

decorate Rastall Center with chalk

murals will be held starting at 10

a.m. Other events through the day

will include audience participating

programs in dance and drama,

more dance and music recitals and

the final performance of the oper-

etta. As part of the festival events,

El Paso Community College will

present the play "Young, Gifted

and Black" at the Fine Arts Cen-

ter in the evening.

There will be many events in ad-

dition to those just listed with new
ones being added even as the week-

progresses.

Credit for putting the Inter

Media Festival together must go

to a group of faculty and students

who have been working for more
than a year on it. They include

faculty members Jack Edwards of

the art department and Steve

Scott of the music department, as

well as students, Ken Butler, Mar-

key Love, Tad Savinar, Ron Mi-

lano, Damien Colts, Tony Stanton,

John Kammer, Tom Payne, Ben
Shaw, Tina Hittenberger and Cliff

Garel.

An Excellent
M
Mini'

BY STAN CASE
On Sunday, April 23 speakers

Joe Hardegree of Denver, Fath-

er Steve Handen of Colorado

Springs and Dr. Richard Shanll

of Princeton University partici-

pated in what was originally

planned to be a major sympo-
sium on the Radical Church.

But this "mini" was excellent.

An ordained minister of the Di-

sciples of Christ and ex-minister at

Denver University and Stanford,

Hardegree opened the day with a

sermon at the 11 o'clock service in

Shove Chapel, entitled "Wildner-

ness Journey."

Citing in the book of Exodus

how Israel suffered many years

under a "harsh and oppressive sys-

tem," how "the Pharoah dealt

shrewdly with the Hebrews," and

how Moses lead the struggle again-

st the bondage of slavery for deliv-

erance to the "promised land,"

Hardegree drew parallels to pre-

sent-day America. "We're in a pre-

revolutionary situation in this coun-

try," he asserted. "Some of us are

slaves and all of us are caught in

an oppressive society." Our prob-

lem in the plight of the American

Black, for instance, stems not bas-

ically from the Black rebels them-

selves, but from "a system that

causes Black people to be rebel-

lious."

NEW SYNTHESIS
"What will be on the other side

of the wilderness? What kind of

promised land will it be?" —Har-
degree's sermon questions were fur-

ther dealt with in his 3:00 P.M. ad-

H
FOR

On May 25 and 26 a representative from

a used book company will buy any used

books you may want to sell at the . . .

CC BOOKSTORE

CHIEF
Hell holds no surprises for them...

VANESSA
REDGRAVE

Doors Open 12:45

$1.50 til 6
then $2.00

.KEN RUSSELL'S n.

^

THC
vcvtvs

OLIVER
REED

dress in Shove, "On Being a Chris-

tian Marxist."

First making a correction, that

he felt more a Marxist Christian

than a Christian Marxist, Hardc
gree traced the growth of his be-

liefs from boyhood. Growing up

in the South, he somehow manag-

ed to overcome "overt racist ten-

dencies:" but, as a white, neces-

sarily retains some "poison." Influ-

enced deeply by the writings of

American dieologist Paul Tillich,

he soon began to question many as-

pects of "the American Dream," as

spotlighted in the Civil Rights

struggle. Contact with the Black

Panther Party helped him to shift

from "pacifistic leftism" to a "hard,

activist Marxism." The Vietnam

war, "a monumental and collosal

era" which gave a sense of "futil-

ity," reinforced his full commit-

ment to Resistance.

In "looking for a new synthesis

of Christian and Marxist tradi-

tions," Hardegree emphasized three

fundamentals, the first being the

"critique of capitalism." Basic to

the argument against capitalism, he

said, was the observation that with

the Indush'ial Age, "socialization of

production was not followed by a

socialization of ownership." Thus

began a class struggle, between the

rulers and workers. Racism in

America, he said, was not solved

but encouraged by shifting unem-

ployment and poverty more onto

the backs of whites.

Recognition of the depth and ex-

tent of capitalist imperialism Har-

degree posed as the second funda-

mental. We have in effect under-

taken "exportation of the lower

levels of the proletariat" by seek-

ing an "open-door policy" since the

1890's—a policy synonymous with

the exploitation of foreign peoples

Thirdly, the problem of the re-

sultant anarchy at home was cited

Hardegree explained that, in capi-

talism at this stage, "instead of gel-

ting a rational transportation sys-

tem, you get more highways. . . .

rip-off insurance rates, increased

armaments, waste ..."
"Everyone I talk to is upset

(Continued on page seven)

Artist Supplies

PRINTS — GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART

GALLERY
206" .- North Te|on

633-6903

EGG HOUSE
1216 North Nevada
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CC Graduate Tells of India Experiences
BY STAN CASE

John Hand, CC graduate of

'§9, returned to campus at the

end of block 8 to tell of his ex-
periences in India. Ajter spend-

ing a summer as an appreritice

cook in Switzerland after grad-
uation, he journeyed to the an-
cient land to soothe urgings
which had built up over many
years of studying yoga.

"It was wonderful!", lie sins.

with eager eyes and a seemingly

peaceful temperament. Suffering

from dysentery and begging for

money or food, "I started travelling

from town to town with the wan-
dering yogi mystics," seeking a

common thing. "With Indian garb,

long hair and beards we looked for

the gnln-u'." John notes that the

wandering ascetics he travelled

with were much like the ones por-

trayed in Hermann Hesse's Sidd-

linrtha.

What is the essence of the search

lor the 'guhru,' and the Transcen-

dental Meditation which the great

Maharesh Yogi teaches? "Each man
lias a certain quantity of life en-

ergy within him," John explains.

And if a magnifying glass can be
ased to focus the energy towards

<me end, the being "is capable of

lining remarkable things." Such is

(lie purpose, he says, of Uaj Yoga
(King, or Highest Yoga). It "directs

ymr life force into personal en-

lightenment and personal experi-

ence with God." The 'guhru' is

sought because Ik

1 :vas

Indie

ual \

dia i

third v\

iilg to 1

c," Job,

is foreht

light."

open your

expresses, point-

id. "and suddenly

a of Yoga; much chanting, fast-

and meditating is involved. "1

some pretty weird flashes."

i recalls exuberantly. It sounds

you were kind of living like

rrmit in a cave! Nut really.

. answers; "It's not that way."
explains that being at peace

i yourself allows you to be
much more involved in the world.

And you need not worry about

what religion you are; Uaj Yogi is

a trans-demoninational thing. "Ev-
en Jesus was a very fine 'guhru'!"

John, who spent must of the

n the foot-hills of the Ilima-

noted that "rural, small-town

is a fountain-head of spirit-

armth." Hut Westernized In-

a different story, ho srtdly

says. "The average Indian was
pretty excited about going to war
with Pakistan; they knew they'd

whip them!" The cities have West-
ern movies, large stores, and the

people seem very

But attempts i

even in the U.S..

Word. A thirteei

ual teacher" fro
1

here, and will speak at the All

Souls Unitarian Church in Colora-

do Springs, at 7:30 P.M. on Ma\
13th.

The Guhru Mabarji (i states:

"The West is going to bell. The\
are already there. ... If people

can find the source of real peace
in their religion, fine, if not, they

should throw it out ... If yon

can't find peace, then come to me,
I'll give vou peace."

Maharji (i, who has spoken be-

fore mam peoph lvivs- Thr. do

not come to see m\ bodv but mv

laterialistic.

being made,
o spread the

i-year-old "spirit-

India is on tour

"""""<""-'

U5 WOULD
YOU BUY

A USED SLAVE

ROM THIS

MAN?

TONIGHT
AT
7:00

and
9:00

P.M.

James Garner

SkinGame
Lou Gossett' Susan Clark

COLORADO SPRINGS' ONLY
PROFESSIONAL 35 MM ADULT

THEATRE WHERE THE BEST COSTS LESS

""[jnEBSBJlEBi

O F LOVE THERAPY

ADULTS ONLY

The garden of

bizarre pleasures

THET
HOT
lit'l'Hi

rs
(m£nema(2\)
X—^sil" SO. IIJOH 4n-7S43V_>'

Newberry

Library

Program

The Guhru Maharaj Ji

—the 14-year-old prophet of peace

The \ewbem Librae} Program
in the Humanities opens the rich
collections of hooks ami ,„.„,„.

scripts .i! one of America's fore-

most libraries in Ibe humanities to

students .mil facult\ ol the Assoc-
iated ( olleges ..I the Midwest, The
Program includes .1 I- .,11 Semester
Seminar. Short-term Seminars in

the Winter and Spring months, and
the option hii students and facultv
or pursuing independent or honors
work at the Newberry for varying
time periods suitable to their own
needs in the months ol [anuarv
through ,|onc. Participants in the
Program have access to all of the
Library's resources and participate
fully in the intellectual and social

life ol the Newbem community.
Housing and cooking facilities arc
available i larlmenls near the
Libnm on Chicago's near north
side, convcm'enl to all the cnltoral

and entertainment centers ol il„.

citv.

Full speed ahead
for a great buy.

Mtn's lU sp?ed race features front and rear caliper handbrake*, twin

shifter*, side pull brakes and racing style handlebars for sure grip

and good control. 21 " Gold frame and 26" wheels.

See Penneys Catalog (or complete selection o!

bicycles and accessories.

JCPenney
The values are here every day.

Citadel Shopping Cenler

10 A.M. - 9 P.M. M-F, 10 A.M. -6 P.M. Sat.

12 Noon -5 P.M. Sun. 597-0050
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Fantasticks rehearse love scene

PHOTOS BY:

Mike Allured

Eric Buetens

John Howard

Environmental Experts arriving at CC

P

Marmaduke is moving Ping-Pong Form refined during break
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(Continued from p n(re four!

about what is going on in the

world," Hardegree affirmed. And
it is "rank heresy" for anyone to

say that our system is in the finite

sense, right.

WEIGHING THE COSTS
Once you have become con-

vinced that radical change is due—
as Hardegree said, "How do you
bring about the revolution? — Here

things get tougher."

Revolution, he asserted, is only

good when "the cost of having one

is exceeded by the cost of not hav-

ing one." Confronted with prob-

lems such as Vietnam, poverty,

etc., the costs must be weighed. If

revolution is then deemed, justifi-

able, measures must be taken by

the people, on the assumption that

"people who are in power use all

their power to stay in power."

As for revolutionary mea-
sures: "You don't have to be a

fundamentalist Marxist any
more than you have to be a fun-
damentalist Christian;" . . . I

really respect people who are

pacifists, but unfortunately

many use this to avoid" promot-
ing revolution.

Theoretically, he explained, a

centralized and repressive socialist

government must be established;

then, when people have become
iiccustomed to it, communism
should develop. While this hasn't

worked out ideally in Russia or

Red China, lie noted, "we should

not be blind to potential;" America

is, after all, becoming "more and

more repressive." We're all one un-

der God, "but we're not all one

under General Motors."

In a short session of questions

and comments afterward, Shaull

and Handen agreed pretty much
with the speaker's criticisms of

our society. But, Shaull observ-

ed, "My problem is that 1 don't

believe in any theory at all."

Father Handen expressed the

importance of his concept — not

oj nationalism, or international-

ism, but of "trans-nationalism."

MARTIAN'S VIEW
Professor of Eeumenics at Prince-

ton Theological Seminaiy and co-

author with Carl Ogelsby of Con-
tainment and Change, Richard

Shaull spoke on the topic, "New
Poltical Options, or New Political

Communities?"

Shaull emphasized that, while

being convinced that at this time

in the western world there is a

need for a radical shift in the value

system and political structure, he

did not want to be channelled

through any one ideology.

First taking a "martian's view"

of our educational system at the

university level, he pointed out

that anything but the system we
presently have would be a desir-

able model for an educational

structure which lets humans "grow
creatively" and prepares them for

"significant and meaningful works."

Our present set-up is basically

"chopping reality into boxes;" it

creates hierarchical levels — admin-
istration, faculty and student body,

and slices the study of life into de-

partments and courses. And then

it clamps on a competitive grading

system. "The fact of the matter is

that it doesn't have anything to do
with education."

Our whole system of inter-rela-

tionships, he said, is based on the

individual as a role-player, not as

a "living thing." Because this sort

of "boundary-management" takes

many forms, "if students took con-

trol (of the school) tomorrow," our

system and values really wouldn't

change. The nuclear family is the

principle of boundary - manage-
ment's "most viscious expression."

"We're the greatest sinners of

the world," lie added — because of

our economic imperialism and ag-

gressive propagation of values and

WAV OF THE FUTURE
In working for change, Shaull

asserted, once the source of the

sickness is analyzed, the political

options and other alternative means
of change must be considered. You
could "work within the system," he
noted, and desperately search for

a way. You could "escape to a pas-

toral life . . . and get yourself to-

gether." Or, you could live in the

midst of destruction and the glow-

ing chaos, and "discover how to

live in the way of the future."

Believing that there are not

any viable within-the-system
political options at present, and
wishing to avoid half-assed es-

cape from society, Shaull's pro-

posal was the "community," a

flexible, family of indiuidtiaJs

who can explore new lifestyles.

Maybe this community, Shaull
expressed, can in its experimen-
tation "open neio political op-

tions . . . and then find newer
styles of living . . . and neiver

options ..." And it must be

patient; the system should be

subvened not at its point o/during the fifties where he was in

Ertels Pharmacy
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ages: Hard, Soft and In-Betw

Telephone: 633-2069
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greatest strength, but of great-

est milnerabibtt/.

Offering his experience, Shaull

told of life in his own community
which lives "within a two block
radius" From a point in German
Town, Philadelphia, lie also ex-

plained what happened when a

group of Princeton students and
himself recently got together to de-

cide how best to "initiate a process

ol transformation" on campus; they
set to work upon developing new
formats and leaching styles in the

classroom, believing that the

school's most vulnerable point was
not in the administration but in the

classroom itself.

•lose contact with student and 1

derground movements, urged that

we must be "constantly creative."

lie pointed out that before the

Ikilshevik Revolution of 1917, Rus-

sians had lor S5 years thought and
died for experiments in change.

We, too, now need such "people
of vision and commitment."

In Un's we certainly hear an echo

ol Mao Tse Tung, in his emphasis

not on revolutionary rigidity but

upon continuous re-evaluation:

"The situation in a revolutionary

period changes quickly. If the cog-

nition of revolutionaries docs not

ihange quickly with it they
Shaull, whose experience extends not lead the revolution towards
irther to having lived in Brazil victory

CASCADE PHARMACY
Prescriptions, Rentals on Crutches and Wheelchairs

801 North Cascade Avenue Telephone 632-2614

MB

Long look

of
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CAMPUS BRIEFS —
BOOK SALE

The second annual Colorado

Colege Book Sale will be held

Friday and Saturday, May 12 and

13, at Honnen Ice Rink on the

campus. On Friday it will be open

only to the students, faculty and

administration of the college, and

on Saturday will be open to the

general public. The hours both

days are from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

This year more than 6.000 books

will go on sale at very inexpensive

prices, according to Dr. George

Fagan, head librarian at Tutt Li-

brary. The library staff and mem-

bers of the Women's Education

Society of Colorado College are

makil the preparations for the

Dr. Fagan said diat the books

to be sold are primarily duplicates

of volumes already found in the

library and others which are sur-

plus to the needs of the college.

They will include both fiction and

non-fiction. In addition there will

be used typewriters for sale, and

of special interest will be several

sets of encyclopedias which will be

sold on a sealed bid basis.

Of interest to collectors will be

a variety of publications on Colo-

rado, many of which are very old.

There will also be registration for

door prizes which will be given

away on both days.

Taylor Travel

HERE TODAY, GONE
TO MAUI

COMPLETE TRAVEL SERVICE

210 East Cache La Poudre St.

! Miller Music Co. f
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+ +
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ACADEMIC COMMITTEE
Chris Parr stated that the faculty

was opposed to forming a Journal-

ism Department and she will chair

this committee.

PBESIDENTIAL PRIMARY
Poll sheets will be distributed to

Freshmen counselors and put in

residence halls and dining halls for

off-campus students. The results

will be published in the Catalyst.

Precautions will be taken to avoid

tampering.

BIKE THEFT PREVENTED
A Colorado College Coed alert-

ly prevented at least a double bike

theft at Loomis Hall during the

evening of April 13, 1972. The
coed, through a window observed

two (2) teenagers acting suspicious-

ly at the bike rack and as cool as

a cum quat alerted the Loomis
Security Officer. Dandy Doug
Brumbaugh quickly apprehended

one. The odier had departed to get

his automobile and upon returning

to pick up his friend was also ap-

prehended. Dandy Doug was ably

assisted by officer Bill Jeffries and
the local Colorado Springs gend-

FACULTY COMMITTEES
Charlie Vogel said there is a

meeting Wed. at 12:30 for students

interested in joining. He has

names of past members and volun-

teers.

FALL SEMESTER SEMINAR
The Fall Semester Seminar seeks

to provide students with the op-

portunity to explore the style, meth-
ods, and aims of interdisciplinary

inquiry in the humanities, and to

design, prepare, and bring to

completion a project based on in-

LEE'S ENCO SERVICE
• TUNE UPS • STATE INSPECTION

• ATLAS TIRES • ATLAS BATTERIES

Next to College on Uintah 230 West Uintah Phone 634-9195 %
:-•:--:-+-:-w^-hw-I":-^^vv^.].^^.:..;..h.;^^.:..i..>.^x^.^^^.[..^.j.;..j.

FLEA MARKET EAST
Every Friday, Saturday and Sunday — 10 - 6

INDOORS - HEATED - PARKING - SNACK BAR
ADMISSION: 25c, Everybody welcome

Numerous miscellaneous items for sole, including

New 8-Track Stereo Tapes available tor $2.99.

INTERSTATE 25 TO EXIT 55 AND 1/2 BLOCK EAST
FOUNTAIN, COIORADO • 751 SO. SANTE FE AVE. • 382-5269

dependent research. The 1972

Seminar will focus on Radicalism

and the Radical Temperament in

America and England, concentrat-

ing chiefly on major 18th and 19th

century examples and seeking ans-

wers in both history and literature

to such contemporary questions as

the following:

What makes people radical?

What distinguishes the radical
temperament? What determines the

manifestations of radicalism, and

what is the relationship between
such characteristic manifestations

as Utopian experiments, political

movements, and attempts to alter

the consciousness of an age?

Among possible topics for con-

sideration are: Utopian thought,

literature, and practice; women's
rights; the anti-slavery movement:
pastoralism; religious non-conform-

ity; parliamentary reform; revolu-

tion; and romanticism.

In addition to pursuing their re-

search interests through a pro-

gram of individual tutorials, stu-

dents will meet regularly to discuss

common problems associated with

their investigations, and they will

be expected to share responsibility

for the preparation of a collabora-

tive statement of the work and

findings of the Seminar. Faculty

Fellows will be Professors Harley

Henry of the Macalester College

English Department, and Jam<s

Stewart of the Mac-alester Histoiy

Department. Both will be in resid-

ence at the Newberry throughout

the year.

STUDENT MINORITY
COMMITTEE

Bob Salazar suggested that stu-

dents be given a chance to sign

over a lunch to pay for a minoriiv

scholarship.

A single goose down pod enlarged

T+oxJjJBxi/t

What's Inside
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The finest grade of prime

northern goose down

is used in all Holllbor
sleeping bags and coats

i

Stop in and get your

FREE 1972 CATALOG

131 So. Tejon
634-5279

What is Carikit?
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-Tiger Sport Lites-

HOCKEY
The Tiger Hockey Team has nam-
ed Mike Bertsch as captain for the

72-73 season. Bertsch was chosen

on a vote by the entire hockey

team.

Also announced at the Awards
Banquet were Most Improved
player which went to Bryan Pye
and Gordie Southerland. All other

awards went to All-Americans

Doug Palazam and Bob Winograd.

Both received WCHA All-Star

phques along with Coach Jeff Sau-

ers' Coach of the Year Award.
Palazarri also received WCHA

leading scorer, WDAZ All-Star

Team, CC most valuable player,

CC leading scorer and WCHA
Most Valuable Player.

GOLF
Colorado College's Golf team

demolished the Colorado School of

Mines' team 16-2 at the Broad-

moor Golf Course. The Tigers ac-

cumulated their 16 points behind

the 76 by Doug Chaps and the

77 of Greg Gibson.

BASEBALL
Colorado College's Baseball team

has had their problems with hitting

and errors in the last four games
dropping all four. The Tigers were
defeated by Denver 8-0, Univer-

sity of Northern Colorado 15-0 and
2-0, and Air Force 17-4.

In the Denver game. Rick Be-

niot, the losing pitcher, was de-

feated although he pitched a good
game. Benoit was hurt by the

wind, errors and lack of any real

scoring threat. CC was totally de-

molished by UNC 15 as UNC
blasted pitcher Larry Draper. In

the second game played at Gree-

ley, the Tigers were defeated on
two unearned runs as Draper
pitched an excellent game. In the

Air Force game, the Tigers were
demolished by their own errors.

SOCCER
CC's Soccer team "The Cleats"

have raised their perfect season

record to 3-0 with a win over pre-

viously unbeaten Colorado Springs

Blue Stars. The Clears who have

shown great strength and a very
diversified scoring attack were led

by Ben Nitka who scored 2 goals.

LACROSSE
The Colorado College Lacrosse

team has split two games losing to

Air Force and defeating the Com-
merce City Lacrosse Club 17-16

in a double overtime.

OUTSTANDING SENIOR
SERVICE AWARD

Chris Parr nominated Ray Petros

who is involved in counseling and
is a head resident. He was presi-

dent of the Debate Club, is a
member of Blue Key, the Student

Conduct Committee and Leisure

Time. Dave Drake nominated Carl

Herman who is a counselor and
head resident and a member of

Blue Key. Charlie Vogel nominat-

ed Debbie Frepans. Roger Oram
nominated Ed Winograd and Mer-
riner Berthoff.

2527 West Colorado Ave.

Open 9-6

Mod. to Sat.

HARVEST
— NATURAL FOODS —

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit and Fish, Seaweeds,

Fresh Stone Ground Flour, Organic

Fresh Vegetables and Juices, Dairy Pro-

ducts, Herbs and other pure foods.

— Books— Pots— Pans —

| |

The QcUcuuf Shop
10 East Colorado Avenue f

*
. %

Colorado Springs, Colorado T.

{ !
| * Poster Headquarters %

% • Visit our Fabulous Blackliaht Room
' Water Beds and Accessories +

* Various Paraphernalia
*

' +

All Standard LPs $1.00 off Regular $6.98

8 Track Tapes $3.98 |
Good Vibes 1 1 %

! +

^Brc/dmoor
WORLD ARENA

CC Gets Grant
Colorado College will receive a

grant of $2500 this year from the
General Electric Foundation in

support of their undergraduate ed-
ucation in chemistry. This is the
fourth successive year the college
has received a GE grant for use by
the chemistry department.

The grant is part of a more than

$3,285,000 educational support
package sponsored in 1972 by the

General Electric Company and the

General Electric Foundation, an in-

dependent trust establishment by
the company in 1952.

In addition to the education sup-

port grants provided by the Foun-

dation and the Company, funds
and equipment are expected to be
contributed.

EARN COLLEGE CREDIT
ABROAD THIS SUMMER...
Travel-Study Courses in Europe, Africa, Latin America, The
Orient. — Low rates and tuition to students and teachers. —

—EXCELLENT GUIDES—
Attend Olympics at Munich Aug. 23 to Sept. 12.

Cost $895. • Write to:

COLLEGE OVERSEAS
P.O. Box 366, Durharr

or Call Representative i

California 95938
Denver, 756-0853.

Visit...

J's MOTOR HOTEL
NEW RESTAURANT

Restaurant Hours — 7 A.M. to 2 P.M. — Closed Saturday

(conoco)
CAR CLINIC

— COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE AND REPAIR —
Next to College on Nevada

830 North Nevada Phone: 47 1 -9200

REWARDING SUMMER for sopho-

more and older college men In

Colorado mountains counselling

children. Riding, backpacking,

ecology, many outdoor programs.

Write now: Sanborn Western

Camps, Florissant, Colo. 80816.

MARRIED STUDENT COUPLE I

WANT TO SUB-LET APT. Jl

AUG. 20.

FOR SALE; '69 Saab, V-4, power broken,

radio. 2-dr - sedan, 4-spoed, front whool

drive, $1325. PLAZA LEASING CO., 2444

East Piatle or cell: 476-1645,

IRGcfW

DoFVfHtfS!
,

O^Veniently Mtedjyow

\oSmm
IBANK /
f

,
"plQ

lJ^WaT Kkvi^&QASQXD£
**mm*

Wo can aid and assist |
a limited number of

qualified senior or
groduato students to

gain
admission

for the session starting

fall 1972 in recognized

medical
schools
overseas
Wg offer the following pro-

gram, an intensive 8 weak
orientation and highly concen-
trated technical lanouago In-

struction. (90% of the diffi-

culty In attending & romolning
In a foreign school Is the lan-

guage barrier.) The Intensive

programs are given in the

country where you will attend

medical school,

For the qualified students who
wish to partake of this pro-

gram, admission can be sec-

ured to a recognized European
Medical School.

group
interviews

& seminars
in the following areas

Call toll f)

(800) 61,5-1 v.n

for further info motion
and to regis ler

BOSTON - Sat 8 Sun.

May 13 I 14

Fenway Cambridge Motor Hotel

777 Memorial Drive, Cambridge

Sat. 1 p.m. -Sun. 11 a.m.

See Mr Levine

DENVER - Sun., May 14

The Holiday Inn. 11 a.m.

4849 Bannock Street

See Mr. Schrager

RALEIGH -Sun. May 14

Tbe Holiday Inn, Downtown, 11 a.n

320 Hillsboro St.

See Mr Etlman

ST. LOUIS - Sat., May 13

The Holiday Inn, 11 a.m.

2211 Market St., US Hwy 40

See Mr Schrager

WASHINGTON -Sat, May 13

The Holiday Inn, 12:00 noon

1615 Rhode Island Ave., NW
See Mr Ellman

Write fur furllic

EUROPEAN MEOICAL
students placement service, inc.

3 McKinley Avenue,
Albertson. N.Y. 11507

There is no charge for ap-

plication form and inlervte\
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i}d Wfyeij
tl^e sijoW Ijad

goije aijd spring btirst

tipoi} tl^e lar^d

tl>e people
"*

rejoiced m\<l
drai^k of

spriijggroftQe.

Start yourown spring celebration with Tyrolia, California

white wine and natural fruit flavors. The new wine
that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that's as

light and bright as that first spring day. With the
crisp, clean taste of oranges, lemons and flowery
spices. Drink Callo Tyrolia, the wine of spring.

And celebrate!

Tyrolia
* Californ.a White Wine & Natural Fruit Flavors

Callo Vineyards, Modesto, California
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Thoughts on Tricky Dick,McGovem, EtAl
BY CHARLEY MacNIDER

On May 8, President Nixon

,vent on the boob tube and laid

ijje
word on all of us. For the

second time in 10 years we were

aping to the brink of war with

the Russians. The Russians were

none too happy the first time we

blockaded an ally's ports (Cuba)

^d there was no reason they

should be much happier about the

fining of Haiphong harbor and

sjX
lesser ports of North Vietnam.

So, again, the Russian roulette

game was being played on a

world scale. No one knows if the

bluff will work, but when it was

nounced it scared the hell out

of a lot of us.

Our fearless leader may feel

that he has a solution to an in-

ternational problem but he has

ated another one at home which

will be tougher: How to sell it to

ihe 18-25 year-old voters of the

United States? I am willing to bet

that the thought has John Mitchell

and friends shaking in their boots.

The re-elect Nixon boys have al-

ready tried, in case you hadn't

heard. The following is a quote

from a newsletter put out by the

committee for the re-election of the

President.

"Three days after President Nix-

on announced his new Vietnam

policies, public support for those

policies continues to grow among
young people. The latest evidence

lias been reported in Minnesota,

California and Colorado."

The newsletter supports this

statement with a poll taken among

lUth graders from a tiny village

in Minnesota, another poll con-

ducted at Whittier College in Cal-

ifornia (Rapid Richard's alma

mater) and a statement by Den-

ver's youngest city council mem-

ber, Denver Blue (Remember that

name Denverites). I find the

whole effort to be very interest-

ing. Dick's people are telling us

that we support his policies, and

that is a bill of goods if I ever

have been sold one.

George McGovem has been

against the whole Vietnam mess

from the beginning. The kids have

taken one look at the "refurbished"

Hump, and the diplomat, George

C. Wallace and have picked their

man. It seemed to me that Mc-

Govem and not Tricky Dick has

the support of the "young people."

To reaffirm my faith in the sanity

of the younger generation, I began

calling campuses around the na-

tion to find out just who was the

man of the college kids choosing.

Yale, the University of Minnesota,

Two Separate

Six-Week
Institutes
The Colorado College Summer

Session will offer two separate six

week institutes in the teaching of

art during the 1972 summer ses-

sion.

The two are Teaching Studio

Art and Teaching Art History and

they are being offered in coopera-

tion with the Fine Arts Center and

the Advanced Placement Program

of the College Entrance Examina-

tion Board.

Both institutes are being held

for the first time at Colorado Col-

lege and will be particularly de-

signed to develop the essential

skills and resources necessary for

teachers to teach advanced studio

art and advanced art history in

high schools.

Stanford, CU, DU and CSU were

contacted and their reports fol-

low:

Yale: The Yale daily has pub-

licly endorsed George McGovem,

having followed the example of

other bastions of the "Eastern Lib-

eral Establishment" such as Dart-

mouth, Princeton, etc. The "effete

corps of imputent snobs" is hold-

ing true to form.

U of Minn.: The people there

were appalled at the thought of

Nixon having support of die 18-

25 year old group in the state.

They had had a disturbance on

campus after the mining was an-

nounced and they also reported a

hearty dislike for the President on

other matters. George McGovem
was the choice of the students and

of a large group of 'liberals" in

the state. (1 remind my readers

that Minnesota is HHH's home
state).

Stanford: They too had demon-

stration and a run-in with the cops

after Nixon's speech. The people

there said among the students

George McGovem was the man.

They also pointed out, however,

that die feeling was not statewide.

(How is Nixon going to convince

us about the virtues of his policy

if the students in his home state

won't buy it?)

CU: No one had anything to

say on the matter, but the general

attitude of the students was that

the mining was a crock (they did

have a lovely riot in Boulder re-

cently, if you remember). The

people up there showed rfieir dis-

like in the streets, but only 500
of them appeared at an anti-war

rally last weekend.

DU: Ten members of the Clar-

for the Presidency. If you believe

in him, work to get him elected,

but just watch to make sure that

poliricial pressures don't change
his mind, and we, tiie students.

should be the ones to make sure

that it doesn't.

ion staff are delegates to the

Democratic county caucus (and

they are not Hump delegates).

They too demonstrated their dis-

like for the new policies quite

loudly, and the general favorite

was, guess who, George McGov-

CSU: All diat Uiey had to tell

me was that in the Democratic
county caucus diere, McGovem
was running away from everybody
else: and a vote for McGovem is

not what I call support for Nixon's

Vietnam policy.

And there you have it: a gen-

eral lack of support for Mr. Nix-

on s latest Vietnam endeavour

among the students. It is my opin-

ion that when political people are

scared, they will tell the public

anything. Nixon's people just fin-

ished telling us something, not

about how the policy is supported,

by youth, but about how it is not.

There is a lesson to be learned

here, and that is: Never trust a

politician, not even George Mc-
Govem, who is by far and away
the most believable man running

dAXAUZ&T
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The national Advanced Place-

ment program in Art Studio and

Art History was begun only this

year and is now a part of the total

national Advanced Placement Pro-

gram which has been instrumental

in its 15 year history in training

high school teachers to teach col-

lege level courses in their schools

to qualified students. The result

has been that many students are

able to earn college credits in var-

ious disciplines while still in high

school.

The Teaching Art Studio Insti-

tute will be directed by Colorado

College art professor Bernard Ar-

nest, who is also chairman of the

national Advanced Placement Stu-

dio Art Committee. It is planned

particularly for the experienced

teacher or those preparing to teach,

and will focus on teaching strate-

gies and the critical evaluation and

development of the able high

school art students. A separate but

concurrent basic studio course will

be used as a laboratory for insti-

tute participants and they will also

have an opportunity to work inde-

pendently on their individual art

interests.

The Institute in the Teaching of

Art History will be headed by Pro-

fessor Richard Tansey of San Jose

State College. Dr. Tansey is a

noted teacher of art history and the

co-author, with de la Croix, of the

current art text, "Art Through the

Ages."

The institute will focus on the

teaching of art history on and in-

troductory course level that will

be appropriate to the Advancement

Placement program. While there

will be emphasis on instructional

methods throughout the course, a

concurrent Introduction to Art His-

tory course for undergraduates will

be used as a laboratory so that in-

stitute participants will have op-

portunities for observations, dis-

cussion and experimentation.

The dates for the institute are

June 20 through July 28 and each

will offer eight semester hours of

graduate or undergraduate credit.

Additional information and applica-

tions for admission are available

from the Colorado College Sum-

mer Session office, Armstrong

Hall, 473-2233, ext. 431.

CCGrad Is Murder Victim
The following article is re-

printed from the Garden City

(Illinois) Telegram. It recalls

the struggle and murder of a

Colorado College graduate,

Robert William (Bill) Lange,

Jr.

The Chicago Tribune's report

on the holdup-murder of a student

from Garden City differed slightly

from an earlier report to the Tele-

gram and included an interview

with the victim's companion.

Murder victim was Robert Wil-

liam (Bill) Lange, Jr., 29-year-old

son of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Lange,

North Center.

A candidate for a Ph.D. in psy-

chology at Chicago's University

of Chicago, Lange and a compan-

ion were held up early Saturday

morning by three bandits. During

the holdup, a scuffle broke out

and Lange was fatally shot by one

of the holdup men.

Saturday's report to the Tele-

gram concerning the crime was

from the Chicago Sun-Times, the

city's second largest daily news-

paper. It identified Lange's com-

panion as Leon T. Webber.

However, later Saturday an edi-

tor of the Chicago Tribune, the

city's largest daily newspaper, re-

lated a somewhat different account

of the murder to the Telegram.

The Tribune also related an inter-

view with the victim's companion.

According to the Tribune,

Lange's companion at the time ol

the shooting was William Mitchell,

29, a colleague of Lange's at the

Chicago-Reed Mental Health Cen-

ter on Chicago's North Side where

both were employed. Lange was

in charge of the family therapy

program at the Menial Health

Center, according to the Tribune.

The Tribune added thai Webber
was the Rev. William Webber,

pastor of the First Unitarian

Church of Chicago and a colleague

of Mitchell and Lange. The crime

occurred in front of the Webber
apartment in Chicago's Hyde Park

where the Langes and 15 to 18

others were attending a party fol-

lowing a meeting at the church.

Lange and Mitchell had left the

party to go to a nearby store, ac-

cording to the Tribune, and were

returning when they were accosted

by the three bandits across the

street from the Webber apartment.

According to the Tribune, Mit-

chell described Lange as a "com-

petent teacher and therapist," and

told the Tribune reporter "how his

friend put up a good fight with

(continued on page 4)

Few Frosh

CC for McGovem Coed Options
A CCCA poll of the students of

Colorado College to try to deter-

mine which Presidential candidate

has the most support revealed the

following results.

Out of approximately 1,600 stu-

dents attending CC, 296 students

participated in filling out the poll

sheets-164 male, 132 female.

Sen. George McGovem receiv-

ed about 60% of the vote; Presi-

dent Nixon received 11%, Linda

Jenness of the Socialist Workers

Party received 5%, Shirley Chis-

holm received 4%, Duckwell of the

STP party got 11 votes (protest

vote?), Sen. Muskie got 7 votes,

Sen. Humphrey received 6 votes,

Mayor Lindsay and Pat Paulsen

each received one vote, and ten

people were undecided.

Despite the efforts of many
this year and over the past

years, despite supporting cam-

pus-wide petitions and paren-

tal polls, but for the same old

section in Mathias no fresh-

men will get the option to

choose between a coed and

non-coed area for September.

The "Residential Committee

of the CCCA," one member

of which is Dean of Student

Affairs Ron Ohl, neglecting

the recommendation of the

CCCA making the coed option

top priority, and excluding

student committee chairman

Raleigh Bowden from decis-

ion-making, has outlined a

housing scheme similar to the

one which has existed for

years now.

America:

The Violent

Experiment
BY CHARLEY MacNIDER
Ten days ago, George Wallace

was gunned down in a Maryland

shopping center. We Nail jusl I in

ished recovering from the honors

of the L968 campaign and the

questions of political assassinations

had been pretty well forgotten, I,

for one, had Impel that we were

coming out of the national psy-

chosis which had perpetrated the

killing of JFK. Malcolm X, Bobby

Kennedy and Martin Luther King,

1 thought that maybe we hud

come to our senses and decided

that the ballol box, nol the bullel

was the way to choose our politi-

cians and express our dislike oi a

man or his ideas. Unfortunately,

it is not so.

This latest shooting brought the

renewed cry for gun control. Of

course, gun control laws are not

the answer to the whole problem,

Certainly they would help, but we

will nol have them. The Gnu Lob-

by in Congress (National Rifle

Association, etc,) has enough influ-

ence to prevent passage.

Howard K, Smith, CO-anchOl

man oJ tin- ABC Evening News,

and a staunch conservative, rec

Ognized this and blasted the anti-

gun control people for It He did

so publicly on his commentary the

night Wallace was shot. If Howard

K. Smith is upset about the luck

of gun control I suspect many

Americans are too.

We have belter than 100 times

the number of murders by guns

every year than do any of the

Western European countries. Even

lukinji into consideration our larg-

er population, this is still an over-

whelmingly larger proportion of

violent crimes per capita.

What is the answer to the prob-

lem? Some people say that the

spirit of the "Wild West" has not

died, that shootings are merely the

present manifestation of this feel-

ing. Others say that this same sen-

timent produced die American fix-

ation with guns and that is the

crux of the matter. Another opin-

ion rum to the effect that we are

(continued on page 6)



On Blockade

-

Hawk Gives Views
BY JOHN EDWARD HAWK
On May 9, 1972, I had the ex-

perience of witnessing the CC stu-

dent blockade of three Colorado

Springs street intersections. The
blockade was a protest to Presi-

dent Nixon's recent Vietnam poli-

tics; namely the mining of North

Vietnamese ports, blockading of

die ports, and increased bombing

of North Vietnam.

I too vehemently oppose the

President's action of late concern-

ing die war, as with the entire

warlll Why?
1. A first(P) rate country has not

been able to defeat either militar-

ily or otherwise a third rate (or

whatever level you desire) country

in practically eight years. I do not

feel we can ever totally defeat the

North Vietnamese. Maybe ten

years ago we couldVe, but not

now, and furthermore why should

wel

2. The cry, "we have got to lick

communism before it gets us!", is

totally irrational. The times have

past in which theories like the

"domino fall" can just happen!

World power has changed in struc-

ture and methods. I suggest a

through reading for all of us on

this area, to show this. Even a

casual or novice reader of history

like myself can see this.

3. Maybe, just maybe the Viet-

namese don't want a Democratic

government! It is high time, that

the U.S. realized that it can't in-

sert its power, without an invita-

tion, in any country it chooses! If

it continues to do so, more Viet-

nams will ensue. The U.S. Gov-

ernment has failed to inform me
(as many others I'm sure), who in-

vited us to involve ourselves in

Vietnam.

4. The war has drained unity,

men, money, resources, and what

have you from the United States

for years, and for what??? We lost

face the moment we committed

ourselves in Vietnam.

5. I think it is high time we
brought the troops home, regard-

less, and cleaned up our own back

yardlll How can a nation lose face

or respect, when it has not earned

it or had it for years? Can we as

a nation have any hopes for re-

spect from the World, when die

economic gap between rich and
poor Americans widens to the

point where millions of Americans

go to bed hungry at night? Can
we teach equality to the world

when Blacks and Chicanos are

getting had economically, political-

ly or otherwise? Can we ask for a

peaceful world when we spend 80

billion a year for defense?

Or how about giving weapons
to small nations so they can blow
themselves to bits? Oh yes, we sup-

ply both sides with arms in con-

flicts! How about our consumption,

1/3 of total resources produced
yearly? Shouldn't we try to conser-

ve, and leave some for future

world generations? We teach others

abroad to be clean, courtious, etc,

One need only look at our skies,

water bodies, or landscapes to see

how clean we really arell! I mean
youll! The government won't pro-

vide Make-Work jobs to help the

unemployed earn a living and a

little respect, because its dead end
as they put it. Let's start earning

the respect of the world and clean

up ourselves first

Getting back to the CC block-

aders, I would like to add the fol-

lowing. Although I agree with their

feelings against the war and Presi-

dent Nixon, I do not agree with

street blockadesl Why?
1. The students made them-

selves look totally irrational and

non-thinking by their actions. What
good will making a traffic mess do?

Can it affect the war or Nixon's

move? Certainly not as demonstra-

ted by the continued U.S. involve-

ment in Vienam, regardless of stu-

dent dissent demonstrations in the

past or now! The freeway would

have brought more attention to the

blockade, or are the sitters too

afraid to really show where they

stand?

2. This sort of demonstration

will only make it harder on the col-

lege to provide a Liberal educa-

tion for it's students. Did you

ever think of the pressures that can

be brought to bear on it, both fi-

nancially or otherwise, by the

trustees or supporters due to poor

publicity? CC can only afford such

nice diings as Ford grants, modem
facilities, good professors and such,

if the support $$$ rolls in. This

can abruptly come to an end, and

has where such irrational behavior

has been evident. Check into the

riot colleges or universities of 1967-

71, and you will see that I am
quite rightl I myself would hate

to see CC lose its appeal and

uniqueness, both physically and

educationally, due to short think-

ing.

3. A mace and clubbing scene

was practically precipitated by die

whole affair! How would you feel

if a riot ensued, and someone was

killed, maimed or criminally charg-

ed? I understand that the majority

of the sitters were goaded on by
outside agitators and students, who
hid or became wallflowers when
the police closed in. Are some CC
students so dumb, that they be-

come prey for such people? I was
there, so don't tell me it didn't

happen. Has a liberal arts educa-

tion taught you nothing?

4. How about the community?
Can we expect to be an appre-

ciated part of it by closing down
the streets?

If the students want to do some-

thing meaningful and with results

—try the following:

1. Put your money where your

mouth is! 1 1 If you hate or disagree

with Nixon, then back up your
candidate financially. They all

need it badly! I have seen you
spend your money, and lots and
lots of it!! Don't tell me your broke!

Some of you have large bank ac-

counts and it's evident by your

behavior and possessions. Dig in

to them and support change if you
have the guts!! Talk is really cheap,

irrational behavior costly in the

negative sense, and non-involve-

ment inaccuseable too.

2. Get liberal and anti-war dele-

gates elected to primaries or state

conventions. They did it in Alaska

this year and other places. You
can make the difference if you
really want to!

3. Sure it's dull and non-exciting

but write your Senators and Con-
gressmen. Some of them are listen-

ing!! You can make them listen!

4. We have a large percentage

of the national votes! If you are

registered then vote, if not, you
are a son of a bitch amongst other

things. Even if we don't get a
peace candidate to beat Nixon, we
can sure put alot of peace Sena-

tors and Congressmen in office, if

not ourselves! If you don't believe

me then I feel sorry for you. Non-
voting doesn't do any good for us

either. Ever hear of the silent ma-
jority?

5. Boycott war producers and
buy from peace or more peacefully

oriented companies. Boycott suc-

cess is not limited to closing down
racist businesses!

6. Work in a political cam-

CC's Public Blockade

JudgeSlates
Auld Trial

John William Auld, charged

with kidnapping and murder, ap-

peared before District Court Judge
Hunter D. Hardeman Tuesday af-

ternoon and had his trial date set

for July 24. Dist. Atty. Bob Russel

has already stated he is going to

seek the death penalty.

Judge Hardeman indicated that

if he could rearrange his present

schedule the case would be moved
up to May 22. Public Defender
Brian J. Mullet told the court there

was a possibility Rollie Rogers, the

state public defender, would join

him in the defense.

Auld, 32, 1438 Cooper St., was
tried last week on the issue of

sanity and on Friday evening a

district court jury found him legal-

ly sane.

The defendant is charged with

the Dec. 12 kidnapping and slay-

ing of Miss Anne Marie Heider.

19, a Colorado College coed, who
was abducted on San Rafael Street

as she walked home alone from a

Christmas party. The young wo-
man was dragged screaming into

Auld's truck.

Auld was found one day before

Miss Heider's body was discover-

ed. He was lying by the side of a

county road unconscious with a

self inflicted bullet wound in his

head.

Honors Convocation
The 1972 Honors Convocation

at Colorado College was held Tues-

day with awards, honors and prizes

presented to students who achiev-

ed academic excellence as well as

to those who provided outstanding

leadership within the college com-
munity.

Ray Petros, president of the Blue
Key service organization, and Lin-

da Mallory, president of Cap and
Gown, scholastic society for wo-
men, presided over the annual
event.

Honors were given in three ar-

eas, the all-college awards which
were presented by President Lloyd
E. Worner; departmental awards
presented by various members of

the faculty, and athletic awards,

which were announced by Gerald
Carle, chairman of the athletic de-

partment.

The all-college awards were giv-

en to the following students:

American Association of Univer-

sity of Women Award to a senior

woman from the Denver area for

high scholarship and service to Lin-

da Mallory, Denver.

Mary Steams Barkalow Award
to a senior woman for contribution

to residence halls and campus life

through positions of leadership to

Linda Mallory, Denver.

Jeanne Gibbs Memorial Award
to a woman student who will study

in France during one of her under-

graduate years to Kathrvn Lowen-
fels, White Plains, N.Y.

Dean's Award for the senior best

combining scholastic excellence

with participation in extracurricu-

lar activities to James Larrick,

Englewood.

Josephine Van Fleet McLaughlin
Award to a senior woman for in-

terest in public affairs to Sally

Murphy, Kansas City, Mo.
Van Diest Award to a prominent

paign!

Have you the guts or intelligence

to do it to them legally and ra-

tionally, or are you going to go
half-way in irrationality?

athlete on the basis of character,

scholarship and citizenship to Ran-
dy Bobier, Westminster.

Colorado College Campus Asso-

ciation Award for outstanding ser-

vice to the College Community to

Ray Petros, Pueblo.

Alpha Lambda Delta Book A-i

ward to the senior woman with the

highest average who was a mem-
ber of Alpha Lambda Delta during
her freshman year to Margaret My-
ers, Denver.

Ann Rich Memorial Award to a

junior woman for personal contri-

butions to the College through her

appreciation for and dedication to

the goals of the Liberal Arts Col-

lege to Annette Lubchenco, Den-
ver.

E. K. Gaylord Award to die jun-

ior or senior for continuing contri-

butions to Colorado College pub-
lications to Paul Clark, Littleton,

and Ed Winograd, Greely.

Edsen Trophy to the fraternity

chapter which by its collective ef-

forts best advances the aims and
purposes of the Colorado College

to Phi Gamma Delta.

Publications Board Award to a

freshman or sophomore for out-

standing service to Colorado Col-

lege publications to Edward Leek,

Colorado Springs.

Individual departmental awards
and honors were as follows:

Business administration and an
outstanding senior with respect to

grades in biology, productivity in

his department, and prospects for

a successful carer in biology to Da-
vid Duba, Lafayette, and Molly R.

Stone, Milwaukee, Wis.

Business administration and ec-

onomics—Awards to the outstand-

ing students in accounting to Da-
vid Greber, Colorado Springs. The
Robert W. Kaye Prize in business

administration was awarded to

Margaret Gauntt, Colorado
Springs. The Robert W. Kaye Prize

in economics was awarded to

Wayne Richardson, Honolulu, Ha-

Chemistry—An

Society Award to Kelsey Cook-
Denver, the Merck Index Award
to Stephanie Rowen, Weston
Mass., and the Chemical Rubber
Company award to the outstanding
freshman in chemistry to Randy
Sears, Dallas, Tex.

Drama-Broadway Theatre Lea-
gue Award for excellence in drama
to Kathy Day, Lincoln, Neb., Ka-
thy Redman, Colorado Springs,

and Rosa Scott, Colorado Springs!

English—Evelyn May Bridges
Prizes in poetry to Richard Py]e

,

Delta, Okla., and Lynn Merrill'

Denver. The Arther Nethercot A-

ward for excellence in drama to

Howard TCranz, Denver.

Geology—Rocky Mountain As-

sociation of Geologists Award to

the outstanding senior in geology

to Tom Ann Casey, Leadville,

German—Max Kade Award for

the outstanding senior in German,
through funds from the Max Kade
Foundation, to Ann-Charlotte Syl-

van, Sweden.

History—Clyde Augustus Dimi-

way Prize to the outstanding sen-

ior majoring in history was award-

ed to Kay Caunt, Colorado Spgs.,

and to Diane Tuttle, Tucson, Ariz.

Mathematics - Thomas Post

Rawles Prize in mathematics went
to Frank Blakely, Colorado Spgs.,

and to Margaret Myers, Denver,

Music—David and Karen Smith

Cowperthwaite Prize for excellence

in music to Mary Lyon, Elko,

Nev., and Barry Hannigan, Den-

ver, This prize to Donna Coffman,

Limon, for organ playing.

Physics-David and Karen Smith

Cowperthwaite Prize for excellence

in physics to Richard Hucek, lol-

iet 111.

Political science-Edith C. Bram-

hall Award for excellence in polit-

ical science to John J.
Silver,

Brighton.

Pre-Medical — Frank Henry

John Figge Award to a student

with outstanding scholarship in

the pre-medical area to James Lar-

rick, Englewood.

Psychology—William A. Blakely

Memorial Award in psychology to

Joy Baisinger, Tacoma, Wash.
Religion—Abel J. Gregg Award

to two seniors considering work in

the field of religion or social serv-

ices to Donna Coffman, Limon,

and Julia Wells, Monmouth, III.

Romance languages—awards for

excellence in French to Rhoda Fo-

nay, Broomfield, and Edith Clarke,

Parker. Awards for excellence in

Spanish to Cynthia Macleish, Den-

ver, and Nancy Knotts, Boulder,

Awards for excellence in Italian to

Nicolette Savaiano, Wichita, Kan.

Sociology—Abbott Prizes for ex-

cellence in sociology to Sue Brew-

ington, Boulder, Terry Horn, Mex-

ico, and Charles Carter, Portland.

Ore.

Philosophy-Hastings Prize fa 1

"

best thesis on the philosophical in-

terpretation of religion to Mark

Chemical Fetler, Colorado Springs.
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McGovern Is Answer The Final Say
The Catalyst does not hesitate, in this our last issue of

the 1971-72 year, to urge young people everywhere to work

for the candidacy of Sen. George McGovern. Our Associate

Editor Charley MacNider did a superb job in contacting stu-

dent bodies throughout the nation soliciting their views of

the Presidential race. The favorite— overwhelmingly —was
jIcGovern. In a CCCA poll. Sen. McGovern headed the list

of favorites polling 609c of the vote on the CC campus. The
Catalyst urges all readers to work for Sen. McGovern
throughout the summer months. We endorse his candidacy

and hope well oust the incumbent president

!

Richard Millstone?
President Richard M. (many people believe the M stands

for millstone) Nixon lucked out again. The main talk after

he ordered mines planted in Haiphong Harbor was of a po-

tential World War 3. And the talk would have remained on

that topic were it not for the assassination attempt on Ala-

bama Gov. George C. Wallace. When the first bullet was fired

at Gov. Wallace, Nixon and his perilous policy was out of

the firing line. Hence, Richard lucked out again.

Will Do the Job
Knowing the enthusiasm shown by Prof. Robert D.

Loevy of the CC. Political Science Dept. in community af-

fairs, it came as no surprise to us when he was selected as a

member of the Colorado Springs Planning Commission. We
offer our congratulations, knowing he will do a good job! .....

Many Thanks
A few members of The Catalyst staff deserve many

thanks for contributions this year. The editor uses this space

to thank: Charley MacNider, Mike Allured, Allan Medina,

Eric Buetens, and, of course, my wife Barbara for refusing

to abandon ship.
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The following letter was receiv-

ed by Dean Maxwell Taylor and

passed on to The Catalyst:

"The Department of Civil and

Environmental Engineering lias

received a grant from the National

Science Foundation for an environ-

mental study entitled "Visual Im-

age of Denver.'' The study will be

conducted by an interdisciplinary

team of undergraduate and grad-

uate students of the area univers-

ities during the coining summer
(12 weeks) under my guidance.

with Mr. George L. Hovey, a sen-

ior in our Department, as Student

Project Director.

"I would appreciate yous assist-

ance in recruiting students from

your college for help in this pro-

ject. Each student would be ex-

pected to devote 40 hours per

week and would receive a weekly

compensation of $80. In addition,

the students may earn semester

credits for this effort.

"If you know of any students

who would be interested in this

project, I would appreciate receiv-

ing their names or they could con-

tact me for details.

"Thank you for your coopera-

tion."

Sincerely,

Vasant H. Surti

Director

Please feature:

I want time of mail so that I

can get a news conference.

Then your readers can decide if

this eligible 43-year-old college

grad should be elected President

of the U.S.A.

I'm single and of Irish-German

descent but never violent.

John J. Desmond. Jr. 19491

Cell 4A2-Box #1000
Steilacoon, Wash, 98388

The U.S. last year spent more

than $199 billion on transporta-

tion—a sum greater than that spent

on education, improving the envi-

ronment, and military spending

combined.

Yet mass transit:, bikepatiis, and

all other alternate transportation

forms to the one-man — one-auto-

mobile system are starving for lack

of funds.

In Colorado the state constitu-

tion sets up a highway trust fund

which can only be used to pour
more concrete and asphalt to de-

stroy more inner city neighbor-

hoods or despoil more wilderness

areas.

Tax and Highway Reform to

Unify State Transporation

(THRUST) is trying to amend die

constitution so these funds can al-

so be used for alternate transporta-

tion purposes, such as bike padis,

mass transit, aerial ambulance sen-
ices to rural areas, and odier uses.

We have wide public support-
but gadiering the more than 50,000

petition signatures to place this is-

sue on the November ballot is a

massive task for an amateur organ-

ization composed entirely of un-

paid, part-time volunteers. Unless

we get more help to circulate peti-

tions—we won't make it.

Anyone who would be willing to

volunteer to circulate petitions and
/or contribute money is urgently

requested to call THRUST at the

Eco-Center in Boulder, Colo, at

1424 Pearl St., phone 447-0513.

-Steve Bolter

Boulder, Colo.

Dear Editor:

If this plan is going to work, we
need national participation. Please

print this call to action in its en-

tirety as early as possible, if you
think it worthwhile,

Pass the Word. . .

"TURN THE MAILS BLACK"
As effective as anti-war marches

have been, the energy they have

generated has proved difficult to

sustain. The killing drags on , . .

A group of students at UC
Santa Cruz has been searching for

an eloquent personal and ongoing

expression of our discontent. We
were very impressed, therefore,

when we read of a peace action

conceived and developed at the

University of Idaho. We have be-

gun to imitate its authors and urge

that some of you do likewise.

It's a verv simple plan. TURN
THE MAILS BLACK. First you

gather a group of similarly frus-

trated friends and begin delegat-

ing responsibilities. Then find a

print shop and design black enve-

lopes. They should meet the fol-

lowing specifications — a white

blank box in the middle for the ad-

dress and a blank space in the

comer for the stamp and its can-

cellation mark. {All of the cancella-

tion must be legible according to

post office regulations). In one
corner include a few words such as

"In memory of someone who died

this morning in Vietnam. ' Print up
several thousand copies — it should

not cost more than a couple of

cents an envelope. Gather the en-

velopes into packets of, say 25 to

be sold for $1, ami donate the

profits to a worthwhile charity: we
have chosen Vietnam Medical Aid

Committee, P.O. Box 100, 36 Well-

ington Street, London WC2 E7BE,
England (they collect and distri-

bute fresh blood for the wound-
ed in Indochina), but there arc

others. Sell the envelopes door to

door, in shopping centers, at

parties, wherever,

The kev to the scheme, however,

lies in a note which is included in

each packet urging the buyers to

use only black envelopes in all of

their correspondence until the kill-

ing stops. Give an address where
they can get more envelopes. Also

urge that they pass on die idea to

residents in other communities,

Perhaps we will get media cov-

erage in time, That doesn'l seem

to be the important thing though,

What is important is that this ac-

tion is at once personal (me to you

-think of how many hands a letter

touches through its journey, how
many people are touched), and
ongoing (we will use only black

envelopes until the killing stops;

this is not just another ephemeral

erruption of frustrated rage but

will last as long - or as short, God
willing - as the war Itself.)

If this makes sense to you, ac-

tivate yourself and your friends to-

day. Or at least pass the word to

someone who will. Think especial-

ly of friends in small towns

throughout America and pass the

word to them.

If you want more Information,

you can call Thad Curl/, at 408-

423-1423 or Robert Kearny in Ida-

ho (one of the guys who dreamed
this thing up in the first place) al

208-882-2776.

Le us pray llial soon the mails

will run white again.

Lois Kazukoli,

UCSG
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On Sale in Bookstore—
'Whafs It All About?"

Moving,MeaningfulBook

Engineer — Author Williams

New Experience for Dents
El Paso Democrats met in 115

precinct caucuses throughout the

county Monday night to begin the

presidential preference action in a

spirit of enthusiasm and harmony,

and amid indications that this may
be McGovem county.

Across the state Democrats met

in 470 precincts, the purpose be-

ing to elect delegates to their 63

county conventions.

Sen. George McGovem of Soudi

Dakota, who is the leader in the

(continued on page 6)

Holubar's perfect 3 season bag.
Using only AA PRIME NOR-
THERN GOOSE DOWN and 1.9
oz. ripstop nylon, total weight
averages 4-1/2 lbs. RATED O
F. Channel-blocked parallelo-
gram construction. Heavy-duty
nylon zipper. Three sizes. In

new navy blue. 87.00-97.00.

At twenty-two, George L.

Williams was a shy young

man haunting libraries look-

ing for answers. Basically (if

that's passible), he wanted the

answer to but one simple (??)

question: "Whafs It All

About?"

His first run-in with "Miss

Librarian" went like this:

"What are you looking for,"

asks She. 'The whole," replies

the youth. "The whole what?"

asks Miss Librarian. "The

whole universe," says the

you til. "Third alcove to the

left," says the librarian, turn-

ing back to her cards. Or, so

says George T. Mills, Asso-

ciate Professor of Anthropol-

ogy at Lake Forest College.

Knowing George Williams

as I do, that last episode

would be typical of him. No
one word can describe him.

Except, maybe one. Many
who read the book say the

material must have been writ-

ten by a genius. Though he'll

readily and without hesitation

deny this, that's the one word
I hand in mind.

But, to emphasize this

point, while reading his book,

remember: the material for

the book was gathered by

Williams in the 1930s. Peo-

ple then just couldn't believe

a person could have followed

a quest to the point Williams

did. They were astounded, as

you will be when you read it.

Incidentally, George Wil-

liams excells in other areas as

well. Charles E. Bighorse, sec-

retary in the Lovejoy & Wil-

liams corporation described

him as "a near professional"

in the game of billiards.

George Williams is presi-

dent and treasurer of Lovejoy

& Williams, Inc., an engineer-

ing firm located at 18 West
Colorado Ave. Williams and
his wife, Marian, reside on

Columbia Road. Their daugh-
ter, Marilyn, ir a resident in

Albuquerque, N. M.
-BOYLE

Editor's Note: The following

(reprinted courtesy of the So-

ciety of Professional Engi-

neers) is a brief sketch of

what to expect in "What's It

All About." The work is cur-

rently on sale at the CC hook-

store.

If the intelligent adult of today
is to have any real basis for a per-

sonal philospohy, it can only be
grounded in and derived from his

conception of the total world of

which he is so inextricably a func-

tioning portion. Unless one has, as

part of his mental background, at

least a tentative working model of

the universe, he will forever be
floating at loose ends in attempting
judgments of himself, his fellows,

and the larger processes in which
both he and they participate. And
the farther his model is from the

true nature of die real world, the

less successful he will be attempt-

ing to deal with it.

Some thirty years ago 1 put to-

gedier such a model. I have lived

with it since and found it good. It

was published as "A Theory of

Levels" in the November, 1964, is-

sue of Consulting Engineer. In very
brief, my thesis proposes that the

Cosmos is a growing organismic

process, becoming progressively

more organized and inter-related

through the hierarchical develop-

ment of existents which I termed

"nucleated organisms" on eight

levels, working upward toward

ever more comprehensive wholes

from a substrate of raw energy.

A "nucleated organism" I defined

as a stably functioning organismic

whole on some level of the univer-

sal development that has evolved

as far as it is possible for an exist-

ent on that level to evolve. Once
such a developmental limit has

been reached, further advance in

the un iversal growth process can

come about only through the for-

mation of societal groupings by
these fully evolved existents. The
societal groups are followed in

time by progressive integrations

until there emerges an evolved as

far it can nucleated organism on

the next higher level of universal

development. Over billions of years

the process repeats again and

again. A completely evolved nu-

cleated organism, be it corpuscle,

atom, macromolecule, cell, or hu-

man, is a smoothly functioning and

capable whole without internal

problems. Its energies are directed

outward, naturally able and ready

for joining with others of its kind

in the experimental aggregations

that are the first steps of advance

toward the next higher level of

existence.

Using this criterion, I concluded

that the average human of our

times is tantalizingly near the end-

point of the level to level evolu-

tion from nucleated cell to nucle-

ated human by way of multi-cell-

ular societal aggregates of even in-

creasing complexity. Only in the

optimum mutations that appear

from time to time in our species

are we able to catch a glimpse of

the finally evolved man that some

day will represent the capstone of

multi-cellular evolution on our

planet. These we have termed

"genius" or "mystic" personalities,

capable of keener and more wide-

spread experiencing of their envi-

ronment, of greater empathy, of

greater creativity and effectiveness

in dealing with it. And to most

of us, not quite so naturally able

in our ability to grasp the world

and deal with it, there have at

least been granted those memor-
able though often brief occasions

that Abraham Maslow has called

"peak experiences." Perhaps you

have had your moment of insight

or love or invention or esdietic

experience of difficulty overcome

or the lambent splendor of the

mystic's moment of seeming con-

tact with a far greater reality.

Accepting such a model of the

mdieu in which 1 live and move
and have my being, and further ac-

cepting the conclusion that much
time will yet pass before man is

completely evolved, so that he

must therefore learn to live with

his tantalizingly "almost" nature,

it seems to me that one must be-

gin to develop a philosophy of "as

if." To be most truly human, one

must try to live as if one were
more organically sound and psy-

chologically sure, as if one could

really deal creatively and effective-

ly with the operational modes of

the world in which one is en-

meshed. And finally, if one could,

in a pervasive manner, feel those

modes, and (perhaps most impor-

tant) live as if one could also en-

joy it all. In short, one must try

to live as if he were really able—
as a normal, casual, everyday sort

of thing—to directly sense and par-

ticipate in, be truly a part of the

ongoingness of nature, of the pro-

gressive evolution of a "multj-

verse" (as William James termed

its present state) toward beconunp

truly a "universe,"

Nietzsche had Zarathustra sa\

"This secret spake Life herself un-

to me. 'Behold,' said she, T am
diat which must ever surpass

itself
7
." If one is even partially su<

.

cessful in living "as if" one will

indeed surpass himself. And even

enjoy it!

So I recommend to you the

Theory of Levels as one man's at-

tempt at formulating a total per-

spective, and the concept of the

man of today as a not-quite-fully-

evolved nucleated organism. Sui.li

a life-style commands one to live

"as if," if one is to live at all, t()

ever surpass one's self, to pursue

what Maslow has called "self ac-

tualization." Mull it over. Try it

for size. Consciously live with it

for a while. And I believe you.

too, will find it good.

Murder— (cont. from p. 1)

the three bandits." Here is that

interview:

"Just as we got near the apart'

rnent of our friend, a man came

up to us and announced a holdup.

Then two others walked up to us

from behind.

"One had a long barreled re.

volver and demanded our moncv.

I stuck my hands up and then

lowered one to give them my wal-

let which contained $50."

Michell said he wasn't worried

about his money.

"I was concentrating on this

(the gun) and . . , on not dying."

Michell said he became aware

that a struggle had begun between

Lange and the two men who d:il

not have guns.

"Apparently," Michell told the

Tribune, "Bill did not want to give

up his money.

"The struggle moved about 21)

feet north on Blackstone Ave. Bill

was on the bottom. Then the guv

with the gun started shooting at

Bill.

"He pulled the trigger. It went

click. He moved closer and it went

click again. He tried four or five

times, but the gun misfired. It was

a lousy gun."

Michell said that while the fight

was going on he remained stand-

ing with his hands in the air, ac-

cording to the Tribune story.

"At some point, the fight moved

across the street, almost in front

of the apartment where the par. \

was going on. I then heard a

couple of dull reports (shots) and

saw the three run north on the

west side of Blackstone.

"They didn't even get Bills

wallet."

The Tribune editor added that

police investigators said Lange was

shot near the Webber apartment

where his wife, Carol, was at the

time. She ran out after hearing the

shots and rode with her husband

to Billings Hospital where he was

pronounced dead on arrival. Lange

was shot once in the left side or

his abdomen, according to police

report, the Tribune said.

Lange is the third University of

Chicago student to be slain within

a 4-block area since 1968. All

were robberies or robbery at-

tempts.

An Associated Press report of

the crime said residents of the

Hyde Park area near the universitv

recently instituted a program to

help deter a rising crime rate in

the neighborhood.

Under the program the Hyde
Park-Kenwood Community Con-

ference distributed whistles to resi-

dents to signal any neighborhood

emergency. It was not known
whether Lange carried a whistle

(continued on page 6)
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Campus Announcements
ACM SUMMER SESSIONS

Maxwell F. Tavlor, Jr.. Assist-

ant Dean of CC, has furnished The
Catalyst with the following infor-

mation regarding an ACM Sum-
mer program opportunity for CC
students.

Further inforamtion may be ob-

tained from Prof. John Lewis of

the Geology Department.

Program: The geologic history

of the region around Colorado

Springs. Colorado is analyzed and
interpreted by students and Faculty

during field trips, laboratory work,

and discussions. Students take

many day-long trips into the field,

travelling in a fleet of van-type

vehicles, stopping to examine and

record data at rock exposures in

the Front Range, high Great Plains,

iind adjacent mountain ranges.

Some mornings are spent in lec-

tures and discussion and work in

the laboratory, and in consolidating

the work of previous days and

planning for the next sequence of

days in the field. Sundays are free

days.

The analysis of the region is a

group effort; however, students are

graded on their individual contri-

butions. Student progress is meas-

ured by reports, quizzes, and prob-

lems. Each student is required to

write a summary report on the

geologic history of the region, out-

lining what he has learned during

the course.

The Colorado region was chosen

for this program because it exhibits

.1 complete variety of examples

that figure in introductory geolog-

ical science. At the end of this

probe into the geologic history of

the area, students will have worked

with many facets of geology: Pre-

cambrian to Recent age rocks

varied fossils and minerals; intrus-

ive and extrusive rocks; faults,

folds, and unconformities of sev-

eral types; economic deposits; and

i great variety of land forms.

Trips of four or five days each

are taken outside the Colorado

Springs area. These trips are de-

signed to be a change of pace

from the concentrated diet of field

work, field reports, lecture, labora-

tory, and quiz. No notes or re-

ports are required for these trips,

though their data will figure in

the final summary report. The

hips will cover:

The Colorado Plateau: San Juan

Mountains, Goosenecks of the San

Juan, Bridges National Monument,

LaSal Mountains, Canyonlands,

National Park, Book Cliffs, and the

White River Plateau.

Southern Rocky Mountains:

Long's Peak, Rocky Mountain Na-

tional Park, North Park, Middle

Park, South Park, Sand Dunes Na-

tional Monument, Spanish Peaks,

the San Luis Valley, Sangre de

Cristo Mountains, and Park Range.

Faculty and Staff: The faculty

for 1970 included: Eugene Hin-

man, Assoc. Prof., Department of

Geology, Cornell College; advanc-

ed geology students assist in the

instruction.

Schedule: The program begins

June 18 and ends August 11, 1972.

Credit: Normally eight semester

hours credit in Introductory Geol-

ogy or 3 units are earned, Credit

earned is acceptable towards satis-

fying Natural Science division

graduation requirements at CC.

Eligibility: Current ACM stu-

dents or students accepted at an

ACM college may apply.

Costs; Tuition charges are $600

paid directly to each college

.

S250 8 *, which will be billed the

student, will cover room and board

while operating in and around

Colorado Springs, hotel accommo-

dations on long trips, and campus

fees. Interested students should

contact Prof. John Lewis of the

Geology Department.

'"Based on 1971 costs, but subject

to change.

Professor Robert D. Loevy of

the CC Political Science Dept. has

been named to the Colorado

Springs Planning Commission. He
is one of the three members of

that board, all newly appointed.

MUSIC REMINDER
A reminder from the Music De-
partment: all music and music text

books from the music library

should be returned on or by the

last day of classes (May 26). The
library is in the process of an in-

ventory of all music and texts.

There are a few missing and it is

requested that anyone with items

from the music library return them
to the third floor of Armstrong.

One very important item is the

third volume of Grove's Dictionary

of Music and Musicians. Any help

in getting books and music back

to the library will be greatly ap-

preciated, no incrimination, we
just want the stuff back.

DR. SONDERMANN CHOSEN
OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR

OF 1972

Dr. Fred Sondermann, professor

of political science, and Dr. j.

Glenn Gray, professor of philoso-

phy, at Colorado College have

been chosen Outstanding Educa-

tors of America for 1972.

Nominated earlier this year, they

were selected for the honor on the

basis of their civic and professional

achievements.

Outstanding Educators of Ameri-

ca is an annual awards program

honoring distinguished men and

women for their exceptional serv-

ice, achievements, and leadership

in the field of education.

Each year those chosen out-

standing educators are featured in

a national awards volume, OUT-
STANDING EDUCATORS OF
AMERICA.

Nominations for the program are

made by officials of colleges and

universities including presidents,

deans, and department chairmen.

Guidelines for selection include

an educator's talents in the class-

room, contributions to research, ad-

ministrative abilities, civic service,

and professional recognition.

GAY LIBERATION
SYMPOSIUM

Chris Parr will not be able to

chair this committee and has been

trying to find someone to do it.

The Budget Committee has allocat-

ed $1500 for the symposium with

a recommendation that the GLF
raise $500.

LIEBERMAN TO LECTURE
ON MUSIC CULTURES

Dr. Fredric Lieberman, an eth-

nomusicologist whose specialty is

Asian music, is a visiting professor

of .music at Colorado College for

the final block of the academic

year. In conjunction with his stay

on campus, Dr. Lieberman will

give an illustrated lecture on the

"Traditional Music and Dance of

Sikkim" Wednesday, May 24 at

8 p.m. in Olin Lecture Hall One.

It is open to the community.

Dr. Lieberman is on the faculty

at Brown University, and has stud-

ied at the Eastman School of Mu-
sic, UCLA and the University of

Hawaii. He was the first Western

musicologist to be admitted to Sik-

kim, which is a closed country, and

in 1970 he and Michael Moore did

extensive research and field work

in this small country about which

little is known.

His lecture at Colorado College

will include a screening of color

and sound film taken in Sikkim,

Tibet and Nepal which depicts

the folk and religious music and
dance of these cultures.

While at the college. Dr. Lieb-

erman will lecture in courses in

World Music Cultures and 20th
Century Theory, His visit is jointly

sponsored by the music department
and the Asian Studies committee.

BUDGET COMMITTEE
REPORT

Roger Oram explained that $100
was taken off the Emergency Aid
Fund and the allocation for the

CCCA is $6885. The final Allot-

ments come to $34,998.63. Dave
Drake said the GLF symposium
should be explored dioroughlv and
that $1500 is necessary for it. Rog-

er Oram read the breakdown of

the CCCA budget; $2385 for oper-

ating expenses, $1000 for buffer,

$1500 for the GLF symposium and
$2000 debt to the school. It was
approved, aye 4, nay 1, abst. 4.

Roger explained that all leisure ac-

tivities except for Cap and Gown
and Delta Epsilon were not fund-

ed. The total budget was approved
aye 6, nay 0, abst. 3,

CCCA
Dave Drake said President Wor-

ner is considering moving the CC
CA off campus and removing funds

next year. Dean Ohl said that the

college would not collect student

fees, but the student government
would collect and distribute them.

The government could in this way
allocate funds regardless of the ad-

ministration. Dave Drake said there

would be great difficult)' in raising

funds and the CCCA serves only
as a recommending body now. Ver-
non King said diere must be a re-

defining of the CCCA; that their

purpose is to represent student's

opinions and not just approve ad-

ministration policies. He said that

the CCCA should be felt and
heard. Dean Ohl said that if the

government wants to be truly in-

dependent then they should fund
themselves. Professor Eichengreen
and Chris Parr said they don't

Want to be independent but want
to work with the administration to

effect change. Organizations would
probably have to fund themselves

which would be very difficult.

There will lie a meeting of all

declared majors in Social Science

to elect a Social Science represen-

tative to the Committee on In-

struction on Thursday (tomorrow)

at 3 p.m. in Olin I.

LEISURE TIME
Professor Sondermann explained

that two vears ago, when Leisure

Time was organized, the CCCA
agreed to contribute l-5th to l-6th

of their LT budget in the future.

He stated that the CCCA's decision

not to fund Leisure Time was a

step backward to uncoordinated

fimding organizations that the col-

lege used in the past. He also said

that the CCCA's action in not con-

sulting the Leisure Time Commit-

tee was unacceptable. With this

and other cuts in funding, pro-

grams will have to be reduced or

some will be completely terminat-

ed. Dave Drake explained that

there are more organizations to be

funded this year and that they're

trying to get an increase of one

dollar per semester per student for

the CCCA. Sue Hazaleus stated

that the CCCA has a debt of $2,-

000 to the school, a set emergency
fund of $2,000 and that the Cat-
alyst is requesting an increase of

$2,000 over last year. Jeff Eichen-
green said that political, educa-
tional and religious guidelines were
set up to keep funding requests

separate for the two groups, Dave
Drake recommended that the
CCCA support LT for more funds
and Roger Oram made a motion to

that effect. It passed aye 9, nay 0,

abst. 1. Prof. Sondermann stated

that last year's budget was $56,-

000 and has been cut to $44,000.
Chris Parr explained that the

CCCA was trying to keep pace
with growing organizations. Roger
Oram said that certain lump sums
had to be paid, leaving $7,000-$8,-

000 left for all other organizations.

BY-LAWS AMENDMENTS
Dave Drake submitted two ad-

ditions to Article III, Section D,

1. The Treasurer shall receive a

stipend of $5 per block.

2. The Treasurer will submit a

printed treasurer's report month-
ly.

Roger Oram submitted several

amendments. Art. IV sect. C. pt. I,

the member From the administra-

tion is to be the Physical Plant Di-

rector or his delegate. There were
additions to Art. IV sect, A. pt. 8,

The Budget Committee shall meet
eighth block to distribute funds to

clubs and organizations for the suc-

ceeding school year. pt. 9. The
Budget Committee will carry out a

budget report for all clubs and
organizations receiving CCCA
funds during 4th and 7th blocks.

All were approved, avc I 1 , nay

0, abst. 0.

CC FREE PRESS
The CC Free Press withdrew

their requests for recognition.

^a&$%&^

It's Shower Time
and the Gift Department of the Broadmoor Florist

has the perfect solution for that Bridal gifl dilemma:

a tremendous variety of wooden spoons, kitchen gadgets,

gourmet cookware, and serving pieces, priced from

,30C to $30.00.

Stop by the Broadmoor Florist and

Start Out on the Good Life!

TheBROADMOOR
Gift Shop & Florist

Open Mon, through Sal,

from 8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

A Good Life Shop at The Broadmoor
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At Convocation

MacNider— (conf. from p. 1)

so big a nation, with so many dif-

ferent kinds of people that a great

deal of alienation occurs. Thus

political assassinations are the at-

tempts of lost "insignificant" indi-

viduals to express their frustration

and to become famous. I think it

is all of these.

America is a gland experiment,

200,000.000 people of many dif-

ferent ethnic groups, trying to en-

joy the promise of the "greatest

nation on earth." The result of

such an effort usually involves

someone losing. We. as a people

alienate each other. We're loo

busy to bother with anyone or any

thing that is not of direct eco-

nomic benefit to us. No effort is

made to meet people different

from the clique with which we

associate ourselves. I am just as

guilty of this as anyone else, but

an admission of guilt is simply not

enough.

Resentment of mans' groups to-

wards other groups is more ramp-

jnl in the United States than in

almost anywhere else. Sure, the

Arabs hate the Jesvs in the mid-

cast and the Russians dislike the

Chinese, but we don't have a na-

tional enemy of that quality at the

moment. We can't afford to blind-

ly hate the Russians, or anyone

else, for that matter. We are not

threatened on a national scale, so

the

FLICK

If Any Of You

FREAKS
Are Staying Here

This Summer, We
Want To Warn You

Not To Watch T.V.

It Causes .Atrophy

Of The Brain.

OUR SUMMER FILM

FESTIVAL IS BETTER

THAN T.V. — REALLY!

The First 100 SlO-TicWets

Purchased Will Get

A FREE BEER At The

"SUGARED MULE!!"

PROGRAMS AT THE
THEATER

And All Over Town—Soo
The First Week Is:

"DR. STRANGELOVE"

"LONELINESS OF THE LONG-
DISTANCE RUNNER"

FELUNl—"THE CLOWN"

"SALLY OF THE SAWDUST" (Sil.nl

"THE RED DESERT"

"START THE REVOLUTION

we take out our hostilities on each

other. Most countries have a very

homogenous population. We do

not, and it is an undeniable fact

that it is easier to hate someone

whom you think is different than

it is to hate "one of your own."

Until we, as a nation, realize that

we cannot exist under the foot of

the hatred we have created, the

shootings will continue.

Many of the people I talked to

after Wallace was shot are not

what I consider to be, violent peo-

ple. Yet their initial reactions us-

ually ran something to the effect

of "It couldn't have happened to a

nicer guy." When "intelligent"

people give tacit approval to such

a thing, we have got to be con-

cerned. The fact to keep in mind

and the fact that anarchists always

forget, is that next time it could

be someone you approve of, and

maybe even you, yourself.

Gun control laws are needed.

Political candidates will, in the

future, find it necessary to temper

their public remarks. But most im-

portantly, we, as a people, will

have to learn to be more tolerant

of each other. We will have to co-

operate with one another and be-

gin to care about the other guy.

Lonely, unstable individuals with

guns in their hands cannot be al-

lowed to choose our leaders for us.

All the people of America will

have to regain control of our way
of life, or it will cease to exist.

Murder— (cont. from p. 4)

but a neighbor, Ralph Lamantia,

said he whistled for about 10

minutes after hearing the gunfire.

She was not found until two

days later. The truck was parked

on the Rampart Range Road, and

Miss Heider's partially clad bod\

was half in and out of the vehicle.

She had a bullet wound in her

back and one in her foot. The
voung woman had also been raped.

According to testimony heard at

the sanity trial she died from per-

itonitis caused by the bullet wound
in the hack.

Forty CC Students

Chosen for Phi Beta
Forty Colorado College students

have been chosen for membership

in Phi Beta Kappa, national hon-

orary scholastic society. They will

be initiated into the organization

on Sunday, May 28, at a brunch

at the Broadmoor Hotel.

Students intiates from the Colo-

rado Springs area include Mrs. Kay

Neiderhut Caunt, Mrs. Margaret

Arvan Gauntt, Kathleen Brent Mc-

Cord, Gustave Leroy Mundt, II,

John Allen Newcomer, Mrs. Shir-

ley J. Paterson, and Suzanne M.

Wright,

From the Denver area: James

Casebolt, David Robert Duba (La-

fayette), Steven Lee Fedder, Phyl-

lis K. Hirschfeld. James William

Larrick (Englewood), Linda Ann

Mallory, Ronald William Milano.

Margaret Elise Myers, David Roll-

man, Ted M. Schachter. John Jay

Silver (Brighton), and Stephen

Alan Trimble.

Others from Colorado and out

of state are: Sarah Lynn Alexander,

St. Louis, MO.; Anne K. Clabby,

Ft. Colins, Co.; Donna Sue Coff-

man, Lirnon, CO.; Pulaski O'Hara

Harris, Los Angeles, CA.; Tina-

Laura Hittenberger, Burlingame,

CA.; Eric Irvine Madaras, Akron,

Ohio; Barbara Jean Fischer, Cedar

Falls, IA.; Eileen F. Mcllvain, Em-
pire, CO.; Raymond Louis Petros,

Pueblo, CO.; Wayne Richardson,

111, Honolulu, HI.; Stephanie L.

Rowen, Weston, MA.; Mark Lloyd

Secord, Madison, WI., Peggy Kay

Smith, Westminster, CO.; Eliza-

beth Eve Speir, Newton, KS.;

Man' Russell Stone, Milwaukee.

WI.; Ann-Charlotte Sylven. Gote-

borg, Sweden; Diane Lee Turtle,

Tucson, AZ.; Peter li. Van Buren.

Harwich, MA,; Elizabeth B.

Weekes. Oyster Bay NY.; Julia C.

Wells, Monmouth. I L. ; and Ed-

ward Bert Winograd, Greeley, CO.

CCCAConfabonWar
Requests and Allotments for CCCA Clubs and Orga

Requested

CCCA debt to school $2000

operating expenses 2385

bank account 1000

Gay Liberation Symposium 1500

6885

Avuda 814.12

HSU 8500

Cap and Gown SOO

Circle K 315

Community Services 1500

Rockv Mountain Croquet 30

Cutler Publications

Catalyst 9557

Kinnutinnik 3384

•Nugget 8489

Dance Workshop 500

Delta Epsilon 69.60

Dirt and Grease Motorcycle Club 2679.68

Ecology Action 1150

Flying Club 350

Foreign Students 3000

444th Messkit Repair 300

Leisure Time 7000

'Mexican Am. Communications

Service 4863.96

Mecha 1900

Peace Coalition 1050

Rugby Club 740

Student Emergency Aid Assoc. 1400

Women's Liberation 542.95

ZPC-FOE 100

$63,620.31

lizations '72 -

Allotted

S2000
2385
1000
1500

814.12

2435
50

280

1325

9457
3384

3000
300

865.96

1700
1050

1400

542.95

100

$34,998.63

Footnotes: Nugget—we consider the Nugget a low-priority item and

therefore have not allotted funds for it. To continue it. we would asV

for a $2/semester per student increase in activity fees.

MASCS-we are hopeful that the $2000 grant will be continued next

year.

El Paso— (cont. from p. 4)

nation-wide scramble, and Minne-

sota Sen. Hubert Humphrey were

expected to be the big winners in

the caucuses— the first action in

the state this year toward decid-

ing how Colorado will go at the

Democratic National Convention

that begins July 10 in Miami

Beach, Fla.

Robert Maytag, county chair-

man, said that he expects to have

all of the reports in from the pre-

cincts by late Wednesday and

then will have a good idea of bow
local Democrats feel.

Democrats elected 509 dele-

gates to their county convention

scheduled to be held June 3. The
site has not yet been selected.

Monday night was a new exper-

iment in American politics for

Democrats.

Customarily, the rule is that the

winner takes all, and that, of

course, is the way it works in the

end when the party selects its pre-

sidential nominee.

But in 1968 the Democrats had
their own shooting war within

their party and so had to mend
their wounds and their ways if

they were to get back into the po-

litical fray as a going concern.

McGovem headed the Commis
sion on Party Structure and Dele-

gate Selection to the Democratic

National Committee and a new

set of rules were written.

The new rules call for minorit)

representation for ethnic minori-

ties, young people, and women.

The young people facet has con-

siderable bearing on the selection

process for it includes all those

who just missed voting in 1968 be-

cause they had not quite turned

21, and anyone who turns 18 this

year before election day. There art'

seven age groups in that brackd

from 18 through 24.

The Democratic executive coin

mittee at a meeting held here

about three weeks ago decided to

try the same kind of representative,

ipportionment in the precinct

meetings that each state must do

with its delegation to the national

convention.

It was agreed that die idea was

worth the effort, but also it was

recognized that such a program

might not be carried out in everv

precinct in the state.

President Nixon's Decision
BY JOHN HOWARD

President Nixon's decision to

mine the harbors of North Viet

Nam and to pursue a policy that

many felt would lead to serious

international consequences brought
about an immediate response by
the students and faculty.

The CCCA was called into a

special session at 7:45 a.m. on the

Wednesday following the Presi-

dent's announcement by Dave
Drake at the request of Dave
Sherman, a student on the Peace
Coalition.

Dave Drake opened the meet-

ing, attended by deans; Drake and
Ohl, professors; Becker, Eichen-

green, and Wishard, and students:

Bowden, Oram, Parr, Salazar. and
Vogel, by voicing his concern

over the President's decision and
by saying that he thought more

student action was necessary.

Sherman then read a statemenl

calling for a moratorium on aca-

demic instruction lasting for two

days to be substituted by discuss-

ions on the philosophical and moral

aspects of the war. He said thai

the college should be able to ful-

fill its educational commitments
if the classes remained as unitv

conducting their discussions on

individual classroom basis. He pro-

posed that time be given on Sat-

urday for making up work missed

In concluding he said that it was

the duty of the college to discuss

the war issue.

In the discussion that followed

several objections were raised.

Wishard wondered why discussions

could not be held in the afternoons

or evenings. He said that time was

(continued on page 7)
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"Ted" Raps Nixon
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's re-

sponse to the mining of Haiphong
harbor follows:

Mr. President, if the decade of

death and devastation we have

brought to Vietnam has taught us

any single lesson, it is the lesson

that the road to peace is not the

road of wider war.

And now, because President

Nixon has once again so clearly

failed to learn that lesson, the

United States and the world com-

munity of nations have this morn-

ing entered a new and far more
deadly and dangerous era in the

war.

In 1968, 4 years ago this spring,

in the fourth year of his Presi-

dency, Lyndon Johnson began to

take the first real steps offering

the fragile hope that America

could find its way out of Vietnam.

Now it is 1972, and by some cruel

irony, in the fourth year of the

Presidency of Richard Nixon, in

spite of all the promises we have

heard to end the war, we have

witnessed one of the most drastic

steps America has ever taken in

the entire history of the war.

Now we begin to see the ulti-

mate horror of the President's

policy on the war and the chain

of events he has set in motion.

Let there be no mistake about it.

The mining of Haiphong is an es-

calation of a completely different

order of magnitude from any we
liave known before in Vietnam.

For the first time in the history of

the war, an American President

has brought us into a clear and

ominous confrontation with the

Soviet Union on Vietnam. It is

not just American troops on the

battlefield, but American cities

;ind the lives of 200 million Amer-

ican people here at home who are

now being gambled by the Presi-

dent in his decisions on a war 10,-

000 miles away. No concievable

.American goal in Indochina can

possibly justify this risk, and I urge

the President to pull back from

the nuclear brink toward which

he has begun to lead us all.

To me, the mining of Haiphong

is a senseless act of military des-

peration by a President incapable

of finding the road to peace. Again

and again in the tragic history of

American involvement in Vietnam,

President Johnson wisely resisted

the siren call of the military plan-

ners for the mining of Haiphong.

Now, President Nixon has suc-

cumbed to that fool-hardy propos-

al, and the mines are being drop-

ped.

In a sense, the dropping of the

mines is the most vivid demonstra-

tion we have yet had of the total

failure of the President's plan to

end the war in Indochina and the

bankrupcty of his plan for peace.

For years, we have known the vast

international risks of mining Hai-

phong, and the negligible military

benefit it can bring on the battle-

fields of South Vietnam.

What sense does it make to chal-

lenge the Soviet Union in the

coastal waters of Indochina, when
we ought to be challenging the

North Vietnamese at the peace

table in Paris?

What sense does it make to

mine Haiphong in North Vietnam,

when weeks and months will pass

before the action can have any

possible effect on the offensive in

South Vietnam?
What sense does it make to

block a harbor from the sea, when
years of bombing have never been
able to block the supplies moving
overland from North Vietnam to

the south?

What sense does it make to

adopt a military course of action

on the war with a maximum of po-

tential confrontation with the So-

viet Union and a minimum poten-

tial gain in Indochina?

It never had to be this way.

After tens of thousands of Ameri-

can lives have been lost and tens

of billions of dollars have been
spent, after hundreds of thousands

of North and South Vietnamese
have been killed, after millions of

civilian victims have felt the awful

horror of the war, the world is

ready for peace in Indochina, and
all the President can find to give

is war.

And now, because of our blind-

ness on the war, more Americans
and more North and South Viet-

namese troops will die, more in-

nocent men and women and chil-

dren will be killed, more American
prisoners will be taken, and all

our hopes for reconciliation with

the Soviet Union are placed in

jeopardy.

I yield to none in my condem-
nation of the invasion from the

North. But I also know that the

way to the peace table lies clearly

at the entrance to the conference

table in Paris, not at the entrance

to the harbor of Haiphong. So
long as we have a President who
is imprisoned by the war, so long

as we have a President whose only

reflex is the sort of knee-jerk bel-

ligerence and aggression we heard
last night, so long as we have a

President whose only real goal is

the pursuit of the phantom of mil-

itary victory on the battlefield, we
shall never have peace in Indo-

china.

Summer Opera

Festival Opens
The 1972 Colorado Summer Op-

era Festival was launched with a

champagne reception at the Fine

Arts Center here on Tuesday.

Members of last year's Opera Fes-

tival Society, many friends of opera

in Colorado Springs, and media

representatives were invited by the

festival's two sponsoring organiza-

tions, Colorado College and the

Colorado Springs Choral Society,

to learn of the plans for the sum-

mer season.

The presentation was made by

Donald Jenkins, managing director

and conductor of the Opera Fest-

ival, and by Gordon Culver, chair-

man of the board of the Colorado

Springs Choral Society. Also par-'

ticipating were Gilbert Johns, dean

of the college's summer session

with James Yaffe. English profes-

sor and noted writer, who has ac-

cepted the position of honorary

chairman of the Opera Festival So-

ciety.

Three productions will be
mounted again this year with the

first set for performances on June
29 and 30 and July 1, when the

festival will present two short

works by Ravel, "The Spanish

Hour" and "The Child and the

Sorcerers." The first is an engag-
ing comedy about an inventive

hour in the life of a clockmaker's

wife and her continuous parade of

lovers concealed inside grandfather

clocks. "The Child and the Sorc-

erers" is a brilliant fantasy based
on a story by Colette, wherein a

large number of inanimate objects

come alive to tease and taunt an

ill-tempered child who has abused
them.

Returning to Colorado Springs

to perform the leading roles in

the two operas will be Virginia
Starr and William Beck, both ex-

ceptionally talented artists and
among the favorite performers at

last year's Opera Festival.

July 12, 14 and 15 are the dates
for the second festival offering,

Mozart's "Don Giovanni," consider-

ed by many to be one of the finest

operas ever written. Arnold Voke-
taitis, again no stranger to Colo-
rado Springs opera goers, will sing

the title role. Voketaitis, a bass-

baritone, is a highly popular artist

in opera and musical theatre and
has been a member of the Metro-
politan Opera Company, the New-
York City Opera and the Chicago
Lyric Opera in addition to numer-
ous appearances throughout the
world.

For the final production, the

festival staff has chosen Proko-
viev's "The Love for Three
Oranges" a melange of sorcery,

conspiracy, joy, gloom, jesters,

monsters, and drunkards and all

staged by Herbert Beattie as a
circus complete with aerialists,

clowns and other entertainment.

The dates for "The Love for Three
Oranges" are July 26, 28 and 29.

All performances will be in Arm-
strong Theatre on the Colorado
College campus.

Beattie will be stage director

and perform a major role in both
the second and third productions.

He has been a leading basso with
opera companies from New York
to San Francisco, and in recent

years has turned his talents and
interests to the directing of opera.

In the 1971 Colorado Opera Fest-

ival he directed the productions of

Monteverdi's "The Combat of

Tancred and Clorinda," Stravin-

sky's "The Soldiers Tale," and Ver-
di's "Otello".

Director/choreographer Hanya
Holm has been named to direct the
first opera production this summer.
Her unusual staging of "II Caval-

iere Errante" in 1971 was acclaim-

ed by critics and audiences alike.

Among the critic's comments; "The
first production proved a daring

one and of singular value ... all

things were given their full due in

the marvelous production of vet-

eran Hanya Holm." And others

said, "An evening of cheerful the-

atrics and musical enjoyment" , . .

"The performance was remarkable,

a most happy inspiration of Miss

Holm's staging:" . . . "The opening
production proved a most welcome

(continued on page 9)

Student Tips

On European

Summer Trip
CC students who will be going

to Europe this summer should be
advised of certain opportunities in

France. Students wishing to stay in

Paris for at least three nights can

get a room for $9.60 for three

nights with breakfast. They can

eat for $ .90 at student cafeterias.

For this they should write the

Office du Tourisme Universitaire,

972 Fifth Avenue, New York

10021. This arrangement is for

July and August only.

There is free board and lodging

at work camps and agricultural

camps. For this write Cotravaux,

11 rue de Clichy, Paris 9.

There will again be an Inter-

national Youth Meeting in con-

junction with the dramatic art fest-

ival at the Palais des Papes in

Avignon. The price, $66 includes

registration, insurance, 10 days

housing with three meals a day,

theatre performances and excurs-

ions. Write the OTU in New York

City for information and registra-

tion.

There is an international holida,
center for students at Saint-Aygulf

through the OTU. Example
$16 Paris-London and».

—-"*—"-' " "«»"™y Su« viv rans-Lonuon .iik! vice versa
on the Mediteranean coast. The and $79.50 Pans-Tel Aviv and vice
price is §63 for a 12 day slay. Reg- versa.
ister at the OTU.

There are a number of low-cost
student flights available in Europe

Rogers Reacts
BY GIL ROGERS

While the world awaits the So-
viet reaction to the mining of
North Vietnamese waters, the
hriefings are going on in Wash-
ington to explain what the Presi-
dent is trying to accomplish and
how he is going to do it.

Comparisons are being made
between this blockade and the
one that transpired dnring the
Cuban Missile Crisis. Dr. Henry
Kissinger has faced this question
openly, if not with his customary
effectiveness. "We do not view this

as a confrontation between us and
tile Soviet Union." he insisted.

"Very important differences exist

(continued on page 9)

For further information, contact
Prof. Peterson in AH319 or write
the OTU m New York

Nixon's— (cont. from p. 6)

sery short as it was in lieu of the

short block and that students

would he pressed to complete all

the requirements even if they at-

tended all classes, He also ques-
tioned the Feasibility or even the

practicality ol calling classes on a

Saturday, lie said that he doubted
that most of the faculty would go
along with the idea.

Dean Drake responded by say-
ing that he had neitllei the author-
ity nor the desire to break tradi-

tion and order the faculty In con-
duit classes on a Saturday, with-
out first consulting the faculty as

a body at a faculty meeting 1 Ins.

he said, would take time and a de-

cision would probably come ion

late to do any real good.

^^^^% — FREE PARKING IN REAR ^^^V

|NEw-^acmq(2|)
^^-^521 SO. TU0N 471-7543>^-^/

SHE WAS WELL-VERSED IN VICE!
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Students, Faculty Back in Harness

Prudent Pooches Foil Pick-up

SenatorsVisit
Senators Fred Harris of Okla-

homa, Hubert Humphrey of Minne-

sota", and Henry (Scoop) Jackson of

Washington will all appear in Colo-

rado Springs this weekend.

The occasion is the Annual Con-

vention of the Colorado Labor

Council AFL-CIO to take place at

the Antlers Plaza Hotel at Cascade

and Pikes Peak Avenues in beautiful

downtown Colorado Springs.

Senator Harris, the former

Democratic National Committee

Chairman will speak at 8:30 p.m.

Thursday evening, September 16.

Senator Humphrey, former Vice

President and Democratic nominee

for President will speak at 11:00

a.m. Friday, September 17.

Henry Jackson, the well-known

"pro-war" senator from Washington

will speak at 11:45 a.m. on Satur-

day, September 18.

All three are Democrats and

considered to be actively seeking

the 1972 Democratic nomination

for the presidency -

Up to 150 CC students and

faculty are invited to hear Senator

Humphrey and 200 have been

invited to hear Senators Harris and

Jackson. Sign-up sheets arc located

at Rastall Desk and it is important

that those wishing to attend the

speeches sign up by Thursday noon.

Arrangements for the college's

participation in these events were

made by the CCCA and the Leisure

Time Committee.

Assistant Dean Don Smith Ponders the Other Side of the Pooch Question

Tgers Eat Cardinals

Septem ber

1971

O
o

Lock Up
Your Bike

^

FACULTY
HONORS

ECON PROF
Dr. L. Christopher Griffiths,

assistant professor of economics
and business administration at

Colorado College, has been selected

as the recipient of the Sidney G.
Winter Faculty Award for
1971-1972.

The award, which was estab-

lished in 1969 by the late Dr.
Sidney G. Winter, a 1921 graduate
of the college, is made biennially to
a member of the economics depart-
ment. The selection is based on
outstanding contribution to the de-

partmental program and in partic-

ular recognizes excellence in

G\ Life

Looking Up
At about 8:30 p.m. last Monday,

two Colorado Springs City Police

cars were summoned to investigate

a complaint of disturbance of the

peace at Tutt Library. A Fort Car-

son soldier was subsequently appre-

hended by the police and turned

over to Military Police patrolling

the city.

Public Information Officer

Colonel Barrante at Fort Carson

later disclosed to the Catalyst that

Pfc. Kenneth Kilgore had been

picked up on a charge of disorderly

conduct. Kilgore was allegedly

"under tables looking up girls'

dresses," according to Barrante,

who added that "he was in poor

condition."

Kilgore is due to appear in

Municipal Court Thursday, Septem-

ber 30 at 9:00 a.m.

teaching. The recipient of th*

award is selected through depart-

mental election.

Professor Griffiths is a 1962
graduate of Colorado College and

received his Ph.D in economics
from the University of Colorado in

1970. He joined the teaching staff

of the college in 1967 and was

promoted to assistant professor in

1970. He is also the faculty secre-

tary. In addition, he is a staff writer

for the "Journal of Marketing" and

"Legal Development and Mar-

keting" and holds memberships in

the American Economics Associa-

tion and the Rocky Mountain
Social Science Association. This

summer he was named one of the

Outstanding Educators of America
for 1971, a national awards pro-

gram honoring distinguished
teachers for their exceptional

service, achievements and leader

ship in the field of education

The Catalyst May 26, 1972 [2A]



CCCA Has Budget Headaches
CCCA Budget Requests

Greatly Exceed Funds

CC Hosts Dr. Wells,

Scholar and Author
Editor's Note: Dr. Henry Wells will

discuss "The Japanese Theater" at

8 p.m., Friday, October 15, 1971 in

Olin, Room 1 . Dr. Wells is an

authority on comparative literature,

philosophy, and Oriental culture.

The Friday presentation is intended

to contribute to the appreciation of

the October 18th performance in

Armstrong Hall by the Edo Festival

Japanese group.

Dr. Henry W. Wells, a widely

recognized scholar in the fields of

comparative literature and the arts,

will be a visiting professor in the

department of romance languages

at Colorado College dunng the

month of October, which is the

second block of the college's aca-

demic calendar

While on campus, Dr. Wells will

serve as a guest lecturer in each of

the courses offered in Spanish

,

French and Italian literature, and

will conduct several seminars for

student majors in the Romance

Languages on the Spanish and

French golden age of drama. In

addition he will give a public

lecture on Asian Literature (date to

be announced) as well as lecture on

Asian art. He will also serve as a

resource person to several other

departments in the college because

of his wide range of knowledge

about the art, drama, literature and

architecture of countries through-

out the world.

pjsson
loVe*

>/et

Barbara Anson, able-bodied

\voman athlete, is the new Director

of Women's Housing. Barb was

once a member of the men's tennis

team at Wesleyan University (there

was nothing'in the rule book that

said she couldn't be on the team),

swam in the Pan Anerican games in

1963, raised and jumped horses

during her 17-year residency in

Costa Rica, and - also considered

doing on the pro golf circuit.

Minutes before press time the

Catalyst learned that as of Tuesday

evening the following requests for

funds had been granted by the

CCCA to the following organiza-

tions. As far as the Catalyst knows

these figures are final and that

organizations receiving less money

than requested must search else-

where for funds.

The organizations and their alot-

ments were:

Christian Science

Organization $ 20

Friends of the

Earth s ioo

CC Pet Society $ 20

Emergency Aid $2,000

Circle-K $ 250

Dance Workshop $ 200

: Liberation $ 200

AYUDA $ 600

Cap and Gown $ 200

Ecology Action 51,077

Peace Coalition $ 675

BSU $1,060

Chess Club $ 205

MECHA $ 825

MASCS $ 200

Flying Club $ 320

Nugget $6,000

Kmnikinmk $3,430

Leisure Time , $7,000

Foreign Student

Scholarship $3,000

Catalyst $7,390

Friday Afternoon

Club

S34.H02

Bookstore Policy
Questioned Again

"Our main is not price of pre-pnced books, so either

profit, it's service" were the words

of Rolf Ernst, manager of the CC
bookstore during a recent Catalyst

interview. The bookstore is owned

by the college and the college pays

the salaries to the bookstore staff.

Mr. Ernst stressed that although

books seem expensive, they are

the smallest of expenses in a college

education. Contrary to the feeling

of students that they spend more
for books under the block system,

they actually spend a smallei or

equal amount of money as they

would on a semester system. Mr.

Ernst thought that one explanation

for this feeling might be that slu-

dents had to come in more often to

buy books unde,r the Colorado Col-

lege Plan.

The worst problem for the book-

store in public relations is the price

stickers attached to the books. Stu-

dents may take off the stickers and
find that the price underneath is

much less. The stickers, Mr. Ernst

said, were reflections of a rise in

publishers' prices, Publishers may
change prices two or three times a

year, so some books may have as

many as three or four stickers on

them. Often the publisher raises the

the publisher or the bookstore puts

stickers over the prices printed on

the books.

There are three possibilities lor

less expensive textbooks.

First of all, publishers' prices for

books could drop. This isn't a very

likely possibility.

Secondly, a cooperative book

store might be organized. Mr.

Ernst's opinion was that this was

not possible because the present

bookstore system is already well

established. Various colleges across

the country do have co-ops, but it

takes a great deal of interest and

commitment on the part of stu-

dents to keep them running,

The last and most likely possi-

bility for cheaper textbooks is

buying used books. There isn't

much trade in used books at the CC
bookstore because it will accept

only hardback books, paying half-

price for them at certain times

during the year. Paperbacks are

now used in most courses. The

Student Store does have some text-

books, but because of lack of stu-

dent interest and changing reading

lists il often does not have enough

of the right books.

C C in

October

1971

Boettcher Bitchings. .

.

-«* SF

&£

Housing Policy

Investigated

The Colorado College requires

students to live in dorrrutories unless

they are 21 years of age, a senior, a

veteran, married, or have a valid

medical e xcuse for living off

campus. The reason for this, as

stated by Lance Haddon, the new
Director of Men's Housing, is

largely economic.

Rodman Enlightens Students
by Beth Carr

Complaints, vague and various,

seem to run rampant on campus

concerning Boettcher Health

Center. In light of these complaints

and with the hope of enlightening

students on the role of the Health

Center on compus, the Catalyst

interviewed Dr. Hubert Rodman,

M.D., Director of the Health

Center.

When asked if he felt that stu-

dents expect too much of the

Health Center, Dr. Rodman replied,

"I really don't know what they

expect." The service provided at

Boettcher, he said is "not any

different from private practice

family doctors." Dr. Rodman

spends approximately half his pro-

fessional time in private general

practice and half at the imfirmary.

"My philosophy on it," he ex-

plained, "although it's not alto-

gether free, is that, psychologically,

TokvoDon«
,s

'free' medical care can't be as good

as selecting your own doctor and

paying a fee." Students at CC pay a

health insurance fee of $26 per

semester.

Dr. Rodman also feels that most

s tu dents are inexperienced in

dealing with their own health care.

"For most students up to college

age," he began, "mama has taken

care of things, and now they are at

a loss. " For example. Dr. Rodman

pointed out that some students do

not know how to go about getting a

prescription filled. He emphasized

that students who had questions on

health care should bring them to

the Health Center.

Dr. Rodman said that during

"peak season," the middle of

winter, he sees an average of thirty

students in his 3'A-hour mornings at

Boettcher. "In seeing so many," he

stated, "the difficulty is in choosing

those (students) who require more

time." He explained that there is no

appointment schedule, so that time

cannot be allotted beforehand for

those who need it. Consequently,

most students are kept waiting

while the few patients needing a

longer period of time with the

doctor are examined. Dr. Rodman

added that an appointment

schedule would be unrealistic for

the Health Center set-up.

Although the Health Center

refers such cases as surgery, severe

injury, eye problems, gynecological

care and, more often than not, skin

problems to specialists in the city.

Dr. Rodman states that the Health

Center is "not intended to be a

clearing house." The health care

students receive at Boettcher

should be, he feels, "as good as that

which the doctor would want for

his family, no better and no

worse."

In the case of specific com-

plaints, such as those concerning

the diagnosis of mononucleosis, the

doctor commented, "f think it's a

matter of education on the part of

students that a doctor can 't know

in the first week if it is mono." He

reiterated what he called "the edu-

cational role of the Health Center.

If they (students) have any ques-

tions, come and most of the time

they '11 find an answer,

"

Dr. Rodman made no specula-

tions on specific changes in the

health service. "We have some

things in mind and are constantly

trying to change," he said. He

invited students to make use of the

literature that the Health Center

has on such subjects as VD, drug

abuse, birth control and mono. He

also expressed the desire that stu-

dents confront him with their com-

plaints, rather than having him hear

about them second and third-hand.
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GRIDDERS, ETC
Gridders Clinch 7-1 Mark;
Churn Out 460 Yds. In Win

Colorado College's ball-control

offense ran and passed for a season

high of 460 yards while the Tiger

defense put the clamps on the

NAIA's leading rusher in combining

for a 31-8 victory over previously

unbeaten Kansas Wesleyan Univer-

sity.

The victory gave CC a 7-1 record

for the regular season, (lie school's

best in twenty years. And to make
the win more impressive, it came at

the expense of the team who had

die week before clinched the Kan-

sas Collegiate Athletic Conference

championship and had been ranked

fifth in division two of the NAIA
poll.

On the first play from scrim-

mage Freshman Bob Hal! raced

through the center of the Wesleyan

line for a 65 yard touchdown as CC

grabbed a lead it was never to

surrender. Tailback Randy Bobiei

scored the Tiger's second touch-

down of the afternoon on a one-

yard plunge, and Ernie Jones com-

pleted the scoring for the first half

on a four-yard slant off tackle.

Defensively the Tigers offered

Wesleyan almost nothing as full-

back Charles Jessamy, Wesleyan's

candidate for Small College All-

-American honors, was held to a

mere 20 yards for the first thirty

minutes.

The second half also belonged to

die Tigers, as Bobier added a 23-

yard field goal in the third quarter,

and later connected with Neal Staf-

ford on a seven yard touchdown

pass to build the point total

thirty-one.

At that point Coach Carle

turned the game over to the re-

serves who moved die ball well

offensively, and defensively kepi

Wesleyan off the scoreboard unijl

the final seven seconds of the game.

Hall won the "Terrible Tiger"

award for his 142 yards rushing,

and safety Greg Gibson won ilie

"Bad Bengal" award for his fine

work defensively.

The victory over Wesleyan m
very well have been the best over-all

performance by any CC football

team since 1943 when the Tigers

were 7-0.

Spencer Johnson

Ernie Jones Doubles as Q

Grads Warn Worner of
Grade Option Goof

ZPG Film

WILDERNESS FILM SLATED FOR
NOVEMBER ZPG MEETING

Once Upon a Mountain, an ori-

ginal movie and talk by Jerry

Mallett, mountaineer and
wilderness educator, will be presen-

ted at the next general meeting of

the Pikes Peak Chapter of Zero

Population Growth (ZPG). The
meeting, which will be held on

Thursday, November 18, at 7:30

p.m. in Rastall Center, Colorado

College, is open to the public. The
film is a wilderness study of the

Sangre de Cristo Mountain Range,

showing why it should be
designated as wilderness and discus-

sing man's impact on the land.
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Bike Thefts

Continue
Bike thefts are continuing at a

constant level during school, holi-

days, and breaks, confirms Bruce

Canfield, Director of the Campus
Security force. Since July I, a total

of 18 bikes have been stolen, and

only 3 recovered.

Ayuda Questionnaire
During the last week or so representatives ftom Ayuda, Women's Liberation, Dr.

Q Hugh Rodman and 1 have discussed the desirability of again surveying our students
about the possibility of special services at Boettchet Health Center. I think the

% following questionnaire is self-explanatoty. I do hope you will complete it. for our
interest is in providing the best and most appropriate medical service we can within

• a reasonable budget. However, we are faced with the need to set priorities and this
questionnaire is designed to help us measure student needs and interest.

Aftet you have completed it, would you please fold it, staple it together and
return .1 to me via Campus Mail or by stopping by the Office of Student Affairs If
you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact me Ayuda
Women s Liberation, or Dr. Rodman.

November, 1971
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Closure Of Cascade Ave. Heads Survey Returns

Editor, the

Closure of Cascade Ave. was

the front runner in the surveys

returned to the Campus Design

Student Survey committee,

according to results filed by Ann

Boisclair, Bill Milliken and Roger

Oram.

A total of approximately 400

surveys were returned to the

Campus Design Student Survey

Subcommittee. Of these, 325

were tabulated. Of the 75 that

were not tabulated, 30 were

improperly completed the

remaining 45 were received only

after the tabulation had taken

place.

The completed surveys were

fed into the computer. The

horizontal lines reflect the

proposals as recorded on the

Campus Design Priority List.

Their sequence should not be

confused with that of the Final

Assigned Priorities.

A total of all the responses

and division by the number of

surveys tabulated renders the

following results in terms of

overall priorities:

1st priority — Closure of

Cascade Avenue

2nd priority - Attention to

people/bicycles while moving

the automobile to the periphery

3rd priority - Landscaping

Cutler Circle

4th priority - Closure of

Wood A venue/Uintah
intersection

5th priority — New emphasis

on Rastall Center as student

union

6th priority - Attention to

craft areas

7th priority - need for an

additional small theatre

8th priority — Renovation of

the Hub al9,

9th priority — Doorway and

terrace at Cossitt Gym
9th priority - Doorway and

terrance at Cossitt Gym
10 priority — Snack bar in

Tutt Library

HUEBERTS LOSE
ADOPTION CASE;
WILL FIGHT.

Tuesday morning, Dr. Huebert,

chemisty professor at CC, was

informed by the Cook County

District Court, in Illinois, that he

and his wife, had lost their battle to

retain legal custody of their

adopted two-year-old daughter,

Amy. The decision was to be

handed down last Friday, but Judge

McGillicuddy decided that the

court would need more time, hence

the delay. Dr. Huebert informed

the Catalyst that *'An additional

battle will be fought with the

Illinois courts and it will be a very

cosdy battle, indeed. In order for

the courts to take Amy they will

have to get a Writ of Habeus

Corpus. We will be fighting that."

Dr. Huebert is now in contact

with the media. Several of the

students have offered to act as

intermediaries for contributions,

one in particular, Rich Buscho, Ex

355 has offered to act as a contact

for people who wish to give

contributions to the Hueberts.

THE FINISHING TOUCH

Should Get a Chance

Residential Group Feels

Pet Plan Will Die

n

Q
3

3

After making a few
modifications, the CCCA approved

the Committee's proposal by a vote

of 5 to 4. It must be understood

that this proposal was based

directly on the results from the

study. Attempts were made to

accommodate as many persons'

views as possible; but, at the same

time, solve the pet problems that

now exist. The following is a

summary of the proposal:

I. No pets will be allowed in

any of the resident halls -

Mathias, Loomis, McGregor.

Slocuni, or Bemis (except fish

or turtles).

II. Pets will be allowed in the

smaller houses under

following conditions:

A. They are registered with

the school,

B. There is no more than one

pet per five students.

C. The owner must sign a

contract saying he has

complete care and
financial responsibility for

the pet.

D. Two thirds of the residents

in this house must sign a

contract giving their

approval of the pet.

E. None of the pets will be

allowed to run free on

campus.

F. The owner is responsible

for the supervision of his

pet at all times.

G. Enforcement rests with

the Head Resident,

Student Conduct
Committee (with the aid

of the Pet Society), and

Dean Ronald Ohl.

Hueberts Await

Decision

<H
^ JO
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This

was

December

4k * *

PACC House: Gathering
Place For Minorities
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Death of a Species-™-^ ^-^ ^^—
' BY CHARLEY MACNIDER !

|

We are dying in an environment we have created ourselves. Even in the microcosm of existence that we call Colorado College, we are

killing ourselves. We poison the other living things around us by ignoring them, and yet we forget that there are other types of pollution

besides the kind we inflict on nature. We are killing each others' chance for a fuller existence by our overt interest in ourselves. If we

cannot come to grasps with ourselves and others, how can we possibly learn to deal with the crimes we commit against both our brothers

and the Earth?

New Wind For Freshman Coed Housing Option
.

by Stan Case

The issue is this: should

freshmen be given the option of

living coeducationally? Discourse

on the subject flies freely again as

prospects of large-scale reevaluation

of the freshman housing

arrangement flutter in a new wind.

While no one can deny there is a

diversity of attitudes among

students, the vast majority seem in

some way or another to be in favor

of extending this coed option to

the only class at CC presently

without it. But this is nothing new.

What may be new is that another

year has gone by, another twelve

months in which the administration

has had time to soak in the idea, as

administrations do, ever so slowly,

but surely. Allowing freshman to

live coeducationally is not nearly so

radical an idea as it probably was

two years ago, or even last year
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NEIGHBORS GATHER IN COED MAI
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CC leers All Alone
In Third Place
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CC's leers have been astonishing
everyone. They gained a split with
Notre Dame's "Fighting Irish" last

weekend, and just before Christmas
swept a two.game series from
Michigan State. January, 1972
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CC Receives $7.5-Million
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Janet Lynn Captures Spotlight

AYUDA POLL

JANET LYNN'S USA SHOWING HER POISE

Janet Lynn: A Study In Fulfillment

Coed Housing
A victory for the

coed-housing-option-for-freshmen

cause seems imminent now that the

CCCA and freshman parents have

given their vote of confidence.

The CCCA has formally
recommended to the Residence

Committee and college as a whole
that the housing option be offered

to all students at CC. Secondary on
the list of residence priorities would
be the seniority system, by which

the upperclassman has the right to

first room choice.

Parents of freshmen by more
than three to one are favoring the

extension of the coed option to

freshmen, as questionnaires which
the Freshman Committee on
Coeducational Housing has sent to

all freshman parents show.

CCCA: A BOLD STEP
Spurred by the outspoken Joe

Simitian, the CCCA took a bold
step in supporting the coed option
cause in its January 25th meeting.

A motion was carried by five to

zero, with four abstentions, that

the CCCA recommend a general

plan for the implementation oi a

housing scheme based on an

optional system for all classes.

The plan first calls for that

estimates be made, on the basis of

past surveys, of the number of men
and women on campus who desire

single-sex housing, and that places

be made available for them. It then

stipulates that the rest of the

campus shall be made coed. In this

recommended plan special emphasis
is placed on the provision of next

year's freshmen with opportunities

for coeducational living on an

optional basis.

Swimmers 10-1
BY CHUCK SLOTKIN

Displaying their usual
effectiveness, depth, and versatility,

the Tiger swim team upped their

record to 10-1 by virtue of victories

over Metro State College of Denver

and Kearney State College of

Nebraska. At the double duel meet

held at the Olympic sized pool at

Celebrity Lane Pools in Denver, the

Tigers compiled scores of 75-37 and

89-23, respectively.

In a double duel meet, three

teams compete against each other

simultaneously, with each squad's

times and diving scores tallied on

separate score sheets against the

other two squads. CC dominated

both competitors as a combination

of excellent performances and weak

rivals.

The 89 points accumulated

against Kearney State was the

highest point total. CC has put

together versus one squad in at least

two years. They splashed their way

to twelve firsts and eight seconds.

Sophomore standout Jeff Kinner,

won the three distance events: the

1 ,000, 500 and 200 yards freestyle.

The 1,000 and 200 came back to

back, but his endurance saw him
through the latter event. Bob
Johnson, Pete Simpson, Ken
Ebung, and John FyFe turned in

their regular victorious feats. They
recorded times of 2:13.83 in the

200 yard backstroke, 2:09.02 in

the 200 yard butterfly, 2:11.29 in

the individual medley, and in the

200 yard breaststroke.
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Ayuda and Women's Liberation

have released the results of a

campus survey taken several

months ago regarding the attitudes

ol the CC community on birth

control, treatment of venereal

disease and abortions.

A total of 359 surveys was

returned to the organizations with

questions answered. This included

218 women. 1 14 men and 27 in the

miscellaneous department.

Question One: How often in the

last academic year did you have a

physical examination: zero, 30

men, 31 women, once, 64 men, 1 17

women; twice, 13 men, 59 women;
other, six men, 15 women.

Question Two: Did youi
physical examination include:

pelvic examination. Yes, 116

women, No, 80 women; Pap smear.

Yes. 91 women, No. l)<) women;
breast examination, Yes, 130

women, No, 64 women.

PURPOSES
Question Three: Was the

purpose for the above physical

examination; r o u tine physical

examination, 68 men, I !9 women;

routine gynecological check-up, 5 l)

women; particular i 1 lness or

problem. 18 men, 44 women;
venereal disease check-up. two men,

three women; pregnancy test, eight

women: contraceptives. 60 women.

Quesiion Four; Have you ever

had a gynecological need: Yes, 131

women. No, 84 women.

Question Five: Who presently

attends to your gynecological

needs: general practitioner, 69

women; internist. 10 women;

\
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Fyfe Leaving

gynecologist, 96 women; other, 13

women.

Question Six: Have you ever had

a need for a V.D, check-up: Yes, 13

men. 13 women; No, 100 men, 205

women.

Question Seven: Do you
regularly use contraceptives; Yes,

27 men, 87 women; No, 79 men,

131 women.

Question Eight; Have you ever

needed a pregnancy test: Yes, 26

women. No, 192 women.

Question Nine: Have you ever

need the services of abortion

referral; Yes, 15 women, No. 201

women.

ABORTIONS
Question Ten; Have you ever

had an abortion; Yes, eight women,

No, 199 women.

Question Eleven: Have you ever

been referred from Boettcher

Health Center to an off-campus

gynecologist: Yes, 22 women, No,

194 women.

Question Eleven: A) Was the

visit for a routine check-up, Yes, six

women, No. 24 women: B) Was it

for a particular illness or problem,

Yes, 14 women. No, 16 women: C)

Was it for a prescription for

contraceptives. Yes, 14 women. No,

18 women; D) Were you satisfied

with the care you received: Yes, 20

women. No, 12 women; E) Did

your college insurance reimburse

you for any pan of the fee: Yes, six

women, No, 25 women.

Question Twelve: Do you feel

that full gynecological services

(including bi-annual examinations,

pap smears, pelvic exams, breast

exams, V.D, check-ups and

t re at merit, pregnancy tests,

prescript ions for contraceptives)

should be covered by your college

health insurance policy. Yes, 99

men, 191 women, No, II men, 24

women.
Question Thirteen: Would you

be willing to pay a higher health

insurance premium so that full

gynecological services might be

offered by the college; Yes, 93

men, 176 women. No, 15 men. IS

women.

Question Fourteen: If such

services were provided by the

college, would you prefer to visit a

gynecologist at the Health Center:

Yes. 138 women, No, 55 women.

Indifferent, eight women.

New Hours
At Library

Effective the week of February 7,

the hours at Tutt Library wfll be

extended a* follows:

Friday 7:45 AM to 10:00 PM
Sunday 1 2 00 noon to

12:00 midnight

This action was taken as the result

of the student petition and the

recommendation of the CCCA.

These extended hours will be in

effect for the next two blocks while

a survey of usage will be made.

The block break hourt will

remain unchanged.
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New Security Policy Sweeps Campus
BY JOHN HOWARD

A new security policy was impli-

mented last Wednesday affecting

the larger residence halls on the

CC campus. (This policy was re-

quested by the residence staff in

order to curb the rising number nf

thefts and molestings that have re-

cently plagued the college.

Hrieflv. the new polio states

that all students and non-residents

visiting a dorm other than their

own will be required to lease some

sort of identification, preferable a

college ID. at the desk before en-

tering the living area.

Visitors will then have to be

escorted by a guest during their

stay in that residence hall. This

police will be strictly enforced in

Lonmis Hall and enforced and en-

couraged in the other living halls.

According to Jim Crossy . direc-

tor of security, and Barbara Maicr.

director of Women's housing, the

new policy is not a crackdown on

student freedom by Ihe adminis-

tration, rather a measure designed

lo protect the students and their

belongings from thieves and llio-

Since the beginning of this se-

mester the CC. campus has been

plagued by thefts Even thing

from wallets to stereo speakers ami

skis has been stolen. For sonic rea-

son the thefts base increased tre-

mendously in tin- last feu weeks.

There has also been more bother-

ing ol co-eds this semeslei- than

last.

Most ol the problems come mil

from CC. students, bul from stu-

dents from other schools wander-

ing the campus. GIs from nearby

bases, and students from the local

high and junta high schools.

While security is a problem

taken care ol bv the campus secur-

ity stall, the most effective action

can and must be taken b> the stu-

dents of this isillcge

Students are asked to lock their

doors whenever they lease, as well

as at night. They are also request-

ed to use only the front doors

when entering the residence hall

after 6:30 p.m.

The side and back doors ol all

the residence halls will be locked

at that time from the inside, but

due to fire regulations the\ niusl

be able to be opened from the in-

side. Students are asked to leave

Ihese doors closed and not lo jam

them with any objects of any sort.

Students are also encouraged to

lease their wallets and other valu-

ables such as keys iii the locker

rooms whenever using the squash,

i-acketball or gymnasium facilities.

The\ an- urged to report an)

non-student or suspicious persons

wandering the halls or gr ids.

This is especially true of the junior

high students thai roam the hall

seeing a so called "big brother

'

To help Ihe security stall slu-

dents are asked to report immedi-

ately all stolen items, especially

wallets and keys. They are asked

to earn their IDs with them when
visiting other residence halls or

when walking the grounds late at

night.

Without student coopcrat the

security program is doomed from

the start. At the present, campus

security is a serious problem and

it is lioped that the lien polic>

will solve that problem.

If it should not. it nu. be nec-

essary to implement another policy

that would bite dcepb ilito stu-

dent freedom. Should the present

pohes work, il mas 111 time be

possible to relas this policy and

replace il.

Students are encouraged to dis-

cuss tlm problem with councilors

and stall Those with am ques-

tions, ideas, suggestions, and criti-

cisms are encouraged to talk lo

either Ihe director of men's or

women's housing. Both base ex-

pressed a desire lo hear what the

sludenls base lo sas and are reach

lo male changes in the policy after

il has been tried lor a couple ol

weeks.

leers Lose Bid for Playoff Berth

tensio

CC
they

again-

sored

either

Tech

BV ALLAN MEDINA

iecrs. through little fault "f

own. lost its bid for a post-

i WCtIA playoff berth. The
u lasted until Saturday night,

had done all thes cuukl,

had won their last game
t Duhith and they were as-

a spot ill Ihe playoff's if

Notre Dame or Michigan

losl their Saturday night

Hut. unfortunately for CC.

:eams did win. and nlnvnfl

faded until nest sear.

Tiger Pair

On WCHA

All Star Team
The W( IIA All-Mar loam was

announced last Wednesday and

Colorado College who finished in

an Sth-plaee tie will, \olie Dame
rami I ".. lop,

Doug Palazzari and Bob Wino-
grad were named in Ihelnsl Irani.

Palazzari lyas on, he lop

P t getters receiving J.'ili points.

Doug was also honored as the

Most Valuable Player in Ihe WC-
HA. Doug added these ism. h rs

to his tille ol Ihe WCIIA's lead-

ing scorer.

Till b other player lor CC
receiving honors was Mike Hertsch

yvho yeas voted an honorable men.
tion to the WCHA all-star team.

Bounding out the honors collect-

ed by the Colorado College Tigers

yeas Coach Jeff Sauer yvho was
named WCHA coach of the year

Sauer in his first year as head
coach at CC beat out bis old Ikiss

by one vote.

Our congratulations lo these

players, coach Sauer and the yvhole

Tiger team. As sve look hack on
the season, you deserved eyery

honor possible

500 Cast Bailors—

No Freshmen on CCCA;

8 New Faces Join Board\m^
<£<» %,«<> <*>.

^
* w

CCCA elections were held two
weeks ago Willi over 500 students

turning out lo cast their ballots.

Four veteran members of the

board were returned to their posts.

These were: Raleigh Boyvden. John

Fife. Roger Oram anil Jim Ston-

scng.

The eight nesy members are: Sue

Hazaleus. Charles Vogel. Dave
Drake. Mark Mathewson. John

N'el'f. Vernon King, Bob Salazar

and Chris Parr.

01 those elected, five are soph-

omores' and seven, juniors. There

yverc no freshmen elected.

One veteran member of the

CCCA noted the reason there wen-

no freshmen representatives yvas

probably due to the fact they are

not knenvn on campus, the rest —
sohpomores and juniors — having

been around at least a year longer.

(The first official meeting of the

CCCA yvas held last night after

the deadline for this newspaper.

beginning in our next issue and
continuing in everyone thereafter,

yy-e hope to have indepth coverage

ol each meeting including roll call

votes.)
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St. Patrick's Day at Murphy's
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PHOTOS HIGHLIGHT APRIL, 1972

Shirley AAacLaine

Here for AAcGovern
BY RICH BARRERA

Shirley MacLaine, the noted ac-

ress, spoke on behalf of Senator

George McGovem, D-S.D., Fri-

day, April 14 at 1:00 p.m. in Be-

mis lounge. She was in Colo-

rado Springs on Friday after speak-

ing for McGovern in Denver. She

was on the Colorado College Cam-
pus for approximately an hour and

a half.

The program began with two

folk guitarists singing .songs of pro-

test and satire. Then there was a

.erious plea from two McGovem

.upporters for all students to assert

the power they have as voters, es-

pecially at local precinct elections.

With Bemis lounge and surround-

ing areas completely packed with

itudents and professors, a short

five-minute film of McGovem 's life

md attitudes was presented. The
lilm attempted to seriously depict

McGovern's poor childhood days,

his career as a bomber pilot dur-

ing World War II, and his later

discontent with dishonesty in po-

litics; but a few of the more dra-

matic parts of the film drew chuck-

les from some of the students at-

tending.

After the film, Shirley MacLaine

was introduced. With an easy but

sincere tone she spoke for thirty

minutes on the merits of George

McGovem and the need for a pres-

ident such as McGovem.
MacLaine mentioned some of

the highlights of McGovern's

record:

The fact th it he has opposed the

Vietnam war smce 1963, and has

outlined a program for the econo-

my to revert to peacetime with in-

dustry concentrating on non-pollut-

ing production rather than war pro-

duction.

His statements that lie would ap-

point a woman to the supreme
court and to a cabinet post; and

His commitment to see the elim-

ination of penalties for marijuana,

which may eventually lead to its

legalisation.

MacLaine also mentioned that in

McGovern's view, abortion should

be a decision between the woman
and her doctor.

Shirley MacLaine, 37, has a six-

teen-year-old daughter in Switzer-

land while her husband, Steve

Parker, permanently resides in

Japan. MacLaine has been travel-

ling around the country at her own
expense since January supporting

and raising funds for McGovern,
the man she is convinced will be

the next president,

MacLaine, who has starred in

such movies as "The Matchmaker"
in 1957 and 'The Apartment" in

1960, has turned authoress and has

written i\ book entitled Don't Fall

Off the Mountain.

Ohl, Worner Dismayed

International Day Festivitie:

The Eyes Have It!

Chicano

Awareness

Activities
BY BOB SALAZAR
MECHA Chairman

I was truly amazed when I first

ame to Colorado College to find

out how many of the students here

were totally unaware of the Chi-

cano population and its problems

in this country. Newsweek maga-
zine had called us the "forgotten"

minority of America but it was
really just a matter of time until

11 million people made their pre-

sence known. In the past two to

three years the voice of the Chi-

cano community has resounded

throughout this country, particu-

larly in the southwest.

Trivia

Carlos Retires

Mouthin' Off Dean Ohl Frugs

BV CHUCK CARTER
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Students Ignoring Strike Meeting in Armstrong Hall

CC Reacts to Haiphong Mining
BY DAN BOYLE

"Frankly, Dan, he scared me."

That was the reaction Monday
night of Associate Editor Charley

MacNider to President Nixon's an-

nouncement on the mining of Hai-

phong Harbor. Charley wasn't

alone in his thoughts. Other stu-

dents said they felt die action

might bring us to the brink of an

all-out war.

As soon as the President finish-

ed speaking, there was talk of an

immediate student strike of all CC
classes on Tuesday, and through-

out the week. Support for this ap-

parendy dissipated, since classes

continued as scheduled. But in

many instances, professors limited

classes to discussion of Nixon's lat-

est plan.

Students gathered Tuesday
morning for a meeting in regard

to steps to be taken concerning the

development. Following the meet-
ing, they were to gather at the

local Draft Board in an attempt to

close it as a war protest. Plans also

included a march in downtown
Colorado Springs and showing of

films relating to the Vietnam strife.

Professor Bizarro, of the CC
Spanish Dept., immediately prepar-

ed a statement deploring Nixon's

action and sought backing from
other CC faculty and administra-

tors.

In his speech heard by the na-

tion on radio and television Mon-
day night, Nixon ordered American
military forces to block off North
Vietnam's weapon supply by min-
ing its harbors and bombing rail

lines. In the opinion of many Unit-

ed States officials, the new phase
of the war risks a confrontation

with Moscow and Peking.

Mines were dropped by airplanes

into Haiphong harbor late Mon-
day night. They will be automati-

cally activated at 6 p.m. Saigon
time Thursday (8 a.m. our time to-

day).

The President said all countries

having ships in North Vietnamese
ports had been warned of the U.S.

action and were given three day
light periods in which to safely de-

part from the Haiphong waters.

Following the three day light per-

iods, the mines would be automa-
tically activated, and ships or ves-

sels entering or leaving the harbor

would do so at their own risk.

Once the mines are activated, they

become lethal on contact.

President Nixon further stated

the new military action will end
ONLY alter American prisoners of

war are released or accounted for,

and after diere is an internationally

supervised ceasefire throughout all

of Indo-China.

"The risk that a Communist gov-

ernment may be imposed on the 17
million people of South Vietnam
has increased (in the last two
weeks," Nixon said.) And the lives

of 60,000 Americans still in the

war zone were "gravely threaten-

ed."

Nixon's talk was reminiscent of
words spoken in October, 1962 by
the dien President John F. Ken-
nedy when the United States took
steps to stop the establishment by
Russia of a missile base in Cuba. At
the time Kennedy said, "To halt
this offensive build up (of missiles),

a strict quarantine on all offensive
military equipment under shipment
to Cuba is being initiated."

But, there are some grave dif-

ferences between diat action taken
a decade ago and President Nixon's
action Monday night. For one diing
the Soviets were building missile
sites some 90 miles from American
soil. The Russians were then con-
sidered likely aggressors against
the American continent. South
Vietnam is 10,000 miles away.
There is no immediate threat to the
United States.

Early Tuesday morning, the So-
viet news agency Tass branded
the U.S. as the aggressor nation.
But they quoted President Nixon
at length concerning troop with-
drawal within four months after of-

fensive actions cease in South Viet-
nam and said die President made
it clear that action was not taken
against any other nation other than
Nordi Vietnam.

Sen. George McGovern, leading

Democratic contender for the pre-

sidency, hastened back to Wash-
ington where he told the Congress

that it was time the U.S. Congress

acted to end the war. He blasted

Nixon for his socalled drastic mea-
sures without consulting members
of Congress.

Alabama Gov. George Wallace
all but endorsed Nixon's policy.

Initial reaction from congression-

al authorities, according to United

Press International, was applause

from the hawks and opposition

from the doves.

Remember Suez Crises? i

There is little doubt we are not closing in on World War
3. But, President Nixon certainly is sticking the neck of tha
United States out internationally. Our current money systeiril

is in poor enough straits without our President adding to ih«
aggravation. We should remember that Nixon was Vice Pi' ..i-j

dent in 1956 when Eisenhower was returned to office with ai
plea to the people of the nation to rally round the flag. The
reason for rallying? Another crisis — that one in the SuezJ
Canal. Wonder if President Nixon will soon issue another!
rally round the President cry?

Alleged Murderer
Found Legally Sane
A seven-man, five-woman Dis-

trict Court jury Friday found John
Auld legally sane in the kidnap-

murder of Anne Marie Heider.

Judge Hunter Hardeman will set

a trial date on Tuesday.

Miss Heider's shot, sexually as-

saulted body was found Dec. 14
in Auld's truck on the Rampart
Range Road, nine miles west of

Colorado Springs. She had been
abducted Dec. 12 from the Colo-
rado College campus, where she

was a student.

The jury took two and one-half

hours to bring in the verdict

against the 32-year-old construc-

tion worker.

Auld took it without emotion.

The sanity trial was not his idea.

He has said lie is ashamed of his

act and feels he should be punish-

ed.

After the verdict was read, Dist.

Atty. Robert L. Russell said he
would seek the death penalty.

The slain coed's father, Dick
Heider, who was present for the

entire trial also commented brief-

ly;

"I'm glad justice has run its

course. I don't see how the verdict

could have been otherwise."

In final arguments Fridav, Asst.

Dist. Atty. William Hybl said Auld
showed a conscious awareness dur-

ing the entire episode, Dec. 12,

that he exercised control every

time it was necessary.

He cited control in picking Miss

Heider, who was walking alone,

and passing up those with compan-
ions, in attempting to divert the

attention to another spot on the

campus when challenged by a pro-

fessor, and in driving to a secluded

spot to commit the rape.

The shooting was the act of a
rational man, he said, because the

girl was screaming. He wanted to

keep her quiet.

"But the attempt at suicide was
the most rational behavior of all.

He knew he was guilty, and he
was ashamed."

Russel recalled Auld had thought

about rape a long time and sail

Dec. 12 "finally his plans

come to fruitation."

Then he called on the jurj

"bring back a verdict that will i

him back to me."

Public Defender Brian Mul
used all the same examples
prosecution did, to make his pi

that Auld was insane.

He said Auld's carrying thn>!

of the crimes, which he stoei

good chance of being caught
every turn were not the acts

a rational man.
He also disputed the statem

that an attempt at suicide

logical. "Man's No. 1 basic u

is self preservation," he argued

—Reprinted courtesy of

Colorado Springs Sun.

U.S. Drug Agents

Arrest CC Senior

James Burke, deputy director
of the U.S. Bureau of Narcotics
and Dangerous Drugs. Denver
told The SUN Peter Douglas.
23, surrendered here Friday.
Burke said agents in Arizona
arid Colorado had been search-
ing for Douglas since June 1971.

Minority Fund I

Benefit Concert
j

rXa Dada" Comes
To Colorado College
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A Picture Is Worth . .

.

NO LONGER LAUGHING

Photos taken

this year

by:

ED LEEK

MIKE ALLURED

ERIC BUETEN5

JOHN HOWARD

DEWEY BIDWELL

"What the world naacb now .
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Catalyst Had Controversial Year!
Publication Board Clears Up Catalyst Rumors

Amid rumors and some stories in

the local newspapers about the

possibility of the Catalyst folding

this year due to financiaJ problems.

Cutler Publications and the CCCA
have reached agreement on a con-

tract, under which the Catalyst will

come out every other week for the

rest of the year.

A bit of history is necessary to

understand the change. Early in

October. Cutler Publications pre-

sented the proposed budget for the

Catalyst to the CCCA. Through an

error on Cutler's part in llie figures,

and a misunderstanding concerning

just what was being offered in the

proposal, a situation arose whereby

the Catalyst was unable to operate,

particularly if a high-quality news-

paper was desired, with the amount

of money budgeted for the paper

by the CCCA. The two parties

agreed 10 negotiate in order to

come to an agreement, and Cutler's

new proposal was discussed at the

CCCA meeting of Tuesday, October

19. It was at this time, when the

groups reached an impasse, that the

rumors concerning the status of the

paper arose. By this date, it had

been over two weeks since the

original budget hearings, and the

Catalyst found itself fated with the

unsound financial position of trying

to meet the bills for previous issues

with no guarantee that the money
to pay them would be forthcoming.

In this respect, Cutler Publications

is in a significantly different

position than other campus groups,

being an incorporated "not-for-

profit" corporation with the same

legal and fiscal responsibilities as

any other corporation. It was the

feeling of the Cutler Board (which

consists of the editors of the

Catalyst, the Nugget, and the Kilifii-

kinnik, two elected student repre-

sentatives, two faculty members

and a student Business Manager and

Chairman) that the paper could not

continue to operate on this basis.

At the same time, the Catalyst was

having staff problems. Working on a

weekly paper under the Colorado

College Plan with its block courses

was in itself a considerable burden,

and with the additional uncertainty

about the contract negotiations, the

staff was under a great deal of

pressure.

Granted these problems, and

feeling that the percentage of stu-

dents' time needed to put out a

weekJy had been rather high even

last year, and that it would con-

tinue to be, Cutler felt obligated to

plan for a twice-monthly paper,

rather than a weekly. After

readjusting the distribution of staff

stipends in line with the different

requirements of a twice-monthly

and figuring the difference in in-

come and expenses (fewer issues

cost less money, but also bring in

less in advertising revenue), Cutler

resubmitted a proposal for $7806,

which came to $416 more than the

CCA had originally offered. Three-

man negotiating teams from each

group met on Monday, October 25,

and agreed on a contract, which

was ratified by CCCA the following

night and signed by both groups

October 30. Under the contract,

the Catalyst will publish eleven

more issues after this one on an

every-other-week basis, coming out

the first and third week of each

block

Vved
ui

prof

Still A
Catalyst

Human Endeavor
During the work of putting out our last issue, we at The

Catalyst found out once again the difference between human
and mechanical assistance.

Most of the students by now must be aware your news-
paper is being printed at Peerless Graphics rather than a
combination production by Casyndekan, Inc. and the Canon
City Daily Record. For the editorial staff it has been a ter-

rific change of pace!

For three to four decades the folks at Peerless had been
putting together CC's newspaper. We're glad to have them
back as our associates.

To be more explicit in our reasoning: just prior to our
last issue Bob Erickson's (the Peerless boss) brother went
into a coma and subsequently died. The entire Peerless crew
was taken by surprise. Instead of succumbing to their grief,

they worked as hard as ever to put out their products and
live up to their commitments.

When The Catalyst came out according to our set sched-
ule, the man at the Peerless helm was none other than Bob
Erickson. We thank him for his dedication and tireless efforts
on our behelf.

Custom Term

Papers

Custom Term Papers

1) Your key to more fun this block

2) Over 1,600 papers already

written to choose from.

3) Original papers written to your
specific needs by a staff of 200 pro-

fessional writers.

4) These papers are top quality -

we live by our reputation and want

you for our customer hext block.

Call

493-4397

in Fort Collins

Maucfie

Pants!*

\
\
%

Greeks

Suck

Catalyst

Apologizes

The Cutler Publications Board of

Directors and the Catalyst staff

wish to apologize to any groups or

persons who might have been
offended by the filler which
appeared at the bottom of column
four, page four of last week's issue,

September 15, 1971, and for the

poor journalistic taste and editorial

judgment displayed therein.
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Rogers— (cont. from p. 7)

between the present situation and

the 1962 missile crisis," he said.

"We are not attempting by these

actions to impose a one-sided so-

lution. We are trying to work out

some principles of international

conduct and an end to a conflict

which threatens alike our interests

as well as the interests of other

countries," he said.

Be that as it may. there are

important differences:

First of all, the Navy is appar-

ently going to allow vessels which

chose to run the minefields the

opportunity to do so. After warn-

ing them the harbors are mined.

But if ships try to off-load on the

beaches, they will be interfered

with to the maximum degree pos-

sible.

In short, the attempt is to close

all ports of Vietnam to all ship-

Pin6-
,

. ..

During the Cuban missile crisis,

the blackade sought only to deter

the passage of Soviet vessels car-

rying nuclear missiles and other

specified offensive weapons. All

other shipping was free to enter

the ports of Cuba. Thus the block-

ade was a discreet applied with

selectivity. Mines can and must

destroy all shipping.

The other aspect that should he

noted is the Cuba Quarentine, as

it was called, was authorized by

international action of the organ-

ization of the American States and

was limited to specific cargoes. In

a letter to the Security Council of

the United Nations, delivered just

as the President was speaking,

Mondaj night, reference was made

to measures of collective self-de-

fense, which was an attempt by

the State department to provide

some cover of legitimacy to the lat-

est U.S. adventures. But this is a

very thin reed. The U.S. is relying

on an article of the U.N. Charter

which says "Nothing in the pres-

ent Charter shall impair the in-

herent right of individual or col-

lective self-defense if an armed at-

tack occurs against a member of

the U.N. until the Security Coun-

cil has taken the measures neces-

sary to maintain international

peace and security. Measures tak-

en by the members in the exer-

cise of this right of self-defense

shall be immediately reported to

the Security Council . .

Thus, the U.S. is maintaining

that the attack by North Vietnam

justifies the mining. Its efforts was

not authorized in advance as in

the case of Cuba. A case where

the vital interests of the United

States were concerned but rather

the reliance is on seeking subse-

quent authorization if necessary.

We are thus building a body of

international law, even if our posi-

tion should be sustained, that will

come back to haunt us. By this

reasoning, the Soviet Union could

justify the mining of Saigon, on

ing molested by our new actions

on the sea and in the air. And in

future conflicts around the world.

Browsing At Book Sale

it would be easy to invoke the ex-

ample of the United Stares in more

the grounds that her ally was be-

devious mischief than can be

imagined if this principle is al-

lowed to stand. On many grounds,

President Nixon has dug himself

a large hole and the fall-out is

yet to come.

Thrust Asks
For Help
The first citizen effort to permit

broad based use of $112 million in

state funds now legally restricted '

to the sole use of building high-

ways is faltering.

In a report to members of the

Tax and Highway Reform to Uni-

fy State Transportation (THRUST)

organization, steering committee

member Steve Bolter said current

THRUST efforts were likely to

produce only about 30,000 signa-

tures.

It requires 50,400 valid signa-

tures on petitions to put an issue

on the November state ballot.

The Colorado Constitution now

stipulates that all taxes from gaso-

line and automobile excise fees

must go into a special fund solely

to build, maintain and supervise

highways.

The THRUST petition drive

seeks to amend the constitution so

that any transportation purpose

could be aided by the fund-in-

cluding mass transit, bike paths,

and regional aviation.

There is widespread popular

support for the THRUST position.

Bolter said, But the group's or-

ganization is too small to mount

the large scale drive necessary to

get the 51,400 signatures.

He also said the organization is

attempting to fight one of the best

financed special interest groups in

the state with almost no funds at

all in its own treasury and no full

time help.

"Right now it looks like David

and Goliath-and Goliath may win

by default," he said. "We have re-

ceived help-but we need more."

"But we were counting on the

campuses for about half our signa-

tures — and the picture there is

grim," he said. "Students over-

whelmingly agree with us - but

it's getting very near to final exams

and its very hard to get volun-

teers."

The situation is particularly ur-

gent at six main "target schools" of

THRUST, he said. The six are the

University of Colorado, the CU
Denver Center, the University of

Denver, Metro State, Northern

Colorado and Colorado State.

"These big schools are vital if

we're going to succeed in begin-

ning a sane transportation policy

in this state," Bolter said.

Bolter appealed to anyone inter-

ested in helping circulate petitions,

and/or donating funds, to contact

THRUST in care of the Eco-Cen-

ter in Boulder at 1424 Pearl St.,

80302, telephone 447-0513.

Summer— (cont. from p. 7)

change of operatic fare, and best

of all, proof of high imagination

towards production."

Credit must also be given to

those whose work greatlv enhanc-

ed the 1971 festival and who will

again be involved in the 1972 sea-

son. Martha H Booth, will be ex-

ecutive manager and assistant con-

ductor this year: Klaus Holm,

whose brilliant and effective sets

provided a highly professional

complement to the 197 1 produc-

tions, will be stage set and light-

ing designer, and Shirley Dearing,

the talented costume designer for

the Colorado Springs Opera As-

sociation is already at work on the

costume designs for the festival

DU Prof, in Campaign
Dr. George W. Shepherd, Dem-

ocrat, a University of Denver Pro-

fessor, anti-war spokesman and en-

vironmental activist is about to an-

nounce his candidacy for the new

5th (Congressional) District. He is

waiting only for the official or-

ganization of the new district.

He claims President Nixon's es-

calation of the war has pushed him

into the contest. "Because," he

states, "people are entitled to a

chance to say 'no' and to move in

a more hopeful direction. Congress

may be our best means to end this

war and deal with our ecological

and economic crises."

POSITION STATEMENT
The Republicans, and especially

President Nixon, promised an end

to this war. Unfortunately for all

of us his Vietnamization policy has

fugees. This was the way out ft

the French in 1954 and it can he

ours in 1972.

The time has come to act against

the abuse of power. If given a real

choice, people have shown they

are ready to move in the direction

of a new politics of independence

from the centers of financial and

military power. Therefore. I am
proposing a program for empower-

ing people, which has been care

fully worked out by an Independ-

ent group of reform-minded spec

ialists in Colorado. The major

points of this program on which

I will base my campaign are:

1.) Restoration of the Constitu-

tional Congressional control over

the war-making powers and for-

eign policy of the United States.

The war in Vietnam was not only

failed. The present escalation of begun without the full consults

this war is highly dangerous be-

cause it risks the intervention of

the Chinese and the Soviets,

risks the loss of agreements on nu-

clear weapons. It risks the remain-

ing American troops' lives. It pro-

longs a war in which we have no

significant interest. 1 1 decimates

civilian populations. It wastes our

resources and American lives.

Moreover, the present Siagon mili-

tary dictatorship is not worth any

of this. The only way out with

honor now is to let the Vietnamese

reach a solution themselves. All

American troops should be with-

drawn before any more are cap-

tured or killed. The U.N. should

be requested to organize a cease-

fire, and supervise the exchange

of prisoners and resettlement of re-

tion and consent of Congress but

continued in the face of Cougr

The Colorado Opera Festival So-

ciety, a benefactors association

that proved so important to the

success of the previous festival, has

this year been formed under the

guidance of Mr. Yaffe. Mrs. Lam-
bert Cadwalader, will serve as

honorary vice chairman and Mrs.

Richard E, Carlson is the secre-

tary. A society' membership is $30

this year and will entitle the hold-

er to a season ticket in the special

reserved section of Armstrong

Theatre for the opening night of

each production, and to participate

in the Society's receptions and

other social occasions.

Other ticket prices are as fol-

lows: single general admission,

$4.50; single reserved admission,

$6.00; regular season ticket in a

reserved seat section. $16.00. Tic-

ket orders mav he placed at any-

time by calling Rastall Center ut

the college, 473-2233. ext. 323.

eruptions fot firms like General

Motors whose profits increase

while our real incomes shrink by

at least 5% inflation per year,

The unfair tax squeeze on the

middle and low income citizen

can bo eliminated with a shift of

the burden to corporations and

higher income groups. Tax loop-

holes and depletion allowances can

1k> eliminated, ending current prac-

tices which permit high income

groups to pay less than their fair

share. Studies show this can pro-

duce 28-29 billions annually of ad-

ditional revenue to improve social

services and the environment

3.) To save our future, an emer-

gency program against air and

water pollution must be under way

by 1974, In the Denver region the

scarcity t»l oxygen In our atmos-

phere, as well as the lack <»l suffi-

cient water supply makes this im-

perative. The present En\

It sional opposition. Congress should al Planning Agency programs are

cut off further funds for this

and insist upon a role in the peace-

making process. There should be

no further use of the war-making

powers beyond a thirty-day emer-

gency period without the consent

of Congress. The presumption that

only the Presidency can provide for

the security of this country is un-

wise, cosdy and unconstitutional.

2.) A program for a peace-time

prosperous economy must include

adequate price control, tax reform,

and environmental development.

This means an equitable price con-

trol system that sets levels of pro-

fits as well as wages for everyone

There should be no privileged ex-

loo little and too late for the Den

vci environment, Wemust lie a high

priority area on the national level

coordinated with Slate and local

governments. The sense ol urgency

and the funding must result bom
this election.

As nn advocate; of new politics,

I hope we can establish new stan

dards of honesty in complete dis-

closure of sources of hinds and

support. Rigorous adherence Id

truth and the facts must he the

basis of debate between us so that

people are enlightened, not stam-

peded, and persuaded, not threat

ened, to shape their own destiny.

(continued on page 10)

I GRANDFATHER KNEW ABOUT

| GOOD, WHOLESOME COOKING . .

.

1 BECAUSE GRANDMOTHER

KNEW ABOUT GOOD, NATURAL

HOME COOKED FOOD.

NOW, YOU CAN GET BACK

INTO GOOD EATING AGAIN.

SAVOR FLAVOR THE WAY FOOD USED

TO TASTE. GET HIGH ON FOOD.

GET HEALTHY. EAT AT "THE MULE'

THE SUGARED MULE
71 1 N. TEJON 634-93*4

OPEN TUES-SAT 1 1 AMMIDWGHT SUN 5-MIPHI6HT CLOSED,WON
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ZPG Policy Advocated Now
The Report of the Commission

on Population Growth and the

American Future has been released

this month with the conviction af-

ter two years of study that it is

time for the U.S. to adopt an offi-

cial policy of zero population

growth.

.Among the findings of the Com-
mission were that two years of re-

search demonstrated that

— a slower rate of growth would
increase the percentage population,

allowing more women to partici-

pate in die labor force, thereby

raising the average per capita in-

come
— rapid population growth is a

factor in increasing unemployment;

that slower growth would encour-

age full employment and help re-

duce poverty

— "population growth is one of

the major factors affecting the de-

mand for resources and deteriora-

tion of 'fie environment"

— population growth will be the

major factor in a predicted water

shortage, and "... few will like

the austerity created by the need

to conserve something as funda-

mental as water."

— the three-child average family

could produce 50% higher good

prices by the year 2000 than the

two -child average
— a rapid population growth may

produce a situation in our recrea-

tional facilities where "rather than

getting away to the outdoors, peo-

ple will be applying for admission

to it"

— "increasing regulation may
cause people in 2020 to look back

in envy at our relatively unfetter-

ed way of life." Furthermore, with

each official having to deal with

increasing numbers of constituents,

the responsiveness of government to

the needs of each individual will

decline as papulation increases.

Court dockets will remain crowded,

and the deliver.' of all basic social

and governmental services will be-

come less efficient and more ex-

pensive

— that taxes to support basic

health and education will be high-

er to provide any given level of

service.

The Commission stated that a-

mong the principles governing the

C o m m i ssion's recommendations
were

— to neutralize, so far as it is

practicable and consistent with

other values, those legal, social and
institutional pressures that have

historically been pronatalist

— to enable individual to avoid

unwanted childbearing, thereby

enhancing their ability to realize

their perferences.

Among the key policies endors-

ed by the Commission were
— "that the Congress and the

states approve the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment, and that fed-

eral, state and local governments
undertake positive programs to en-

sure freedom from discrimination

based on sex." Among the other

methods of insuring equality cited

by the Commission were federal

legislation banning descrimination

in higher education, and strength-

ening the endorsement powers of

the EEOC. Further, it called for

the restructuring of textbooks, pro-

grams in vocational guidance, and
school courses to eliminate sexist

bias, so that "both men and women
should be free to develop as indi-

viduals rather than to fit some
stereotype

— that the states eliminate ex-

isting legal inhibitions and restric-

tions on access to contraceptive in-

formation, proceedures, and sup-

plies, and that states develop sta-

tutes affirming the desirability that

all persons have ready and prac-

ticable access to contraceptive in-

formation, proceedures and sup-

plies. It called for public and pri-

vate health financing programs to

"begin paying the full cost of all

health services related to gertility,

including . . . voluntary steriliza-

tion; safe terminations of unwanted

pregnancy; and medical treatment

of infertility."

— that present state laws restrict-

ing abortion be liberalized along

the lines of the New York statute,

such abortions to be performed on

request by duly licensed physicians

under conditions of medical safety.

It continued, asking that "federal

state and local governments make
funds available to support abortion

services in states with liberalized

statutes . . . That abortion be spe-

cifically included in comprehen-
sive health insurance benefits, both

public and private"

— "toward the goal of reducing

unwanted pregnancies and child-

bearing among the young, the

Commission recommends that birth

control information and services be

made available to teenagers in ap-

propriate facilities sensitive to their

needs and concerns."

The Report continued with an

outline of specific policies recom-

mended for "population stabiliza-

tion," several of which deal with

immigration and population distri-

bution; the amount of time and

money devoted to the study of

population, and the implementation

of the recommendations of the

Commission.

At Colorado College during this

week, Ayuda and the CCCA will

be sponsoring a zero population

growth pledge drive. Pledge cards

will be available to each student

and we urge you to show your

support of the goal of zero pop-

ulation growth by signing the

pledge to limit the number of

children you may choose to have
to two.

—Ayuda

Gotta Gun?

i ii 1

1

BY LEE BYRD
You're at a political rally and a

friendly young man sidles up and
gives you a slight, painless nudge
in the ribs. He is smiling and the

gesture seems to say "Hi, how are

ya?" But what he really wanted to

know is whether you've got a gun.

It's a little trick often employ-
ed by the Secret Service. And if it

had been used on the right man
Monday, George C. Wallace likely

would have been spared the bul-

lets which felled him on a Laurel,

Md., parking lot.

Yet who would expect the Se-

cret Service or local police to spot
every potential assailant in a
crowd?

Not George Wallace, who took

the step of adding Alabama state

troopers to the corps of federal

men who followed him and still

felt "fully aware of the possibility"

he would be shot.

And having more agents, said

Asst. Treasury Secretary Eugene
T. Rossides. "would have made
absolutely no difference in a situa-

tion like this."

At best, the business of candi-
date protection is one of reducing
the risks. But they never are elim-
inated. Not as long as politicians

insist on demonstrating their popu-
larity in hand-shaking tours and
hoopla rallies. Not as long as just

a few men are willing to commit
a violent act, whether it is upon
a Dr. Martin Luther King or a
George Corley Wallace.
The late Robert F. Kennedy told

his closest aides that if a man
wanted to kill him, he'd probably
find a way to do it, no matter

Students, Public Discuss Blockade

what. Meanwhile, said Kennedy,
a man has to take a man's chances.

But does he? In an era when
newspapers, television and radio

can reach virtually every voting

man and woman in the nation, is

it really necessary to charge
through a mob of mere hundreds
and thereby subject the will of the

majority to the whim of a maniac?

Or should a man running for

the highest office in the land fore-

go such gallantry, like the general
who remains at the rear line, as

a matter of national interest?

Those are questions, of course,

which Americans have asked
themselves before. But nine years
after the assassination of John F.

Kennedy and four after King and
Robert Kennedy fell, little seems
to have changed, at least philoso-

phically.

"This sad and frightening oc-

currence," said former Atty. Gen.
John N. Mitchell of the Wallace
shooting, "raises again the strange

sense of having witnessed this all

before . . . that the American poli-

tical process now subjects political

leaders to such personal danger."

The notion that massive face-to-

face contact is necessary is some-
thing of an American exclusive a-

mong decocracies. Too, America
leads the world in the number of
lethal weapons among its citizens

and the ease by which they can be
procured. Remember the great
gun debate after RFK was shot?
And there were tighter gun

controls as a result. And for the
first time, major candidates were
assigned agents before the nomi-
nating conventions. The Secret

Spoon River Anthology

Service force was nearly quad-
rupled since that day in Los An-
geles, now totaling over 700
agents. But George Wallace was
shot nonedieless, as he reached to

shake a hand.

Now the protection will be ex-

(continued on page II)

DU Prof. — (cont. from p. 9)
Debate with other candidates, full

discussion of all statements and
positions with all participants will

characterize this campaign, which
will be constantly listening to peo-

ple, as well as giving facts and di

HOLD IT!

You can't leave for the summer

without stocking up at Chinook!

THE CHINOOK BOOKSHOP
210 NORTH TEJ0N STREET • C0LORAO0 SPRINGS 80902
PHONE 6351195
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Agents— (cont. from p. 10)

panded again. Sen. Edward Ken-

nedy, Rep. Shirley Chisholm and

Rep. Wilbur Mills have been add-

ed to the list of those under guard.

But there are many who share

the trepidations of first lady Pat

Nixon: "... to think our public

officials cannot go out to present

their ideas to the people without

being shot," and wonder whether

personal campaigning ought not

to end.

The task of guarding the Demo-

cratic cand :dates is regarded as far

tougher by most agents than that

of protecting the president and

vice president. In White House

travels, the routes are known and

can be carefully advanced. Build-

ings are searched in some cases,

with men posted on rooftops.

But the primary candidates don't

follow such pre-set routines. The
Secret Service declines to say how
many men are assigned to each
candidate, though it could be as

many as 50. No more than eight

or 10 are usually at the cam-
paigner's side at any one time,

however.

When Wallace made a major

speech, at an auditorium or rally,

he stood behind a bulletproof ros-

trum. He used it in three cam-

paigns in the last eight years, and

spoke behind it Monday at Laurel.

But then, contrary to his more

usual practice, he stepped out to

shake those hands.

At a typical Wallace rally, four

Secret Service agents stood on the

platform, arms folded or behind

their back, intently studying the

crowd as if no one were above

suspicion. Others would be in the

audience or at the rear of the

hall. And all were equipped with

pocket radios.

On rare occasions their actions

seemed petty. At a rally in Mil-

waukee, a woman with an anti-

Wallace sign encountered some of

the governor's supporters who tried

to tear down her placard. Agents

ushered her out. She was allowed

to return after she removed the

stick from the placard — having

been told it could have been used

as a weapon.

On another occasion, agents re-

fused to allow a congressman who

produced full identification to en-
ter the hotel room of Sen. Henry
M. Jackson—on grounds he wasn't
wearing the properly coded badge.

President Nixon declared after
the Wallace shooting that the na-
tion has suffered "more than
enough already from the intrusion
of violence into its political pro-
cesses." And he added; "We must
all stand together to elminate its

vicious threat to our public life."

But how to eliminate it is a
question just as open today as it

was more than a century ago, when
a president-and a man with a gun
—went to a crowded public place.

Ford's Theater, it was called.

TRAFFIC COMMITTEE
REPORT

Roger Oram reviewed the new
changes in the traffic rules on
campus. They were approved by a
vote of aye 9, nay 0. He explained
that the money from tickets went
to buy stickers and tickets and that

hearings would be the last Mon-
day of each block.

Questions, Questions

Springs Cool

Look

What are we going to do about
these students? Turn the colleges

over to them? Hold the line? En-
gage a Pied Piper to lure them
away?

We should not overlook one pos-
sibility. The students may have
the answer themselves. We might
give them what they want-educa-
tion sensibly related to themselves
and their lives.

I have known manv students.

While 1 was President of Rollins

(for 18 years), I held "open cof-

fees" on campus every Wednesday.
Students were welcome at my
home anytime.

Once 1 was awakened after mid-
night by distant shouts of "We
want McKean." When I had dress-

ed and gone part way down the
road leading to the college, I met
hundred of angry students coming
to see me.

I asked the policemen mingling
in the crowd "for my protection"

to leave. Then I answered ques-

SCHLESSMAN POOL - JUNE 19 - AUGUST 10, 1972

RECREATIONAL SWIMMING

lie: Afternoons-Monday thru Fridav plus Sunday,
1:30 to 3:45 p.m.

Evenings—Monday, Wednesday, Friday
7:30 to 9-.15 p.m.

All children under 10 years must be supervised by a parent
or other adult 16 years or over. Children must be 48 inches
tall to swim without parent or adult supervision.

SWIMMING LESSONS
s: Beginners, Advanced Beginner, Intermediate, Swimmer.

Life Saving.

Minimum requirements: 48 inches tall, 7 1/2 years of age.

Life saving class limited to those 11 years and over, will be
conducted by American Red Cross Safety Instructor.

Regis-

tration: Thursday, June 22, 9 to 11 a.m. at the Pool Patio,

Classes will be limited on a first-come basis. Classes start

Tuesday, June 27.

Cost: $ 8.00 for the course, consisting of 14 lessons.

$10.00 for the Basic Diving Course (one meter springboard).

Schedule: Tuesday & Thursday mornings, June 27 to August 10, 1972.

Beginners 1, 2, 3, and Advanced—9 to 9:45 a.m. -limited

number— 10 - 10:45 a.m.

Intermediate 1 and 2 - 10 to 10:45 a.m.

Swimmer and Jr. Life Saving — 11 to 11:45 a.m. Senior

Life Saving meets Wednesday at 4:00 p.m.

Basic Diving — 9 to 10 a.m. arranged. Pre-requisite—good
swimmer.

The swim program is available only to Colorado College administrative

staff, faculty, other employees and their dependents, and to Summer
School students and families.

Swimmers enter the pool by way of El Pomar Sports Center; spectators

by way of South Patio. All swimmers must shower before entering

pool.

Follow ALL pool safety regulations. BE SAFETY CONSCIOUS.

Illaid Reading

tions and listened. After an hour
or so, the students gave a friendly
cheer for me and went off to bed.

As I walked home, many
thoughts went through my mind:
Did the students sense my respect
for them? What did they really
want? How could I let others see
today's young people as I see
them? Could I speak about them
without appearing to pose as their
spokesman?

I know even' generation has a
showy sick clement. I know drugs
are dangerous and students can be
irresponsible.

And 1 know something more im-
portant. A vast majority of this
college generation is made up of
wonderful young people, many of
whom dress in their own style
(bluejeans, long hair, beards and
love beads), smoke pot and/or
protest in the streets.

So, they are concerned about the
state of the world With its wars,
pollution, crime, poverty, racism,
soaring suicide rate and one billion

illiterates-why should they not he
concerned;

So, the campuses are rcstlessl

With most colleges droning the
same tired "formula" to every stu-

dent with all the self-assurance of

a voice speaking from a cloud-
what should we expect?

Today's young people need more
than today's formal education of-

fers. I can still see two deep blue
eyes in a face that could have in-

spired Botticelli. Like his heavenly
madonnas, she was wistful and
lovely, She would soon be graduat-

ed with honors and marry a man
who adored her.

But her hands moved like in-

jured spiders because she was
troubled. The reason? Her mind
was paralyzed with uncertainty.

She felt "like several different per-

sons inside me are pulling in op-

posite directions," She was not

certain which was her real self.

Did she need more foreign lang-

uages? More history? More mathe-
matics? I think she needed help

with a qeustion that haunts her

generation. Simply slated it is,

"What am I?" They are not the

first to feel its impact. It may have

been the first thought of the first

man.

Today's young Americans are

fascinated by the inner world be-

cause they want a spiritual solu-

tion to life. They are stirring with

the kind of romanticism that pro-

duced the Religious Awakening,

the Reform Movements, the
beards, the paintings of Inness and
Allston, and the poems of Lanier

and Poe in the last century. The
pendulum is swinging away from

materialism because the younger

generations are more concerned

about the world within us than

with the world around us. They
do not equate new techniques and

new creature comftrts with pro-

gress.

Recently. I was asked to offer

a responsible position with a large

company to an outstanding senior

who very politely turned it down
because he wants "to do some
good in the world."

His oudook is typical of his

generation. They want to build a

better world.

But don't we all? Perhaps! But

our young romantics want a special

kind of world. They want an op-

portunity for everyone to achieve

the promise of his potential. They
want a new life-style with less

pressure to conform, and more

peace on earth, more good will to-

ward men, and education that will

bring all this about A "better

world" to them does not mean a

more affluent world— it means a

happier world for everyone.

(continued on page 12)
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Questions— (cent, from p. 1 1

)

Today's students are acting on

something the angels, the prophets

and the saints have been pointing

out all along—true happiness is

found only in the heart arid never

in things. The world is edgy about

them because it always suspects

that anyone who suggests money

cannot buy everything is either a

troublemaker or a nut.

Their drugs, demonstrations,

mysticism, beards and bluejeans

are all signs of romanticism. Ro-

mantics always look for ways to

learn more about the world within

them. The uninformed and inex-

perienced often tragically conclude

that drugs offer easy access to the

inner reaches of the mind.

Demonstrations help satisfy a

romantic's need for emotional in-

volvement. Students demonstrate

to add drama to their lives and to

tell us how deeply they feel about

war and all who suffer—enemy or

friend.

Students turn to mysticism be-

cause romantics would rather ex-

perience God's presence than hear

sermons on dogma, theology and

the fate of the wicked.

Beards and bluejeans express a

personal joy in life and a dissatis-

faction with a society modeled on

the machine, with its pressure on

them to become human "spare

parts" ready to replace those that

wear out. But young people's hair

and clothes do not always tell

what they are thinking. Some dress

like businessmen but think more
like St. Francis of Assisi. Some who
smoke marijuana are the image of

middle-class conservatism. Some
"hippies" are a kind of neopuritan

well disguised.

The colleges, being strongly ra-

tionalistic, were not ready for a

romantic upheaval, but it offers

them an opportunity to share in a

great adventure. They could make
education exciting enough for any

romantic. They could stress creat-

ivity and self-discovery. They could

show the real way to the inner

world of the mind. They could

help students find peace, joy and
God. They could help them build

the world they long for.

This would call for courageous

and creative thinking. Many col-

leges would have to change, but
not all, because their best hope lies

in diversity. Those choosing to con-

tinue in the present format could

give their programs more "now" by
updating methods and giving free-

dom in course selection. Others
could move in widely different di-

rections.

Some could, for example, help

each student understand himself,

how his mind works, and what his

potentials are. These schools could

then help the student select his

own goals in life and equip him to

achieve them.

Some could offer in-depth

studies on the life and teachings

of Jesus, the Buddha and other

religious leaders, and on the occult,

meditation and mysticism.

Most students want to build

their new world within the frame-

work of our traditional freedoms.

Some colleges might offer courses

pointing out all the implications of

our freedoms and all the implica-

tions of the alternatives. Some
might dedicate themselves to the

development of leaders for a

democracy and emphasize such

fields as human relations, values

and ethics, and offer courses in

practical politics, how to win

elections and how to become an

effective citizen, public or private.

These could require each student

to demonstrate a capacity for re-

sponsible citizenship as a gradua-

tion requirement.

The entire educational world

would gain if some colleges were

owned, administered and funded

by their students, and the students

would learn many new things

about education and mankind as

they worked to raise the funds

needed to keep such colleges sol-

vent.

A university without walls,

campus or classes, which used all

our new learning techniques to

help anyone who wants to leam,

and which granted respected de-

grees to all who passed its exam-

inations regardless of how they

prepared forthem. would serve us

all by placing a college education

and the degree with all its priv-

ileges within reach of everyone.

Such an institution would reach

many young people who do not

benefit from the present system.

It would serve housewives, service-

men, invalids, working people, re-

tired persons, inmates of penal in-

stitutions and others who could

only "attend" a college that came
to them.

We educators must remember
our mission is to serve others, not

ourselves. For lo these many sem-

esters we have bemoaned student

apathy. Now the students are ready

to leam, excited about life, de-

termined to build a better world

and pounding on our door for help.

This is the time to get with it!

Chancellor McKean is also

Chairman of the Board of
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0. HITESHEW. Optician • DESIGNERS OF FINE EYE WEAR

27 East Kiowa Street Phone 636-3418

H
FOR

On May 25 and 26 a representative from

a used book company will buy any used

books you may want to sell at the . . .

CC BOOKSTORE

Trustees of Rollins College;

first soccer commissioner in

Florida; godfather to President

Nixon's son-in-law, Edward F.

Cox; and owner of the world's

largest Tiffany glass collec-

tion.

Different Form
Of Protest

By Joe Knight

Copley News Service

Berkeley, Calif. — Four years

ago students at the University of

California campus here were battl-

ing with police over a student

strike to get an ethnic studies pro-

gram added to the curriculum.

Now the only kind of strike on

campus is the common labor union

variety-

Three years ago battles with

thousands of brick-throwing stu-

dents pitted against nearly as many
shotgun-toting police and National

Guardsmen ended with blood from

both sides soaking into the grass

of People's Park a few blocks from

campus.

Now bare-chested young men
sun themselves King on that grass.

Two years ago President Nixon

ordered troops into Cambodia and

Gov. Ronald Reagan closed die

campus to head off trouble.

Now stepped-up bombings in

North Viebiam have brought a call

for a nationwide student boycott of

classes that fell on mostly deaf

ears here. Classes continue as us-

ual.

What brought the change on the

campus whose name once was a

rallying cry for protesting students

across the nation?

The concensus here is that the

protest hasn't changed, just the

form it takes.

"Students are trying to look for

more realistic ways to achieVe the

same objectives," says Alan Fong,

the articulate co-president of the

student government. "T h e y'r c

much less willing to act instinct-

ively."

Fong, who says he was active

in the 1968 strike and the Cam-
bodia protests, points to the now
vear-old student lobby, a combin-

ed effort with other UC campuses,

as an example.

He credits the student repre-

sentatives in the Capitol in Sacra-

mento with getting part of what
students pay in educational fees

earmarked for financial aid,

"Students are getting involved in

the electoral process and taking

more responsibility in planning for

the future," Fong says. "Rallies

aren't what they used to be and

the groups that held them have at-

omized into a variety of leftist

groups."

Antiwar rallies have been held

since the North Vietnam bombings
began but they have been small by

Berkelev standards.

"For mvself, I don't think de-

monstrations do more than give

publicity to certain issues," Fong
says. "In quiet and tedious ways,

students are trying to insure them-

selves a role in government."

Chancellor Albert H. Bovvker

was still running the City Univers-

ity of New York when Berkeley

was having its troubles," but he

had troubles of his own there.

"I was really frightened during

Cambodia about our ability to keep

Stairway to .

.
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the campuses open and peaceful,"

Bowker says, of campus upheavals
that followed the South Vietna-

mese sweep into Cambodia in

spring, 1971. "Now only a massive

turnaround in Vietnam could cause
that kind of thing.

"But I think the thoughtful lead-

ership of students realizes con-

frontation tactics didn't accomplish

much. The faculty has had no
raise for two years and students

for the first time here have to pay
substantial fees.

"That's not a very great ac-

complishment." the chancellor said.

Bernard Taper, a professor of

journalism and contributor to New
Yorker magazine, agreed that a

major reason for student dropping
violent tactics was a realization

that they accomplished nothing.

McGovernites
Are Happy

Supporters of presidential can-

didate George McGovern were

predicting to win "significantly

more than a majority" of El Paso

County's 698 county convention

delegates as unofficial returns be-

gan coming in from Democratic

precinct caucuses Monday night.

"We're exceeding our cautious

expectations," said William Hoch-

man, one of McGovern's coordina-

tors. "We are extremely pleased

with our results."

A sampling of 47 out of the

115 precincts showed 229 dele-

gates for McGovern, 38 for Sen.

Hubert Humphrey, 9 for U.S. Rep.

Shirley Chisholm, 2 for Alabama
Gov. George Wallace, and 23 un-

committed.

Official returns will not be

available until late Wednesday,
the deadline for turning in the re-

sults, according to Democratic

county committee chairman Robert

Maytag.

Humphrey backers said the Mc-
Govern prediction "seemed to be

too high," but acknowledged Mc-
Govern support was strong at the

precinct caucuses.

"The majority of people I have

talked with say they are for Hum-
phrey but I don't know whether

they turned out for the caucuses,"

said Mrs. Alice Foote, county

chairman for Humphrey.
"Our biggest problem is leth-

argy on the part of so many peo-

ple," she said,

"We got a late start in Colora-

do compared to the McGovern
people," said Mrs. Foote, "but

we're going to win the nomination

in July and the election in Novem-
ber."

Caucus turnout was light m
most precincts Monday night, av-

eraging from five to 10 percent,

In a number of caucuses only 10

or 12 Democrats turned out, all

McGovern supporters giving them
a chance to win every delegate

seat.

Spot checks showed as few as

five out of 261 registered Demo-
crats in one caucus, eight out of

254 in another and 12 out of 404

in still another.

Precinct nine at 22 E. Del Norte

set an attendance record with 54

out of 181 registered Democrats.

They elected six delegates for Mc-
Govern, one for Humphrey and
one for Mrs. Chisholm.

Another very large turnout was

reported by precinct 19, at 128
E. Monument, where many of the

Colorado College students voted.

They had 60 voters out of 197 re-

gistered, electing all six of their

delegates committed to McGov-
ern.

Little Muskie support was vis-

ible, according to Mrs. Gloria

Groth, El Paso County coordinator

for the Maine senator, because

(continued on page 14)
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-Tiger Sport Lites-
CCs 1971-72 Sports Wrap Up

PADDLEBALL TOURNEY

There lias been a paddleball

tournament run by Intramural

Director Tony Frasca. The tourney

had four divisions, Men's Singles.

Women's Singles, Men's Doubles,

and Coed Doubles. The tourna-

ment was open to all students,

faculty, and administration.

The only division which has

been completed is the Men's

Singles in which Dee Wilson de-

feated Don Smith for the champ-

ionship. In the Women's Singles,

Ana Blackford will meet Mary
lionds for the championship. In the

Men's Doubles the team of Frasca-

DeGeorge will meet Wiggington-

Gibson for the championship and

in Coed Doubles the team of

Frasca-Frasca will meet Blackford-

Campbell.

TENNIS

The Colorado College Tennis

team closed out its season with 2

victories and 1 defeat to put their

final season mark at 9-5. The
Tigers defeated Adams State 9-0

,ind Metro State 6-3 while losing

to Southern Colorado State College

9-0.

LACROSSE

The Colorado College Lacrosse

Team won one game and lost

une game to place its season re-

cord at 3-7. The Tigers dropped

an 11-10 decision to the Univer-

sity of Colorado. Tom McMahon
scored 4 goals for the Tigers. Russ

Curry scored 3, Jim Soren and Eli

Tullis each scored twice.

The Tigers then defeated the

Colorado State University Team
12-8. Tom McMahon again led the

scoring with 6, Eli Tullis and San-

dy Jones each had two for the

Tigers.

GOLF

The Colorado College Golf

Team came away with a 9-9 tie

with Southern Colorado State Col-

lege. The Tigers' Wayne Horb

came through with a hole-in-one

on the fifth hole to help CC gain

the tie.

BASEBALL

The Colorado College Tiger

baseball team won their last game

of the season after dropping two

previous games,

The Tigers were defeated by-

Southern Colorado State College

10-3 on 7 Colorado College errors.

The Indians also collected 13 hits

off pitcher Larry Draper. The Tig-

ers collected 9 hits but stranded

11 men on the bases to account

for their loss.

The Tigers then split a twin

hill with Metro State College, los-

ing 5-3 and winning 2-0. Draper

was the winner for CC and Rick

Beniot received the loss. Draper

dominated the second game allow-

ing only 4 Metro baserunners for

the win.

STUDENT MINORITY
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Bob Salazar resigned as chair-

man because he didn't feel a mi-

nority student should be head of

it. Vernon King said Bob said it was

liard to extract money from white

students and it would be more

successful if a white student would

chair it. Dave Drake said there is

to be a concert May 21 to raise

money. Charlie Vogel, Vernon

King, and Chris Parr will help, but

there is no chairman.

Four Highly
Rated Recruits
Four highly recruited, high

school hockey players have signed

letters of intent to enroll next fall

at Colorado College.

Coach Jeff Sauer said today die

four are Charles Zupetz of Virgin-

ia, Minn., a defenseman; Terry

Martin of Duluth, Minn., a center;

Fred Klaslunan of Waba, Mass., a

right wing, and Ed Mio of Wind-
sor, Ont., a goal tender.

"All four have been highly re-

cruited by teams in both the East

and die West," Sauer said. "All will

be fine additions to Colorado Col-

lege's hockey program, and 1 am
extremely happy they chose to con-

tinue Uieir academic education and
hockey playing here."

Zupetz, 61'' and weighing 19U,

was captain and most valuable

player and an all-conference high

school player the last two seasons.

Sauer said Zupetz, who is also an

outstanding football player, will

replace delenseman Mike Malling-

er, one of four graduating seniors,

Zupetz is a student at Roosevelt

High School in Virginia.

"He should add defensive

strength to the team," Sauer said.

Martin, a student at East High
School in Duluth, is probably the

most highly recruited Minnesota

senior this season. The 5'8
",

150-

pound icer has great skating ability

and will add needed depth to re-

place senior centers Jerry O'Connor

and Wayne Horb, the Tiger coach

said.

"He's the kind of player who can

step in and play in the Western

Collegiate Hockey Association,"

Sauer said. "He will be a tremen-

dous addition to Colorado College

both as a student and a hockey

player."

Martin was team captain and an

all-conference high school choice

this year. Jim Stebe, Colorado Col-

lege defenseman, is a former Du-

luth East high student.

Klashman, 6'2", who weighs i85,

pi; ved with the East U.S. Olymp-

ics team at the beginning of the

1971-72 season, played Junior A
hockey with the Halfax Atlantics in

the Nova Scotia League a year ago,

and was with the Framingham

Stars in the Massachusetts Junior

High Association two years. He is

a student at Mount Herman (Mass.)

School, where he set a school scor-

ing record last winter. He was a

counselor for four summers at the

Mike Walton - Bobby Orr Hockey

School.

"He is the type who will develop

into an outstanding college player,"

Sauer said. "He has the size and

the desire to become a top player."

Mio will also give the Tigers

much depth in the defense depart-

ment, Sauer said. A student at As-

sumption High School in Windsor,

he was named all-city goal tender

in 1969-70 and 1970-71, and play-

ed with the Windsor Spitfires in

the Southern Ontario Junior A
League the past season.

Mio, 510", weight 170, is a

,tandup goalie.

BY ALLAN MEDINA
SPORTS EDITOR

Football

Coach Gerry Carle's Tigers pro-

vided Colorado College with great

excitement last fall in posting a

fine 7 win, 1 loss record. The Ti-

gers defeated some fine teams with

the season highlight coming with

the defeat of previously unbeaten

Kansas Wesleyan.

The team next year will miss

the services of 10 fine seniors;

Greg Gibson, Rich Hucek, Craig

Blighter, Dean Ledger, Fred

Longhart, Bill Gorman, Dave
Carle, Dan Conner, Tim Hara, and

Neil Stafford. Carle said of these

10, "all these boys have done a

a very fine job for us throughout

then- four years here."

Some of the standouts of the

team were Ernie Jones, Randy

Bobier, Fred Longhart, Carey

Chamberlaid, Ed Smith, Dave
Carle and Darrel Crawford, Carle

praised the play of the entire line-

backer corps. Receiving special

recognition were Ernie Jones and

Ben Nitka. Jones was 9di ranked

in the nation in College Division

Scoring with 86 points, while Nit-

ka was second ranked in die na-

tion in College Division Punting

with a 43.3 yard average.

When asked about next year

Carle replied, "We have to be

very optimistic about next season.

It's hard to improve on a 7-1 rec-

ord but we could possibly have

one of the best teams in the last

25 years and could very possibly

improve our record to perfect."

Hockey

This year was a building year

for first year head coach Jeff

Sauer. Sauer's Tigers finished just

out of the play-offs, Missing their

last chance at a play-off were sen-

iors Mike Mallinger, Wayne Horb,

Bill Baldrica, and Captain Jerry

O'Connor, Of these seniors Sauer

praised all highly and said they

would be hard to replace.

As for next years team Sauer

said, "We will be improved and

more experienced." Sauer will have

15 returning lettermen on which

to build his improved team as well

as 5 or 6 highly recruited fresh-

men and six or seven more hockey

players also coming to Colorado

College.

Sauer hopes to be in the thick

of things in the WCHA next year

but stated that several things

would have to happen for this to

become reality. First, Sauer said,

we will need to keep from sustain-

ing any major injuries, he will

have to replace the seniors and

will have to receive fine play from

those who played well when we
won this year, some of these being

defensemen Jim Stebe, and Bob

Sauer said that Mio, expected to

give goalie Dan Griffin strong

competition for the starting posi-

tion spot in the upcoming season,

will also help improve the Colo-

rado College defense over last sea-

son.

The fourth graduating senior on

the Colorado College team is wing

Bill Baldrica.

'inograd. Wing Doug Palazzari

and goalie Dan Griffin.

Swmiming

The Colorado College Swim
Team posted a 10-2 record this

year against what Coach Lear

termed as "slightly tougher com-

petition." Coach Lear praised the

team by saying that lie received a

fine individual effort from every-

one of the team members. As proof

FLEA MARKET EAST
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INDOORS - HEATED - PARKING - SNACK BAR
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Numerous miscellaneous items for sale, including
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FOUNTAIN, COLORADO 751 SO. SANTE FE AVE. • 382-5269

Mines and Adams State who both
competed in the NA1A District 7
Baseball Playoffs.

Frasca says of next year with
3 or 4 freshmen in key positions

we could surprise people,"

Coif

With yet one match remaining
the Colorado College Golf Team
has posted an 8-7-1 record. Two
seniors will be lost to the golf

of this both losses incurred by the team next year as Dong Chaps
and Greg Gibson both graduate.
Coach Sauer looks forward to next
year with four or five men com-
ing back and several freshmen

team this year were by a total of

3 points combined.

Coach Lear will lose 4 seniors

this year, they are: Bill Holtz,

Rob Jenkins, Bob Johnson, and

Jerry Porter. Coach Lear said, "the

prospects for next year look very

good with most of the team re-

turning and several very fine in-

coming freshmen."

In all the Swimmers set 7 new
school records, 1 relay record and

3 pool records. Jeff Kinner was the

leading individual scorer, Bruce

Bitsline was named most improv-

ed swimmer and Jeff Rose was

presented the Thomas A. Abel

award for the Outstanding Swim-

mer.

Basketball

This years Tiger basketball team

finished with a 6-13 season record,

According to coach Eastlack, the

team was hurt most this year by

lack of consistent rebounding. The

Tigers will lose Ken Anderson and

Paul Romane, the only two sen-

iors on die team. Eastlack will

have ten returning lettermen on

which to build next years team.

These ten include the three top next year, "its got to get better,

scorers this year; Jerry Young, quite a bit better." And Coach

Paul Gagnor and Ernie Jones. Flood will have quite a bit to

Coach Eastlack feels that the build on with Paul Hurt, Mark

depth will be good and with a Van, Mark Rergandol, Jim Poguc

Tennis

The Tiger Tennis Team lias

posted a final 9-5 season record
in concluding a victorious season.

Coach Red Eastlack is very opti-

mistic about next season as all of

his team returns next year. Coach
Eastlack said "the thing that made
us strong this year is that we had
no outstanding player but rather

seven good strong players. These
players are: Stove Hunter, John
Mancure, Glenn Miller, John Sil-

ver, Chuck Vogel, Mike Mnrphv,
and Miles Flesehe.

Track

Jim Poguc was the big story in

track this year as he was named
most valuable player and top scor-

er for the team. Pogue competed
in 4 events as well as laking a full

load at CC, raising a family of 3

children and teaching school.

Coach Frank Flood says about

year experience on several team

members along with his three top

scorers things could look very

good next year.

Baseball

The Tiger Baseball Team end-

ed the season with a 2-10 record.

Each of the two pitchers on the

team won a game. Larry Draper

finished with 1-4 season as did

Rick Beniot. Both pitchers will be

back next year to the delight of

coach Tony Frasca. Next year the

Tigers will return ten men from

this year's team including two jun-

iors, 1 sophomore, and 7 freshmen.

The team will lose 3 seniors, Mike

Mallinger, Bill Baldrica, and Dean

Ledger.

The Tigers schedule contains

some of the top teams in the area

including Colorado School of

and several incoming freshmen,

The big disappointment to the

team this year was Jim Larriek. a

senior, who pulled his achillies

tendon during the indoor season.

Jim was very close to the school

record in the mile during the in-

door season and was expected to

break the record until he sustain-

ed his injury.

Lacrosse

The Colorado College Lacrosse

Team with one game left in the

season has a 3-7 record. The mosl

valuable player and leading scorer

is Tom McMahon with 35 goals.

Coach Doc Stabler says "McMa-
hon is a really fine player." Doc
Stabler has praise for his entire

team, but most especially for Rus-

ty Curry for his fino job of assists

(continued on page 14)
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In Sports

-

49 Award
Forty-seven men and two women

received recognition in 12 sports

at the 16th annual Colorado Col-

lege Honors Convocation in Shove

Chapel,

Seven awards, all in hockey,

went to Doug Palazzari as most

valuable player and highest scorer

of the 1971-72 Colorado College

team, an All-America selection,

WCHA most valuable player,

member of the WCHA all-star

team, one of five finalists in the

Colorado Springs Quarterback

Club's Athlete of the Year Award

competition, and recipient of the

Hopper Award.

In wimen's skiing, Nancy Fisher

received four awards as most val-

uable player, highest scorer, league

all-star team member and Eastern

Region quota to the national races,

and Ann Hopkinson was most im-

proved player, captain, league all-

star team member. Rocky Moun-

tain Region quota to the national

races, and was named captain-elect

for next season.

Awards by sports were:

BASEBALL - Al Hendrickson,

Minneapolis, MN., most valuable

plaver leading hitter and captain-

elect for 1973,

BASKETBALL - Jerry Young,

Florence, Colo., most valuable

player, highest scorer and co- cap-

tain; Brent Lanier, Denver, most

improved player, and Ken Ander-

son, co-captain and Craig Nelson,

Memorial Award.

FOOTBALL - Ernie Jones, Al-

buquerque, N.M., most valuable

player and highest scorer; Dan
Conner, Omaha, Neb., most im-

proved player; Randy Bobier,

Westminster, Colo., co-captain,

Terrible Tiger and NCAA athletic

scholarship; Dave Carle, Colorado

Springs, co-captain; Fred Long-

hart, Denver, co-captain and best

blocker ;Gary Linsin, Indianapolis.

Ind.. captain-elect for 1972; Ed
Smith, Nassau, Bahamas. Bad Ben-

gal; Rich Hucek, Joliet, 111., Bruce

Carson Award, and Dean Ledger,

honorary captain.

GOLF - Doug Chaps, Arling-

ton, Heights, 111., most valuable

player.

HOCKEY - Doug Palazzari,

Eveleth, Minn., most valuable

player, highest scorer, Hopper A-

ward, All-America, All-League

WCHA most valuable player, WC-
HA All-Star Team, and one of five

finalists named by the Colorado

Springs Quarterback Club for

Athlete of the Year Award; Bryan

Pye, Kapuskasing, Out., and Gor-

die Sutherland, Ft. Frances, Ont,,

most improved players; Jerry O'-

Recipients
Connor, St. Paul. Minn., captain;

Bill Baldrica, Hibbing, Minn., as-

sistant captain and Steve Ebert

Award; Mike Mallinger, St. Paul.

Minn., assistant captain; Mike

Bertsch, Grand Forks, N.D., 1972-

73 captain-elect; Bob Winograd,

Winnipeg, Man., All-America and

All-League WCHA.
LACROSSE - Tom McMahon,

Scarsdale, N.Y., most valuable

player and highest scorer; Tom
Worthington, Princeton, N.J., most

improved player; Dave Boardman.

Denver, captain and Stabler Cup;

|im Soran, Denver, captain-elect

for next year.

SKIING (Men's) - Dan Gregory.

Tokyo, Japan, most valuable play-

er; John Lorant. Chappaqua, N.Y..

most valuable player, league all-

star team, co-captain and Eastern

Region quota to national races;

Eric Feder, Fairport, N. Y., most

improved player, 1972-73 captain-

ela t. Mike Adams, Pittsford, N.Y.,

highest scorer. 1972-73 captain-

elect. Rocky Mountain Region quo-

ta to national races, and league all-

star team; Tom Bullard, Clarkston,

Minn., co-captain, Central Region

quota to nation races, and league

all-star team.

SKIING (Women's) - Nancy

Fisher, Schenectady, N.Y., most

valuable player, highest scorer,

league all-star team and Eastern

Region quota to national races;

Ann Hopkinson, Gladwyne, Pa.,

most improved player, captain

1972-73 captain-elect, league all-

star team and Rocky Mountain

Region quota to national races.

SOCCER - Tim Boddington,

Colorado Springs, most valuable

player, captain and All-Rocky

Mountain first
1

team; Tad Creasey,

La Jolla, Calif., most valuable

Player, captain-elect for next year,

and All-Rocky Mountain second

team; Peter Schwartz, St. Louis,

Mo„ most improved player; Andre

Cousin, Costa Mesa, Calif., highest

scorer.

SWIMMING - Jeff Rose, Eng-

lewood, Colo., most valuable play-

er, Thomas Abel Award and Tough

Tiger Award; Bruce Bistline, Lake-

wood, Colo., most improved; Jeff

Kilmer, Tulsa, Okla., highest scor-

er; Bill Holtze of Sioux City, la.,

Robert Johson of Colorado Springs,

Robert Jenkins of Terrance Park,

Ohio, captains.

TENNIS - Steve Hunter, St.

Paul. Minn., most valuable player

and most improved player; John

Silver, Brighton , Colo. , highest

scorer.

TRACK - Jim Pogue, Wide-
field, Colo., most valuable player

and highest scorer.
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EARN COLLEGE CREDIT
ABROAD THIS SUMMER...
Travel-Study Courses in Europe, Africa, Latin America, The
Orient. — Low rates and tuition to students and teachers. —

—EXCELLENT GUIDES—
Attend Olympics at Munich Aug. 23 to Sept. I 2.

Corf $895. • Write to:

COLLEGE OVERSEAS
P.O. Box 366, Durharr

>r Call Representative t

California 95938
Denver, 756-0853.

Sports — Icont. from p. 13)

and Dave liordman in the goal.

.Stabler says of Bordman, "Dave is

really a fine attacker but when

senior goalie Doug Bellamy broke

his arm over spring break, Dave

made a big sacrifice of himself to

help the team as goalie." The team

will lose Bellamy, Bordman, Brad

Chase, Dan Conner, and Fred

Longhart. but Stabler says "It

really looks great for next year."

Soccer

The Colorado College Soccer

Team with one game left to play

has an undefeated record to their

credit. The Cleats as they are

called can look forward to a good

season next year with several mem-

bers of the team returning, A-

mong these are: Ben Nitka, Andre

Cousins, Larry Weiskal, Dick

Schultz and Jim Terral.

Rugby

The Colorado College Rugby

Team this year reached the semi-

finals of a regional Rugby Tourna-

ment in Denver but were defeat-

ed. The Rugby team can look for-

ward to a good season next year

as many underclassmen showed

great interest in the sport.

McGovern (cont. from p. 12)

"there has not been much activity

since he closed his Colorado head-

quarters in Denver."

Mrs. Groth said some of the

Muskie backers have switched to

Humphrey and McGovem, some

will continue to support him and

others will be going to the county

convention uncommitted.

Supporters of Mrs. Chisholm

hive made only a "limited effort"

here, according to Mrs. Elaine

Freed, county chairman for the

New York congresswoman, but a

"strong campaign" is being waged

in Denver.

She said she didn't expect many
delegates for Mrs. Chisholm to be

elected in El Paso County.

The 698 delegates elected Mon-

day night will meet at the El Paso

County Democratic Convention, to

be held June 3 at Wasson High

School, beginning at 10 a.m.

The count)' convention will

choose delegates to the state con-

vention which is scheduled June

16-17, from which Colorado's 36

delegates to the Democratic Na-

tional Convention will be elected.

Maytag made the motion, and

so he naturally wanted to see the

idea carried out in El Paso Coun-

ty.

At least one precinct tried it.

That was No. 9, which was allot-

ted eight delegates and eight al-

ternates to the county convention.

It met at the home of Mrs. Su-

zanne Ormes, 22 E. Del Norte St.,

and this is how it went:

The interested Democrats be-

gan gathering in front of the

Ormes home a little after 7 p.m.,

and as they arrived they signed

preference lists.

When it was time to call the

caucus into session at 8 p.m. there

were 37 who had signed for Mc-
Govern, 9 for Humphrey and 7 for

Mrs. Shirley Chisholm.

There was about an even break

between men and women and ages

ranged from 18 to gray and bald.

Mrs. Ormes called the meeting

to order and then said that the

Artist Supplies

PRINTS — GRAPHICS

PICTURE FRAMING

NOVIS FRAME ART

GALLERY

206% North Tejon

633-6903
i \

Why Does He Need A Bullhorn

Confusion Anyone?

first job was to elect an acting

chairman.

Mrs. Janice Blakley, Mrs. Or-

mes, Norm Pledger and Fred Son-

dermann were nominated. The
first three withdrew and Sonder-

mann had the job.

Pledger, and Mrs. Mary Ross

and Mrs. Priscilla Wright were

numinated for secretary. Pledger

withdrew and Mrs. Ross won the

show of hands to become the sec-

retary for the night.

The subject of naming delegates

then came up. One person suggest-

ed that since he was a McGovern
man and that the McGovern peo-

ple had the majority that all eight

delegates ought to be McGovern
supporters.

Mrs. Blakley disagreed and made
a motion that the spirit of the Mc-
Govem Commission (the name that

came to be attached to the re-

form study) be carried out. It was
voted favorably.

Sondermarm then suggested

that the caucus divide itself into

a subcaucus operation. The Hum-
phrey people went to one room,

the Chisholm people to another,

and the McGovern supporters took

over two other rooms.

Before they grouped in subcau-

cus action Will Wright announced

that in accordance with the regis-

tration for the night and his slide

rule calculations, the McGovern
people were entitled to 5.48 dele-

gates, the Humphrey group to 1.33

and the Chisholm backers to 1.04.

That worked out 6 for McGov-
ern and one for Humphrey, and

one for Chisholm.

The Humphrey backers named
Pledger as the delegate and Bill

Peyser as alternate.

The Chisholm people named
Miss Karen Sapel as delegate and

Mrs. Bonnie Poucel as alternative.

The McGovem group nominat-

ed six women and nine men for

the six delegates and six alternates

needed. A motion in the subcau-

cus said that the delegation should

be half and half men and women
and it carried.

Mrs. Ormes, Mrs. Blakley and

Mrs. Ilene Tynan were elected de-

legates and Mrs. Jackie Swank.

Mrs. Wright and Kathy Barber

were named alternates.

Then came the voting for the

men. Sondermann, Joe Berera and

Frank Blakley were elected dele

gates, and Richard Boyle, Pan!

Shepherd and Brian Blakley were

elected alternates.

Called back together as a gtoup,

the Democrats unanimously rati-

fied the action of the subcaucus

groups, heard a few words about

forming a "Retire Nixon Commit-

tee," and then broke up.

The meeting lasted just two

minutes short of an hour and was

friendly and peaceful—each faction

apparently happy with the out-

come.
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McGovern Sweeps 66%/o
The McGovern for President

ampaign swept through El Paso

County Democrats like a wind-

iriven grass fire on the state's

Great Plains, it appeared today.

Democrats met in caucus Mon-

day night to nominate delegates to

the county convention next month

:is the first step in selecting the

state's delegates to the national

mnvenion in Miami Beach, Fla.

Before they quit work Wednes-

day, workers at Democratic head-

quarters here had sorted out re-

turns from 86 of the 115 percincts

in the county and this was the re-

sult with 495 delegates chosen:

—South Dakota Sen. George

McGovem-327 delegates, 66 per

cent

Minnesota Sen. Hubert Humph-
rey—84 delegates, 17 per cent.

Uncommitted—72 delegates, 15

per cent.

-New York Rep Shirley Chis-

holm, 9 delegates, 1 per cent

-Alabama Gov. George C. Wal-

lace, 3 delegates, .06 per cent.

It had appeared to many ob-

servers before the caucuses that

McGovern would do well. The lo-

cal McGovern committee seemed

well organized and was busy work-

ing. It was fueled with one of

those vital elements to such an

operation — enthusiastic workers

who give a great amount of time

and energy.

Guesses were that the McGovern

drive would get about half the

delegates, with the other half of

the strength being divided between

the balance of the field. McGovern
centainly upset those expectations.

One of the unknowns about the

results is that uncommitted group

of delegates.

The forces for Maine Sen. Ed-

mund S. Muskie found themselves

with little popular support. The
report that the Muskie stream was

a mile wide and an inch deep

seemed to be true.

Then Muskie pulled out of ac-

tive campaigning and local Muskie
people thought that maybe the

only way they could keep thir

strength from being raided was to

go as uncommitted delegates.

So there no doubt is Muskie

strength to some degree in the un-

committed group. How long they

will hold out is another question.

The Chisholm strength was
very static. It seemed to build very

little over the last two months.

Mrs. Chisholm was not much in the

news as a candidate in the prim-

ary states, and her backers here

believed that was the main cause

for a languishing interest here.

They hoped to have 11 delegates.

but unless two more are counted

today, they will have only 9.

The Wallace showing was not

a surprise. Within the party or-

ganization he had very little en-

thusiasm.

The feeling is that there is no

way on earth that the Democratic

party can remain what it is, live

up to its history since 1948 and

nominate Wallace, regardless of

the delegates he will have when
nominations open in Miami Beach.

The McGovern people put on a

good campaign and as their man
began picking up delegates in

states across the nation, in primary

votes and caucus action, his mo-
mentum began to pick up here.

Volunteers showed up, the

Democrats who had started out

backing someone else began turn-

ing to McGovern.
Bill Hochman, a former park

official in the 3d Congressional

Dist, and in the state organization

and a delegate to the national con-

vention in 1968, began as a sup-

porter of New York Mayor John

Lindsay.

When Lindsay dropped out.

Hochman moved over to McGov-
ern. What strength Muskie had

here as the year opened began

to slip toward McGovern and

Muskie began to wane nationally.

The importance of this delegate

count is that it will determine the

delegates who go from El Paso to

the Congressional district conven-

tion where the delegates will be
chosen to go to the national con-

vention.

Under new rules, the Democrats

now are practicing proportional

representation both for candidate

support and among minorities and

women,

The national delegation will

have to represent women as well as

men and Chicanos and blacks in

proportion to their population ra-

tio in the state.

While in the past it has been

winner take all, this year when the

Democrats meet in their conven-

tion June 3, they will determine

what percentage of the total each

candidate has and then divide the

delegate strength for the other con-

ventions that way.

flunking U.S.A.
English is a beautiful language

— when "spoke." "My Fair Lady"
learned it the hard way and be-

came a most charming, sought-

after lady of quality. — in the id-

iom of Shaw. Quite a step-up for

a poor London flower-girl, in the

social scale. Eliza Doolittle did a

lot, tho', in mastering the King's

English, and she worked hard to

attain the social graces. Professor

Higgins and friend-Pickering were
driven nearly to distraction in the

process, but reaped a well-earned

reward, in seeing their ward's vic-

tory.

Is English taught in America?

Readin' Writin' and 'rithmetic

may still head the list in our pub-

lic Schools, bet even that remains

doubtful.

In the Ozarks the natives hunh-

k! Those poor ol' Hillbillies have

to — to be heard from one hill-top

to another; not to mention the dif-

ficulty of hearin' "t'other' when
each and/or t'other talk "fearst."

Sadly to relate, it drove me out

of the otherwise-very-beautiful

Ozark countryside. That a'huhn-k-

ing, it did. Yes it sure did. Just

like wild-geese it sounds to the

well-attuned ear.

Is a sign of moral decay. Crude-

ness and rudeness, to say the least.

Here in these wonderful "Estados

Unidos" (the engummed-states), to

quote a humorous Spanish author-

traveler. Julio Camba, to whom

gum-chewing seemed at least odd.

Our lavish A merican schools seem

to neglect proper speech and good

manners, if one may judge by the

daily conversation heard only too

generally.

Everywhere one turns one is

greeted with "huhn-h" . . . Oh, oc-

casionally, an "un-huhn-h!" As for

the ubiquitous "Ya-Know" that had

best go, far away, too. And then

there's that miserable pointing-

finger. What deplorable manners!

Perhaps I'm still in the wrong
state and had best return East to

civi lized territory. You be the

judge.

Just what is wrong with "Yes,

Sir," "No, Sir?" Please, Sir? and/or

"Some Fair Lady"?

"O h, these crude, crude young
civilizations." sighed Shaw.

E xcuse me, please, dear Huhn-

ker, for enroaching on your wondJ

erful western states of "Misery"

(Missouri) and Colorful Colorado.

I'm goin' to Bahston.

Paul Harsch

Highland Drive

Jamestown, R. I.

02835

Zita Weinshienk
Gave Law Day
Lecture at CC

Zita Weinshienk, Denver's first

woman judge and presently judge

of the Denver District Court,

gave the annual Law Day lecture

at Colorado College this year.

Judge Weinshienk's address was

Monday, May 1, at 8:30 p. m.

in the atrium of Tutt Library on

the college campus. Her chosen

topic was "A Trial Judge Looks at

Justice — 1972." The lecture was

open to the community without

charge.

Judge Weinshienk's distinguish-

ed legal career began in 1959

when she was appointed legal ad-

viser and probation counselor to

Denver's Juvenile Court. She was
appointed judge of the Municipal

Court in 1964, became Denver

County Court Judge in 1965 and

received her present appointment

to the District Court in January

of this year. She is also a Legal

Ethics Lecturer for Denver Univer-

sity.

Her educational background in-

cludes attendance at the University

of Colorado and the University of

Arizona where she graduated mag-

na cum laude with a B.A. degree.

She received her J.D. degree from

Harvard Law School in 1958 and

was a Fulbright Scholarship recip-

ient in 1958-59 at the University

of Copenhagen where she did a

study of the Danish Child Welfare

system.

In 1969 Judge Weinshienk was

selected as "Woman of the Year"

H-P Grant Resolution

FOR SALE:
1957 Chevy, 4-Door. V-fl, Standard

$250.

MARRIED STUDENT COUPLE WITH DOG
WANT TO SUB-LET APT. JUNE 1 to

AUG. 20.

FOR SALE: '6

radio, 2-dr. s

drive, $1325. ^ LEASING CO, 2444

475-1545.

GOT ANYTHING TO LOSE? We have

good paying Jobs in your area. Write

SunShlne Sales, 2437 Eas! 24th Street,

Los Angeles, California 90058.

EGG HOUSE
1216 North Nevada

The Hewlitt-Parkcard Co. is a
manufacturer of precision instru-

ments and has granted CC $7.5
million. The CC Peace Coalition

presented a resolution stating that

since 30 (
;^ of die company's profits

came from defense contracts. 30%
of the grant should go to organiza-

tions devoted to working for peace.

Dean Ohl stated that Mr. Packard
is devoted to CC as an educational
institute and he wanted the money
to be used for scholarships, faculty

salaries and cultural activities. Prof.

Eichengreen and Dean Ohl said

the money could be legitimized by
using it for these purposes. Glenn
Miller stated diat Packard spoke in

support of the present bombing in

Vietnam on April 9, 1972. Chris

Parr said diat CC was a model of

a peaceful community and all our

efforts should be directed at stop-

ping the war now. Jay Baker stated

that the Hewlitt-Packard Co. re-

ceived contracts and were obliged

to work on them regardless of their

nature. We should not be involved

in taking retalitory efforts against

men of circumstances. Glenn Wil-

liams said that by focusing on cer-

tain pressure points in society,

namely the grant, we may be able
to effect the course of die war.
He explained that the American
Friends Service Committee spon-
sored peace conferences and sup-
ported private hospitals in Indo-

china and trips to the Paris Peace
Talks. The Crusade for Justice is

a subsidiary of this. Dave Drake
suggested that this money be used
to implement a Peace Study De-
partment at CC. Bob Salazar said

that 20% of die 30% should go to

minority scholarships since that

number of men have been killed in

Vietnam. Dean Drake said that he

has a deep personal commitment

to CC and Packard's grant will

greatly help the college maintain

its high standards. There was no

motion to accept the resolution.

Dave Drake stated that CC was
not attempting to educate peace-

makers and thai 2.5 million dollars

could make a sizeable contribution

to accomplish this. Dean Drake
stated that students would bo in-

formed as to where the funds will

by the Denver Business and Pro-

fessional Women and in 1971 was
selected by Harper's Bazaar Mag-
azine as one of their "100 Women
in Touch With Our Time."

She is a member of several bus-

iness and professional organizations

including the Denver, Colorado

and American Bar Associations; the

National Conference of State Trial

Judges; the Harvard Law School

Association and the Colorado Com-
mission on the Status of Women.

COED HOUSING
Dean Ohl explained that Haskell,

Max Kade, Bemis, Mathias would

be coed. A section in Mathias will

be for freshman men and women.

Raleigh Rowden said priority is

given to upper classmen. Charlie

Vogel said that students should be

educated on die priority system so

it could be changed. 1/4 of fresh-

man females will have coed living

and 10% of freshman men will live

in a coed dorm. Dean Sutherland
said a non-visitation area for fe-

males must be maintained.

FACULTY COMMITTEES
Charlie Vogel wanted to include

more students on the committees
but Dean Drake said that would
have to be a faculty decision.

Charlie said this would give more
students a chance to get involved,

CCCA OUTSTANDING SENIOR
SERVICE AWARD

Chris Parr nominated Ray Pelros

and said he served the most con-

sistently for the last four years. 1 It-

was elected, aye 4, nay 1, abst. 2.

OBITUARIES
DAN BOYLE

CHARLEY MacNIDER
May 24, 1972

(The End)

Taylor Travel «

Start making Your

arrangements for

Summer Travel to

Europe NOW!

210 East Cache La Poudre St.

Son Voyage

036-387

1

Ertels Pharmacy
DOCS PL4CE"

Beverages: Hard, Soft and In-Botweon

802 North Weber Telephone: 633-206?

I Visit

I J' s MOTOR HOTEL
NEW

Restaurant Hours —
RESTAURANT
7 A.M. to 2 P.M. — Closed Saturday

2527 West Colorado

636-2898

Open 9-6

Moil, to Sot.

CERES
HARVEST
— NATURAL FOODS —

WHOLE Organic Grains, Beans, Nuts,

Seeds, Dried Fruit and Fish, Seaweeds,

Fresh Stone Ground Flour, Organic

Fresh Vegetables and Juices, Dairy Pro-

ducts, Herbs and other pure foods.

— Books — Pots — Pans —
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How to rip off
a checking account.

It's so reasonable an offer, it almost ought to be illegal.

Any college student whose parents bank at

United Bank ofColorado Springs is entitled to a free

checking account.

That means no service charges at all. Plus free checks.

They're not your everyday, plain-vanilla type checks,
either.

They're fully personalized. And numbered, too, so you
won't have to bother your head with things like counting.

Ifyour parents don't bank with us, you simply pay a
low service charge of $10 for the entire year. And all your
checks are free.

Now that saves you bread.

And time.

And hassles.

Get a good start on managing your bread for the
coming school year. Rip offone ofour student checking
accounts.

A call or visit to a Personal Banker is all it takes
to get started.

United Bank
of Colorado Springs

, A FULIA
S
nANkV

UnltedBank °f Colorado Springs, 102 North Cascade Avenue. Phone: 636-1361. Member FD1C.
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